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CORRECTION.

'^^hJU* W*ctt

On pages 827, 832, 836, and 840, Vol. LVI, No. 3, July, 1923, in Tables

VIII a, IX a, X a, and XI a, the symbols expressing "Water per gm." should

read HaOt; Wb, H^O,: W,, and H2O.: Wc instead of H^Ob: Wb, H^Os: Wb, and

H^Oc: Wb.
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PREPARATION AND COMPARISON OF STANDARDS FOR
THE ESTIMATION OF CREATINE AND CREATININE.

By graham EDGAR.

{From the Cobb Chemical Laboratory of the Universitijof Virginia, University.)

(Received for publication, March 6, 1923.)

Since the almost universal adoption of the Folin colorimetric

method for the estimation of creatine and creatinine, various

substances have been proposed as standards with which the

unknown solution is to be compared. Folin originally (1) pro-

posed 0.5 N potassium bichromate as a standard; later (2) he

advocated creatinine zinc chloride; Thompson (3) proposed

creatinine picrate and creatinine potassium picrate; pure creati-

nine has also been employed. Each of these standards possesses

certain advantages and disadvantages.

A substance to be used as a standard for analysis should have,

if possible, certain characteristics. It should be of definite com-

position, easily purified, sufficiently stable to permit its being

thoroughly dried without decomposition, and it should present

some simple test by which its purity may be ascertained. In

addition, it is desirable that it shall be easily prepared and not

too costly. Heretofore the difficulty and expense involved in the

preparation of pure creatinine compounds have limited somewhat

their use as standards. In view of the fact that reasonably pure

creatine is now available (4) in the market at much reduced prices,

it seems desirable to consider the standards indicated above with

reference to their preparation from commercial' creatine.

Potassium Bichromate.—While potassium bic^iromate is widely

used because of its permanence, convenience, and inexpensiveness,

it may be dismissed at once as a really satisfactory standard for

general use, as its color is not an exact duplicate of that developed

by the Folin reaction in solutions of creatinine. This means

that to obtain concordant results a most exact procedure is

necessary, and only certain types of colorimeter can be used, as

1
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2 Estimation of Creatine and Creatinine

a potassium bichromate solution which will match at one depth
a creatinine solution prepared for analysis, will not match it at

another depth. It is true that by the use of a varying factor (5)

comparisons may be made at different depths, but this compli-

cates the calculation, and at best the color match is not perfect.

Furthermore, the color developed in the reaction is somewhat
sensitive to conditions of temperature, time, concentration, etc.,

and it is, therefore, much preferable to carry out the analysis

with the unknown solution and a standard containing a known
quantity of creatinine, the two being treated similarly in all

respects.

Creatinine Zinc Chloride.—Creatinine zinc chloride proposed

by Folin (2) as a standard has much to recommend it. It is a

very characteristic compound of creatinine, relatively insoluble,

and can be used to separate creatinine from various impurities.

Up to the present, methods for its preparation from creatine

and its purification have not been altogether simple. A new
reaction, however, described below, permits a very rapid and

simple method for preparing a pure product. The substance

possesses no definite simple test of purity, and reliance must be

had upon recrystallization.

Creatinine Pierate.—Creatinine picrate proposed as a standard

by Thompson (3) possesses many advantages. It can be pre-

pared very simply, as shown below, from commercial creatine.

It is readily purified by crystallization from hot water, being rela-

tively insoluble in cold water, and having a high temperature

coefficient of solubility. It possesses a definite melting point

(205°C.) by which the purity of a given sample may be tested.

A disadvantage is that the solubility in cold water limits the

preparation of standard solutions to concentrations of 0.5 mg. of

creatinine per cubic centimeter, but as will be shown below, this

is quite satisfactory for standard methods of analysis.

Creatinine.—Creatinine, itself, is unsatisfactory'' as a standard

because of the difficulty involved in its preparation and the inevi-

table uncertainty as to its purity. Experiments carried out by

the writer confirm the conclusions of Thompson (3) that in recrys-

tallizing creatinine from water or aqueous alcohol, some hydration

to form creatine may take place. Thus, a sample prepared by

the method of Folin and Denis was found after three recrystalliza-
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tions from aqueous alcohol to contain several per cent of creatine,

apparently partially formed during the purification. Since

creatinine does not possess a definite melting point its purity

cannot be simply tested. This does not mean, of course, that

pure creatinine cannot be prepared (6), but uncertainty as to

the presence of creatine in any given sample, and the difficulty of

removing it if present, make creatinine unsatisfactory as a basic

standard.

EXPERIMENTAL.

In order to obtain data upon which to base a comparison of

creatinine zinc chloride and creatinine picrate, from the stand-

point of ease of preparation from creatine, purity, and other

properties, an experimental study was made, the results of which

are briefly summarized below.

All the standard methods for the preparation of creatinine zinc

chloride were abandoned when it was discovered that solid crea-

tine reacts readily with anhydrous zinc chloride, on heating, to give

creatinine zinc chloride, the anhydrous zinc chloride acting first as

dehydrating agent to form creatinine, and then reacting to form

the salt. The reaction apparently occurs under a wide range of

conditions, but the following technique was finally adopted as

giving the best yield and purest product.

Commercial creatine is ground in a mortar with an equal

weight of anhydrous zinc chloride. The mixture is then placed

in a beaker, dish, or casserole, and is heated over a small flame or

sand bath, with constant stirring. As the temperature is raised

the mixture begins to melt and around 120-130°C. (depending

somewhat on the rate of heating and the moisture which may
have been absorbed) becomes a viscous mass from which bubbles

of water vapor are given off. Within a few minutes the mass
suddenly solidifies to a perfectly dry residue consisting of creati-

nine zinc chloride (containing, of course, the excess zinc chloride).

The whole reaction is complete within about 5 minutes after

beginning to raise the temperature. If crude creatinine zinc

chloride is desired it is only necessary to leach the mass with a

little cold water or aqueous alcohol to dissolve out the excess

zinc chloride. If a pure product is desired the residue may be

dissolved directly (following Folin) in about ten times its weight
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of boiling 25 per cent acetic acid, and 2 volumes of alcohol are

added to the mixture. On cooling crystalline creatinine zinc

chloride separates in practically quantitative yield (based on the

original creatine), and of a puritj^ comparable with the best prod-

uct obtained by repeated crystallization.

Creatinine picrate was prepared from commercial creatine, by
converting the latter into creatinine hydrochloride, which can be

simply effected by dissolving creatine in an excess of 6 n (or other

concentration) hydrochloric acid, and evaporating to dryness on a

water bath (Benedict, 7). Other methods, such as prolonged

boiling with acid, can also be employed, and doubtless other acids,

but this procedure seemed the simplest possible. The creatinine

hydrochloride was then dissolved in a little water and added to a

slight excess of pure picric acid previously dissolved in either

boiling water or boiling alcohol. After cooling the mixture,

the precipitated creatinine picrate was filtered off, washed with

a little cold water, recrystallized once from boiling water, washed
with alcohol, and dried at 100°C. All samples thus prepared

melted within 0.5° of 205°C. (uncorrected) (most texts give

213°, but Thompson reports 205°), and further tests showed them
apparently perfectly pure.

Standard solutions were then prepared from creatinine zinc

chloride and creatinine picrate prepared as described above, and
also from creatinine zinc chloride prepared from pure creatinine

and repeatedly recrystallized.

The creatinine zinc chloride was prepared to contain 1 mg. of

creatinine per cubic centimeter (1.602 gm. of salt per liter). The
creatinine picrate was not sufficiently soluble for the concentra-

tion to be used, and, therefore, it was made to contain 0.5 mg. of

creatinine per cubic centimeter (1.5119 gm. of salt per liter).

This is a nearly saturated solution at room temperature. The
standard solutions were then treated with picric acid and alkali

as in the Folin method. Investigators have disagreed as to the

best procedure for this purpose, but it seems agreed that in any

case an identical procedure should be followed with standard and

unknown, and that approximately the same amount of creatinine

should be present in both. A procedure was adopted, -therefore,

which is essentially that employed by both Folin and Thompson.

10 mg. of creatinine (10 cc. of the creatinine zinc chloride solu-
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tion, 20 cc. of the creatinine picrate solution) were treated with

25 cc, of saturated picric acid solution and 10 cc. of 10 per cent

NaOH. The mixtures were allowed to stand for 7 minutes and

were then diluted to 500 cc. with water, and were compared in

various colorimeters.

The instruments used were a Sargent, a Bock-Benedict, and

a Duboscq colorimeter, and in them the solutions were matched

in depths varying from 10 to 100 mm. In every case the readings

with the three standards agreed exactly within the experimental

error of matching. In order to show that approximate results

may be obtained in creatinine estimation without any colorim-

eter, the two solutions were also compared in Nessler tubes,

and it was found that very fair results were obtained. One great

advantage of a standard creatinine solution is that no particular

depth of reading is necessary, and the concentration of creatinine

in the unknown solution is given directly by the relation,

Concentration of unknown _ Depth of standard

Concentration of standard Depth of unknown

DISCUSSION.

The data outlined above, together with considerable general

experience with the standards in question, seem to justify the

following conclusions.

1. Both creatinine zinc chloride and creatinine picrate may be

readily prepared from commercial creatine, in a state of sufficient

purity for them to be utilized as standards for analysis by the

Folin method.

2. Creatinine picrate has the advantage of possessing a simple

test of purity (melting point), and the disadvantage for some

purposes of a limited solubility.

3. Creatinine picrate, both solid and in solution, is apparently

perfectly stable over considerable iatervals of time. Creatinine •

zinc chloride solutions, like pure creatinine solutions, slowly change

in concentration due to partial creatine formation, but this can

be readily overcome by adding acid to the solution. (Folin has

suggested that the creatinine zinc chloride should be dissolved

in 0.1 N HCl instead of water.)

4. Many metallic picrates are quite explosive, both by shock

and by heat. In the writer's experience this is not true of creati-
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nine picrate. It can be heated above its melting point with only

gradual decomposition, and efforts to explode it by ordinary

shock have failed.

5. The selection of creatinine picrate or creatinine zinc chloride

as a standard is largely a matter of choice, but the advantages

of either over other standards, in view of the fact that any colorim-

eter, any depth of layer, and many concentrations of standard

solution, may be employed, would appear to justify their more

universal adoption, particularly when they may be so simply

prepared.

SUMMARY.

A comparison has been made of the merits of different standards

which have been proposed for creatinine determination.

A new and simple method has been devised for the prepara-

tion of creatinine zinc chloride. The advantages of creatinine

zinc chloride and creatinine picrate as standards have been

emphasized.
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LIPASE STUDIES.

II. A COMPARISON OF THE HYDROLYSIS OF THE ESTERS OF
THE DICARBOXYLIC ACIDS BY THE LIPASE OF THE LIVER.

By ELIZABETH C. HYDE and HOWARD B. LEWIS.

{From the Laboratory of Physiological Chemistry of the University of Illinois
^

Urhana.)

(Received for publication, March 15, 1923.)

In a previous paper (1) a study of the hydrolysis of the diethyl

esters of malonic and succinic acids by the lipase of hog liver was

reported. On the basis of the acidity developed when a glycerol

extract of hog liver was allowed to act upon these esters, it was

considered that the reaction proceeded to an equilibrium which

corresponded to the removal of one ethyl group from the diethyl

esters and that the further hj'drolysis of the monoethyl ester did

not take place readily, if at all.

It seemed desirable to extend this study to the higher members
of this homologous series of dicarboxj'lic acids in order to deter-

mine whether this type of hj^drolysis was common to all members

of the series. Accordingly, the h3'drolysis bj^ lipase of the diethyl

esters of the homologous acids, glutaric and adipic, has been

studied.

EXPERIMEXTAL.

Preparation of Lipase.—The lipase was prepared from fresh

hog liver by extraction with glycerol, according to the method of

Kanitz (2), the extract being prepared within 2 hours after the

slaughter of the animal. After a thorough admixture the extrac-

tion mass was allowed to stand filtered through cheese-cloth as

needed. The extract retained its lipol3i;ic activity unimpaired

for several months.

The Esters.-—^The ethyl propionate, and diethyl malonate and
succinate were commercial products. Diethyl glutarate was
especially prepared for this work by Dr. C. S. Marvel of the

7
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Organic Division. Adipic acid was prepared from cyclohexane

by oxidation with nitric acid, and esterified in the laboratory in

which this research was conducted. The purity of the esters was
determined by means of saponification values. Inasmuch as it

was difficult to weigh the liquid esters exactly, solutions of nor-

mality, approximating that desired, were prepared and their

exact value in terms of sodium hydroxide as required for saponi-

fication was determined. In order to have the esters completely

in solution, low concentrations (0.05 to 0.0125 n) of ester were

employed.

Determinalion of the Action of the Lipase on the Ester.—0.5 cc.

portions of the glycerol extract were added to 25 cc. of the standard

ester solution, the flasks were incubated at room temperature for

vp.rying periods of time, and the acidity developed in the reaction

was then titrated with standard sodium hydroxide, with phenol-

phthalein as an indicator. The flasks were arranged in pairs and

one pair was titrated after 30 minutes, a second pair after 1 hour, etc.

Each pair of the flasks was also retitrated at the intervals shown in

the tables and the figures given represent the total volume of

standard alkali required for neutralization. The figures presented

in the tables are the averages of check determinations from which

the blanks due to the acidity of the extract and of the esters have

been subtracted.

In all the tables the last figure in each vertical column represents

the amount of alkali required for neutralization of the acidity

developed during the period represented. Each figure in the

horizontal column to the right of the first figure represents this

amount of alkali ])lus the additional amounts of alkali required for

retitration at the intervals indicated. Thus in Table I under the

heading "2 hours," the figure 4.27 represents the average acidity

developed in two flasks which were first titrated after 2 hours

incubation; 4.70 represents the average total acidity of a pair of

flasks, which were titrated at the end of an hour and again 1 hour

later after a total period of incubation of 2 hours, etc.

DISCUSSION.

Ethyl Propionate.—In order to afford a control on the hydrolysis

of a simple ester, the results of a typical experiment with ethyl

propionate are presented in Table I. The data show that under
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the conditions of the experiment, 0.025 n ethyl propionate was
hydrolyzed to the extent of 85 to 90 per cent before equiUbrium

was reached.

Diethyl Malonate and Diethyl Succinate.—The results of the

experiments with the diethyl esters of malonic and succinic acids

(Table II) were in harmony with the results of Christman and
Lewis (1) previously reported. They show that hydrolysis tended

to proceed rapidly to a point of equilibrium corresponding to

removal of one ethyl group and after this point was reached,

further action was very slow.

TABLE I.

Hydrolysis of 0.025 n Ethyl Propionate by Lipase.

25 cc. portions of ester were used. For the complete saponification of

this amount of ester 5.8 cc. of 0.09872 n NaOH were required.

Time... 30 min. Ihr. 2 hrs. 3 hrs. 4 hrs. 5 hrs 6 hrs. 10 hrs. 11 hrs

Standard NaOH required for neutralization of acidity.

cc.
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If, however, the acidity developed was neutralized at frequent

intervals, the results were quite different. If the acidity developed

corresponded to a cleavage of 50 per cent or more of the ester,

neutralization of this acidity checked further hydrolysis. Thus,

with 0.05 N ester at the end of 30 minutes, an acidity of 3.30 cc,

TABLE II.

Hydrolysis of 0.05 n Solutions of Diethyl Malonate and Succinate by Lipase.

25 cc. portions of ester were used. For the complete saponification of

this amount of these esters 12.6 and 12.2 cc, respectively, of 0.09872 n

NaOH were used.

Diethyl malonate.

Time....30miii. Ihr. 2hrs. 3hr8. 4 hrs. 5 hrs. 7 hrs. hrs.

Standard NaOH required for
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titrate the acidity developed in the following 8 hours. Similarly

in the flasks first titrated at the end of an hour, an acidity of 5.20

CO. was developed; i.e., a 44 per cent hydrolysis had occurred.

During the next hour a small amount of cleavage took place which

corresponded to a total hydrolysis of 50 per cent of the ester.

No further activity occurred during the subsequent hours. Simi-

TABLE III.

Hydrolysis of 0.05 and 0.025 N Solutions of Diethyl Glutarate by Lipase.

25 cc. portions of the ester were used. For complete saponification of

this amount of these esters 11.8 and 5.8 cc. of 0.09872 n NaOH, respectively,

were required.

0.05 N diethyl glutarate.

Time 30 min. 1 hr. 2 hrs. 3 hrs. 4 hrs. hrs. 7 his. 9 hrs.

Standard NaOH required for neutralization of acidity.
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similarly conducted with simple esters, e.g. ethyl acetate, ethyl

propionate, ethyl butj^rate, etc., no such change in lipolytic

activit}^ has been noted.

Diethyl Adipate (Table IV).—The results obtained with diethyl

adipate are comparable to those obtained with diethyl glutarate.

TABLE IV.

Hydrolysis of 0.025 and 0.0125 n Solutions of Diethyl Adipate by Lipase.

25 cc. portions of the ester solution were used. For complete saponifica-

tion of this amount of these solutions 6.35 and 3.2 cc, respectively, of

0.09872 N NaOH were required.

0.025 N diethyl adipate.

Time...30min. 1 hr 2hrs. 3hra. 4 his. 5 hrs. 7hrs. 9 hrs. 11 hrs.

Standard NaOH required
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hydrolysis of the ester was obtained in 4 to 9 hours. As with

diethyl glutarate, neutralization of the acidity developed checked

the further hydrolysis if the acidity was neutralized after a hj^lrol-

ysis of approximately 50 per cent had occurred. Experiments,

in which the isolation of the products of hydrolysis of diethyl

glutarate was attempted were only partially successful. We
have, however, been able to demonstrate the formation of adipic

acid at various stages in the hydrolysis by lipase. 4 cc. of diethyl

adipate were mixed with 100 cc. of water and 5 cc. of the glycerol

extract of liver added. Toluene was added and the flask allowed

to stand at room temperature for 18 days. At the end of this

time, 152.5 cc. of standard alkali were used to titrate the acidity

developed. Inasmuch as 400.1 cc, were required for complete

saponification of 4 cc. of diethyl adipate, this indicated a hydrol-

ysis of slightly less than 40 per cent of the ester. The solution was
boiled to kill the enzjTne, evaporated to drjTiess, extracted with

ether to remove any unchanged ester, acidified, and again ex-

tracted with ether. A considerable quantity of white crystalline

material was obtained on the evaporation of the ether. After

recrystallization the crystals melted at 146-147° (uncorrected).

In a similar experiment, the acidity developed was neutralized

daily and the reaction stopped when a total acidity of 205 cc. had
been developed; that is, when a hydrolysis of 50 per cent had
been obtained. From this, crystals melting at 147° were obtained

by the method outlined. The neutral equivalent of the crj^stals

was found to be 76. Adipic acid melts at 153° (corrected) and has

a neutral equivalent of 73. These results indicated that adipic

acid was formed in the hydrolysis by liver lipase even when the

hydrolj^sis had proceeded only partially toward completion.

It is of interest to note that the rate of hydrolysis increased

with the increase in molecular weight of the acid in the case of the

diethyl esters investigated. Thus, under comparable conditions

the hydrolyses of 0.05 N solutions of the diethyl esters of malonic,

succinic, and glutaric acids, during the initial 30 minute period

corresponded to 2.00, 2.67, and 3.30 cc. of standard alkali, respec-

tively. With 0.0125 N solutions of diethyl glutarate and adipate,

the similar hydrolyses were equivalent to 2.37 and 2.70 cc. of alkali.

These results with dicarboxjdic esters are in harmony with those

of Kastle and Loevenhart (4) and others (5, 6) who observed
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that the rate of hydrolysis of ethyl acetate, ethyl propionate, and

ethyl butyrate by the lipases of liver and pancreas increased with

the molecular weight.

Howard (7) has recently studied the lipolytic action of pan-

creatic extracts on dibenzyl succinate. He concluded that

dibenzyl succinate also was split only to the monobenzyl ester.

From a quantitative standpoint, it is difficult to accept the results

of these experiments inasmuch as the ester was not in solution and

the conditions were not such as to favor optimum activity of

the enzyme. Horst (8) in this laboratory has studied the hydrol-

ysis of dibenzyl succinate in the organism of the rabbit. He
observed that the amount of hippuric acid present in the urine

after the feeding of dibenzyl succinate indicated a complete

cleavage of the ester and oxidation of the liberated benzyl alcohol

to benzoic acid with subsequent conjugation and elimination as

hippuric acid. These results are at variance with the in vitro

studies of Howard. It is possible that the cleavage of diethyl

succinate and malonate may be complete in the animal body

and that the results reported in this and our former paper (1)

have little significance for the living organism. Further experi-

ments along these lines are in progress.

SUMMARY.

1. In confirmation of earlier work (1), the hydrolysis of the

diethyl esters of succinic and malonic acids by lipase of hog liver

was observed to proceed rapidly to an equilibrium which corre-

sponded to the removal of one ethyl group from the diethyl ester.

2. In the hydrolysis of the diethyl esters of adipic and glutaric

acids under like conditions, equilibrium was reached when the

cleavage which corresponded to the removal of both the ethyl

gi'oups was nearly complete. The hydrolysis of these esters

followed a course similar to that observed with the simple esters

of the monocarboxylic acids.

3. Adipic acid was isolated from the products of hydrolysis of

diethyl adipate by liver lipase in experiments in which the hydrol-

ysis was less than 50 per cent complete.

4. Under comparable experimental conditions the rate of hydrol-

ysis of the diethyl esters of malonic, succinic, glutaric, and adipic

acids increased with the increase in the molecular weight of the

acids.
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VARIATIONS IN THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE NON-PRO-
TEIN NITROGENOUS CONSTITUENTS OF WHOLE

BLOOD AND PLASMA DURING ACUTE RE-
TENTION AND ELIMINATION.

By E. D. PLASS.

{From the Obstetrical Department of the Johns Hopkins University and

Hospital, Baltimore.)

(Received for publication, February 5, 1923.)

Several writers, basing their statements on definite analytical

data, have recently emphasized the fact that plasma is to be

preferred to whole blood for analysis in investigating metabolic

conditions, since it represents that portion of the circulating

medium most directly concerned in the processes of assimilation

and excretion. There are, however, remarkably few published

reports dealing with the normal distribution of the constituents

of the blood between the corpuscles and plasma, and this is

especially true of the non-protein constituents commonly de-

termined in the course of clinical studies on renal function.

Wu (1) has reported analyses for the usual non-protein nitrogenous con-

stituents, as well as for sugar and sodium chloride, on the corpuscles and
plasma of twenty normal human bloods. His investigations show that

the total non-protein nitrogen, total creatinine, preformed creatinine,

amino-acids, and sugar are normally in greater concentration in the cor-

puscles, while urea, uric acid, and sodium chloride are higher in the plasma.

Although he gives no figures for whole blood, it is possible to calculate

whole blood values from the recorded hematocrit readings and the data
on plasma and corpuscles. He deprecates the common use of whole blood

in the study of metabolic problems, and warmly advocates the employ-
ment of plasma for this purpose.

More recently Folin and Berglund (2) recorded the results of total non-
protein nitrogen, urea nitrogen, and amino-acid nitrogen determinations

on the whole blood, plasma, and corpuscles of twelve healthy young men
and, at about the same time, Folin reported figures for amino-acid nitrogen,

urea nitrogen, creatinine, uric acid, and total non-protein nitrogen in the

whole blood, plasma, and corpuscles of seven patients with definite nitrogen

retention. As a result of this experience he states that "if the different

17
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water content of plasma and corpuscles be disregarded, then only the

amino-acids, creatine and the undetermined nitrogen are more abundant

in the corpuscles than in the plasma; while the nitrogenous waste products

—urea, creatinine and uric acid—are more abundant in the plasma."

In the course of some extensive work on the content of the blood

in the non-protein nitrogenous substances during normal

pregnancy and eclampsia, a number of analyses were made simul-

taneously upon whole blood and plasma, in an attempt to explain

the disagreements between our results, obtained on oxalated

plasma, and those of certain other investigators, who had analyzed

the whole blood. In aU, thirty-seven such parallel determinations

were made, in sixteen of which the hematocrit values were

obtained, so that it is possible in these cases to compute with

considerable accuracy the content of the corpuscles in non-protein

nitrogenous substances. While these figures show that there

are no starthng variations in the non-protein nitrogen of the blood

during normal pregnancy, they are presented, with special refer-

ence to the types of cases involved, not only to emphasize the

essential differences between analyses on the whole blood and

plasma, but also to suggest that, in the extremely rapid changes in

concentration occurring in the toxemias of pregnancy, as well as

in the normal puerperium, these substances may pass from cells

to plasma, or in the reverse direction, slowly enough so that the

usual relationships are disturbed. The figures presented are

interpreted as showing that substances, such as the non-protein

nitrogenous constituents of the blood, which have accumulated

in the plasma during periods of retention, may be temporarily

deposited in the corpuscles, from which they are given up gradually

as the plasma content of these substances is reduced by improved

elimination.

EXPERIMENTAL

.

Blood was collected from an arm vein directly into a flask

containing either dry powdered potassium oxalate or 1 to 2 cc. of a

5 per cent solution of this salt. Analyses were made immediately,

using the micro methods of Folin and Wu for both the whole blood

and plasma, without essential modification. In a short series of

preliminary experiments it was ascertained that the amounts of

f N sulfuric acid and 10 per cent sodium tungstate recommended
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for the protein precipitation in whole blood could be used for

plasma/ providing the reaction of the filtrate were made neutral

to methyl orange before attempting the urea determination.

Hematocrit readings were made after centrifuging the oxalated

blood at high speed (3,000 to 3,500 r.p.m.) until the precipitated

cells maintained a constant volume.

The results of the twenty-one determinations in which no

hematocrit readings were obtained are presented in Table I.

Although they represent specimens of blood from only six individ-

uals, as many as seven samples having been obtained at daily

intervals from one patient, they present, nevertheless, quite a

wide range of values, because of the pathological conditions which

obtained in certain cases. From this table, the following facts

will be noted.

The total non-protein nitrogen is higher in the whole blood in

every case but one, the range of variation being from 1 to 10 mg.

per 100 cc.

The urea nitrogen is generally slightly higher in the plasma,

although occasionally the reverse is true.

The relation of the urea nitrogen to the total non-protein nitro-

gen is in accord with the absolute values for these fractions, and in

three instances only (Case 2, Specimen 1; Case 6, Specimens 5

and 6) are the urea percentages in the whole blood higher than in

the plasma. From the conditions which prevailed when these

unusual values were obtained, we are inclined to regard them as

representing an actual reversal of the normal relationship between

plasma and corpuscles, rather than as analytical errors.

Uric acid is usually more concentrated in the plasma, but during

periods of the rapid disappearance of uric acid retention in the

blood, these values may be reversed for a short period, just as the

usual difference in favor of the plasma may be exaggerated when
increased retention is in progress.

As has been previously recorded, the preformed creatinine is

generally somewhat higher in the whole blood; while creatine (total

minus preformed creatinine) is, of comrse, considerably more
concentrated in the corpuscles.

^ Wu (1) practically agrees with this, although he recommends the use

of one-half of the whole blood quantities of the two precipitants for analy-

ses of the plasma.
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Table II presents the total non-protein nitrogen, urea nitrogen,

uric acid content, and the urea N: total non-protein N ratio of

sixteen specimens of whole blood and plasma, together with the

respective values for corpuscles, calculated from the hematocrit

readings.

Here the differences between whole blood and plasma agree in

general with those noted from Table I, and the few variations are

in line with those already noted. The total non-protein nitrogen

of the corpuscles is very high as compared with that of the plasma.

The urea values are usually higher in the plasma than in the

corpuscles, although in the cases where the whole blood figures are

higher than those of the plasma, this difference is exaggerated in

the corpuscles. The uric acid content of the plasma is, with two

exceptions, higher than that of the corpuscles.

DISCUSSION.

It has, until very recently, been tacitly assumed that study of the

whole blood would give the same information generally as would

examination of either of its component parts, since most substances

can pass readily from one to the other by simple diffusion. The
possibility of an appreciable latent period has, however, been

generally overlooked. One recognized exception to the usual

approximately even balance is creatine, which is admitted to be

contained almost exclusively in the corpuscles, and to be present in

small quantities in the plasma only when there is a creatinuria.

The work of Wu, and of Folin and Berglund, to which reference

has been made, demonstrates that conditions are not so simple,

and that it is quite normal for the non-protein constituents to be at

different concentrations in the corpuscles and in their surrounding

plasma. The evidence which these authors submit would, how-
ever, indicate that these relationships are quite fixed, whereas the

decided variations from the normal which we have observed during

periods of retention or rapid elimination, surely demand attention.

We have evidence,^ which will be reported elsewhere, to show
that, while there is usually only a slight degree of retention of the

non-protein nitrogenous material of the blood (whole blood or

^ Reported briefly in the Transactions of the Association for Research
in Nervous and Mental Disease in December, 1922. To be reported'in

full elsewhere.
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plasma) at the height of the so called "late toxemias of pregnancy,"

the period of improvement is marked by a rapid piling-up of

these materials, followed immediately by an abrupt drop to normal.

Under such circumstances, conditions in the plasma must be

changing with relatively great rapidity and it would not be surpris-

ing if diffusion into or out of the corpuscles failed to keep pace with

the retention or ehmination. From the data presented in the

tables it appears that there is a proportionate increase in the non-

protein nitrogenous material in the plasma during active retention,

while there is proportionate increase in these same substances in

the blood cells during the rapid reduction of such a retention.

There follows a more detailed discussion of the conditions under

which such variations from the normal were noted.

Total Non-Protein Nitrogen.—In only one specimen (Case 4,

Specimen 2) among the thirty-seven reported was the total non-

protein nitrogen higher in the plasma than in the whole blood.

This blood was taken from a patient with outspoken chronic

nephritis, who developed such severe symptoms when 5 months

pregnant that the uterus was emptied by abdominal hysterotomy

and tubal sterilization effected. The first analyses, made upon
admission, showed only a slight grade of retention, with the urea

nitrogen disproportionately high. 3 days later, 25 hours after the

operation, all the non-protein nitrogenous constituents had

increased in amount from twice to nearly four times and the

whole blood and plasma values were practically identical, with

the exception of the total non-protein nitrogen, which was higher

in the plasma. In view of the other evidence to be adduced later,

the explanation probably lies in the fact that some portion of the

undetermined nitrogen fraction was released into the plasma

(presumably from the tissues) more rapidly than it could be

excreted, and more rapidly than it could come into equilibrium

with the blood cells. The next specimen, taken 3 days later,

contained large amounts of all non-protein nitrogenous con-

stituents, but the total non-protein nitrogen of the plasma was

restored to its normal relationship with that of the corpuscles,

being higher in the whole blood than in the plasma. It may be

assumed that the high point of the retention had been passed by

the time this sample was obtained.
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Urea Nitrogen.—In nine of the thirty-seven specimens, the

urea nitrogen was shghtly higher in the whole blood than in the

plasma, so that the corpuscles must have actually contained con-

siderably more urea than the plasma. It is apparent from the

data appended under "Remarks" that all these specimens were

obtained during periods when a profuse diuresis was to be expected

either normally (Case 6), or during convalescence from eclampsia

(Cases 5 and 14). Fig. 1 is a graphic representation of the changes

observed in Case 14, and shows that on the last 2 days of the

experiment, when the values for non-protein nitrogenous

constituents were rapidly returning to normal, the urea was in

higher concentration in the corpuscles than in the plasma.

Although this is directly opposed to the statement of Folin (3)

that, "Both normally and in nitrogen retentions the urea is more

abundant in the plasma than in the corpuscles," the same condi-

tion was observed in several other patients under similar circum-

stances. Moreover, in a few instances during periods of rapid

retention, the opposite condition was observed—^the usual differ-

ence between whole blood and plasma urea was exaggerated with

the result that the latter contained 4 to 8 mg. per 100 cc. more

urea nitrogen than did the whole blood. It is obvious that the

differences between corpuscles and plasma were even more signifi-

cant. Case 10 illustrates this magnified difference.

Urea Nitrogen : Total Non-Protein Nitrogen Ratio.—The urea

nitrogen forms a larger percentage of the total non-protein nitro-

gen in the plasma than in the whole blood, because of the smaller

absolute amounts of undetermined nitrogen. We have not

encountered the very low percentages reported for normal preg-

nancy by Folin (4), a failure which has been reported by others.

In Case 2, Specimen 1, and in Case 6, Specimens 5 and 6, the higher

urea nitrogen : total non-protein nitrogen ratios in the whole blood

are associated with disturbances of the total non-protein nitrogen

similar to those previously noted. The curves of the urea per-

centages in Fig. 1 are suggestive, but their interpretation is not

clear; although it is apparent that the non-protein nitrogenous

materials, other than urea, which make up such a large part of the

total non-protein nitrogen of the corpuscles during the acute

toxemia, are eHminated more rapidly than the urea, so that the

percentage of the latter soon rises to normal.
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Fig. 1. Graphic chart of results in Case 14. Antepartum eclampsia

treated with morphine.
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Uric Acid.—Uric acid is known to be in higher concentration

normally in the plasma than in the whole blood and Folin (3)

even makes the statement that, "In the case of uric acid the differ-

ence between the figures obtained from whole hjood and from

plasma is so large that practically the whole of the uric acid con-

tent of the blood falls on the plasma." We cannot subscribe to

this opinion because we have examined several specimens in which

the whole blood showed more uric acid than the plasma, indicating

that the corpuscles contained proportionately more of this sub-

stance. Here, too, the actual relation between the blood cells and

the plasma is apparently liable to sudden changes in periods of rapid

retention or elimination. For example, in Fig. 1 it is apparent

that the uric acid first accumulated in the plasma, but that it

rather quickly (5 hours) diffused into the corpuscles, so that the

whole blood and plasma values became nearly identical. Under
normal conditions, it is agreed that the corpuscles are relatively

poor in uric acid, but when, on the other hand, an acute retention

is in progress, this substance first increases in the plasma and is

then gradually absorbed into the corpuscles until nearly equal

values obtain. Our figures also suggest that during the rapid

reduction of a retention, the plasma may lose its uric acid through

the kidneys so rapidly that the influx from the corpuscles cannot

keep pace, and the whole blood temporarily contains more uric

acid than the plasma.

Creatinine and Creatine.—Determinations of creatinine were

done on such a small number of specimens that general state-

ments are dangerous. The preformed creatinine values are

within the usually accepted normal range, while the whole blood

figures, if anything, are slightly higher than those of the plasma.

The status of whole blood creatine (total minus preformed creati-

nine) is still so unsettled that statements concerning it have at

best a doubtful value. The plasma determination is on a better

footing, however, so that one may compare the values obtained,

if only it is not insisted too strongly that the figures are for creatine.

Plasma creatine was determined in Cases 3, 4, and 6 and it is

noticeable that the values tend to rise after delivery and then

return to normal. This increase in the creatine in the plasma

occurs at the time when the urinary output of this substance is

most marked (5). In one case (No. 6) the total urinary creatine
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output was determined simultaneously with the blood content

and the curves of the plasma and urine creatine are plotted in

Fig. 2.

Wilson and flass (6) have postulated the hypothesis that crea-

tine is an inconstant constituent of blood plasma, which is always

excreted in the urine if present in the plasma—the normal

threshold being zero. The fact that, during the puerperium, the

pronounced creatinuria is accompanied by an increased amount

of creatine in the plasma, is quite in accord with their observations.
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Fig. 2. Plasma and urine creatine during the puerperium.

It is suggestive that in Case 6 the whole blood creatine diminishes

as the plasma creatine reaches its maximum, but, in the absence

of other confirmatory observations, it is doubtful whether it can

be safely assumed that the excess detected in the plasma has

come from the corpuscles, although further work may show that to

be the case.

SUMMARY.

The extremely rapid changes in concentration of the non-protein

nitrogenous constituents of the blood during recovery from the

so called "late toxemias of pregnancy," have been studied by simul-

taneous analyses of whole blood and plasma, and it has been

demonstrated that these substances pass from cells to plasma,

and in the reverse direction, so slowly, that at times the usual
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relationships are disturbed. It is particularly emphasized that

the blood corpuscles are storehouses into which material accumu-

lated in the plasma may be temporarily deposited, and from which

the excess may later be rapidly removed. Under such conditions

it is obviously important to attack the study of certain metabolic

problems from the standpoint of the blood cells as well as of the

plasma.

CONCLUSIONS.

1. The total non-protein nitrogen is usually higher in the whole

blood than in the plasma, but occasionally during very rapid

retention the corpuscles may not absorb these substances as

rapidly as they are accumulated in the plasma, so that the latter

temporarily has a higher concentration.

2. Urea is ordinarily slightly higher in the plasma, although this

relationship may be altered in either direction. During periods of

rapid retention, the difference in favor of the plasma may become

exaggerated, while during a rapid relief of this pihng-up, the whole

blood may for a time have more urea, because the rapid excretion

from the plasma is not accompanied by an equally rapid diffusion

out of the corpuscles.

3. Uric acid accumulates first in the plasma under conditions

of retention, but later diffuses into the blood cells, until they come

into practical equihbrium. During the precipitate relief of such a

retention, the corpuscles may at times actually contain more uric

acid than the plasma.

4. Creatine, which is normally absent from the plasma, is

present in higher concentration during the period of puerperal

creatinuria, so that the curves of plasma and urinary creatine are

quite similar.
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CHEMICAL CONSTITUENTS OF SALIVA AS INDICES
OF GLANDULAR ACTIVITY.*

By J. LUCIEN MORRIS and VERNON JERSEY.

{From the Biochemistry Laboratory of the School of Medicine, Western Reserve

University, Cleveland.)

CReceived for publication, February 28, 1923.)

Study of the mic acid content of the secretory products of the

digestive glands was made possible when the accurate method

of Morris and Macleod^ for the determination of uric acid in

small quantities became available about a year and a half ago.

Since that time data have been collected, as opportunity offered,

and an effort made to interpret the results in relation to the part

the glands play in endogenous metabolism. The difficulty of

obtaining the secretions from most of the digestive glands has

delayed the completion of the work planned. The accessibility

of the salivary glands and ease of collecting their secretion made
possible the greatest progress. Recent publications of Starr^

on the hydrogen ion concentration of the saliva, Hench and

Aldrich,^ and Schmitz* on the salivary urea content made it seem

advisable to publish representative chemical data secured by the

authors in their study of the activity of the salivary glands.

Data on certain of the other glands will be published later.

The present communication includes extensive data for salivary

urea, ammonia, amino-acids, and creatinine in addition to those

on uric acid. The former were first required for their value in

interpretations in the salivary uiic acid content under differing

* A preliminary report of this work was presented before the American
Society of Biological Chemists, December 28, 1922 (c/. Morris, J. L., and
Jersey, V., /. Biol. Chem., 1923, Iv, p. xviii).

1 Morris, J. L., and Macleod, A. G., /. Biol. Chem., 1922, 1, 55.

2 Starr, H. E., /. Biol. Chem., 1922, liv, 43.

3 Hench, P. S., and Aldrich, M., J. Am. Med. Assn., 1922, Ixxix, 1409.

* Schmitz, H. W., /. Lab. and Clin. Med., 1922-23, viii, 78.
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conditions. Later, they were secured for the information they

contribute in the study of the glandular activity. Finally, all

the data bear on the question of the value of saliva analysis as a

diagnostic procedm-e.

Of no small importance in these problems is the method of

collecting the saliva specimen. The secretion is much less sub-

ject to irregularities in chemical content when collected from the

quiescent or resting glands than when obtained from the stimu-

lated glands. In order to increase the quantity of saliva it has

been customary in previous investigations for the subject to

chew paraffin. Our experience indicates that this method in-

troduces marked variations in volmne and chemical content which

makes the method quite unsatisfactory where the secretion is to

be anatyzed quantitatively. Throughout the work here presented

the collection is from the resting glands and the output is mea-

sured in time intervals. This method, at least to a great extent,

avoids the difficulties that result from paraffin chewing.

In Table I is a series of such collections, showing the relative

uniformity of volume and chemical content of several consecutive

half hour specimens contrasted with a half horn- (11.00 to 11.30

a.m.) collection which made use of paraffin chewing. The figures

representing the hah hour output of the resting glands (first col-

umn for each constituent) are more uniform than are the figures

(second column in each case) which express the same values in

terms of 100 cc. of secretion. The increases due to paraffin chew-

ing differ in amount for the various constituents, the urea plus

aimnonia nitrogen value paralleling the volmne most nearlj^,

the uric acid least. For this reason the figures for urea calculated

for 100 cc. are least disturbed bj^ the stimulus of chewing, the

corresponding figures for mic acid most. Of the constituents so

far studied urea plus ammonia nitrogen values expressed in milli-

grams per 100 cc. most nearly approach the accuracy of the

figm'es based on the time factor, and may be considered sufficiently

accm-ate for diagnostic purposes; while mic acid certainly cannot

be so measured. Amino-acid nitrogen and creatinine lie between

these extremes. The extent of these variations cannot be indi-

cated with any definiteness. They differ with the vigor of the

chewing. Reference to the uric acid values in Table II makes this

apparent. V. J. (adult) chewing paraffin at his usual rate, had
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TABLE I.

Secretion from Salivary Glands When Resting and under Stimulus of Paraffin

Chewing.

Time.
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1.44 and 1.62 mg. of uric acid per 100 cc. Saliva from J, S.

(8 year old boy) under similar conditions had 0.92 mg. per 100

cc. In the case of J. L. M. (adult) his usual rate of chewing

gave a value of 1.48 mg. per 100 cc. When the last subject

chewed about half as rapidly as usual, the uric acid figure was

2.04 mg. ; when he chewed about twice as fast as usual, the figure

was 0.96 mg. The last figure is as low as the usual value for the

7 and 8 year old boys. Obviously, the vigor of chewing plays a

very considerable part in the average figures given in the litera-

ture for saHvary uric acid.^ The uric acid values determined

for the natm-al secretion of the resting glands of the same sub-

jects (Table II) are much more uniform. Paraffin collection

introduces errors into the analysis of the other salivary chemical

constituents also, but they are less exaggerated than in the case

of uric acid. Throughout the present study saliva was collected

in half hour intervals from the quiescent glands. The following

methods of collection, preparation of the specimens, and analysis

were used.

Collection of Specimen.—Place a small funnel (1 inch diameter)

behind the lips and against the teeth, and hold a graduated cyl-

inder over the stem to catch the secretion. Keep the head

bent slightly forward and refrain from chewing or swallowing.

Change the cylinder each half horn- dm-ing the series, thus col-

lecting consecutive specimens (four to twenty-five in the work

here presented).

Preparation for Analysis.—Note the voliune of each half hour

quantity (usually 5 to 25 cc.) and transfer to a 100 cc. volumetric

flask (200 cc. in those cases where the half hour output, due to

some vigorous stimulus, is more than 50 cc). Add 2.5 cc. of 2

per cent acetic acid and shake. Now add 10 cc. of 10 per cent

sodium sulfate and sufficient water to make the total volume about

75 cc. Finally, add 10 cc. of alumina cream and make up to

volume. Shake from time to time during 10 minutes and filter.

* Average figures of 2.1 mg. for men and 1.1 mg. for women were reported

by Lowenstein and Gies (Lowenstein, G. A., and Gies, W. J., Proc. Soc.

Exp. Biol, and Med., 1918-19, xvi, 53). Similar values (0.6 to 2.9 mg. for

men and 0.7 to 2.3 for women) were reported by Lewis and Updegraff

(Lewis, H. B., and Updegraff, H., Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol, and Med., 1922-23,

XX, 168).
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Double the quantites when a 200 cc. flask is required. Filtrates

so prepared have been perfectly clear. Any traces of protein

remaining did not interfere with any of the determinations made.

Chemical Methods.—Urea plus ammonia nitrogen, ammonia
nitrogen, amino-acid nitrogen, and creatinine were determined

by the FoHn-Wu® blood methods, their application to the saliva

filtrates proving entirely satisfactory. Uric acid was determined

by the Morris and Macleod blood method. (Preliminary work

TABLE III.

8 Hour Series of Half Hour Specimens.

Time.
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blank gives. No reducing sugar is present in saliva either from

the resting glands or as a result of any of the stimuli here used.

Table III presents the values for volume and chemical con-

stituents obtained in an 8 hour series of half hour specimens.

TABLE IV.

Uric Acid in Saliva during Day on Non-Purine Diet.

Time.
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probably through hydrolysis of urea as suggested by Hench and

Aldrich. The other four substances follow the volume of the

saliva (from the resting gland) with their usual degree of uni-

formity. A general rise is noted in all values as the series con-

tinues. All the following series show this same tendency, with

the fact emphasized, of course, in the longer series. It is especially

apparent in Table IV which presents the half hour volumes and

uric acid contents of 14 consecutive hours of quiescent secretion-
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experimental series presented in this paper proves the general

nature of the phenomenon. Apparently, the increase is an index

of the physiological activity involved.

On the basis of the demonstrated character of the secretion of

the salivary glands in the normal resting state, the effects of

various stimuH were studied. Paraffin chewing is a mechanical
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cent. Though the general effect resembles that of paraffin

chewing, certain points of difference were observed. The volume
increase was much greater than before, amino-acid nitrogen and
nrea plus ammonia nitrogen increases were about half the former
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locally upon the glands while chewing exerts a general accelerating

effect upon the entire process of filtration from the blood.

Further evidence in favor of an interpretation of this kind

appears in the data of a pilocarpin series, graphical!}^ represented

in Chart 3. After two normal half hour specimens had been

collected, iV grain of pilocarpin was taken by mouth. The
volume rose to its maximmn (84.4 cc.) an hour later, with an

increase of 502 per cent. Urea plus ammonia nitrogen reached

its maximum with an increase of 445 per cent. Amino-acid

nitrogen increased 249 per cent. Creatinine increased 171 per

cent, somewhat more than in the other series. Uric acid increased

183 per cent. The direct action of pilocarpin upon the glands

differs not only from the mechanical stimulation of chewing par-

affin, but also from the indirect action of an acid solution in the

mouth. Amino-acids are influenced less by pilocarpin than by

either of the other two stimuli, while uric acid and creatinine

respond to a greater extent. Urea in this as in the paraffin

series increases with the volume more closely than under the

stimulation of acetic acid.

The pilocarpin-stimulating effect, though diminishing, con-

tinued for some hours. Reference to the curves (Chart 3) shows

that amino-acids returned to the normal level more rapidly even

than the volume. This fact and a relatively smaller increase

with pilocarpin are in marked contrast with the response to paraffin

chewing and acetic acid stimulation. The other constituents

decreased less rapidly than the volume. This delayed return or

sustained elevation is most evident in the case of uric acid. An-

other series of m-ic acid values under stimulation of pilocarpin was

obtained (first set of curves in Chart 4). The same behavior of

volume and uric acid values is observed with the uric acid eleva-

tion even more prolonged as the volume decreased. Without

offering an explanation for this, the facts seem to warrant the

statement that the larger quantity of uric acid results from some

stimulating effect of the pilocarpin upon the glandular mechanism

which differs from its action upon the volume of liquid produced.

Ingestion of atropine affects the volume and uric acid to a very

similar degree. In the experiment, represented in the second set

of curves of Chart 4, -5V grain of atropine was taken by mouth.

The resultant paralysis of the glands decreased the volume fiom

20 to 2.5 cc. (88 per cent fall) and the uric acid from 0.5 to 0.17

mg. (66 per cent decrease). The return to normal values of

uric acid paralleled the gradual increase of volume.
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Extremes in diet evidently bring no definite changes in volume

or m-ic acid content. Data were collected from two subjects

when fasting and when eating non-purine and purine diets. The
results are shown in Charts 5 and 6. The usual increase in volume

and uric acid as the day advanced, took place in all six series.

When non-purine food was eaten, the increases of the day were

slightly less than on the fasting days. When purine food was

eaten, the increases were slightly greater. Certainly there is

little evidence that presence of food in the stomach has any
effect in increasing the secretory activity of the salivary glands.

It is also obvious that the conditions of increased uric acid elimi-

nation through the kidneys (after ingestion of large quantities
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d.mT 10 11 !£ pm 1

Time

Chart 5.

•^ 0.6

d.mT 10 11 12 pml 2 3 4

Time

Chart 6. Paraffin chewed and saliva swallowed at 8.30 to 9.00 a.m. and
12.30 to 1 p.m.

subjects. The data in the present communication seem to justify

the working hypothesis that uric acid, more than any other

constituent, represents the actual cellular activity and might

well serve as an index of the gland metabolism.
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The present paper contains the results of experiments aiming

at obtaining evidence of the modes of catabolism followed by
normal fatty acids when undergoing so called iS-oxidation in the

animal body. Knoop's theory of ^S-oxidation simply postulates

the removal of successive pairs of carbon atoms without indicating

the mechanism of the process. The common excretion of 13-

hydroxybutyric acid with acetoacetic acid in cases of faulty fatty

acid catabolism, especially after administration of butyric acid,

at first led to the natural assumption that the saturated fatty

acid was successively oxidized to the j8-hydroxy- and j3-ketonic

acid.

CHj • CH. • CH2 • COOH -^ CH3 • CHOH • CH2 • COOH -^ CH3 • CO • CH2 • COOH

Later, when the oxidation in vitro of butyric acid to acetoacetic

acid was observed it was also thought at first that /3-hydroxy-

butyric acid was an intermediate product. Further investiga-

tion failed to confirm this view and in addition it was found that

j8-hydroxybutyric acid formed in vivo was at any rate partly

derived by the reduction of acetoacetic acid. Thus the formation

of j3-hydroxj^-acids as the first stage in the oxidation of saturated

fatty acids instead of appearing highly probable became rather

problematical. The initial fonnation of /3-ketonic acids ap-

peared more probable.

Subsequentl}^, the unsaturated acids acquired importance in

connection with the oxidation of saturated fatty acids. In the

first place it was found that unsaturated acids, such as cinnamic

acid, could be formed in vivo from phenylpropionic acid and
related compounds and later on the direct oxidation of succinic to

43
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fumaric acid by Battelli and Stern's "succinoxidon "—a tissue

enzyme—was well established. Furthermore, the mutual inter-

conversion of the unsaturated and /S-hydroxy-acids was observ^ed

in a number of cases both within and without the body. The
direct formation of unsaturated acids from saturated ones was

intelligible in the light of Wieland's dehydrogenation theory

of oxidation.

The literature dealing with the reactions just outlined is exten-

sive and it is not proposed to review it in the present communica-

tion. Most of it can be found in the writer's monograph (1) on the

subject and also in an article in Physiological Reviews (2).

From a consideration of all the facts it would appear that it is

possible' to advance more or less evidence in favor of regarding

either the unsaturated acids, or the j3-ketonic acids or, rather

less probably, the /3-hydroxy-acids, as the initial products of the

oxidation of saturated fatty acids. ^ These changes may be

represented in the following scheme which also indicates the

possible further transformations observed in vivo in the case of

numerous examples.

R • CH = CH • COOH ^ R • CHOH • CHj • COOH ^ R • CO • CHj • C(

/
Hi • CH2 • COOH^ R • CO • CH., • COOH ;=i R • CHOH • CH2 • COOH ?i R • CH = CH • C(

\
\ _R . CH = CH • COOH
R . CHOH • CHj • COOHX"

^ R • CO • CH2 • COOH

It was thought possible that some evidence might be obtained

as to the relative probabilit}^ of one or other of these three types of

change being concerned in the initial oxidation of saturated fatty

acids by the following line of experiments: Caproic acid was

known from Embden's results to give acetoacetic acid and acetone,

^Recently, Armstrong (Armstrong, H. E., /. Soc. Chem. Ind. 1922, xli,

265) without any apparent regard to existing knowledge has pictured

saturated fatty acids as being first oxidized to per acids of the type

R CH2CO O OH which then undergo rearrangement with formation of

ii3-hydrox>'- and /3-ketonic acids. So far as reactions in vivo are concerned

there is apparently no evidence in favor of this idea and much against it.

Since Armstrong produces no evidence of any kind to support his views,

the reader is left somewhat in doubt whether to take his pronouncements

seriously or to regard them as a pleasant jeu d' esprit.
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or at least a ketone with similar reactions, on perfusion through a

surviving liver. The writer's observations have confirmed this

and show that the ketone obtained was acetone and not propyl-

methyl ketone as might possibly be the case. The formation of

/3-hydroxybutyric acid was also established. The next step was to

perfuse through surviving livers under as nearly similar condi-

tions, the unsaturated, /3-hydroxy-, and j3-ketonic acids derivable

from caproic acid. An experiment was also made with the

doubly unsaturated sorbic acid. The relation of these acids to

each other is showm by the following formulas.

Caproic acid CH3 • CH2 • CHj
a /3-Hexenic acid CH3 • CH2 • CH2
;8-Hydroxycaproic acid. . .CH3 • CH2 • CH2
Butyrylacetic acid CH3 • CH2 • CH2
Sorbic acid CH, • CH = CH

CH2 • CH2 . COOH
CH = CH • COOH
CHOH • CH2 • COOH
CO • CH2 • COOH
CH = CH . COOH

For the correct interpretation of the results it was necessary to

devise methods for the estimation of acetone in the presence of

propylmethyl ketone and, as will be seen in the experimental

portion of the paper, this was adequately accompUshed. With

the exception of sorbic acid for which at present there is no good

reason for beUeving it to be a metabolite of caproic acid, it was

found that each and all of the remaining acids under similar

conditions of perfusion gave rise to large amounts of acetoacetic

acid, acetone, and /S-hydroxybutyric acid, but that the quantitative

differences between the various acids as precursors of "acetone

bodies" were insufficient to indicate which, if any, was prefer-

entially produced from caproic acid. The total amount of acetone

bodies obtained from the four acids was not widely different. It is

therefore not possible to obtain any- satisfactory answer from the

present experiments as to whether an unsaturated, /S-hydroxj'-,

or jS-ketonic acid, is first formed by the oxidation of caproic acid.

It would appear more probable that all the acids are in readily

shifting equiHbrium with each other and are easily interconvertible.

EXPERIMENTAL

.

Methods.

The perfusions were made with dog's blood diluted with not

more than one-third volume of saline solution. The Hvers of
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medium sized animals of 10 to 14 kilos weight, which were not

fed during the day preceding the operation, were employed using

the customary technique. The volume of perfusion fluid varied

from 1,200 to 1,600 cc. and the concentration of acid added in

the form of neutral ammonium or sodium salt was 2 gm. per liter.

The perfusion was continued for 60 minutes only. The blood was

then collected, measured, and precipitated with 2 volumes of

acid mercuric chloride solution in the usual fashion. An aliquot

part of the filtrate was then distilled. The distillate was used for

the estimation of acetone and other ketones, while the residue was

used for the estimation of /3-hydroxybutyric acid.

The estimation of acetone presented some difficulties for it

was clear that propylmethyl ketone might accompany the acetone

in all experiments and would certainly be present in the butyryl-

acetic acid perfusions. The first distillate referred to above was

redistilled with 2 per cent hydrogen peroxide (15 cc.) and sodium

hydroxide (15 cc. of 30 per cent solution). The volume of the

second distillate was adjusted to 100 cc. In an aliquot part of this

the total ketones were determined by titration with iodine solution

in the customary fashion. A separate determination of acetone,

excluding propylmethyl ketone, was based on the following

observations.

On heating dilute acetone solutions with 7 per cent mercuric

sulfate, dissolved in 20 per cent sulfuric acid, the whole of the

acetone is precipitated in the form of a white granular precipitate

(Deniges ,3). This reaction has been utilized by Oppenheimer

(4) for the gravimetric estimation of acetone in urine, working in

closed vessels. The writer has found that while propylmethyl

ketone readily combines with mercuric sulfate so that it is not

recoverable on distillation, the compound formed is much more

soluble in dilute sulfuric acid, especially when hot, than the

corresponding acetone compound. The following procedure

for the determination of acetone in the presence of propylmethyl

ketone was found adequate for the purpose in view. A portion of

the distillate, obtained as previously described (25 or 50 cc), is

acidified with sulfuric acid (1:1) so that the solution contains

10 per cent sulfuric acid by volume. Mercuric sulfate solution

(25 to 50 cc.) is then added and the mixture, contained in a conical

flask provided with a reflux tube drawn to a fine point at the end,
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is heated for 30 minutes in a rapidly boiling water bath. The

precipitate containing the acetone is filtered off while the solution

is still hot and washed with water and alcohol. It is then dried in

a steam bath. The weight of precipitate multiplied by 0.055

gives the acetone with very fair accuracy. Under the above

conditions propylmethyl ketone gives almost no precipitate

though some settles out on standing in the cold. A solution of

acetone containing 47.5 mg. in 25 cc. according to iodometric

analysis gave 47.3 by gravimetric analysis. A similar solution

of propylmethyl ketone (100 mg.) gave 0.0075 gm. precipitate,

corresponding to 0.4 mg. of acetone. Mixtures of both ketones

gave results for acetone of more than sufficient accuracy for the

purpose in view.

The formation of /3-hydroxybutyric acid as the result of the

perfusion of acids, such as caproic acid, through a surviving liver

apparently has not been previously investigated though the

reduction of acetoacetic acid, which is known to be formed, to

/3-hydroxybutyric acid is well established as occurring in the liver.

In order to gain some idea of the extent of its production use was

made of Shaffer's (5) method of estimation, suitably modified for

present purposes. The residue left after the distillation of

ketones from the blood filtrate was acidified with concentrated

sulfuric acid (25 cc.) and then potassium bichromate solution

(6 per cent) was added, a few drops at a time as fast as reduced

during a rapid distillation. The distillate was then redistilled

with hydrogen peroxide and sodium hydroxide as previously

described. The second distillate (100 cc), containing essentially

acetone and propylmethyl ketone, was then analyzed (o) iodo-

metrically for total ketones, and (b) gravimetrically for acetone

as above described. When the results of the two analyses approx-

imated each other it was inferred that no significant amount of the

higher ketone was present.

Results of Perfusion Experiments.—In Table I are recorded the

results of the various perfusions. In the first column under I

the results of the estimations of total volatile ketones in terms of

acetone are recorded with the true acetone values as determined

gravimetrically. With the exception of the experiments with

butyrylacetic acid, in which the unchanged acid gives propyl-

methyl ketone on distillation, it would appear that no significant
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amount of smy other ketone than acetone was present. The

cohimns under II contain the results of oxidizing with chromic

acid the residue from the first distillation. The total ketone

estimations here are probably of very little value, since

unchanred a/3-hexenic acid and /S-hydroxycaproic undoubtedly

furnish some propylmethyl ketone on oxidation. The actual

acetone determinations made gravimetrically are probably a fair

index of the jS-hydroxj^butyric acid formation and it is interesting

to note that the results in many cases are not very much lower

than those for the acetone derived from acetoacetic acid.

TABLE I.

Name of acid.

Blank
Caproic acid

o/3-Hexenic acid

/9-Hj^droxycaproic acid

Butyrj'lacetic acid

Sorbic acid

Distillate from
blood filtrate.

Total
ketones as
acetone.

mg.

12.0

80.0

160

131

121

73.5

101

648

766

49.4

Actual
acetone.

mg.

12.0

82.1

172

127

113

53.2

103

75

106

50.2

Oxidation with
chromic acid residue

from I.

Total
ketones as
acetone.

mg.

21.1

91.5

36.9

105

108

952

876

285

268

59.1

Actual
acetone.

mg.

20.5

87.2

31.8

54.5

67.8

102

66.5

85.2

78.0

58.2

III

Total
acetone.

mg.

32.5

169.3

203.8

181.5

180.8

155.2

169.5

160.2

184

108.4

A few notes on the preparation of the substances used and the

results obtained with them are appended.

Caproic Acid.—The acid used was a redistilled specimen of the

synthetic acid. The results on perfusion indicate a pronounced

formation of acetoacetic acid and /S-hj^droxybutjTic acid. The

close concordance between the "total ketone" and acetone figures

shows that very little, if any, |3-hydroxycaproic acid or butyryl-

acetic acid were in the blood at the close of perfusion, for both of

these acids would yield propylmethyl ketone and so increase the

figures for total ketone.
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a^-Hexenic Acid.—Caproic acid was brominated with bromine

and phosphorus in the usual way and then converted into a-bromo-

caproic ester by treatment with alcohol. The ester was boiled

with diethyl aniline according to the directions of Blaise and

Luttringer (6) in order to remove hydrobromic acid. The resulting

ester was hj^drolyzed and the free acid carefully fractionated.

The product used was entirely free from bromine compounds.

The results on perfusion indicate a strong acetoacetic acid

formation unaccompanied by butyrjdacetic acid. The acetone

derived from /3-hydrox3^butyric acid is also considerable in amount.

The excess of total ketones over acetone on chromic acid oxidation

ma}^ well be assumed to be due to the formation of some /S-hj^droxj-

caproic acid during perfusion.

^-Hydroxycaproic Acid.—Two preparations of this acid were

used. One was made according to Fittig and Baker's method (7)

from /3-bromocaproic acid which in turn was prepared from

a/S-hexenic acid. The other preparation was prepared by the

following rather more convenient method. Butyrylacetic ester

(20 gm.), prepared as described in the next section, dissolved in

alcohol (20 cc), was mixed with water (180 cc.) and the whole

cooled in an ice bath. Sodium amalgam (200 gm. of 4 per cent)

was added fairly rapidly with good mechanical stirring. Less

than a gram of oil was left undissolved and this was removed the

following day by extraction with ether. Nine-tenths of the

solution were made just acid with sulfuric acid (1 :!), then the re-

maining one-tenth was added and the whole concentrated on a

water bath. On making the residue just acid to Congo red with

sulfuric acid the oily acid partly separated and was extracted with

ether. On evaporation of the ether extracts and drying in vacuo,

10 gm. of acid remained which appeared to be identical in all

respects with Fittig and Baker's product.

The perfusion results showed that the acid gave rise to both

acetoacetic and jS-hydroxj'^butyric acid in marked degree. In

one case the difference between total ketone and acetone in the

blood filtrate distillate indicated a possible butyrylacetic acid

production. On oxidation with chromic acid much propylmethyl

ketone was naturally formed thus giving a high total ketone

figure, but acetone derived from /S-hydroxj^butyric acid was

undoubtedly present in fair amount.
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Butyrylacetic Acid.—The ethyl ester of this acid was prepared

by the condensation of butyric and acetic esters by means of

sodium as outhaed by Wahl and Doll (8). The details of the

apparatus and mode of operation were the same as those used by
Dakin and Dudley (9) for the preparation of ethyl 7-diethoxy-

acetoacetate. The proportions used w^ere the following: ethyl

butyrate 232 gm., ethyl acetate 176 gm., and sodium 46 gm. The
yield of crude ester was 76 gm. of oil, boiling from 80-105° at

15 mm. pressure. The crude product was purified by repeated

shaking with sodium bisulfite solution with which it does not com-

bine, and then refractionated. The main, middle fraction, boil-

ing steadily at 87-89° at 8 to 10 mm. pressure, was collected and

used for the preparation of the acid. The hydrolysis of the ester

was effected in the cold with sodium hydroxide and the product

worked up as is customary with acetoacetic acid. The dilute

solution of the sodium salt was well boiled at room temperature

under greatly diminished pressure in order to remove traces of

alcohol or ether. Its concentration was determined by distilling

a portion of the solution and estimating the propylmethyl ketone

in the distillate with standard iodine solution. The results of the

perfusion indicate a considerable production of both acetoacetic

acid and /3-hydroxybutyric acid. The excess of total ketones

obtained by chromic acid oxidation compared with the actual

acetone concentration appears to indicate a considerable reduc-

tion of the /3-ketonic acid to (8-hydroxycaproic acid. This change

is, of course, analogous to the known reduction of acetoacetic acid

to ;8-hydroxybutyric acid.

Sorhic Acid.—The substance was obtained by the condensation

of crotonic aldehyde and malonic acid with pyridine according to

Doebner's (10) method. The perfusion results indicate that the

acid, while definitely giving some acetoacetic acid and /3-hydroxy-

butyric acid, is much less effective in this respect than the other

acids examined. There would seem no good reason to regard it

as a probable normal metabolite of caproic acid.
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It is an accepted fact that the casein of milk, in part at least,

is in true colloidal suspension. In the colloidal state the casein

is subject to precipitation or coagulation by heat as are numerous

other colloids. There is no definite temperature of coagulation

with casein or other proteins. There is rather a time-tempera-

ture relationship. In other words, milk must be subjected to the

higher temperatures for certain periods of time before coagula-

tion occurs. As would be expected, the higher the temperature,

the shorter is the time required for precipitation to start. The
principal factors that affect the time-temperature relationship

in milk appear to be acidity, protein concentration, and the salt

balance. In the case of evaporated milk the time-temperature

requirements for the complete sterilization of the finished product

are very close to those for coagulation. It is, therefore, quite

essential that the sterilization process be carried out with great

care, or spoilage of the material results. In condensed milk thick-

ening of the product often occurs after weeks or months of storage

at ordinary temperatures. Since it will be shown in this paper,

among other things, that the mechanism of the thickening of

milks concentrated at low temperatures is essentially the same as

that which results in coagulation when heat is applied to the

product, we shall use the term heat coagulation as designating

both effects.

It is the purpose of this article to present certain facts con-

cerning the heat coagulation of milk which bring us nearer to the

63
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point where an adequate theory of coagulation may be formu-

lated. Wliile it will be apparent to the reader that the work

described in this paper has not as yet been completed, a number of

very definite relationships are pointed out which should be of

considerable scientific importance to others working upon the

proteins, and which will perhaps be of interest also to the evapo-

rated and condensed milk industries. The authors believe that

this justifies them in reporting upon the work which they have

done to date, leaving future developments to another paper.

This paper "wdll show that the process of heat coagulation is

accompanied by an endothermic chemical reaction; that this reac-

tion is undoubtedly the precipitation of calcium and magnesium;

that the main reaction concerr^g also the metals in combination

with the protein of the milk; and further that the thickening of

sterile, highly concentrated milks, both sweetened and unsweet-

ened, upon standing at room temperature, is a similar reaction

instead of a bacteriological effect as heretofore beheved. Other

significant effects of the preliminary forewarming of milk upon

this endothermic reaction are shown, together with the effect

upon the stability of the milks toward heat.

Before reporting upon the present experimental work, it will

be well to summarize, from the literature, previous important

work upon the heat coagulation of the proteins, in order that

some of the pertinent facts may be correlated with the observa-

tions made. In studying the literature dealing with the reac-

tions which cause the precipitation of proteins from suspension or

solution upon the appUcation of heat, we are impressed by the

diversity of opinion regarding the nature of these reactions, also

by the fragmentary character of the individual researches. This

is especially true of those papers deaHng with the heat coagulation

of the proteins of milk.

Chick and Martin (1) have shown, they believe, that the heat coagulation

of egg albumin and hemoglobin is a reaction between protein and water,

and that temperature merely has an accelerating action. The reaction has

an extraordinarily high temperature coefficient, and the velocity is mark-

edly influenced by a variety of conditions, the most important of which is

the presence of acid. Chick and Martin (2) have further shown that the

heat coagulation of proteins consists of two processes—denaturation and

agglutination.

Robertson (3) gives perhaps the best summary of all the work done on
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proteins. He points out that the heating of proteins in solution probably

results not only in the abstraction of the elements of water from the pro-

tein, but also in the polymerization of the protein molecule. He calls

attention to the work of Pauli and coworkers (4) and Pascheles (5) on the

influence of a variety of salts in acid and alkaline solution upon the coagu-

lation of proteins, and cites Pauli's results as supporting the theory that

heat coagulation is accomplished through the dehydration of the protein

molecules. He summarizes the work of Chick and Martin (1, 2) above

referred to and points out that, while Chick and Martin believe coagulation

is brought about by hydration, he believes that his own work and that of

Pauli show the nature of the action to be one of dehydration, basing their

conclusion on the fact that the base-combining capacities of the proteins

diminish with heat. The theory that coagulation takes place in two

stages, as outlined by Chick and Martia, receives his support.

If we come now more particularly to the work that has been done upon

milk, we must not pass over two articles in the French literature which

deal with the rennet precipitation of the milk. Van Dam (6) claims to

show how the time of coagulation is influenced by the soluble calcium salts.

He advances the revolutionary idea that the calcium salts of the serum have

little effect upon determining this time, but that the calcium combined with

the casein plays the important part in the coagulation process. According

to him, milks high in lime are more easily coagulated than others.

Lindet (7) also has published a most interesting paper dealing with this

subject. He states that the albumin of milk is a casein differing from nor-

mal casein only in its rotary power. After showing that these two caseins

are solubilized by the presence of the mineral salts of the milk he continues

:

1 have shown that the caseins are dissolved by the elements of the serum

and especially by the phosphates and the alkaline citrates; on the other

hand, I have recognized that the solubilized caseins solubilize themselves by

their acid function, from the lime, the calcium phosphates, the magnesium,

etc., and that this mineralization aids them to dissolve. If now we intro-

duce calcium chloride into this mixture the alkaline phosphates and citrates

will give calcium phosphate and calcium citrate; .... the calcium

phosphate being substituted for sodium phosphate, the soluble caseins lose

one of their solvents. At the same time the caseins which were dissolved

in sodium citrate are found in the presence of calcium citrate, in which they

are insoluble. It is not then surprising that a part of the soluble caseins

retrograde, since their solvents disappear. . . . There is another reac-

tion added to the preceding. The bicalcic-phosphate produced is not

stable. It is subject to dissociation in the presence of water and decom-

poses into tricalcic-phosphate and acid-monocalcic-phosphate; further, a

continuous reaction is produced. The acid phosphate attacks the lime of

the soluble casein, forms again bicalcic-phosphate, which will in turn be

decomposed, and so on until the caseins are deprived of the lime which

facilitates their solution.

Milroy (8) has shown that fresh milk which has been subjected to a

temperature slightly below boiling for 1 hour shows an increase in acidity
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and a fall in the soluble calcium content. This milk is only slowly acted

upon by rennet. The coagulability of heated milk may be raised either by
adding calcium chloride or by otherwise increasing the acidity. The
former does not act simply by raising the acidity; nor does the increase of

acidity act simply by affecting the soluble calcium content.

We come now to one of the most interesting pieces of work from our point

of view—the paper by Sommer and Hart (9). The main points of this

article are that there is an optimal ratio between tho calcium salts and the

protein in milk which tends for stability of the protein; also that the hydro-

gen ion concentration is not the determining factor regarding stability.

The removal of calcium prevents coagulation in most cases and, similarly,

in most cases the addition of small amounts of calcium salts lowers the

coagulating point. This coagulation can again be balanced by means of

sodium citrate or dipotassium phosphate. It is also stated that the danger

of coagulation may be avoided in the actual practice of condensing milk bv

lengthening the preheating period, using higher temperatures. This may
have the effect of precipitating soluble calcium.

Schryver (10) gives an account of the action of calcium salts on sodium

cholate. It was found that in the case of those salts which raise the surface

tension of water, the greater the concentration of the salt, the shorter was

the time required for clot formation. In the case of salts which lower the

surface tension, on the other hand, increase of concentration decreased the

clotting time only up to a certain limit of optimal concentration. Above

this limit the clotting time was diminished, or the clot formation inhibited

entirely. Somewhat similar results were obtained upon caseinogen. The
statement is also made that evidence points to the fact that the clot is

formed from free caseinogen or ??z-caseinogen and not from the calcium salt.

From the foregoing papers we see that the heat coagulation of

milk is a complex process. There are numerous factors that come

into play, and until these are all taken into consideration no

satisfactory theory can be developed. Chick and Martin, and

Robertson have shown the possibility of the denaturation of the

protein molecule and of the hydration or dehydration reactions,

while the other authors quoted have shown to a certain extent

the effects of the mineral constituents of milk upon its stability.

Their work suggests that reactions involving these mineral con-

stituents may be brought about by heat. Bearing these facts in

mind, we can now proceed to the experimental work to be re-

ported here.

EXPERIMENTAL.

This work has all been done with skim milk and skim milk

products unless otherwise stated. The reason for this is that the
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presence of fat influences the heat coagulation of milk and inter-

feres with the heat measurements to be described. Data showing

the effect of fat will be given later. As is customary, the term

evaporated milk in this paper means a concentrated milk, while

the term condensed milk means a concentrated milk containing

sucrose.

We will first point out that if a normal skim milk or an evapo-

rated skim milk be heated until coagulation takes place, the usual

result is a marked heat absorption coincident with the appearance of

a visible curd. The existence of this endothermic reaction was

shown during the course of some work in which the rate of heating

of milk in an autoclave of the size of an ordinary condensed milk

can was determined, when the cool autoclave was immersed in a

high temperature oil bath. The procedure will be described in

detail, since a method based upon this heat absorption has beenem-

ployed to gauge the relative stability of different milks toward heat.

A steel autoclave approximately the size of a small condensed

milk can is employed. As constructed, the cover shuts upon a

rubber gasket and can be tightly closed by means of four bolts.

The temperature of the milk within the autoclave can be measured

by means of either a thermocouple or a thermometer. If a ther-

mometer is to be used, it must be inserted through a stuffing-box.

The design given by Magoon and Culpepper (11) seems to be the

best for this purpose.

If a thermocouple is to be used, a steel well, the walls of which

are about ^ of an inch thick may replace the stuffing-box. The

hot junction of the thermocouple is inserted into this well, which

projects into the center of the autoclave. With this method there

are perhaps errors of conduction, etc., but since all temperature

measurements are comparative, these errors can be neglected for

the purpose of this work.

A five-junction thermocouple made of copper and constantan

No. 36 wire was employed for the work herein described. The

junctions were encased in fine glass tubes of sufficient length to

prevent any of the wire from coming into actual contact with the

walls of the autoclave well. This precaution was taken since an

electrically heated oil bath was used for heating, and in case the

silk insulation of the wire were to become wet with oil, at the

temperatures employed, the wet insulation would be sufficiently
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conducting to cause trouble with the voltage measurements. The

cold junction was kept at 0° in an ice water bath. The thermo-

couple voltage was measured by means of a Leeds and Northrup

Type K potentiometer. By this method the temperature of the

autoclave contents could be measured within approximately

2^ of a degree.

A suitable high temperature oil bath completed the equipment.

The temperature of this bath was maintained automatically to

within ± 0.025°.
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Fig. 1, A. Heat penetration curves of skim and whole milks which

coagulated before the temperature of the oil bath was reached.

Fig. 1, B. Heat penetration curves of skim and whole milks which coagu-

lated after the temperature of the oil bath was reached.

Now, to return to the heat absorption phenomenon. The

endothermic nature of the coagulation reaction may be demon-

strated in one of two ways. For the time being we are consider-

ing only skim milk. We may choose a temperature in the oil

bath sufficiently high so that, if the autoclave containing milk

be immersed in it, the milk will coagulate before the temperature

of the bath is reached. If we measure the temperature within

the autoclave periodically, let us say every minute, we may plot

the data on a curve sheet, plotting time and temperature. The
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upper part of such a curve is given in Fig. 1, A. It will be noticed

that there is a distinct flattening of the curve. Repeated tests

have shown that the flattening of the curve takes place coin-

cidentally with coagulation. This flattening is more apparent if

we also plot, beside this curve, a curve representing temperatures

attained within the autoclave under similar conditions when
water is present instead of milk. Or, we can choose a bath tem-

perature sufficiently low so that the milk will have time to reach

the temperature of the oil bath before coagulation takes place.

In this case, Fig. 1, B, we note that there is a shght temperature

drop which occurs coincidentally with the appearance of a visible

curd. We have then two modifications of a general method of

determining the precise moment that coagulation takes place

when a milk is coagulated by the influence of heat. The coinci-

dence of the heat absorption and the appearance of a visible

curd in the milk has been demonstrated repeatedly throughout

tests covering daily experiments for more than a year. In no

case has there been an absorption in skim milk without coagula-

tion. Except as herein noted there was no coagulation without

some detectable heat absorption.

For the evaporated milk industry, where it is necessary that a

determination be made of the amount of heat that a milk will

stand during sterihzation, without producing a curd which cannot

be shaken out, it seemed at first as if a method could be worked

out, based on the above, which would do away with the use of the

pilot sterilizer.

In a series of daily examinations of skim milk from the Dairy

Division Farm at Beltsville, however, it has been shown that there

is a wide variation in the magnitude of the temperature drop

obtained by the second method outlined. This work was all done

upon normal skim milk. A temperature of 135° was used as the

highest it was possible to employ while still making certain that

the break would occur upon the flat of the time-temperature curve.

Temperature drops of a magnitude of from 0.05 to 1.50° were

obtained. In only two or three instances could no heat absorption

be detected. These instances all occurred with milks that were

particularly resistant to the action of heat. The same irregulari-

ties appear in evaporated milks. Since the temperature drop was

usually so slight, a majority of the milks giving only from 0.05 to
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0.10,° we must discard this as a useful method until further work

may perhaps enable us to magnify the amount of the heat absorp-

tion. On the other hand, in no instance have we failed to obtain

a break in the time-temperature curve when the milk coagulated

during the time in which its temperature was rising. The first

method outlined is, therefore, a valuable laboratory method for

determining roughly the relative stabilities of different milk

samples toward heat, though experiments have not as yet shown

that it parallels the commercial pilot sterilizer test closely enough

to make it seem of any particular value to the industry.

Before going further, we must call attention to the effect of the

presence of fat upon these curves. If fat is present there is

apparently a continuous heat absorption during heating. This

usually serves to mask the "drop" of the second method entirely,

but does not interfere with the first method. Figs. 1, A and 1, B.

We have established one fact, therefore; namely, that an endo-

thermic reaction takes place coincidentally with the heat coagula-

tion of the casein of milk. We proceed now to those observations

bearing upon the thickening of condensed milk upon prolonged

standing at normal temperatures. This thickening has been

considered to be a result of bacteriological action. One of us

studying the matter from this bacteriological point of view, found,

as will be shown, that the reaction was chemical and physical,

not bacteriological. In the course of the investigation it became

necessary to prepare sterile milk for control purposes. The milk

steriHzed for 10 minutes in the autoclave at 120° before condensing

never thickened after it was condensed and put in storage. A
similar milk that had been forewarmed at 95° thickened readily.

An unforewarmed condensed milk did not thicken.^

The significance of these latter observations will be pointed

out further on in the paper.

While trying to determine the temperature at which thickening

would take place in order to develop an accelerated aging test,

the observation also was made that the thickening reaction was

accompanied by a marked heat absorption. Upon making up an

artificial milk serum, such as was employed by Palmer (12) in

1 This observation is in accord with observations made in these labora-

tories and recorded by Rogers, Deysher, and Evans (Rogers, L. A., Deysher,

E. F., and Evans, F. R., J. Dairy Sc, 1920, iii, 469).
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his work on lipase, it was further shown that a corresponding heat

absorption could be obtained from this serum. Coincident with

this absorption a white precipitate was formed.

The artificial serum, as we will show, contains calcium, mag-

nesium, sodium, and potassium cations, together wth phosphate,

citrate, and chlorine anions. In addition there are present the

sugars, lactose and sucrose. The precipitate obtained by heating

this mixture must evidently contain calcium, magnesium, or both

these metals, together with some of the anions present in the

mixture. Rough heat absorption tests were made to determine

the reaction which would account for the heat absorption. The

results in Table I were obtained with variations of the normal

serum.

TABLE I.

Effect of Serum Composition on Heat Absorption.

Serum.
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Fig. 2, A. Heat absorption curves of artificial serum, unforewarmed
condensed milk, and a serum containing an amount of calcium equivalent

to the total calcium of normal milk.

Fig. 2, B. Time required to produce coagulation in 95° forewarmed
condensed milk samples stored at different temperatures.

There is also given the heat absorption curve of a normal con-

densed skim milk. The condensed milk has the composition:

per cent

Milk solids (no fat is present) 20

Cane-sugar 48

Water 32

Total 100

The artificial sermn was made up to have the same salt con-

centration as the serum of the condensed milk. The weights

used were:

gm.

CaCla 0.476

MgH4(P04)2 0.412

K2HPO4 0.920

NaaCeHsOy 0.888

KsCbHsOt 0.208

CaHP04 0.730

Lactose 19.60

Cane-sugar 86. 48

Water 57.65
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This serum is based upon Van Slyke's formula for the individual

compounds present in milk. It is as follows:

per cent

Fat 3.900

Lactose 4. 900

Proteins, combined with calcium (1.78 per cent of the pro-

tein is calcium) 3. 200

Dicalcium phosphate 0. 175

Calcium chloride 0. 119

Monomagnesium phosphate 0. 103

Sodium citrate 0.222

Potassium citrate 0.052

Dipotassium phosphate 0. 230

Total 12.901

Water 87.099

The point which at once becomes apparent upon studying these

curves is that the heat absorption obtained with the condensed

milk is markedly greater than that obtained with the serum. Now
Van Slyke and Bosworth (14) point out that 1.78 per cent of the

protein present in normal milk is calcium. In our artificial serum

we have used an amount of calcium equivalent only to that present

in the serum. Suppose we now add calcium chloride to our

serum to increase its calcium content to that present in normal

milk (serum calcium plus protein calcium) and run a heat absorp-

tion curve. The magnitude of the heat absorption is fully com-

mensurate with that obtained with condensed milk. This means,

then, that the combined calcium is a factor in the coagulation of

milk. Another point of interest in the curves is that precipitation

of the calcium starts immediately when the high calcium serum

begins to warm up, and, if we are to judge from the slope of the

heating curve, the reaction is very rapid, much more so than in

the case of condensed milk. The rate of precipitation of condensed

milk calcium must then he governed, to a certain extent at least, by

the reaction rate of the calcium of the protein. This is an important

theoretical point, since from the above it is apparent that condi-

tions favoring the reaction of the calcium of the protein must be

those which cauge instability of the milk.

In the experiments with artificial serum it was apparent that,

while there was no difference in the heat absorption curves when
cane-sugar was present, or absent, there was a marked difference
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in the nature and volume of the precipitate obtained. The precip-

itate apparently was soluble to some extent in the sucrose. It

was also more gelatinous when the sugar was present.

Thus far we have assumed from evidence at hand that the

mechanism of the thickening reaction of milk taking place at the

ordinary temperatures is the same as that of the coagulating

reaction at the higher temperatures. To get some information

directly upon this point, a number of cans of 95° forewarmed con-

densed milk were placed in constant temperature ovens at tem-

peratures of 20, 30, 40, and 57°C. The viscosity of the original

sample at 20° was such that the viscosimeter employed showed

an angular deflection of 12°. The viscosities of the samples in

storage were measured every hour, a fresh can being used in each

TABLE II.

Effect of Storage Temperature on the Time Milk Remains Unthickened.

Temperature of storage.
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interest to investigate the effect of the cane-sugar. Dr. Geo. E.

Holm and Mr. E. F. Deysher of the Dairy Division Laboratories

in an unpublished report have shown that usually the forewarming

of a normal milk tends to make it less stable to the action of heat,

but if the milk is concentrated after having been forewarmed to

about 95° for 10 minutes, apparently a point is always reached when

in the concentrated milk the forewarmed product becomes more

stable than the unforewarmed. It is of considerable interest to

note that the forewarmed and unforewarmed milks have equal

stabiUty at a concentration of about 12 to 13 per cent milk solids.

The conclusion is drawn, therefore, that while heating milk

tends to make it less stable to subsequent heating, the forewarming

of an evaporated milk makes the finished product more stable in

relation to heat. The effect of the degree of concentration on the

stability of condensed milk has not yet been worked out; however,

as previously stated, the methods of heat treatment which stabi-

Hze evaporated milk render the sweetened product less stable.

The converse appears to be true also; namely, that those treat-

ments which unstabiHze evaporated milk stabiUze condensed

milk.

It has been the practice in these laboratories when making

evaporated and condensed milks to forewarm the raw milk on a

steam bath at a temperature of 95° for 10 minutes. In the fac-

tories the forewarming is usually carried out by tm'ning live steam

into the hot wells. The results to follow have been obtained with

a 10 minute forewarming at three temperatures—95, 110, and

120°. The higher temperature forewarmings were carried out in

an autoclave. It is apparent that the work cannot be considered

complete until the effects of continued periods of forewarming at

different temperatures have been studied. The stabilities of the

different milk samples were determined by heat absorption mea-

surements. The data from only one original sample of milk are

considered, since it is typical of results which have been obtained

repeatedly.

Samples of the skim milk were taken, the proper amount of

sugar was added, and while one portion was not forewarmed, the

others were forewarmed at 95, 110, and 120°. After the fore-

warming, all the samples were concentrated by evaporation under

reduced pressure till a percentage of 20 per cent milk-solids-not-

THE JOURNAL OF BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY, VOL. LVI, NO. 1
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fat was obtained with 48 per cent sugar in the finished product.

The stabihties of these samples of milk toward heat showed the

effect of temperature of forewarming on normal condensed milk.

Three other samples of the same milk were then taken and fore-

warmed at the different temperatures without the addition of

sugar. The sugar was added before evaporation, however.

Any difference in the final milks, obtained in this way, as com-

pared with the normal condensed milk samples, would be due to

the action that the cane-sugar might have during forewarming.

Next, double sized samples of unforewarmed and forewarmed

milks were concentrated without the addition of sugar to a point

such that if sugar were added they would have the concentration

of normal condensed milk. This gave a series of evaporated milks

equivalent in concentration to the condensed milks. These

portions of evaporated milk were divided, and to one set sugar

was added in the correct amount. This series then represented

condensed milk in which the sugar was not present during fore-

warming and concentration. The differences in the properties

of this series and the second series would be due to the effect of the

sugar during concentration. The differences between this third

series and the evaporated milks would be that of the presence of

sugar during the coagulating process only.

These milk samples were in turn placed in the autoclave herein

described and were plunged into an oil bath whose temperature

was 135°C. There was no particular reason for taking just

this temperature, but it is sufficient to cause rapid curdling. The

temperature within the autoclave was determined every 30 seconds

for a period of 10 to 12 minutes. On plotting the temperatures

in the autoclave against time and comparing with a normal water

curve, it became evident at once that there was considerable heat

absorption and that this absorption varied considerably with the

different samples. The coagulation was so quickly started under

these conditions that it was difficult to determine the instant that

coagulation began. Since, however, it is apparent that the more

unstable the milk, the greater the reaction velocity, and the greater

the rate of heat absorption, the relative positions of the curves

give us our information. The curves obtained with the four

series of milks are given in Fig. 3,
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Since the positions of the curves indicate the relative stabihties

of the different milks, we may take some arbitrary time, say 9

minutes, and record the temperatures attained by the different

SUGAR ADDED A?TtH
FOKEY/A?.H\W&

123456789iO 1'E5456'78 9 10

Time \x\ K» mutes

Fig. 3. Heat penetration of stability curves of condensed milks fore-

warmed at different temperatures, of condensed milks to which sugar

was added after forewarming, of evaporated milks to which sugar has been

added, and of evaporated milks.

milks in that time. We then have a series of values which we may
term stability figures. For these we have taken the thermocouple

voltage readings without taking the time to convert them to
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temperature readings by dividing by 228. Since the potentiometer

can be read to five decimal places, it is evident that the third figure

of the value is quite significant. A table can be made up of these

values which roughly expresses all relationships (Table III).

If we now plot the data for the different milks in Fig. 4, A, plot-

ting temperature of forewarming against stabihty, and using room
temperature, 30°C., as the temperature of the heat treatment of

the unforewarmed or normal sample, we see that the condensed

milk is first unstabilized, then stabilized, by forewarming, while

the evaporated milk, on the contrary, is first more stable, then

less so. The curves for the milks to which the sugar was added
after forewarming, and for those in which the sugar was added to

the evaporated milks, are intermediate.

TABLE III.

Stability Figures.

Condition.
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TABLE IV.

Action of Sugar during the Various Processes of Milk Condensing under

Different Temperatures of Forewarming.
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The temperature-time curves given here have been used to

gauge the relative stability of different milk samples subjected

to comparatively high temperatures. A few preliminary tests of

milk samples similar to these seem to indicate that the above re-

lationships do not strictly hold at the lower temperatures. The
relative stability at 50°C. was ascertained by sealing the milks

in test-tubes and placing them in an oven heated to that tempera-

ture. Sufficient work has not been done for definite conclusions,

but all the data seem to indicate that while the general relation-

ships at the higher temperatures hold, there are two variations.

The first is that the evaporated milks (which are undiluted with

sugar) coagulate at 50° much more rapidly than do the condensed

milks; and the second is that, apparently, the highly forewarmed

condensed milks actually are less stable than the heat absorption

curves would indicate them to be.

It would perhaps be expected that the heat absorption mea-

surements of highly forewarmed condensed milks might be in

error, since it is our opinion that sugar accelerates the removal

of calcium from an active state under the conditions of prolonged

forewarming. This would mean that there is in the finished product

less calcium to react under the influence of heat, and that as a

result the position of the heat absorption curve will be higher than

the actual stability of the milk warrants. This error must be

considered if we are to use the stability figures obtained in the

manner described in the foregoing paragraphs to judge the sta-

bility of the milk samples when stored at lower temperatures.

We do not feel that this possible cumulative error will influence

in any way the conclusions of the paper.

With the exception of one more experiment, we have finished

with the experimental work in this paper. This further point,

which we will consider before proceeding to generalize upon the

significance of the data, may be put as a question. Since normal

forewarming (95°) unstabilizes condensed milk, and high fore-

wanning (110-120°) stabilizes it, is the effect of the sugar the

result of two separate reactions, one of which is brought about by

high temperatures? This question cannot be answered definitely,

but we are of the opinion that it is not. We reach this conclusion

from the fact that a continued forewarming of the normal milk

at 95° results in a stabilization of the product, although the effect
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is not so marked as in the highly forewarmed product. The

stabiHty figures of milks forewarmed at 95° are given in Table V.

At the time of writing this paper portions of the milk samples

described in this paragraph have been standing at room tempera-

ture for 60 days. The sample forewarmed for 20 minutes has

solidified to a thick gel. The portion forewarmed for 30 minutes

has thickened considerably, while the milk forewarmed for 45

minutes is still liquid, as are the other portions. These data

emphasize the statements of the preceding paragraphs, where we

TABLE V.

Stability Figures of Condensed Milks Foreivarmed at 95°C. for Different

Periods.

Time of forewarming.
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3. The metals combined with the protein are concerned in this

reaction,

4, The thickening of condensed milk which sometimes occurs

during the storage of the product is shown to be the result of a

chemical reaction,

5. The thickening of the condensed milk can be prevented by

a high forewarming (110-120°) and perhaps by a prolonged (30

minute) forewarming at 95°C.

6. The preliminary forewarming of evaporated milk for a 10

minute period, if done at 95°, stabihzes the finished product; but

such forewarming, if done at 110° shghtly unstabilizes, and if

done at 120° decidedly unstabilizes, the finished product.

7. The preliminary forewamiing of condensed milk for 10

minutes, if done at 95° unstabilizes the finished product; but if

done at 110° it slightly stabilizes, and if done at 120° it decidedly

stabihzes the finished product,

8, A prolonged forewarming of condensed mUk at 95° is shown

by heat absorption tests, first to unstabilize the product and then

to stabilize it.

9, Sugar is shown to exert a veiy definite effect upon the

stability of condensed milk. There is not enough data as yet to

warrant conclusions as to the nature of the reaction,

10, A number of facts are cited which must be taken into con-

sideration if a theory of coagulation is to be formulated. The
authors do not feel justified in detailing any coagulation theory

until more work upon the salt equilibrium in milk is completed.

They do feel justified, however, in hazarding the opinion that

the controlling factor which determines the stability of milks

toward the action of heat is the equilibrium of the salts of

the milk, and that the effects of forewarming upon the stability

of milk samples under further heating are the effects produced by

altering this equilibrium. Since sucrose solutions dissolve calcium

phosphate and citrate, and since sucrose can also form compounds

with both calcium and phosphorus, it seems probable that the

effect of cane-sugar in condensed milk samples, as regards the

stability of the samples, will also be explained by the action of

the sugar upon that equilibrium, Lindet (7), as we have already

stated, advances the theory that the coagulation reaction is the

transfer of calcium from the protein to the triphosphate b}^ the
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acid di-basic phosphate. There arc no data in this paper that

contradict this theory. It may be of interest here to state that

an artificial milk sermn increases in acidity upon precipitation,

while there is no material change in the acidity of thickened con-

densed milk samples. The pH of an artificial serum changes from

6.59 to approximately 6.25 upon precipitation. We believe that

any denaturation or dehydration of the protein before precipita-

tion by heat is a secondary reaction.
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THE PREPARATION OF TRYPTOPHANE FROM THE
PRODUCTS OF HYDROLYSIS OF LACTALBUMIN

WITH BARYTA.

By henry C. waterman.

(From the Protein Investigation Laboratory, Bureau of Chemistry, United

States Department of Agriculture, Washington.)

(Received for publication, February 20, 1923.)

Baryta as a hydrolyst for the indirect determination of trypto-

phane has been used by Homer (1) and by Onslow (2). The waiter

has attempted Hopkins and Cole's (3) direct isolation procedure

with baryta hydrolysates. The indication of these experiments

is that the baryta hydrolysis cannot be carried to completion

without destruction of some of the tryptophane. For the prepara-

tion of tryptophane from proteins by Hopkins and Cole's method,

however, this hydrolysis has been found to have some advantages

over the trj^psin digestion. It is much quicker; and it destroys

cystine, in the absence of which the purification of the tryptophane

is considerably simplified.

The following technique, in which lactalbumin is hydrolyzed

with barium hydroxide and Hopkins and Cole's method for isola-

tion of tryptophane is applied to the products, has been found

satisfactory in convenience and yield.

The lactalbumin used was prepared by coagulation in the

presence of a very small proportion of hydrochloric acid from

the filtrate remaining after the preparation of casein by Clark's

method.

200 gm. of the lactalbumin were treated with a solution of 700

gm. of recrystallized baryta in 4 liters of distilled water and heated

on the steam bath for 40 hours at a temperature of about 85°.

A small amount of organic substance remained undissolved to

the end of the hydrolysis period. This gave no color with the

Hopkins-Cole reagent, and was therefore discarded. Baryta

was removed from the filtrate, with sulfuric acid, and a further

75
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quantity of sulfuric acid added, so that the solution contained

7 per cent of sulfuric acid. The entire volume of the filtrate and

washings of the barium sulfate was about 8| liters at this point,

and about 1 liter of the mercuric suKate reagent of Hopkins and

Cole (3) was required for the precipitation of tryptophane. The
reaction mixture was allowed to stand for 3 days. The precipitate

was then filtered off by suction in a cup filter of hardened paper in a

small Buchner funnel and washed many times with 5 per cent

sulfuric acid. The precipitate was thoroughly stirred up with

the dilute acid, care being taken to crush all lumps. The precipi-

tate was drained thoroughly after each washing. This process

was continued until tyrosine could not be detected in the filtrate,

fr'om fifteen to twenty treatments carried out as described being

found necessary. The precipitate was then placed in 5 per cent

sulfuric acid, ground to a fine suspension, and the mixture

saturated with hydrogen sulfide. The solid residue was filtered

off, ground in a mortar with a fresh quantity of 5 per cent sulfuric

acid, and again treated with hj^drogen sulfide. This was continued

until the filtrate from the mercuric sulfide no longer gave the

characteristic color reaction of tryptophane. The resulting solu-

tion of tryptophane in sulfuric acid showed a tendency to darken

rapidty. Alcohol was added in small quantities to prevent the

decomposition thus indicated.

The sulfuric acid was removed from the solution quantitatively

with baryta, the resulting barium sulfate was washed with hot

distilled water containing a little alcohol until no more trypto-

phane was removed, and the filtrate, with the washings, was

concentrated under diminished pressure, with frequent addition

of small quantities of alcohol, until crystallization began.

Decolorizing was not found necessary, almost all the color having

been taken up by the barium sulfate. The concentration was

then carried somewhat further at ordinary pressure. It was

found that a better crystalhzation was secured in this way than bj^

completing the concentration under diminished pressure. After

removing all the tryptophane which could be crystallized, the

mother liquor, with the filtrates from the recrystallizations of the

crude products, was subjected to the further action of baryta, in

35 per cent solution, at the temperature of a steam bath for 48

hours. The baryta was quantitatively removed and a further
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small quantity of crude trj^ptophane was crystallized. The filtrate

from this crop yielded no crystalhne substance on further concen-

tration. This was treated as before with baryta, heating for

about 60 hours, and a further small crop of crystals was obtained.

Further treatment of the non-crystallizable residue was without

result; though color reaction was still strong. The total yield

of purified "product was 2.64 gm., which was found on analysis to

contain 13.47 per cent of nitrogen. (The theoretical nitrogen

content of tryptophane is 13.75 per cent.) Under the microscope

it showed the characteristic crystalline habit of tryptophane.

The yield on the basis of ash- and moisture-free lactalbumin

used was 1.45 per cent.
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PROTEINS OF THE CANTALOUPE SEED, CUCUMIS MELO.

ISOLATION OF A CRYSTALLINE GLOBULIN, AND A COMPARATIVE
STUDY OF THIS GLOBULIN WITH THE CRYSTALLINE

GLOBULIN OF THE SQUASH SEED, CUCURBITA
MAXIMA.

By D. BREESE JONES and C. E. F. GERSDORFF.

{Frovi the Protein Investigation Laboratory, Bureau of Chemistry, United

States Department of Agriculture, Washington.)

(Received for publication, March 3, 1923.)

The extremely complex character of the protein molecule

renders it difficult if not impossible by any known means at present

available to determine the chemical individuality of any single

protein, or to establish beyond question the identity of any two

proteins from different sources. This complexity confers upon
proteins such chemical and physical properties that the tests and

methods commonly used to determine the identity of more simple

compounds either cannot be applied or, when applied, give results

which do not furnish conclusive evidence to this end. Two pro-

teins may have the same crystal form, elementary composition,

percentages of the same amino-acids, molecular weight, crystallo-

graphic and optical properties, even the same immunological

reactions, and j^et be distinctly different. All of these points of

similarity together would not constitute indisputable proof that

the proteins were identical, although they would furnish very

strong evidence to that effect.

In this paper is described an investigation of the proteins of

the cantaloupe seed, Cucumis melo. Two proteins were isolated

from this seed—a globulin and a glutelin. A globulin preparation

was obtained which consisted entirely of well formed octahedra.

The crystal form, method of preparation, and elementary composi-

tion of this globulin so closely resembled those of the squash

seed globulin as isolated and described by Osborne (1) that a

comparative study of the two globulins from these seeds was
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suggested, with the view of securing as much evidence as possible

toward estabUshing either their identity or non-identity. For

this purpose a crystaUine globuHn preparation from hulled squash

seeds was prepared according to the method of Osborne (1) . With

but few exceptions the vegetable proteins which have been isolated

in crj^stalline form have been globulins obtained from oil seeds,

such as hemp seed, castor bean, Brazil nut, sesame seed, flaxseed,

and squash seed (1). It is a rather remarkable fact that in practi-

cally all cases the crystalline globulins have been obtained as

octahedra or as crystals belonging to the isometric system. The

TABLE I.

Average Results of Duplicate Analyses of Squash Seed Globulin.* A Com-

parison of the Elementary Composition of the Cantaloupe and

Squash Seed Globulins.

C.

H.
N.
S.

o.

Moisture.

Ash

Crystallized squash seed
globulin.
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results of a large number of duplicate analj^ses. The small

differences noted in their elementary composition are not greater

TABLE II.

Distribution of Nitrogen in the Cantaloupe Seed Globulin as Determined

by the Van Slyke Method.*

Sample I, ash- and moisture-free, 2.6901 gm. protein, 0.4955 gm. nitrogen.

f

" II, " " " 2.6901 " " 0.4955 " "
f

Average.

Amide N
Humin N adsorbed by lime

Humin N in ether-amyl alcohol

extract

Cystine N
Arginine N ,

Histidine N
Lysine N ,

Amino N of filtrate ,

Non-amino N of filtrate

I
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A study of the distribution of the nitrogen (Tables II, III,

IV, and V) in the two globuHns as determined by the Van Slyke

TABLE IV.

Distribution of Nitrogen in the Squash Seed Globulin as Determined by the

Van Slyke Method.*

Sample I, ash- and moisture-free, 2.7735 gm. protein, 0.5100 gm. nitrogen.

f

" II, " " " 2.7735 " " 0.5100 " "
t

Amide N
Humin N adsorbed by lime

Humin N in ether-amyl alcohol

extract

Cystine N
Arginine N
Histidine N
Lysine N
Amino N of filtrate

Non-amino N of filtrate

gm.

0.0392

0.0053

0.0004

0.0040

0.1397

0.0342

0.0196

0.2602

0.0083

Total N regained 0.5109 0.5114 100.17 100.27 100.22

II

gm.

0.0394

0.0058

0.0001

0.0041

0.1404

0.0340

0.0197

0.2602

0.0077

per cent

7.69

1.04

0.08

0.78

27.39

6.71

3.84

51.02

1.62

II

per cent

7.73

1.14

0.02

0.80

27.53

6.67

3.86

51.02

1.50

Average.

per cent

7.71

1.09

0.05

0.79

27.46

6.69

3.85

51.02

1.56

* Nitrogen figures corrected for the solubilities of the phosphotungstates

of the bases.

t Nitrogen content of protein, 18.39 per cent.

TABLE V.

Distribution of Nitrogen in the Proteins as Calculated from the Van Slyke

Analyses in Terms of Percentage of the Proteins.

Nitrogen.
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In addition to the values found for cystine by the Van Slyke

method, the content of this amino-acid was also determined

colorimetrically by the recently published method of Folin and

Looney (2). It is of interest to note the close agreement between

the results obtained by the two different methods (Table III).

Tryptophane was determined colorimetrically according to the

method of May a-nd Rose (3). The percentage of tryptophane

found in the two globuhns, together with those of the diamino-

acids, is given for comparison in Table III.

Fig. 1. Globulin from the cantaloupe seed, Cucumis melo.

Photomicrographs by G. L. Keenan.
X210.

The globulins of both the squash seed and cantaloupe seed

were obtained in the form of regular, microscopic octahedra.

Samples of the globulins were submitted to Dr. E. T. Wherry

and Air. G. L. Keenan of the Bureau of Chemistry, who kindly

made the crystallographic and optical examinations and prepared

the photomicrographs (Figs. 1 and 2). No difference in the

crystallographic or optical properties of the two globulins was

detected.
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In view of the practically identical results obtained bj' the

study of the chemical and physical properties of these two globuhns

it was of interest to compare them with respect to their immuno-

logical relations. Through the kind cooperation of Prof. H. G.

Wells of the University of Chicago, we have been enabled to secure

data to make this comparison. Guinea pigs sensitized with

squash seed globulin reacted anaphylactically as severely to

cantaloupe seed globulin as did those sensitized with the latter,

Fig, 2. Globulin from the squash seed, Cucurhita maxima. X 210.

Photomicrographs by G. L. Keenan.

and ince versa. No distinction immunologically could be observed

between the globulins of the two seeds. The results of these tests

are given in Table VI . These results are of special significance

in the comparative study of these globulins, since Wells

and Osborne (4) have pointed out that it seems probable that

"the specificity of the anaphylaxis reaction is determined by the

chemical structure of the reacting proteins rather than by their

biological origin."
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The collective data obtained in this investigation offer very

strong evidence that the crystalhne globuHns of the seeds of the

squash and cantaloupe are identical. This is of interest in connec-

tion with the fact that these globulins were obtained from the

seeds of plants which, although belonging to the same botanical

family, Cucurbitaceae, are not only specifically different, but

which belong to distinct genera.^

The cantaloupe seed globulin used in the aforementioned

comparative studies was obtained from a meal prepared from

hulled cantaloupe seeds containing 58.16 per cent of protein

(N X 5.68). All the protein preparations used in the other

general studies were obtained from a press -cake remaining after

expression of the oil.
' This press-cake^ included the hulls of the

seeds, and contained 4.08 per cent of nitrogen, which when multi-

plied by the conventional protein factor 6.25, is equivalent to

25.50 per cent of protein. Wlien the factor 5.68^ is used, however,

the more accurate protein content of 23.17 per cent is obtained.

Although the globulin prepared from the press-cake containing

the hulls could be obtained largely in the form of crystals, it was

found that when meal from the hulled seeds was used the globulin

could be readily obtained wholly as octahedra.

No difference in the composition of the proteins, whether

obtained from meal containing the hulls or from meal without

hulls, was observed.

By extraction of the finely ground meal with 5 per cent sodium

chloride solution, a maximum yield of 12.07 per cent of globulin

was isolated, based on the weight of the meal used. The residue

further yielded on extraction with 0.5 per cent aqueous sodium

hydroxide 5.78 per cent of glutelin.

The cantaloupe seed globulin was prepared by five different

methods, all of which yielded preparations which gave the same

results on analysis.

' This information was furnished by Dr. W. E. Safford, Economic
Botanist, Bureau of Plant Industry, United States Department of

Agriculture.

2 The cantaloupe seed press-cake was furnished by the Oil, Fat and

Wax Laboratory, of the Bureau of Chemistry, United States Department

of Agriculture.

^ This factor is based on the relative quantities of globulin and glutelin

found in the meal, and their respective nitrogen contents.
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Careful examination failed to reveal the presence of an albumin

or of more than one globulin in the seed.

EXPERIMENTAL.

Proteins of the Cantaloupe Seed.

Preliminary Experiments.-—^Small quantities of finely gi'ound

meal prepared from cantaloupe seed press-cake were thoroughly

mixed with various solvents, in the ratio of 10 cc, of solvent to

1 gm. of meal, and the mixture was allowed to stand at room
temperature, with occasional stirring, for 1 hour. Nitrogen deter-

minations made on aliquot portions of the extracts^ showed

that the maximum quantity of protein was extracted by a 5 per

cent sodium chloride solution (Table VII). Further experimen-

tation showed that an extraction period of 15 minutes was as

effective as that of 1 hour.

Exhaustive extractions were made by successively extracting

the meal five or six times vv-ith sodium chloride solution. After

the last extraction the residue was thoroughly washed with dis-

tilled water, and then extracted twice for | hour periods with

0.5 per cent aqueous sodium hydroxide. Nitrogen determina-

tions were made on aliquot portions of each extract. The results

of these experiments are given in Table VII.

Precipitation tests showed that practically all of the protein

could be precipitated from the sodium chloride extract of the meal

by making the extract 0.25 saturated with ammonium sulfate,

precipitation beginning at 0.2 of saturation. Increasing the

concentration of ammonium sulfate up to complete saturation

caused the further separation of but a mere trace of material.

The unusually narrow range of precipitability with ammonium
suKate indicates the presence of only one globulin in the canta-

loupe seed.

Experiments were made to ascertain as nearly as possible the

total content of globulin and glutelin in the meal. For this

purpose 200 gm. of the meal were exhaustively extracted with

5 per cent aqueous sodium chloride, and the joint extracts slightly

acidified with acetic acid and boiled. The coagulum obtained,

* Acknowledgment is due to Mr. S. Phillips of this laboratory for the

Kjeldahl nitrogen determinations made in the course of this investigation.
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after a thorough washing with distilled water and drying, weighed

25.48 gm. (corrected for ash and moisture). This is equivalent

to 12.07 per cent of the meal, or 52.09 per cent of the protein

content of the meal, as calculated from the nitrogen (N X 5.68).

Since previous examination had shown that the meal contained

no albumin, these figures may be considered as representing the

globulin content of the meal. The residue remaining from the

above sodium chloride extractions was thoroughly extracted at

room temperature with 0.5 per cent aqueous sodium hydroxide,

and the dissolved glutelin isolated in the same manner as described

in the case of the globulin. The yield of glutelin obtained was
11.55 gm., which represents 5.78 per cent of the meal, or 24.94

per cent of the total calculated protein.

Preparation of the Globulin.—For each preparation of the globulin

from 200 to 400 gm. of meal were extracted with 5 per cent salt

solution. Owing to the presence of rather coarse particles of hulls

in the meal, the extracts were readily obtained perfectly clear by
one filtration by suction through mats of filter paper pulp.

Preparations of the globulin were obtained by seven different

methods. In all cases the precipitated proteins were finally

washed and dried in the usual way.

1. Preparations X, XI, and XII were obtained in 3.65 per

cent yield by directly dialyzing the salt extract against chilled

running water for from 10 to 15 days. Two of these preparations

consisted in part of octahedral crystals.

2. Dilution of the extract with 10 volumes of distilled water

gave Preparation VIII, in 3.5 per cent yield.

3. Slight acidification of the extract with acetic acid, immedi-

ately followed by dilution with 10 volumes of water, resulted in

somewhat greater yields of protein (5.75 per cent) than did

dilution with water without acidification (Preparations IV, V, VI,

and VII).

4. Preparations I, II, and III were obtained by making the

extract 0.4 saturated with ammonium sulfate. The precipitate

was removed by filtration, redissolved by addition of water, and
the solution filtered in order to remove small quantities of un-

dissolved material. The globulin was then precipitated from the

clear solution by dialysis. The yield was 4.72 per cent.

5. By boiling the extract after first acidifying with acetic acid,

Preparation IX was obtained in 8.27 per cent yield.
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6. Dialysis of the extract against dilute alcohol yielded Prepara-

tion XIII in 5 per cent jaeld. This preparation was almost wholly

composed of very small crystals. The extract was first dialyzed

for 2 days against 35 per cent alcohol, and the dialysis continued

for 10 days against 60 per cent alcohol. Every 2 daj'-s the old

alcohol was replaced by fresh alcohol. Treatment of the precipi-

tated protein with 5 per cent sodium chloride solution at 32°C.

showed that most of it had become denatured during the dialysis

against alcohol. The insoluble portion was composed largely

of octahedral crystals. No further examination was made of the

small fraction which dissolved in the salt solution.

7. The fact that we were unable to obtain preparations of the

globulin which consisted entirely of well formed crystals suggested

that the extracts contained a trace of foreign material derived from

the hulls present in the meal. Cantaloupe seeds of the Rocky
Ford variety were secured. The hulls were entirely removed by

hand, the meats ground and extracted with ether. The meats

represented 60.4 per cent of the total weight of the seeds, and

31.13 per cent of the whole seed consisted of oil. Preparation

XIV was obtained from 50 gm. of the meal thus prepared by

extraction with 800 cc. of 2 per cent sodium chloride solution.

The salt solution was first warmed to 60°C. and the meal added

with stirring. The mixture was again warmed for a short time to

bring the temperature back to 60°C., and then immediately and

rapidlj^ filtered b}^ suction. The protein began to separate in the

filter flask almost at once. The filtrate together with the precipi-

tate was warmed to 50°C., at which temperature nearly all of the

precipitate redissolved. The warm solution was again filtered

rapidly. The separated globulin was again redissolved by warm-

ing the mixture to 50°C. The warm solution was placed in a warm
water bath and allowed to cool slowly at room temperature. The

globulin, which separated on cooling and standing over night,

constituted 28.21 per cent of the meal used, and was wholly

composed of regular microscopic octaheJra.

The average results of analyses of the various globulin prepara-

tions are given in Table VIII.

Preparation of the Glutelin.—The residues remaining after

exhaustively extracting the cantaloupe seed meal with sodium

chloride in order to remove all traces of globulin were extracted
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for about 1 hour with 0.5 per cent aqueous sodium hydroxide.

The clear alkahne solutions obtained after filtering the extrac-

tion mixture through paper pulp by suction were slightly acidu-

lated with acetic acid. The resulting precipitate was washed

with distilled water, redissolved by 0.2 per cent sodium hydroxide

solution, and reprecipitated by acetic acid. This process was

repeated several times, and the glutelin finally dried in the usual

way. The average yield was 5.1 per cent of the meal used.

Analyses of these preparations are given in Table IX.

Properties of the Globulin and Glutelin.—One of the most striking

properties of the cantaloupe seed globulin is the ease with which

it can be obtained in the form of well defined crystals by the

TABLE IX.

Average Results of Duplicate Analyses of the Cantaloupe Seed Glutelin.*
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Both proteins gave strong positive tests for tyrosine with Millon's

reagent.

Analyses of the Proteins hy the Van Slyke Method.—DupHcate

samples of 3 gm. each of the globuhn and gluteHn were hydrolyzed

by boiHng for about 30 hours with 100 cc. of 20 per cent hydro-

chloric acid. The phosphotungstates of the bases were decomposed

with a mixture of ether and amyl alcohol in the usual way. The

results of the analyses are given in Tables II, III, V, and X.

TABLE X.

Distribution of Nitrogen in the Cantaloupe Seed Glutelin as Determined by

the Van Sli/ke Method*

Sample I, ash- and moisture-free, 2.7651 gm. protein, 0.4527 gm. nitrogen.

f

" II, " " " 2.7651 " " 0.4527 " "
f

Amide N
Humin N adsorbed by lime

Humin N in ether-amyl alcohol

extract

Cystine N
Arginine N
Histidine N
Lysine N
Amino N of filtrate

Non-amino N of filtrate

Total N regained 0.4529

I
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Benedict colorimeter against a standard solution prepared by

similarly treating 0.1 gm. of zein and 10 cc. of a 1.5 per cent solu-

tion of pure tryptophane.

A standard solution containing only tryptophane developed

with the aldehyde reagent a shade of color different from that

obtained with the hydrolyzed proteins. Consequently, the colors

could not be accuratel}^ matched. This difficulty was eliminated

by the use of zein. Control experiments had shown that the zein

used contained no trace of tryptophane detectable bj^ this method.

It may be noted that May and Rose took the tryptophane

content of casein as their standard, and calculated the tryptophane

in the proteins they examined on the basis that casein contains 1.5

per cent of tryptophane.

The values obtained for the tryptophane content of the canta-

loupe seed globulin and glutelin are given in Table III,

Determination of Cystine.—Cj'stine was determined in several

preparations of the proteins of the cantaloupe seed according to

the colorimetric method of Folin and Looney (2). Quantities

of the protein equivalent to 1 gm. each of the ash- and moisture-

free material were hj^drolyzed bj^ boiling for 12 hours with 25 cc.

of 20 per cent sulfuric acid, and the cystine in the hydrotysates

was determined by colorimetric comparisons with a standard

containing 1 mg. of cystine in 100 cc. of solution. The values thus

obtained are in close agreement with those found by the Van
Slyke method (Table III).

Globulin of the Squash Seed.

For the purpose of comparing the properties and composition

of the cantaloupe seed globulin with those of the crj^stalline globu-

lin of the squash seed, several preparations of the latter were made.

Seeds of Hubbard squash were hulled by hand, the meats ground,

and the oil was removed by extraction with ether. The meal

thus obtained contained 10.43 per cent of nitrogen. The crj^stal-

lized globulin was prepared, with but few modifications, according

to the method described bj^ Osborne (1), and according to which

the cantaloupe seed globulin was obtained. An average yield

of 30 per cent of the meal used Was obtained.

These preparations consisted wholly of well formed octahedra

(Fig. 2) with Nd° = approximately 1.545. Optical and crystal-
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lographic examination revealed no difference between these crys-

tals and those similarly obtained from the seed of the cantaloupe.

Elementary analyses (Table I), determination of the nitrogen

distribution and diamino-acids by the Van Slyke method (Tables

III, IV, and V), and colorimetric determinations of tryptophane

and cystine (Table III) were made in the manner already de-

scribed in the case of the cantaloupe seed globulin.

Anaphylactogenic Properties of the Globulins from the Squash and

Cantaloupe Seeds.

The globulin preparations used for the anaphylaxis tests were

wholly composed of octahedral crystals. By intraperitoneal

injections guinea pigs were sensitized with 1 mg. doses of

the proteins, and after an interval of 3 weeks a second, or

intoxicating, dose of 50 mg. was administered. The results

obtained (Table VI) show that these globulins are identical as

far as their immunological relation is concerned. The canta-

loupe seed globulin was a little less soluble than the globulin

of the squash seed in very weak alkalies, which probably accounts

for the fact that slightly less severe reactions were obtained

when the cantaloupe seed globulin was used for intoxicating

than when the squash seed globulin was used. This difference in

solubility is probably due to the smaller size of the crystals of

the squash seed globulin (Fig. 2).

SUMMARY.

Two proteins from cantaloupe seed, a globulin and a glutelin,

have been isolated and analyzed. From ether-extracted meal

of the hulled seeds, 28.21 per cent of globulin was obtained by

extraction with 2 per cent aqueous sodium chloride at 60°C.

On cooling, the globulin separated from the saline solution wholly

as octahedral crystals. Elementarj^ analyses showed the globulin

to have the following percentage composition: C 52.65, H 6.67,

N 18.41, S 1.13. Analyses by the Van Slyke method and colori-

metric determination of cystine and trj^ptophane gave the follow-

ing results for the diamino-acids: arginine, 16.26; histidine, 4.22;

lysine, 3.29; cystine, 1.27; tryptophane, 2.63 per cent.

A comparison of the chemical and physical properties of the

cantaloupe seed globulin with those of the globulin of the squash
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seed similarly prepared showed no point of difference between

these two proteins. Anaphylaxis experiments on guinea pigs

also showed that these two proteins could not be distinguished

immunologically.

The cantaloupe seed glutelin was obtained in 5.78 per cent

yield from an ether-extracted meal which contained the hulls

(yield of globulin from the same meal was 12.07 per cent), by

extraction with 0.5 per cent sodium hydroxide. Anatyses of the

glutelin gave the following results: C 55.20, H 7.02, N 16.28,

S 0.90, arginine 12.42, histidine 2.72, lysine 4.59, cystine 1.09,

tryptophane 3.03 per cent.
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The study of the occurrence and distribution of phosphorus

compounds in blood has been stimulated in recent j-ears by the

introduction of new analj'tical methods. These studies have led

rather definitely to the opinion that there are present in human
blood three distinct tj'pes of phosphorus compounds: (1) in-

organic phosphates; (2) lipoids that contain phosphorus; and (3)

organic substances other than Hpoids that contain phosphorus.

Classes (1) and (3) are referred to collectively as "acid-soluble

phosphates." Class (3) is frequently spoken of as "organic phos-

phate" or "unknown phosphate." When substances of this

latter class are boiled with mineral acid the phosphate group is

split from the organic compound and can then be precipitated

together with the inorganic phosphate by any reagent suitable for

this purpose.

Nothing definite is known concerning the chemical identitj^ of

these organic phosphates. They have been shown to be unstable

and soluble in dilute acids, but they are not soluble in the alcohol-

ether mixture which dissolves lipoids. Zucker and Gutman^ have

recently shown that part of this unknown organic phosphate in

human blood, and in rat's blood as well, is easily capable of hydrol-

ysis, whereas another part cannot be hj^drolj^zed easily under the

same conditions.

Forms of phosphoric acid present in blood, other than the three

classes named, have been described occasionally.

While there are reported results and expressed opinions which

indefinitely indicate the contrary, it has nevertheless been almost

1 Zucker, T. F., and Gutman, M. B. Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol, and Med.,
1922-23, XX, 133.
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universally assumed that all of the three types of phosphorus

compounds named above are present in both plasma and cor-

puscles. In fact it has even been stated that in regard to in-

organic phosphates there is no distinction at all to be drawn

between corpuscles and plasma. For instance, Zucker and

Gutman^ found that the amount of inorganic phosphate is the

same in equal volumes of plasma and of whole blood, thus in-

dicating that the inorganic phosphates of blood exist in the same

concentration in plasma and corpuscles.

In some experiments undertaken in this laboratory for a different

purpose such divergent results were obtained as to arouse the

suspicion that this concensus of opinion is not correct. In fact

it was found that in dog's blood certainly, and in human blood

probably, the inorganic phosphates are confined to the plasma and

the organic phosphates to the corpuscles.

EXPERIMENTAL.

In the following determinations of phosphoric acid the general

methods of Bloor^-^ were used throughout. These methods were

chosen in preference to others because they are adapted to the

study of the problem in hand in so far as they are rapid, and do not

involve any reagents that might be expected to produce decom-

position of the material with which they are used. These con-

siderations are particvilarly important when the labile character

of the organic fraction is recalled. The strychnine molybdate

reagent, by means of which the phosphate ion is precipitated as

strj^chnine phosphomolybdate, distinguishes sharply detween in-

organic and organic phosphates. The precipitates so obtained

are compared nephelometrically with precipitates obtained under

standard conditions.

It is true that the greatest care must be used to prevent the

introduction of even minute quantities of extraneous material

and to control the conditions exactly, on account of the great

sensitiveness of this reaction; but when properly controlled the

sensitiveness of the reaction is its greatest asset.

2 Zucker, T. F., and Gutman, M. B., Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol, and Med.,

1921-22, xix, 169.

3 Bloor, W. R., /. Biol. Chem., 191S, xxxvi, 33.

* Bloor, W. R., J. Biol. Chem., 1920-21, xlv, 171.
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Dog's Blood.

1. Phos-phates of the Corpuscles.

The Absence of Inorganic Phosphates from Corpuscles.

The danger recognized by Bloor and others that the organic

fraction may be decomposed with the Kberation of inorganic phos-

phate during the manipulation incident to a determination, is a real

one. Several control experiments were performed, in which the

effect was studied of allowing solutions of corpuscles to stand for

different lengths of time and at different temperatures at various

stages of the determination. The results of these experiments

proved that the decomposition of the organic fraction was appreci-

able at room temperature if the corpuscle solutions were allowed to

stand before the proteins were precipitated by ammonium sulfate;

but that the decomposition was slow even at 37° after the precipita-

tion of the proteins. There is reason to beheve that, if the deter-

mination is carried through rapidly, the whole process being done

in the cold, the decomposition can be minimized or even prevented

altogether.

In many of the experiments the blood was centrifuged in a tube

surrounded by a bath of cracked ice, but this procedure was subse-

quently abandoned, for it was found that the advantage gained

did not compensate for the additional time consumed. If the

tubes were chilled at the beginning of the centrifugation the

temperature did not rise high enough to effect an appreciable

decomposition of the organic fraction.

Stability of the Organic Fraction at Low Temperatures.—Blood

was drawn from the external jugular vein of a normal male dog

directly into a centrifuge tube containing the minimum amount
of oxalate necessary to prevent clotting. The tube was thrust into

cracked ice immediately, and all the subsequent procedures were

performed in the cold. After centrifugation in a graduated centri-

fuge tube an equal volume of 0.9 per cent sodium chloride was

added. This chiUed mixture was centrifuged again, and the wash-

ing process was repeated. The corpuscles were then hemolyzed

with an equal volimie of very dilute saponin solution, for 10

minutes, on ice, after which the proteins were precipitated with

saturated anmionium sulfate made acid with acetic acid, in the

THE JOURNAi OF BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTBY, VOL. LVI, NO. 1
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usual manner. 2 cc. portions of the filtrate were added to 25 cc.

of strychnine molybdate reagent. So slight a cloud was produced

that it could not be compared nephelometrically with the weakest

standard at hand; i.e., one corresponding to 5 mg. of H3PO4 per

100 cc. of corpuscles.

Admissibility of Saponin as a Hemolytic Agent.—The effect of

saponin, in the quantities used, on the precipitation of phosphates

by means of the strychnine molybdate reagent was determined

repeatedly in various ways. Although saponin was found to

exert an inhibitory effect upon the precipitation of pure phosphate

solutions and also of phosphates in plasma, it had no demonstrable

influence on the precipitation of the phosphates of whole blood

or of corpuscles. Presumably the saponin was dragged down in

the voluminous precipitation of proteins by acidified ammonium
sulfate. In any event, the action of saponin can have no bearmg

on the ultimate question of the existence of inorganic phosphates

in normal corpuscles, for the use of saponin was eventually

abandoned.

The fact that there was only a trace of inorganic phosphate in

the protein-free filtrate of the corpuscle solution suggested the

possibility that this trace might be due to a shght imperfection

in the execution of the method. In subsequent experiments,

therefore, the. procedure was varied in such a way as to test this

possibility. For example, the corpuscles were washed four times

with 0.9 per cent sodium chloride, and the tubes were packed in

ice during centrifugation. In these experiments a small amount

of inorganic phosphate was found (3.0 to 3.5 mg. of H3PO4 per

100 cc. of corpuscles).

The Part Played hy the Anticoagulant.—On the supposition that

the oxalate which was used to prevent coagulation might in some

way have produced diffusion an attempt was made to separate

plasma from cells without the use of an anticoagulant.

Blood was drawn directly from the external jugular vein of a

normal dog into a small centrifuge tube without the use of an

anticoagulant. The blood was centrifuged immediately, speed

alone being relied upon to prevent clotting. The only evidence

of clotting was in the plasma in the zone extending for a distance

of about 1 cm. immediately above the cells. There was no evi-

dence of hemolysis. The corpuscles were washed four times with
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0.9 per cent sodium chloride, and were hemolyzed for 10 minutes

with an equal volume of very dilute saponin solution. The

remainder of the procedure was identical with that of the previous

experiment. There was not the faintest trace of precipitate or

cloudiness visible when the j5nal solution was added to the strych-

nine molybdate reagent. The solution remained as clear as dis-

tilled water, and was indistinguishable from the control standard

in which all the reagents were added in the same quantities, with

the omission of the standard phosphate solution. A special

standard, corresponding toS.Omg. of H3P04per 100 cc. of corpuscles,

was prepared. When this standard was added to the strychnine

molybdate reagent, the solution became unmistakably cloudy.

This experiment shows rather definitely that the trace of H3PO4

under consideration, although negligible, is in fact to be attrib-

uted to the procedure and not to the existence of preformed

H3PO4 in the corpuscles.

Blood was collected and centrifuged as in the previous experi-

ment. In this experiment the corpuscles were hemolyzed with an

equal volume of distilled water, without the use of saponin. The

whole process was performed in the cold. The complete absence

of inorganic phosphates was demonstrated repeatedly in this

manner. The final corpuscle solution, ready for precipitation of

the phosphate, was allowed to stand for an hour surrounded by

cracked ice and was found free from inorganic phosphates at the

end of that time. A duplicate portion was allowed to stand for

an hour at room temperature. A questionable trace of phosphate

was found in this solution.

On the Remote Possibility That Inorganic Phosphates Are Removed

from the Corpuscles hy Washing.—In anticipation of the criticism

that the inorganic phosphate might have been washed out of the

corpuscles in the manipulation, several experiments were under-

taken of which the following is typical.

Blood was drawn from a normal dog without the use of an

anticoagulant. The blood was chilled and defibrinated. With

careful manipulation hemolysis was avoided. Determinations

were made of the inorganic phosphate of the whole (defibrinated)

blood and of the serum obtained by centrifugation. Hematocrit

readings were also made. On the basis of these data the theo-

retical value of the inorganic phosphate of the serum was
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calculated, on the assumption that the corpuscles contained no

phosphate. The satisfactory agreement between the theoretical

and determined values speaks for the validity of this assumption.

Typical results are given in Table I.

2. Phosphate of Plasma.

Effect of Oxalate on the Determination of Inorganic Phosphate of

Plasma.—In the light of the results of the previous experiments,

a study of the influence of the oxalate on the determination of the

inorganic phosphate of plasma became desirable.

A normal dog was bled, the blood allowed to clot, and the serum

was obtained by centrifugation. The inorganic phosphate of this

serum was found to be 19.2 mg. of H3PO4 per 100 cc. of serum.

To one portion of serum a liberal amount of oxalate was added,

TABLE I.

Inorganic Phosphate Content of Whole (Defibrinated) Dog's Blood.

H3PO4 per 100 cc. of blood.

Calculated.
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The corpuscles from each sample were washed four times with

0.9 per cent sodium chloride and were then hemolyzed with dis-

tilled water (on ice for 10 minutes), and the inorganic phosphates

were tested for as usual. (1) gave a water-clear solution. (2),

(3), and (4) gave questionable traces of phosphate.

15 cc. of blood were drawn from a normal male dog, at one bleed-

ing, into each of three flasks, containing (1) no oxalate, (2) 10

mg. of oxalate, and (3) 40 mg. of oxalate, respectively. The first

was centrifuged immediately, as rapidly as possible. The second

and third were thrust into cracked ice, and were allowed to remain

15 minutes before being centrifuged. The inorganic phosphate

of these plasmas was determined, and found to be (1) 16.7 mg.,

(2) 15.2 mg., and (3) 13.9 mg. of H3PO4 per 100 cc. of plasma,
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Occasionally an oxalated plasma gave identical values, but the

use of a smaU excess of oxalate (in reality a "safe" excess) gave
slightly low values for inorganic phosphate. Even though larger

quantities of citrate than of oxalate were necessar}^ to prevent

coagulation, the citrated plasmas gave the same values for inorganic

phosphate as did the plasmas obtained without the use of an
anticoagulant.

Organic Phosphate in Plasma.—The results of the analysis of

the plasmas in the previous experiments were particularly sig-

nijBcant in view of the relation which had already been found

between inorganic and acid-soluble phosphates in plasma. In a

series of experiments the inorganic phosphate content of plasma

had been found to be so nearly identical with the acid-soluble

phosphate as to raise the question whether or not the difference

between these two values (which determines the organic or

unknown phosphate), might be due to experimental error. Oc-

casionally, however, a large enough difference in these values was
obtained to make this difference seem real. Consequently, the

suggestion arose that these differences between inorganic and
acid-soluble phosphates, not only in this work but also in the

literature, might not be real differences, but merely secondary

changes brought about by manipulation of the blood, notably

by the action of oxalate or some other agent causing hemolysis.

Plasmas obtained from noi*mal dogs as previously described

without the use of an anticoagulant, were analyzed for inorganic

and acid-soluble phosphates, the whole process of the determina-

tion of the inorganic phosphate being executed in the cold and

carried through without any delay. Results given in Table III

are typical.

Recently,^ Bloor's ashing process has been criticized on the

basis that significant amounts of phosphoric acid are volatilized.

Although it is not clear whether or not this criticism was intended

to appl}^ also to the determination of acid-soluble phosphates, it

was deemed wise to check this possibility. Solutions were pre-

pared by mixing the ammonium sulfate reagent and inorganic

phosphate solutions in appropriate amounts. These solutions

were then treated as in an ordinary determination of acid-soluble

phosphate with the exception that the distillation products were

* Baumann, E. J., Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol, and Med., 1922-23, xx, 171.
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collected in water. The distillates gave no reaction with strych-

nine molybdate reagent, even when considerable quantities of

mixed nucleotides, prepared from yeast nucleic acid, were added

to the original solutions before oxidation. Furthermore, the

inorganic phosphate used in the oxidation could be recovered

quantitatively, within the Hmits of accuracy of the determLnation.

It is true that all the organic phosphate may not have been

hydrolyzed under these conditions, but the fact that occasional

high values were obtained when hemolyzed plasmas were analyzed

demonstrates that, when present in significant amounts, this

type of compound is hydrolyzable under these conditions.

TABLE III.
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was invariably the case whenever hemolysis took place, a small

amount of inorganic phosphate was found in the corpuscles, and

of organic phosphate in the plasma.

This experiment was repeated twice with blood from different

individuals, with closely similar results.

Blood was drawn by venepuncture from a normal man without

the use of an anticoagulant, and was centrifuged rapidly. The

corpuscles were washed four times with 0.9 per cent sodium

chloride in the usual manner, and inorganic phosphates were

tested for in the usual way. A trace of inorganic phosphate was

found, too small to be determined nephelometrically, which cor-

responded approximately with a value of 1.5 mg. of H3PO4 per

100 cc. of corpuscles.

Blood was drawn by venepuncture from a normal man and was

prevented from clotting by the use of the minimum amount of

oxalate. There was no hemolysis. The inorganic phosphate of

the whole blood was found to be 6.8 mg. of H3PO4 per 100 cc, of

plasma 9.8 mg. of H3PO4 per 100 cc, and of corpuscles 2.7 mg. per

100 cc. The calculated value for corpuscles was 3.0. The acid-

soluble phosphates of the plasma amounted to 10.1 mg. per 100 cc.

Rabbit's Blood.

Attempts were made to perform with rabbit's blood experiments

similar to those which were made with dog's blood and human
blood. Blood was obtained directly from the heart. Consider-

able difficulty was experienced in completely precijiitating the

protein from rabbit's blood and corpuscle solutions by means of

the ammonium sulfate reagent. In two cases clear filtrates from

corpuscle solutions were obtained, and only indeterminable traces

of inorganic phosphate w^ere found. The inorganic phosphate of

the serum obtained from the defibrinated blood varied in amount

from 12 to 17 mg. of H3PO4 per 100 cc. In every case there

was no demonstrable amount of organic phosphate present in

these sera.

DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY.

Evidence has been given which supports the conclusion that in

the corpuscles of normal dog's blood there is no inorganic phos-

phate and in the plasma there is no organic phosphate. The
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inorganic phosphate of 79 specimens of plasma from 10 dogs

averaged 14.4 mg. of H3PO4 per 100 cc. of plasma with extreme

variations of 33.5 and 11.6 mg. The occasional traces of inorganic

phosphate found in corpuscles and of organic phosphate in plasma

apparent^ are due to postmortem changes. These bloods were

usually dra^Ti when the animals were in the postabsorptive state,

but the same relation was found to obtain in the height of digestion.

Unusually low values were found for inorganic phosphates in

human corpuscles (as low as 1.5 mg. of H3PO4 per 100 cc. of cor-

puscles). Bloor obtained an average figure of 18.7 mg. of H3PO4

per 100 cc. of corpuscles for men, and 15.7 mg. for women.

Although solutions of human corpuscles were not obtained which

were entirely free from inorganic phosphate (as was the case with

dog's corpuscles), the small amounts found, taken together with

the established ease of decomposition of the organic phosphate of

the corpuscles, suggest that in the living organism there is no

inorganic phosphate in human corpuscles, and that the small

amounts found represent postmortem changes. This point of

view is not in keeping with the statement that the concentration

of inorganic phosphate of serum and of whole blood in fresh speci-

mens is identical.
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Since the attempt of Benedict and Theis (1) in 1918 to apply the general

procedure of Folin and Denis (2) to the determination of phenol in blood,

there seems to have been no other effort in this direction except that of

Pelkan (3). The latter has pointed out some of the shortcomings of the

method of Benedict and Theis. Not only is their method cumbersome,

involving as it does an estimation of uric acid, a determination of uric

acid plus phenol, and a calculation of phenol by difference—thus magnifying

the error—but in addition certain other features of the procedure make it

impossible to obtain any likely index of conjugated phenols. The method
proposed by Pelkan, on the other hand, although yielding more reliable

results than the earlier one, would also seem to be open to some objections.

The precipitation of proteins is sufficiently different from the widely used

method of Folin and Wu (4) to make it impossible to use the same, now very

familiar, tungstic acid filtrate which is used in so many other connections.

Moreover, the removal of uric acid by silver lactate necessitates an extra,

filtration and often considerable trouble to eliminate excess silver. And
lastly, the intensity of color obtained is hardly as great as might be desired.

While investigating the uric acid method of Morris and Macleod (5) the

possibility suggested itself of utilizing for the determination of phenols the-

clear solution remaining after the precipitation of uric acid by zinc chloride'

and sodium carbonate. This proved feasible and was accordingly made the:

basis of the method herewith proposed. In this way it is possible to

estimate uric acid and phenols, both free and conjugated, in an amount of

filtrate easily obtained from 5 cc. of blood or plasma, or, in case duplicates

are desired, from 8 to 10 cc.

Optimum Conditions for Color Development.

A study was first made of the conditions producing the maximum
intensity of color when the reagent of Fohn and Denis is added to

phenol solutions of as low a concentration as that in the blood

filtrate. Accordingly, a large number of experiments wore made

109
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on very dilute phenol solutions to determine the optimum con-

ditions of alkalinity, etc. The addition of sodium sulfite was

dispensed with, but the intensifying effect of sodium cyanide

was found to be sufficient to justify its use. This is in agree-

ment, also, with the more recent methods for color development

by uric acid, notably the results of Folin (G), Benedict (7), and

Morris and Macleod. It was found inadvisable, however, to use

sodium cyanide alone to render the solution alkaline, for the

cyanide produces by itself a blue color with the reagent.

The fine white precipitate, which has apparently caused so much
trouble in earlier work, it was found possible to avoid entirely if

care was taken to avoid any great excess of the color reagent.

The reagent used throughout this work was Bell's modification of

the Folin-Denis reagent (8) . (There would seem to be no reason to

doubt that the reagent described by Wu (9) would yield results

of exactly the same sort.) This reagent was diluted with 3

volumes of water, and 0.5 cc. of the diluted reagent was found

sufficient to develop color with at least two or three times the

amount of phenol normally present in 10 cc. of the filtrate.

The optimum conditions for color development were eventually

fixed as follows :

To 10 cc. of solution containing about 0.030 mg. of phenol,

0.5 cc. of the diluted phenol reagent, 2 cc. of 20 per cent sodium

carbonate, and 1 cc. of 5 per cent sodium cyanide are added. The
sodium carbonate must be allowed to destroy the excess reagent

before the cyanide is added, else the latter will produce a small but

appreciable amount of color. Due to the dilution, however, this

point has not the importance that Chapin (10) assigns to it in

the case of sodium sulfite.

When allowed to stand at room temperature the color, developed

under these conditions, increases in intensity for about an hour,

at the end of which time it reaches a maximum and remains

permanent almost indefinitely. To hasten the color development,

however, the solution may be heated in boiling water for 1^

minutes. Heating too long results in a somewhat diminished

€olor intensity.

Under these conditions of concentration blank determinations

yield no color whatever. This will be dependent, however, upon

the cyanide solution. Not only should this reagent be chemically

pure, but the solution should preferably not be too fresh.
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Relations hetiveen Different Phenols.

Benedict and Theis and Pelkan have used a standard solution

of resorcinol throughout for comparison, with an arbitrary factor

to convert results to a phenol basis. Resorcinol had been found to

give 86 per cent of the color yielded by an equal weight of phenol.

This empirical factor was redetermined by the present method,

as were also the factors for o- and p-cresol.

Solutions of phenol, o-cresol, and p-cresol were prepared by
weighing out about 5 gm. of the pure substance and dissolving in

1,000 cc. of water containing a few drops of concentrated HCl.

These solutions were analyzed by the method of Messinger and

Vortmann (11) and found to have the following concentrations.

mg. per cc.

Phenol = 5.53

o-Cresol = 4.62

p-Cresol = 5.33

These solutions were diluted 1:2,000, and their respective color-

producing capacities compared by the present method with a

standard solution of resorcinol prepared according to the directions

of Benedict and Theis, containing 0.0232 mg. per cc. The ratio

of resorcinol to the other three phenols as the result of a large

number of determinations was as given in Table I.

The results from o-cresol were somewhat more variable than from

the others and the color was a trifle off shade. Unfortunately, no

pure m-cresol was available to include with the others.

The resorcinol standard of Benedict and Theis (0.581 mg.)

inst-ead of being equivalent to 0.5 mg. of phenol is, under the

conditions of this method at least, equivalent to 0.637 mg. of

phenol. The ratios of phenol to o- and p-cresol, 1.08 and 1.28,

respectively, are in fairly close agreement with the similar ratios

determined by Chapin who obtained 1.09 and 1.22 in these two

cases.

In all subsequent work the solution of phenol was used as a

standard. This solution was found to have undergone no deteri-

oration whatever after standing a month. Although the weighing

of pure phenol is uncertain, the determination of the concentration

of pure solutions by the iodometric titration of Messinger and

Vortmann is simple and rapid. Consequently, since the results
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of "phenol" determinations are to be expressed in terms of phenol,

the use of resorcinol standards and an arbitrary conversion factor

would seem inadvisable for accurate work.

Ratio hetiveen Color Intensity and Concentration of Phenol.

In view of Benedict's admonition in his method for the colori-

metric estimation of uric acid to keep the standard and unlcnown

within a narrow range of difference it seemed advisable to ascertain

the range of proportionality between concentration and color

intensity in the present method.

TABLE I.

Resorcinol equivalent to 1 mg. of:

Phenol.
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Fig. 1 shows the results of plotting the amounts ''found"

against the amounts "present." The straight line is the ideal

condition representing perfect proportionality. The crosses

represent the actual results. It can be seen that the amount of

phenol may safely be as little as half, or as much as twice, the

TABLE II.
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chloride and sodium carbonate. The present \\Titer has experi-

enced no such difficulty. Not only was complete separation

obtained, but no traces of zinc could be found in the filtrate.

To 25 cc. of solutions containing both uric acid and phenol were

added 1 cc. of 2.5 per cent zinc chloride and, after mixing, 1 cc. of

10 per sodium carbonate. The precipitate was allowed to floccu-
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The time allowed for the precipitate to settle before removal has

no effect upon the phenol recover}^, but apparently has some
influence on the recovery of uric acid.

Uric acid produces one-fourth to one-third of the color produced

by phenol and small amounts of the former which may escape

precipitation will have only a slight influence upon the recovery of

phenol. The latter, on the other hand, produces no color whatever

with the uric acid reagent of Morris and Macleod, or that of

Benedict.

Proteins and certain amino-acids, notably tryptophane and

tyrosine (as well as a few other substances), are also known to

yield color with the phenol reagent. Tryptophane and tyrosine,

in amounts which might reasonably be expected to exist in the

blood, were added to phenol solutions and found to produce a small

but not serious increase in the color intensity. Such interference

seems unavoidable, however, and it must be kept in mind that

"phenol," as determined by the present method, includes all non-

protein constituents of the blood which are not precipitable by
zinc chloride and sodium carbonate and which yield a blue color

with the phenol reagent of Folin and Denis.

Procedure of the Method.

The reagents used were

:

1. Sodium tungstate, 10 per cent.

2. H2SO4, f normal.

3. ZnCl2, 2.5 per cent.

4. Na2C03, 10 per cent.

5. Na2C03, 20 per cent.

6. Phenol reagent (Bell's modification). 100 gm. of sodium

tungstate, 20 gm. of phosphomolybdic acid, 50 cc. of 85 per cent

H3PO4, 100 cc. of concentrated HCl. Gently refluxed for 2 hours

with 750 cc. of water, and then diluted to 1,000 cc. Dilute a

portion of this with 3 volumes of water before using.

7. NaCN, 5 per cent. Add 3 to 4 drops of concentrated NH4OH
to 100 cc. of the solution. Folin recommends partial access of air

to the solution^ as in a beaker covered with a watch-glass; or

stopper the bottle with a cotton plug.

8. Standard solution of phenol. Dissolve about 5 gm. of pure

phenol in 1,000 cc. of H2O and add 4 to 5 drops of concentrated
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HCl. The exact concentration of the solution is then determined

by the method of Messinger and Vortmann, as follows

:

To 10 CO. add 6 cc. of approximately normal NaOH. Warm to

65°C. and add slowly a measured excess (40 to 50 cc.) of normal

iodine solution. When the precipitation of iodophenol is complete,

cool the solution, acidify with diluted H2SO4, and make up to 250

cc. Filter, and determine the excess iodine in an aliquot (100 cc.)

of the filtrate by titration with standard thiosulfate solution.

Calculate the iodine combined with the phenol. This multiplied

by 0.1235 is the amount of phenol in 10 cc.

This stock solution will keep for several weeks at least. 10 cc.

of this diluted to 500 cc. affords a solution which can be used for

several days. The dilute standard used for determinations is made
by dilution of 25 cc. of this second solution to 1,000 cc. 10 cc. of

this will then contain about 0.025 mg. of phenol.

9. NaOH, 20 per cent. 20 gm. dissolved in 100 cc. of water.

Precipitate proteins by the method of Folin and Wu, laking the

blood with 7 volumes of water and then adding 1 volume of

10 per cent sodium tungstate and 1 volume of | normal sulfuric

acid. Let stand for some time and then filter. Following the

directions of Morris and Macleod precipitate uric acid in 25 cc.

of the filtrate by the addition of 1 cc. each of 2.5 per cent zinc

chloride and 10 per cent sodium carbonate. Stir and let stand for

an hour. Centrifuge to remove the precipitate, in which uric

acid may be determined; or the solution may be filtered if there is

no object in recovering uric acid. To 10 cc. of the filtrate add 0.5

cc. of the diluted phenol reagent and 2 cc. of 20 per cent sodium

carbonate. Mix and allow | minute for the destruction of the ex-

cess reagent. Then add 1 cc. of 5 per cent sodium cyanide. Im-

merse in boiling w^ater for 1| minutes. Cool in running water for

at least 3 minutes and compare against a standard phenol solution,

containing 0.025 to 0.030 mg. of phenol in 10 cc, which has been

subjected to the same procedure as the unknown.

For determinations in plasma and corpuscles the directions of

Wu (12) should be followed in the precipitation of proteins, using

for plasma 8 volumes of water and | volume of each of the two

precipitating reagents, and for corpuscles 5 volumes of water and

2 volumes of each of the reagents.

It has been observed that if clear-cut precipitations of the pro-

teins and of the uric acid are not obtained, necessitating repeated
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filtrations and additions of precipitating reagents, there seems to be

a tendency to carry down some of the phenol in the precipitates.

Recovery of Phenol Added to Blood.

Phenol was determined by this method in samples of normal

human and dog's blood and in samples of the same blood to which

known amounts of phenol had been added, with the results given

in Table IV.

Total {Free Plus Conjugated) Phenols.

Since no pure potassium phenylsulfate or other form of con-

jugated phenols was available it was impossible to investigate

the completeness with which conjugated phenols are hydrolyzed

by heating with acid. In view of the results of previous workers,

TABLE IV.

Origin.
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must be kept within a fairly narrow range in this respect. HCl
added both to standard and unknown must be partially neutral-

ized before development of the color, but an excess of alkali must

be avoided. During the heating it is advisable to close the tubes

completely, to avoid not only possible loss of phenol by volatiliza-

tion but also change in the volume of solution. A piece of large

rubber tubing and a clamp-screw can be used for this purpose,

but the rubber tubing must first be boiled in dilute acid and then

in water, to remove traces of something on the inner surface which

interferes by increasing the color intensity. The following details

were eventually fixed upon.

To 10 cc. of filtrate is added 0.25 cc. of concentrated HCl, the

tube closed with rubber tubing and a clamp-screw and heated in

boiling water for 10 minutes. The same amount of HCl is also

TABLE V.
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SUMMARY.

1. A method is described for the determination of free and con-

jugated phenols in the blood, based upon protein precipitation by
tungstic acid, removal of uric acid by ZnCl2 and Na2C03, and
colorimetric determination of phenols by a modification of the

older procedure of Folin and Denis.

2. The determination is made upon the common filtrate of

Fohn and Wu and permits of combination with the uric acid

method of Morris and Macleod, minimizing the amount of material

necessary.

3. The empirical factors representing the colorimetric relation-

ship of phenol, resorcinol, and o- and p-cresol are redetermined

by this method.
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II. FURTHER CHANGES IN SOME OF THE BLOOD CONSTITUENTS
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By NORRIS W. RAKESTRAW.
With the Assistance of Charles V. Barley and Young D. Hahn.

{From the Department of Chemistry of Stanford University, Stanford

University.)

(Received for publication, March 27, 1923.)

In the first paper of this series the author gave evidence to

show that both uric acid and sugar increase in the blood following a

short strenuous period of exercise (1). In one case which was

kept under observation for 2 hours following exercise the uric acid

was found to increase steadily during that time.

To investigate this point further, and to extend it to include

other constituents than uric acid, nine men were subjected to

the same sort of exercise as in the earlier work; i.e., running rapidly

up and down stairs for about 10 minutes, or until almost

completely exhausted. Four blood samples were taken in the

usual way from an arm vein; one immediately before the exercise,

one immediately after, another | hour later, and the last 1| hours

after the exercise. Uric acid was determined in these samples,

usually by the recent method of Benedict (2), and in a few cases

by the method of Morris and Macleod (3) . Sugar was determined

by the modified Folin-Wu method (4) ; chlorides by the Whitehorn

method (5); amino-acid N by Folin's method (6); and free and
conjugated phenols by a method recently suggested by the present

author (7). All determinations were done in duplicate or

triplicate.

The results given in Table I show two significant facts: (1)

Uric acid although sometimes increasing but slightly following a

short period of exercise, continues to increase for some time there-

after; (2) sugar, increasing decidedly after such a period of exercise,
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rapidly returns to normal again, and has generally fallen to a

subnormal level at the end of 1| hours.

TABLE I.*
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TABLE I—Concluded.

Subject
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more than this and not once was a decrease found. Such an

increase might, of course, arise from a slight concentration of the

blood.

In Table II, the average changes are summarized for those

constituents which may be considered of most importance.

SUMMARY.

Determinations of the following constituents were made in

the blood of nine men before and after a short period of strenuous

muscular exercise: uric acid, sugar, amino-acids, chlorides, and

free and conjugated phenols. Samples were taken at intervals

up to 1§ hours following the exercise. Uric acid was found to

increase continuously over the period of observation; sugar

increased immediately following the exercise, but fell below normal

at the end of 1| hours. None of the other constituents altered

significantly with the possible exception of a sHght increase in

chlorides immediately following the exercise.
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By a. T. SHOHL.
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(Received for publication, March 10, 1923.)

A simple and effective trap is suggested for use with the Van

Slyke apparatus for gas analysis. It is needed because of the

difficulty of obtaining correct determinations when an apparatus

is newly set up or is taken apart and cleaned. Small bubbles

of air held along the sides of the glass or rubber tubing are dis-

lodged gradually. Further, there is always the danger ot a leak

where the rubber tubing is attached to the glass.

The principle and design are clear from Fig. 1. The trap con-

sists of a tube with a stop-cock parallel to the long axis of the

blood pipette and connected to it by an oblique side arm. It is

sealed to the apparatus at A. Any gas or fluid from the tubing

is trapped, D, and can be removed by means of the stop-cock E.

In giving directions to the glass blower, specify that B should be

sharp and in a higher, horizontal plane than C.

The trap can be attached to the fine bore apparatus or the

constant volume apparatus and can be used with a mechanical

shaker.
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Fig. 1.



STUDIES m NARCOSIS.

I. ETHER ANALYSIS.*

By T. K. KRUSE.
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(Received for publication, March U , 1923.)

A simple and reliable method for the determination of ether

in expired air is still needed. Some methods described are labor-

ious and some are inaccurate. The method of Kochmann and

Strecker (1) seems the most simple. It depends upon the absorp-

tion of ether by alcohol and absorption of alcoholic vapors by
water. Such a procedm'e affects subsequent analysis in view of

the fact that carbon dioxide is about three times as soluble in

alcohol as it is in water (2). The methods of Nicloux (3) and

Spenzer (4) were unsuitable for our purpose. Nicloux's method
depends upon the oxidation of ether in a sulfuric acid-chromate

mixture. The method was found inaccurate, an observation also

noted by Madelung (5) and Kochmann and Strecker (1), The
method used by Spenzer (4), Rosenfeld (6), and later by Made-
lung (5), consists of decomposition by combustion according to

the principle employed in the elementary organic analysis. Such

a procedure is too cumbersome when many analyses are desired.

As previously reported (7), the principle of the method de-

pends upon the absorption of ether by concentrated sulfuric acid

by which absorption occurs quickly and completely and the pro-

cedure in no way interferes with a subsequent analysis of carbon

dioxide and oxygen. After the utility of the method was demon-
strated it was found that Horwitz (8), upon the suggestion of

Kunkel, made use of the same principle and that the principle is

applied in certain industrial processes.

* A preliminary communication on this subject was read at the Toronto
meeting of the Society for Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics,
December 29, 1922.
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Method.

The Guthrie analyzer (9) was provided with two additional

absorbers, each containing 150 cc. of concentrated sulfuric acid

covered with liquid petrolatum to exclude atmospheric moisture.

Strong calcium chloride solution slightly acidified with hydro-

chloric acid and colored with methjd orange was used as a displac-

ing liquid. No vapor of hydrochloric acid is given off in measur-

able quantities if the calcium chloride does not exceed 55 per cent.

The solution is prepared as follows: 55 gm. of desiccator calcium

chloride, without correction for moisture, are dissolved in water,

filtered, and made up to 100 cc. A little methyl orange is added

to color and hydrochloric acid to acidify, just sufficiently to

change the color from yellow to red. The addition of acid is

necessar}^ on account of small amounts of calcium oxide present

in commercial preparations.

The procedure is the same as for an ordinary air analysis (9) ex-

cept that ether is removed first. Two to three displacements are

adequate for complete absorption. In practice, however, six

to ten displacements are made to facilitate cooHng of the gas to

room conditions. The purpose of the second absorber is for

the storage of nitrogen. After ether is removed an approximately

equivalent volume of nitrogen is added so that the oxygen read-

ings will fall on scale. A pyrogallate solution is obviously the

best for the storage of nitrogen. In practice concentrated sul-

furic acid has been found suitable, particularly if the nitrogen of

each analysis is pushed into the storage absorber. For long

continued storage it is kept in the pyrogallate absorber.

In view of the fact that the results of some of the control ex-

periments reported in this paper fall within range of exactness

uncommon for instruments of this character it seems desirable

to describe the conditions under which they were procured. The

two most disconcerting factors of such instruments are incomplete

drainage and variation of temperature.

1. Drainage.—The drainage factor can be controlled in a short

burette provided it is kept clean and the drainage time is carefully

taken. A drainage period of 3 minutes, as described by Guthrie

(9), was found most suitable. At this time, rate of drainage has

decreased sufficiently to enable one to read accurately and is the
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last minute period in which drainage is constant. For best results

the drainage period should begin at the instant that the bulb is

lowered. The reading at the end of the period should not exceed

3 minutes by more than 10 seconds. In a test with the solution

in use drainage lacked 0.06 cc. of being complete in 3 minutes at

the total volume and carbon dioxide levels while at the oxygen

level it lacked only 0.02 cc. This error becomes compensated

and at times exceeded in view of the unavoidable heating which

has occurred when the oxygen reading is taken. With suitable

TABLE I.

Rate of Drainage in Analyzer Burette.
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2. Temperature.—Analyses were alwaj^s made under stabilized

room conditions. Carelessness in this regard leads to inaccurate

results even with an instrument provided with a compensator

such as is the Haldane. With the latter instrument it has been

observed repeatedly that compensation was most complete for

slight variations in temperature only; i.e., when compensation

was least necessary. There seems to be a tendency towards

carelessness with such instruments because of failure to realize

the Hmits of compensation. On the other hand, with an instru-

ment not so provided, the operator realizes that every precaution

must be taken against temperature variations so that very good

results can be obtained with a simpler instrument.

TABLE II.

Test Showing Suitability of Room Conditions.

Test No.
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liquid for its transfer to the analyzer. Samples were analyzed

for carbon dioxide and oxj^gen both before and after exposure

to sulfuric acid. With the use of acidulated water in the instru-

ment it was found that about 0.30 per cent of the sample was

absorbed after exposure to sulfuric acid, Table III. Later tests

showed that the loss was due to absorption of carbon dioxide by

the displacing liquid.

To determine the efficiency of a 55 per cent calcium chloride

solution as a displacing Hquid, carbon dioxide samples of uniform

composition were analyzed with the Haldane analyzer, using

mercury, and with the Guthrie apparatus, using acidulated water,

and acidulated water saturated with the same gas before the

first test and a 55 per cent calcium chloride solution. The results

tabulated in Table IV show that with the use of calcium chlo-

TABLE III.

Results Showing Loss of CO2 When Displacing Liquid Consists of Acidulated

Water.

CO2 loss after H2SO4
treatment.
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uniform composition were analyzed for carbon dioxide. Other

samples were analyzed after exposure to sulfuric acid, while

others were analyzed for carbon dioxide after the samples were

passed over liquid ether and the vapors subsequently absorbed

by exposure to sulfuric acid. The latter procedure was to test

the completeness of ether absorption in the presence of carbon

dioxide. The results are essentially identical, showing that no

carbon dioxide is absorbed by sulfuric acid. Table V. The

TABLE IV.

Comparison of CO2 Analyses by Various Procedures and Instruments.

Haldane.
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fully removed as indicated by corresponding results obtained

with control air, Table VI. These results, therefore, show that

ether is completely removed from gases found in expired air by

treatment with sulfuric acid without affecting the subsequent

analysis.

5. Limits of Ether Absorption by Sulfuric Acid.—It seemed

desirable to determine how much ether may be absorbed by

sulfuric acid before absorption becomes incomplete. Two 50

cc. graduated cylinders were arranged in series with a 250 cc.

bottle with wash bottle connections. The first cylinder con-

tained 22 cc. of ether, the second 21 cc. of concentrated sulfuric

TABLE VI.

Results Showing the Successful Removal of Ether from Outside Air.

C02
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nearly doubled. Inasmuch as the absorber on the analyzer

contains 150 cc. of acid, and since 1 cc. of ether is equivalent to

more than 200 cc. of vapor, the absorber would absorb completely

until 30 liters of vapor had been taken up. In routine analysis

less than 4 cc. of vapor are found in expired air samples. Hence,

on that basis 7,000 analyses could be made before absorption

became incomplete.

6. Determination of Number of Displacements Required.—In

order to determine the number of displacements into the acid

required to insure complete absorption, 3 to 4 per cent ether

mixtures in air were introduced into the analyzer. Determina-

tions were made after a variable number of displacements.

Constancy of readings was taken to indicate complete absorption.

TABLE VII.

Results of Aspirating Ether through Sulfuric Acid.

Volume in ether
cylinder.
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in one absorber. This led to the belief that although three dis-

placements were adequate for complete absorption an additional

number was required to facilitate cooling of the gas heated

during absorption. The correctness of this beHef was later

verified. By the employment of only three displacements in

one absorber and allowing the gas to cool spontaneously for an

hour, it was found that the remaining gas did not contain ether

(Test VII, Table IX).

TABLE VIII.

Number of Displacements Required for Complete Absorption.

Test No.
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TABLE IX.

Results Illustrating the Heat of Absorption.

Test No.
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STUDIES IN NARCOSIS.

II. A METHOD FOR THE DETERMINATION OF THE RESPIRATORY
EXCHANGE DURING ETHER NARCOSIS.*

By T. K. KRUSE.

(From the Department of Physiology and Pharmacology, School of Medicine,

University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh.)

(Received for publication, March 14, 1923,)

In 1917 Guthrie (1) reported certain shock experiments in which

respiratory^ exchange was studied on animals in ether narcosis.

At that time a suitable method for the separation of ether vapor

from the expired air was not available. Since then such a method

has been devised (2). The present report deals with a descrip-

tion of the application of the method to studies of respiratory

exchange in anesthetized animals, with a preKminary report of

results upon animals in various stages of reduction.

Behavior of Ether in a Spirometer.

Ether confined in a spirometer does not remain uniform in

composition due to its solubihty in water, condensation, tendency

to stratify, etc. A loss of ether does not affect the results of

respiratory exchange if uniformity of mixture is maintained

during the sampling period. However, an effort was made to

prevent as much loss as possible in order to increase the usefulness

of the method for the determination of the concentration of ether

exhaled.

1. Solubility in Water.—In a spirometer of 15 liter capacity

with water over the entire cross-section of the chamber, ether is

lost appreciably in a short time. In one experiment consecutive

* A preliminary communication on this subject was read at the Toronto
meeting of the American Physiological Society, December 27, 1922. An
abstract of this paper was published in the American Journal of Physi-

ology (Kruse, T. K., Am. J. Physiol., 1923, Ixiii, 398).
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analyses, spaced 15 minutes apart, yielded the following concen-

trations; 11.50, 10.02, and 9.98 per cent, respectively. Over a

24 hour period there was a loss of 66 to 81 per cent of ether,

while the loss of carbon dioxide and oxj'^gen was only 12 to 16

per cent and 0.6 to 1 per cent, respectively.

In spirometers of 75 to 100 liter capacities, so constructed

that the water is confined to a sealing space, loss by solubility is

slight after the initial change has occurred. For instance, in a

spirometer freshly filled with ether vapor, when mixed before

each test to insure uniformity of concentration, consecutive

analyses spaced 20 minutes apart yielded 11.25, 11.24, and 11.20

per cent, respectively. In another experiment. Table I, the

concentration diminished from 8.83 to 8.23 per cent. In this

experiment the spirometer had been used for ether storage for a

number of days. It is very evident that the loss of ether from

this source in a suitable spirometer is without significance in

studies of this character.

2. Stratification.—The extent of stratification is recorded in

Tables I and II. To insure uniform mixture a hand syringe bulb

was attached to the spirometer so that air was withdrawn from

the top of the bell and forcibly pumped through a movable but

sealed tube extending for a foot into the bell. 50 to 100 complete

discharges are adequate for mixing 40 liters of gas. In Table I

the spirometer w^as filled with air and ether vapor and mixed at

once by 100 discharges of the hand pump. Ether and carbon

dioxide concentrations were determined at intervals. The car-

bon dioxide percentages are calculated upon- the volume after

absorption of ether and, therefore, are not dependent upon ether

variations and serve to control the analyses. In Table II there

is a similar experiment recorded with the exception that the

ether had stratified from the previous day and carbon dioxide

analyses were omitted. It is seen from the results that within 2

hours of collection the concentration may vary, due to stratifica-

tion, from 8.84 to 8.67 per cent. Table II, or from 8.63 to 8.46 per

cent. Table I, with ether concentrations of 8 to 9 per cent, if

sampled from the middle portion of the bell. When the gas is

mixed by pumping before sampling, ether concentrations may be

kept uniform, 11.35 a.m. and 12.07 p.m.. Table I, and 10.28, 10.45,

and 11.01 a. m., and 1.46 and 2.01 p.m.. Table II. Manipulation
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of the bell also tends to mix the gas, but less thoroughly. This

is seen when consecutive anatyses of an unmixed supply yielded

TABLE I.

Showing Behavior of Ether Vapor in Spirometer.

Date.
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illustrated in Table I in which consecutive analyses spaced 15

minutes apart yielded 8.83, 8.75, 8.71, and 8.58 per cent,

respectively. This is also seen at times when concentrations just

after mixing are lower than samples collected a little later and

analyzed upon the following day, Table III, Samples I and III.

In view of the fact that carbon dioxide and oxygen percentages

are based upon the volume after ether absorption, variations of

ether per cent will affect only the total volume correction of the

experimental period. In such experiments, were mixing neglected

TABLE II.

Showing Behavior of Ether Vapor in Spirometer.

Time.
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ether than the black gum rubber. In an experiment in which 2

feet of gum tubing were used for about 2 hours this characteristic

was very apparent. This tube, after expelhng all the contained

gas, was layed aside. A few minutes later, upon inhaling through

the tube, a suffocating concentration of vapor was found. Air was

then blown through the tube to expel all vapor present, A few

minutes later the contents of the tube were analyzed and ether

vapor was present in 9.5 per cent concentration. A similar experi-

ment performed with white rubber gave a concentration of ether

vapor less than 1 per cent.

4. *Sam7;Zmg.—Whenever possible analyses were made directly

from the spirometer. However, under experimental conditions

complete anatyses had to be delayed and, therefore, required

some suitable method of storing samples. The following metliod

and apparatus were found suitable. The 500 cc. glass bottle

sampler employed by Guthrie (3) was used. Acid water was

used for displacement. 4 to 5 additional hters were pushed

through the sampler after complete water displacement had oc-

curred in order to displace the first portion which usually has

lost some gas by solubility in water. The rubber connections

were tightly clamped and the sample was set aside for analysis.

Up to 24 hours after sampling good results were obtained, pro-

vided displacement from the sampler to the analyzer was made
with 55 per cent of desiccator calcium chloride solution (2).

Table III shows that collected samples taken by this method
give as good results 24 hours after collection as when taken

directly from the spirometer at the time of the expermient.

With the employment of concentrated calcium chloride solution

consecutive analyses are usually nearly identical for all deter-

mined gases. A 500 cc. sampler already containing about 150

cc. of displacing fluid consisting of calcium chloride can be used

for still another day without introducing an excessive error in

the oxygen or carbon dioxide determination. The ether lost

by this time is somewhat greater as is illustrated in the following

percentages found, 4.65 to 4.33, 3.85 to 3.51, 6.28 to 5.69, 6.83

to 6.48. Inasmuch as the ether concentrations are essential

for the correction of total ventilation volume and the possible

error is less than 1 per cent it is obvious that by this method
analyses may be made within several days after the experiment

without introducing prohibitive errors.
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Table IV illustrates a similar experiment. Consecutive analyses

are essentially identical for oxygen and carbon dioxide but for

ether the variations are greater. This was in part due to the

fact that analyses at the time of the experiment and samphng
for later analyses were spaced farther apart after mixing than

occurred in Table III and to the fact that in the latter experiment

a loose piece of glass tubing was dropped in the bottle before

sampling to insure a thorough mixing of the gas by shaking the

TABLE III.

Comparison of Analyses of Samples Taken Directly from Spirometer, 2J^ and
4S Hours after Sampling.

Remarks.
Sample
No.
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thetized with ether and arranged to record blood pressure and

respiration. Ether was administered by tracheal cannula at-

tached to an automatic device provided with valves to separate

the expired from the inspired air (4). The valves were always

tested to insure absence of leaks. The expired air was led by a

glass tube to either a 75 or 100 liter spirometer. The collected

gas of the initial period was always expelled to wash out connec-

tions and the dead air space of the spirometer. The collection

period usually lasted 10 minutes. Blood pressure and respiration

TABLE IV.

Comparison of Analyses of Samples Taken Directly from Spirometer and

24 Hours after Sampling.

Sample
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ether. Of course, in no instance was an animal permitted to

regain consciousness. The oxygen and carbon dioxide percentages

are based on the volume after ether absorption. A correction was

not made for the ether retained by the body. Inasmuch as the

changes in respiratory exchange were so much greater than the

possible error from this source its determination was not made.

Results with the Method.

Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the nature of the results obtained. The

dotted lines in Fig. 1 indicate periods when ether administration

was discontinued. Calculations are based on 10 kilo dogs. The

actual weights varied from 10 to 12 kilos. In Fig. 2 average

determinations are represented for the first 2 to 3 hour period

arranged according to ether concentrations exhaled. Inasmuch

as concentrations of exhaled ether increase with the intensity of

administration one may assume that such determinations indicate

the intensity of etherization. Tables V, VI, VII, and VIII

represent abbreviated protocols of those experiments which were

free from obvious technical errors. The observations may be

summarized as follows

:

1. In moderate to deep anesthesia, extending over many hours

the oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide ehmination described

a fairly constant reduction curve dependent more upon duration

of anesthesia than upon precise procedures. Light anesthesia

showed a similar reduction curve, but at a higher level. Removal

of ether markedly augmented respiratory exchange, but such in-

creases became progressively less with the length of narcosis.

2. The sums of actual oxygen and carbon dioxide percentages

in deep narcosis were as low as 19.93, and as high as 21.60 when

ether was removed.

3. Carbon dioxide elimination was depressed more than oxygen

consumption in deep narcosis and the reverse was true upon re-

moval of ether. The respiratory quotients accordingly decreased,

but in the terminal stage of deep anesthesia they might increase.

Experiment 4 and Samples I, II, and III of Experiment 5.

4. For equal duration of narcosis, the depression of metabolism

was associated with intensity of narcosis (Fig. 2).

5. In light anesthesia, the oxygen consumption exceeded

carbon dioxide elimination provided the animal had not been
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Fig. 1. Superimposed curves of Experiments 4, 5, 6, and 7 showing
oxygen consumption, carbon dioxide elimination, and ventilation rates

per 10 kilo dog. Experiment 6 was one of light anesthesia.
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previously saturated with ether (Fig. 1), Experiment 6 and
Samples III, IV, V, and VI of Experiment 7. In the latter test the

animal was resuscitated after the heart had stopped beating. Arti-

ficial respiration was employed for 10 minutes before spontaneous

respiration began. The test was made immediately after respira-

tion began. After the etherhad been removed for 42 minutes it had

to be readministered due to return of reflexes. 5 minutes after

its readministration another test was made. In both tests oxygen.
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o/ *'

f}- CC.
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Fig. 2. Showing average results during the first 2 hours of anesthesia,

consumption exceeded carbon dioxide ehmination. A little later

the animal again became saturated with ether and upon its re-

moval carbon dioxide ehmination again exceeded oxygen con-

sumption. Ventilation rates do not seem to be determining:

factors. The influence of ether upon the metabohsm seems to

involve other mechanisms. The close relationship of ether con-

centration exhaled to carbon dioxide eliminated is further illus-
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trated in Dogs 6 and 4 (Fig. 2), in which the former dog with the

higher ventilation rate eHminated the less carbon dioxide as

represented by the respiratory quotients. Another illustration

occurs in Dogs 5 and 7 in which the latter dog with a third greater

ventilation rate eliminated the less carbon dioxide, the respiratory

quotients being essentially equal.

6. Animals in a state of reduction require much less anesthetic

as the reduction increases. The results of Guthrie on animals

in shock are qualitatively supported by these studies. In his

experiments the ether factor was only partially controlled inasmuch

as a suitable method was unavailable at that time.

The precise interpretation of these results and their relation

to the results of others is delayed until the series is more complete.

The current interest for better anesthesia justifies the description

of results though based on a limited number of experiments.

SUMMARY.

A method is described which is suitable for the study of the

respiratory exchange in etherized animals, with a preliminary

report of results obtained upon animals in various stages of

reduction.
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A NEW SULFUR-CONTAINING AMINO-ACID ISOLATED
FROM THE HYDROLYTIC PRODUCTS OF PROTEIN.*
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(Received for publication, March 15, 1923.)

During an investigation of the cultural requirements of certain

bacteria, the writer isolated from the hydrolytic products of casein,

a fraction of material which was apparently required by hemolytic

streptococci for satisfactory growth, and which was found on

examination to contain a considerable amount of sulfur (1).

The sulfur was apparently not in the form of cystine since it did

not give the customary reactions (lead blackening and sodium

nitroprusside) which are given by the sulfur in this compound.

Since the participation, as growth factors under the experimental

conditions, of any of the known amino-acids had been ruled out,

it was thought possible that this new sulfur compound might be

the factor which was being sought from the casein. An attempt

was, therefore, made to isolate the material in sufficient quantity

and purity to determine its chemical nature; and although the

final separation in pure form proved exceedingly difficult, it was

found that the sulfur compound lost its activity as a growth-

inducing substance when it became even relatively pure. It is

not yet clear whether this is due to some kind of chemical change

in the sulfur compound, or simply to the elimination of a separate

active substance during the purification. In view, however, of

the general impression that there was present in protein one or

more other sulfur-containing amino-acids, besides cystine, it

seemed to be important to carry through the isolation of the

* During the summer of 1922, a portion of the work on purification was

carried out in the Biochemical Laboratory, Cambridge University, Cam-
bridge, England, and the writer wishes to express his indebtedness to

Prof. F. Gowland Hopkins for this courtesy, as well as for valuable advice

and suggestions.
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material if it could be done, as a problem of some biochemical

importance with possible bacteriological bearing.

The literature on the non-cystine protein sulfur need not be

extensively reviewed in this place, beyond referring to the paper

of Osborne (2) in which the existence of other forms of sulfur than

cystine in the protein molecule has been fairly definitely indicated.

An amino-acid, agreeing closely with the formula C5H11SNO2,

has been obtained as a result of the work. During the progress of

the investigation it has been necessary to modify the original

method of preparation in many ways, and each modification has

resulted in some increase in the yield. However, the writer feels

that the present method is by no means quantitative, and that a

still greater portion of the sulfur present in protein hydrolysates

than that actually isolated can be accounted for on the basis of the

compound to be described. It would seem wise, however, to

present this compound as a primary constituent of the protein

molecule with a good deal of conservatism. It will be shown that

there is considerable evidence pointing toward the preexistence of

the compound, as such, and while there is no direct evidence to the

contrary, the writer does not wish to state definitely that he is

convinced that the amino-acid is not formed by some secondary

reaction during the hydrolysis or separation. Assurance on this

point may well be withheld until more work has been done on the

structure and physiological properties of the compound.

The yield obtained by the method described below varies from

about 1 to 2 gm. from a pound of casein; i.e., from 0.2 to 0.4 per

cent. This re^presents about ten times the quantity obtained by

earlier investigations. Because of this small yield, it has been

necessary to use large quantities of casein and three preparations

of from 30 to 50 pounds each^ have been put through. The

final purification of the compound has been a matter of much

difficulty because of the presence of two or three other amino

-

acids, particularly phenylalanine and glutamic acid, which are

1 The writer is indebted to Prof. Ralph McKee of the Department of

Chemical Engineering, Columbia University, to Dr. Frederick Zinsser of

Zinsser & Company, Hastings-on-Hudson, New York, and to Prof. J.

C. Olsen of the Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute for the use of large scale

apparatus and equipment necessary for handling this quantity of material

through the preliminary stages.
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found in considerable quantity in the Ba(0H)2 extract of the

HgS04 precipitate. WTiile the latter acid can be separated without

a great deal of difficulty by precipitation with barium hydroxide

and alcohol, the phenylalanine cannot be removed by recr3^stalliza-

tion, nor, quantitatively, by the distillation of the ethyl esters.

Before the presence of phenylalanine had been recognized in the

mixture, it was found that a constant composition seemed to be

reached on recrystaUization, and from this mixture which has

since been shown to contain phenylalanine and one other un-

identified impurity with the suKur compound, the formula

C11H22SN2O4 was erroneously deduced, and presented, tentatively,

before the Society of Experimental Biology and Medicine in

New York last year (3). By the distillation, in vacuo, of the

ethyl esters prepared from such a mixture, it developed that the

ester of the sulfur compound distilled in the same fraction with

that of phenylalanine, and further, that it shared the property

of the latter in being relatively insoluble in water and soluble in

ether. A. small amount of material was, however, obtained in

this preparation from the aqueous solution of the esters, which

proved to be fairly pure, contaminated only with a small amount of

phenylalanine, and from this preparation the formula here pre-

sented for the sulfur compound was first calculated.

A review of the earlier modifications of the method and of the

various unsuccessful efforts at purification need not be presented

here. The method as now used is as follows:

Preparation of the Compound.

Casein is hydrolyzed by boiling for 18 hours with six times its weight of

water, and from two to three times its weight of concentrated sulfuric acid.

The solution is cooled, diluted somewhat with water, and neutralized by
the addition of sodium hydroxide solution, or, better, on a large scale with

commercial soda ash. The neutral mixture is allowed to cool and, if nec-

essary, is decanted from sodium sulfate which separates if the material is

not sufficiently diluted before neutralization. It is then precipitated by a

solution of mercuric sulfate containing 10 per cent of HgS04 and 5 per cent,

by volume, of concentrated H2SO4. After adding the reagent, the mixture

is neutralized with strong sodium hydroxide solution, to litmus paper.

The neutralization brings down a much more bulky precipitate, but it

approximately doubles the yield of sulfur compound. It is essential to use

care not to carry the neutralization too far, because the compound to be

isolated is quite readily soluble in dilute alkali solution. After standing
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over night, the precipitate is filtered by suction, or on a filter press, and
the precipitate is washed, thoroughly, with water, resuspending and filter-

ing each time, for at least three or four washings, until the greater part of

the sodium sulfate and unprecipitated amino-acids have been removed.
Filtration is slow and as large a filter as possible should be used. The
precipitate is then extracted with hot 2 per cent barium hydroxide solution,

using approximately a liter of the solution for each pound of casein repre-

sented in the original preparation. In making the extraction, the precipi-

tate is first suspended in water and treated with hot saturated Ba(0H)2
until the reaction is faintly all^aline to litmus, and then 2 per cent additional

Ba(0H)2 is added. The mixture is heated for | hour, either on the water
bath or with a steam coil, and is then filtered by suction or on a press. It is

necessary to repeat the extraction altogether about four times, in order to

obtain the maximum yield, but after the first extraction, the precipitate is

suspended directly in a 2 per cent Ba(0H)2 solution. The united extracts

are heated to about 60^, a solution of barium sulfide in water is added to

precipitate the mercury, and sulfuric acid is added to remove the barium.
After filtering, the filtrate is evaporated in an open dish, heated directly on a

gas plate in front of an electric fan, to a volume of about 200 cc, for each
original pound of casein. It is then freed of an excess of either barium or

sulfate, and is precipitated with a mercuric chloride solution. The solution

is first brought to boiling, and then a boiling saturated solution of mercuric

chloride is added, using about 30 gm. of the reagent for each pound of

protein in the preparation. The precipitate will begin to separate in the

hot solution, sometimes as a sticky syrup, and, occasionally, as a semi-

granular material, and it is allowed to stand, best, in the ice box, for 24

hours before filtration. The precipitate will now be found to be either a

coursely granular material or a brittle homogeneous mass on the bottom
and sides of the beaker, depending on the purity of the preparation. The
supernatant fluid is decanted or filtered off, the precipitate washed once or

twice with cold water, and ground in a mortar with distilled water to break

up the lumps. The mercury is removed by adding hot saturated barium
sulfide solution in slight excess, and after stirring for a time the barium is

largely removed by acidifying with sulfuric acid. The precipitated mer-
curic sulfide and barium sulfate are filtered off, and washed by grinding again

in a mortar two or three times with more water, adding each time a small

amount of barium sulfide and sulfuric acid to insure the complete decom-
position of organic mercury derivatives. The combined filtrates are freed

from barium or sulfuric acid, and are evaporated to dryness, in vacuo, to

remove the excess of hydrochloric acid which is formed.' The residual

chlorides are taken up in water and treated with fresh silver oxide suspen-

sions until the reaction becomes slightly alkaline; the silver chloride is

filtered off and the filtrate freed from silver with H2S. After removing the

silver sulfide, the filtrate is evaporated to crystallization, in vacuo, and
then heated on a boiling water bath to bring the crystalline material into

solution. Finally, 3 or 4 volumes of boiling 95 per cent alcohol are added,

and, upon standing, the sulfur compou^fc'ill separate as shining crystalsw
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and may be filtered off, washed with alcohol, and dried ; the mother liquors are

concentrated further and a second group of crystals is removed in the same
way. The yield of crystalline material varies from 1.5 to 2.5 gm., for each

pound of casein, and will be found to be of varying degrees of purity,

depending on factors which it has not yet been found possible to define or

control. A sulfur determination will indicate the degree of purity, the

theoretical being 21.5 per cent, and the crystals should be from 75 to 90 per

cent pure . They may be rendered completely pure by carrying out a second

mercuric chloride precipitation, exactly as described above, starting with

a hot 10 per cent solution of the crystalline material in water, and adding

about eight to ten times the weight of mercuric chloride. There is, how-
ever, an appreciable loss on reprecipitation, as well as in the first precipi-

tation, and it has not proved possible, so far, to recover, at all quantita-

tively, the whole of the sulfur compound which is present in the extracts.

The resulting crystals are white and not unlike leucine or phenyl-

alanine in appearance. Under the microscope they are found to

be made up of hexagonal plates, often massed together. They
are easily soluble in cold water, although when first added, they

are moistened by it with some difficulty.

Combustions carried out by the Dennstedt method, permitting

simultaneous determination of sulfur, gave the following results.

0.2041 gm.: 0.1384 gm. H2O, 0.3013 gm. CO2, and 0.3229 gm. BaS04.
0.2060 "

: 0.1382 " " 0.3061 " " " 0.3259 " "

Nitrogen determinations by the micro Kjeldahl method resulted as follows:

0.02158 gm. neutralized 7.34 and 7.24 cc. 0.02 n H2SO4.

CsHuSNOz. Calculated. C 40.24; H 7.43; N 9.39; S 21.50.

Found. " 40.27, 40.43; H 7.59, 7.50; N 9.53, 9.40;

S 21.73, 21.72.

Molecular weight determinations by the ebullioscopic method,

using Menzies, apparatus, with water as a solvent, gave the follow-

ing results.

Barometric reading, corrected, 760 mm.

Weight of
compound.
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Heated in an open capillary, the crystals begin to turn brown

and shrink at 278°, and melt with decomposition quite sharply

at 283°. In a sealed capillary, slight browning and shrinking of

the material occurs at 274°, and it melts with decomposition at

280-281°. The readings are uncorrected.

0.4439 gm. of the compound in 16 cc. of water in a 2 dm. tube rotated the

plane of polarized light —0.4°.

["Jl = -^•^°

It is possible that the compound is partially racemized by the

extraction with hot barium hydroxide solution.

Preparation of the Naphthol Isocyanate Derivative.

0.75 gm. of pure sulfur compound was dissolved in 30 cc. of water contain-

ing 5 cc. of N KOH, and 1 cc. of a-naphthol isocyanate was added. The
mixture was shaken for about 5 minutes and allowed to stand for about 1

hour with occasional shaking. It was then filtered by suction and the fil-

trate acidified with hydrochloric acid. A heavy curdy precipitate sep-

arates which was filtered by suction, washed with cold water, and dissolved

in about 50 cc. of boiling alcohol. Boiling water was then added until

crystallization commenced (2 to 3 volumes), and on cooling a heavy crop of

short needles separated. After filtering and washing with cold water, the

crystals were dried in vacuo over H2SO4 at room temperature. The yield

was 1.0 gm. of material which lost no weight on further drying at 110° in an

air oven.

The crystals were moderately soluble in cold acetone and 95

per cent alcohol, more so on boiling. They were not appreciably

soluble in cold or hot water, benzene, chloroform, or ether.

Melting point (uncorrected) 186°.

0.2056 gm.: 0.1488 gm. BaS04.

0.2004 "
: 0.1436 "

0.0463 " neutralized 14.68 cc. 0.02 n NaOH (Kjeldahl)'.

0.1272 " " 39.71 " 0.02 n "

Ci6H,8SN20, = (CioH7-NH-CO-NH.CH<^^^^).

Calculated. N 8.83, S 10.08.

Found. " 8.89, 8.75; S 9.94, 9.84.
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Composition of the Mercuric Chloride Precipitate.

The compound produced by mercuric chloride is fairly soluble in

boiling water, but separates on cooling. Prepared from a fairly

pure specimen of the amino-acid, it separates from the hot solution

as a sticky, oily material on the sides and bottom of the beaker,

which becomes brittle as the solution cools. From a more dilute

solution, it separates as a coarse, granular material, which under

the microscope is made up of minute spherules. It has not proved

possible to prepare it in crystalline form. The composition

appears to be highly complex, corresponding, roughly, in the only

specimen analyzed, to the formula (C5HiiSN02)2Hg5Cl8.

0.1058 gm.: 0.0799 gm. AgCl.

0.1223 "
: 0.0878 " HgS.

1.0125 "
: 0.3077 " BaS04.

(C6HuSN02)2Hg5Cl8. Calculated. CI 17.9, S 4.05, Hg 63.3.

Found. " 18.7, " 4.18, " 61.9.

Preparation of Copper Salt.

From the purified sulfur compound, a crystalline copper salt

can be easily prepared by treating the hot solution with either

copper acetate solution or copper hydroxide or carbonate. The
copper salt separates quickly as minute hexagonal plates, light

blue in color, which are almost insoluble in cold water, and only

moderately soluble in boiling water. This salt is not suitable for

purification of the amino-acid, however, since the latter, in the

presence of phenylalanine, yields mixed crystals of the copper salts

of both amino-acids.

Some of the copper salt prepared as described, using copper

acetate, was dried for analysis at 110^.

0.1759 gm. : 0.2233 gm. BaS04 and 0.0466 gm. CuS.

(CsHioSN02)2Cu. Calculated. S 17.82, Cu 17.66.

Found. " 17.44, " 17.61.

Preparation of the Compound by Alkali Hydrolysis.

10 lbs. of casein were hydrolyzed by heating with 42 liters of 18 per
cent NaOH in a stone jar under slight pressure (varying from 1 to 5 lbs. per
sq. in.) in an autoclave for 14 hours. It was then cooled and neutralized

with H2SO4, and after standing over night the tyrosine which had separated

THE JOURNAl, OP BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY, VOL. LVI, NO. 1
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was filtered off, and the filtrate precipitated by 10 lbs. of mercuric sulfate as

already described, except that after the addition of the mercuric sulfate

reagent, the mixture was not again neutralized, but precipitation was
allowed to take place in the acid condition. It may be noted here again

that under these conditions the yield is approximately half that obtained

from a neutral solution, but the precipitate is less bulky and filters more

easily. The precipitate, after thorough washing, was extracted ten times

with 10 liters of 1 per cent Ba(0H)2 solution in the cold. (The use of hot

Ba(0H)2 of 2 per cent concentration has been found to give a much quicker

and more complete extraction.) After concentrating, and removing

glutamic acid, etc., by a baryta-alcohol precipitation, which has since been

found unnecessary, the material was crystallized and later purified by two
precipitations with mercuric chloride as already described. The yield was

about 3 gm. of pure material. The gross and microscopic appearance is

practically the same as that of the material prepared by H2SO4 hydrolysis,

except that the platelets are somewhat larger and more compact.

Combustions by the Dennstedt method, and micro Kjeldahl

determinations of nitrogen resulted as follows:

0.2024 gm.: 0.2984 gm. CO2, 0.1352 gm. H2O, and 0.3175 gm. BaS04.

0.1995 " : 0.2960 " " 0.1344 " " " 0.3153 "

0.02140 " neutralized 7.14 and 7.19 cc. 0.02 n H2SO4.

0.01002 "
: (Van Slyke) 1.641 and 1.607 cc. N at 19° and 767 mm.

C6HnSN02. Calculated. C 40.24, H 7.43, N 9.39, S 21.50.

Found. " 40.18, 40.46; H 7.47, 7.54: N (total) 9.35,

9.41 and N (amino) 9.45, 9.26; S 21.54, 21.70.

Heated in an open capillary the substance melts with decomposition

at 265-266°.

In a sealed capillary it melts and decomposes at 262-264°.

0.3133 gm. dissolved in 16 cc. water in a 2 dm. tube did not rotate the

plane of polarized light.

Preparation from Egg Albumin.

10 lbs. of dry commercial egg albumin were hydrolyzed with 30 liters of

water and 30 lbs. H2SO4 by heating in a stone jar, placed in an autoclave

without pressure, for 20 hours. The resulting solution was neutralized

with Na2C03 and precipitated with 10 lbs. mercuric sulfate, and the mix-

ture neutralized with NaOH. The resulting precipitate, aifter washing,

was extracted seven times with about 14 liters of cold Ba(0H)2 solution,

about 1.3 per cent. The extracts after concentrating and precipitating

with baryta and alcohol were concentrated and the resulting mixture of

amino-acids was recrystallized. The ethyl ester hydrochlorides were pre-

pared by suspending the dry crystals weighing 12.9 gm. in absolute alcohol

and saturating with dry HCl gas in the usual way. The esters were liberated

after distillation of the alcohol, by anhydrous Ba(0H)2 added to an ether
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suspension cooled by ice. The ethereal solution was filtered off, the ether

distilled in vacuo at room temperature', and the esters were distilled from an

oil bath in a vacuum produced by a Geryk pump. A small amount of ester

passed over before the bath reached 100°, which has not been identified.

More rapid distillation began with the bath at a temperature of 120°,

and the vapor at 80-90°. At 90° the distillation was interrupted, the

receiver changed, and a fraction collected with the bath between 120 and
160°, and the vapor between 92 and 116°. About half the material had not

passed over, and the distillation was carried no further.

The first fraction of distillate (vapor up to 90°) contained only a

small amount of sulfur and was not examined further. The
second fraction (vapor 92-116°) contained much sulfur, as did the

distillation residue. The latter on cooling set to a mass of whitish

semicrystalline material. This was insoluble in water and

moderately soluble in hot ethyl acetate from which it crystallized on

cooling. The resulting crystals apparently did not represent a

pure compound, as analysis showed them to have the following

composition.

Diketopiperazine of CtHiiSN02, CioHi8S2N202.

Calculated. C 46.10, H 6.20, N 10.76, S 24.65.

Found. C 51.46, H 6.87, N 10.10, S 17.90.

The esters distilling between 92 and 116°, weighing 6.8 gm. were

poured into about 20 cc. of water, in which the greater part appeared

to dissolve. This was extracted with an equal volume of ether.

The aqueous phase was run off and the ether washed twice with

1 to 2 cc. of water, the washings were added to the first aqueous

solution. The combined aqueous solution was now washed twice

with 3 to 4 cc. of ether to remove as much remaining phenylalanine

as possible. The solution was heated on a water bath under an
air condenser for 4 hours until the alkaline reaction had dis-

appeared, evaporated with the addition of a little alcohol to

facilitate crystallization, and recrystallized once. The yield was
only 0.35 gm. The ether solution contained the greater part of the

sulfur compound ester mixed with the phenylalanine ester.

Analysis of the 0.35 gm. lot gave the following results.

0.2002 gm. : 0.3019 gm. CO2, 0.1314 gm. H2O, and 0.3039 gm. BaS04.
0.0199 " neutralized 6.56 cc. H2SO4.

0.0202 " "
6.71 " " The H2SO4 was approximately

0.02 N, of which 1.0 cc. was equivalent to 0.2788 mg. N.
Found. C 41.44; H7.34; N9.19, 9.26; S 20.85.
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It was from this preparation that the formula C5H11SNO2 was

first deduced for the cornpound. It agrees quite well with that

calculated for a mixture containing 97 per cent C5H11SNO2 and

3 per cent phenylalanine.

Preparation from Other Proteins.

No attempt has been made to compare, by the method given

above in detail, the yield of sulfur compound obtained from other

sources than casein. As already stated, it has been prepared from

egg albumin, the yield being rouglily the same as from casein. It

has also been prepared in an impure form from edestin and wool,

the yield being about the same as from casein, and from gelatin,

although from the latter protein very little resulted. In the case

of wool, which contains most of its sulfur in the form of cystine,

it seemed desirable to find out if possible just how much of the

sulfur could be accounted for as cystine. A small sample of the

same lot of wool which had been used for preparing the new amino-

acid was carefully washed with water, alcohol, and ether and dried,

and the total sulfur determined by burning 1.242 gm. in the

Dennstedt furnace.

0.3030 gm. BaS04 corresponding to 3.35 per cent sulfur was obtained.

Through the courtesy of Dr. J. M. Looney of the Biochemical

Laboratory, Harvard Medical School, the cystine was determined

on part of the same washed wool, and found to be 9.1 per cent,

corresponding to 2.43 per cent of sulfur. Roughly, 0.9 per cent of

sulfur, therefore, remained not accounted for, a part of which

may have been in the form of SO4.

Evidence as to the Existence of the Compound in the Protein Molecule.

It has been known for some time that the sulfur which is in the

protein molecule is not entirely in the form of cystine. Osborne

(2) has reviewed the matter thoroughly and has made a careful

quantitative study of the proportion of lead blackening to firmly

bound sulfur. Whether the amino-acid described in the present

paper can be regarded as accounting for a part of the firmly bound

sulfur cannot be regarded as definitely established at present,

although the evidence furnishes strong indication for so believing.
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If it has been produced through a secondary reaction following

hydrolysis, the sulfur in the compound must result either from the

reagents used, or from some other sulfur-containing nucleus in the

protein. In regard to the latter possibility, it has at least been

shown that wool, which contains much cystine, gives no larger

yield of the compound than does casein, in which cystine, if

present at all, is in minimal amounts. As far as sulfur from the

reagents is concerned, the evidence is more direct* Sulfuric acid

can be definitely ruled out since sodium hydroxide can be used

equally well for hydrolj^sis, and while the precipitation is carried

out in the presence of neutral sulfate, it is highly improbable that

a compound of the type described could result from such a source.

The compound has also been prepared from "aminoids," a com-

mercial protein hydrolysate prepared by enzymes. Sulfur from

H2S which may be used in the removal of mercury in place of

BaS, has been eliminated in one experiment by the use of hydrogen

selenide, which is just as effective in separating the mercury, and

while the resulting crystals were not freed from phenylalanine,

they corresponded in all their properties to similar mixtures ob-

tained in the usual way.

Structure of the Compound.

The definite structure of the amino-acid has not yet been deter-

mined. The type of sulfur linkage is particularly puzzling. From
the proportion of hydrogen to carbon, a ring of some sort is less

probable than an aliphatic structure. A hydrogen replaceable by
metals is present, since the copper salt corresponding to the

formula (C6HioSN02)2Cu can be readily formed. The replaceable

hydrogen is probably attached to a COOH group, and not an
SOOH group, since heating in a dry tube leads to an evolution of

CO2. Moreover, at the same time a sulfur-containing complex

is split off, having an odor suggesting boiled cabbage, which gives

a strong reaction with sodium nitroprusside in alkaline solution.

The nitrogen is present in the NIl2 form, probably in the a position,

since it is given off quantitatively in the Van Slyke amino nitrogen

apparatus in 3 minutes. An asymmetric carbon atom is indicated

by the optical rotation of the product of acid hydrolysis. Suffi-

cient material has not been available to carry out satisfactory

oxidation experiments.
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It was suggested to me by Dr. Stewart of the Biochemical

Laboratory at Cambridge University, that the compound might

be ethyl cysteine, a thio ether, having the structure

C2H5—S—CH2—CH—COOH
I

NH2

This compound was prepared by Brenzinger (4) and by Neuberg

and Mayer (5)* during the study of the structure of cystine. Its

properties as described b}^ them, correspond in some, but not in all,

points with the compound here described. Preparation of the

ethyl cysteine by the method of Brenzinger, from cystine, proved

a simple matter, and the resulting crystals were identical in gross

appearance and crystal form with the new compound, but the

melting point was definitely lower. The composition of the ethyl

C3^steine was found to be correct by complete analysis. The

chemical properties of the two substances, however, are quite

different, since ethyl cysteine, on boiling with even fairly weak

NaOH solution (2 to 3 per cent) is broken up with an evolution of

ethyl mercaptan and ammonia, while the new compound treated

in the same way is apparently quite stable, and, therefore, ob-

viously has a different structure.

The writer hopes to be able to carry out further work on the

structure and possible synthesis in the near future.

" CONCLUSIONS.

A new amino-acid, which apparently has the formula C5H11SNO2,

has been isolated from the sulfuric acid hydrolysis products of

several proteins, and from casein also after hydrolysis with sodium

hydroxide. The yield from casein varies from 0.2 to 0.4 per cent,

and is probably not quantitative.

Wliile the writer wishes to be extremely conservative in present-

ing this compound as a primary cleavage product of protein, there

is a certain amount of evidence to indicate that it is not a secondary

decomposition product, but is present as such in the protein, and

will account for at least a part of the non-lead blackening, or

firmly bound sulfur.

The structure has not yet been determined.
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The researches of Winterstein (1), Hasselbalch (2), Haldane (3),

and others led to the conclusion, widely accepted, that the activity

of the respiratory center is dependent upon the reaction of the

blood. According to Campbell, Douglas, Haldane, and Hobson

(4), the regulation by blood reaction is so sensitive that a diminu-

tion in alkalinity of only pH 0.012 is sufhcient to double the

respiration while a similar increase in alkalinity may produce

apnea. An excellent opportunity of determining the vaUdity of

this statement and the true relationship between reaction of the

blood and respiration is furnished by experiments with muscular

exercise. It is common knowledge that great changes in pul-

monary ventilation occur as a result of exertion. In the preceding

papers of this series it has been shown by some forty experiments

that changes in blood reaction are also great. It remains to be

seen whether a quantitative relationship between the two phe-

nomena can be demonstrated.

The unexpectedly large changes in blood reaction which were

found in our experiments 3 or more minutes after the cessation of

work (5), made us suspect at an early stage in the research that

the quantitative relationship stated by Campbell, Douglas,

Haldane, and Hobson could not be strictly appHed to muscular

exercise. Since the volume of respiration was not measured in any
of the earlier experiments, however, this idea was only an impres-

sion which we later endeavored to investigate. In many of our

experiments, the work was standardized to approximately 3,5QO

171
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kilogrammeters in 3| minutes. It was believed that a general

idea of the relationship between reaction and respiration could be

obtained b}^ the measurement of minute volume of breathing in

normal individuals during and after the performance of the stand-

ard amount of work. A comparison of these changes in breathing

could then be made with the variations in blood reaction which

had been noted under similar conditions in other experiments.

A continuous record of the volume of respiration was obtained in

four normal men before, during, and after exercise corresponding

to approximately 3,500 kilogrammeters in 3| minutes. Upon
three of these subjects (D.P.B., H.E.H., and K.G.H.) a study of

blood reaction accompanying exercise had previously been made
(5). The method of measuring respiratory volume was as follows.

A closely fitting French Tissot gas mask was adjusted to the face

of the subject. It was held firmly in position over the malar bones

with padding and straps and carefully tested for leaks. The

mask was connected with two large rubber tubes (inside diameter 1

inch) one of which conducted air for inspiration, the other expired

air to either of two 80 liter Tissot spirometers. Inspired and

expired air were separated by rubber flutter (Saad) valves of the

type used in gas masks. The volume of respiration was read off

on the spirometer every half minute during and following exercise.

The observed volume was corrected to 760 mm. and 37.5°C., wet.

Although the total volume differed the general character of the

respiratory response did not vary in the four subjects. In all of

them, the maximum volume was found during the last minute of

exercise. The volume fell rapidly for about 5 minutes and

gradually for 15 or more after the work was stopped. It was still

several liters greater than the original resting volume 15 minutes

after the exertion. The respiratory response of H.E.H. is given in

Fig. 1 where the minute volume is charted in relation to the time

during or after exercise. The curve differs in no essential from

those of the other normal individuals and may be taken as the

usual reaction of a normal man to the standard amount of work.

Upon H.E.H. three experiments were done in which the reaction

of blood was determined before, during, and at varying times after

the performance of approximately 4,000 kilogrammeters in 3|

minutes. The protocols and original report of those experiments

may be found in Paper III of this series (6) . In Table I, a com-
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parison has been made between the reaction of blood found in

these three experiments with the volume of breathing which

occurred at similar times in the observation just reported. It will

be seen that the change in reaction of blood was less during

exercise when the breathing was greatest than it was later at a time

V

Liters

80

70

60

g 50

40
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when the pulmonary ventilation was rapidly diminishing. More-

over, the alkalinit}^ was slightly greater 1 minute after exercise

than after 3 minutes, although the volume of breathing had further

diminished rapidly during the interval. The comparison indicates

that the reaction of blood was changed much more after exercise

than could be expected from the change in breathing if the calcu-

lation of Campbell, Douglas, Haldane, and Hobson were employed.

For example, the reaction in the experiment of H.E.H. on April 5

was pH 7.30 before exercise and 7.15 after the work had ceased,

a difference of 0.15. A change in pH of 0.15 should, according to

the calculation, be accompanied by a pulmonary ventilation §^
or some twelve and a half times the normal, about 100 liters. We
found at this time a minute volume of only 29 liters. The large

change in reaction which was observed in H.E.H. 3 minutes after

exercise was no greater than that seen in many experiments

reported by Barr, Himwich, and Green (5). In all of these, the

calculation would indicate a volume of breathing much larger

than could have occurred.

It is not likely that the general character of the respiratory

response of H.E.H. varied considerably on different days, nor is

there any reason to believe that his response differed significantly

from that of other normal individuals doing the same amount of

work. However, since conditions were not identical in the

different experiments a comparison of the breathing on 1 day with

the reaction of the blood on another cannot be entirely con-

vincing. Furthermore, this sort of comparison does not allow

us to make accurate quantitative application of the calculation

of Campbell, Douglas, Haldane, and Hobson.

Several other experiments were performed in which the volume

of breathing was measured during the time when the arterial

blood was being drawn. In these, a slightly different technique

was employed for the determination of minute volume. The

breathing was not measured continuously, but only during the

periods in which the blood was taken. Instead of the gas mask,

a mouthpiece and nose-cHp were used. The gut valves of Pearce

(7), which offer almost no resistance to respiration, were substi-

tuted for the Saad valves and were attached to a wide caliber

T-tube. The total instrumental dead space of the apparatus was

approximately 35 cc.
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The results of five experiments in which the respiration and

reaction of arterial blood were studied simultaneously are given in

TABLE II.

Relation of pH to Minute Volume of Breathing.

Subject.

D. P. B.

Date.
Time

relation
to exercise.

D. P. B.

M. F.

H. E. H.

H. E. H.

Oct. 17 Before.

During.

After.

Oct. 24

Oct. 19

Aug. 25

Oct. 27

Before.

During.

After.

Before.

During.

After.

Before.

During.

After.

Before.

During.

pH

7.26

7.07

7.31

7.23

7.28

7.13

7.09

7.28

7.20

7.21

7.32

7.25

Minute
volume
ob-

served.

liters

10.0

81.5

26.2

10.8

59.0

14.0

18.2

60.0

31.7

7.9

51.0

14.6

7.0

49.5

Minute
volume
calcu-

lated

liters

158.0

71.3

226.0

287.0

52.1

46.1

40.8

Remarks.

Work = 6,162 kg. m.
in 5 min. 22 sec.

Blood taken before

and 7 min. after

exerci.se.

Work = 3,504 kg. m.
in 3 min. 20 sec.

Blood taken before

and 15 min. after

exercise.

Work = 4,074 kg. m.

in 4 min. 30 sec.

Blood taken before,

during last min. of

exercise, and 5 min.

afterwards.

Work = 3,545 kg. m.

in 3 min. 20 sec.

Blood taken before,

during last min. of

exercise, and 4 min.

afterwards.

Work = 3,408 kg. m.
in 3 min. 30 sec.

Blood taken before

and during 2nd min.

of exercise.

Table II. The protocols of the blood studies may be found in

Paper III of this series (6). In the table, there is included a

comparison between the observed difference in minute volume and
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that which would have been calculated from the change in reaction

by the rule of Campbell, Douglas, Haldane, and Hobson. In the

experiment on M.F. the respiration was increased before the

exercise started. The subject was comparatively inexperienced

and dreaded the arterial puncture which seemed to be rather

painful. Although it is quite evident that he was overventilating,

this increased breathing should reflect itself on the blood reaction

and so should introduce no considerable error in comparison of

conditions before and after exercise.

A study of Table II reveals additional evidence that the rule

of Campbell, Douglas, Haldane, and Hobson cannot be applied

to the conditions following muscular exercise. The respiratory

center is much less sensitive to changes in reaction than they

supposed. After exercise in every case, the calculated respiration

was much greater than that which was actually observed. During

exercise, in two instances, the discrepancy between observed and

calculated values was not great (H.E.H., August 25, 1922 and

October 27, 1922). In a third (M.F., October 19, 1922), however,

the calculated respiration was enormously greater.

No constant relationship between reaction and respiration can be

demonstrated from these experiments. After exercise when the

minute volume was rapidly decreasing the acidosis of the arterial

blood remained essentially the same or even increased. Thus,

in the observation on H.E.H., August 25, 1922, the pH was 7.20

with a minute volume of 51.0 liters and only 7.21 with a volume

of 14.6 liters 3 minutes later. In M.F., October 19, 1922, with 4^

minutes work the pH was 7.13 with a ventilation of 60 liters during

the last minute of exercise and 7.09 with a minute volume of 32

liters 5 minutes after the work was complete. As may be seen by

reference to the protocols of Paper III, this progressive decrease in

alkalinity after exercise was found in other experiments in which

the respiration was not measured simultaneously.

At the time our investigation of muscular exercise was com-

menced, we shared the common behef that blood reaction furnishes

the normal stimulus to respiration. The results which have been

described came as a distinct surprise. As the absence of any

relationship between breathing and blood reaction became more

and more apparent, we made a review of the literature first to

ascertain the experimental basis for the widespread belief in pH
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control and second to find out whether other observers had ob-

tained results similar to ours.

In 1905, Haldane and Priestley (8) demonstrated that the

volume of respiration varies with the tension of CO2 in the alveolar

air under a wide range of conditions. The breathing of mixtures

rich in COo raised the tension of CO2 in the alveolar air and in-

creased the volume of respiration. Forced breathing of air, on the

other hand, diminished the CO2 in the alveoh and caused apnea.

From the results of a series of experiments Campbell, Douglas, and

Hobson (9) showed that an increase of approximately 0.2 per cent

in the alveolar CO2 doubled the alveolar ventilation. A reduction

of the same amount produced apnea. This was found to apply

to moderate amounts of exercise. It seemed possible by a study

of the tension of CO2 in the alveolar air to predict the degree of

increase in the volume of respiration. When more strenuous work

was done, however, the rule no longer appHed. Douglas and

Haldane (10) found in walking experiments that the alveolar CO2
was lower with very rapid walking than it was when the walking

was done at a more moderate rate. The volume of breathing was,

of course, greater with the more strenuous exertion. Furthermore,

after the very strenuous exercise of running up and down stairs,

Douglas and Haldane (11) found that the alveolar CO2 remained

low for about 1 hour. Under these conditions, the breathing was

moderately increased. According to the hypothesis of CO2
control of respiration, an apnea should have been expected.

With the evidence of these later experiments, it was no longer

possible to maintain that CO2 acted specifically as an excitant to

the respiratory center during and after strenuous exercise.

As a result of perfusion experiments on new-bom rabbits,

Winterstein (1) in 1911 formulated the hypothesis that the reaction

of blood is the true respiratory hormone. A year later, Hassel-

balch and Lundsgaard (12) showed a definite relationship between

CO2 pressure and the reaction of blood. In a study of the effect

of diet, Hasselbalch (2) showed that alveolar CO2 tension might

be altered considerably, but in such a way that the reaction of the

blood remained practically normal. From these experiments and

others, Hasselbalch came to the conclusion that the minute volume

of respiration is so adjusted as to maintain the reaction of the blood

constant and that the CO2 excites the respiratory center only by
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its action as an acid in solution. This idea was accepted by
Haldane and his associates. In 1914, Christiansen, Douglas, and

Haldane (13) demonstrated a great reduction in the bicarbonate

of the blood following exercise, which they attributed to the

accumulation of lactic acid. They concluded that under these

circumstances the respiratory center responds to the combined

effects of carbonic and lactic acids upon the reaction of the blood

and that the changes in reaction are responsible for the variations

in breathing. Hasselbalch and Lundsgaard (12) had found that

a rise of 0.2 per cent in CO2 tension corresponds to a fall of 0.012 in

pH. Applying this knowledge to the results already obtained on

alveolar CO2 tension, Campbell, Douglas, Haldane, and Hobson

(4) stated the method for predicting respiratory changes in terms

of blood reaction which has been discussed in the preceding pages.

With forced breathing or with the breathing of C02-rich mix-

tures it was difficult to prove this assumption because the theoret-

ical changes in pH often fell within the Umits of error of any

method then or now available. During exercise, however, in which

the volume of respiration is enormously increased, the changes in

pH demanded by the theory should have been easily measurable

and the correctness of the assumption should have been susceptible

to proof. Few studies were made on the reaction of the blood

after exercise. Changes in pH after exercise were tested by Bar-

croft (14) using as an index the effect of exercise upon the dissocia-

tion of oxyhemoglobin. In a climb of 1,000 feet up Carlingford

mountain, he found a change in pH of 0.20 in blood drawn from his

finger immediately after the ascent. According to the hypothesis

of Campbell, Douglas, Haldane, and Hobson (4) this change in pH
should have caused a rise of something over 100 liters in his

ventilation. It is clear, however, from Barcroft's description of

his climb that he experienced no respiratory distress. The rate

chosen was such that "respiration could comfortably be performed

through the nose."

Parsons, Parsons, and Barcroft (15), using direct electrometric

methods, found on the finger blood of Barcroft a change in pH
of 0.08 during the last moments of exercise in which the volume of

breathing had increased from 8 to 29 liters. This indicated a

sensitivity of the respiratory center about one-half of that which

would be deduced by the calculation of Campbell, Douglas,
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Haldane, and Hobson. Parsons obtained a similar result in

comparing the arterial blood of Barcroft at rest and while working

under conditions of low oxygen pressure.

In the experiments of Douglas and Haldane (11) in which

Douglas ran up and down stairs, it was found that 10 minutes after

exercise, his blood had lost about 40 per cent of its bicarbonate and

that the alveolar tension was diminished by about 20 per cent.

Hasselbalch (16) applied the data to the indirect method of

estimating reaction from the carbonic acid-bicarbonate ratio and

calculated that the pH of Douglas's arterial blood must have

fallen by 0.12. This would be sufficient according to the theory of

Campbell, Douglas, Haldane, and Hobson to increase the volume

of respiration about ten times its resting value. According to the

evidence, however, there was at this time no visible hyperpnea.

In addition to the experiments with muscular exercise, there has

accumulated in the literature some evidence which casts doubt on

the conception that blood reaction is always the controlling factor

in breathing. Scott (17), using a colorimetric method of pH
determination, found that with the proper injection of alkali, the

arterial blood might be made as alkaline as pH 7.8 without chang-

ing the character of the normal respiration. The minute volume

might be the same within a few cubic centimeters whether the

pH of the blood was 7.4 or 7.8.

It was found by Haldane, Kellas, and Kennaway (18) that the

hyperpnea which occurs at altitudes may produce an alkalosis and

that the hyperpnea may continue in the presence of the alkalosis.

Similar alkalosis was found by Haggard and Henderson (19).

Haldane, Kellas, and Kennaway believed that the hyperpnea

resulted from an increased sensitivity of the respiratory center

due to anoxemia. Haggard and Henderson, not content with

this explanation, suggested that in the presence of low oxygen

tension, a substance was evolved which acted specifically as a

respiratory stimulant, produced the original hyperpnea, and

caused its continuance even in the presence of an alkalosis.

Haggard and Henderson (20) have found a similar increase in

breathing in the presence of an alkalosis after carbon monoxide

poisoning.

With ether anesthesia in dogs. Van Slyke, Austin, and CuUen

(21) obtained great changes in the reaction of blood. In one of
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their experiments (No. 5), the volume of breathing was normal at

a time during the anesthesia when the pH of the blood had been

reduced by 0.16. Later in the experiment, when the reaction was

returning to normal, the minute volume of breathing was more

than doubled. Similar discrepancies were found in another of

their experiments (No. 6) in which the ventilation and reaction

were measured simultaneously.

The evidence which has accumulated in the literature indicates

that the reaction of the blood does not furnish as specific and

delicate a control of respiration as was originally supposed.

Different methods of pH determination, electrometric and indirect,

agree in showing the respiratory center comparatively insensitive

to changes in blood reaction after exercise. The experiments of

Barcroft and Parsons are in agreement with our observations.

The calculations of Hasselbalch on the results of Douglas and

Haldane indicate the same lack of sensitivity. Other experiments

in the literature demonstrate that in a variety of conditions, great

variations in blood reaction may occur without corresponding

changes in the volume of breathing. In fact, the two phenomena

in many instances seem to have no relation to each other. Thus,

Pearce produced a marked alkalosis without change in pulmonary

ventilation. Haggard and Henderson found an increased breath-

ing in the presence of an alkalosis both at altitudes and in carbon

monoxide poisoning. Van Slyke, Austin, and CuUen in ether

anesthesia observed a severe acidosis without increase in the

pulmonary ventilation. In our experiments, there was an

increasing acidosis at a time when the volume of breathing was

rapidly diminishing.

Haldane abandoned his original hypothesis of specific control

of respiration by CO2 tension when it failed to explain conditions

during and following severe muscular exercise. The experiments

which are here reported together with the evidence in the literature

indicate that the hypothesis of respiratory control by blood reac-

tion answers the requirements no better and is equally untenable.

It is, of course, possible that blood reaction does furnish the

normal stimulus to breathing and that the lack of apparent

relationship between reaction and respiration in our experiments

and in those of others is due to changes in the sensitivity of the

respiratory center under varying conditions. If this be true, it is
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apparent that there must be many influences which modify or

even obhterate the effect of the normal stimulus. Of these, ether

anesthesia, exercise, properly controlled alkali injections, low

oxygen tension, and carbon monoxide poisoning are examples.

With so many different conditions changing the sensitivity of

the respiratory center, however, blood reaction can no longer be

regarded as the determining factor in the control of breathing.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

1. The reaction of arterial blood and the minute volume of

respiration have been studied simultaneously before, during, and

after 3| minutes of vigorous muscular exercise.

2. It is found that following exercise, the respiratory center is

much less sensitive to changes in reaction of arterial blood than

has been formerly supposed.

3. No constant relationship between blood reaction and breath-

ing can be demonstrated. Following exercise, there may be an

increasing acidosis in the arterial blood at a time when the pul-

monary ventilation is rapidly diminishing.

4. A review of the literature reveals the fact that much evidence

has accumulated against the idea that blood reaction is the deter-

mining factor in the control of breathing.
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WITH NITROUS ACID.*

By D. WRIGHT WILSON.
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School, Baltimore.)

(Received for publication, March 2, 1923.)

Van Slyke (1) pointed out in an early communication describing

his metliod for the determination of amino nitrogen, that certain

groups react slowly with nitrous acid and may react completely

only after a considerable time varying from 30 minutes to 8 hours

at 20°. The statement was made that the purine and pyrimidine

derivatives (except guanosine) react normally in from 2 to 5 hours

at 20°. Data were given for determinations of cytidine,^

adenosine, and guanosine although the time of reaction was not

specifically stated.

While making a study of the rate of reaction of adenine

nucleotide, it was found desirable to extend the observations to

other compounds. The data obtained are given in detail in

Tables I to IV and are summarized in the form of curves showing

the rate of reaction (Figs. 1 and 2). The periods of the reactions

are plotted as abscissae and the quantities of gas liberated (calcu-

lated in terms of percentage of one reacting nitrogen atom in the

molecule) are plotted as ordinates. The temperatures at which

most of the reactions took place varied in different experiments

from 21 to 26°. The method was used as described by Van Slyke

(3), employing the micro apparatus. After mixing the solutions

in the reacting chamber, they were allowed to stand the desired

time, shaking only the last 1 or 2 minutes.

The corrections for the reagents were determined, using 2 cc. of

water (no antifoaming material was used in any of these experi-

* Reported at the meeting of the American Society of Biological Chemists

(Wilson, D. W., J. Biol. Chem., 1920, xli, p. i).

* Levene and Jacobs (2) report that cytidine reacts completely in 2 hours.
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ments), and carrying out the determination as usual. The

following blanks were found: 3 min., 0.09 cc; 30 min., 0.12 cc;

1 hr., 0.15 cc; 2 hrs., 0.19 cc; 3 hrs., 0.22 cc. It should be em-

phasized that, especially for the determinations of long duration,

it is absolutely essential that the stop-cocks be well ground and

thoroughly greased with heavy stop-cock grease or serious errors

will arise due to shght leaks. In these experiments the stop-cocks

were frequently reground with powdered emery. The stop-cock

at the upper end of the gas burette was greased after every three

or four determinations.

.Gu.an.osine ^.

oJjuapylk. Acjd o

^(j.^anin^ x
.Adg'ninp' nnrlgXtifif j

Adenine

Mypoxanthing

Min. 3 Hr. 1

Time

Fig. 1.

Inspection of the curves brings out several points of interest.

As may be seen, guanosine yields in 30 minutes more gas than

can be accounted for by assuming that one amino group has

reacted. At the end of 1 hour the unabsorbed gases total 27

per cent more than the amount required for one amino group.

Thereafter, there is no appreciable increase. This confirms Van

Slyke's observation with the same compound, although the reac-

tion was found to be practically complete in 1 hour instead of

2 to 5 hours. Guanylic acid behaves in the same way, yielding

about 20 per cent more than the theoretical amount of gas. While

guanine reacts similarly, only about 8 per cent excess was observed.

There is no question about the purity of the materials.^ The

^ The purines and pyrimidines and derivatives of yeast nucleic acid were

kindly furnished by Dr. "Walter Jones.
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TABLE I.

Quantity of
material* and

of one
reacting
nitrogen.

Time.
Gas volume
corrected.

Temper-
ature.

Barometer.
Weight of
N found.

Percentage
of one

reacting
nitrogen.

Guanine HCl.

mg.
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guanosine was crystalline. Guanine hydrochloride which had

been recrystallized and dissolved in 2 per cent HCl was used in the

guanine estimations. Van Slyke states that he was unable to

analyze guanine because it precipitated in the reacting chamber.

There is a tendency for it to precipitate, but this may be over-

come if the solution is introduced slowly into the reacting chamber.

Some xanthine separates out in the longer experiments. There is

adequate reason to assume that the observed differences are due

to actual differences in the reactions of the compounds.

3 30 Hr.l

Fig. 2.

In contrast with guanine and its derivatives, adenine and

adenine nucleotide yield exactly the theoretical amount of nitro-

gen by this method. The crystalline adenine nucleotide and

adenine sulfate and picrate were used. It is interesting to note

that the two curves showing the rates of reaction of adenine

nucleotide and adenine practically coincide, proving that the

combination of adenine in the nucleotide does not influence the

rate of reaction of the amino group.

Xanthine and hypoxanthine each give off small quantities of

gas not absorbed b}'^ alkaHne permanganate. No gas is liberated

from uric acid.
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The pyrimidine, cytosine, reacts maximally with nitrous acid

in 2 hours at 24°, yielding 35 per cent more than the calculated

amount of nitrogen. The abnormal behavior is thus more pro-

nounced than that of guanosine. In these experiments cytosine

sulfate was used which had been recently recrA'stallized from

diluted sulfuric acid and found to contain the theoretical per-

centage of nitrogen [(c\i:osine)2 H2S04"2H20]. This curiously

TABLE II.

Quantity of
material and

of one
reacting
nitrogen.

Time. Gas volume
corrected.

Temper-
ature.

Barometer.
Weieht of
N found.

Percentage
of one

reacting
nitrogen.

Cj'tosine sulfate (23.36 per cent N; theory 23.59 per cent N),

mg.
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Allantoin reacts more slowh' than the amino-purines and amino-

pyrimidines, but has not ceased reacting at the end of 5 hours when

nearly 2 atoms of nitrogen have been accounted for.

A few other compounds have been examined. Brucine yields

negative results. Substituted amino groups such as are found in

betaine (trimethyl glycocoll) and sarcosine (methyl glycocoll)

do not react. Guanidine and methyl guanidine both yield small

quantities of gas.

TABLE III.

Substance.

Cytidine nitrate

Hypoxanthine

Xanthine

Thymine
Uric acid

Uridine

Creatine

Uracil

Brucine sulfate

Betaine HCl
Sarcosine

Tripheny 1 guanidine

•6

c
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Slyke's method. In a few experiments it was found that about

one-third of the amount of the blank could be accounted for by

the reaction of creatinine present.

The influence of temperature on the rate of reaction of three

of the compounds was studied. Van Slyke (3), Sure and Hart

(4), and Dunn and Schmidt (5) have found that the rates of reac-

tion of nitrous acid with amino groups in amino-acids are functions

of the temperature. Creatinine yields in 30 minutes at 21° a

quantity of gas equivalent to 89 per cent of one nitrogen, while at

TABLE IV.

Effect of Tem-perature on the Rate of Reaction.

Quantity
of one

reacting
nitrogen.

Time.
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rates of reaction were determined at 21-26° over periods of

from 3 minutes to 5 hours. Guanine, guanosine, and guanylic

acid yield in 1 to 2 hours amounts of gas varying from 8 to 27

per cent above the theoretical for one reacting nitrogen. Adenine

and adenine nucleotide both yield the theoretical amount of nitro-

gen in 1 to 2 hours. Xanthine and hypoxanthine produce traces

of gas, but uric acid does not.

Cytosine yields 37 per cent more than the quantity of gas pro-

duced by one reacting nitrogen. Thymine, uracil, and uridine do

not react with nitrous acid. 2 atoms of nitrogen in allantoin

react slowly and continuously, the reaction not being complete in

5 hours.

1 atom of nitrogen in creatinine reacts with nitrous acid in 1

hour. The presence of creatinine may account for one-third of

the blank in the determination of amino nitrogen in urine by Van

Slyke's method.

The rates of the reactions are greatly influenced by the

temperature.
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IN PROTEINS.
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In an effort to determine the free amino nitrogen in Bence-

Jones protein by the method of Van Slyke (1), it was observed

that the protein was precipitated as soon as it entered the reacting

chamber. As Bence-Jones protein is relatively insoluble in

weakly acid solution, the possibility of an incomplete reaction

between the free amino groups and the nitrous acid made it

advisable to check the analj'sis by the formol titration method

of Sorensen (2). This led to a comparison of the two methods.

Both methods have been used extensively in the past for the

determination of free amino groups. While each has seemed to

be fairly satisfactory, difficulties arise in their application under

certain conditions. When the individual amino-acids are studied,

it is found that, with few exceptions, the same grouping is deter-

mined by both methods; i.e., the a-amino nitrogen. The e-

amino nitrogen of lysine is also determined although it reacts

somewhat more slowly in Van Slyke's procedure than do a-

amino groups. The nitrogen of prohne is determined by Soren-

sen's method, but not by Van Slyke's. Some anomalous reac-

tions are obtained. Glycocoll and cystine give more than the

theoretical quantity of gas by Van Slyke's method. Sorensen

obtained values higher than the theoretical with tyrosine and
lower with histidine, proline, and lysine.

In Sorensen's method the reaction of the protein solution is

first adjusted so that the free amino groups of the protein are

just neutralized by acid groups, then formaldehyde is added

and, by the formation of methylene-amino derivatives, the basic

property of the amino groups is destroyed and there is liberated

191



192 Amino Nitrogen in Proteins

thereby an equivalent amount of acid which is subsequently

titrated. The method has the inherent disadvantage of de-

pending upon the titration, between rather arbitrarily chosen

end-points, of mixtures of weakly acidic and basic groups of

unknown strength and variable concentration. Theoretically

the titration should be made from the isoelectric point of the

protein to the end of the titration curve of the compound formed

by formaldehyde. But even without the exact conditions of

titration defined, the method nevertheless yields results which

are probably not far from the theoretical.

In Van Slyke's method the uncertainties of the above titration

are overcome by actually measuring the gas liberated by the

interaction of the amino groups with nitrous acid, but other

difficulties are encountered. Most proteins or their deaminized

products precipitate in the nitrous acid solution. It would

seem, therefore, that occlusion of some of the material not yet

acted upon must occur and cause an increase in the length of

time necessary for complete reaction. Van Slyke and Birchard

(3) recognized this difficulty and attempted to overcome it by

increasing the time of reaction from 2 to 5 minutes to 20 to 30

minutes. Owing to the lack of theoretical values to show when

the reaction is complete and owing to the possibility of some

hydrolysis of the protein occurring during the time of reaction, it is

uncertain whether or not this procedure yields correct results.

Several investigators, working mainly with digestion products

of proteins, have compared the two methods. White and Thomas

(4) found that the results with Van Slyke's method (apparently

using the 5 minute period of reaction) were parallel with, but

lower than, those with Sorensen's method. Rogozifiski (5)

and Andersen (6) noticed variations with the Van Slyke method

and concluded that Sorensen's method was more satisfactory.

Kossel and Cameron (7) obtained different quantities of nitrogen

with Van Slj^ke's method when sturine was allowed to react for

different lengths of time, but later Kossel and Gawrilow (8) made

use of the formol titration.

Abderhalden and Kramm (9), in analyzing digestion mixtures

of proteins by Van Slyke's method, found that great differences

in results were obtained depending on whether the reaction was

allowed to continue 5 minutes or 10 and suggested that some
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easily split peptones might be hydrolyzed. They were cognizant

of the fact that no sphtting had been noticed in previous work

on pure polypeptides, but considered that these data were in-

sufficient. By running comparative experiments with the formol

titration method they found that Van Slyke's method yielded

lower results after a reaction of 5 minutes and higher results

after a reaction of 10 minutes and suggested that Sorensen's

method should be used to standardize the time of reaction of the

Van Slyke procedure.

Northrop (10) states: "For absolute determinations of the

amino-acids Van Slyke's method is more accurate, for compara-

tive experiments concerning the changes occurring in gelatin

solutions, such as were used in this work, the formol titration is

more accurate and also much more rapid."

The possibility of hydrolysis of the protein during the deter-

mination was considered by Van Slyke and Birchard (3) who
concluded that none occurs because:

"l. Peptides of varied composition and containing up to fourteen amino-

acids in the molecule have been analyzed by our method and found to give

theoretical results.

"2. The evolution of nitrogen is complete inside of twenty or thirty

minutes, following practically the course found in analysis of lysine
"

Data concerning the latter statement are considered below.

Hydrolysis can only be studied satisfactorily by eliminating a

confusing element in the determination of native proteins ; namely,

precipitation by nitrous acid in the reacting chamber. Peptone

and proteose solutions are useful in this connection as they yield

little or no precipitate under the conditions of the experiment.

Rice (11) reported a few experiments with peptone to show that

not only is more nitrogen obtained in 8 than in 6 minutes, but

that the temperature at which the reaction is carried out in-

fluences the results, more nitrogen being obtained at the higher

temperature. The difference observed between the highest and

lowest results is too great to be accounted for by the delayed

reaction of the e-amino group of lysine, and suggests that there

may have been a slight progressive hydrolysis.

Hydrolysis may not be the only factor involved in the increase

of nitrogen with the lengthening of time of reaction. Slowly
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reacting groups may possibly contribute to the high results.

Kossel and Cameron reported that arginine and nitroarginine

give oJEf increasing quantities of nitrogen as the ttme of reaction

is increased, quantities which are above the theoretical for one

reacting nitrogen. They also found that nitroguanidine gives

off small but increasing quantities of nitrogen in the reactions.

The author has consistently obtained quantities of gas equivalent

to 1 per cent of the total nitrogen by allowing guanidine and

methyl guanidine to react for | to 1 hour.

It would appear from this literature that Van Slyke's procedure

may possibly yield high results due to hydrolysis and other

factors, or low results due to incomplete reaction of the precipi-

tated protein. Sorensen's method on the other hand is not free

from theoretical objections. The method of Harding and Mac-
Lean (12) seems to be liable to greater errors.^ Parallel deter-

minations were therefore made on various solutions of proteins

using the methods of Van Slyke and of Sorensen for comparison.

The micro apparatus of Van Slyke was used in these analyses.

The periods of time allowed for the reaction were based on the

suggestion of Van Slyke (14); namely, 3 minutes for temperatures

between 20 and 25°; 2| minutes between 25 and 30°; and 2 minutes

above 30°. Besides these minimum periods of reaction, samples

of each solution were allowed to react twice and five times as

long. When determinations involving the longest period were

carried out, the reacting chamber was shaken vigorously at

intervals of about 1 minute to keep the contents well mixed.

The blanks for the various reagents varied in different experi-

ments either due to the use of different quantities or different

preparations of octyl alcohol. The blanks are not specifically

reported, but may be found by subtracting the corrected from

the observed readings given in the tables.

The method of Sorensen was carried out as follows: A portion

of the protein solution was titrated to pH 7.0 with neutral red

as an indicator, using a standard solution for comparison. To
another portion of 20 cc. were added 10 cc. of neutralized formalin

(40 per cent) and 6 drops of 1 per cent phenolphthalein and the

solution was titrated with 0.1 n sodium hydroxide to a deep red

^ Folin's method (13) was not available when these experiments were

carried out.
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color. The end-point was matched against the color produced

by mixing 20 cc. of neutral boiled water, 10 cc. of neutralized

formalin, 0.3 cc. of 0.1 n sodium hydroxide, and 6 drops of 1 per

cent phenolphthalein. Where the original protein solution was

colored, the standard was placed behind some of the protein

solution, similarly diluted, in a comparator and the resulting

color was used as the end-point for the titration. From these

titrations the quantity of alkali necessary to titrate the solution

from pH 7.0 to the end-point chosen was determined, and, after

subtracting the 0.3 cc. blank, the amino nitrogen per cubic

centimeter was calculated. The total nitrogen was determined

by the Kjeldahl method. Duplicates were run in all analyses

unless otherwise stated.

Various preparations of protein material were studied, but no

attempt was made to get preparations of highest purity with

which to make the comparisons. The following materials were

used:

1. Commercial Peptone.

2. Proteose 1

.

—This was prepared from beef which had been digested with

pepsin, by precipitating with ammonium sulfate and removing the salt

by boiling with barium carbonate. The filtered solution was concentrated,

precipitated with alcohol, and dried with alcohol and ether.

Proteose 2.—-A portion of Preparation 1 was reprecipitated twice with

ammonium sulfate and evaporated in vacuo with barium carbonate several

times. \\Tien free from ammonia it was precipitated with alcohol and dried

with alcohol and ether. These preparations gave no test for ammonia by

shaking with permutit, and treating it with sodium hydroxide and Nessler's

solution.

5. Egg Albumin, Crystalline.^The egg albumin crystallized three times,

dialyzed, and dried. A trace of ammonia was removed by shaking with

permutit.

4. Egg Albumin, Purified.—'Egg white was diluted with 5 volumes of

water and filtered. The albumin was twice precipitated by saturating the

solution with sodium sulfate. The final precipitate was dissolved in water

and analyzed.

6. Serum Globulin.—This was roughly prepared from pig serum by

precipitation with sodium sulfate. The globulin precipitate was washed

and reprecipitated. The moist precipitate was dissolved and analyzed.

6. Edestin.—Edestin was prepared from hemp seed and crystallized

three times. It was dried with alcohol and ether, and dissolved in 10 per

cent sodium chloride.

7. Bence-Jones Protein (No. i? 5) .—This was twice precipitated with

sodium sulfate and acetic acid and dried with alcohol and ether. This

THE JOURNAL OF BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY, VOL. LVI, NO. 1
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preparation (No. R 5) was isolated from urine which had been preserved

with toluene and allowed to stand for 2 or 3 months at room temperature.

In Table I will be found data obtained by anatyzing the various

solutions of protein material with the methods of Sorensen and of

Van Slyke. With the latter method the reactions were permitted

to continue for various lengths of time. It is at once apparent

that there is considerable disagreement between the two groups of

data. There is a continuous increase in the values obtained by Van
Slyke's method as the period of reaction is lengthened and no

single period of reaction yields results with all of the preparations

similar to those obtained by Sorensen's method.

TABLE I.

'
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peptone solutions gave higher results in 4 to 6 minutes. These

data do not support the idea that any single period of reaction

in Van Slyke's method yields results similar to Sorensen's for

all types of protein material.

As Van Slyke has observed, the native proteins were precipi-

tated as soon as their solutions were mixed with the acid nitrite

solution. This precipitation probably decreased the rate of

reaction. In order to determine whether or not the continuous

rise in values as the time of reaction increased was due merely

to the delayed reaction of material occluded in the precipitate,

the solutions of peptone and proteose were carefully studied.

The peptone did not precipitate in the reacting chamber and the

proteose formed first a turbidity and then, as the time of reaction

continued, a shght precipitate. It will be seen that in spite of

the lack of a precipitate to retard the action, the values for amino

nitrogen increased continuously as the time of reaction w^as

lengthened.

It should be noted, however, in studying the rising values that

the €-amino group of lysine reacts more slowly than the a-

amino groups of the amino-acids. Some of the free amino nitrogen

in the proteose and peptone solutions is undoubtedly e-amino

nitrogen of lysine. Van Slyke first demonstrated quantitatively

that e-amino groups of lysine alone are uncombined in native

proteins, while in proteoses and peptones, other amino groups

are free. As the data reported in this paper show that the pep-

tone preparation contained about 27 per cent of the total nitrogen

in the form of free amino nitrogen, the proteose about 8 per cent,

and the native proteins 2 to 5 per cent, one may assume that

about half of the free amino nitrogen of the proteose and about

one-sixth of the free amino nitrogen of the peptone is e-amino

nitrogen of lysine.

Considerable data concerning the rate of reaction of the e-

amino group of lysine are now available. Van Slyke reported

that at 24°, 95 per cent of the nitrogen reacts in 5 minutes and

100 per cent reacts in 15 minutes; at 20° it reacts completely in

30 minutes. Sure and Hart (15) showed that the reaction is

greatly influenced by temperature and that it is complete in

5 minutes at 32°. Dunn and Schmidt (16) have recenth' re-

ported that the epsilon group of lysine reacts completely in 8

minutes at temperatures between 26 and 30°.
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Solutions of peptone were studied by Van Slyke's method at

temperatures above 30° and in periods of 2, 4, and 20 minutes.

A single determination was made using a reaction time of 30

minutes. At the beginning of Table II may be found the individ-

ual analyses of these solutions. The reaction should have been

nearly complete in 2 minutes at 31° as most of the reacting nitro-

gen was a-amino nitrogen. It will be observed that the values

rise steadily. A small quantity of ammonia was present in this

preparation, but it is doubtful if the continuous increase can be

ascribed to it. Values for the 10 and 30 minute periods are

higher than those of Sorensen's method with which ammonia is

determined completely. A much more probable explanation is

that a slight hydrolysis occurs in the Van Slyke procedure yielding

results which are too high.^ This peptone solution was diluted

with 3 volumes of water and the diluted solution reacted more

rapidly than the stronger solution, yielding results in 4 minutes

practically as great proportionately as yielded by the stronger

solution in 10 minutes, Sorensen's method jdelded the expected

values with the diluted solution, a value slightly less than that

given by Van Slyke's method in 4 minutes.

Proteose solutions jdelded results similar to the peptone solu-

tions. The values increased as the time of reaction was length-

ened. Solution 1 in 6 minutes gave higher results by Van Slyke's

method than by Sorensen's. Solution 2, which was more dilute

and was analyzed at a higher temperature yielded values which

increased even more rapidly. If the 30 minute period is assumed

to yield the correct result, then in 2 minutes only 60 per cent of

the amino nitrogen had reacted instead of 90 to 95 per cent which

would be expected from reactions of amino-acids and polypep-

tides. Such a calculation is obviously incorrect and leads to

the conclusion that the long periods of reaction yield results

which are too high. A slow continuous hydrolysis appears to be

the cause of the high values.

- Another explanation, of course, is that there are unknown groups in

these preparations which react slowly with nitrous acid at a rate even

slower than that of the e-amino group of lysine. These slowly reacting

groups are presumably not determined by Sorensen's method because the

results obtained with this method are lower than the maximum values

observed with Van Slyke's method.
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TABLE II.

Time. Temperature. Reading.
Corrected
reading.

NH-N
per oc.

PercentEige of
highest value.

Peptone.

2 cc. of 2 per cent solution used with 0.10 cc. octyl alcohol.

Barometer 755 mm. Hg.

min.
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TABLE 11—Concluded

Time. Temperature, Reading Corrected
reading.

NH2-N
per cc.

Percentage of
highest value.

Purified egg albumin.

2 cc. used with 0.15 cc. octyl alcohol. Barometer 758 mm. Hg.

min.
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Many observations have been made on the protein material

designated as Bence-Jones protein which is found occasionally in

urine from patients suffering from certain disorders. Attempts

to crystallize some of these preparations have rarely been suc-

cessful and then usually only by accident. Below is reported an

observation of spontaneous crystallization which is unique in two

respects. It is apparently the first time that a Bence-Jones

protein has been observed to crj'stallize spontaneously from the

urine as passed and, with one.exception, is the only observation of

any protein material crystallizing spontaneously from urine.

Henry Bence-Jones reported in 1847 (1) the peculiar reactions of the

protein material which now is designated by his name. He stated that

2 years previously there was found in urine from a patient with osteomalacia

a protein which gave no precipitate with nitric acid in the cold except on

long standing, but when the solution was heated and allowed to cool it

became solid. The precipitate redissolved on heating and formed again on

cooling.

Heller (2) described somewhat similar observations in a text-book bear-

ing the date of 1846. He had found several cases where the urine contained

protein material which he recognized to be different from albumin and

casein. It coagulated at about 50°, but the addition of small amounts of

nitric acid completely hindered the coagulation by heat. The most unique

property of Bence-Jones protein, solubility at the boiling point and repre-

cipitation on cooling, was not mentioned.

Similar observations were not made for many years. Kiihne (3) in

reporting a case which was observed in 1869 states that Bence-Jones had
written in a personal communication that he had not seen another case

of Bence-Jones proteinuria between 1845 and 1869. Within recent years,

however, a number of cases have been reported.

203
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Spontaneous precipitation of an amorphous precipitate of Bence-Jones

protein seems to be not uncommon. Bradshaw (4) states that a patient

under his observation passed, two or three times a week, milky urine

which deposited a copious amorphous sediment giving protein reactions.

Rosenbloom (5) reported a case where an amorphous precipitate of

Bence-Jones protein occupied one-third of the volume of each specimen

of urine. Several authors report milky urine while others record that

the protein did not precipitate on standing. Several of the urines which
1 have examined deposited an amorphous precipitate of protein after

standing several weeks.

Magnus-Levy (6) attempted to crystallize a Bence-Jones protein and

accidentally obtained crystals from one preparation after standing for

months. He was unable to repeat the experiment. Grutterink and
deGraaff (7) studied a case of Bence-Jones proteinuria and succeeded in

causing the protein to crystallize. They precipitated the protein with

2 volumes of saturated ammonium sulfate and dialyzed a solution of the

precipitate for 4 days. To the resulting solution was added one-ninth its

volume of saturated ammonium sulfate, an equal volume of water, and a

few drops of sulfuric acid. Crystals formed within 24 hours. They were

said to be too insoluble to recrystallize.

Schumm and Kimmerle (8) report that they accidentally obtained

crystals of a Bence-Jones protein on one occasion under very peculiar

conditions. Some sodium chloride and acetic acid were added to urine

containing a Bence-Jones protein, the mixture was boiled and filtered hot.

The protein in the filtrate was precipitated with alcohol, washed once, and

the damp precipitate dissolved with the aid of heat in water containing a

little acetic acid. After filtering, the turbid solution was placed in an

ice box. The next morning, a small quantity of crystals was found which

contained but little ash and responded to all of the simple tests for Bence-

Jones protein.

Since the preliminary report (9) was made of the preparation described

below, Krauss (10) has succeeded in crystallizing a Bence-Jones protein.

Many liters of urine were half saturated with ammonium sulfate. The

precipitate was dissolved in water, the solution dialyzed until free from

ammonia and then allowed to evaporate at room temperature. After

several weeks crystals appeared.

Loehlein (11) reported finding numerous crystals, having the forms of

needles, prisms, and plates, in the tubules of a kidney at autopsy from a

case of myeloma which had excreted Bence-Jones protein. The crystals

were not soluble in liquid solvents; they swelled in dilute alkali, were

anisotropic, and stained with dyes which indicated that they were protein.

This is the first report of what may have been spontaneously crystallized

Bence-Jones protein.

Glaus (12) observed myeloma cells in which there were crystal-like needles

and Hedinger (13) states that he had observed a similar phenomenon.

A protein which crystallized spontaneously from the urine was reported

bv Bramwell and Baton (14). It crystallized from the urine often within 2
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or 3 days and some times not for several weeks. They concluded that it was

a globulin. Huppert (15) thought from the description that it might be a

Bence-Jones protein, but after studying some of the material (16) agreed

that it was a true globulin and quite dissimilar from the Bence-Jones

protein.

We may state then that up until the present time a spontane-

ously crystalUzed Bence-Jones protein has not been observed with

certainty. Several cases are recorded where crystallization was

accomplished by artificial means. The spontaneously crystallized

Bence-Jones protein described below seems, therefore, to be

unique.

A patient at the Mayo Clinic^ thought to be excreting Bence-

Jones protein was transferred to Dr. Rowntree's service for special

study. My attention was called b}- Dr. RowTitree to the peculiar

milkiness which developed in the urine from this patient soon

after it was passed. Under the high power of the microscope

there was a slight suggestion that the precipitate might be crystal-

line. The precipitate showed on the next day a more definite

crystalline structure, in appearance similar to freshh^ crystallized

egg albumin. The turbid fluid also showed a marked sheen upon

being shaken.

Some of the crystalline material was separated by centrifugation,

washed once with cold water, and dissolved in water by adding a

trace of sodium hydroxide. The solution was acidified slightly

with acetic acid, a small quantity of sodium chloride added, and

the whole heated slowly. The protein began to coagulate at 57°.

Coagulation seemed to be complete at about 70°. The precipi-

tate dissolved almost completelj^ between 80-85°, leaving a slightly

opalescent solution which did not clear up on boiling. The pre-

cipitate reappeared as the solution cooled to 80°. Heating and

cooling again caused the same phenomena.

The acid urine gave the same reactions. In the more concen-

trated solutions of the crystalline material, as well as the urine

itself, the precipitate dissolved on heating, leaving a small residue

which was gummy and stuck to the sides of the test-tube.

Magnus-Lev}' (6) reported the same phenomenon. From these

1 The case was referred b}' Dr. Eusterman to the service of Dr. Rowntree

and was reported by Dr. Walters (17). My investigations were begun in

Rochester and completed in Baltimore.
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preliminary observations it seemed justifiable to conclude that the

patient was excreting a Bence-Jones protein which crystallized

spontaneously on standing a few hours.

In order to obtain a quantity of material, the urine was collected, pre-

served with toluene, and allowed to stand at room temperature. The
volume of urine in 12 hours varied from 300 to 1,000 cc. It was usually acid

and was always clear when voided and contained no casts. About 15 gm.

of protein were excreted per day. Some time later metabolic experiments

were carried out by Walters (17) who found the excretion varying from

10 to 28 gm. daily. Spontaneous crystallization occurred after varying

intervals, depending apparently on the concentration and acidity of the

urine. In one instance crystallization occurred within 8 hours after the

12 hour specimen had been completed.

On standing the crystals increased in size until they could be easily seen

by the low power of the microscope. The largest crystals appeared as long

rectangular plates which were very thin. They were so thin that, while

they seemed to be doubly refractive, the observation was somewhat
doubtful.

After the urine had stood several days and crystallization seemed to be

complete, a considerable quantity of protein still remained in solution.

The dissolved protein coagulated at the same temperature as a solution of

crystals. Attempts were made to bring about a more complete crystalliza-

tion from the urine artificially. By experimenting on portions of a concen-

trated urine it was found that no crystals formed in neutral or alkaline

solutions. Crystallization occurred readily when the urine was made acid

to litmus with a small quantity of acetic acid, while no crystals formed

when the urine was made as acid as pH 4. No crystals were obtained when
ammonium sulfate, ammonium chloride, or sodium chloride were added in

amounts to form varying quantities of precipitate, even when the tubes

were seeded with crystals previously obtained. These reagents seemed to

prevent crystallization completely. Long standing in the ice box and at

room temperature failed. But the crystalline material could easily be

recrystallized by dissolving in water made slightly alkaline with sodium

hydroxide, acidifying with acetic or sulfuric acid, and allowing to stand

over night. Crystals formed more rapidly when the solutions were seeded.

In order to obtain a dry preparation of this protein, Taylor

and Miller's method (18), slightly modified, was used.

To 100 cc. of filtered urine were added 15 cc. of supersaturated sodium

sulfate solution (200 gm. of crystalline sodium sulfate dissolved in lOOcc.of

warm water) and 20 cc. of glacial acetic acid. After standing 15 to 20

minutes, the solution was centrifuged and the clear supernatant fluid

decanted. The precipitate was washed by centrifugation once with

acidulated water, once with 50 per cent alcohol, twice with 95 per cent
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alcohol, once with absolute alcohol, once with absolute alcohol and ether,

and finally with ether. It was then suspended in ether, transferred to a

Buchner funnel, and pumped dry. A fine, colorless powder was obtained.

A fresh 24 hour specimen of urine, 1,370 cc. in volume, yielded 15 gm. of

?iir-dry protein.

Attempts were made to crystallize some of this dry preparation.

The procedure which was successful in recrj^stallizing the moist

crystals was entirely unsuccessful when applied to the dried

preparation.

A quantity of crystals from urine was centrifuged, then washed

with alcohol and ether as described above. This dry preparation

yielded small quantities of crystals when recrystallization was

attempted. The jdelds were so small, however, that it was con-

cluded that the drying with alcohol and ether damaged the

preparation.

After some experimentation the following procedure was

adopted

:

The supernatant liquid was decanted from the crystals which formed in

the urine on standing. The remaining fluid was centrifuged, the liquid

decanted, and the colorless crystals were suspended in four times their

volume of acidulated water and centrifuged again. After decanting the

supernatant liquid, the crystals were dissolved in a small amount of water

with the aid of a few drops of sodium hydroxide, and the solution was

filtered. The filtration was slow. The slightly opalescent filtrate was

acidified with acetic acid and a drop of crystal suspension was added. The

fluid became turbid in about 2 minutes and within 5 minutes it was milky

white. Under the microscope small wart-like masses of needle plates could

be seen. After standing over night, the suspension was centrifuged. The

supernatant liquid contained considerable protein, but no further crystal-

lization occurred on standing in the ice box. The crystals were again

dissolved and recrystallized from a nearly colorless solution. On stand-

ing over night, large burrs were observed which broke up easily. See Fig. 1.

After centrifuging, the cream of crystals was transferred to a porous plate,

spread into a thin layer, and allowed to dry partially. When nearly dry,

the now transparent film (crystals had disappeared) was scraped off. It

was allowed to dry and then ground to a powder. 9 gm. of material were

prepared in this wa}'. This preparation could be crystallized easily by

dissolving in water with a trace of alkali, then acidifying, and allowing to

stand over night.

The recrystallized preparation gave all the typical reactions

of Bence-Jones protein. A comparison was made l^etween the
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coagulation temi^eratures of the original urine, the sodium sulfate

preparation, and the recrystallized preparation. They all reacted

similarh'. Coagulation began between 47 and 52°, depending on

the concentration of protein and concentration of salts and acid.

The coagulum dissolved at about 80°, leaving a slight residue

which did not dissolve even when a dilute solution was boiled.

If the solution were cooled quickly, a considerable precipitate

formed.

Some studies were made to anah'ze the conditions influencing

the crystallization of the precipitated Bence-Jones protein. The

preparations isolated by the use of sodium sulfate and glacial

^^
'. v^T""! .

-\>::

Fig. 1. Bence-Jones protein. Recrystallized three times.

acetic acid, as described above, could not be crystallized. When
smaller quantities of acetic acid were used in the precipitation,

some crystalUzation occurred. 25 cc. of urine were precipitated

with 12.5 cc. of sodium sulfate after adding 3 cc. of glacial acetic

acid. The pH was roughly 5. The precipitate was removed by

centrifugation and dissolved in a small quantity of water with the

aid of a little sodium hydroxide. The solution was slightly acidi-

fied, seeded, and allowed to stand at room temperature. A small

quantity of crystals was obtained after several days.

Experiments were made acidifying the urine with sulfuric acid

instead of acetic and precipitating with sodium sulfate. Good
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yields of ciystals were obtained quickly when from 5 to 10 drops

of 10 per cent sulfuric acid were added to 25 cc. of urine, the most

acid solution being neutral to methyl orange. When 15 drops

were added (pH ± 3) the yield was much poorer and the

crystallization slower. Too much acid seemed to damage the

protein and decrease the ease of crystallization. Ammonium
chloride and sulfate could be used just as well as sodium sulfate.

When ammonium sulfate or sodium sulfate with sulfuric acid was

used, the precipitates were highly colored. When ammonium
chloride or sodium sulfate with acetic acid was used, the pre-

cipitates were nearly colorless.

Dialysis of the solutions of the precipitates seemed to aid

crystallization. But dialysis of the mother liquor from which

crystals had been obtained caused no further crystallization even

when the solution contained a large quantity of protein which

gave the typical reactions for Bence-Jones protein.

After these experiments were carried out, many attempts were

made to crystallize the Bence-Jones proteins from various sources.

The method of Grutterink and de Graaff was also used. The

experiments were uniformly unsuccessful.

The blood of the patient who excreted the crystallizable material

was examined for Bence-Jones protein.

15 cc. of serum were diluted with 75 cc. of water and 1 gm. of sodium

chloride was added. 40 cc. of this solution were taken, heated to the

boiling point after adding a few drops of acetic acid, and filtered through

a heated funnel into a hot flask, the filtrate being kept near the boiling

point. The filtrate was slightly acid and water-clear. It was allowed

to cool and at about 75° a marked turbidity developed which increased

in density' on further cooling, but did not form a flocculent precipitate.

The solution was again heated and the precipitate dissolved almost

entirel}', leaving the solution only faintly opalescent. A precipitate

started to form at about 85°. The solution was placed in a water bath at

60° and kept between 55 and 65° for 4 hours. It was then centrifuged and
the supernatant liquid which was slightly opalescent was decanted. The
precipitate was washed once with 50 per cent alcohol and dried at 100°.

3.8 mg. of dry protein were obtained which was equivalent to 0.057 gm. per

100 cc. of blood. A second determmation yielded 0.039 gm. per 100 cc.

These values are certainly minimum values because the total quantity of

Bence-Jones protein does not precipitate after boiling.

Normal serum was treated in the same way and no trace of

opalescence appeared on cooling the hot filtrate.
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Many isolated studies of the properties of Bence-Jones protein

have been carried out, but preparations from different sources

have not often been compared, under identical conditions. Dif-

ferent investigators have reported coagulation temperatures vary-

ing from 40 to 60°. The solutions some times became clear on

boiling and some times not. Hopkins and Savory (19) pointed

out the enormous effect of the presence of neutral salts on the

precipitation and solution with heat. The temperature at which

the protein coagulates varies also with the concentration of protein

and the acidity.

In order to minimize the effects of these variables, the urines

from several cases were diluted with normal urine until only a

slight cloud formed on heating. Portions of 5 cc. were acidified

with 5 drops of 10 per cent acetic acid and heated slowly in the

same water bath. The temperatures at which precipitation and

solution occurred were noted.
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In an attempt to gain added information regarding the nature

of the molecule, the free amino nitrogen of the purified preparations

of Bence-Jones protein was compared with the total nitrogen.

Van Slyke (21) and Van Slyke and Birchard (22) have found that

the free amino nitrogen of native proteins varies between and 6

per cent of the total nitrogen, while derived proteins such as

albumoses yield from 8 to 10 per cent. An unexpected difficulty

which is described in the previous paper^ was encountered in the

use of Van Slyke's method for the determination of free amino

nitrogen in Bence-Jones protein. Sorensen's method of formol

titration (23) was therefore employed in obtaining the data re-

ported in this paper. Various protein preparations were examined

in order to make possible a comparison of results obtained under

TABLE I.

Material.

Peptone, 2 per cent
" 0.5 per cent

Proteose from beef ,

Bence-Jones protein, No. R 4, crystalline.

No.R5
Egg albumin

Serum globulin

Edestin

Free
amino N.
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The crystallized Bence-Jones protein contained 4.86 per cent

of the total nitrogen in the form of free amino nitrogen which is

slightly less than that in crystallized egg albumin. The proteose

preparation contained about 8 per cent free amino nitrogen while

the peptone yielded much higher values. The evidence would

indicate that the Bence-Jones protein is more nearly similar to

the proteins than to the proteoses or albumoses.

Further consideration must be given this evidence before draw-

ing a definite conclusion. The ratio of the free amino nitrogen

to total nitrogen was found to be much lower in edestin than in

an}^ of the other proteins examined. Similar variations have been

reported by several investigators (22, 24, 25). Van Slyke and

Birchard (22) were the first to point out that the amount of free

amino nitrogen in proteins is very close to half the nitrogen of

the lysine present and concluded that the e-amino group of Ij^sine

is practically the only free amino group in the protein molecule,

while other amino groups are free in proteoses.

The lysine content of a Bence-Jones protein had not, until

recentty, been determined by Van Slyke's method. Hopkins and

Savory (19) isolated 3.67 per cent of lysine from a Bence-Jones

protein, obtaining 4.32 per cent of the total nitrogen in the form

of lysine nitrogen. Grutterink and de Graaff (26), determining

the partition of nitrogen by the procedure of Kossel and Kutscher

found 8.05 per cent of the total nitrogen in the lysine fraction.

Ltischer (27) in Hopkins' laboratory, using Van Sljdce's method

for studying the nitrogen distribution, has recently found 8.04

per cent of the total nitrogen in the lysine fraction.

There seems to be enough similaritj^ in the chemical composition

between the various specimens of Bence-Jones protein which have

been analyzed in this way to permit a rough comparison of them

with the crystalline Bence-Jones protein reported in this paper.

It was found to contain 4.86 per cent of nitrogen in the form of free

amino nitrogen which is not far from one-half of the lysine nitrogen

(4.02 per cent) as determined by the analyses reported above.

It is not evident why the precipitated preparation (No. R 5)

should contain a higher percentage of free amino to total nitrogen

unless there was slight hydrolysis on standing for several months

in preserved urine before it was isolated.
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The free amino nitrogen is somewhat higher than one-half the

lysine nitrogen, but the comparison is obviously rough. As the

ratio of free amino nitrogen to half the lysine nitrogen is not as

great as that found by Van Slyke for albumoses and as the per-

centage of free amino nitrogen to total nitrogen is similar to a

number of other characteristic proteins it seems justifiable to

conclude that the Bence-Jones protein is a true protein and not an

albumose.

Ltischer states in his recent article: "On the whole, Bence-

Jones' protein seems to be a substance, not only characterised by

its physical behaviour, but also by its distribution of amino-acids,

which differs from all the proteins analysed up to the present

time." An examination of his data, however, shows that there is

a great similarity between his analj^ses of Bence-Jones protein

and those of the serum globulin studied by Hartley (24). The
agreement in the analyses is as good as is met with in comparisons

of proteins placed in the same class such as the vegetable globulins

studied by Johns and his coworkers (28, 29)

.

The statement is also made^ that: "There is some evidence that

the same protein appears in the urine in aU cases of Bence-Jones'

protein uria." The only evidence presented is that, in two cases,

the isolation of amino-acids; and in two cases, a study of the dis-

tribution of some forms of nitrogen yielded results which were

similar and probably within the errors of the methods used. It

is well recognized that these methods can be used only in making
relatively rough comparisons of the chemical constitution of

similar proteins.

By studying the immunological reactions of Bence-Jones pro-

teins from various sources, Bayne-Jones and the author have

obtained data which argue against the conclusion of Liischer.

These methods are far more sensitive than any ordinary chemical

methods and seem to depend on the chemical constitution of the

protein molecule. The experiments demonstrated that different

Bence-Jones proteins do exist and may be obtained from different

patients.

SUMMARY.

A Bence-Jones protein was found which crystallized spontane-

ously from the mine in which it was excreted. Dried preparations

were made which could be recrystallized.

^Luscher (27), p. 563.
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Attempts were made to crystallize other Bence-Jones proteins,

but without success.

The crystalline Bence-Jones protein contains a ratio of amino

nitrogen to total nitrogen of 4.86 per cent. This is added evidence

that the compound should be classed as a protein and not as an

albumose.
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As purines and pyrimidines are so closely associated in nature

it is strange that so little information is available concerning

the metabolism of the pyrimidines while a large mass of data

has been collected concerning the purines. Steudel (1) carried

out some inconclusive experiments on the conversion of pyrimi-

dines into purines. Sweet and Levene (2) observed no change

in the output of uric acid of a dog with an Eck fistula after feeding

thymine. More than half of the thymine was recovered in the

urine. Mendel and Myers (3) studied the fate of the three

naturallj^ occurring pjaimidines : thymine, cytosine, and uracil.

All three compounds were found to be non-toxic. They ap-

peared to have no influence on the metabolism of urea, purines,

or creatinine. The data suggest that they pass through the

body and are excreted in the urine unchanged. The authors

recovered from the urine of the animals 30 to 50 per cent of the

thymine, small quantities of cytosine, and as high as 77 per cent

of the uracil that was fed. When one considers the methods of

isolation employed it would appear that uracil and perhaps

thymine are excreted quantitatively in the urine.

Sweet and Levene were able to recover more than one-half of

the thj^mine which thej' fed to a dog, but were unable to recover

any thymine when it was fed combined in the form of nucleic

acid. Mendel and Myers fed 10 gm. of j^east nucleic acid to a

rabbit and failed to recover enough uracil or cytosine to give

even a sensitive color reaction. A similar experiment was tried

with men on a diet high in nucleic acid with similarly negative

results.

215
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[I The presence of pyrimidines in the urine of animals after

feeding the free compounds and their absence from urine after

feeding pyrimidines combined in the form of nucleic acid sug-

gested a study of the effects of feeding other combinations of

the pyrimidines, the hydrolytic products of yeast nucleic acid.

Uracil nucleoside and a mixture of cytosine and uracil nucleo-

tides were prepared and fed to rabbits. A single experiment

was carried out on man.

The nucleoside was prepared by the method of Levene and

Jacobs (4) and the nucleotide preparation was obtained by the

procedure of Jones and Read (5). The uracil nucleoside was

colorless and pure. The nucleotide preparation was a mixture of

cytosine and uracil nucleotides of uncertain purity. It was used

because it could easily be prepared in quantity, while the pure

nucleotides were much more difficult to obtain. It could be

used to advantage because it was free from purine groups and

twice as rich in pyrimidine groups as yeast nucleic acid.

The rabbits were kept in metabolism cages, and fed a diet of

corn, oats, and carrots in constant daily quantities throughout

an experiment. The urine was collected under toluene, in 24

hour periods, the samples being separated as sharply as possible

by expressing the urine from the bladders of the animals at a

uniform time each morning.

The urines were made up to 300 cc. when the volumes were

less than that and portions taken for analysis. The following

methods were used: total N, Kjeldahl; urea N, Marshall; am-

monia, Folin aeration; creatine and creatinine, Folin; purine

N, Kriiger and Schmidt; and allantoin, Wiekowski. Besides

these analyses, some other nitrogen partitions were run to deter-

mine whether pyrimidines or pyrimidine derivatives were being

excreted.

When uracil was to be isolated, and the nitrogen precipitated

by lead and mercury was to be determined, from 230 to 270 cc.

of a day's urine were taken. Lead acetate was first added to the

acidified urine and the precipitate filtered off. The filtrate was

made faintly alkaline with barium hydroxide and a shght excess

of basic lead acetate was added. After filtering, the lead was

removed from the filtrate with sulfuric acid and mercuric sulfate

added in excess. The mercur}^ precipitate was decomposed with
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sulfuretted hydrogen and the resiiltmg solution decolorized with

charcoal and evaporated to 1 cc. or less. Wlien uracil was

present it crystallized from the solution in characteristic rosettes

of needle prisms. It was recrystallized, dried, and weighed.

Some specimens of crystals were analyzed for nitrogen. All

were tested by the color reaction of Wheeler and Johnson (6)

which was carried out as follows: A few milligrams of the solid

were placed in a small porcelain dish, a few drops of bromine

water were added, and the solution was heated to boiling over a

small flame. After cooling, another drop of bromine water and

several drops of barium hydroxide solution were added. A deep

purple color was produced when uracil was present.

The above method of isolation was always carried out with

roughlj^ quantitative precautions so that a total daily elimination

could be calculated. The volumes of liquid before and after

filtration on a Buchner funnel were noted in each case. Washings

of the precipitates were never added to the filtrates. As the

precipitates were never very large the calculations based on the

portion of original volume taken in each case jdeld satisfactory

figures for comparison. When the nitrogen in a precipitate was

to be determined, the precipitate was washed once on the funnel

to remove most of the adhering liquid and then decomposed with

sulfuretted hydrogen (for the mercury precipitate) or sulfuric

acid (for the lead precipitate). The resulting precipitate was
carefully washed and an aliquot part of the filtrate taken for

analysis.

In Table I are recorded the data of one experiment on a rabbit.

After a fore period of 3 days 1.5 gm. of uracil nucleoside were

administered subcutaneously. Calculating from the average

daily excretion of the fore period there was found a large increase

in urea excretion. The undetermined nitrogen was also increased,

but the total extra undetermined nitrogen which should include

pyrimidine nitrogen was little more than half of the nitrogen

fed as nucleoside.

Portions of the normal and experimental urines were used for

the isolation of uracil. From a portion of the urine obtained on
the first day after giving the nucleoside, 67 mg. of uracil were

actually isolated (equivalent to 140 mg. of uracil excreted in the

total 24 hour specimen), while not even a color reaction was
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obtained with the residue from the normal urine. The nitrogen

in the mercury precipitate of the normal urine was equivalent

to 8.5 mg. for the day. On the 1st day after giving the nucleo-

side 63.6 mg. of N were precipitable by mercury. This accounts

for a large part of the extra undetermined nitrogen.

In Tables II, III, and IV, the data from similar experiments

are recorded. It should be noted that in every experiment

but one a large increase in the elimination of urea was observed.

The onl}^ evident explanation is that the uracil nucleoside exerts

a slight toxic action causing an increase in protein metabolism.

TABLE I.

Uracil Nucleoside.

Rabbit 1. Weight 1,800 gm.

cutaneously on the 4th day.

1.5 gm. = 0.170 gm. of N injected sub-
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Kjeldahl method. 25.3 per cent of N was obtained; theoretical,

25.03 per cent of N.

The nitrogen in the mercury precipitates from which uracil

was isolated accounts for a considerable part of the undeter-

mined nitrogen varying from 54 to over 100 per cent in the

TABLE II.

Uracil Nucleoside.

Rabbit 2. Weight 2,580 gm. 2 gm. = 0.227 gm. of N given per os on

the 4th day; 1.5 gm. = 0.170 gm. of N given subcutaneously on the 18th day.
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counts for only 34 per cent of the nitrogen administered. The
precipitation of uracil is so nearly quantitative by this method
that these results prove that much of the uracil was not elimi-

nated in the mrine.

In order to determine whether much of the uracil nucleoside

was excreted unchanged, the basic lead acetate precipitate which

TABLE III.

Uracil Nucleoside.

Rabbit 3. Weight 2,800 gm. 2 gm. = 0.227 gm. of N injected sub-

cutaneously on the 4th daj^; 1.5 gm. = 0.170 gm. of N injected intraperi-

toneally on the 10th day.
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three experiments. Solutions prepared from all of the urines,

both normal and experimental, yielded identical results. They

all reduced Benedict's sugar reagent strongly, though the original

TABLE IV.

Uracil Nucleoside.

Rabbit 4. Weight 1,950 gm. 1.5 gm. = 0.170 gm. of N injected intra-

peritoneally on the 4th day; 1.5 gm. = 0.170 gm. of N injected subcutane-

ously on the 12th day; 3 gm. of yeast nucleic acid injected subcutaneously

on the 16th day.
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uracil, always with negative results. These experiments prove

conclusively that the nucleoside had not been excreted unchanged.

A single experiment was carried out on man to study a possible

formation of uric acid from uracil nucleoside. A diet low in

purines was taken for several days and then 1.5 gm. of uracil

nucleoside were ingested in three equal portions at intervals of 2

hours on 1 day. For the data see Table V. No increase in excre-

tion of uric acid was observed. The elimination of creatinine

which was also followed showed no significant variations.

TABLE V.

Uracil Nucleoside.

Man. Weight 64 kilos. On the 4th day, 1.5 gm. taken in three equal

portions at 7.30, 9.30, and 11.30 a.m.
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urea but the urea output is increased so much, due apparently

to increased protein metabolism, that an increase due to uracil

nitrogen cannot be detected.

Five experiments with the nucleotide preparation were carried

out on three different animals. The data are recorded in Tables

TABLE VI.

Nucleotide.

Rabbit 5. Weight 2,500 gm. 3 gm. = 0.266 gm. of N fed per os on the

4th day; 2 gm. = 0.177 gm. of N injected intraperitoneally on the Uth day;

food increased on the 8th day.
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experiment. The quantities administered were minimal on

account of the tendency toward diarrhea produced by the com-

pounds and the consequent mterference with the absorption of

food.

The urea nitrogen was increased on the days following the

administration of the nucleotide preparations in all of the experi-

ments. In most cases the increase was enough or more than

enough to account for all of the nitrogen administered, in spite of

the tendency toward diarrhea and possible decreased absorption

of food. The creatinine and creatine excretions were unchanged

in the one animal studied. The purine nitrogen showed insignifi-

cant increases during the experimental periods.

Rabbit 6.

the 5th day.

TABLE VII.

Nucleotide.

Weight 1,960 gm. 2 gm. = 0.177 gm. of N fed per os on
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the uracil preparations were mixed, recrystallized once, and

analyzed by micro Kjeldahl. 22 per cent of N was found instead

of 25 per cent.

In the second part of Experiment VIII the neutral lead acetate

and basic lead acetate fractions were analyzed for nitrogen to

see if quantities of nucleotide and nucleoside were excreted.

TABLE VIII.

Nucleotide.

Rabbit 7. Weight 2,150 gm. 3 gm. = 0.266 gm. of N injected intra-

peritoneally on the 5th day; 2 gm. = 0.177 gm. of N injected subcutane-

ously on the 12th day.

Q
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Owing to the smaller quantities of combined uracil fed in the

nucleotide experiments the quantities of nitrogen excreted in the

mercurj'^ fraction and the amounts of uracil recovered cannot

be accuratelj^ compared with the similar quantities in the nucleo-

side experiments. But calculating roughly, it would seem that

when either the nucleoside or nucleotide of uracil was administered,

similar proportions of the compounds were decomposed com-

pletely in the body and similar proportions of the uracil were

liberated and excreted uncombined.

A single experiment in which yesLst nucleic acid was given is

shown in Table IV. 3 gm. were injected subcutaneously, re-

sulting in a large excretion of urea nitrogen on the 2nd day.

There was a moderate increase in undetermined nitrogen, but

no uracil could be detected in the mercury fraction on the 2 days

following the injection. The basic lead acetate precipitates

contained similar quantities of nitrogen indicating that no nu-

cleotide or nucleoside was excreted. This experiment demon-

strates that after the subcutaneous injection of yeast nucleic

acid it is not excreted in the urine as such nor in the form of

nucleotides or nucleosides. The absence of even traces of uracil

confirms the observations of Mendel and Myers who fed j^east

nucleic acid, and agrees with the results of Sweet and Levene who
fed animal nucleic acid.

To summarize, it appears that when the pyrimidine, uracil,

is taken into the body it is quantitatively excreted unchanged.

But when uracil combined in the form of a nucleoside or nucleotide

is administered only a small portion of the uracil is excreted. •

The uracil of yeast nucleic acid, however, seems to suffer com-

plete destruction within the organism. Free thymine and the

thymine combined in animal nucleic acid were found by Sweet

and Levene to show the same relationships.

These data offer an insight into the intermediary metabohsm of

the p3a-imidine fraction (at least the uracil fraction) of the nucleic

acids. After the ingestion of nucleic acid the pyrimidines are

destroyed in the body and their nitrogen excreted in the form of

urea. The first step in metabolism is not a splitting off of the

P3'rimidine group from the nucleic acid but some change in the

pyrimidine such as the splitting of the ring, even before the

nucleic acid is broken up into its simple nucleotides and nucleo-

sides.
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Observations made with purine compounds offer a striking

parallelism. Jones (7) and Amberg and Jones (8) have shown

that deamination of purines may occur while they are still in

combination. These observations together with the discovery

by Benedict and his collaborators (9) of combined uric acid in

blood, point to the probability that much of the metabolism of

the purines may occur while they are still in combination.

Thus it appears that the intermediary metabolism of nucleic

acids involves radical changes in both the purine and the pyrimi-

dine groups before the relatively complex combinations are

broken up.
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In 1906 Folin (1) published a memorable contribution to the

subject of creatine metabolism in which, as a result of experiments

upon human subjects, he concluded that the animal organism

cannot convert creatine into creatinine. The conclusion was also

reached that while creatinine is a waste product, creatine is a food

and that there is no biological relationship between these com-

pounds. Klercker (2) reached quite similar conclusions inde-

pendently of Folin's observations.

In view of the very recent admirable summary of the literature on

creatine and creatinine given by Hunter (3), it is quite unnecessary

for us to present an account of the mass of data which has accu-

mulated since Folin's first contribution. A number of in-

vestigators have reported that traces of extra creatinine may
appear in the urine following creatine administration and that

with very large doses of creatine (Rose and Dimmitt, 4) appreciable

quantities of extra creatinine may be eliminated. Such findings,

together with the very excellent and suggestive work of Mj^ers and

Fine upon the relationship between muscle creatine and urinary

creatinine eHmination, have led many to question seriously Folin's

original conclusions. Yet all the evidence presented on the origin

of urinary creatinine from creatine during the 16 years which have

elapsed since Folin's paper, has not been very convincing. Folin

himself has never abandoned his original position, and there are

many who would agree with him that practically no positive

evidence has been offered that creatine is the normal biological

source of creatinine. Even those most strongly favoring the view
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that creatinine arises from creatine would have to admit that the

evidence for this view must be selected piecemeal here and there,

wherever it can be found. Direct, clear-cut evidence has been

whoUy lacking. The failure to find conversion of appreciable

amounts of creatine into creatinine, together with the fact that

"creatinmia" is a definite entitj^ which is usually unrelated to

changes in the creatinine eUmination, are facts which have made
Fohn's position almost unassailable for those who forget the

chemical relationship of the compounds involved.

The work reported in the present paper was a result of the con-

clusions reached by Belixe and Benedict (5) that creatinine does

not exist in appreciable amounts, if at all, in blood, while creatine

(or some combination of it) can be demonstrated in this fluid, and

accumulates in large amounts after ablation of the kidney func-

tion. Prior to these findings we had held the position taken by
Fohn, but the work on creatine and creatinine in blood forced us

to a different view-point. We concluded that creatine, or some

simple derivative of it, must be the precursor of creatinine, and

therefore sought for loopholes in previous investigations which

might open a way to attack the problem, so that some direct

answer might be obtained to the fundamental questions involved.

A careful consideration of all the facts available led us to conclude

that there was one basic defect in the strongest argument advanced

by Folin and his followers against the origin of urinary creatinine

from creatine. Creatine was administered and did not increase

the urinary creatinine. But the creatine administered was never

accounted for in any way whatever. Here lay the weakness in

Folin's argument. It is true that, reasoning from the known facts

of metabolism, it seemed safe to assume that a nitrogenous com-

pound would surely give rise to its end-products in the body during

the period covered by Folin's experiments. Yet FoHn himself

demonstrated that creatine was practically or wholly unique

among nitrogen compounds in that it failed to reappear in any

form—even undetermined nitrogen—during the period of his

observation. Obviously, if metabolized at all, the creatine must

ultimately give rise to something. Then so long as it remains wholly

unaccounted for, there is no justification for the conclusion that it may
not give rise to creatinine.
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As a result of these considerations we were led to undertake the

experiments reported in the present paper.

The general plan of the work was to bring dogs into approximate

nitrogenous equilibrium upon a constant diet, and then to ad-

minister a small amount of creatine daily until an appreciable

quantity of the administered creatine was accounted for in some

form in the urine. The results obtained are, we believe, of definite

interest in connection with the basic questions of creatine and

creatinine metabolism.

The work was carried out during the spring and summer of

]922. The experimental animals were healthy female dogs.

Each was kept in a metabolism cage and fed upon a constant diet

throughout the experiment. The animals were catheterized and

weighed once dailj- before feeding. Periods were marked for the

feces by administration of bone-black. Total nitrogen was deter-

mined by the macro Kjeldahl method, using potassium and copper

sulfates as catalyzers. Creatinine was determined by the original

Folin method, using bichromate as standard. With very few

exceptions the urines were diluted to the same volume each day

and the reaction and colorimetric reading were thus carried out

under rigidly fixed conditions. Creatine in the urine was con-

verted to creatinine and determined as such by the procedure

commonly employed in this laboratory (6). The creatine em-

ployed was prepared in the laboratory from creatinine obtained

from urine (7) and was recrystallized until free from any detectable

trace of creatinine.

The method for administration of the creatine was carefully con-

sidered. We finally adopted oral administration by mixing the

creatine with the food as the method to be tried first. It seemed

probable that the experimental period would be long, and the oral

administration was far preferable from the practical standpoint to

any injection procedure. It is time-saving, and avoids infection

and chance of conversion of creatine to creatinine during sterih-

zation of the solutions. We soon found that we could check up the

question of conversion of creatine to creatinine in the gastro-

intestinal tract, as weU as that of absorption of the creatine as

such. As we shall show later in this paper, the oral method of

administration is ideal from every standpoint for the experiments

which we carried out upon dogs.
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In each experiment the animal was placed upon the weighed

diet, and became accustomed to the cage and routine of the

experiments many days before the first periods which we have

reported in the present paper.

The results of the experiments are recorded in Tables I to III.

Table I presents a detailed report of our first experiment. In-

cluding the preliminary period of 9 days, this experiment lasted

128 days. There were ten periods of 7 days each, during which the

dog received 0.620 gm. of creatine daily (containing 1 molecule of

water of crystallization). This was equivalent to 0.470 gm.

expressed as creatinine. The ten periods of creatine adminis-

tration were followed by seven after periods of 7 days each.

We believe that a detailed study of Table I will be found of

interest. We may summarize the main facts brought out as

follows

:

The dog had been on the diet for 24 days before the prehminary

period reported. The nitrogen balance was + 1.3 gm. for a period

of 7 days preceding the first period recorded in the table. The

preliminary period reported shows a plus nitrogen balance of 0.7

gm. for 7 days. The creatinine output is quite constant for this

(and the preceding unreported periods) and averages 405 mg. per

day. During the 1st week of the creatine administration there is no

apparent effect on the creatinine elimination, except that on the

last day of the period an increase of about 20 mg. above the

average level is to be noted. Such a slight increase is typical of

results previously reported after creatine administration. The

nitrogen balance of the first creatine period is +2.7 gm. This

represents a retention of nitrogen equal to more than twice that

contained in the creatine. None of the creatine given appears as

such in the urine. Since the urinary nitrogen is definitely below

that of the preliminary period we may infer that the creatine is

practically wholly retained in some form during this period. The

second period of creatine administration develops several points

of real interest. The creatinine in the urine is definitely above

that of the preceding period, but shows its maximal height during

the 1st day. The creatinine for this second period averages about

40 mg. higher per day than is found during the control periods.

This increase appears to us as still too small to warrant concluding

that there is conversion of creatine into creatinine, but it begins

to be very suggestive.
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TABLE I.

Nitrogen, Creatinine, and Creatine Elimination after Creatine

A dmijvistration

.

Dog 1. Female.

The dog received daily the following diet:
gm.

Cracker meal 150

Evaporated milk 100

Casein 24

(6.65 gm. nitrogen)
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On the 3rd day of this period, or the 10th day of creatine ad-

ministration, a scarcely detectable quantity of creatine (32 mg.)^

appears in the urine. The creatine in the urine rapidly increases,

and within 5 days has reached 147 mg, for 1 day. Here is direct

evidence that creatine given even in small amounts, and apparently

completely utilized, is retained, at least partially, as such in the

organism for a considerable period. Furthermore, many days are

required to fill the creatine reservoir, indicating a very slow rate

of metabolism for creatine. The nitrogen balance for the second

period of creatine feeding is +3.7 gm., representing a storage of

nitrogen of more than three times the quantity contained in the

creatine retained. This result begins to suggest that creatine

may cause nitrogen storage in the bod}^ far beyond that contained

in the creatine itself. Further data show that there can be little

question of the correctness of this view.

The third period of creatine administration (Table I) throws

further hght upon the questions raised. The creatinine output

rises. True, it rises grudgingly and unwillingly, with frequent

minor drops. This picture is typical of all our experiments in this

connection. But the period as a whole shows a definite increase

in creatinine excretion. The figure is now about 50 mg. per day

(12 per cent) above the control period, and we should almost feel

justified in concluding definitely that creatine gives rise to

creatinine in the organism, but with the proviso that this is

apparently not a simple direct conversion. Definite settlement of

this question will come later. The creatine output in the urine

continues to rise, reaching about 200 mg. per day toward the end

of the third period of creatine administration. Evidently the

creatine reservoir can retain less and less of the ingested creatine,

but more than 50 per cent of that given is still retained. The
nitrogen balance for this period is + 5.7 gm., and the weight of

the dog is definitely increasing. We are inclined to believe that

the nitrogen retention and increase in weight are due to the

creatine administered, since during the 33 days before creatine

administration this animal did not change in weight a total of more
than 100 gm., and the fluctuations were both sides of 14.4 kilos.

1 Throughout this paper the creatine found in the urine is expressed as

its equivalent in creatinine.
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During the first 21 days of the creatine feeding the weight of the

animal has increased 600 gm. The finding is at least very

suggestive.

During the fourth period of creatine administration the

creatinine in the urine shows the same continued increase as for

the two preceding periods. The average for the period shows a

daily eHmination of 70 mg. of creatinine (17 per cent) above the

daily average for the control periods. The urinary creatine con-

tinues to rise, and shows a daily average of 239 mg. This figure

is nearly maximal for the entire ten periods of creatine adminis-

tration, and is maintained approximately constant as long as the

creatine feeding is continued. The creatine eliminated during

these periods amounts to 50 per cent of that given.

In spite of the increased creatinine and creatine in the urine, the

total urinary nitrogen continues low and the nitrogen balance for

the period is +5.5 gm. The weight of the dog shows a slight

increase (100 gm.) over the preceding period.

The picture for the fifth and sixth periods of creatine feeding is

similar to that of the preceding period. Creatinine in the urine

continues to increase slowly, so that the sixth period shows 100

mg. of creatinine per day in the urine in excess of that for the

control periods. The daily output of creatine is somewhat

irregular, but the average for the fifth and sixth periods is close to

the average for the fourth period. Retention of nitrogen is over

1 gm. per day for the two periods, and the weight of the animal

increases by about 400 gm.

The seventh period of creatine feeding shows a slight further

rise in creatinine output, while the creatine output is slightly lower

than for the preceding period. Nitrogen retention for the 7 days

is 6.7 gm. The average weight of the animal for this period

is 1,100 gm. greater than at the beginning of the creatine

administration.

The eighth and ninth periods of creatine feeding show continued

increase in the creatinine elimination, reaching a daily average of

121 mg. (29 per cent) in excess of the control period. The creatine

output is practically constant. Nitrogen retention for the two

periods is 9.3 gm. and the weight of the dog reaches 1,300 gm.

above that of the control period.
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The tenth and last period of creatine administration shows wider

fluctuations in the creatinine ehmination than do the preceding

periods. The maximal figure for creatinine elimiaation is reached

during this period, the average daily output being 541 mg., which

is 136 mg. or 33 per cent above the daily output (405 mg.) during

the control period. The highest figure for a single day (570 mg.)

occurs once during this and the following period. The relatively

wide variations which seem to occur at the height of the curve of

creatinine ehmination (Period 10 and the first after period) are

not apparent during the subsequent periods. The creatine output

for the tenth period is similar to that for the ninth.

At the end of the tenth period of creatine administration the

feeding of creatine was discontinued. We watched the figures for

the following period with exceptional interest. If the increased

creatinine, which we had found in the urine, represented creatinine

formed in the intestinal tract through bacterial or other action,

then the excess creatinine in the urine should vanish as promptly,

or even more promptly, than the creatine, after the latter was

discontinued. If, on the contrary, the extra creatinine in the urine

represented the result of a slow, definite metabolism of the pre-

viously administered creatine, the withdrawal of the creatine

should have an effect which should show itself only slowly over a

considerable period of time.

The results for the first and subsequent after periods are

beautiful and clear-cut. The first day after withdrawal of the

creatine from the food the creatine of the urine fell to a scarcely

detectable quantity (36 mg.) and at no subsequent time during the

seven after periods could we detect any creatine in the urine. The
creatinine of the urine, on the contrary, appears at first to have no

real relationship to the administered creatine. The independence

of creatine and creatinine is again apparent. But this indepen-

dence is only apparent; it is not real. Beginning with the first

after period, and continuing through the six following periods,

there is a drop in the creatinine excretion which becomes per-

fectly plain and definite when we consider the figm'es for any 7

day period. The drop is just as unwilling, slow, and slightly

irregular (from day to day) as was the rise. But it is just as definite

and clear-cut for a number of days considered together. For the

fifth after period the creatinine coefficient (28) is the same as for
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the preliminary period. The dog continues to store nitrogen, but

this falls to 2.2 and 2.7 gm. for the last two periods of observation.

After discontinuing the creatine the weight of the animal remains

practically constant at an average of 15.75 kilos for the seven

after periods as against 15.7 kilos for the first after period.

Tables II and III record two further experiments similar to that

recorded in Table I. In order to save space the figures are given

for 7 day periods, and for the daily average of each period, instead

of in full detail as for the experiment recorded in Table I.

The experiment with Dog 2 is summarized in Table II. The

entire experimental period covered twelve periods of 7 days each.

These included two prehminary control periods, five periods of

creatine administration, and five after periods. 0.5 gm. of crea-

tine was given daily with the food during the creatine periods,

equivalent to 379 mg. per day expressed as creatinine. This

represented 43 mg. per kilo of body weight, which is the same per

kilo dose as that given to Dog 1. There is a shght but detectable

rise in creatinine ehmination for the first creatine period, while

the maximal figure for creatinine in the urine was reached for the

third creatine period. For this period the creatinine output per

day was 387 mg. This was 92 mg., or 31 per cent, above the

preliminary period level of 295 mg. of creatinine per day. This

high creatinine elimination was approximately maintained through

the last two periods of the creatine administration. After with-

drawal of the creatine from the food the creatinine shows the same

type of very slow fall observed in the experiment with Dog 1

(Table I).

In the experiment with Dog 2 creatine (40 mg.) appeared in the

urine first on the 22nd day of creatine administration, or 11 days

later than in the case of Dog 1, though both received the same

quantity of creatine per kilo of body weight. The quantity of

creatine in the urine increased rapidly just as in the preceding

experiment, and during the fifth (and last) period of creatine

administration represented about 50 per cent of that given, just

as in the preceding experunent. Creatine (25 mg.) appeared for

the last time in the urine on the 1st day of the first after period.

Nitrogen retention and increase in weight of the animal occurs,

but these are not so great as in the case of Dog 1. Nevertheless,

there is a considerable excess of nitrogen (above that contained in
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the creatine) retained in this animal, and there is a sHght increase

in weight. The period of creatine administration was only one-

half as long as in the preceding experiment.

TABLE II.

Nitrogen, Creatinine, and Creatine Elimination after Creatine

A dministration

.

Dog 2. Female.

The dog received daily the following diet:

gm.

Cracker meal 150

Evaporated milk 100

Casein 15

Bone ash 40

(5.45 gm. nitrogen)

The figures are for 7 day periods unless otherwise indicated.

2m

j<
kg-

11.6

11.6

11.6

11.7

11.8

11.8

11.9

12.1

12.2

12.2

12.3

12.3

Ml
o

'3

3
o
H
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creatinine, were given daily during the period of creatine feeding,

which lasted 66 days. There was an after period of 20 days. The

TABLE III.

Nitrogen, Creatinine, and Creatine Elimination after Creatine

Administration.

Dog 3. Female.

The dog received daily the following diet:

gm.

Cracker meal 90

Evaporated milk 100

Casein 15

(4.45 gm. nitrogen)

The figures are for 7 day periods unless otherwise indicated.

"o
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results of the experiment are quite similar to those of the pre-

ceding experiments. The creatinine output shows a slight rise

during the first creatine period. The rise continues, with slight

fluctuations, and the creatinine output reaches a maximal figure of

338 mg. per day for the eighth period of creatine administration.

This figure is 61 mg., or 22 per cent, above the control period.

Creatine first appeared in the urine on the 7th day of creatine feed-

ing, and increased rapidly as in the preceding experiments. When
the creatine output was at its height, about 54 per cent of the

creatine given was excreted in the urine as such. When the

creatine feeding is stopped, creatine disappears from the urine

promptly, and the urinary creatinine shows the slow but steady

fall noted in the previous experiments. The figures for the

nitrogen balance show that there is unquestionably an excess

storage of nitrogen in the organism associated with the creatine

administration. The weight of this animal increased very little

during the period of creatine feeding, but showed a definite

decline after the creatine w^as stopped.

DISCUSSION.

The experiments recorded in the present paper seem to us to

establish definitely the origin of urinary creatinine from creatine.

But they also bring out some additional points of interest. Folin's

view of the biological independence of creatine and creatinine is

shown to be incorrect. However, our work demonstrates that the

metabolism of creatLae in the animal body is unique in many
respects. Direct conversion of creatine into creatinine is appar-

ently not a normal process in the animal organism. One or more

intermediate reactions are probably involved. The quantity of

creatine which can be metabolized in the organism is closely

limited, and the quantity of creatinine which can be formed is also

restricted. The metabolism of creatine in the organism is, unlike

that of other known nitrogenous compounds, very slow, requiring

days or more probably weeks for its completion. We know of no

parallel to this finding in the whole field of metabolism with the

possible exception of thyroxin, which seems to act over a long

period of time in the organism.
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Our experiments seem to demonstrate almost conclusively that

creatinine is but one of the end-products of creatine metabolism,^

We may secure data from our experiments concerning the quantity

of creatinine produced in the organism of the dog from a given

amount of creatine by comparing the total creatine retained

{i.e., not eUminated as such) in our animals, with the quantity of

creatinine ehminated in the urine in excess of that expected, for

all the periods of observation. In making these calculations we
have based the expected creatinine on that ehminated during the

control periods in Dog 3, in which there was no appreciable change

in weight. In the case of Dogs 1 and 2, in which there was an

increase in weight during the experiments, we have calculated

the expected creatinine on the basis of the creatinine coefficient

for these animals during the control periods. This has seemed to

us preferable to using the absolute creatinine output for the control

periods in these animals, though the difference in the results

would not be great, whichever basis of calculation is used.

We have summarized the results of these calculations in

Table IV.

It will be seen from Table IV that approximately 30 per cent

of the creatine actually retained by each dog was eliminated as

creatinine. Since in each experiment the period of observation

extended until the creatinine output had approximately reached

2 This conclusion is similar to the one we reached some years ago as a

result of our work on creatine excretion in phlorhizinized dogs (Benedict,

S. R., and Osterberg, O., J. Biol. Chem., 1914, xviii, 195). Hunter (3) has

criticized our conclusions from that work upon the basis that our results

"demonstrate at the utmost nothing more than the production, indepen-

dently of tissue catabolism, of notable amounts of creatin in phlorhizinized

animals. To infer a similar extensive production in normal animals is

hardly justifiable." Hunter then goes on to say: "The production inphlor-

hizin poisoning of excessive amounts of sugar from protein does not prove

that the metabolism of amino acids in the normal organism necessarily

involves the intermediate production of glucose." We disagree with

Hunter in regard to both of his statements above quoted. Reference to the

work of Lusk, Dakin, and many other investigators who have studied glu-

cose formation from amino-acids will show that these investigators have

consistently drawn conclusions for the normal animal concerning the

usual course of metabolism on the basis of results obtained in phlorhizin

diabetes, (c/. Lusk, G., The elements of the science of nutrition, Phila-

delphia and London, 3rd edition, 1917.)
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the base line, we may tentatively conclude that almost exactly

one-third of the creatine metabolized was converted into

creatinine. It may be urged that since we have left about 66 per

cent of the retained creatine unaccounted for, this creatine

may also ultimately reappear as creatinine in the urine. There

is perhaps some justification for this view, but we feel that taking

all the facts into account, the assumption is most reasonable that

in. our experiments we secured practically all of the creatinine

which would appear from the ingested creatine. Thus in the case

of Dog 2, where the after period extended over as long a time as

the period of creatine ingestion, we find the creatinine coefficient

TABLE IV.

Showing the Extra Urinary Creatinine Eliminated in Comparison with

Creatine Retained* for the Creatine Periods and After Periods of the

Experiments Reported in Tables I, II, and III.

Figures for creatine are expressed as creatinine.

Dog
No.
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creatinine, then the course of this latter fraction would still

appear to be different from that of the portion which yielded

creatinine in our experiments. We feel warranted in tentatively

concluding that the metabolism of creatine takes place through

two or more different paths, only one of which yields creatinine.

If the above view-point, which we feel is demonstrated at least

from a general standpoint, is adopted, viz. that only a portion of

creatine metabolized yields creatinine, and this indirectly, we
believe that some of the most fundamental difficulties in inter-

preting creatine and creatinine metabolism will disappear. The
fact that creatinuria comes and goes quite independent^ of changes

in the creatinine elimination can be understood on the basis that

the fraction of creatine excreted during the creatinuria would

never have yielded creatinine in the organism in any event.

According to this view-point, there should be two distinct types

of creatinuria. One would be similar to that of our experimental

animals after continued ingestion of small amounts of creatine.

Such creatinuria would result from an excess of creatine in the

organism—either taken from without or synthesized by the

tissues. The creatinurias of poor nutritive conditions would not

be of this type for our experiments show that excess of free creatine

in the normal organism results in a definitely increased creatinine

output, and the creatinine output is usually neither above nor

below normal in creatinuria. Thus increased creatinine output

does not precede or accompany the creatinuria of inanition, etc.

We believe that the defect in these conditions is associated with a

failure in the utilization of a portion or all of that fraction (prob-

ably two-thirds) of creatine which normally never yields creatinine.

Our experiments seem to indicate that the utilization of at least a

part of the creatine is associated with anabolic processes which

are at a minimum in the conditions ordinarily leading to

creatinuria in the adult man or dog.

The creatinuria of infancy and childhood, on the contrary, is

probably due (as has been suggested by others) to the presence of

a real flood of synthetic creatine in the organism. Here the

creatinine output increases wdth growth. Furthermore, the

figures for nitrogen balances which we obtained seem to indicate

that an excess of creatine would be desirable or necessary for the

anabolic processes which are in the ascendant in the growing

organism.
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Creatinuria has been reported by some investigators as a result

of forced protein feeding. We are inclined to question whether

this form of creatinuria has any real significance in connection with

creatine metaboHsm. We should tend to regard it as representing

a forcing out of small quantities of creatine from the tissues by

the tremendous influx of other nitrogenous compounds. The

increased urig acid output following very excessive protein intake

probably has a similar origin.

Are we to regard the creatine fraction which yields creatinine as

of no significance in the organism? Does this represent merely a

means of ridding the system of waste creatine? Is there no inter-

mediary reaction of importance to the organism involved here?

Our data would seem to indicate that the process in which

creatinine is formed from creatine may indeed be of definite

significance in the organism. The facts in favor of this view are:

(1) The finding that the formation of creatinine from creatine is a

definitely limited process—even wdth the most prolonged ad-

ministration of creatine (70 days) we can increase the average

daily output of creatinine only about 30 per cent. If creatine were

directly converted to creatinine as an "exogenous" process, this

conversion should not be so limited. (2) The slow increase which

occurs in the creatinine output would seem to indicate that cre-

atinine is produced only as creatine is metabolized through some

slow and probably complex course in the body. (3) The almost

absolute constancy of the creatinine output first demonstrated

by Folin, and which holds under widely varying physiological and

pathological conditions, would indicate the correctness of Folin's

original view that creatinine indicates a specific form of metab-

olism of fundamental importance to living tissue. Creatine

metabolism and creatinine formation surely stand apart from other

known processes of metabolism. Creatinine formation must

remain as the most strictly endogenous form of metabolism so far

known. Yet under suitable conditions it is possible jto raise this

form of metabolism by about 30 per cent. This represents, we
beheve, approximately the maximal increase which can be pro-

duced in the normal adult organism. Folin's absolute fine

between endogenous and exogenous metabohsm is here removed.

The question must remain open as to whether creatinine forma-

tion is a process essentially confined to muscular tissue (Shaffer),

or whether it represents, as Fohn believes "an index of the total
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normal tissue metabolism." The general occurrence of creatine

in the tissues of the body, together with its relatively high con-

centration in non-muscular tissue such as brain, leads us to

favor Folin's view. In connection with Shaffer's demonstration

of relationship between the creatinine coefficient and muscular

development, it should be remembered that since muscular tissue

represents so large a proportion of living tissue in the body, such a

relationship would probably obtain whether creatinine production

were confined to the muscles or not. Quite a similar relationship

may exist between muscle mass and the various nitrogenous

metabolites. ••

The parallelism between total bodj^ creatine and urinary cre-

atinine demonstrated so convincingly by Myers and Fine, finds

confirmation and explanation in the results which we have

reported.

If the course of metabolic change of creatine formed in the body

is as slow as we have shown it to be for creatine taken in from

without (and there is no reason to assume the contrary) , then the

quantitative relationship of urinary creatinine to total nitrogen

during a high calory, low protein diet demonstrated by Folin in

1905, may lose some of its significaace as representing the real

proportion of endogenous nitrogen which goes to creatinine. The

creatinine in the urine may, according to our results, represent a

portion of the creatine stored in the tissue weeks beforehand.

We have no data to offer at present concerning the mechanism

of the storage of creatine in the animal body. The view of Folin

and Denis (well discussed by Hunter (3)) that creatine in the

muscle is in a complex combination, appears to us to be attractive,

but to have no experimental evidence in its favor. Folin and

Denis inferred a complex combination of creatine in the muscle

because creatine would pass from the blood to the muscle, although

this latter tissue showed a much higher concentration of creatine

than did the blood. As Hunter very properly points out, such

evidence could be just as well advanced in favor of a combination of

the non-protein amino-acid content of muscle. It would apply

also to potassium salts, etc. But on the other hand, the ease of

extraction of creatine from muscle is not a cogent argument

against its existence in a complex in the tissues. It would simply

show that the combination was soluble. The boiling and hy-
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drolysis always employed in the separation or determination of

creatine in muscle might suffice to break up a creatine complex

did such exist. Our results might lead one to infer the existence

in the organism of some complex derived from creatine, though

we have no indication that the creatine molecule would be

essentially intact in such a complex. The pecuhar function of the

creatine in the body must remain an unsolved question for the

present.

Our results seem to indicate the probable futility of such experi-

ments as have been heretofore conducted to determine the specific

precursors of creatine in the animal body. If the production of

creatine in the organism is facultative, and does not exceed the

creatine required by the normal tissues, such researches may be

well nigh hopeless. If, on the contrary, creatine production can

be increased by increase in the creatine precursor, then long

continual experiments along this line may be successful.

In conclusion, it may be stated that we fully recognize that our

quantitative interpretations may be subject to revision. Different

species may show quite different quantitative relationships, and

any given species inay vary in its quantitative handling of creatine

with different conditions of diet or of general nutrition. Our own
experiments show a wide variation in the time required to induce

creatinuria in different animals by limited creatine administration.

But we feel that there can be no reasonable question of the cor-

rectness of our fundamental interpretations and the quantitative

relationships appear to be clear-cut under the conditions of our

experiments.

The work we have reported obviously leads to questions which

should be settled promptly. We already have experiments well

under way, by means of which we are studying various phases of

the problems involved. We shall soon be able to report upon the

quantity of creatine stored intact in the muscular tissue as a result

of prolonged creatine ingestion. We shall also shortly be able to

answer the question as to the maximal creatine retention obtain-

able with successively increased doses of creatine. Elimination

of some creatine at a given level of creatine intake does not justify

the conclusion that raising the level of the creatine intake will

not result in increased creatine retention.
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We are also investigating the question raised by the marked

nitrogen retention and the tendency to increase in weight, which

we have found in each of our experiments. Creatine appears to

have a definite influence as a unique type of food. In this con-

nection we are already investigating the effect of creatine upon the

nutrition and growth of rats and pigeons, and are including in this

study the question of whether an increase in the lipoid nitrogen

follows prolonged creatine ingestion.
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INTKODUCTION.

The following study is a continuation of the investigation begun

by Murhn and Kramer (1) in 1912 at the Cornell University

Medical College and prosecuted by them at that place until

late in August, 1916. The early results of that investigation

showed a complete disappearance of sugar from the urine of

depancreatized dogs when a combined extract of pancreas and

duodenal mucosa was injected intravenously. Because of a

remarkable coincidence the effect was erroneously attributed at

the time to the influence of alkali administered with the extracts.

Later results (2) proved, however, that alkali alone (sodium

carbonate or bicarbonate) never caused complete disappearance

of sugar from the urine and did not bring about either deposition

of glycogen (3) or combustion of sugar in the depancreatized dog.

This conclusion left the earlier result open to the interpretation

that there had been an actual utilization of carbohydrate under

the influence of the pancreatic extract, and it was to test this

hypothesis that in 1916 extracts of pancreas alone, made in acid

media, but administered with alkali and sugar by stomach tube,

were used. In order to avoid any possible liberation of CO2

from the alkali, which would vitiate the respiratory quotient as

an index of combustion, sodium hydroxide in 0.05 n concentration

was chosen. Encouraged by the results of Kleiner and Meltzer

(4) with raw pancreatic material and because the extracts were

not in these trials given parenterally, they were not boiled, as

they had been in the earlier experiments. Following this proce-

253
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dure (3) there was with two dogs in four trials a rise of the res-

piratory quotient of 10 to 18 points above the predetermined

diabetic level, indicating a restoration in part of the power to

oxidize glucose.

The work was unavoidably interrupted at this point, but

was resumedby the senior author in October, 1921, with the convic-

tion that assiduous search would disclose amethod of extraction and

purification of the antidiabetic substance (insuline, Schafer (5))

produced by the pancreas in a form capable of administration to

diabetic human subjects. The starting point was the method of

extraction employed by Murlin and Kramer in 1913; namely,

maceration of the freshly removed pancreas in 0.2 n HCl and

neutralization of the extract before administration. It was known
from previous experience that such extracts not purified further

are somewhat toxic. But it was believed that the toxic substance

could be removed once the presence of the antidiabetic substance

was extracted in sufficient amount to have significant therapeutic

value. The method of purification in mind and subsequently

emplo3^ed was that used by Zuelzer (6) and his colleagues in 1908

and adopted by Collip (7) in purifjang Banting's extract for

administration to human beings ; namely, precipitation of extrane-

ous proteins by means of alcohol. Zuelzer unquestionably had

a potent extract, but he did not succeed in removing all the toxic

substances, and in the letters patent (8) granted by the U. S.

Patent Office in 1912 admission is made that the extract was "too

septic to be used for persons." Nevertheless, both Zuelzer (6)

and Forschbach (9) had demonstrated the presence of an anti-

diabetic substance both experimentally on dogs and clinically.

The efforts of Blimaenthal (10) and of Croftan (11), who as far

as we are aware was the first to act specifically upon the hypothesis

that the hormone was destroyed by trypsin,^ were also distinctly

encouraging as was, of course, the more recent success of Kleiner

(13) in reducing the blood sugar of depancreatized dogs b}^ means

of suspensions in sterile water of macerated fresh pancreas of the

dog.

1 The use of heat for the purpose of destroying the external eAzjines

had been used earlier by Leschke (12), but he was acting on just the opposite

theory from Croftan; namely, that such effects as one gets from extract of

pancreas on carbohj^drate metabolism are due to the external enzymes

themselves.
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The negative results obtained by Hugounenq and Doyon (14)

and by Hedon (15), of course, proved only that the particular

methods employed by them had not successfully brought out or

successfully preserved the hormone which everybody since

Minkowski's time has known must be present. The detoxication

theory was wholly incredible in the light of Hedon's (16) and

Drennan's (17) work on -transfusion of blood from the vein of a

normal animal into a diabetic animal.

The idea of excluding the external enzjnues by ligation of the

pancreatic ducts and consequent degeneration of the acinous tissue

was acted upon first by Scott (18) working at that time under

Carlson, but succeeded by better surgical skill in the hands of

Banting and Best (19). It should be emphasized that this

technique was not necessary to demonstrate the presence of the

hormone as Banting and his colleagues themselves have shown.

The use of 0.2 n HCl in extraction of the pancreas by Kramer and

Murlin, instead of just a sufficient amount of 0.1 n HCl to render

the mixture acid as used by Knowlton and Starling (20), was

begun with the idea of destroying trypsin,^ because they had

witnessed the terrific effects of surviving trypsin when extracts

in neutral solutions were injected subcutaneously.

The immediate stimulus for resumption of this work was the

report of Paulesco's (21) favorable results. They were distinctly

encouraging. He found that the intravenous injection of a sterile

extract into depancreatized dogs brought about a duninution or

even a temporary suspension of the hyperglycemia and of the

glycosuria; also a diminution of the excessive production and

excretion of urea and acetone bodies. The effect appeared imme-
diately, reached its maximum in about 2 hours, and continued for

12 hours. The method of extraction (22) employed by Paulesco

has not been available to us.

Experiments Previous to Apyearance of Banting and BesVs

Method.

In the process of reorientation after several years intermission,

and before the perfusion method was fully proved out, simple

2 The original idea of facilitating solution of the hormone from the pan-

creas by means of acid seems to have been adopted by Knowlton and
Starling because secretin, the prototype of hormones, had proved soluble

in this way, rather than with the idea of destroying trypsin.
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extracts of cat's pancreas were made and prepared for adminis-

tration in several different ways. Among these, two made in

acid media proved more successful when applied to the depan-

creatized cat than the others and may be presented. Because

of the necessity ultimately to prove the combustion of sugar,

whatever be the effect on hyperglycemia or glycosuria, we deter-

mined to direct our efforts to this objective at once by studying

TABLE I.

Influence of Extract of Cat's Pancreas on Res-piratory Metabolism of Cat.

Cat 1.

Date and time.



TABLE II.

Effect of Acid Aqueous Extract of Cat's Pancreas on Respiratory Quotient

of Cat.

Cat 2. Pancreatectomy. Feb. 20, 1922.

Date and time.
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agreement with the theoretical quotient. On the 2nd day another cat was
depanoreatized and the entire pancreas was immediately rubbed up with

broken glass in 0.2 n HCl. After thorough maceration and extraction which

continued for at least an hour the extract was neutralized with 0.1 n NaOH
and was quickly boiled and filtered. The total yield of the clear extract was
not recorded, nor the exact amount given the animal, but notation was
made that the dose represented one-fourth the entire product. Adminis-

tration in this case was by means of a cannula inserted under local anes-

thesia into the femoral vein, and was completed at 6.30 p.m. The cat was
immediately placed in the respiration chamber. At 7.05 p.m. the first

analj'sis of chamber air was made and the resulting R. Q. was found to be

0.825; the next, at 7.30 p.m., was 0.77; and the third, at 8.30 p.m., 2 hours

after administration, was 0.76.

The second experiment (on Cat 2) is shown in Table TI. Pancreatectomy

was performed on Feb. 20 and on Feb. 22 the R. Q. showed a condition of

nearly total diabetes. To prove this beyond a doubt by the R. Q. a good

dose of dextrose was given at 3.35 p.m. on Feb. 23 and the two quotients

obtained at 4.30 and 4.55 p.m. were even lower than those obtained before

the dextrose was fed. The animal was therefore ready for trial of the ex-

tract. The entire gland from another cat was rubbed up with normal

saline solution, later acidified to about 0.1 n with HCl and after a couple of

hours' extraction was neutralized and, without boiling, a portion of the

extract was filtered off. Because there was considerable turbidity left the

remainder was clarified with Lloyd's reagent before filtering. This seemed

to remove a considerable part of the potency also. The entire yield of

clear extract was only 30 cc. One-third of this, 10 cc, not clarified with

Lloyd's reagent, was given subcutaneously at 4 p.m. on Feb. 24, after

15 gm. of dextrose had been placed in the cat's stomach. In four successive

analyses after the cat had been placed in the chamber at 4.20 p.m. the quo-

tient was above the true diabetic level obtained the day before and rose

finall}^ to 0.896, 2 hours after the extract was given. At 6.20 p.m. the cat

received the remaining 20 cc. of the extract (filtered through Lloyd's

reagent). There was only one high quotient after this—0.794 obtained

at 7.25 p.m.—the next two showing a return to complete diabetes. The

single high quotient was doubtless a hold-over effect of the first injection,

and the second injection was ineffectual. Later it will be seen that filtra-

tion through charcoal likewise removes the hormone. The very sudden

drop to the diabetic level has been witnessed a number of times and will be

commented on later.

On Feb. 25 a second extract was prepared in the same manner as the first,

but without using Lloyd's reagent, and yielded 40 cc. In a preliminary

respiration period subsequent to the ingestion of 30 gm. of dextrose at 4.50

p.m. several successive analyses were in satisfactory agreement as show-

ing the cat's inability to oxidize sugar to any appreciable degree. At 8 p.m.

30cc., or three-fourths of the entire yield from the single pancreas extracted,

were given subcutaneously and the cat was immediately placed in the

chamber. The first sample of air terminating at 9.58 p.m. showed the'
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surprisinglj^ high quotient of 1.12. To confirm the accuracy of the analysis

an outside air was run immediately and gave perfectly theoretical figures

(see Table II). But the effect was short-lived—in fact almost explosive in

its intensity. Moreover, the dose was fatally toxic and the next quotients

obtained at 10.25 and 10.45 p.m. were those of partial asphyxia. The cat

died at 11.00 p.m.

This second experiment on Cat 2 would not be presented for its

evidence of combustion, if it did not also illustrate the toxic

effects of these simple extracts when given in large doses. Cat 1

also died (next day) as the result of a similar extract, and it was

in the hope of producing a less toxic solution of the antidiabetic

substance that we turned to the perfusion method soon after the

first experiment recorded above and, with the exception of a very

few experiments of which the last described was one, we continued

to prefer it as a method of preparation up to June 1, 1922.

It can scarcely be denied that these two experiments taken in

conjunction with those performed by Murlin and Kramer in 1916,

prove the effect of pancreatic extracts made in dilute hydrochloric

acid and neutralized (to litmus) before administration, to raise

the respiratory quotient. There was nothing in any of these

experiments to indicate that this rise could have been attributable

to any other cause than the genuine combustion of sugar. There

was no dyspnea or hyperpnea and in none of the experiments just

alluded to was any sodium carbonate or bicarbonate employed for

neutralizing the acid. Hence there could not have been any

"Auspumpung" or washing out of CO2 through overventilation of

the lungs nor any liberation of CO2 from bicarbonate upon contact

with organic acid. Referring, for example, to the very high quo-

tient obtained in the second experiment above, if the extra

amount of CO2 were conceivably due to overventilation (and the

animal was under direct observation all the time) it should have

been followed in the next period by a compensatory storage of CO2,

such as is invariably observed in infants after a hard fit of crying,

with consequent depression of the R. Q. below the diabetic level.

Nothing concerning the methods^ employed by Banting and

Best; beyond the fact conveyed in personal conversation by Mac-

' It is fair to point out that the first experiment reported here was
actually performed 3 weeks previous to the first experiments on the respir-

atory quotient reported by the Toronto workers (Jan. 21, 1922).
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leod that the atrophied pancreas had been employed, was known
to us until their first paper (19), delayed in reaching our labora-

tory, was received in April, 1922. On the 27th of May, 1922, Dr.

Banting paid a visit to Rochester and from personal conversation

it was learned in just what manner acidulated alcohol had been

used by them in the preparation of extracts of whole pancreas.

Extracts of Pancreas of Foreign Species.

Up to this time no attempt had been made by us to prepare

extracts or perfusates for use with the human diabetic. But

encouraged by the report of Banting and Best and their colleagues,

we now began at once to study methods (24) of extraction and

purification with a view to the practicability of their use for the

relief of the human disease. Obviously, the packing house

products would become the major dependence as a source of

insulin. We, therefore, began parallel studies of extracts and

perfusates (25) of the pancreas of the pig and the steer. Banting

and Best seemed to have obtained their best results from alcoholic

extracts. We naturally wished to compare this method both

for potency and toxicity with the acid aqueous extracts which had

already yielded promising results.

Our first efforts to obtain potent but non-toxic extracts from

fresh slaughter-house material were not successful because the

exact reaction at which the proteins are precipitated upon neutrali-

zation seems to be different for the pancreas of different species.

After a few weeks, however, this point in the technique was

mastered so that water-clear filtrates containing very little protein

but containing, if not all, at least a very substantial fraction of the

antidiabetic potency could be prepared quite rapidly. They
were administered to completely depancreatized dogs in a variety

of ways, four of which are illustrated in Tables III and IV and

Chart 1. Two dogs (Nos. 1 and 2) were studied simultaneously.

The extracts were given unconcentrated and without removal of

the salt resulting from neutralization of the acid used in extrac-

tion. The member of our laboratory team who had the best

mastery of the air analysis having been obliged to withdraw on ac-

count of illness, and while another was being trained especially for

this work, the respiratory quotient was neglected and attention was

concentrated upon the criteria of blood sugar and the D:N ratio.
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The first comparisons were made between subcutaneous and intravenous

administration, and between acid and alcoholic extracts. Extract 21,

used with both these dogs, was prepared from dog's pancreas by maceration

with ground glass in 0.2 n HCl. The number in parentheses (1) and (2)

in our s.ystem refers to the extraction. Thus No. 21 (2) is a second extrac-

tion of the same pancreatic tissue as was used in No. 21 (1). Usually a dog's

pancreas weighing 25 to 30 gm. was extracted in 250 cc. of the acid. The
first dose of 25 cc. of Extract 21, prepared as just described, when given

to Dog 1 intravenously, lowered the blood sugar within 3 hours to half its

original level and a second dose of 20 cc. given subcutaneously at 12 m.
brought down the sugar by 4 p.m. nearly to normal (0.144). The D:N ratio

was not established early in the day, but at 11.45 a.m. it was 2.18, and at

3.55 p.m. it was 2.14. There was up to this time, therefore, no perceptible

change. In the night urine, however, as determined next morning there was
but a small quantity of sugar present, giving in comparison with the

nitrogen the low ratio of 0.27. This was one of the earliest observations we
had made that hyperglycemia is reduced as a rule well in advance of the

descent of glycosuria.

The result showed no perceptible difference between intravenous and
subcutaneous administration of the extracts. With Dog 2, however, on
the same day (June 23) there was a much slower effect from use of Extract

2B (1) subcutaneously than when it was given intravenously. This ex-

tract was prepared from fresh pig's pancreas by extraction in acidulated

alcohol after the manner described by Banting and Best (26), and probably

because the technique of preparation in this manner was still very new to

us it was not very potent—in fact, not so potent as the wholly unconcen-

trated extract (No. 21) of dog's pancreas, proportionally much smaller in

weight, used with Dog 1. Intravenous administration of 25 cc. lowered

the blood sugar in 2| hours from 0.384 to 0.258 and a second dose of 20 cc.

given subcutaneously brought it down only a little farther in 4 hours more.

There was a more rapid descent of the D:N ratio. Starting at 2.82 at

1 p.m., it fell to 0.96 at 3 p.m. and 0.35 at 4.40 p.m. The night urine, how-
ever, showed a complete return to the condition of total diabetes. Whether
this difference in the behavior of Dogs 1 and 2 was due to individuality of

reaction or to difference in the mode of extraction was not then, and is not

yet, entirely clear.

On June 24, 200 cc. of Perfusate 17 (Paper II on perfusates (27)) were given
after neutralization by stomach tube to Dog 1 and on the same day Dog 2

received in the same manner 38 cc. of the first extract of dog's pancreas.

No. 21 (1). Neither of the preparations given in this manner proved very
effective. That given to Dog 2 reduced the blood sugar not more than

60 mg. and in this case there was no material reduction of the D:N ratio.

On June 25 no treatment was given to either dog. On June 26 at 11 a.m.

both animals were given subcutaneously an injection of acid extract made
exactly neutral to litmus. Extract 24 given to Dog 1 was made from two
dogs' pancreases. No. 25, given to Dog 2, was made from 1,000 gm. of fresh

pig's pancreas trimmed free of fat as nearly as possible. The former had
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extracted for 3 daj's, the latter only 2 days. In neither case was the effect

very pronounced, probably because the neutralization had not been carried

to exactly the right point. No treatment was given on June 27.

Effect of Boiling.—On June 28 Dog 1 received intravenously 150 cc. of

extract of dog's pancreas, No. 21 (1), brought rapidly to the boiling point,

neutralized to a very faint acid reaction to litmus, and filtered. The
infusion was conducted very slowly, requiring 55 minutes. In Ij hours

from completion of the injection the blood sugar had fallen from 0.217

nearly to normal (0.119) and it remained low at least until 4.30 p.m. The
D:N ratio had already fallen at 2.50 p.m. and the night urine collected next

morning was entirely free of sugar. This experiment confirms the original

observation of Murlin and Kramer in 1913 where the effect was erroneously

ascribed to the influence of alkali; for with two unimportant exceptions

the procedure was the same. In the earlier experiment extract of duodenal

mucosa had been included while in the present case onh' pancreas was used.

While at the time it was thought the duodenal mucosa might have conr

tributed to the result, it is now certain that the pancreatic extract alone was
sufficient to account for the disappearance of sugar from the urine. In the

former experiment also sodium carbonate had been used for neutralizing

the free acid remaining after extraction; while in the experiment now before

us the alkali employed was sodium hydroxide. There is no reason to believe

this difference is material ; for in neither case was more than enough alkali-

used to neutralize the acid.

It is clear from these results and from several other similar

experiments (see for example Dog 3 below) that insulin is not

destroyed by rapid boiling in acid medium.

The next extract employed with Dogs 1 and 2 (No. 23 (2)) was prepared

as nearly as possible after the manner described by Banting and Best with

acidulated alcohol. Pig's pancreas freed as much as possible from fat and
weighing 1,952 gm. was placed in 4,000 cc. of 95 per cent alcohol plus 16 cc.

of concentrated HCl, sp. gr. 1.19, making approximately 0.18 per cent

HCl. Extraction continued for 6 daj's when 450 cc. of the clear alcoholic

fluid were evaporated to dryness, taken up in 225 cc. of sterile Ringer's

solution, and shaken with ether for removal of fat. The extract was
allowed to stand in the separatory funnel over night when it was separated

from the ether layer and was placed in sterile 1 ounce bottles for storage in

the ice box.

Several injections of this preparation were made intramuscularly into

both dogs. There was a rapid fall in blood sugar in Dog 1 (not determined
in Dog 2) and the urine became sugar-free, remaining so in Dog 1 for 2 days.

Insulin, therefore, undoubtedly was present. But the preparation was
fearfully toxic and both dogs died as the result. Autopsy revealed areas of

gas and fluid under the skin at the sites of injection and extensive gelatini-

zation or liquefaction or both of the muscles The condition suggested

enzyme action possibly due to incomplete destruction of trypsin.
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Autopsy—Dog 1. Extreme emaciation. Groins icteric. Operative

wound in excellent condition, practically healed. Few drops of free pus

on incision. Abdomen.—Large amount of free fluid (200 cc.?), reddish

brown in color. Liver adhesions to bodj^ wall. Entire liver coffee-colored.

Site of pancreatectomy normal. Mesentery shows blackish injection

(postmortem?). Thorax.—Small amount of free fluid like that seen in

abdomen. Viscera normal. Sites of Injection.— (a) Right Hip.—Gas
crepitation. Considerable yellowish brown fluid. (June 29, 25 cc. of

No. 23 (2) intramuscularly.) (6) Right Shoulder.—-Tissue necrotic. Pocket
of fluid over humerus. (June 30, 25 cc. of No. 23 (2) intramuscularly.)

(c) Left Shoulder .—'Neciosis with yellow fluid (necrotic fat?). (June 30,

25 cc. of No. 23 (2) intramuscularly.) (d) Left Lumbar.—Necrosis with

fluid. (July 4, 25 cc. No. 25 (1) subcutaneously.)

Autopsy.—Dog 2. Marked edema of entire left fore leg, extending to

foot and over entire left thorax. Crepitation in axilla. Area of gas and
fluid in right groin. Operative incision appears to be in fair condition,

gaping slightly. Lower layers of subcutaneous tissue of thorax appeared
gelatinous when incision was made and some light brown fluid escaped.

Sanguineus fluid escaped from lower portion of abdominal incision. Wound
infected down to peritonexma, which was smooth and glistening with no
evidence of infection. Abdomen.—Periphery of entire mesentery appeared
black, resembling India ink staining. This discoloration was not seen in

the main branches of the mesenteric artery. Discoloration most marked in

region of cecum where numerous old adhesions were found (probably from
oophorectomy?). Site of operation in good condition. Two ligatures

were found, one near the former location of the head of the pancreas and
the other near the tail. The mesentery had established firm union with
the intestine along the line of dissection of the pancreas. There was no
evidence of infection. The left kidney was more congested than the right

—apparently an hypostatic change. Gall bladder and liver normal.

Stomach normal and empty. Small intestine considerably distended with
gas but otherwise normal. Urinary bladder empty. Thorax.—Both
pleural cavities contained dark brown colored fluid with peculiar (not

putrefactive) odor. In this fluid there were many small black flecks.

At least 100 cc. of this fluid in each pleural sac. The tip of the lowest lobe

of the left lung was black for about 1 inch. The portion of diaphragm under
this area was everj-where glistening and normal in appearance. Heart
normal. Sites of Injection.— (a) Left Axilla.—Extensive necrosis of all

muscle in this region. Muscle dark red and reduced to a pulp which was
easily scraped away. The muscle tissue appeared to have undergone
extensive digestion. No purulent fluid present, but considerable foul

smelling gas escaped when incision M'as first made. Necrotic tissue ex-

tended through the latissimus dorsi and down into the left thoracic wall.

Reddish brown fluid escaped freely. The condition suggested autolysis

rather than putrefaction. (June 29, 25 cc. of No. 23 (2) intramuscularly.)

(b) Thighs.—Incision into the muscle of the thighs showed beginning
necrosis. These muscles were more gelatinous and did not show the deep
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purplish red that was seen in the muscle of the axillary region. (June 30,

25 cc. of No. 23 (2) intramuscularly.) Impression.—Extensive autolysis of

muscle tissue at the sites of the intramuscular injections of No. 23 (2).

Other Toxic Effects.—^Following the experience just related with

Dogs 1 and 2 a number of other dogs were lost as the result of

toxic effects produced by extracts administered while still acid in

reaction. As illustrations of these effects the autopsy findings in

the cases of Dogs 4 and 5 are given below.

Dog 4, a small white female, was operated on June 29, 1922. On July 1

and 2 several intramuscular injections were given of Perfusate 19 made
from pig's pancreas, but given without neutralization of all free acid. The
dog became so edematous that it was chloroformed on July 5 and im-

mediately examined.

Autopsy.—Dog 4. Gas over all areas of injection. Marked sloughing

at both operative incisions. Abdomen.—Free fluid in abdomen (purulent,

thin) with beginning peritonitis. Plastic adhesions around site of pan-

createctomy with necrosis of tissue of glandular nature (pancreas?).

Suture in midst of tissue. Mesentery injected. Operative field other-

wise in normal condition. Thorax.—No free fluid; negative. Sites of

Injection.— (a) Right Shoulder.—Tympanitic to percussion. Agar tube

inoculated and plate poured. Muscles gelatibous; fat appears liquefied.

Gas between muscle layers extending into axilla. Crepitus all way down
humerus. (July 4, 25 cc. of No. 25 (1).) (6) Right Hip.~Gas in all muscle

layers. Reddish brown fluid present. Muscle tissue necrotic. Fleshy

odor to fluid. (July 1, 25 cc. of No. 26.) (c) Left Hip.—Profuse chocolate-

brown fluid. Odor not purulent. (July 1, 25 cc. of No. 29.)

Dog 5 was depancreatized July 7, 1922. On July 9 two injections were

given of Extract 35 made from pig's pancreas in 0.2 n acetic acid. The
exitract was given after neutralizing all the free acetic acid except 0.1 per

cent. The dog was found dead next morning.

Autopsy.—Dog 5. Sanguinous fluid escaping from abdominal wound.

Crepitation in both groins and over outer part of both thighs. Abdominal

wound broken down. Abdomen.—Mesentery necrotic (perhaps postmor-

tem change) and beginning to adhere along lines of pancreatectomy. No
free fluid ; no sign of peritonitis. Some angulation of intestine near pylorus,

but no change in appearance of wall. Probably no obstruction. Pan-

createctomy wound in good condition and apparently healing. Thorax.—
Considerable postmortem change. Lungs crepitant. No pericarditis or

pleuritis. Groin.—Surface of muscles of right groin reddened and gelat-

inous—^more than left. Right Thigh.—Huge descending pocket extending

towards tail and towards groin. Filled with necrotic and sloughing tissue

:and gas. Evidence of hemorrhage into this pocket. (July 9, 25 cc. of

No. 35 (1).) Left Thigh.—Pocket like that on right side, muscle gelatinous

and so necrotic that it could be scraped away with the scalpel in the form of

a thick paste. (July 9, 25 cc. of No. 35 (1).)
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Control of Reaction All Important.—The extremely serious conse-

quences of failure to destroy the trypsin completely, illustrated by

the fatal results with Dogs 1 and 2, or to neutralize practically

all the free hydrochloric acid, illustrated by the death and autopsy

reports upon Dogs 4 and 5 cannot be overemphasized. It is

quite inmioral scientifically to give out the impression that no

danger is to be feared from imperfectly prepared extracts and the

public as well as the profession should receive warning of the

misrepresentations of quacks who almost certainly will seek to

exploit this new remedial agent and foist upon the public improp-

erly prepared remedies.

Gas formation (which proved on direct examination to be CO2)

was the most common result of free HCl. Edema, muscular

stiffness, and necrosis also were encountered. Control of the

reaction to about 0.01 per cent HCl, however, obviated these

pathological effects.

Intra'peritoneal Administration.—The end of our difficulties on

account of the toxic effects of free HCl came about through attempts

to administer extracts intraperitoneally. Given subcutaneously,

intravenously, or even intramuscularly there was no manifestation

of pain even when the acidity was 0.05 per cent; but when intraperi-

toneal injection was undertaken the pain was intense. Careful

adjustment of the reaction to very near the neutral point to litmus

(pH 3.5 to 6.5) annulled the pain and still gave very positive

antidiabetic results. Dog 3 (Table V) illustrated these progressive

steps. The various injections given to this dog are numbered in

the table. The first two made from dogs' pancreases were given

after neutralization to 0.05 per cent HCl. As noted in the column

of Remarks much crepitus and gas formation at the sites of injection

resulted. Drawing some of this gas into a test-tube fitted with

clear baryta solution caused a very heavy white precipitate,

proving its identity as CO2. When the dog had developed a

sufficiently advanced stage of diabetes as shown by the blood sugar

level of 0.289, several injections of boiled extract of pig's pancreas

were given, two of them subcutaneously and one intraperitoneally.

All were potent though not so potent as unboiled extracts.

Extract 39 made from beef pancreas in 0.2 n HCl and neutralized

exactly to 0.05 per cent HCl given intraperitoneally on July 14

caused a rapid decline of the hyperglycemia and complete sup-
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pression of the gl3'cosuria. Because a large amount of fluid was

used in this injection it was uncertain whether a part of the drop

in percentage of blood sugar might not be due to dilution of the

blood. Hemoglobin determinations were made by means of the

Dare apparatus and proved conclusively enough that the dilution

was compensated by elimination of water through the kidney.

Moreover, the same effects were obtained on July 15 from a smaller

injection of the same preparation.

The first of these injections was extremely painful; the second

somewhat less so on account of the novocaine introduced with

the first few cubic centimeters of the extract. Extract 38 (Injec-

tion 8) made from fresh beef pancreas in 0.5 n HCl, but neutralized

to within less than 0.01 per cent HCl proved almost painless and

yet very potent. Thereafter all our unconcentrated extracts

were neutralized to within the range mentioned, and there have

been no further toxic results such as those described in the autopsy

reports for Dogs 4 and 5. Induration occasionally has been

encountered, but no fatal toxemias. The abscesses which devel-

oped following acid injections were frequently cultured but only

occasionally, as in Dog 3 on July 18, have they yielded any growth

on agar.

This table illustrates one further characteristic of insulin. Prep-

aration 38 (2) was filtered through charcoal before administration

on July 18 and proved entirely impotent to affect the blood sugar

or to diminish the excretion of sugar. This has been confirmed

repeatedly. Charcoal, therefore, should prove to be a satisfactory

absorbent for insulin.

Comparison of Alcoholic and Aqueous Acid Extracts.

One animal may be selected to illustrate the relative potency of

extracts made on the one hand by extraction with acidulated

(0.2 per cent) alcohol after the manner described by Banting and
Best, and on the other by extraction in aqueous medium made
acid to 0.2 n by addition of HCl, after the manner first used by
Murlin and Kramer. Table VI containing one such comparison

with Dog 6 is given. Pancreatectomy was performed on July 21

and on the 3rd day the blood sugar and the D:N ration indicated

a condition of severe diabetes.
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Extract 50 (2) used on this dog was prepared as follows: On July 19 a

refrigerated vessel, containing distilled water chilled to below 0°C., was

taken directly to the slaughter-house. Pancreases of five animals as

rapidly as they were taken from the carcasses, were trimmed free of ex-

traneous tissue and immediately dropped into freezing water. The freez-

ing mixture was carried by automobile at once to the laboratory where the

organs were passed through a meat grinder. The entire mass, weighing

1,400 gm., was then placed in 5,600 cc. of 0.2 n HCl and the vessel placed in

an ice box directly in contact with ice. 2 days later this liquid was poured

off and 4,000 cc. of fresh 0.2 x HCl were added. 3 days later 130 cc. of the

supernatant fluid were neutralized with 21.64 cc. of 0.1 n NaOH and allowed

to stand a short time for complete precipitation. Upon filtration the fluid

portion came through perfectly clear and showed upon test a very slight

milkiness with alcohol. Filtration was accomplished aseptically, directly

into sterile bottles. There were approximately 150 cc. representing

30 gm. of fresh pancreas.

Preparation 46 (1) used on July 25 was prepared in the following manner:

On July 13, 1,770 gm. of pig pancreas, trimmed, nearly free of fat, were

placed in 7,000 cc. of 95 per cent alcohol, containing 0.2 per cent HCl. Ex-

traction continued at room temperature until July 21 when 900 cc. of the

supernatant fluid were evaporated over a water bath with precautions to

keep the temperature well below 30°C. The fat which separated out

spontaneousli>' was skimmed off, and the aqueous fluid transferred to a clean

evaporating dish and warming continued before an electric fan until the

odor of alcohol had disappeared. The volume was now 75 cc. An equal

quantity of Ringer's solution was added, the mixture filtered to remove
still more fat, and the clear liquid washed in a separatory funnel with ether.

The aqueous liquid was drawn off, the excess ether evaporated over the

water bath below 30°C., and the final clear product placed in a sterile

bottle. The 900 cc. of original extract had been concentrated to 150 cc.

and represented approximately 240 gm. of fresh pancreas.

The 75 cc. dose of Preparation 50 (2) given on July 24 repre-

sented, therefore, about 15 gm. of fresh beef pancreas, while the

25 cc. dose of No. 46 (1) represented about 40 gm. of fresh hog

pancreas. It might be expected, therefore, that the latter would

produce a somewhat greater effect, especially as the aqueous prep-

aration represented the second extraction from the same mass of

tissue. When this is taken into account it is evident that the

acid aqueous method gave results quite as good as the alcoholic

method. In both instances the blood sugar dropped to normal,

but the drop was more rapid with the alcoholic extract, probably

because it was given intravenously, while the aqueous extract had

been given subcutaneously. The urine was rendered sugar-free

in 8 and 6 hours, respectively.
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One other example of the complete competence of the aqueous method
of extraction as judged by the effects on blood sugar and urinary sugar may
be given. Dog 7 was operated on Aug. 8 and developed a total diabetes on
the 3rd day following. For several days thereafter he was used for testing
various preparations which proved to be only mildly potent. On Aug. 15
Preparation 62 (1) was given in two doses of 50 cc. each. The mode of
preparation was essentially like that of No. 50 (2).* The first extraction
of which the doses used on this day were part continued for 48 hours. A
100 cc. portion was neutralized to very faintly acid reaction, filtered, and
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and illustrated a fact which we have repeatedly confirmed; namely, that the

second extraction made in this way contains more insulin than the first.

The blood sugar declined from 0.310 to 0.041 in 6 hours from the time of the

first injection. From aD :N ratio in the early morning of 0.56 the glycosuria

had completely disappeared within the same time and remained absent

over night. On Aug. 17 the dose was reduced to 25 cc. and at 2 p.m. 20 gm.

of dextrose were given for the purpose of a respiration experiment which

because of a temporary defect in the apparatus was not performed. The
sugar had overwhelmed the effect of this one dose of extract and as a con-

sequence the blood sugar rose. Sugar also appeared in the urine, but up
to 9.30 a.m. the next morning only 8.52 gm. of the 20 gm. fed had been

excreted and at 9.50 a.m. a more effective dose of extract began to check the

excretion so that only a negligible amount of sugar escaped. It is fair to

state that the 25 cc. of extract given at 10 a.m. on Aug. 17 had disposed of

(not necessarily caused the combusion of) some 12 gm. of glucose. The
single dose of 50 cc. given at 9.50 a.m. on Aug. 18 was sufficient to hold the

urine sugar-free throughout the day. It is worthy of remark that Dog 7

lived 41 days after pancreatectomy and finally died by accident.

The only special pertinence of the foregoing experiment as

against any one of several others of like purport which might be

reported is that these two preparations, Nos. 62 and 63, were

later cleared of protein, concentrated, and administered to a human
case (26) of diabetes with complete control for the time of the

glycosuria and hyperglycemia.

Respiration Experiments.

The remainder of this paper will be devoted to the presentation

of additional evidence that extracts prepared in acid aqueous

media can bring about the oxidation of glucose. The only differ-

ence between the experiments already cited in proof of this propo-

sition and those to follow is, that in the earlier group the extract

employed was made from pancreas of the identical species, while

in the latter, made entirely from pancreas of beef, it was used exclu-

sively on the diabetic dog.

It is not necessary here to enter into a discussion of the respira-

tory quotient of diabetes. That ground has been covered suffi-

ciently in previous papers (23). The quotient with which one

prefers to start is that which is typical of total diabetes; namely,

0.68 or 0.69, as illustrated in Tables I and II. However, it is

not absolutely necessary to secure this quotient in order to

demonstrate a considerable rise following the administration of

insulin.
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For example, Dog 8 (Table VIII) deprived of the pancreas on Aug. 8,

was given 4 days in which to develop complete intolerance for carbohydrate.

A test feeding of 20 gm. of glucose given at 7 a.m., Sept. 1, did not raise

the R. Q. beyond 0.72. There was, therefore, little or no residual capacity

to oxidize sugar. At 10.30 a.m., 100 cc. of Preparation 62 (2), already

described, were given subcutaneouslj^ in four places, and at 11.15 a.m.

another feeding of 20 gm. of glucose in water. The R. Q. at 4.45 p.m. had
risen only a couple of points. Other evidence of benefit from the extract,

however, was found in a blood sugar level of 0.286 at 4.50 p.m., notwith-

standing the 45 gm. of glucose which had been ingested during the day.

The next morning at 8 a.m. the quotient was found to be higher (0.76),

indicating that the insulin had begun to affect the oxidation of sugar after

the test which was made at 4.45 p.m. the day before and that the high point

in the curve had probably been passed in the night.

A second injection of No. 63 (2), known from previous evidence to be

potent, given at 8.20 a.m. on Sept. 2, and followed at 10.27 a.m. by an
infusion of 10 gm. of glucose into the vein, brought up the R. Q. at 11.45 a.m.

to 0.80. But the effect was fleeting; for at 1.50 p.m. the quotient had fallen

again to the diabetic level. Attention was called to the same phenom-
enon in the case of Cat 2^ and had been noted with perfusates (27). One
might be inclined to infer a quantitative relationship rather than a catalytic

relationship of insulin to the reaction of oxidation.

No further treatment was given Dog 8 until Sept. 5. The night urine of

Sept. 4 contained a D:N ratio of 1.21 (not shown in Table VIII) and the

R. Q. was found at 9.20 a.m. to be 0.75. Both tests show that the animal

at this time was not completely diabetic. No explanation can be offered

for this condition unless it was due to a delayed effect of the extract given

on Sept. 2. The blood sugar at 10.30 a.m., however, shows plainly enough

that whatever protection the animal had received was nearly exhausted.

A single injection of Preparation 64 (1)-C (made by extraction in alcohol

containing 0.2 n HCl) given at 10.45 a.m. followed at 12.20 p.m. by in-

travenous infusion of 10 gm. of glucose, raised the quotient to 0.87 at

2.35 p.m., 4 hours after administration of the extract. At 5 p.m. it had

fallen again to 0.80.

The observations on this animal illustrate the importance of

other contributing factors than the insulin itself in securing

evidence of combustion. One of these unquestionably is what

may be called the degree of saturation of the tissues (particularly

the liver) with glycogen. It is known that with a normal animal

which has been fasting for some time a single dose of sugar, which,

in a well fed animal would produce a R. Q. approaching unity,

may fail to show any effect and the interpretation is that the tissues

» Pages 257 and 258.
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first seek to replenish their store of glycogen before permitting the

carbohydrate to be bui-ned. In the diabetic dog the depletion of

glycogen is even greater than in fasting. Hence the delayed effect

upon the R. Q. of the first dose of Extract 62 (2) given to Dog 8

may be ascribed to the fact that the sugar fed was being converted

by the insulin first to glycogen, and it was only after this demand

on the part of the tissues had been reasonably satisfied after the

second dose of extract and the third dose of sugar, that oxidation

could take place rapidly enough to raise the quotient plainly.

The quantitative relationship between extract and sugar is

doubtless another factor, upon which more can be said in a later

paper. In the earlier experiments on cats^ and in those about to

be reported on dogs there is evidence that the more pancreatic

tissue there is represented in the dose the greater is the effect on the

respiratory metabolism. The bearing upon this relationship of the

abrupt return to the diabetic cpotient referred to above and to be

noted again below, cannot be definitely decided at this time. The

rather obvious inference has already been hinted at ; but the matter

is complicated by the discovery recently in the extract of a fraction

which has the power to act in just the opposite way to insulin;

namely, to raise the blood sugar both of normal and diabetic

animals enormously. The experiments which support this con-

clusion and the means of separating this fraction will be reported in

another communication. It will suffice here to say that this frac-

tion was probably present in all the extracts described in this paper

and ma}^ therefore have been a contributing factor in the results

obtained with them. If this fraction should raise the blood sugar

by checking the combustion of glucose it would have the effect of

depressing the quotient. Whether it acts more slowly than insulin

proper or must wait for its opportunitj' until the sugar-burning

principle has produced a certain effect would be at this time a

matter of pure conjecture.

Confirmation of Earlier Experimental Results by Stomach

Administration.

Having established beyond a doubt the correctness of the

method of extraction previouslj^ employed (28) we were interested

further to repeat, if might be, the results obtained by administration

6 Page 2c6.
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of the extract by stomach together with a sufficient amount of

alkah to neutrahze the gastric juice. Quite aside from any ques-

tion of specific destructiveness of the gastric juice, it was not to

be expected that unconcentrated extracts put into the stomach

would be as potent as when given subcutaneously; for nearly all

drugs, and particularly organotherapeutic agents are diminished

in their action by the various hazards of the alimentary tract.

Murlin and Kramer had given the entire extract from one dog's

pancreas, and sometimes of two. It was important to determine

what would be the minimal dose for a therapeutic effect from

extract made from slaughter-house material. The ineffectiveness

of ordinary doses given by stomach without alkali (see Tables III

and IV) is probably to be ascribed to destruction of the active

principle by pepsin rather than by the acid of gastric juice, for

it is now well known that insulin will withstand acidities up to

0.05 N HCl and higher for a considerable time. Hence the use

of alkali was not for the purpose of neutralizing the acid per se;

but for the purpose of inactivating pepsin.

We are confident the experiments about to be described could

be extended indefinitely. In only one instance was there a com-

plete failure to raise the quotient and this was doubtless explained

by the fact that the extract, originally potent, had been left too

acid and had deteriorated with age, for it was subsequently found

to be worthless.

The respiratory metabolism in this group of experiments was

determined by a closed circuit apparatus comprised of the respira-

tion chamber described in the perfusion papers (26), and a Bene-

dict universal table with a spirometer on a separate stand. This

apparatus was chosen merely for greater speed. It was thoroughly

tested by means of alcohol checks and found to be satisfactory

within 2 or 3 per cent, even without residual analyses. Oxygen

was fed in by hand from a cyHnder and measured on its way to the

chamber by means of a Bohr meter. The chief objection to this

form of apparatus with so small a total capacity as 70 liters, which

this has, lies in the disturbing effect of a sudden liberation of mois-

ture as by urination or defecation. Without residual analyses''

it is impossible to compensate for this, and many periods of

' In the earlier work residual analyses were always made.
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observation had to be discarded for this reason. In none of the

experiments reported below was there any difficulty from this

cause. Mere restlessness on the part of the animal, if this amounts

to nothing more than turning around a few times and provided

he is quiet for a least 2 or 3 minutes just before closing the period,

does not disturb the respiratory quotient. Panting, of course,

would be ruinous and in the experiments reported care was always

exercised to keep the temperature of the chamber well below

30°C., the point at which dogs ordinarily begin to pant. Several

experiments were lost because the animal was so large that it

TABLE IX.

Dog 9. Pancreatectomy at 4 p.m. Nov. 21, 1922.

Date.
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The second trial (Dog 10, Table X) was much more satisfactory in every

way. It was only the 3rd day following pancreatectomy and yet the R. Q.
was at the level indicative of total intolerance. This time the extract was

TABLE X.

Dog 10. Pancreatectomy. Nov. 28, 1922.

Date.
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continued to rise as long as the respiratory exchange was followed, reach-

ing the level 1.03 between the 4th and 5th hour. It is quite probable

the dog was near the point at which convulsions from an overdose of insulin

begin; for he was so restless following this last period that the next period

was ruined. The urine collected up to 11 a.m. the next day showed a

utilization of 17.3 gm. out of the 20 gm. given at 3.40 p.m., assuming that all

of the 20 gm. would have been eliminated in this time if no antidiabetic

substance had been given.

The third trial (Dog 10, Table XI) was not so successful as the second

because the dog could no longer retain the fluid mixture in the stomach.

Nevertheless, the animal, starting off with a diabetic quotient, showed as

before a good rise during the fourth period, but this time it was not sus-

tained. Declining from 0.81 to 0.785 in the fifth period, in the sixth period

(4 hours) it had fallen all the way back to the diabetic level. Extract 93 (2)

used in this experiment had proved unusually potent in tests on blood

sugar; hence there is every reason to believe that if the dog could have
retained the full 50 cc. dose (equal to 250 gm. of pancreas) the reaction

would have been just as positive as in the previous experiment with the

same dog.

The necessity for control observations with the sugar and alkali

alone is obvious. This had been done many times by Murlin

and Kramer in their work on the influence of alkali; but has been

repeated in the recent work also several times. Table XII con-

tains one such control entirely typical of those which have been

obtained throughout.

This table contains besides the results of several attempts to reduce the

effective dose of extract to a point below the equivalent of 250 gm. of fresh

pancreas. The 15 cc. dose of concentrated Extract W6B given on Jan. 7

represented approximately half that amount and gave a barely perceptible

rise of quotient in the 3rd hour after administration. This continued
for 3 hours and then fell off abruptly to the diabetic level. The next day
the quotient was found to be about 6 points above the diabetic level and
this was repeated again on the morning of Jan. 9 after administration of a
large dose of very feeble extract on Jan. 8 (only the preliminary periods of

this experiment are reported for the reason that the animal urinated in the

second observation period^). While these two doses were both so feeble

as to produce only a very moderate increase in quotient the level at which
this was found next day in each case goes to show that the benefit to the
animal was much greater than indicated by the early quotients. More-
over, the utilization of sugar calculated from the D:N ratio in the 24 hour
urine (see Remarks column) confirms this. The diet consisted exclusively

of meat (ground steak). On Jan. 8 it was found that 13 gm. out of the

20 gm. given on Jan. 7 had been utilized. On Jan. 9 nearly the entire

quantity (20 gm.) given on Jan. 8 had been utilized.

»

8 See page 292.

3 These facts make all the more puzzling the sudden drop in the R. Q.
to 0.67 and 0.68 after the 5th hour on Jan. 7.
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The dose given on Jan. 9 was again equivalent to about 125 gm. of beef

pancreas. The rise in quotient above the preliminary level up to the 3rd

hour was once more very slight after which it took the usual tumble to

TABLE XII.

Influence of Extracts Given by Stomach Tube.

Dog 11. Pancreatectomy. Dec. 23, 1922.

Date.
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TABLE Xll—Concluded.

Date.
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SUMMARY.

1. Following the method of extraction employed by Murlin and

Kramer in 1913-16, extracts of cat's pancreas were administered

to the depancreatized cat intravenously and siibcutaneously and

the effects in the respiratory quotient were studied.

2. After the appearance of Banting and Best's first paper

extracts of pig and ox pancreas were prepared by the same method;

namely, extraction in 0.2 n HCl and neutralization, without heat-

ing, by means of NaOH. Clear filtrates obtained in this way were

tried on depancreatized dogs by several forms of administration

and the effects on blood sugar and the D:N ratio studied.

3. Comparisons are made as to the effects from these several

methods of administration.

4. Comparison is also made between these aqueous extracts

and alcoholic extracts made after the method used by Banting and

Best.

5. The effects of boiling and the toxic effects resulting from

incomplete destruction of trypsin and from incomplete neutrahza-

tion of the HCl are discussed. Wholly non-toxic extracts were

obtained about July 20, 1922.

6. The effects of these extracts of pig and ox pancreas on the

respiratory quotient when given subcutaneously are presented.

7. Copying exactly the method of administration by stomach

employed by Murlin and Kramer in 1916, their results were

duplicated and the effective minimal dose of (extract of) ox pan-

creas for this method of administration was worked out. Effects

on the respiratory quotient as well as upon the utilization of sugar

were studied.

CONCLUSIONS.

1. Acid aqueous extracts of cat's pancreas raised the respiratory

quotient in two different experiments from the diabetic level to

0.82 and 0.87, respectively.

2. Extracts of pig and ox pancreas were found to be about

equally effective for reducing the blood sugar and the D :N ratio

of depancreatized dogs when given intravenously, subcutaneously,

and intraperitoneally.

3. Extracts made in acidulated water were just as effective as

those made in acidulated alcohol, allowance being made for con-

centration.
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4. Extremely toxic effects are obtained if the trypsin is not

completely destroyed or if the acid is not completely neutralized

before administration. Illustrations are given from the autopsy

reports for several dogs.

5. Boiling in acid medium for at least 5 minutes does not destroy

the principle (insuline, Schafer).

6. Filtering through charcoal and Lloyd's reagent removes a

large amount, if not all, the insulin.

7. There are two substances in these aqueous extracts, one of

which lowers the blood sugar and the D:N ratio and raises the

R. Q. (insulin), the other raises the blood sugar of both normal and

depancreatized animals and possibly causes an abrupt fall in the

respiratory quotient to the diabetic level, after 3 to 5 hours. A
more complete report on the latter fraction will be made soon.

8. The abrupt fall in the R. Q. referred to has been observed

with considerable regularity. It can scarcely be due to exhaustion

of the insulin, for the quotient rises again later.

9. The method of stomach administration referred to above has

given positive results almost uniforml3^ The minimal dose of

extract necessary to give a perceptible rise of quotient by this

method is equivalent to about 125 gm. of fresh ox pancreas. With
double this dose the effect in one experiment was a rapid rise in

the R. Q. to over 1.0. Even with the minimal dose necessary to

produce a rise of quotient there follows in the course of 24 hours

a large utilization of glucose. In one instance where no alkali

was used, but only extract and sugar were given by mouth, the

utilization of sugar was considerably above the amount ingested

as sugar. This portion must have been salvaged from the meat
ingested, or from protein of endogenous origin.
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The experiments reported in this paper were carried out as part

of a general project for studying placental interchange, especially

as related to the transmission of the inorganic constituents of the

blood. The total phosphorus content of fetal and maternal serum,

as well as the relative amounts of organic and inorganic phosphorus

found in each have also been determined and these results are

reported in a separate paper. The general plan of experimentation

followed was the same as that used by Slemons and his collabora-

tors in studying the transmission of the nitrogenous constituents

of the blood through the placenta; namely, analysis of blood taken

simultaneously from the cord and from the arm vein of the mother

at the birth of the child. Since the free admixture of venous and

arterial blood in the placental sinuses results in conduction to the

fetus through the umbilical vein of blood which is not purely

arterial in character, and especially since all the constituents thus

far studied by this plan, with one exception, have been found to

be present in the same amounts in both the fetal and maternal

circulations, there seems no basis for the objection that such blood

samples are not comparable because the blood from the umbilical

vein is chiefly arterial while that taken from the mother is venous.

However, we do take exception to the use of whole blood alone,

in such experiments. It is now quite generally conceded that

figures for whole blood, unaccompanied by hematocrit readings,

may be misleading, especially as the concentration of corpuscles

is decidedly greater in fetal than in maternal blood, and that the

analysis of serum or plasma gives a much better index of the

amounts of the various constituents of the circulating medium
297
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actually available to the tissues. The addition of neutral sodium

citrate in quantities sufficient to prevent clotting was found to

diminish the amount of calcium in the plasma, this diminution

being proportional to the amount of citrate added. Serum was
according^ employed in all our analyses, care being taken to

remove the serum from the clot as soon as possible and to avoid

hemolysis. Kramer and Tisdall have shown that the calcium

values obtained from ashed plasma and by direct precipitation

from sermn are practically identical.

The only direct comparison of the calcium content of fetal and

maternal blood, which we have been able to find in the literature,

is contained in a recent paper by Hess and Matzner (1) and their

figures are not really comparable since the maternal blood samples

were taken within 48 hours after labor, while the fetal samples were

taken from the cord at the time of delivery. Their calcium deter-

minations were made upon serum, but they employed the Lyman
nephelometric method, the accuracy of which has been seriously

questioned. They conclude that their figures show no significant

variations from the normal calciimi content of serimi, the post-

partum maternal samples averaging 9.75 mg. per cent, while the

average for the determinations on cord bloods was 10.75 mg.

per cent. We have been unable to find am^ published reports on

the magnesium content of maternal and fetal blood, except the

results of Howland and Marriott (2), who found 2.7 to 3.5 mg.

of Mg per 100 cc. of serum in a. few analyses on placental blood.

Although experimental evidence has been lacking for a direct

comparison of the fetal and maternal circulations, the reports of

several investigators might lead one to suspect the condition dis-

closed by our experiments; namely, that the calcium content of the

serum is generally below normal at the tune of delivery, while

that of the infant tends to be above the normal range for adults.

Kehrer (3) demonstrated a fall in the calcium content of whole

blood during the latter half of pregnancy. Meigs, Blatherwick,

and Gary (4) did not find any significant lowering of the calcium

of whole blood or plasma in cows during the same period. De
Wesselow (5), using the direct precipitation method of Kramer and

Tisdall, has recently shown that the serum calcium is frequently

low in the later months of pregnancy, although his average values

are within normal limits, with the possible exception of those for
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the 6th and 7th months. In seventeen cases of normal women

from 2 to 10 months pregnant, in which plasma (or serum) would

appear to have been used for the determination of the inorganic

constituents, Krebs and Briggs (6) also noted in a few cases cal-

cium values below normal in the last weeks of pregnancy. In

our own studies on the composition of the blood during pregnane}^

which will appear in a later paper and which include some 75

observations on women in the course of normal pregnancy, we

have found a fairly consistent and appreciable lowering of the

serum calcium in the later months of gestation. Some evidence

has also been recorded to show that the calcium content of the

serum or plasma in the new-born is above the normal range for

adults. Jones (7) reported an average of 12.3 mg. of Ca per 100

cc. of plasma in infants between the ages of 4 hours and 12 days.

While the absolute values found in these determinations are open

to question, because they were done on citrated plasma and by the

Ljmaan method, the results seem to be uniform in indicating a

relatively high content of calcium in the plasma of the new-born.

Rowland and Marriott (2) analyzed a small number of placental

bloods and reported figures averaging 10.9 mg. of Ca per 100 cc.

of serum. While Hess and Matzner (l) report no individual

determinations, it is to be noted that their average figure for cord

blood, 10.75 mg. of Ca per 100 cc. of serum, is above the average

figure for serum calcium in normal adults (10 mg. per 100 cc).

Meigs, Blatherwick, and Cary (4) also found the plasma calcium

high in new-born calves. »

EXPERIMENTAL.

Calcium determinations were made upon the maternal and fetal

serum by the direct precipitation method of Kramer and Tisdall

(8). Analyses were done in triplicate and excellent checks were

obtained. For the determination of the serum magnesimn a com-

bination of the method of Kramer and Tisdall (8) and that of

Briggs (9) was employed. The magnesium in an aliquot part of

the supernatant fluid from the calcium precipitation was pre-

cipitated as ammonium magnesium phosphate according to the

directions of Kramer and Tisdall. This precipitate was dissolved

in normal sulfuric acid, after thorough washing with ammoniacal

alcohol, and the magnesium estimated, as suggested by Briggs, by
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means of the degree of color developed by the reaction of the phos-

phate, held in combination with the magnesium, with hydro-

quinone and molybdate solutions. The manipulation was adapted

so that the whole determination was carried out without transfer

of the material from the graduated 15 ec. centrifuge tube in which

the precipitation was made. Details of the procedure are given

below.

The calcium in a 2 cc. sample of serum was precipitated in a 15 cc.

graduated centrifuge tube according to the method of Kramer and Tisdall.

After this solution had been made up to 6 cc, mixed, and centrifuged, 5 cc.

of the clear supernatant liquid were pipetted into a second graduated

15 cc. centrifuge tube for the magnesium determination. To this were

added 1 cc. of acid ammonium phosphate solution (2 per cent) and 2 cc. of

concentrated ammonium hydroxide. After rubbing with a glass rod on

the inside of the tube, the material was allowed to stand over night. It

was then centrifuged, the supernatant liquid poured off, and the precipitate

washed three times with ammoniacal alcohol (200 cc. of concentrated

XH4OH to 800 cc. of 95 per cent C2HSOH), using 12 to 15 cc. of wash solu-

tion each time, taking care to secure a good suspension of the precipitate

in the wash solution, centrifuging 10 minutes at 2,000 r.p.m., and draining

the tube well after each washing. The precipitate was then dissolved in

5 cc. of normal sulfuric acid, 1 cc. of molybdate solution (5 per cent am-
monium molj'bdate in n H2SO4) and 1 cc. of 2 per cent hydroquinone solu-

tion were added, and distilled water was added to the 10 cc. mark. The
green color developed was read in a Duboscq colorimeter after 5 minutes

against a standard simultaneously prepared, of the same dilution, and con-

taining the same amounts of normal sulfuric acid, molybdate, and hydro-

quinone solutions. Usually 3 cc. of Briggs' standard solution of ammo-
nium magnesium phosphate, equivalent to 0.042 mg. of magnesium, furnished

about the right amount of color for comparison with the quantities of

serum used. A correction was also made for the blank determination.

DISCUSSION.

The results of the calcium and magnesium determinations made

upon maternal and fetal blood serum are to be found in the

accompanying table (Table I). Other data which may be of

interest are also included. Figm-es for the calcium and magnesium

found in normal, non-pregnant women are given in Table II.

The most striking feature of these data is the considerable dif-

ference between the maternal and fetal serum calcium. The

calcium content of the fetal serum is substantially higher than that

of the maternal serum in every case investigated. The difference
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ranges from 1 to 2.7 mg. per 100 cc. of serum, with an average

difference of 1.8 mg. per cent. We have also observed this dif-

ference in serum calcium in favor of the fetus in every one of a

previous series of fifteen cases, which suggested the present

investigation. We do not consider that this difference in serum

calcium is to be explained on the basis of a difference in dilution in

the fetal and maternal circulations. The evidence cited below,

as well as certain unpublished observations of our own, point to

the conclusion that the dilution is almost the same on both sides

of the placental barrier, the fetal plasma tending to be even more

dilute than that of the mother. The figures of Stander and Tyler

(10) show the total ash to be higher and the moisture content-

to be lower in the plasma of the mother than in that of the fetus at

delivery. These authors regard the differences found as insig-

nificant and conclude that the plasma ash is identical in the two

bloods, although their figures show differences as high as 33| per

cent in favor of the mother and identical values in only one

instance. Biittner (11), and also Zangemeister and Meissl (12)

have demonstrated that the molecular concentration of fetal and

maternal serum, as measured by the depression of the freezing

point, is the same. In view of these facts we believe that the very

considerable and consistent difference between the serum calcium

of the mother and the fetus, which we have found, deserves em-

phasis. It seems difficult to conceive of any mechanism by which

the large amounts of calcium observed in the fetal serum at birth,

amounts in excess of what is usually considered the saturation

point, could be maintained in intrauterine life in conformity to

the laws of osmosis and diffusion, unless more of the calcium is

present in the fetal blood in the non-ionizable form or some com-

pensatory action takes place by means of which other ionizable

substances are present in sufficiently larger quantities on the

maternal side of the placental barrier to equalize osmotic pressure

conditions. The latter hypothesis necessitates the supposition

that the placenta possesses powers of selective absorption, which

there is at present insufficient evidence to support. It is to be

hoped that further experiments may afford some explanation of

this condition.

It is interesting to note, moreover, that the few substances

which have been shown to be present in higher concentration in the
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fetal seriim or plasma are those which are in -greatest demand for

the building of new tissue in the growth of the fetus. Morse
(13) found the amino-acid content of fetal plasma higher than that

of maternal, while the higher concentrations of calcium and phos-

phates in fetal serum, demonstrated in this and the following

paper, would afford optimum conditions for the development of

bony tissue. Givens and Macy (14) have estimated, on the basis

of analysis of fetuses from 3 to 8 lunar months of age, that the

fetal demand for CaO may average 100 mg. per day for the whole

period of pregnancy, and that the demand for calcium is always

TABLE ir.

Calcium and Magnesium Content of Serum of Normal Women Ex-pressed as

Mg. of Ca and Mg per 100 Co.

Subject No.
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stances being present in the fetal serum in amounts equal to or

even less than those found in the maternal serum. Thus total

plasma and serum proteins have been shown by Zangemeister and

Meissl (12), Bauereisen (15), and Landsberg (16) to be lower in

pregnant and parturient women than in the non-pregnant, and to

be still lower in the fetus at birth. Our own experiments have

confirmed these findings. The existence, under these circum-

stances, in the fetal serum of amounts of calciimi, not only sub-

stantially above those present in maternal serum, but even in

excess of the normal physiological range, seems a remarkable

adaptation for the provision of conditions favorable for fetal

development.

The data presented in Table I need Httle further comment.

We have observed no constant relationship between the calcium

or magnesium content of the serimi and the age or parity of the

mother. The average figm-e for serum calcium in the female

infants is shghtly higher than that in the male infants. The other

conditions noted seem to be without influence upon the calcium

or magnesium content of the serum except that the higher values

for serum calcimn, which were found in a few instances, may bear

some relationship to the occurrence of postpartum hemorrhage in

some of these cases, although higher values for serum calcium

were found in cases without the occurrence of marked hemorrhage.

The low values obtained for serum calcium in the mother in the

great majority of cases, are what might have been expected from

the low values previously noted in women during the later months

of pregnancy. On the other hand, they furnish evidence that

there is no appreciable increase in the concentration of calcium

in the plasma dming labor, such as claimed by Lamers (17) and

suggested by him as an explanation for the increased contractions

of the uterus at that time. The figures found for serum calcium

in normal, non-pregnant women correspond closely, both" as to

range and average value, to those found by other investigators.

There are few figures in the hterature with regard to the normal

range of the magnesium content of the serum. Marriott and

Rowland (18) give 2.2 to 3.5 mg. of Mg per 100 cc. of serum.

Kramer and Tisdall (8) observed values between 2.1 and 2.3 mg.

per 100 cc. in six normal adults, while Briggs (9) found 2.2 to 2.5

mg. per 100 cc. in five similar cases. Our figures on eight
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normal women range from 1.9 to 2.7 mg., with an average of 2.3

mg. of Mg per 100 cc. of serum. The magnesium content of the

maternal serum at the end of labor ranged from 1.4 to 3.2 mg.,

while that of the child at birth showed a range of 1.4 to 3.4 mg.

The magnesium values were practically the same in the fetal

and maternal serum in fifteen out of twenty-three cases. In

eight cases the fetal serum magnesium was somewhat higher.

Average values for magnesium were almost identical in the

maternal and fetal serum. No constant relationship between

variations in the serum magnesium and alterations in the calcium

content of the serum seems to exist. As about 65 per cent of the

maternal values are below 2.0 mg. per 100 cc, there seems to be a

tendency for the serum magnesium to be lowered, but the results

are not uniform enough in this respect to admit of general

conclusions.

CONCLUSIONS.

1. The calcium content of the blood serum is consistently

higher in the fetus at the time of birth than in the mother. The
average values found were 9.1 mg. of Ca per 100 cc. in the maternal

and 10.9 mg. of Ca per 100 cc. in the fetal serum.

2. The serimi calcimn of the mother at the end of labor is usually

below the physiological range for normal, non-pregnant women,

while the average maternal serum calcium is distinctlj^ lower than

the average value for normal women.

3. The serum calcium of the child at birth usually exceeds the

upper limits of the normal physiological range for adults.

4. The magnesium content of fetal and maternal serum is

generally the same, although in a few instances higher values were

observed in the fetus.

5. There seems to be a tendency in certain cases for both the

maternal and fetal serum magnesium to be below normal, although

the average values found at the end of labor (maternal, 2.0 mg.

and fetal, 2.1 mg. of Mg per 100 cc. of serum) are within the

normal range.
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In continuance of the study of fetal metabolism, on the basis of

the analysis of simultaneously collected samples of maternal and
fetal blood, the various phosphoric acid compounds of the serum

have been -determined according to the methods of Bloor (l).

The general technique employed was that outlined in a previous

communication (2), and the analytical procedures were carried

out in duplicate without essential modification. All specimens

were analyzed immediately after collection in order to avoid an}^

possible errors due to delay in beginning the determinations.

We have been unable to find any equally complete data on

maternal and fetal blood, although there are certain statements

by other investigators which indicate in general the variations

which might have been expected. Thus, McKellips, De Young,

and Bloor (3) have shown that, in the plasma of normal young
infants (from 2 days to 4 weeks of age) : ''The organic phosphorus

is regularly much higher in the infant than in the adult, resulting

also in a higher acid-soluble fraction. Lipoid phosphorus is

much lower throughout in the infant than in the adujt, . . . .

"

Tisdall (4) and Howland and Kramer (5) record the inorganic

phosphorus in normal infant sera, and the former says: "The
serum of normal infants has a much higher inorganic phosphorus

content than is present in normal adults." He found 4.6 to 6.4

(average 5.4) mg. of phosphorus per 100 cc. of serum.

* Presented at a meeting of the Henry Ford Hospital Medical Society,

Detroit, on February 21, 1923.
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Hess and Matzner (6) have reported the inorganic phosphorus

of the whole blood from the cords of twenty-one normal infants,

and have compared the values thus obtained with those of the

mothers' blood obtained "a day or two following labor." The

average fetal content was 3.71 mg., while the maternal was only

2.89 mg. of phosphorus per 100 cc. They conclude that "inor-

ganic phosphate is considerably higher in the blood of the foetus

than in that of its mother," and, that "although the content of

inorganic phosphate is higher in the foetal than in the maternal

blood, it is markedly lower than that of the young infant." The

use of whole blood instead of plasma or serum, and the fact

that the maternal specimens were not obtained at the same time

as the fetal, detract somewhat from the value of the results.

Meigs, Blatherwick, and Gary (7) investigated the variations

of the phosphoric acid compounds in pregnant and lactating cows

and in new-born calves and came to several definite conclusions.

(a) "
. . . . toward the end of pregnancy the phosphorus

content of the blood and plasma is likely to be reduced." This

holds for the total phosphorus, but is more constant in the inor-

ganic fraction. (6) "The lipoid phosphorus in the plasma of

new born calves is very low, and increases gradually up to the

age of about a year. The inorganic phosphorus of the plasma

is fairly high in the new born calves, but tends to increase for

some time and reaches a maximum at about the age of 6 months."

(c) During lactation the lipoid phosphorus increases, whereas

the inorganic phosphorus follows no regular course.

Siemens and Stander (8) determined the lecithin in the whole

blood and plasma of simultaneously collected specimens of ma-

ternal and fetal blood by the Bloor method and found that this

phosphorized fat (lipoid phosphorus) is increased in amount above

normal at the end of pregnancy, and that the maternal whole

blood or plasma always contains more than does the fetal. When
considered in connection with the fact that the mother's blood

and plasma both contain considerably more total fat than does

the infant's, this finding leads these authors to conclude that

"fetal fat must be synthesised; probably from

glucose, which is freely supplied by the mother in accord with

the demands of her offspring." Lecithin In the maternal plasma

varied from 210 to 280 mg. per 100 cc. (average 241 mg.) and in
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the fetal plasma from 190 to 240 mg. per 100 cc. (average 221 mg.).

The difference was always in favor of the mother except in one

instance where the values were equal; the greatest difference was

80 mg. per 100 cc.

Krebs and Briggs (9) have recently recorded the inorganic

phosphorus in the blood of seventeen normal pregnant women
from the 8th to the 40th week of gestation. The reported values

vary from 1.08 to 2.69 mg. of inorganic phosphorus per 100 cc,

and are said not to be different from normal non-pregnant values

obtained by the method employed. Although it is not definitely

stated anywhere in their article, it is assumed that whole blood

was used and that the results are in milhgrams of phosphorus

per 100 cc.

Table I presents our experimental results in detail. It is

apparent that the maternal blood serum is higher in total and

lipoid phosphorus; whereas the fetal serum is higher in inorganic

and organic phosphorus and, consequently, in their sum, the total

acid-soluble phosphorus. These facts appear not only in the

average figures but, likewise, in each individual case, except that,

in two specimens, the organic phosphorus fraction is slightly

higher in the maternal sample.

Table II shows the inorganic phosphoric acid expressed as

elemental phosphorus, and is introduced merely to facilitate

comparison with the findings of other authors who utilize this

method of expression.

Table III gives the lipoid phosphoric acid in terms of lecithin,

in which form it is sometimes expressed.

Table IV is introduced to facilitate comparison of our maternal

and fetal values with the established normals for women and for

infants, obtained with the same analytical procedure. Bloor's

figures (10) and those of McKellips, De Young, and Bloor (3)

are for plasma instead of sermn, but it is assumed on the basis of

the statement of Rowland and Kramer (5) that there is no essen-

tial difference between the two fluids.

At the end of labor, the total phosphoric acid of the serimi is

increased above normal, largely by reason of an increase in the

lipoid phosphorus fraction, for, at this time, the inorganic phos-

phoric acid is appreciably lowered, while the organic phosphorus

varies within normal limits. The new-born child, on the other
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TABLE II.

Inorganic H3PO4 expressed as P.
/ H3PO4 \
V 3.2 )

Case No.
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hand, as compared with the 2 to 14 day old infants studied by

McKelhps, De Young, and Bloor (3), has a higher total phosphoric

acid and an increased acid-soluble fraction, whereas the lipoid

phosphorus is slightly lower. The sex and birth weight of the

infant apparently have no influence upon the blood phosphorus,

although the size of our series is too small to permit of general

conclusions in this regard.

DISCUSSION.

Lipoid Phosphoric Acid {Lecithin).—Our results confirm those

of Slemons and Stander (8) that, at the time of dehvery, the fetal

blood has less lecithin than has the maternal. They, however,

TABLE IV.

phosphorus
expressed as

nig. of H3PO4 per
100 cc.

Total

Lipoid

Acid-soluble.

Inorganic . . .

Organic

Normal women.
(Plasma) accord-
ing to Bloor.

s
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were greater than theirs. Meigs, Blatherwick, and Gary (7)

in their work on pregnant cows demonstrated a lowered lipoid

phosphorus toward the end of pregnancy, with a sudden rise

immediately after delivery and at the onset of lactation. It would

seem that these contradictory findings may be explainable only

on a basis of a difference of species. Although Slemons and

Stander (8) relate the increased lipoid phosphorus in the blood

serum at the time of labor, to a preliminary change in the organism

looking toward a successful lactation, it is only by a study of this

substance during pregnancy and in early lactation that these

changes can be followed completely.

Inorganic Phosphoric Acid.—The observations of Hess and

Matzner (6) that the fetal blood contains more inorganic phos-

phorus than does the maternal blood, are confirmed. We are,

however, unable to substantiate their findings that the fetal blood

contains less inorganic phosphoric acid than the blood of young

infants shortly after birth. In fact, our values—10.7 to 19.1 mg.

of H3PO4 per 100 cc.—are so much higher than those reported

for young infants by McKellips, De Young, and Bloor (3) that we

are inclined to beheve that there is a rapid fall in the inorganic

phosphorus content of infant's serum shortly after birth.

Tisdall and Harris (11) have emphasized the fact that the

apparent optimum for inorganic phosphorus is about 5.4 mg. of

phosphorus per 100 cc. and the recognized optimum for calcium

is about 10 mg. per 100 cc. One of us (2) has recently demonstrated

that fetal serum contains well over 10 mg. of calcium per 100 cc,

even though the maternal values are considerably below normal,

and it is here shown that the inorganic phosphate values at least

approach the optimum figure. The fact that our subjects were

drawn from the poorer classes, in whom the progress of intrauter-

ine ossification is apparently somewhat less rapid than in the

better nourished groups of our population, may account for the

below optimum quantities. It is, nevertheless, quite evident

from the uniformly higher values in the new-born children, that

there must be in operation some natural mechanism for provid-

ing the fetus with quantities of the chief bone-producing substances

—calcium and phosphates—most conducive to rapid skeletal

growth.

This increase of inorganic phosphorus on the fetal side of the

placental barrier is not dependent upon a concentration of the
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fetal serum, but must be explained in some other way. The argu-

ments supporting this contention have been given previously (2)

in the discussion as to the explanation of the higher calcium values

in fetal blood.

The low maternal inorganic phosphate values are quite com-

parable to the subnormal calcium content of the serum obtaining

at the time of deliver3^ In all probability this is largely a dilu-

tion phenomenon, since there is a demonstrable hydremia during

the latter months of pregnancy. Definite data on this subject

will shortly be published.

Inorganic phosphorus thus becomes the third substance to be

demonstrated constantly in higher concentration in the plasma

or serum on the fetal side of the placenta; the other two are the

amino-acids (12) and calcium (2). It is extremely interesting

that these substances are all absolutely essential to the synthesis

of the various organs and structures of the fetal bod}^, whereas

the materials which have been demonstrated in equal concentra-

tion—urea, uric acid, creatinine, and creatine—are waste prod-

ucts. At any rate, the diffusion hypothesis, advocated by Sle-

mons and his school (13), can scarcely be used to explain the proven

inequalities. On the other hand, the finding of these essential

building materials in higher concentration in the fetal serum, is

not a vahd argmnent, in itself, for the idea that the syncytial

cells of the placenta have a selective activity, whereby the grow-

ing fetus receives an optimum quantity of the supplies it most

needs. At present it is perhaps difficult to advance any other

explanation, but it is at least conceivable that the whole phenom-

enon ma}"" be governed entirely by Icnown physicochemical laws.

The total phosphoric acid figm-es vary with the lipoid and

inorganic values, and, therefore, need no comment. The higher

values for organic phosphorus in the fetal serimi are of interest

even though their significance is unknown. McKelhps, DeYoung,
and Bloor (3) noted especially high values in the infants they

studied, and it is possible that these unknown compounds may
be associated with growth.

SUMMARY.

The distribution of the various phosphoric acid compounds

between the maternal and fetal sera, separated b}" the barrier
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of placental cells, has been studied bj^ Bloor's method. Evidence

has been adduced in support of the belief that the fats and lipoids

are synthesized in the fetal organism, and it has been demonstrated

that the inorganic phosphoric acid furnishes another example of

an easily diffusible body being maintained in higher concentration

in the fetal blood, where an optimum quantity is desirable for

satisfactory bone production.

CONCLUSIOXS.

1

.

Lipoid phosphoric acid is increased above normal in the blood

sera of women at the time of delivery, whereas it is present in

small quantities only in the fetal blood.

2. Inorganic phosphoric acid is diminished in the serum of

normal women at the end of parturition, probably as a result

of physiological hj^dremia or hydroplasmia occurring at that

time, while the fetal serum contains quantities comparable to

the high values obtaining in young infants and assumed to repre-

sent the optimum for bone construction.

3. By reason of the greatly increased quantity of lipoid phos-

phorus present, the total phosphoric acid is increased at the end

of labor and is considerably higher in the maternal serum

than in the fetal.

4. Organic phosphoric acid tends to be somewhat higher in

the serum of the fetus than in the mother.
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In summarizing the results of previous workers and of their

own experiments, Van Slyke, Austin, and Cullen (l) concluded

from the consistent fall of both the blood pH and the alkaline

reserve that a true acidosis occurs in ether anesthesia, due either

to the introduction of acid into the blood, or to the withdrawal of

base from it. On the basis of hyperventilation experiments,

Henderson and Haggard (2) believed that such changes in the

acid-base equilibrium of blood under ether could be explained

as a compensatory reaction to an acapnial process. Van Slyke

and his coworkers were of the opinion that the evidence indicates

otherwise.

Although our experiments were made in 1920, with technique

not as advanced as that in force at present, we believe our data

may be sufficiently well interpreted in the light of present con-

ceptions of the acid-base equilibrimn to lend support to the con-

tentions of Van Slyke, Austin, and Cullen (1), and more impor-

tantly, to indicate that the acidosis of ether anesthesia is due to

the withdrawal of base from the blood rather than to the entrance

of acid into it.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES.

We observed the course of ether anesthesia in dogs with respect

to the following: (a) The respiratory minute volimie as an index

of total lung ventilation, using the body plethysmograph pre^

viously described (3). (b) The alkaline reserve of arterial blood

plasma, using the method of Van Slyke (4) . (c) The pH of whole

arterial blood, using an electrometric method, with the hydrogen

electrode for blood determinations devised by McClendon (5),

and the improved calomel electrode introduced by Koehler (6).

319
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(d) The total acetone bodies of whole arterial blood, using the

method of Van Sljdve and Fitz (7).

We obtained results on fourteen dogs, the observations on which

fall into two groups: (1) A series of eight animals, in which a

tracheotomy was performed, and in which the depth of anesthesia

was controlled by regulating the passage of the air inspired through

a Wolff bottle containing ether. Etherization was prolonged in

this series for 6 hours, when the animals were killed. (2) A series

of six dogs, in which etherization was accomplished by drop admin-

istration upon a gauze mask held over the animal's nostrils, and in

which as soon as the so called third stage of anesthesia was reached

the ether was withdrawn, permitting prompt recovery.

In all cases blood was drawn directly from the femoral artery

into a syringe, through the intact skin, in amounts not exceeding

15 cc. at a time. It was immediately transferred under oil, out

of contact with air (except that used for acetone body deter-

minations), to tubes containing just enough saturated potassium

oxalate solution to prevent coagulation. In the oxalated plasma

for the alkaline reserve measurements, obtained by centrifuging,

slight hemolysis occurred in blood from three animals after the

prolonged administration of ether. All determinations were made
at once, and in the case of most of the pH and alkaline reserve in

duplicate. The total amount of blood drawn from any one

animal was not in excess of 60 cc, which in dogs averaging over

9 kilos in weight may be considered negligible. Blood was

obtained immediately before etherization in all cases, and in the

first series at the 1st or 3rd hours after etherization was begun and

and at the 6th hour, while in the second series, it was taken as soon

as the third stage of anesthesia was reached, 30 minutes after

ether was withdrawn, and finally, in most cases, 12 hours after.

Respiratory tracings were made continuously except during the

brief intervals when blood was being drawn. There was no

struggling except in the animals recovering from etherization.

We were fortunate enough in the first series to obtain five cases

where respiration was depressed below normal for the entire

duration of the experiment, except for about 15 minutes when
etherization was first commenced. Results for a typical case

of this kind may be seen in Table I, while the data for the five

are averaged and summarized in Table II. In all these animals
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the pH and alkaline reserve values fell markedly as etherization

progressed, while the acetone bodies did not vary much beyond the

limits of error. Where considerable changes in the acetone bodies

did take place, it was inconstant, in some instances tending to

TABLE I.

Effects of Prolonged Ether Anesthesia in Dog 4, Weight 8.7 Kilos.

Time.

10.48

10.57

11.10

12.00

p.m.

1.00

2.00

3.00

5.00

Respi-
rations
per
min.
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light anesthesia throughout, with consequent increase in lung

ventilation above noraial, and except that the acetone bodies

tended uniformly to decrease, we observed the same effects as

noted when etherization was deep, and respiration suppressed.

TABLE III.

Effects of Prolonged Ether Anesthesia in Dog 1, Weight 12.1 Kilos.

Time.

9.48

10.03

10.15

11.00

p.m.

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

Respi-
rations
per
min.
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moment the lung ventilation was usualty still considerably above

normal. 30 minutes after the withdrawal of ether, the lung

ventilation was in some instances markedly above normal, while

in others it had fallen to a normal level or even shghtly below.

However, in all cases at this moment, a slight increase in the pH
and alkaline reserve figures was found above that observed

when the third stage of anesthesia had been reached. The acetone

bodies in some cases still showed an upward trend, while in others

the}^ had fallen. 12 hours after the withdrawal of ether, with

respii'ation generally somwehat above normal, the pH and alkaline

reserve were also higher than before etherization, whereas the

acetone bodies were lower. The data are averaged and sum-

marized in Table "\^

TABLE V.

Average Effects of Short Etherization in Six Dogs . Average Weight 9.8 Kilos.

Time.

5 min. after starting ether

30 min. after withdrawing ether

12 hrs. " " "

Lung ven-
tilation.
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The alternative explanation, as indicated by Van Slyke, Austin,

and Cullen (l), is the withdrawal of base from the blood. In

this connection, the figures reported by Stehle, Boui-ne, and

Barbour (9) are of interest. These authors discovered that

although dui'ing ether anesthesia the excretion of sodium and

potassium in the urine was diminished—probably because of the

ether anuria, as suggested by MacNider (10)—there was a marked
increase in the excretion of these alkahes in the postanesthetic

period, so that the total daily amount was considerably above

normal. On clinical grounds, Reimann (11) also inclines some-

what toward this explanation.

SUMMARY.

In prolonged ether anesthesia in dogs, whether respiration is

steadfastly diminished or increased, the pH and alkaline reserve

of blood fall markedly, while the acetone bodies show no sig-

nificant change.

In very short ether anesthesia in dogs, in which hyperventilation

takes place, the pH and alkaline reserve of blood fall, and the

acetone bodies tend to rise. These tendencies are reversed 30

minutes after the withdrawal of ether, and 12 hours later the pH
and alkaline reserve are shghtly above normal values, and the

acetone bodies below.

The evidence indicates that the acidosis of ether anesthesia can

be explained neither by a compensatory reaction to an acapnia,

nor by the entrance of acid into the blood, but rather by the

withdrawal of base from it.
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FAT-SOLUBLE VITAMINE.

XI. STORAGE OF THE FAT-SOLUBLE VITAMINE.*
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{From the Department of Agricultural Chemistry, University of Wisconsin,

Madison.)
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Even a cui'soiy examination of the published data of investi-

gations deaHng with the occuiTence of the fat-soluble vitamine^

reveals the fact that there is a great lack of uniformity in the

amount of growth obtained when rats are placed on various

diets low in their content of this dietary essential. This might

well be explained bj' difference in vitamine content of the diets,

* Published with the permission of the Director of the Wisconsin Agricul-

tural Experiment Station, Madison.
1 In this paper are presented data dealing with the ability of the animal

to store those vitamines which are soluble in fats. No distinction is made
nor is any attention paid to what this storage may in reality represent as

this is futile until the distinction between the fat-soluble vitamines which

may exist and the effects thej^ produce are better understood. We have

paid particular attention in making our observations to the maintenance of

growth and the incidence of ophthalmic and respiratory symptoms.

There has been accumulated considerable evidence by Mellanby, Hess,

McCoUum, and ourselves that vitamine A is distinct from the antirachitic

vitamine although Mellanby came to a different conclusion and Hess was

not sure whether he was dealing with another vitamine or some other factor.

If it should be finally concluded that the antirachitic property is resident in

another vitamine, our data may later be interpretable from this standpoint.

At present we prefer to speak of the vitamine concerned as a fat-soluble

vitamine as the solubility in fats is a property which divides the vitamines

into two large groups. This inclusive consideration in no way detracts

from the significance of the observed facts.

We shall later present data obtained in experiments with dogs and rats

which at present support the thesis that it is more correct to speak of the

fat-soluble vitamines than vitamine. If such a conclusion should ulti-

mately be warranted, then we shall later use this nomenclature distin-

guishing in this group between vitamine A and the antirachitic vitamine.

Until we have concluded our experiments we shall use the old terms.
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one diet containing a more satisfactory content of other vitamines,

known and unknown, than the other, but this is immediately-

excluded by the fact that these variations occur in the same
experimental groups. Another explanation which might be

proposed is that some individuals are possessed, through heredi-

tary influence, of either a greater assimilating capacity for de-

ficient amount of vitamine or of an ability to meet the growth

impulse with smaller amounts of this substance. From what
is known of the variability of those physiological processes which

deal with growth this also does not appear tenable, especially

in colonies which have been closely inbred for many years. Such
variations as do occur can usually be explained by incidence of

disease or some unappreciated dietaiy factor and, furthermore,

the variations in growth of the rats on the vitamine deficient diets

are frequently of such an order as to be entirely outside of the

range of variations attributable to difference in unlimited growth

impulse.

Osborne and Mendel (1) in 1921 in analyzing the factors which

might be responsible for the divergent conclusions reached in dif-

ferent laboratories in studies of the vitamine content of lard

discuss the probable factors concerned. They paid especial

attention to the fact that the rations so called fat-soluble vita-

mine-free might not be entirely vitamine-free ; but apparently

they did not come to any very positive conclusion for they write

as follows:

"It has been alleged that the ability of animals to grow for some time in

the supposed absence of fat-soluble vitamine is due to 'exceptional vitality'

of the individuals or to reserve stores of the vitamine in the body. Unless

we are to accept some indefinite explanation of this sort, it seems necessary

to conclude, in the light of our experience, that removal of the fat-soluble

vitamine from even purified proteins and carbohydrates is accomplished

with far greater difficulty than has been hitherto suspected. An entirely

convincing crucial experiment, in which nutritive failure immediately

ensues upon the administration of diets fully adequate in every respect

except for the presence of fat-soluble vitamine, remains to be made."

In part we are inclined to agree with Osborne and Mendel for

certainly the fat-soluble vitamine cannot be readily extracted

from casein with hot alcohol which has been extensively used

for this purpose and which is probably its best solvent. We
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have, however, been frequently impressed with the necessity of

giving consideration to the storage factor in spite of the fact

that for the water-soluble vitamine this is a neghgible factor (2).

Storage of the fat-soluble vitamine during times of plenty

to enable the animal to meet temporary deficiencies in the diet

has been pointed to by a number of investigators.

Sherman and Smith (3) state

:

"That vitamin A may be stored to an important extent in the body is

indicated not only by the results of feeding body fats and glandular organs

as sole sources of this vitamin in the diet, but also by the fact that when

growing animals previously well fed are placed upon diets certainly deficient

in vitamin A and often apparently devoid of it, they usually continue to

grow for some time, often doubling their body weights before signs of nutri-

tive deficiency appear."

They present some unpubHshed data of Sherman and Boynton

who fed rats three diets composed of wheat and dried whole

milk where the milk as the source of fat-soluble vitamine made up,

respectively, one-sixth, one-third, and two-thirds of the ration.

After being reared on this diet and then placed on a diet deficient

in fat-soluble vitamine, growth was in proportion to the amount

of milk previously fed.

Evans and Bishop (4) arrived at similar conclusions making

use not of growth increments but of the disturbance of the oestrous

cycle in the rat which they found to be related to fat-soluble

vitamine deficiency. They state:

"When adults instead of having an excellent nutritive past history have

had to exist for SO days on a casein-cornstarch-lard ration with only

2% butter fat and when they now have all butter fat withdrawn,- they

develop the sign of vitamine A deficiency on the average in 68 instead of the

100 days required when the diet before butter withdrawal was identical

but contained 9% butter fat. When animals have had a still poorer

nutritive past and have been reared from the time of weaning on the casein-

cornstarch-lard 2 % butter regime, the withdrawal of butter may give our

vitamine A deficiency sign within 4 days, always does so by the 44th day and

usually within 14 days."

We have for some years given consideration to the storage of

the fat-soluble vitamine as the most important factor in deter-

mining the growth of our rats when put on a diet deficient in

this vitamine, and accordingly have sought to minimize it as

THE JOURNAL OF BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY, VOL. LVI, NO. 2
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much as possible without interfering with reproduction and

rearing of the young. The necessity for such precautions can

be readily seen. When young rats are started immediately

after weaning on rations of unknown vitamine content for de-

termination of the same, the stored vitamine will function in an

additive capacity with the vitamine of the ration and growth

will result in proportion to the total. This has sometimes made
it advisable to keep the rats after weaning on a ration free from

fat-soluble vitamine, allowing them to stop growing entirely,

before putting them on the ration of which the vitamine content

was to be determined. In practice this does not always work

out successfully. Some rats will have stored so much of the

vitamine, previous to weaning, that growth will be continued

until most of the growth impetus has been expended; change of

diet to a vitamine-containing ration then results in minimal

response. Sometimes after almost normal growth the rats will

fail precipitously due to respiratory infections before change of

ration can be made. In our experience such infections are far

more liable to occur in the near mature than in the very young,

and when prevalent, make results incident to dietary change of

imcertain value.

These difficulties in experimentation we have succeeded in

removing entirely bj^ keeping all of our stock rats on a standard

ration which is approximately constant in fat-soluble vitamine

content and by maintaining accurate record of their age. If the

rats do not weigh at least 40 gm. at 23 days of age they are not

used for fat-soluble vitamine work.

EXPERIMENTAL.

Some of om- first data on the importance of vitamine storage

in determining the futm-e fife historj^ of the rat were obtained

from experiments outhned for another pm-pose. A group of

four rats had been fed a ration of white corn 30, rolled oats 30,

wheat bread 30, dried beef muscle 8.5, calcium carbonate 1,

sodium chloride 0.5, and 5 cc. of whole milk per rat daily. On
this ration one of the females reproduced and raised a litter

of five young, but contracted an ophthalmia which practically

bhnded her and persisted to the end of the experiment. The

young were raised to an average weight of 50 gm. in 27 days
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which is but slightly below normal. We are at a loss to account

for the fact that the young were raised when the mother was

afflicted with an ophthalmia, as it has been our general experience

that young usually fail to live under these conditions. It is

possible that the ophthalmia here was due to dietary factors

other than deficiency of the fat-soluble vitamine, but this we

beheve improbable as the ration fed is well known not to carry a

superabundance of the vitamine and, furthermore, this rat as

well as two other rats on this ration contracted respiratory

infection in severe degree; in one case this was the immediate

cause of death.

At the time that the young were in condition to be weaned we
desired to make a comparison of the efficacy of various methods

of treatment used to free commercial casein from fat-soluble

vitamine. As we were short of animals raised on our standard

stock ration and as these young were in excellent condition we
departed from our customary procedm'e of using only stock

animals and distributed these among various experimental

groups. They were used in experiments designed to bring out

the effect of heat treatment, according to Drummond and Coward

(5), on the fat-soluble vitamine content of casein. It so happened

contrary to our expectations that the crude commercial casein

on which the experiments were based was aheady practically

free from the vitamine so all the caseins, heated and unheated,

were substantially alike. As the other constituents of the rations

in the different groups were identical the variability of the ration

factor was non-existent. The ration was composed of casein 18,

agar 2, salts 32, 4 (6), yeast 2, and alcohol-extracted dextrin 74.

The relations observed in the performances of the anunals are

brought out in Chart I. Both groups averaged 50 gm. in weight

and were started at almost the same age, those taken from the

experimental colony being 27 days old while those taken from
the stock colony were 24 days old. While the animals were

almost on a parity with respect to age and weight their behavior

is seen to be conspicuously different. In the fii'st place the rats

reared on the ration deficient in fat-soluble vitamine reached a

final weight of approximately only one-half that of the stock

animals and in the second place they all became afflicted with

an ophthalmia in from 3 to 4 weeks time. Of the stock rats
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only one contracted an ophthalmia and that occurred after the

group had been on the ration 7 weeks. These results were so

suggestive that we decided to carry out an extended series of

experiments to bring out the importance of the storage factor.

In the first series a comparison was made in the growth, well

being, and viability of young rats when put on a diet deficient

in the fat-soluble vitamine after having been reared on an or-

dinary ration in contrast with some reared on a ration abundantly

supplied with this vitamine.

The ordinary ration was our usual stock ration VIII composed

of yellow corn 76, linseed oil meal 16, crude casein 5, alfalfa 2,

GntB

Chart I. Shows the difference in resultant growth and incidence of

ophthalmia dependent upon the fat-soluble vitamine content of the previ-

ous ration on which the rats had been raised. The deficient ration was
composed of white corn 30, rolled oats 30, wheat bread 30, dried beef muscle

8.5, calcium carbonate 1, sodium chloride 0.5, and 5 cc. of whole milk per

rat daily. The fat-soluble vitamine sufficient ration was composed of

yellow corn 72, oil meal 15, alfalfa 2, crude casein 5, calcium carbonate 0.5,

sodium chloride 0.5, and whole milk ad libitwn. The experimental ration

to which the rats were changed was composed of casein 18, agar 2, salts 32,

4, yeast 2, alcohol-extracted dextrin 74. The casein was not always the

same; some of it was crude casein, some was casein that had been heated for

24 hours at 98°, and some had been treated for 1 week at 98° exposed in thin

layers according to the method of Drummond. The uniform performance

of the animals within the groups shows that the vitamine content of the

casein was the same. Rats 5374 and 5375 were on casein which had been

heated 1 week, Rat 5379 on casein heated for 24 hours, and Rats 5381 and

5383 on the crude casein. In the other series. Rats 5372 and 5373 were on

casein heated for 1 week, and Rats 5376, 5377, and 5378 on casein heated for

24 hours.
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sodium chloride 0.5, calcium carbonate 0.5, and whole milk

ad libitum. We have used this ration for years in raising rats for

fat-soluble vitamine experiments and, therefore, have knowledge

of what results could be expected with a reasonable degree of

certainty. The fat-soluble vitamine-rich ration was composed

of the same constituents with 5 parts of cod liver oil added to

95 of the other ingredients. It was fed to the nursing females

beginning 4 days after birth of their young and later was also

accessible to the young until they were put upon the experimental

ration.

The experimental ration was composed of casein 18, salts 32, 4,

yeast 2, agar 2, and dextrin 74. The casein was a commercial

casein very finely ground, hot alcohol-extracted. In extracting

casein with hot alcohol it has a very decided tendency to pack

in the extractor making percolation impossible. To obviate

this it was mixed with an equal weight of dextrin. The extrac-

tion was continued for 1 week, with two changes of hot alcohol

daily. It was then heated to drive off the alcohol, dried at 70-80°

for a few days, and ground. The bulk of the dextrin in the

ration was not extracted.

The females used for the production of the young were all

young females in good condition. Their litters shortly after

birth were reduced to six young to insure normal rearing of the

same. From each Htter four animals were used for each experi-

mental group. This enabled us to check up on variations in

storage of vitamine liable to occur with rats as kept in our stock

colony.

On the experimental ration the young were kept in groups of

four in cages 2 feet square and 20 inches high with pine shavings

for bedding. They were fed and given water daily and the cages

also cleaned daily to reduce consumption of feces. If this is

not done it would have been entirely possible that greater lon-

gevity subsequent to a vitamine-rich diet might have been due to

consumption of excreta formed from the previous diet, as on

deficient diets rats sooner or later become coprophagists (7).

All experiments were continued until death of the animals.

In the meantime they were weighed weeklj^ and notations on

their conditions made as found necessary. The incidence of
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edema and inflammation of the eyes and respiratory distm-bances

as indicated by rhinitis, sneezing, coughing, and d3'-spnea was

especially noted.

The results obtained are shown in Charts II and III; the

former showing the data obtained from the rats raised on an

ordinary ration and the latter on a ration very rich in fat-soluble

vitamine. First of all there is seen a very pronounced difference

Cms,

Chart II. Shows the growth obtained in young rats when put on a ration

practically free from fat-soluble vitamine after having been reared on our

standard stock ration. Each group represents four animals taken from

separate litters of six. Groups 1719 and 1721 were started at an age of 22

days, Group 1722 at 25 days. Of the twelve rats all developed ophthalmias

in from 6 to 8 weeks, average 7, after being put on the ration. Respiratory

infections were not so evident, only two cases developing, in Rat 5758 at

10 weeks and in Rat 5746 at S weeks after being put on the ration . The infec-

tions were indicated by a hemorrhagic rhinitis. Death occurred in from

8 to 11 weeks, average 10.

in growth though the animals were all started at about the same

size and age with an average of 50 gm. at 24 days in Chart II

as compared with 56 gm. at 22 days for those shown in Chart III.

The former averaged 88 gm. as the maximum weight, while the

latter averaged 176 gm. Maintenance of life varied in the same

direction, an average of 10 weeks in Chart II as compared with

15 weeks for those shown in Chart III. Difference in the time



Chart III. Shows the growth obtained in young rats when put on a

ration practically free from the fat-soluble vitamine after having been

reared on our standard stock ration which had been enriched in its fat-

soluble vitamine content by the addition of 5 per cent of cod liver oil. Each

group represents separate litters, the first one containing only four individ-

uals the second five, and the last two, six. They were started at approxi-

mately the same age; Groups 1715 and 1716 at 22 daj^s, and Groups 1717 and

1718 at 21 days.

Of the sixteen rats only two, viz. Rats 5734 and 5742, did not develop an

ophthalmia, the others all developed it in from 11 to 17 weeks, average 13,

after being put on the ration.

One rat did not show any signs of respiratory disease, the others con-

tracted it in from 13 to 19 weeks, average 14, after the feeding of the fat-

soluble vitamine-free ration was begun.

Death of the animals terminated the various feeding trials in from 13 to

21 weeks, average 15 weeks.
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before ophthalmia made its appearance is also notable, an average

of 7 weeks for those shown in Chart II as compared with 13

weeks in Chart III if we omit from consideration Rats 5734
and 5742 which did not show any optical symptoms. The in-

cidence of respiratoiy trouble in the two lots is hardly comparable

as only two cases, respectively, at 8 and 10 weeks were observed

in the animals from the ordinary ration. These were indicated

as a rhinitis. In the other lot all except one, viz. Rat 5732,

developed puhnonary infections after being, on the average,

14 weeks on the experimental ration.

In the second series of experiments an attempt was made to

study the effect of feeding a ration very high in fat-soluble vita-

mine for 1 and 2 weeks, respectively, after weaning and before

the change to a fat-soluble vitamine-low ration was made. The
fat-soluble vitamine-rich ration was the same as that fed in the

previous series, but in the fat-soluble vitamine-low ration all the

dextrin was alcohol-extracted and the casein had been extracted

with very dilute acetic acid as described (7), before being ex-

tracted with alcohol.

The results show conclusively the rapidity with which the rat

can store the fat-soluble vitamine. In 1 week's time Group 1663

(Chart IV) consumed 214 gm. of the ration representing 10.7 gm.
of cod liver oil which according to test gave the rats an intake of

fat-soluble vitamine six times as large as required for normal

growth. Even if the ration had not been enriched with cod

liver oil an additional week on the stock ration alone would have

meant continued normal growth for at least 2 to 3 weeks sub-

sequently.

The above fact is of considerable importance in animal hus-

bandry practice where attempts have been made to demonstrate

with pigs a difference in nutritive value of white and yellow corn

variously supplemented. Invariably the mistake has been

made to pay little attention to the age of the pigs when selected

for the experunents. As long as they weighed from 50 to 60 lbs.

and appeared to be in a thrifty condition they were supposed

to be suitable for such experiments. It is not surprising from

this that some have found it impossible to demonstrate a differ-

ence in the ability of yellow corn as compared with white corn

to support growth. We ventm-e to assert that if the experi-
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Cms.
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menters had used the animals at an early enough age before

much storage had taken place no difficulty would have been

encountered. It is obvious that weight alone is no criterion of

suitability as the rate of growth may be slightly depressed and

yet if the ration is sufficiently rich in the fat-soluble vitamine,

storage of it may occm-. In our rat work we have found an age

variation of 2 to 3 days of moment and rats which reach a normal

weight at 28 days of age instead of the usual 23 days are now no

longer used for our fat-soluble vitamine experiments.

Another application of these facts is possible in human phys-

iology. Chnicians have frequently commented on the fact that

outside of the reports of Mori (8) and Bloch (9) few, if any,

authentic cases of ophthahnia due to vitamine deficiency have

been reported. Hess and Unger (10), especially, have presented

concrete evidence showing the lack of symptoms in a nimiber of

children receiving a diet of skimmed milk for months. Here

undoubtedly two factors were operative : In the first place skimmed

milk is not free from this dietary essential and in the second

place considerable amounts may have been drawn from stored

reserves.

Fat-Soluble Vitamine in Rat Livers.

Osborne and Mendel (11) demonstrated that pig's liver is an

excellent source of the fat-soluble vitamine, which fact has been

confirmed by us in numerous experiments. As to the presence

of this vitamine in other tissues some demonstrations are avail-

able. Both McCollum and Davis (12) and Osborne and Mendel

(13) found it in pig's kidney and pig's heart although in this

latter organ it undoubtedly is not present in abundance. In

animal fats such as beef fat, whale oil, and oils extracted from

internal organs such as the liver its presence is well recognized.

A priori it does not seem admissible that the vitamine is dis-

tributed in these tissues because of its indispensable role in these

various organs. It seemed far more logical to assume especially

in view of its association with the fats that excess of the vitamine

is stored as such in various oi-gans for future use.

We have put this matter to experimental test using rat livers

as the material for investigation. So far as we know no data

on the fat-soluble vitamine content of rat livers are available,
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but we assumed that ordinarily their content of this dietary es-

sential is comparable with that of pig's liver and this when^fed

at a level of 1 per cent of our ration had been found to be on the

border-line of furnishing enough of this vitamine. If storage of

the vitamine takes place we would naturally expect more of the

vitamine to be found in the livers of normal rats than in those

Chart V. Shows the difference in growth of young rats on rations de-

riving their fat-soluble vitamine from rat livers obtained from rats reared

on rations low in fat-soluble vitamine as compared with those reared in

rations of normal fat-soluble vitamine content. The rats in Group 1390

receiving the former reached a maximum weight of 115 to 172 gm. then failed

rapidly and died within a period of 10 weeks after the experiment was
started. Rats 4432, 4433, and 4434 all contracted ophthalmia before death.

By way of contrast, rats in Group 1388 reached a maximum weight of 188

to 297 gm., continued growth at a normal rate to the end with no signs of

ophthalmia, and with one exception, Rat 4423, lived till the termination of

the experiment. Apparently 1 per cent of normal liver does not, however,
provide an excess of fat-soluble vitamine because Rat 4423 in the 14th
week on the ration contracted ophthalmia and respiratory infections.
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Chart VI. By first inducing failure by feeding a ration low in fat-soluble

vitamine, it was possible to secure more pronounced recovery with the

liver of rats previously on normal rations than with those on fat-soluble

vitamine deficient rations. Experiments proving this were conducted in

two series.

In the first there are included Groups 1150 and 1152. In Group 1150

all the individuals contracted ophthalmia and none improved upon change

of ration. In Group 1152 likewise all had contracted ophthalmia approx-

imately at the time of cessation of growth. With change of the ration

all started to grow rapidly, the eyes of Rats 4601, 4603, and 4604 became

normal and only one, viz. Rat 4602, continued to show slight signs of infec-

tion in spite of its rapid growth.

In the second series Groups 1200 and 1199 were used experimentally in

the same way. Here all the rats except Rat 4763 contracted ophthalmia

without improvement upon change of ration. Although renewed growth

was more pronounced in Group 1199 than Group 1200; the livers of these

normal rats apparently were not so abundantly supplied with the fat-

soluble vitamine as those used in the previous series as indicated by the

decreased growth rate as well as by the failure to cure completely the

ophthalmias . Rat 4763 remained normal throughout the experiment

.

Recovery experiments are always open to criticism in that no complete

measure of the degree of failure can be obtained. Often the physiological

disturbances are more deep seated than indicated by external symptoms and

naturally responses cannot be expected to be uniform.
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showing pathological evidence of a deficiency. Accordingly,

young rats as soon as they gave pronounced signs of failure on a

fat-soluble vitamine deficient diet were etherized, eviscerated,

and the livers dried at 95-98°. After thorough drying they

were ground to a powder and incorporated in a basal ration of

casein 18, agar 2, salts 32, 4, yeast 2, and dextrin 73 to the extent

of 1 per cent. The casein had not been alcohol-extracted, neither

had the dextrin, but as the same ingredients were used in all

the rations the results are comparable. The animals were kept

in groups of four in cages 2 feet square provided with shavings

for bedding.

In Chart V is shown the difference in growth obtained with

young rats when started immediately after weaning on the

liver-containing rations. Lot 1390 receiving liver taken from rats

previously on a ration low in fat-soluble vitamine and Lot 1388

livers from rats on our stock ration.

Chart VI brings out the same relations in duplicate with a

different technique, the rats being allowed to fail on a ration of

white corn 40, casein 14, salts 32, 3, salts 35, 1 (6), and dextrin

42 before being changed to the liver-containing rations.

SUMMARY.

There is no question but that the rat can store the fat-soluble

vitamine in large amounts in its tissues for future use. This

storage factor is of considerable moment in experiments where

growth of the rat is used as a criterion of the relative amount of

the vitamine present. It is of course necessary to have a suf-

ficiency of this vitamine present in the ration of the stock animals

to make normal reproduction and rearing of the young possible,

but when a large excess is present there is introduced the danger

of providing the young with an excess of the vitamine enabling

them to grow for a long period of time at the normal rate when

put on a fat-soluble vitamine deficient diet.

Even when rats are raised on a ration of optimum fat-soluble

vitamine content, it is imperative to start the young on the

experimental rations at an early age to minimize storage. It is

recommended that for experimental work of this nature the age

and weight of the young and the stock ration used should be

standardized relative to one another. The practice of feeding
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stock rats on a ration variable in character such as garbage or of

"throwing in" adjuvants to the usual ration from time to time

is to be condemned.

The liver appears to be an important center of fat-soluble

vitamine storage, varying in its content of this substance with

the ration fed.
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From time to time McCollum has called attention to his observations

that millet seed contained more of the fat-soluble vitamine than most of

the common seeds used as food for man or beast. In 1917 he makes the

statement:^ "WTien considered in the light of our former experience with

maize, wheat, and oats, all of which have been shown to carry an inadequate

amount of the fat-soluble A, it becomes evident that the flaxseed meal and
millet seed differ from maize, wheat, and oats in containing a much greater

amount of this dietary factor."

Also he^ says: "It is interesting to note that the content of fat-soluble

A is highest in those seeds which are smallest (flax and millet). It seems

not unlikely that this may in some measure be related to the relatively

large proportion of germ as compared with endosperm in such seeds."

Again he may be quoted (2): "It is of particular interest therefore to

compare the effects of flaxseed and millet seed as sources of the fat-soluble

A. Both of these are richer in this substance than are the cereal grains, and
millet seed proves to be unique among the seeds we have examined as a

good source of this dietary factor. When 25 per cent of millet seed was
combined with purified foodstuffs, growth was completed and one rat has

produced two litters of young. After eight months on this diet she appears

to be in perfect nutrition."

In 1919 McCollum stated :' "The oil seeds judging from the limited data

available seem to contain more of the fat-soluble A than do the cereal grains

but less than millet seed. The latter is richer in this substance than any

other seed yet studied."

Again,* "The list of seed examined included,—^wheat, corn, rice, rolled

* Published with the permission of the Director of the Wisconsin Agri-

cultural Experiment Station, Madison.
1 McCollum, Simmonds, and Pitz (1), p. 15.

2 McCollum, Simmonds, and Pitz (1), p. 18.

3 McCollum (3), p. 179.

* McCollum (3), p. 38.
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oats, rye, barley, kaffir corn, millet seed, flaxseed, pea and both the navy
and the soy bean.—All are with the exception of millet seed below the opti-

mum in their content of the dietary factor, fat-soluble A."
Later McCollum and Simmonds (4) observed that a ration carrjing 33

per cent of its weight as millet seed was unable to maintain adult rats.

After 60 days confinement all the rats in the group became blind. It is

significant that this ration besides the millet contained salts, agar, and
dextrin, but no additonal protein. The authors state that when the pro-

tein content of the diet is satisfactory rats do not go blind when the amount
of fat-soluble A contained in 25 per cent of millet is furnished.

We pointed out in 1921 (5) that our experience with millet did

not warrant drawing the conclusions that ]\IcCollum had drawn

yet we sm-mised that miUets might vary in their content of this

dietary essential just as we had found variations in the case of

different varieties of Indian corn and peas. We are, however,

con^dnced that the early observations of McCollum were in error

because we found no significant amounts of fat-soluble vitamine

in this same sample of millet or in subsequent tests of the same
variety. We are inchned to beheve that the fat-soluble ^dtamine

which he found to be present was introduced with the casein.

This we believe to be true for two reasons. In the first place the

instance where ^McCollum observed a deficienc}" of the fat-soluble

vitamine occurred as stated where casein had been omitted from

the ration and in the second place casein is not readily purified

from fat-soluble vitamine by his method of treatment which con-

sists in washing with dilute acetic acid and then drying. There are,

however, certain commercial caseins on the market, for instance,

the Ai-gentine caseins, which are remarkably low in fat-soluble

vitamine content. This is probably due to the fact that these

caseins are dried in the open air in the sunhght as it is well known
that the vitamine is easilj' destroyed in the presence of air and

light. Another factor which enters into these early results is that

the resei-ves of fat-soluble vitamine function in an additive capacity

with the vitamine content of the ration. A young rat weU supplied

with stored \'itaniine wiU grow normally for months on a ration

free from it (6). Most of the early investigations including our

own on fat-soluble vitamine content of various materials must
be evaluated anew mth these reservations in mind.

In om- experience millets have been found to differ considerably

in then- content of the fat-soluble vitamine. The variation is of
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such degree that it is no longer justifiable to speak of millets as

being rich or poor in this constituent unless the variety is

mentioned.

EXPERIMENTAL.

The data justifying the conclusion that millets show no uni-

formity in fat-soluble vitamine content were obtained in two series

of experiments where failure of growth and incidence of ophthalmia

in rats were used as the criteria.

The rats were started on the millet rations at 23 to 26 days of

age weighing at that time from 40 to 58 gm. They were fed

four in a group, in a cage 2 feet square and 20 inches high, and

were bedded with pine shavings. The ration was fed ad libitum

and fresh distilled water was given daily. The animals were

weighed weekly.

Four different varieties of millet seed were used; viz., Common
millet, Hog millet, White Wonder millet, and Japanese millet.

In size, Common millet was the smallest and Hog millet the

largest. In color. Common and Hog millet differed but shghtly,

both having a light yellow tinge. White Wonder had a distinct

yellow color. Japanese millet as fed was for the most part stiU

enveloped in hulls. When freed from these the seeds were of a

hght pearl grey with a tinge of green. All samples were ground

to a fine powder, first in a bm-r mill and then in a ball mill.

In the first series the rats were fed 40 parts of millet in a ration

of casein 14, salts 32 (7), 4, and dextrin 42. The casein was a

commercial casein purified as usual (8) in our laboratory and then

thoroughly extracted with hot alcohol. The dextrin represented

corn-starch partly dextrinized (7) and then hot alcohol-extracted.

The results of these trials are shown in Chart I. Fed at a 40

per cent level in a ration otherwise complete except for fat-soluble

vitamine the millets were unable to support normal growth;

ophthalmias became incident and frequentty infections of the

respiratory organs made their appearance.

Of the fom- millets examined, the Japanese millet, by the pro-

longed though subnormal growth of the animals receiving it, gave

evidence of the presence of appreciable amounts of vitamine. The

evidence with the other varieties is not entirely one-sided. Fail-

ure of growth speaks against the presence of vitamine, yet our
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Chart I. 40 per cent of the ration as millet representing the sole source

of fat-soluble vitamine is unable to furnish enough of this substance for

growth. One varietj', however, a variety known as Japanese millet sup-

ported growth for a longer time than any of the others. This points to

a greater content of this dietary essential in this millet than in the others.

That the cause of the ultimate failure of growth was due to a deficiency of

fat-soluble vitamine is supported by the resumption of growth which

occurred when cod liver oil was incorporated in the rations of Groups 1636

and 1599.

In Group 1636, Rat 5412 showed incipient signs of an ophthalmia at the

6th week. These disappeared with change of ration. In Group 1597,

Rat 5256 showed similar signs the Uth week. They did not increase in

severity, but during the 13th week the rat contracted rhinitis and died. In

Group 1583, Rat 5200 contracted ophthalmia during the 5th week and Rata

5201, 5202, and 5203 during the 10th week. In Group 1599, Rat 5266 showed

a slight swelling of the lids of the left eye after the 2nd week on the

ration; this promptly cleared up in a few days and probably was due to

trauma and not related to the ration.

In Group 1636, Rat 5414 was observed to walk with a peculiar gait sug-

gesting weakness of the pelvic arch. This disappeared after cod liver oil

had been fed for 2 weeks.
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experience on purified rations usually has been that growth of the

magnitude seen here shortly results in failure with the incidence

of ophthalmia in 5 to 7 weeks. Here ophthalmias were observed

in six animals; in one case in the 5th week, one in the 6th, three

in the 10th, and one in the 11th. Most of these were delayed too

long for results expected from a ration entirely free from the

fat-soluble vitamine.

In the second series the millets were fed at a level of 84 per cent

supplemented with 12 parts of casein and 4 parts of salts 32. The
casein was alcohol-extracted as before.

In this series, unequivocal evidence of a difference in fat-

soluble vitamine content was obtained as seen in Chart II. None
of the four varieties tested contained enough for continued well

being, the Japanese variety being the richest and the "VMiite

Wonder next in order. Hog millet and Common millet gave

Httle, if any, better results as far as growth is concerned when
fed at the present level of 84 per cent than when fed previously

at the 40 per cent level. This might again be taken as evidence

indicating entire lack of fat-soluble vitamine. Examined for

incidence of ophthalmia, however, none of the rats became infected

during the 13 weeks that the Conunon millet was given. Further-

more, only three cases of respu-atoiy infections were observed,

two a rhinitis during the 12th week on both millets, and one a lung

infection on the Common millet.

The absence of significant growth on the Hog and Common
millets, and the delayed incidence or entire absence of ophthalmia

in the 13 weeks of experimentation appears to justify inspection

of the data from another point of view. Here the most suggestive

theory would be that the fat-soluble vitamine component may
actually consist of two entities, vitamine A and the antu-achitic

vitamine, either one by its absence preventing growth; the one

directly preventing the infections such as the ophthalmias and the

other abnormal bone formation in rickets as McCollum, Sim-

monds, and Becker (9) have suggested. In our studies we have no

direct evidence of interference with noi-mal bone formation. All

our evidence is indirect as we have observed repeatedly the

abnormal gait of the animals, as described in the legends of Charts

I and II, which we have come to look upon as evidence of rickets.

Of these animals, however, no histological examinations were made.
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Chart II. 84 per cent of the ration as millet, the maximum that can be
incorporated in a ration, is insufficient for maintenance of life over a long

period of time. In one case, however, that of Group 1600 on Japanese
millet, normal growth was obtained in three out of the four individuals for

approximately 4 months before failure supervened. Up to the 19th week
no pathological signs of failure were observed but by the 23rd week all had
died from infections of the respiratory organs. Ophthalmias were not

observed.

In Group 1582 on Common millet. Rats 5196 and 5198 contracted respira-

tory infections during the 13th week; here also there was an absence of eye

infections. Previous to the observation of signs of infection at the 9th to

11th week, abnormal locomotion with the hind quarters was noticed in Rat
5198, and Rat 5196 resented being handled by crying as though in severe

pain.

In Group 1598 on Hog millet, Rats 5261, 5262, and 5263 walked abnormally
as early as the 8th week, the last mentioned dragging its hind legs and cry-

ing as though in pain. At this time none of the rats showed signs of an
ophthalmia though this developed in Rats 5262 and 5263 by the 12th week.

In Rat 5260 the e3^es, by the end of the 10th week, looked slightly

edematous, but our suspicions of the presence of an ophthalmia were not

confirmed before death ensued. Rat 5261 by the 12th week contracted

rhinitis.

In Group 1584 on White Wonder millet. Rats 5205, 5206, and 5207 all

contracted respiratory infections from the 14th to the 15th week. No
ophthalmias nor abnormal locomotion were observed.
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Chart II.
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This theory would require that growth in the rats on both the Hog
millet and Common millet was inhibited because of lack of the

antirachitic vitamine because it represented tlje dominating de-

ficiency. This appears very suggestive and if finally found tenable

would mean that the so called fat-soluble vitamine content of

grains and other foods must be studied with reference to the anti-

rachitic vitaijiine as well as vitamine A.

The variations in fat-soluble vitamine content of millets sug-

gested the possibility of harmonizing the data with the theory

proposed by one of us (10) that the occurrence of the fat-soluble

vitamine is intimately associated with certain yellow plant pig-

ments. This, in fact, suggested that possibly the vitamine might

be a yellow pigment or a related compound. This theorj'' has

aided us in our experimental work, but in the present state of

knowledge cannot be absolutely disproven or proven as the knowl-

TABLE I.

Common.

With chromate standard
" extract of Japanese millet as

standard

Japanese.
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The comparisons were not entirely satisfactory as the colors

were not of the same character—the extract from the Japanese

millet especially having a pronounced greenish tinge, yet they

represent fair approximations. Taking the pigment value of the

Japanese millet as 100 the value of the others stand as shown in

Table I.

They show that intensity of pigmentation cannot be correlated

with vitamine content for while Common millet and Hog millet

are low in both vitamine and pigment and White Wonder is some-

what richer in both, Japanese millet, the richest in vitamine, was

the poorest of any in pigment. We have been unable to check

up these observations as our supply of millet was exhausted, but

it is possible that we have here in plant tissue a lack of correlation

between pigment and vitamine as Palmer and Kempster have

observed in pig's hver (15).

SUMMARY.

Millets are not uniformly rich in fat-soluble vitamine; some

contain barely enough to give evidence of its presence, others may
support growth at the normal rate in the rat for months, but

failure ultimately supervenes.

It is questionable if it is warrantable to assume that millets

occupy a unique position among grains with respect to their

content of the fat-soluble vitamine.

It is also questionable if the relative size of germ to endosperm

can be correlated with vitamine content, assmning that the pro-

portion of vitamine is largest where the germ is the largest.

It appears that among the millets, fat-soluble vitamine content

does not bear any definite relation to total yellow pigment.
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The therapeutic action of light has now been placed on a firm

experimental basis by the work of Huldschinsky, Hess, Powers,

and others.^ These investigators studied the action of light,

from various sources, in the prevention and cure of rickets and

found that not only is it effective in promoting normal calcifica-

tion of bone, but also in maintaining normal calcium and phos-

phorus content of the blood (2) . Inasmuch as these same results

can be secured by the addition of cod liver oil—a substance well

known to be rich in the fat-soluble vitamine—the question im-

mediately suggests itself if light can produce all the effects of cod

liver oil, or more correctly, if light can produce all the effects pro-

duced by the fat-soluble vitamine. An accumulation of facts

bearing on this matter cannot help but lead to a clarification of

ideas in this field. Particularly profitable appears to be an

analysis of the relations of light to ophthalmia and growth.

Light and Ophthalmia.

Sheets and Funk (3), and Powers, Park, and Simmonds (4) published data

bearing on these relations at about the same time. The former took twelve

rats and fed them a diet as low as possible in fat-soluble vitamine. Six

animals were exposed to light either from a carbon arc or mercury-vapor

lamp, while six, used as controls, were not. Three of each series came
down with an ophthalmia at approximately the same time—the intervals

varying from 128 to 140 days. This led them to conclude that light was
without effect.

* Published with the permission of the Director of the Wisconsin Agricul-

tural Experiment Station, Madison.
1 For a review of the literature on the effect of radiant energy on rickets

see Park (1).
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Powers, Park, and Simmonds carried out a number of experiments. In

the first series they used fifteen animals of which they kept five under ordi-

nary laboratory conditions of diffuse daylight, five in total darkness, and
five exposed to radiation for a short period daily from a quartz mercury-

vapor lamp. In a second series they used twenty-six animals. These also

were divided up into three groups. All of the animals irrespective of treat-

ment contracted ophthalmia; the time necessary for incidence of this afflic-

tion was, however, not stated. In the third series they used twelve rats

treating three groups of three each as before, but including treatment with

sunlight on the three remaining animals. A duplication of this experiment,

making a fourth series, was run later with eighteen animals. The diet fed

in these different series varied from one low in P, one low in good protein, to

one low in protein of poor quality.

With respect to ophthalmia all the animals except those ex-

posed to sunlight became afflicted early. In the sunlight group

some developed it late, others had recurring attacks and two

never developed it at all; in fact, all of them, with one exception,

never developed ophthalmia until the animals in the other groups

had already died from the disease. The authors conclude:

"Sunlight probabty exerts no specific antixerophthalmic influence

but acts by raising the level of the cellular activity of the or-

ganism to the point where the progress of the disease is held in

check or allowed to advance very slowly and with relatively little

disturbance."

Hume (5) also carried out a number of similar experiments. In the first

experiments she used six rats, two from each of three litters; one rat from

each litter was used as a control and one was radiated 10 minutes every other

day under a quartz mercurj^ lamp. She emphasized the importance of

using controls from the same litter because of "great difference in sus-

ceptibility to a vitamine A deficiency now known to exist between rats of

different rearing." These precautions were omitted by the workers whose

work was previously reviewed. This makes her observations of especial

value because, as we have shown, the rat has tremendous capacity for

storage of the fat-soluble vitamine which can account for a difference of

months in the time of appearance of the ophthalmias (6). She found that

the radiated animals "developed the typical symptoms of vitamine A defi-

ciency with greater severity and greater rapidity than did the control

animals" and this was particularly true of the ophthalmias. A fourth

radiated animal, which had been given a different dosage of light than the

aforementioned animals, also antedated its control in the incidence of

ophthalmia by at least 14 daj's.

In a second series, Hume radiated eight rats which had already con-

tracted ophthalmia and without fail observed an increase in the severity
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of the symptoms. Her final conclusion was, that when radiated the oph-

thalmias become incident sooner and if present, before radiation is used,

amelioration of symptoms does not result.

Goldblatt and Soames (7) duplicated Hume's results very closely, al-

though their observations are not as extensive. They also speak of the

necessity of taking storage of vitamine into consideration. All of five

radiated animals developed ophthalmia and three out of five of the controls.

On radiating rats after the incidence of ophthalmia their condition was
aggravated.

Our results are rather fragmentar}^ and bear in a limited

way upon the problem under consideration, yet due to the large

number of animals involved they are believed to be of value.

We did not use intensified illumination, but attempted to deter-

mine if reduced light, that is darkness, had any effect on the

incidence of the ophthalmias. As we have standardized our

young rats with respect of age, size, and storage of fat-soluble

vitamine for experimentation for this purpose we had every

reason to expect to obtain results of value.

EXPERIMENTAL

.

Forty-eight rats, twenty-four males and twenty-four females,

were used for the trials. Six groups of four each were kept in

dark cages and a corresponding number of cages exposed to the

ordinary diffuse light of the laboratory. The environment with

respect to feed, water, bedding, and runway was the same for

all. The ration fed was composed of casein 18, salts 32, 4, agar

2, yeast 2, and dextrin 74. Both casein and dextrin had been

thoroughly extracted with alcohol. The casein originally was
a commercial product purified in the laboratory and the dextrin

had been prepared from corn-starch. The yeast was part of a

shipment which had been previously tested for its efficiency as a

source of vitamine B.

The results obtained are presented in Table I. After very

nominal growth, about one-fourth of what might be expected on a

normal ration, ophthalmias became incident during the 5th week.

There was no difference discernible in the rapidity of onset of

the ophthalmias or their severity with degree of illumination.

It was evident to us that variation in intensity of illumination

within the range studied was not responsible for variations in
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the occurrence of ophthalmias as we had observed them in our

colony. As to whether illumination had any effect on the course

of the disease we are unable to say as at this time we changed

our animals to various vitamine preparations to test out their

activity. The results of these studies will be published later.

We feel justified in concluding that darkness as compared with

diffuse daylight has no effect on the occurrence of the ophthalmias.

Light and Growth.

The investigators mentioned in connection with the studies

of the influence of light on the incidence of ophthalmia also

obtained results on growth in the same series of experiments.

TABLE I.

Groups.
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Greater ''bodily vigor" was promoted "to a very limited degree"

by radiation with the quartz mercury-vapor lamp. "Rats

exposed to sunlight made an initial gain in weight which in the

animals on the rickets-xerophthalmia-producing diet was main-

tained and in those on the diet producing xerophthalmia alone

never entirely lost." The reader is left with the impression that

no marked influence on growth was observed.

Hmne's (5) results were entirely different from those obtained

by Powers and his coworkers. One of the reasons, though not

the only one, as we shall point out later, was the selection of the

experimental diet. The diet used by Hume was complete in

composition except for the fat-soluble vitamine which it con-

tained in very small amounts. It was not deficient in P nor

good protein and therefore made growth possible when vitamine

requirements or the equivalent were complied with. In her first

series, the three radiated rats grew at a rate well above the normal

of Donaldson for a period of 35 to 50 days and then flattened

out. The three controls grew normally for 7 to 10 days then

flattened out with subnormal growth. A fourth animal, radiated ir-

regularly, grew normally till about the 50th day as compared with

its control without radiation which grew normally for about 14

days. When the rats had been, kept on the deficient diet fj?r

91 to 158 daj^s before radiation was started there resulted no

resumption of growth with one exception where a temporary

growth response resulting in an increment of 18 gm. was noted.

When rats were kept for 17 days on the deficient diet without

radiation prompt resumption of growth resulted upon exposure

to the ultra-violet ra.ys. This was maintained for 56 days.

When the time of maintenance without radiation was increased

to 35 days radiation again induced growth, but it was not so

prolonged. These two trials can be accepted as giving the

explanation why a resumption of growth had previously been

observed in one rat. Undoubtedly these animals had not been

kept long enough on the deficient diet before radiation was started.

The results of Hume are especially noteworthy on account of

the precautions that she took to eliminate the storage factor

which she considered proven by Korenchevsky's experiments (8)

.

She demonstrated the effect of light when she used controls

from the same litters and again Avhen she eliminated the role of

possible storage by making use of the recovery type of experiment.
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Goldblatt and Soames used the same technique as Hume
paying especial attention to using rats from the same litter as

controls and determining maintenance of growth as well as

recovery of growth by radiation with light from a quartz mercury-

vapor lamp. In addition, however, they kept their animals,

when not radiated, in a dark room. When they started light

treatment from the very beginning the radiated animals gained

weight more rapidly, the maximum weight attained was greater

and growth ceased later than in the controls. This happened
in two series including sixteen animals from 25 to 28 days of age.

With the "recovery experiments" where radiation was started,

respectively, after the rats had been 42, 49, and 56 days on the

ration—all after longer intervals than those used by Hume—

•

temporary resumption of growth occurred in the first two, but

not in the last. In the main their findings agree with Hume's.

The greater difference in growth between the radiated and con-

trol animals observed in Hume's experiments they attribute

to the fact that the latter's animals were larger and older and

probably had a greater store of vitamine A available.

In reading Hume's paper we became impressed with the re-

markable response in growth resulting from radiation, but it

appeared to us that this could not be due to its effect on vitamine

A because in the control animals the incidence of ophthalmia did

not become apparent until the 77th day. It seemed to us that

if there was sufficient vitamine A present to delay the ophthalmia

to such a late date there must have been enough present for

normal growth for some weeks in the early periods of the experi-

ment because we have seen ophthalmias occurring before growth

or at least weight increments ceased, and in numerous instances

have we seen ophthalmias making their appearance within 5

weeks after the cessation of growth. In fact, in experiments on

the fat-soluble vitamine now running in our laboratory, we con-

sider it very unusual if no ophthalmias appear in animals at this

time. Furthermore, if light acts by economizing vitamine A
or in liberating it more efficiently from stored reserves as sug-

gested by Hume why should incidence of ophthalmia, a condi-

tion resulting from a fat-soluble vitamine deficiency, not be

delayed. Light itself was not found harmful to the eyes and

yet the radiated animals did not contract the ophthalmias later,
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but even sooner and with greater severity than the controls.

The hypothesis of Hume presents the paradoxical position that

light lil^erates vitamine A for growth, but not for the prevention

of the ophthalmias. It appears to us that another conclusion

is far more justifiable and that is that growth in Hume's animals

ceased because of an insufficiency of the antirachitic vitamine

as distinguished from vitamine A. When its deficiency

was compensated for by radiation, growth was restored and

continued until vitamine A was exhausted; then ophthalmia

made its appearance and rapid failure supervened. This theory

leaves light without effect on vitamine A, it postulates that the

antiophthalmic and antirachitic properties are resident in dis-

tinct entities as proposed by McCoUum, Simmonds, Becker,

and Shipley (9)—which is in direct opposition to Hume's con-

clusions—and it attempts to explain the variable results obtained

by different investigators on the basis of variation in relative

amounts of vitamine A and antirachitic vitamine in storage.

We have submitted this theory to experimental inquiry and to

date have accumulated the following data by the technique

described.

In the selection of the proper conditions necessary for the

demonstration of support for our explanation we realized that we
were limited by the condition of our experimental rats with

respect to their stored reserves of vitamine A and the proposed

antirachitic vitamine. An inspection of numerous curves of

growth obtained from young rats placed on a ration deficient in

the so called fat-soluble vitamine, indicated that with few ex-

ceptions, previous to the onset of the inflamed eye condition,

growth was at a standstill for a number of weeks. This is

illustrated in Chart I where young rats from 22 to 24 days of age

were put on a basal ration of alcohol-extracted casein 18, salts 32,

4, yeast 4, agar 2, and dextrin 72. These were selected at ran-

dom from our records and do not tell the entire story because

after 6 weeks on the above ration they were changed to various

vitamine preparations. They suggested the possibility that,

relative to their needs, these rats had stored away more vitamine

A than antirachitic vitamine. If such was the case they ought all

to respond to the addition of antirachitic vitamine or its equiva-

THE JOURNAL OF BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTBY, VOL. LVI, NO. 2
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lent and then in spite of a response in growth, ultimate onset of

ophthalmia ought not to be appreciably deferred and complete

failure ought to supervene rapidly.

For our first series we selected sixteen young rats from 21 to 24

daj^s old and weighing from 40 to 59 gm. They were divided

into four groups in such a way that no two rats from the same

litter were put in one group and as far as possible each litter was

represented in each group.

The rats were kept on screens and fed a basal ration of casein

18, salts 40, 4, yeast 6, agar 2, and dextrin 70. The casein was a

crude casein which had been heated in thin layers in a steam oven

for 1 week and then thorough^ extracted with alcohol. Salts 40

was a synthetic salt mixture representing a reconstructed sim-

plified salts 32 with KI addition. It had the following composition

and has been used with much success in our laboratory.

NaCl
MgS04.7H20
Na2HP04.12H20. .

K2HPO4
Ca2H2(P04)2.4H20

Ca(C3H503)2.5H20

Fe(C6H607)2.6H20

KI

mols
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23 to 25 days old and weighing from 42 to 55 gm. were put upon

the same basal ration as those of the previous series and allowed

to fail in growth. When this had occurred which it had at the

end of 23 days (in most of them it had occurred by the 19th day,

except in the case of Rat 7328 which after being stationary for a

week made a sudden gain in weight), one group. No. 2084, was

exposed to ultra-violet light and kept on the basal ration; one

group, No. 2079, had its ration changed to the extent that 2 per

cent of aerated cod liver oil was added and the third. No. 2085,

was given aerated cod liver oil and exposed to ultra-violet light

as well.

Gms.

ov'th Irhitltlof pre-t-lou %<} 1 cA-rie ce olf ophkhal i£_

Group

Grouc 1971

4

weekE

' ofi7l9^7f2

Group 1997

ilncidence of
ophthalKila

Chart I.

In both of these series we included the use of aerated cod liver

oil because, if it is true, as claimed by McCollum, Simmonds,

Becker, and Shipley (9), that when prepared under suitable

conditions it contains the antirachitic vitamine and no vitamine

A, feeding it should produce the same effect as light in these

experiments. This necessitated first of all that we standardize

the conditions necessary for destroying the antiophthalmic

property of our oil.

McCollum, Simmonds, Becker, and Shipley (9) found that

cod liver oil which had been aerated 12 to 20 hours at the tem-

perature of boiling water was no longer able to cure ophthalmia

in rats when administered to the extent of 2 per cent of the diet.
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4 hours aeration was found insufficient. Unfortunately, these

investigators do not present the data in detail in regard to the

number of animals used in this standardization and as to whether

or not the aerated oil was efficient at higher levels in curing oph-

thalmia. Viewed in the light of results reported by McCollum,

Simmonds, and Becker (10) and Mori (11) that certain ophthal-

mias occur in the presence of a sufficiency of vitamine A—and

presumably, therefore, do not yield to vitamine A therapy

—

and that these ophthalmias are grossly indistinguishable from

each other such conclusions as were drawn by them are not at

all convincing. At any rate as the vitamine content of cod

liver oil varies and as aeration for so many hours at 100° is a

process lacking in required definiteness, we restandardized the

procedure both as to method of aeration and therapeutic effect

for our supply.

The cod liver oil was aerated for varying periods of time; viz.,

30 minutes, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, and 40 hours at 100°C. The oil was

prepared in 400 cc. quantities contained in a bottle 9 cm. in diam-

eter. The air was washed with alkali and acid, then filtered

through cotton, and passed through a heated metallic coil to

bring it up to the required temperature. It was drawn through

the oil at the rate of 50 liters per hour. The temperature was

maintained uniformly at 100° by putting both coil and container

in a Freas oven set at that temperature. As the aeration pro-

ceeded the oil darkened in color. A slight change in its odor

was also observed.

The therapeutic potency of the oil was established by incor-

porating 0.5, 2.0, 6.0, and 12.0 per cent of the treated oil in a

basal ration of casein 18, agar 2, salts 32, 4, yeast 2, and dextrin

78; an amount of dextrin equal to the amount of oil added, being

omitted as the modifications were made. The casein was a

commercial casein, washed with water acidified with acetic acid

(12) and then alcohol-extracted but not especially heated as in

the previous experimental series.

108 rats in all, 42 to 69 gm. in weight and 3 to 4 Aveeks old,

were used for the experiments. They were kept in groups of

four on the basal ration for 42 to 46 days when invariably some

of them showed signs of ophthalmias and the remainder was

about to become so afflicted unless vitamine additions to the
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ration were promptly made. When one trial did not give un-

equivocal evidence as to the antiophthalmic property of the

preparation, a duplicate test was made and such repetitions were

continued until all question of inactivity of the preparations

was removed. The tests with 12 per cent of oil in the ration

TABLE II.

Response of Ophthalmias in Rats to Different Amounts of Cod Liver Oil Which

Had Been Aerated at 100° for Different Periods of Time.

Time.
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at 100° was not sufficient to destroy all of the vitamine A. 20
&,nd 40 hours of treatment on the other hand apparently destroyed

all of it. For our experimental work we selected the material

treated for 20 hours as we surmised that after 40 hours of aera-

tion the antirachitic as well as the antiophthalmic property

might have been destroyed, because we know from the experience

of Hart, Steenbock, Hoppert, Bethke, and Humphrey (13) that

the antirachitic factor is not a stable quantity.

Char

eedi

II

r aejated cod liver oil (tn t^rqwtn
anc ophi h&lm:

2078

40 (?730-

4

weeks

2081 Padi

/^973^^40

120

80

40

120

80

40

9?;!^

2080 iGiver aerE ted c
ophtl-

b731(

2082 Padidted e

aerntied cc

Chart II.

The results of the first series of experiments are presented in

Chart II and Table III. Particular attention is called to the

growth relations which show unequivocally that radiation or the

•feeding of aerated cod liver oil or both combined are efficacious

and equally efficacious in promoting growth; without them growth
practically ceases after a few weeks on the basal ration. The
•occurrence of ophthlamias and death was also very uniform but
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this statement must be accepted with some reservation as one

animal, Rat 7303, in the basal group was eviscerated by the others.

Although we have shown that the viscera become impoverished

in vitamines (6) with vitamine starvation the possibility that

the occurrence of death and ophthalmias was postponed by

vitamines thus obtained is not excluded.

TABLE III.

Detailed History of Animals the Curves of Growth of Which Are Shown in

Chart II.

Change of ration
or treatment.
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cessation of growth, when it did occur, occurred because of de-

pletion of the stored reserves of vitamine A and ophthalmias
and death resulted as before in spite of greater growth.
The data of the second series of experiments are shown in

Chart III and Table IV. They show in the first place a very
decided response in growth with exposure to ultra-violet light or

tlie addition of aerated cod liver oil. The responsiveness of the
animals was indeed quite remarkable. With one exception and
that in the case of Rat 7332 which lost weight for 3 days before

•GjnE,

^v wl

Char

h rgfclatl on an
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i feehlng aeratled cdd Ij-ver ol
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Chart III.

responding, all the animals responded immediately. Yet in

spite of this the improvement was not permanent. With the

exhaustion of the reserves of vitamine A ophthalmias became
incident and death resulted. Here also our conclusions are

limited by the early death and consumption of the viscera of

Rat 7326 by the other rats of the group. As this occurred on the

36th day of the experiment it is possible that Rats 7327 and
7328 had the onset of their ophthalmias delayed as a result of

vitamine A thus secured. However that may be, it appears

certain from the behavior of the other animals that aerated cod

liver oil was free from the antiophthalmic factor and that such
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effects as were produced by it were analagous to those produced

by light.

We were able to confirm the experience of Hume (5) and Gold-

blatt and Soames (7), that radiation is without effect when

applied later in the period of maintenance. We tested this out

on two animals which had been on the purified ration for 41 days.

Both had been practically stationary in weight for 30 days and

TABLE IV.

Detailed History of Animals the Curves of Groioth of Which Are Shown in

Chart III.
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We believe that all difference of opinion can be reconciled by

.taking into consideration the possibility of vitamine storage

and assuming that in the growth phenomena on a ration free

from vitamines except those carried by yeast we have to deal

with at least two vitamines; namely, vitamine A and the anti-

rachitic vitamine. Hmne (5) assumed that because light had

the same effect on growth as she expected to get with what has

been known as vitamine A that the probability of identity of

vitamine A and the antirachitic vitamine was heightened. We
believe that her results show exactly the opposite as such an

assumption leaves unexplained the fact that the ophthalmias

were neither prevented nor deferred. Her rats were able to

grow exposed to ultra-violet light only as long as the stored re-

serves of vitamine A made growth possible. Without the in-

jQuence of light, growth was inhibited sooner, because, in pro-

portion to the animal's requirements, less of the antirachitic

than of the antiophthalmia factor had been stored away. When
finally the reserves of vitamine A were exhausted rapid failure

resulted in both cases.

Powers, Park, and Simmonds (4) did not pay a great deal of

attention to growth in their experiments. Lack of standardiza-

tion of their animals and the possibility that their animals had

equal or nearly equal amounts of the two vitamines on reserve

made demonstration of a difference difficult. The}^ do, however,

state that ultra-violet light "promotes bodily vigor to a very

limited degree." In contrast to Hume they conclude that "By
analogy, therefore these experiments suggest that there are in

cod liver oil two distinct factors one preventive and curative of

,rickets and the other preventive and curative of xerophthalmia.

Sunlight can compensate for the absence of one but not com-

pletely of the other."

When we associate—as we do in this paper—failure of growth

under certain conditions with lack of antirachitic vitamine we

realize that our theory runs counter to the conclusions of many
that rickets is a phenomenon for the production of which growth

is necessary. Park (1) in his excellent article on rickets dis-

misses the matter by saying,^ "For the development of manifest

3 Park (1), p. 137.
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rickets and osteomalacia growth is essential. Both are diseases

intimately concerned with the phenomena of growth

So many writers have pointed out the fact that malnourished

infants do not become rachitic that one need only mention the

fact here."

We hold no special brief for arguing that we are dealing with

rickets as we realize fully that our evidence, based merely on

restoration of growth by light and aerated cod liver oil, is of a

very indirect nature and that we are in no position to pass judg-

ment on clinical observations. We are even willing to admit

that in many cases growth is absolutely necessary to produce

rickets as thereby the animal exhausts its reserves of the anti-

rachitic factor. Without a sufficiency of other growth-promoting

agents, pathological conditions other than rickets gain the as-

cendency, the reserves of the antirachitic factor are not exhausted

and rickets does not make its appearance.^ Such a theory for

instance would explain why a certain amount of vitamine A in the

diet is necessary for the production of severe rickets in rats.^

Without it in the diet, unless the animal has a large reserve of

it stored away, the animal fails completely from ophthalmia

and respiratory infections before the reserves of the antirachitic

factor are exhausted and rickets can become manifest.

We believe it highly probable, however, that in its etiology

with respect to vitamine relations rickets is not such a distinct

entity as has been assumed. It undoubtedly is very closely re-

lated to the failure of calcium retention as observed in the goat

by Steenbock, Hart, and Hoppert (14), the main difference

being that in the growing animal in the absence of the antirachitic

factor a unique anatomical picture in bone structure makes its

appearance. It is highly probable that the presence of the

vitamine or its equivalent may be a requirement for normal

calcium metabolism of all cells, but as osseous tissues are pre-

dominantly concerned with the metabolism of this element in

rather unique relations its importance has there been empha-
sized. If such should be the case, we may not be so far from the

truth in assuming that growth was inhibited in our animals by a

lack of the antirachitic vitamine, .

* It is, of course, admitted that there are other factors besides the anti-

rachitic vitamine which modify the assimilability of the element Ca.
" Park (1), p. 131.
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The conclusions and opinions voiced in this paper are to be

considered as preHminary to further consideration. We believe

them worthy of confirmation or condemnation as the case may
warrant in the furtherance of knowledge in this field. We wish

to hold no reservations as to future work.

CONCLUSIONS.

Young rats raised on our stock ration and transferred to a

purified ration carrying yeast as its only source of vitamines

will grow for a few weeks then cease growing completely or

partially and ultimately Mill fail due to the incidence of ophthal-

mia or infections of the respiratory tract. Aerated cod liver oil

or light from a quartz mercury-vapor lamp, both well known as

antirachitic agents will eliminate the initial failure of growth, or,

when prevalent, will restore it without appreciably postponing

the final failure due to ophthalmia or respiratory diseases.

Inasmuch as our aerated cod liver oil did not cure ophthalmia

the experiments lend support to the theory of McCollum that

cod liver oil contains two vitamines; viz., vitamine A and the anti-

rachitic vitamine.

It is emphasized that in the study of growth or incidence of

pathological conditions as provoked by the feeding of deficient

diets it is necessary that due attention should be paid to the

vitamine reserves of the animal. With this under control the

possibility presents itself of using growth in the rat for the demon-

stration of the presence of a fat-soluble vitamine other than

vitamine A, presumably the antirachitic vitamine, in our foods

and feeding materials. Furthermore, with the antirachitic factor

supplied vitamine A can now be determined.
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One of the hypotheses that has been presented in an attempt

to explain deficient calcium assimilation during periods of abun-

dant calcium intake is that the calcium is presented in a form

unavailable to the animal body. Curiously enough it appears

that this hypothesis has never been subjected to rigorous experi-

mental treatment. In the last few years this has, however, been

brought to the fore, for with the understanding that recognition

of a vitamine influencing calcium metabolism has given us,

experiments solving these relations can be successfully performed.

In experiments growing out of the realization that grains are

woefully deficient in calcium, in relation to the requirements of

pigs for economical pork production, it was shown more than a

a decade ago, at this Station, that calcium can be successfully

added in the form of phosphate (1). Aron and Frese (2) as

early as 1908 combatted the all too prevalent idea that mineral

elements must be in organic combination to make normal assimi-

lation possible. As a result of experiments with dogs they con-

cluded that the growing dog can obtain its calcium just as well

from tertiary calcium phosphate as from milk; in fact, the availa-

bility of inorganic calcium seemed plausible to them as ordinarily

the dog obtains its lime from bones in which it is present as a

phosphate carbonate complex.

We had our attention drawn to this subject in 1912 when we
noticed a very pronounced negative calcium balance in a goat fed

on grains and straw (3). Testing out the solubility of the calcium

in the straw we found it all soluble in 0.05 n HCl which made it

* Published with the permission of the Director of the Wisconsin

Agricultural Experiment Station, Madison.
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appear questionable that it was present in an unavailable form.

We were unable to explain the actual loss of lime from the body

of the animal until we observed that on this same ration a positive

balance could be induced by feeding the animal temporarily on

oats and pasture. These observations correlated with the well

known and recently intensively studied relation of cod liver

oil to rickets led one of us^ to suggest the presence of some substance

in green plant tissue functioning in the assimilation of calcium.

This has been supported by later studies from this laboratory (4)

.

These studies emphasize emphatically the necessity for the

accumulation of data on the various factors which operate in the

assimilation of calcium not only with respect to assimilation from

the gut but from the body fluids by the various tissues concerned.

One point of view which has been current in the literature, as

the result of gross clinical observations, is that calcium soaps

are unassimilable. Just why this assumption should have been

made is not clear, but apparently it had its origin in the observa-

tion of Herter (5) that in infants growing slowly and rachitic an

excessive amount of calcium is often excreted as the calcium soap.

Grulee (6) states: "It is known that Ca3P04 is almost insoluble

and probably not absorbed to a great degree and it is very likely

that calcium is not absorbed in the form of calcium soaps." Hill

(7) states: "The fat absorption becomes poor as so much of the

fat is changed into insoluble calcium soaps which are absorbed

with relative difficulty." It is but fair to emphasize the fact

that both of these authorities ultimately leave the impression with

the reader that the formation of the calcium soaps and resultant

failure of absorption may be a secondary matter in connection

with other disturbances.

McClugage and Mendel (8) bring up another matter. They

show in experiments with dogs that calcimn is not assimilated as

well from carrots and spinach as from milk or the carbonate.

They call attention to Bertram's statement (9) that the absorp-

tion of calcium from vegetable foods is poorer than from animal

foods. They state that a number of factors are involved, but

specifically emphasize the role of an increase in the excretion of

indigestible material which may hinder the reabsorption of lime

* H. Steenbock.
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secreted into the intestine, Voit (10) in 1880 also called atten-

tion to the importance of foods in causing negative calcium balance

through excessive production of feces. Rose (11) and Blather-

wick and Long (12), in experiments on adult man, show that

calcium can be assimilated successfully from carrots, but Sherman

and Hawley (13), in children 3 to 13 years old, show that while

vegetables may serve as a source of calcium they are inferior in

value to milk when compared on the basis of equal calcium intake.

There are, no doubt, other factors operative in calcium reten-

tion such as the form of salt combination and the dissociation of

the calcium compounds. Givens and Mendel (14) report:

"The striking fact is, that 0.34 gms. of calcium oxide per day in

21.7 gms. of dried skimmed milk, regardless of base or acid, will

produce a positive calcium balance whereas 1 gm. of calcium

oxide in the form of calcium lactate is necessary to accomplish

the same end. The problem of the relative advantage of the

combination in which calcium is fed is thus raised anew." For

some reason or other calcium lactate does not seem to be an

especially good source of calcium for the animal. 20 gm. daily

for man have been reported to call forth untoward symptoms (15)

.

We have also observed in some experiments on growth in rats

that calcium lactate does not constitute an especially good source

of calcium for the animal." However that may be, the time

appears opportune to investigate the availability of various

calcium salts where excessive production of feces is avoided and

where the ration is abundantly supplied with the vitamine which

influences calcium retention. Our experiments on this have been

outlined from 1920 to date.

EXPERIMENTAL.

All our experiments so far have been performed on the rat,

using growth as the criterion of the availability of the calcium

supplied. The rats were fed, four in a group, each group in a

cage 2 feet square and bedded with shavings. They were given

distilled water, fed daily, and were weighed once a week.

In the first series, which was considered in the nature of a

preliminary trial, there was fed a basal ration of yellow Indian

* Unpublished data.
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corn 50, purified casein (16) 13, butter fat 5, dextrin 32, sodium
chloride 1, and iron citrate 0.14. To this there were added
various calcium salts as it was already known to us from other

work that the ration carried a sufficiency of other elements to

allow normal growth.

The calcium was added to the extent of approximately 0.3 of a

per cent—actually 0.295 to 0.298 per cent—respectively, in the

form of calcium carbonate, 0.74 gm.; calcium lactate, 2.22 gm.

;

calcium sulfate, 1.27 gm.; tricalcimn phosphate, 0.76 gm.; and
calcium siHcate, 2.24 gm. The carbonate was a Merck's U.S. P.

IX preparation, the lactate, Mallinckrodt's, and the sulfate,

Baker's analj'zed. The phosphate and silicate were prepared

in the laborator3^^

For the phosphate 196 gm. of H3PO4 in 23 per cent solution were

evaporated on 300 gm. of CaCOs to dryness and then heated to

redness in an electric muffle. There were obtained 310 gm. of

tricalcium phosphate, analyzing 39.9 per cent calcium. Theoreti-

cally it should have contained 39.6 per cent calcium.

The silicate was prepared by precipitation of 219 gm. of cal-

cium chloride with 215.3 cc. of water glass solution of 20 per

cent SiOo content. The precipitate was washed free from chlo-

rides and dried at 110° giving 192 gm. of a product which analyzed

30.8 per cent silicon and 13.3 per cent calcium. This evidently

represented a mixture of calcium sihcates, 2CaO 98102 3H2O
theoretically containing 35.6 per cent silicon and 11.3 per cent

calcium, and CaSiOs containing 30.8 and 13.3 per cent of these

elements.

The results obtained in the feeding trials using these materials

are shown in Table I. Growth in all the groups receiving the

addition of calcium salts is practically the same and all show
marked superiority to the growth of the basal group. The
animals in the basal group showed abnormalities in locomotion,

walking with a peculiar stiff legged, crouching, shambling gait,

and some individuals showed a deformity of the vertebral column
in the lumbar region which undoubtedl}^ contributed as much
to the peculiar walk as weakness in the limbs themselves. As
the experiment progressed, the basal animals, with one exception,

* Prepared by Dr. P. W. Boutwell, formerly of this laboratory.
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developed an ophthalmia and one rat showed signs of a rhinitis.

These last mentioned symptoms of an infectious nature were

not observed in the groups where calcium was added; neverthe-

less, we believe that their occurrence probably was not related

to absence of calcium salts directly. As a result of the low cal-

cimn and vitamine intake on the basal ration, growth was
soon inhibited and decreased consumption resulted. As all our

rations were made up in kilo quantities, the basal ration naturallj'

was not made up as frequently as the others. This allowed suf-

ficient lapse of time for the antiophthalmic factor added with

the cod liver oil to be destroyed by atmospheric oxidation in this

group in contrast to the others.

In Figs. 1, 2, and 3 are shown photographs of three male rats

taken at the 15th week of experimentation, respectively, from the

basal, the calcium sulfate, and the calcium silicate groups. The
photographs bring out not onl}- the difference in size but also

show the ophthalmia, rhinitis, and spinal deformity characteristic

of the basal animals.

The second series was started in duplication of the first, using

purified and analyzed food constituents so that the calcium intake

was controlled. As a basal ration there was used a ration of

casein 18, agar 2, cod liver oil 2, yeast 2, dextrin 73.6, and salt

39, 2.4. The casein was a crude commercial casein which was

washed with 0.2 per cent HCl as long as possible until it went

into the gel state. It was then precipitated as a curd with

dilute sodium hydroxide and washed repeatedly with distilled

water. The final calcium content was reduced to 0.019 per cent.

The agar, yeast, dextrin, and cod liver oil were drawn from

our usual stock.

Salt 39 was a calcium-free salt mixture made up in the same

proportions as our salt 32 (17) except for the calcium lactate and

phosphate which were left out. In 2.41 gm. of this dried salt

there was obtained the same intake of the inorganic elements

as with 4.1 gm. of salt 32 with the exception of the calcium—

which it was desired to reduce-—and of phosphorus. The phos-

phorus was reduced from 0.6 to 0.329 gm. This still left a large

excess over the requirements of the animal.

Into this basal ration there was introduced, at the expense

of dextrin, calcium to the extent of approximately 0.4 per cent
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in the form of calcium salts, the same as in the previous series

with the addition of a Merck's calcium sihcate, labelled M by us

for comparison with our own preparation labelled B.

The actual amounts of salts fed per 100 gm. of ration and their

Ca equivalents were as follows:

Salt.
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TABLE II.

Ration.
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ration remained the same and the salts fed were the same with

one exception and that was the tricalcium phosphate. This

was a MaUinckrodt preparation carrying only 33.81 per cent Ca
by actual analysis instead of the 39.6 required by theory. Ap-

parently it was a mixture of the dicalcium and tricalcium salts.

The actual amounts of these salts fed and the calcium equiva-

lents were as follows:

Salt.
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are not absorbed to an appreciable degree, at least not sufficiently

to cause toxic symptoms. We determined this by feeding barium

sulfate to two groups of rats, one on the basal ration used for the

calcium work with salt 39, and one with the same plus salt 32.

In each case 2 per cent of BaS04 was added. With salt 39, the

incomplete salt mixture—which due to lack of calcium is unable

to support growth^—four rats started at 42 to 52 gm. in weight

at an age of 24 days maintained themselves with slight growth

for 18 weeks. At this time thej^ weighed 77 to 93 gm. with no

signs of immediate failure. All of them were, however, extremely

rickety as indicated by their walk due to the calcium deficiency.

With the complete salt mixture, salt 32, in the basal ration, plus

the barium sulfate, the rats started at 42 to 52 gm. at an age of

25 days grew normally, attaining weights of 178 to 275 gm. in

18 weeks with no signs of failure.

We desire to call attention to the irregularity of growth on

the basal ration which we were at a loss to understand until we
looked up our data on consumption. We then found that each

time that the animals gained weight the ration had been made
up fresh. Apparently the cod liver oil of the ration had under-

gone deterioration in vitamine content with aging. Of the

deterioration there can be no question. It did not become

apparent in the groups where calcium was added, because the

1 kilo lots, in which the rations were made up, were consumed

sooner. We are inclined to believe that the data show that with

larger calcium intake less vitamine is required for normal growth.

These relations will be discussed in a later publication.

CONCLUSIONS.

In experiments with young rats no difference was found in the

availability of calcium lactate, carbonate, phosphate, silicate, or

sulfate when these were fed in liberal amounts.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 1.

Three representative male rats, Nos. 2352, 2364, and 2368, taken respec-

tively, from Group 588, the basal group. Group 591, the calcium sulfate

group, and Group 592, the calcium silicate group, photographed 15 weeks

after the beginning of the experiment. Initially they weighed, respectively,

70, 54, and 75 gm. When photographed they weighed 82, 219, and 246 gm.

With the inhibition of growth on the basal ration is to be noted the ophthal-

mia, the rhinitis, and the peculiar posture.
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In a recent study, Folin and Berglund (1) describe certain

phenomena associated with the transportation, retention, and

excretion of carbohydrates. Data are presented to show that

both fructose and galactose are less effective than glucose in

raising the level of the blood sugar. The explanation offered is

that the tissues, being relatively well stored with glucose and

empty of other sugars may be able to absorb these other sugars

more readily than glucose. Quite different results have been

reported by Foster (2, 3). The latter finds that the ingestion of

40 to 100 gm. of galactose by normal adults produces a very

marked hyperglycemia. This accords well with the generally

accepted notion that galactose is a poorer glycogen former than

glucose. Similarly, the failure of moderate amounts of fructose

to alter markedly the blood sugar level is attributed to a very

rapid conversion of this sugar into glycogen. Foster is therefore

led to conclude that glycogen formation is the chief factor tending

to prevent alimentary hyperglycemia.

In connection with certain studies on the utilization of carbo-

hydrates in experimental derangements of the liver, it appeared

desirable to determine in a fairly large nimiber of animals the

tolerance for fructose, glucose, and galactose. For this purpose

twenty healthy dogs, weighing between 6 and 20 kilos, were

selected. In each case, the tolerance tests were preceded by a

fast of about 20 hours. The blood was obtained by cutting one

of the marginal veins of the ear. After collecting an initial

blood specimen, the sugar, dissolved in about 200 cc. of water,

387
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was given by mouth (3 gm. per kilo of body weight) . Following

the sugar administration, additional blood samples were collected

at definite intervals. In determining blood sugar, we used the

method of Fohn and Wu (4). The glucose was Merck's c.p.

preparation. Both the levulose and galactose were Pfanstiehl's

c.p. special grade.

In all the animals the tolerance for levulose, as determined by-

blood anatyses, was better than either that for glucose or galac-

tose. With but a single exception, galactose produced a more
pronounced hyperglycemia than dextrose. These findings are

therefore more comparable to those obtained by Foster in human
subjects than to the results reported by Folin and Berglund.

For the pm-pose of economizing space, the data of but one

experiment are given in detail (Table I). In addition, the

averages obtained on the twenty dogs are presented in Table II.

Results of other tests on individual am'mals are included in the

data recorded in Tables III and IV.

In the present investigation, little attempt was made to deter-

mine the nature of the sugars in the circulation following the

administration of the monosaccharides. It is to be recalled that

Folin and Berglund were able to demonstrate levulose in blood

plasma 20 minutes after the ingestion of this carbohydrate.

However, the "sugar" appearing in the urine after fructose

feeding did not give the tests for levulose. Folin and Berglund

therefoi'e suggest that the glycuresis was due not to levulose,

but to reducing decomposition products of levulose. Our results

point to the same conclusion. In not a single instance did we
obtain well defined tests for levulose in the urines of the normal

dogs. Still more interesting are the findings with respect to

the glycuresis following galactose ingestion. In these experi-

ments, as much as one-third of the total sugar administered,

and in a few cases even more, was excreted in the urine during

the 24 hours following the test. Nevertheless, the urines con-

tained relatively httle or no galactose. In only two cases were

we able to establish the presence of appreciable amounts of this

sugar (mucic acid and osazone tests).

Folin and Berglund have called attention to the remarkable

effect of dextrose in increasing the retention and utihzation of

galactose. In one of their experiments, the administration of
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100 gm. of the latter was followed by the excretion of 5,685 mg.

of "extra" sugar, whereas the ingestion of 100 gm. of dextrose

together with 100 gm. of galactose resulted in the elimination of

less than one-tenth this amoimt; namely, 371 mg. This phe-

nomenon can be demonstrated even more directly. It can be

TABLE I.

Tolerance for Fructose, Glucose, and Galactose in Dog 15.

Male. Weight 12.9 kilos.
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The possible effect of an altered rate of absorption of galactose

when the two sugars are fed together, must not be omitted from

TABLE III.

Showing the Effect of Glucose and Fructose Ingestion on Galactose Tolerance

in Dog 9.

Male. Weight 8.2 kilos.
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twice as rapid. However, any objection based on this assump-

tion is untenable because if the absorption rate were the impor-

tant factor, levulose, when fed with galactose should exert an

even greater effect in depressing galactose hyperglycemia. This

does not occur. In most experiments, the ingestion of levulose

together with galactose was followed by as great an increase in the

blood sugar as in the feeding experiments with galactose alone.

It is to be admitted, however, that in a few cases, levulose de-

pressed to a slight extent the galactose tolerance curve.

MacLean and de Wesselow (5) explain the appearance of the

normal sugar tolerance curve by assuming that the carbohydrate

storage mechanism comes into action at about a threshold of

0.16 to 0.17 per cent blood sugar. This view finds support in

Foster who postulates a stimulation of the glycogenic function.

Probable though this may be, there is actually little direct evi-

dence to show that glycogen formation would account for the

removal of most of the excess sugar from the circulation. Since

the liver is the main site of glycogen synthesis, almost complete

destruction of the liver parenchyma should result in a marked

carbohydrate intolerance. As will be shown in a forthcoming

publication, this does occur to some extent, but the increased

hyperglycemia and glycuresis under these conditions account

for only a fraction of the absorbed sugar. One might speculate

on the possibility that in liver derangements, other tissues assume

a greater share of the burden of glycogen formation and storage.

There are, however, indications that the maintenance of the

blood sugar within certain concentrations is under hormone

control and that this mechanism is stimulated to greater activit}^

by excessive amounts of glucose.

We believe that the results of our feeding experiments with

galactose plus glucose lend some support to the "stimulation"

theory. The accumulation of a certain concentration of glucose

in the blood seems to provoke a more rapid rate of sugar removal.

When galactose alone is fed, as shown both in the experiments of

Foster and in our own experiments, the drop in blood sugar does

not begin until after it has reached a relatively high level (240 to

290 mg. in Foster's experiments; 240 to 440 mg. in ours). An
explanation that may perhaps be offered is that galactose, as

such, does not provide as efficient a stimulus as does dextrose.
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The eventual break in the curve is due partly to the excretion of

some of the sugar and in part, perhaps, to the accumulation in

the blood of some of the transformation products of galactose,

including possibly at least one of the isomeric forms of glucose.

The mechanism concerned with the removal of sugar from the

TABLE v.

Showing the Effect of Glucose and Fructose on the Glycuresis following

Galactose Ingestion.
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of fructose (3 gm. per kilo of body weight) results in a slight

glyeuresis. In the case of galactose, on the other hand, the

glycosuria is very marked, more than one-third of the ingested

sugar being excreted. When dextrose is fed together with

galactose, less sugar is excreted than when only galactose is given.

It is to be noted that the diminished glyeuresis under these con-

ditions is associated with a lowered blood sugar level.

SUMMARY.

When administered to dogs, fructose is less effective than

glucose in producing alimentary hyperglycemia. On the other

hand, the feeding of galactose results in a verj' marked increase

in the blood sugar concentration.

Following the ingestion of fructose and galactose, the urine

contains reducing substances other than these monosaccharides.

The presence of sufficient glucose in the circulation prevents

the excessive hyperglycemia due to galactose.
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For the determination of urea in the blood, it has been cus-

tomary in this laborator}^ to use finel}^ ground soy bean meal

added to whole blood. At one time, when no fresh soy beans were

available, an extract of jack bean meal, made according to Folin's

(1) directions, was used for class work in the determination of urea

in beef blood. The results obtained in this instance were markedly

lower than those which we had previously found (using soy bean

meal) for the urea content of the blood of this species. Indeed,

1 cc. of the dilute (1:20) extract of jack bean powder added di-

rectl}'' to the blood yielded a urea nitrogen for beef blood amount-

ing to only 30 per cent or less of the total non-protein nitrogen,

while with fresh powdered soy bean a figure representing approxi-

mately' 50 per cent of the total non-protein nitrogen was obtained.

Preliminary trials showed that using either the jack bean extract

or the powdered soy bean, it was possible to recover urea added

to the blood quantitatively and that ammonia or urea contained

in the so\' bean meal did not account for the difference in the

results.

A systematic investigation of the cause of the difference by the

two procedures was therefore undertaken. It was found early

in the work that the differences apparently depended upon the

quantity of soy bean used, either in solid form, or in

the form of extract, and it was possible to obtain a graded series

of urea figures from the same blood, by using extracts of different

concentrations.

Experiments showed that 0.5 cc. of a 5 per cent extract of soy

bean meal, made by shaking the meal with permutit and 15 per

cent alcohol according to Folin's directions for jack bean extract

395
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(1), was the minimum amount \yhich was certain to jdeld com-

plete recovery of 50 mg. of urea added to 100 cc. of blood. We
common^ employed 1 cc. of a 5 per cent extract of soy bean, which

yielded results practically identical with those given by 0.5 cc.

For comparison with the dilute extract we used either a small

amount of so}^ bean meal or a concentrated extract of soy bean.

0.5 gm. of soy bean meal yields no detectable ammonia when
incubated alone or with pure urea solutions, but it results in much
higher blood urea figures than does a dilute extract. Amounts of

meal greater than 1 gm. yield appreciable amounts of ammonia
nitrogen and, in an attempt to obtain a maximum blood urea

figu,re, we made 50 per cent extracts of the meal, which were

entirely ammonia-free. These were made by stirring the proper

amount of meal with permutit and dilute alcohol (15 per cent)

for about 3 minutes in centrifuge tubes, centrifuging, and pouring

the thick supernatant fluid through coarse cheese-cloth. Up to

5 or 6 cc. of such an extract incubated for 10 minutes with pure

urea solutions, gave theoretical figures for the nitrogen just as

did the dilute extract.

These large amounts of concentrated extract gave a somewhat
greater increase in apparent blood urea than did 0.5 gm. of meal,

and they were used in most of this work. However, they do not

retain their activit}^ for more than a few hours and for comparison

with the dilute extracts 0.5 gm. of meal, which yields no appreci-

able ammonia, can be used to equal advantage.

5 per cent extracts of fresh jack bean, prepared in the same way,

yielded approximately the same figures from beef blood as the

5 per cent extracts from the soy bean. Concentrated jack bean

extracts, however, gave less of an increase over the figure obtained

with dilute extracts than did concentrated extracts of soy bean.

Since, according to Mateer and Marshall (2), the jack bean con-

tains over fifteen times as much urease as the soy bean, our 5

per cent jack bean extracts should have contained more urease

than our 50 per cent soy bean extracts. It would thus seem that

the high figures for urea in blood obtained with concentrated

extracts were not due simply to a high urease concentration. In

order to test this question we have made a few determinations

of the urease content of the soy and jack bean extracts employed
in the urea determinations in blood.
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We followed the method of Van Slyke and Cullen (3), allowing

1 cc. of the urease to act upon 5 cc. of a 6 per cent urea solution

containing buffer salts, made according to their directions. The

action was allowed to proceed at 20°C. for 15 minutes, when the

alkali was added and the tubes were aerated. We used 15 cc.

of 0.1 N HCl in the receiving tubes and determined the ammonia

by titration. It was found that under these conditions the 50

per cent soy bean extract was able to convert practically ten times

as much urea as the 5 per cent soy bean extract, whereas the 5

per cent jack bean extract hydrolyzed from 7.5 to 8 times as much

as the 5 per cent soy bean, or very nearlj^ as much as the concen-

trated soy bean extract. Thus the ammonia formed by the action

of the 5 per cent soy bean extract under these conditions neutral-

ized an average of 1.62 cc. of 0.1 n HCl; that from the 50 per

cent soy bean extract 15.8 cc; and that from the 5 per cent jack

bean extract 12.57 cc. The 5 per cent extracts of jack and soy

beans, nevertheless, gave the same urea figures in blood, while 1

cc. of the 50 per cent extract showed an increase of 2 to 3 mg. of

apparent urea nitrogen over the figure obtained with dilute

extracts.

These results are hardly conclusive, but they appear to show

that the increase in apparent urea when concentrated soy bean

extracts are used does not bear a direct relationship to the con-

centration of urease, but involves some other factor. It is possible

that the results are due to a second enzyme, present in relatively

low concentration in soy bean, so that its action is only noticeable

when high concentrations of the bean are used. It would be of

interest to investigate other urease-containing beans in regard

to this point.

We also tried the effect upon blood urea figures of using a com-

mercial urease preparation in different amounts (Hynson, Westcott

and Dunning) in the form of tablets and found that it behaved

in the same way as did soy bean extracts. To give their maximal

effect the tablets must be either ground or dissolved before they

are added to the blood. The difference between the apparent

urea figure in beef blood obtained from one tablet and that from

three tablets is approximately thje same as the difference between

the figures when 1 cc. of 5 per cent extract and 2 cc. of 50 per cent

extract of soy bean are used.
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In the determinations from 0.5 to 2 cc. of the blood were

treated with 2 or 3 cc. of distilled water, 3 drops of acid phosphate

buffer solution (1), and the urease; and the mixture was incubated

"at 45-50° for 10 minutes. liOnger periods of incubation had no

effect upon the ammonia obtained. After the period of incuba-

tion 4 drops of caprylic alcohol and about a gram of solid sodium

carbonate were added and the mixtures aerated, first slowly,

then as rapidly as possible, for about 30 minutes, using 2 cc. of

0.1 N HCl in the absorbing tubes. At the end of this time the

blood tubes were disconnected and aeration of the receiving tubes

was continued for 10 minutes to remove the greater part of the

caprylic alcohol. The solutions were then washed into volumetric

flasks, nesslerized, and read in a colorimeter against ammonium
chloride standards. Parallel ammonium chloride and urea con-

trols were frequently run in series with the blood. Fresh extracts

were made up each day.

Table I shows a comparison of urea nitrogen figures in whole

beef blood when dilute and concentrated soy bean extracts and

soy bean meal were used. The increase with concentrated extract

is somewhat greater when 1 cc. of blood is used in the determina-

tion than when 2 cc. are used. Duplicate determinations with

the same urease solution yielded figures which showed close

agreement.

Most of the human bloods examined also show a higher apparent

"urea content when concentrated extract is used, but the differences

are not so great in most instances as with beef blood. The bloods

analyzed were all obtained from hospital cases. ^ It will be seen

from Table II that the increase in the urea figure due to concen-

trated extract is usually not so marked in the nephritic bloods.

A case of bichloride of mercury poisoning, on the other hand,

"with very high urea nitrogen, shows an increase with concentrated

extract of about 45 mg. per 100 cc. above the figure obtained with

dilute extract. From the figures so far obtained, one could draw

no conclusion as to the possible clinical significance of the sub-

stance yielding incfeased urea following use of greater quantities

of soy bean.

^ We are indebted to Dr. Wm. G. Lyle, Director of the Harriman Re-

search Laboratory, Roosevelt Hospital, for these bloods.
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TABLE I.

Showing a Comparison of the Figures for Urea Nitrogen in Beef Blood When
Small and Large Amounts of Soy Bean are Used for

Hydrolysis of the Urea.



TABLE II.

Showing a Comparison of Urea Nitrogen Figures in Human Bloods When
Dilute and Concentrated Soy Bean Extracts Are Used.
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The substance responsible for the increase when greater con-

centrations are used is chiefly contained in the corpuscles. In

plasma concentrated extracts gave only slightly higher figures

than dilute extracts. The results in this connection are given in

Table III. The increase is greatest when small amounts of cor-

puscles are used in the determinations.

TABLE III.

Showing the Distribution of "Pseudo Urea" Nitrogen between Corpuscles

and Plasma of Beef Blood.

Increase in
apparent

urea
nitrogen.

Character of fluid.

Whole blood.

Corpuscles.

Whole blood.

Corpuscles.

Whole blood.

Corpuscles.

Whole blood.

Plasma.

Whole blood.

Plasma.

Whole blood.

Corpuscles.

Plasma.

Whole blood.

Corpuscles.

Plasma.

With dilate extract.



TABLE IV.

Showing the Figxires for Blood Urea Obtained with Dilute and Concentrated

Urease Extracts with Whole Blood and Tungstic Acid Filtrates.
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coagulation or tungstic acid precipitation. Filtrates from some
human blood samples, however, show a definite increase with

concentrated urease, though this is not so great as the increase

found in the same samples of whole blood.

Experiments now being carried out upon trichloroacetic acid

filtrates seem to indicate that a compound which reacts only with

concentrated soy bean is present to a certain extent in these

filtrates.

We have tried a few experiments to determine something of

the nature of the compound responsible for the increased am-
monia when greater amounts of soy bean are used.

Beef blood, coagulated by heat before addition of the enzvme,

fails to show any increase in apparent urea after use of the con-

centrated urease extract.

Hydrolysis of the blood by heating with dilute acid or incuba-.

tion at body temperature fails to increase the free urea.

The compound in beef blood responsible for the increase is not

lost by dialysis of the blood in collodion bags against running water

for periods of 20 to 24 hours. The dialyzed blood showed no
urea when dilute soy bean extract was used, while the concentrated

extract yields the equivalent of 5 to 6.5 mg. of urea nitrogen per

100 cc. of original blood.

The increase in apparent urea nitrogen with concentrated

extract was not found in raw milk nor did the results of one ex-

periment on rabbit muscle indicate that it was present in that

tissue.

SUMMARY.

When the soy bean urease method is applied to whole bloody

the urea obtained is partially determined by the amount of meal
or concentration of extract employed. In beef blood the apparent

urea content may be increased by 50 per cent when a concentrated

soy bean extract is used, though either concentrated or dilute

extract will recover added urea quantitatively. Many human
bloods also show a marked difference in urea content in relation

to the concentration of the enzyme used.

Filtrates from beef blood (obtained by heat coagulation or by
the use of tungstic acid) show practically no variation in relation

to the concentration of enzyme employed.
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Tungstic acid filtrates from human bloods usually show some

increase with concentrated extract, but in many instances this

increase may be very slight.

The compound responsible for the increase when large amounts

of soy bean are used is present chiefly, if not wholly, in the cor-

puscles. It does not diffuse through collodion. Incubation,

heat coagulation, or heating with dilute acid failed to increase

the true urea content of whole blood. Moreover, the ability to

produce this additional ammonia from the blood does not.seem

to be related to the urease concentration of the enzyme employed,

but is evidently dependent upon other factors. It is possible

that two enzymes are present in soy bean meal and crude extracts.

The "pseudo urea" found in a number of filtrates from human

blood may represent a considerable proportion of the "undeter-

mined" nitrogen in such bloods.

Our results indicate that the true urea content of blood is best

represented by the urea figure obtained from blood filtrates.

These figures are the same or slightly lower than the figures ob-

tained from whole blood with small amounts of enzyme. Whether

or not filtrates should be used exclusively for routine clinical work

is a question which can better be answered when the significance

of the "pseudo urea" in relation to pathological bloods is better

understood. The results obtained with human bloods suggest

very definitely that it would be worth while to study the apparent

urea content of these bloods (using whole blood) with small

and with large amounts of soy bean. We are attempting to

study the question further.

In conclusion I wish to express my thanks to Professor S. R.

Benedict for his advice throughout the work.
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The action of nitrous acid upon proteins is not clearly under-

stood. It is generally agreed that an important and primary

reaction is the deamination of any free amino groups of the

protein molecule with the liberation of their nitrogen, which

may be measured quantitatively, as for example, in the well

known apparatus of Van Slyke. The possibility of secondar^^

reactions whose chemistry is less clearly understood has been

suggested, but has not been carefully investigated.

A study of the properties of the various products obtained after the

treatment of proteins with nitrous acid, the so called desamino or deam-
inized proteins, by different experimental procedures shows marked dis-

crepancies. The greater number of products have been obtained by
various modifications of the procedure described by Skraup and Hoernes (1).

These investigators warmed casein with glacial acetic acid and by the

addition of boiling water obtained a solution of casein in acetic acid. The
solution was cooled and sodium nitrite was gradually added in the presence

of a slow cui'rent of carbon dioxide. After standing for 4 hours, the mix-

ture was heated on the water bath until foaming ceased. The same general

procedure was adopted for other proteins studied by Skraup and his pupils

except that, with soluble proteins, the preliminary heating with acetic acid

was not necessary. Neither the duration of the heating on the water bath

nor the temperature of the bath, factors which, in the light of the results to

be reported in the present paper, seem of considerable importance, is given.

Levites (2) employed a modification of this method. Casein was mixed

* Certain preliminary experiments were carried out by Mr. R. C. Corley

in the Laboratory of Physiological Chemistry of the University of Illinois

under the direction of the senior author (L). Desaminocaseins A, B, and C
were prepared by Mr. M.S. Dunn in the same laboratory.
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406 Tyrosine and Deaminized Casein

with an equal weight of solid potassium nitrite and, after addition of

water, the mixture was heated on the water bath (temperature not stated)

until the foaming ceased. After cooling, the desaminocasein was precipi-

tated by the addition of acetic acid or by alcohol and ether. In a later

method of Levites (3), casein was mixed with 10 per cent acetic acid and the

mixture shaken in a machine until a fine emulsion was obtained. Sodium

nitrite was then added slowly and the mixture was heated at 40° until

foaming ceased. Dunn and Lewis (4) added glacial acetic acid drop by

drop to a suspension of casein in water, and the mixture was vigorously

stirred for 1| hours. At the end of this period solution of the casein was

obtained and sodium nitrite was added di'op bv drop with continued stirring

for 11 hours. The product was allowed to stand at room temperature (in

some cases at 35°) for 18 hours and then filtered off, washed, and dried. The

yields of desaminocasein obtained by this method were larger than those

reported by Skraup or Levites. Other investigators (5 to 11) have used

the original method of Skraup and Hoernes or very slight modifications of

it. Treves and Salomone (6) worked at 0°, room temperature, and at 34HK)°

and employed hydrochloric acid in place of acetic acid.

Dunn and Lewis (4) were unable to determine the presence of any free

amino nitrogen in the desaminocasein prepared by them. Herzig and Lieb

(12), on the other hand, observed that the desamino proteins prepared by

them according to the procedure of Skraup and Hoernes (1) contained as

much free amino nitrogen as the original proteins themselves and concluded

that their results were to be explained by a hydrolysis of the molecule with

a consequent formation of new amino groups. In view of the fact that the

proteins were heated for some time in the presence of relatively strong

acetic acid and sodium nitrite, such an explanation of their results appears

probable. Dunn and Schmidt (13) found no free amino nitrogen in casein

which had been deaminized at 0°.

In Table I are collected the data which concern two important

protein reactions, the biuret and Millon's, for the various deam-

inized proteins reported in the literature. Marked variations

in the properties of the same protein prepared by different in-

vestigators are evident. Millon's reaction is reported positive

in all desamino proteins prepared by the first method of Levites

(2), in which the protein is warmed with sodium nitrite, but not

in the presence of acetic acid. With the exception of the product

of Dunn and Lewis (4), in the preparation of which heat was not

employed, no other desamino proteins react positively in this

test. Similar differences are seen in the biuret reaction.

In view of these facts, a study has been made of the tyrosine

content of desaminocasein prepared by the various methods

described. It seemed probable that the alleged destruction of
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TABLE I.

Properties of Deaminized Proteins as Prepared by Various Methods Described

in the Literature.

Protein.
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tyrosine^ might be a secondary reaction not concerned with the

primary reaction of the deamination of the free amino groups,

and that the decreased percentages of amino-acids, other than

lysine, e.g. arginine and histidine, reported in deaminized proteins

(1, 9, 14) might be similarly explained. The results obtained

have been in confirmation of this theory and have shown that

treatment with sodium nitrite and acetic acid after deamination has

been completed, may result in the partial destruction of the tyrosine,

the extent of the destruction being yroportional to the time of action

of the reagents and the temperature.

EXPERIMENTAL.

Casein was prepared by the method of Van Slyke and Bos-

worth (15) except that the final treatment with ammonium
oxalate was omitted. Two different samples of casein were used

in the deamination experiments in Table II. Desaminocaseins

A, B, and C were prepared from casein 1, while all the other

desaminocaseins were prepared from casein 2. As far as possible

the methods of Skraup and Hoernes (1) and Levites (2, 3) were

followed exactly. It was assumed that by water bath tempera-

ture a boiling water bath was meant, and the reactions were

carried out at this temperature in Skraup's (1) and Levites^s (2)

first method. The time required in the heating until the cessa-

tion of foaming varied somewhat in the different experiments

and as the importance of the time element was not fully recognized

at first, no careful record of this was made. However, the

variation in the period of heating was not markedly different

in preparations made by the same method.

In the preparation of desaminocaseins N and 0, the tempera-

ture was kept as low as possible, between and 3°. 30 per cent

sodium nitrite solution was cooled to 0° and the casein suspended

in it with vigorous shaking. Glacial acetic acid which had been

cooled as much as possible without obtaining solidification was
added and the mixture kept at 0-3° in an ice-salt bath. The

1 "Von den Monoaminosauren ist zu sagen dass ihr Gehalt quantitativ

wahrscheinlich unverandert bleibt, mit Ausnahme des Tyrosins, das bei

alien Desamidoproteinen fehlt" (3). Dunn and Lewis (4), however,
isolated tyrosine from the products of hydrolysis of desaminocasein pre-

pared by them.
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reaction was allowed to proceed at this temperature for 5 hours

in the case of desaminocasein N and for 7 hours with desamino-

casein O. Inasmuch as Dunn and Schmidt (.13) have shown

that deamination of casein is complete under these conditions

in 1 hour, it was considered that ample time for complete deamina-

tion was afforded.

Tyrosine was determined according to the method of Folin

and Looney (16). The colorimetric method for the determina-

TABLE II.

Tyrosine Content of Deaminized Casein Prepared by Various Methods.

Protein.

Casein 1

Desaminocasein A.

B.

C*
Casein 2\

Desaminocasein D.
E.

F.

G.

H.
L.

M''

N.
O.

Tyro-
sine.
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precipitated by phosphotungstic acid gave results for tyrosine

most nearly correct. They obtained 5.2 and 5.3 per cent of tyro-

sine in casein by this method. This compares favorably with

the figures, 5.36 and 5.32 per cent reported by Fohn and Looney

(16) for the tyrosine content of casein by their new method.

We have obtained shghtly higher results, 5.77 and 5.94 per cent

for the casein used in the present investigation.

It is to be borne in mind, however, that the method of Fohn
and Loonej', as weU as most other methods for the estimation

of tyrosine, except the direct determination by isolation of the

pure substance, which is tedious and inaccurate, depends upon
the reaction of a phenol nucleus. Hence in the present series of

experiments, although the results are for convenience reported

as tyrosine, they maj^ best be interpreted as significant of the

phenol groups which have not reacted with the nitrite-acetic

acid mixture in such a way as to render no longer possible the

reactions characteristic of a phenol. It is probable that p-

h3^droxj^phen3dlactic acid, a possible product of the simple deam-
ination of tyrosine, would react as would tyrosine and its

presence in a deaminized protein instead of t3'rosine would make
it appear that the tyrosine content was not altered. Hence
results which show an actual diminution of the group responsible

for the reaction of Folin are significant as indicating an alteration

of the phenol ring, so that it no longer reacts positively, and

thus indicate a change in the tyrosine content.

The results obtained for the tyrosine content of the deaminized

caseins prepared by the various methods discussed are presented

in Table II. It will be noted that there is a wdde variation in

the percentage of tyrosine, from 5.39 (desaminocasein C) and

5.28 (desaminocasein X) to 2.79 (desaminocasein E) per cent.

The percentages of tyrosine which differed least from that of the

original casein were observed in desaminocaseins, in the prepara-

tion of which the deamination had been carried out at low tem-

peratm-es (desaminocaseins N and O), or in those which had

been removed from contact with the nitrite and acid shortly

after the reaction had begun (desaminocaseins C and M) and

before they were completely deaminized. Moreover, desamino-

casein N, which was allowed to remain in contact with the acetic

acid-nitrite mixture at 0° for 5 hours, contained slightly more
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tyrosine than a similar preparation (desaminocasein 0) which

was allowed to react for the longer period of 7 hours. The desam-

inocasein D prepared by the first method of Levites (2), in which

the protein was not heated after the addition of the acetic acid,

had changed less in its content of tyrosine than had the desamino-

caseins prepared by methods in which the proteins were heated

in acid solution (desaminocaseins E, F, and G). Finally, des-

aminocasein prepared according to the method of Dunn and

Lewis (4), in which no heating was employed, but which stood

at room temperature for a considerable period of time (desamino-

caseins A, B, H, and L), showed losses of tyrosine which varied,

being greatest with desaminocasein L and least with desamino-

casein B. With one exception (desaminocasein L), the tyrosine

content of all these products was higher than that ofdeaminized

caseins prepared according to methods of Levites and Skraup.

These experiments served to demonstrate that it was possible

to deaminize casein without a marked alteration in the tyrosine

content of the product as compared with the original casein.

In order to supply further experimental evidence in support

of the view that the destruction of tyrosine was a secondary

reaction, not concerned with the removal of the free amino groups

of the protein, further experiments were carried out with desami-

nocasein B (see Table II), which, by the Van Slyke procedure,

had been shown to contain no free amino nitrogen. 10 gm.

of this completely deaminized casein were suspended in 100 cc.

of 30 per cent sodium nitrite and 50 cc. of glacial acetic acid and

allowed to react at different temperatm-es for varying periods

of time. The insoluble products of the reaction were filtered off,

washed, dried, and analyzed for tyrosine. The results of the

analyses (Table III) show a loss of tyrosine which became in-

creasingly greater as the temperature was raised from 20 to 100°.

Thus, in Experiment 5, in which the reaction proceeded for 24

hours at 20°, the product obtained contained 3.33 per cent

tyrosine, or about 73 per cent of the amount present in the origi-

nal desaminocasein B. In Experiment 8 the mixture was allowed

to react at 20° until violent foaming ceased (4^ hours) . The tem-

perature was then raised to the boiling point for 1 hour. The
resulting desaminocasein contained only 45 per cent of the amount
of tyrosine originally present in the desaminocasein. At low tern-
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peratures (Experiment 9) in a period of 72 hours, the change in

tyrosine content was comparable with that observed at room
temperature in 24 hom-s. Inasmuch as these changes in the

tyrosine content were obtained by fm-ther treatment with the

acetic acid-nitrite mixture of a casein ah-eady completely deam-

inized (as shown by the Van Slyke method) it is evident that

the alteration of the tyrosine content in the deamination of pro-

teins is not concerned with the deamination, but with secondary

reactions, the extent of which are dependent upon the time and

temperatm-e of the reaction.

• TABLE III.

Effect of Nitrous Acid {Sodium Nitrite and Acetic Acid) on the Tyrosine Con-

tent of a Completely Deaminized Casein.

Experiment No.
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most exactly neutralize the acidity. The nearly neutral solu-

tions were transferred to volumetric jQiasks and diluted to 50 cc,

and tyrosine (phenol) was determined in ahquots. It was thought

that the presence of unchanged nitrite or of the sodium acetate

from the neutralization of the acetic acid might interfere with

the determination. A control experiment was carried out in

which 5 cc. of the nitrite were incubated at 40° for 1 hour with

5 cc. of acetic acid. The acidity was neutralized, 25 cc. of the

stock tyrosine solution were added, and the analysis was made

as before. Comparative Millon's tests were also made on the

diluted solutions.

TABLE IV.

Effect of Nitrous Acid {Sodium Nitrite and Acetic Acid) on Solutions of Pure

Tyrosine.

Experiment No.
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It is not the purpose of the present paper to discuss the possible

chemical changes which have resulted in the losses of tyi'osine

observed, but rather to call attention to the possibility of the

destruction of tyrosine as a secondary reaction, dependent upon
the time and temperature of the reaction. It is believed that

the variation in the chemical properties and composition of the

deaminized proteins described in the hterature can be explained

on the basis of variations in the time and temperatui-e during

the reaction with nitrite and acetic acid. We have demonstrated

this to be true as far as concerns tyrosine. Presumably the same

factors may be concerned with the reported destruction of amino-

acids (1, 9, 14), other than lysine, in the deamination reaction.
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In a previous paper (Vickery, 1922), it was shown that, by

varying the strength of the acid, it was possible to obtain a

picture of the rate of hydrolysis of wheat gliadin from the break-

ing of the first peptide bond to the complete decomposition of

the protein into amino-acids. No evidence was obtained from

the curves of the existence of stable complexes containing any

large proportion of the total number of peptide bonds in the

gUadin molecule. This result is quite different from that obtained

with enzymes, for Frankel (1916) found that when vegetable

proteins are digested with pepsin-hydrochloric acid only about 20

per cent of the peptide bonds were split. Trypsin, acting on

proteins previously digested with pepsin, effected a cleavage of

about 70 per cent of the peptide bonds. This is in accord with

the older views of Kiihne's school that a part of the protein mole-

cule is resistant to hydrolysis. A difference obviously exists

between hydrolysis bj^ means of enz3mies and hydrolysis by means

of acids, as has alread}^ been suggested by Northrop (1921).

It may be well to recall the experimental basis upon which the

ideas of protein structure current at the beginning of the present

century rested.

Schiitzenberger in 1875 boiled coagulated egg albumin with 3 per cent

sulfuric acid for about 2 hours. He observed a voluminous precipitate

which separated on cooling the mixture. This material, which he termed

* The expenses of this investigation were shared by the Connecticut

Agricultural Experiment Station and the Carnegie Institution of Wash-

ington, D. C. The writer wishes to express his thanks to Dr. Thomas B.

Osborne for his interest in the work, also for much helpful advice and

criticism.
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hemiprotein, yielded on further hydrolysis with sulfuric acid the amino-

acids, leucine and tyrosine, together with amorphous substances. The
filtrate from the hemiprotein also 3'ielded amorphous material.

Kiihne in 1876 found that pepsin acting on proteins yielded a peptone

which resisted further action of this enzyme. Trypsin acting upon this

peptone yielded a complex resistant body together with a mixture of

simpler substances, among which tyrosine and leucine were readily recog-

nized. When trypsin was allowed to act upon the original protein a re^

sistant peptone was produced as well as the simpler bodies tyrosine and
leucine.

Kiihne further found that when 0.25 per cent hydrochloric acid was
allowed to act on egg albumin at 40° two main products were formed which

he called antialbumate and hemialbumose. The former was obtained as

a precipitate on neutralization. The latter together with hemipeptone

passed into the filtrate. The continued action of acid upon antialbumate

produced antialbumid, which was less soluble and more stable. This

latter substance Kiihne regarded as identical with Schiitzenberger's hemi-

protein. It was readily produced by the action of boiling 3 to 5 per cent

sulfuric acid on albumin; was readily soluble in alkali and reprecipitated

from such solutions on neutralization, and was unacted upon by pepsin-

hydrochloric acid (Kiihne and Chittenden, 1883).

These and similar observations led Kiihne to a conception of protein

hydrolysis which may be briefly stated as follows. As a first step the

protein is broken into bodies belonging to two distinct groups; viz., the

hemi and the anti groups. Subsequently smaller molecules of hemipeptone

and antipeptone, respectively, are formed. No distinction was drawn
by Kiihne between the hydrolytic action of dilute acid, of pepsin, or of

trypsin. The essential feature of his view was the postulation of the

existence in the protein molecule of a more resistant anti group and less

resistant hemi group.

Neumeister (1887) further elaborated Kiihne's views.

Attention was directed during the last decade of the past, and first

years of the present century, to the improvement of the methods for the

separation of these products of protein hydrolysis. Kiihne had used
sodium chloride and ammonium sulfate under definite conditions to salt

out certain of these bodies. Pick (1899, 1902) elaborated a scheme of

fractional precipitation by means of partial and complete saturation with

ammonium sulfate, Haslam (1905, 1907) a system of precipitations with

50 per cent alcohol and half saturated ammonium sulfate, Adler (1907;

see also Borkel, 1903) a system involving ferric ammonium alum as a

precipitating agent, and Birchard (1909; see also Levene, Van Slyke, and
Birchard, 1910) a scheme involving the preparation of Siegfried's carbamino
compounds of the proteoses through the use of carbon dioxide together

with calcium or barium hydroxide solution.

Fischer's (1906) comment on these methods is pertinent. He says:

"... .the precipitation methods are not capable of yielding pure products

from so complicated a mixture as that produced by the decomposition of
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proteins, and on that account the various kinds of albumoses and proteoses

with which the physiologists reckon, are to be considered by the chemist

only as inseparable mixtures. The true object of the scientist working in

this field must be the preparation of chemically defined hemogeneous

substances."

Zunz (1911), in a monograph on the proteoses, studied the various

bodies prepared from Witte's peptone b}^ the highly elaborated procedures

of Pick, Haslam, Adler, and others. Armed with modern analytical and

experimental methods he was able to show that these procedures led to

the preparation of mixtures, complexes, or combinations of proteoses, of

which only those produced by Pick's methods presented any constancy

of composition. He stated, however, that there is nothing which allows

us to affirm that the mixtures, complexes, or combinations of proteoses

obtained by these methods exist as such in the products of the disintegra-

tion of proteins through the agency of pepsin. He believed that the pro-

teoses represent true polypeptides containing more or less long chains of

amino-acids, but it must not be forgotten that these preparations are not

chemically defined substances, but groups, complexes, or combinations of

proteoses which he showed can be further fractionated by adsorption

methods using mastic or kaolin (Rona and Michaelis, 1907, a and h), or

by ultrafiltration. Notwithstanding these criticisms of the precipitation

methods, Heiduschka and Komm (1922, 1923) have recently carried out an

elaborate fractionation of the products obtained by mild hydrolysis of

keratin according to the methods outlined by Pick, Siegfried, and others.

It was inevitable that confusion in nomenclature and ideas

should arise when the characterization of such highly complicated

bodies as the proteoses depended ahnost entirely upon solu-

bility in salt solutions of various definite concentrations. Nor
were matters likely to be improved when so little distinction was

drawn between different methods of hydrolysis. Nevertheless,

there seems to have been a consensus of opinion that one relatively

large portion of the protein molecule possessed a higher degree

of stability than the rest of the molecule.

During my previous work it was observed that when gliadin

was boiled with hydrochloric acid of concentrations between 0.2

and 4 N, a precipitate separated after boiling for a longer or shorter

time according as the acid was weaker or stronger. This precipi-

tate appeared in notable quantity when from 10 to 15 per cent

of the nitrogen of the gliadin had been split off as ammonia, and

increased in amount as amide hydrolysis proceeded to completion.

Thereafter, as boiling continued, the precipitate diminished in

quantity, very little remaining as a rule when 50 per cent of the
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peptide bonds had been hydrolyzed. According to Kuhne's view

this precipitate might consist of products derived from the so

called anti group, in which case it should be relatively resistant

to hydrolysis. On the other hand, taking into consideration the

apparent connection between the formation of the precipitate

and the progress of amide hydrolysis, the substance might possibly

be simply gliadin from which amide nitrogen had been removed.

To obtain evidence regarding the relationship between the

extent of amide hydrolysis of gliadin and the appearance of the

insoluble material, 20 cc. quantities of a 5 per cent solution of

TABLE I.

Gliadin Containing 0.1658 Gm. of Nitrogen in 2.3 n HCl at 40 ± 1°C.
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fraction undergoes continual change during hydrolysis and mili-

tates against the view that it is either gliadin from which amide

nitrogen has been removed or that it is a markedly stable part

of the gliadin molecule.

In the previous paper (Vickery, 1922), I showed that with boiling

0.2 N hydrochloric acid, amide hydrolysis of gliadin is nearly

completed in 6 hours, while at the same time only from 5 to 6

per cent of the peptide bonds are split. Consequently, 100 gm.

of air-dry ghadin, containing 16.43 gm. of nitrogen, were dissolved

in 500 cc. of 70 per cent ethyl alcohol and poured into a solution

containing 21.87 gm. of hydrochloric acid. The total volume,

including 200 cc. of 70 per cent alcohol used for rinsing, was 3,000

cc, the concentration of acid 0.2 n, and the temperature 80°C.

The flask was immediately connected to a reflux condenser, placed

in a warm oil bath, the mixture heated to boiling within 20 minutes,

and then maintained in gentle ebullition at 90-9 1°C. for 6 hours.

The flask was then cooled to 40° within 15 minutes. The solu-

tion was thus heated approximately 6| hours. The precipitate

increased greatly in amount during the cooling operation. A
dilute solution of sodium hydroxide was then slowly added with

continuous stirring until the precipitate flocked out sharply and

the supernatant liquid became clear. This precipitate was

centrifuged off and washed once with water containing a little

sodium chloride to prevent the formation of a colloidal suspension.

It contained substances soluble in absolute alcohol which were

removed by repeatedly suspending the precipitate in this solvent

at room temperature until no further solid matter dissolved.

The insoluble part. Preparation 1, when dried over sulfuric acid,

ground, and finally dried in a vacuum, weighed 53.62 gm. and

contained

:

Preparation 1.

Moisture

Ash
Nitrogen

"
ash- and moisture-free.

per cent

1.76

0.16

13.62

13.89

Preparation 1 thus contained 7.30 gm. of nitrogen or 44.5 per

cent of the nitrogen of the original gliadin. 1 gm, required 20.7
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cc. of tenth normal alkali to obtain a faint, but permanent, alka-

line reaction to phenolphthalein.

The straw-yellow alcoholic extracts (Solution 2) of the neutra-

lization precipitate were united and evaporated under diminished

pressure to dryness. The residue weighed 11.5 gm. and was

dissolved in 50' per cent alcohol. Analyses of one-tenth of this

solution (Solution 2) showed the whole to contain 1.185 gm. of

nitrogen or 7.21 per cent of the nitrogen of the original gliadin.

Of this, 0.035 gm. was free ammonia nitrogen doubtless derived

from a small amount of ammonium chloride retained by the neu-

tralization precipitate. The biuret, Millon's, and glyoxylic acid

tests were positive. With picric acid a precipitate formed which

dissolved on warming but reappeared on cooling, a reaction

formerly considered to be characteristic of some proteoses.

The aqueous liquid, from which the insoluble product of

hydrolysis had been removed, was concentrated under diminished

pressure and made up with the addition of alcohol to 2,000 cc.

One-tenth of this was removed for analysis (Solution 3). The
whole solution contained 3.64 gm. of ammonia nitrogen and 3.953

gm, of non-ammonia nitrogen. The distillate (Solution 4) from

the concentration of this liquid was found to contain 0.034 gm.

of non-ammonia and 0.0305 gm. of ammonia nitrogen which had

evidently been carried over during the distillation. This was not

recovered. During the concentration a small amount of slimy

material (Preparation 5) separated on the walls of the flask. It

contained 0.0648 gm. of nitrogen.

The data in Table II give the distribution of nitrogen in the

fractions thus obtained.

The remainder of Solution 3 was dialyzed until free of salts.

The dialysate (Solution 6) contained nearly a gram of nitrogen

other than ammonia of which about one-half belonged to peptides

which could be precipitated by saturation of the solution with

ammonium sulfate. Salts w^ere removed from the filtrate from

this precipitate by means of alcohol followed by treatment with

a slight excess of barium hydroxide at boiling temperature.

About one-half the nitrogen of the peptides now remaining in

solution could be precipitated by phosphotungstic acid. This

precipitate contained amino nitrogen amounting to about one-

fifth of the total nitrogen. After hydrolysis with 20 per cent
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hydrochloric acid for 24 hours this ratio was approximately-

doubled . The solution then yielded a precipitate with phos-

photungstic acid, indicating the presence either of basic amino-

acids or of some extremely stable peptide, such as the Z-prolyl-/-

phenylalanine of Osborne and Clapp (1907).

The peptides in the dialysate (Solution 6) which were precip-

itated neither by ammonium suKate nor by phosphotungstic acid,

contained approximately one-third of their nitrogen as amino

TABLE II.

Distribution of Nitrogen in Fractions Obtained from 100 Gm. of Gliadin

Containing 16.43 Gm. of Nitrogen when Hydrohjzed for 6 Hrs.

with 0.2 N HCl at 90~91°C.

Preparation.

Preparation 1

Solution 2.

Alcohol extract of Prepa-

ration 1

Solution 3.

Aqueous mother liquor of

Preparation 1

Solution 4.

Distillate from Solution 3.

,

Preparation 5.

Slimy material

Total.

Total nitrogen.

gm.

7.30

1.185

7.595

0.0645

0.0648

16.209

per
cent"

44.45

7.21

46.22

0.39

0.39

98.66

Free ammonia Non-ammonia
nitrogen. nitrogen.

0.0

0.035

3.64

0.0305

3.705

per
cent*

0.0

0.21

22.16

0.19

22.56

gm.

7.30

1.15

3.955

0.34

0.0648

12.81

per
cent*

44.45

7.0

24.06

0.20

0.39

76.10

* Per cent of total nitrogen present.

nitrogen. This ratio was raised to approximately three-quarters

by hydrolysis with 20 per cent hydrochloric acid for 24 hours.

These data indicate the presence of relatively simple peptides

in this dialysate and also that free amino-acids were present, if

at all, only in extremely small amounts.

The distribution of the basic amino-acids in Preparation 1,

as determined by Van Slyke's method, is given in Table III.

The best recorded analysis of gliadin by the Van Slyke method

is one published by Osborne, Van Slyke, Leavenworth, and Vino-

grad (1915). This is quoted in Table IV, Column 2. In order
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to compare the distribution of nitrogen in Preparation 1 with that

in gliadin it is necessary to bear in mind that about a quarter of

the nitrogen of the latter substance is amide nitrogen while only

4.5 per cent of the nitrogen of the former occurs in this form. Con-

sequentlj^, in Columns 3 and 4 this comparison is made in terms

of the total nitrogen exclusive of the amide nitrogen.

It is clear that there are distinct differences between gliadin

and Preparation 1 in the proportion of arginine, lysine, and non-

TABLE III.

Van Slyke Analysis of Preparation 1. Data Corrected for Solubility of

Bases. Total Nitrogen in Aliquots Used for Analysis Was 0.5312 Gm.

Nitrogen.
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To compare the rate of hydrolysis of Preparation 1 with that

of ghadin, 1 gm. quantities were weighed out, 80 cc. of 2.5 n

hydrochloric acid and, in order to make the conditions com-

parable with those under which gliadin was previously hydrolyzed

(Vickery, 1922), 20 cc. of 70 per cent alcohol were added. The

flasks were placed on an electric hot-plate under reflux condensers.

Ebullition occurred within 10 minutes and the temperature of

TABLE IV.

Distribution of Nitrogen in Gliadin and Preparation 1 Calculated Free of

Amide Nitrogen.

Nitrogen.

Amide
Humin, insoluble

in lime

amyl alcohol.

Cystine

Arginine

Histidine

Lysine

Amino in filtrate

Non-amino in filtrate. .

.

Gliadin.
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The two curves show that in the early stages there is but Httle

difference between the rates at which the peptide bonds of Prep-

aration 1 and of ghadin are broken by 2 n hydrochloric acid.

Beyond 60 per cent of complete hydrolysis the rate at which

Preparation 1 is hydrolyzed is somewhat slower than for gliadin,

but no great difference is apparent when 80 per cent of the bonds

have been broken. The curve for Preparation 1 becomes flat

TABLE v.

Nitrogen of the Basic Amino-Acids in 100 Gm. of Gliadin and in 56.6 Gm.
of Preparation 1 Obtained from 100 Gm. of Gliadin.
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The gradual evolution of ammonia, probablj^ due to deamina-

tion, is also well shown by the data.

With respect to its content of arginine, lysine, and the non-

amino nitrogen of the filtrate from the basic amino-acids, which
is probably very largely proline nitrogen, the insoluble product

obtained when gliadin is hydrolyzed with dilute acid at boiling

temperature differs in constitution from that calculated for gliadin

from which amide nitrogen alone has been removed. Moreover,

when prepared under the conditions detailed above, this insoluble

fraction contains all the lysine of the original gliadin. In its

production, therefore, hydrolysis of peptide bindings as well as

of amide bindings has played a part. Efforts to remove only

amide nitrogen from gliadin, without simultaneously rupturing

peptide bonds, have been unsuccessful. The rate at which about

two-thirds of the peptide bonds of the above insoluble product

are hydrolyzed is not materially different from that observed

for gliadin. The view that it represents a portion of the protein

molecule exceptionally resistant to hydrolysis consequently is

untenable.

Whether or not this insoluble fraction of gliadin bears any real

relation to the similarly insoluble hemiprotein of Schiitzenberger

or the antialbumid of Kiihne is difficult to determine. It is

possible that if these investigators had had at their disposal a

good method for following the progress of hydrolysis they would

have found that these substances were not as stable towards acids

as they assumed them to be.

It is highly improbable that this fraction of gliadin represents

a definite chemical individual. As Zunz has pointed out, the

separation of a precipitate from a partially hydrolyzed protein

solution is no evidence that the configuration of the proteose

complex so obtained necessarily represents the configuration in

the original protein molecule. Two proteoses originating from

entirely different parts of the protein molecule may both find

their way into a neutralization precipitate and their presence may
thus lead to wholly erroneous ideas of the constitution of the

original protein.

A striking outcome of these experiments is the total lack of

evidence that any free amino-acids were produced during the

hydrolysis which involved the rupture of from 5 to 6 per cent
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of the total peptide bindings of the gliadin molecule. No evidence

was obtained to show at what stage of the hydrolysis free amino-

acids appear, but even after boiling for more than 80 hours with

2 N hydrochloric acid the chart shows that over 10 per cent of the

peptide bonds were still intact.

SUMMARY.

The results of this investigation do not support the old idea

that hemi and anti groups exist in the protein molecule. Whether

evidence of such could be obtained with some other protein than

gUadin remains to be demonstrated. Under none of the condi-

tions employed has it been possible to effect a differential hydrol-

ysis of gliadin whereby the amide bindings only were broken.

Although the hydrolysis of the amide bonds proceeds at a much

more rapid rate than that of the peptide bonds these two reac-

tions have been found always to take place simultaneously.
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CHLORIDE AND CONDUCTIVITY DETERMINATIONS ON
PLASMA.

By H. C. gram and A. XORGAARD.

{From the University Medical Clinic, Copenhagen, Denmark.)

(Received for publication, March 14, 1923.)

The purpose of this paper is to present studies upon the chlo-

ride content and the conductivity of the hirudinized plasma in

health and in certain diseases, in which variations of chlorides

are known to exist. A priori a certain parallelism between

chloride analysis and conductivity measurements on plasma might

be expected as already noted by Bugarszky and Tangl (1) who,

however, demonstrated the depressing influence on conductivity

exerted by proteins and other non-electrolytes (Oker-Blom, 2).

The sodium chloride concentration and the cell volume of whole

blood were also determined and from these data the chloride

concentration of the corpuscles was calculated. The chloride

concentration of whole blood is not given in the tables, but may
be calculated from the other values.

The blood was taken from a vein at the elbow and allowed to

drip from the needle into a 4 cc. centrifuge tube containing a

little hirudin.^ In order to prevent evaporation the tube was

stoppered as soon as the necessary amount was obtained. All

tubes were cleaned with steam in order to remove the least trace

of electrolytes. After taking samples for determination of cell

volume and for analj-sis of the whole blood, the plasma was

separated from the remainder in a high speed centrifuge.

Chloride determinations were made by Bang's (4) micro method,

modified in the way described in a previous paper (5). Results

are expressed in terms of sodium chloride percentage.

Conductivity measurements were made with the ionometer^

of Christiansen (6). This instrument is a voltmeter connected

1 For the procedure of obtaining hirudin See Gram and Xorgaard (3).

2 Manufactured by Helweg-Mikkelsen, Ltd., Copenhagen.
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with the house current (220 or 110 volts, d.c). A magnetic

shunt, which is adjusted before each determination, allows regu-

lation for variations in the house current. The liquid to be

examined is held in a U-shaped vessel (capacity | to 1 cc.) with

bright platinum electrodes. By a suitable contact this vessel is

inserted in series with the voltmeter and the degree of deflection

Per
cent

0.68

0.64

0.60

. 0.56

o
"^ 0.52

in

C 0.48

cr

G 0-40

<o

^ 0.36

0.32

0.28

0.24

0.20
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of our laboratory. A vessel with water at the desired tempera-

ture will serve as a water bath during the short time taken by

the examination.

The ionometer readings are expressed in this paper in sodium

chloride equivalents; i.e., the percentage of NaCl in aqueous

solution required to give the same ionometer reading. The

calibration of the ionometer against known aqueous sodium

chloride solutions was repeated several times with identical

TABLE I.

Normal Individuals.

No.
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The absence of electrolytes in our hirudin preparation has

been controlled by examination of the dissolved product with

the ionometer.

The cell volume determinations were made with a very finely

graduated hamatocrit described by us (3) in a previous paper.

Complete transparency of the whole cell column was obtained

in all cases, the mean of two observations being noted in each

case.

Chloride and Conductivity Determinations on Plasma.

Our material is classified in the following groups: (1) Normal

individuals; (2) pulmonary infections; and (3) diseases of the

kidneys.

Normal Individuals.

Twelve specimens were obtained from seven persons.

The findings on normal plasma appear in Table I. The NaCl

equivalents of the ionometer readings were in all cases sHghtly

(averaging 0.041) higher than the sodium chloride percentages

found by titration. The conductivity due to all electrolytes is

expressed in terms of sodium chloride, but the protein influence

on conductivity excludes the possibility of making the difference

between titrated chlorides and the chloride equivalent of the

conductivity a measure of non-chloride electrolytes; evidently,

however, the amount of non-chloride electrolytes plays a small

role in comparison with the chloride electrolytes. Rise and fall

in the titrated chloride content was approximately proportionate

to the corresponding variations in the ionometer equivalents.

The average percentage of titrated chloride in these plasmas

was found to be 0.613 per cent NaCl, agreeing quite well with

the results of a previous series in which we (5) found 0.609 as

the average of fifteen determinations. As the limits of the

normal we find 0.595 and 0.625 per cent. The sodium chloride

equivalents of the conductivity varied between 0.634 and 0.684

with an average of 0.653 per cent. The ratio

Titrated NaCl

NaCl equivalent of conductivity

varied between 0.978 and 0.907 with an average of 0.939.
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Pulmonary Infections.

Pneumonia Cases.-—^We had the opportunity to study only

two such cases, one of lobar pneumonia and one of broncho-

pneumonia, both of which are given in Table II.

In the first case (lobar pneumonia) the first venous puncture

was made 2 days before the crisis and the results show that both

titrated chloride and ionometric value were below the normal;

the very low chloride content, however, seems in part to have

been compensated by an increase in the other electroljd^es, so

that the ionometer equivalent was only just under the lower

normal limit. Blood taken immediately after the crisis showed

that both values had risen just above the lower normal limit,

the ratio between them being approximately that normally

found; the same was found to be true in the blood taken a few

days later.

The second case (bronchopneumonia) did not in any of the

three specimens of blood differ significantly from the normal.

Cases of Pulmonary Tuberculosis.—Since cases of penumonia

at the time were rare we studied another pulmonary infection,

examining the blood and plasma in nineteen specimens of blood

obtained from fifteen cases of pulmonary tuberculosis.

It appears from Table II that there was a very striking agree-

ment between chloride concentration and ionometric chloride

equivalent. The ratios between these varied within substan-

tially the same limits as in normal plasmas (compare Table I).

A frank decrease in both values was found in five cases of tuber-

culosis having ionometric NaCl equivalents below 0.625 per cent

and sodium chloride percentages below 0.580. Two cases showed

ionometric NaCl equivalents slightly below the normal limit,

i.e. 0.629 per cent, these cases having, respectively, a sodium

chloride content of 0.589 and 0.596; i.e., close to the normal

lower limit.

^

The question arises as to whether there ' was anything in the

condition of these patients which might explain the decrease of

electrolytes in the plasma.

' In consideration of the small number of normal bloods examined, we
shall consider only an ionometric NaCl equivalent below 0.630 and a NaCl
concentration below 0.590 per cent as abnormally low.
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The mere presence of the tuberculous infection in itself can

hardly be considered the cause since in that case the decrease

should have been more frequent as ten of the patients were in the

third stage of pulmonary tuberculosis. Neither hemoptysis,

prevalence of bacteria in the sputum, pneumothorax, nor pleurisy

€Ould be correlated with this decrease in the electrolytes. In

four out of the five patients with marked decrease in electrolytes

the pulmonary process was very wide-spread, these being the

Normal NaCl

0.68

tn
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toms are also given in Table III. This group of patients is, of

course, a heterogeneous one and we only claim to have made a

preliminary survey as to the relation between variations in

chloride and conductivity of the plasma in these conditions.

In only one case'—the last—-was there a marked decrease of iono-

meter and chloride values. In all the other cases the values

were normal or nearly so. The agreement between ionometer

and chloride variations was* very good, most of the ratios falling

within the normal ranges. A decrease of plasma chlorides was

accompanied by a low conductivity.

Fig. 2 shows the relation between the NaCl equivalents of the

conductivity and titrated NaCl in all the cases examined.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS.

1. The ionometer of Christiansen offers a simple and quick

method of measuring conductivity. For expressing the results

obtained with this apparatus the term NaCl equivalent of the

conductivity is introduced; i.e., the concentration of sodium

chloride in water required to give the same conductivity when
measured with the ionometer. Conductivity measurements on

plasma with the ionometer have been found to give an approxi-

mate indication of the chloride fluctuations in the plasma and

may be employed to indicate whether marked changes in chloride

concentration have occurred.

2. The chloride concentration of twelve normal plasmas,

titrated and expressed as NaCl, varied between the limits 0.625

and 0.595 per cent with an average of 0.613 per cent.

3. The sodium chloride equivalents of the conductivity of the

same normal plasmas when measured by the ionometer varied

between 0.684 and 0.634 with an average of 0.653 per cent.

mi. ^- Titrated NaCl per cent • , , ^
i he ratio ^rrr^ri

-•
—

\—i—

?

5

—

,. •, varied between 0.978
NaCl equivalent 01 conductivity

and 0.907 with an average of 0.939 per cent.

4. The parallelism of the change on the chloride concentration

and in the conductivity under certain pathological conditions

suggests that the fall in conductivity is due under these condi-

tions to decrease in electrolytes rather than to increase in protein

content.
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5. The figures for corpuscle chlorides given in the tables indi-

cate that the fall in plasma chloride was not caused by a chloride

shift from plasma to corpuscles due to increase in CO2 tension

(Fridericia (7) and others).
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A NOTE ON THE KRAMER-TISDALL METHOD FOR THE
DETERMINATION OF CALCIUM IN SMALL

AMOUNTS OF SERUM.

By FREDERICK F. TISDALL.

{From the Nutritional Research Laboratories of the Hospital for Sick Children

and the Department of Pediatrics, University of Toronto, Toronto,

Canada.)

(Received for publication, April 12, 1923.)

In 1921 Kramer and the writer^ described a simple method for

the determination of calcium in serum. During the past year

and a half several hundred determinations of the calcimn con-

tent of sermn have been made in this laboratory using a slight

modification of the above method. The modification has further

simplified and shortened the procedure, while the results obtained

are identical with those secured by the use of the original tech-

nique.

The method as originally described consists in the precipita-

tion of the calcium as calcium oxalate in a centrifuge tube. The
precipitate was then driven to the bottom of the tube by the

use of the centrifuge and subsequently washed three times with

2 per cent ammonia. The supernatant fluid was removed each

time by the use of a specially constructed syphon. The modifi-

cation consists in a change in the technique used to wash the

precipitate. The original procedure as modified is as follows.

2 cc. of fresh serum are measured into a 15 cc. graduated cen-

trifuge tube containing 2 cc. of water. The outside diameter of

the tube should be 6 to 7 mm. at the O.I cc. mark. 1 cc. of a

saturated solution of ammonium oxalate is added. The con-

tents of the tube are then thoroughly mixed by holding the tube

at the upper end and tapping the lower end with the finger giving

it a circular motion. The mixture is allowed to stand for half

an hour and the contents are again mixed. The tube is then

iKramer, B., and Tisdall, F. F., /. Biol. Chem., 1921, xlvii, 475.
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centrifuged at about 1,500 revolutions per minute for 5 minutes.

The supernatant fluid is removed by simply inverting the tube for

a moment and allowing the fluid to flow out. The precipitate

generally is not disturbed at all, but if it should be disturbed the

tube can readily be returned to its original position before any
escapes. The mouth of the tube is wiped with a cloth, and 2

per cent ammonia (2 cc. of concentrated ammonia to 98 cc. of

water) is added up to 4 cc. This should be done so that it washes

down the sides of the tube. The fluid is thoroughly mixed by
tapping the tube with the circular motion until a slight amount
of the precipitate spirals up the center of the fluid. All the pre-

cipitate does not need to be mixed with the fluid. The tube is

centrifuged for 5 minutes and the supernatant fluid again re-

moved by decantation. This constitutes one washing. The
procedure is repeated making two washings in all. The crystals

are then dissolved by the addition of 2 cc. of approximately n
sulfuric acid. The tube and contents are heated in a boiling

water bath for about 1 minute and titrated with 0.01 n potassium

permanganate to a definite pink color which persists for at least

1 minute. The permanganate is delivered from a micro burette

graduated in 0.02 cc. The number of cubic centimeters of 0.01

permanganate used multiphed by ten equals the number of milli-

grams of calcium per 100 cc. of serum.

It is seen that two washings have been substituted for three

and the supernatant fluid removed by simple decantation instead

of 'by the use of a specially constructed syphon. The amount of

fluid left after decanting is generally 0.1 cc, while after the use

of the syphon 0.3 cc. is left. By calculation it is found that

after two washings by decantation 0.0005 mg. of ammonium
oxalate is left to interfere with the titration of the calcium oxalate

and after three washings with the use of the sj^phon 0.001 mg. of

ammonium oxalate is left. In both instances these amounts

are negligible as they constitute an error of less than tV of 1 per

cent with the average amount of calcium present in serimi. A
comparison of the results obtained by the original technique and

the modified technique with solutions containing known amounts

of calcium is given in Table I.
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TABLE I.

Amount of

Ca
present.





THE FUNCTION OF THE PARATHYROIDS.*

Bt harald a. salvesen.

{From the Phrjsiological Institute of the University of Christiania,

Christiania, Norway.)

(Received for publication, May 4, 1923.)

Though the parathj^roids have been known for more than 40

years, their function is still unknown. In 1909 MacCallum and

Voegtlin (1) formed the theory that the parathyroids control the

calcium metabolism and by doing so exert an influence on the

nervous system. This theory was based upon two important

findings in parathyroidectomized dogs; namely (a) the benefi-

cent action of calcium salts on the symptoms, and (b) the decrease

in the calcium content of blood and tissues. They could also

demonstrate an increased excretion of calcium in the first days

following the operation and they maintained that all the symptoms

were due to calcium deficiency. Voegtlin and MacCallum (2)

later abandoned this view and returned to the previous theory

that a poison is the cause of the symptoms following para-

thyroidectomy.

The theor}^ was abandoned by its authors chiefly because a

rather concentrated solution of sodium chloride in large doses

acted on the symptoms in the same way as calcium salts (3),

contrary to what should be expected according to the experiments

of Loeb (4), and because calcium salts, though checking the

nervous symptoms for some time, failed to prolong the life of the

parathyroidectomized animals.

The first obstacle against accepting the theory is probably

removed by the recent work of Loeb (5) who showed that all

* These studies were aided by a grant from the Wright fund and the

Freia Chocolate Factory's fund for medical research of the University of

Christiania. A preliminary report was published in the Proceedings of

the Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine (Salvesen, H. A., Proc.

Soc. Exp. Biol, and Med., 1922-23, xx, 204).
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salts act in the same way in regard to permeability, but in very

different concentrations. He found, for instance, that a m/8 solu-

tion of NaCl acts like a m/ 1,000 solution of CaClo. What is true

for permeability may also be true for irritability; in fact it was

proved to be so by Joseph and JMeltzer (3).

Concerning the objection that calcium salts fail to preserve the

life of completely parathyroidectomized animals, it must be

remembered that it is not laiown what is the fate of calcium

injected into these animals; it may be eliminated again very

rapidly. That calcium salts orally administered fail to preserve

life may be due to bad absorption; it has never been shown that

this calcium is absorbed at all. There are, moreover, many
reports in the literature tliat calcium salts have preserved com-

pletely parathyroidectomized dogs; the first report was made by
Frouin in 1909 (6), a paper which seems to have been forgotten.

The opponents of the calcium theory have always maintained

that accessory glands have come into action and saved these dogs.

The latest report is made by Luckhardt and Goldberg (7), who
claim to have preserved the life of completely parathyroidec-

tomized dogs by oral administration of calcium lactate.

In experiments which have been undertaken in this laboratory

for 2| j^ears, we have succeeded in preserving completely para-

thja-oidectomized dogs by calcium administration for almost

2 years after the operation. It is the intention of this paper to

show that calcium deficiency is the cause of the sjnnptoms of

parathyroidectomy and that the theory of MacGalium and

Voegtlin (1) is probably right. This is shown by: (a) the chemi-

cal findings of the blood in parathyroid insufficiency; (6) experi-

ments to determine the fate of calcium salts injected in tetanic

dogs; and (c) experiments on completely parathyroidectomized

dogs preserved by calcium treatment. The. chemical methods

used in this work were the following: the blood sugar was deter-

mined by the method of Hagedorn and Jensen (8); the alkali

reserve by the method of Van Slyke and Gullen (9); serum

calcium bj^ the method of Kramer and Rowland (10); and in-

organic phosphorus by the method of Tisdall (11).

1. The Blood Chemistry of Parathyroid Insufficiency.—The ob-

servation of MacCallum and Voegtlin (1) that blood calcium

drops following parathyroidectomy was confirmed by Hastings
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and Murray (12) who found that when the serum calcium was

below 7 mg. per 100 cc. tetany occurred. Our own findings

confirmed this. In seven partially parathyroidectomized dogs

tetany never occurred, and blood calcium never dropped below

7 mg., but was usually about 8 mg. and in a few Aveeks was again

restored to the normal value of 10 mg. All the completely

parathyroidectomized dogs developed violent tetany (ten dogs),

their serum calcium dropped and was, when tetany occurred,

always below 7 mg. There seemed to be a certain relation

between the degree of the lowering of calcium and the violence

of the symptoms. The inorganic phosphorus of the blood serum

increased considerably; after the initial rise the phosphorus might

drop again, but still seemed to be decidedly above the normal

TABLE I.

Dog 12. Complete Parathyroidectomy Aug. 21, 1922.
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symptoms, the dogs were completely normal for a while, but

almost invariably there was violent tetany again the next day

which was checked by a new injection, and this was repeated day

after day. It is easy to calculate that such doses of calcium

chloride must raise the calcium content of the body fluids con-

siderably. But whenever convulsions reappear after the injec-

tion, the serum calcium always was found to be down to the same

low level again, which shows that the injected calcium is disposed

of in some manner.

To find what happens to the injected calcium, three of the

tetanic dogs were given a fixed dose of calcium chloride intra-

venously, and the urine and feces for 24 hours were analyzed for

\
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Fig. 1. Calcium and phosphorus in serum following the injection of

1.6 gm. of calcium chloride intravenously in Dog 11, weight 14.5 kilos.

calcium by the methods of McCrudden (14), The previous day

and the day of the experiment the dogs were given a calcium-free

diet. The colon was rinsed out at the beginning and close of

the period. The curves for the serum calcium and phosphorus

were determined during this period.

Fig. 1 shows the effect of the injection of 1.6 gm. of CaCl2 on

the serum calcium and phosphorus in one of the dogs. It is

seen that 15 minutes after the injection the calcium was 15.6 mg.

and decreased rapidly. 24 hours after, the calcium had the same
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value as before the injection; that is, there had disappeared from

the blood an amount of calcium exactly corresponding to the

amount injected. There was also a rise in the phosphates. The

curves for the other dogs closely resembled this curve. As

Table II shows there was excreted an amount of calcium corre-

sponding to the amount injected, but more than nine-tenths were

excreted in the feces and less than one-tenth in the urine.

This rapid disappearance of the injected calcium may explain

why the calcium treatment reported by previous workers failed

to keep the animals alive. Only a few hours after the injection

of a relatively large dose of calcium chloride the blood calcium

is down to a level where tetany usually occurs. The experiments

also show that in parathyroidectomized dogs there is a lowered

threshold for the excretion of calcium through the intestines.

TABLE II.

Dog 11. Calcium Excretion in Urine and Feces. June 20 to 21, 1922.

Urine Ca.
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absolutely normal could, whenever it was wanted, be brought

into tetany, usually within 24 hours, by changing the diet to

meat. It is obvious that this condition formed ' an excellent

opportunity for studying the various factors involved in the

production of tetany.

TABLE III.

Dog 2. Complete Parathyroidectomy Mar. 14, 1921.

Date.
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(a) The Diet in Latent Tetany.—On a milk diet (minimum

500 cc. a day with bread or porridge) these dogs after the first

critical period was over could be kept without symptoms for as

long a time as desired. Meat always produced tetany (see

Table IV), loss of appetite, and depression; prolonged meat

feeding killed two of the dogs. It is an old experience that milk

is beneficial and meat harmful to parathyroidectomized dogs.

The reason for the difference will be seen from the following

experiments.

(6) Why Milk Prevents Tetany.—Experiments with various

forms of diet showed that it was the withdrawal of milk which

produced tetany, not the meat diet in itself, and milk, therefore,

TABLE V.

Dog 2. The Effect of Milk, Poor in Calcium, 16 Months after Complete

Parathyroidectomy.
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amount of milk, which prevents tetany, the dogs remained

normal on any diet; now when meat was given in excess, the dogs

increased in weight and were normal in all their actions. The
reason why meat produces tetany, therefore, must be due to the

fact that it is very poor in calcium (see Table VI).

TABLE VI.

Dog 2. The Effect of Meat Given with Calcium Lactate and Meat Alone,

16^ Months after Complete Parathyroidectomy.
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If tetany was produced from the latent stage a single dose of

calcium lactate (5 to 10 gm.) usually checked all the symptoms.

Analysis of serum calcium then always showed that at the moment

Gm.
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Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Relation between serum calcium and glucose tolerance in Dog 2,

weight 11.6 kilos. The upper columns represent the glucose tolerance;

that is, the smallest amount of glucose given orally which produces glyco-

suria. On Nov. 22, however, the glucose tolerance actually was lower than
shown in the figure, as the urine after the administration of 50 gm. of sugar

contained 10 per cent of glucose, and there were excreted 6.2 gm. of glucose

in the urine.

Fig. 3. Relation between serum calcium and glucose tolerance in Dog 12,

weight 15.5 kilos. The tolerance on Oct. 3 actually was higher than indi-

cated by the figure, as the amount of glucose given did not produce glyco-

suria, and on Nov. 17 the tolerance was lower, as the urine after the adminis-

tration of 80 gm. of sugar contained 8 per cent glucose, and there were
excreted 4 gm. of glucose in the urine.
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when the symptoms were reHeved there was an increase in the

caleimn content of the blood, showing that it is the actual absorp-

tion of calcium which cures the symptoms. Table VII illus-

trates this. The same increase in serum calcium was seen when
milk checked the symptoms.
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The fact that the blood calcium remained at a low level in

these dogs might be interpreted as indicating that it is not the

lowered calcium which is the cause of the symptoms; but the

experiments in all four dogs showed that whenever the animals

were brought into tetany" from a symptom-free condition, the

calcium was always still further lowered; and whenever the ani-

mals by administration of calcium or milk were made normal

again, the blood calcium was always higher than during the

symptoms of insufficiency. There seems to be an "adaptation"

TABLE viri.

The Effect of Glucose Feeding on the Inorganic Phosphorus Content of Serum.
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tetany, the tolerance went down to very low values. On the

other hand, when the blood calcium was increased by forced

calcium feeding, the tolerance was markedly increased, and in

one of the dogs it was impossible to induce glycosuria under these

circumstances. When glycosuria developed the blood sugar

curves went far above the threshold and they indicate that the

lowered tolerance is not due to increased permeability of the

kidneys but to a functional disturbance of the glycogen-forming

organs. Figs. 2, 3, and 4 illustrate these experiments.

It was noticed that the inorganic phosphorus of serum might

drop as a result of the glucose feeding (Table VIII) . This obser-

vation may support the theory of Embden and coworkers (15),

that phosphoric acid plays an important role in the metabolism

of sugar.

DISCUSSION.

From these experiments it is evident that the characteristic

feature in the chemistry of parathyroid insufficiency is the drop

in blood calcium which is the more marked the more parathyroid

tissue there is removed. To this probably must be added the

increase in the phosphates; and the quantitative experiments of

Binger (16) indicate that there is a relation between the rise in

phosphates and drop in calcium. But it is the drop in calcium

which is the cause of the symptoms. This is shown by the fol-

lowing facts: all the symptoms are relieved and the dogs made
absolutely normal for a while by intravenous injections of calcium

chloride; the symptoms reappear after a certain time, but not

until the blood calcium again has reached the same low level as

before. The injected calcium is very rapidly excreted through

the intestines and only small amounts appear in the urine; even

large doses disappear in a remarkably short time. This accounts

for the fact that it has been so difficult to preserve parathyroidec-

tomized animals by calcium injection.

It has further been shown that completely parathyroidectomized

dogs can be preserved by calcium treatment, and this is a still

further proof that the symptoms are due to the calcium decrease.

In these dogs, which are in a state of latent tetany characterized

by a low and very unstable blood calcium, and which require a

milk diet rich in calcium to keep symptom-free, tetany can always
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be produced by calcium withdrawal from the food. This is fol-

lowed by a further drop in the blood calcium, and the dogs can

alwaj'-s be saved by calcium administration. The relief of the

s>Tnptoms is always accompanied by an increase in blood calcium.

The hitherto unexplained fact that milk is beneficial to para-

thyroidectomized animals, and, as has been shown in the present

experiments, can protect latent tetanic dogs against tetany, is

found to be due to the calcium content of the milk which makes

it equal to a 1 per cent solution of calcium lactate.

The glucose tolerance experiments show that the supposed in-

fluence of the parathyroids on the sugar metabolism is only an

indirect one; the sugar tolerance sinks because the blood and

body fluids are poor in calcium. When the blood calcium is

restored almost to the normal level the tolerance for sugar is

practically normal. That this symptom is due also to a lack of

calcium further supports the calcium deficiency theory.

It is apparent from the experiments that in parathyroidec-

tomized dogs there is a lowered threshold for the excretion of

calcium in the intestines, and this is apparently the cause of the

calcium deficiency and thereby of all the symptoms. It still

remains to be explained how the parathyroid hormone prevents this

unlimited excretion of calcium through the intestines. The be-

havior of the blood calcium indicates that the actual recovery of

completely parathyroidectomized dogs is not due to compensatory

hypertrophy of accessory glands, as the action of these would

be to restore the blood calcium to the normal level. The "adapta-

tion" to a low calcium level, which in the beginning causes tetany,

is not explained.

It will follow from these results that if a disease is due to para-

thyroid insufficiency it will show a low blood calcium.

How lactose acts in preventing tetany as shown by Dragstedt

(17) remains to be learned; determinations of blood calcium in

these dogs preserved by Dragstedt's method may give some

information.

CONCLUSION.

The symptoms of parathja'oid insufficiency are due to calcium

deficiency. The parathyroids control the calcium level of the

blood and by doing so they influence the function not only of the

muscle and nerve tissues, but probably of all the organs.
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The successful outcome of the operations is due to the valuable

help of Professor Dr. S. Torup to whom the author wishes to

express his thanks.
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On consulting the literature it was found that very little has

hitherto been recorded respecting the constituents of the wax-

like coating on the surface of the apple.

In 1895 Seifert (1) noted the presence, in a chloroform extract

of the dry peels, of a wax-like substance melting at 64°, and

another compound of higher melting point, 234°, which seemed

to resemble a compound called vitin, previously isolated from

grape skins (2) by the same investigator. The compound re-

sembling vitin was not obtained in a crystalline condition, and

since no attempt was made to show that the low melting substance

was pure, it is doubtful whether these preparations were homo-
geneous. Thomae (3) in a preliminary communication, 1911,

without reference to Seifert's previous work, states that he ob-

tained from an ether extract of apple parings, a crystalline prod-

uct melting above 200°, which was easily soluble in hot alcohol,

but which separated again on cooling. Further characteriza-

tion or identification was not reported. In a second publication

(4) the same author calls attention to the fact that the crystalline

product mentioned in his first note was not homogeneous, and
could be resolved into two substances, one of high, and the other

of low melting point. The first compound was not examined.

The second possessed wax-hke properties. The two substances

were separated by treatment with cold ether, when the low

melting compound dissolved while the other one remained insolu-

ble. The ether-soluble constituent was crystallized from abso-

lute alcohol. It melted at 68.5°. The only pubhshed reference
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to the occurrence of a paraflfin hydrocarbon in apple peels is

found in a very interesting paper by Power and Chesnut (5) on
the odorous constituents of the apple. By subjecting fresh

apple parings to distillation in a current of steam these investiga-

tors were able to isolate, in addition to the odorous constituents,

a very small quantity (0.04 gm.) of a hydrocarbon which melted

sharply at 63°. The crystalline substance, according to these

investigators, appeared to be slightly impure triacontane, C30 H62,

which is supposed to melt at 65.5°. Finally, it may be men-
tioned that Molisch (6) noticed the presence of oily droplets on

the fruit of Malus coronaria. No characterization or identifi-

cation of this oily material was reported.

From this summary of the literature it is apparent that our

knowledge of the nature of the chemical substances which form

the wax-like coating of apples is extremely incomplete. For

this reason, and because of the bearing that a knowledge of

these substances may have on the solution of storage scald, the

writer has undertaken an investigation of the non-volatile wax-

like substances covering the epidermis of the apple.

EXPEEIMENTAL.

The material employed in this investigation was obtained from

the peels of two varieties of apples, Ben Davis and Black

Ben Davis, which were grown on the experimental farm at Arling-

ton, Virginia. The horticultural differences between these two

varieties are so slight that no hesitation was felt about using

the combined material in order to obtain a sufficient supply for

the investigation. 1

In paring the apples by a machine care was taken to exclude,

as far as possible, any fleshy portion of the fruit. Rapid

dehydration of the freshly cut peels was facilitated by spreading

the material on trays and drjnng it in a current of warm air.

^ The apples and facilities for paring the fruits were kindly furnished by
Dr. J. S. Caldwell in charge of the fruit and vegetable utilization labora-

tory, OflBce of Horticultural and Pomological Investigations, Bureau of

Plant Industr3\ To Dr. Caldwell and others of that laboratory who aided

in many ways, the writer wishes to express his utmost appreciation. Thanks
are also due Mr. Paul Williams, of this laboratory, for help in preparing

the material and making many of the tedious extractions.
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The dry pe6ls were then coarsely ground and extracted in

a large Soxhlet apparatus with U.S.P. ether. Frequent changes

of solvent were necessary in order to eliminate danger of bump-

ing caused by the separation of solid matter from the ether.

The light green residue obtained by the complete evaporation

of the combined ether extracts became powdery in the dry state

and was resinous to the touch.

In order to remove most of the colored impurities, without

dissolving much of the other substances, it was necessary to shake

the ether-soluble residue several times with cold 80 per cent

acetone. The acetone extracts have not been examined. Pre-

liminary treatment of the white residue insoluble in 80 per cent

acetone indicated that a separation of compounds could be

effected by continued extraction with petroleum ether. This

separation could also have been made by extracting the original

dry peels first with petroleum ether and then with ether.

To facilitate extraction with petroleum ether the white residue

was mixed with plaster of Paris and made to a paste by the

addition of water. When the mass had set it was coarsely

ground and extracted in a Soxhlet apparatus with petroleum

ether (B.P. 30-50°). After the substances soluble in petroleum

ether had been completely removed, the extraction was continued

with ether.

The Petroleum Ether Extract.

Identification of Triacontane, CzoH^^, and Heptacosanol, C2iH5qO.

The pale greenish petroleum ether extract was evaporated to

dryness and the residue subjected to repeated extraction with

successive small quantities of cold and finally with hot petroleum

ether (B.P. 40-50°). Each fraction was evaporated and the

residue crystallized from hot acetone or absolute alcohol. Frac-

tions having similar melting points were combined and again

fractionally extracted with successive quantities of petroleum

ether. After several repetitions of the foregoing process rela-

tively few fractions were finally obtained whose melting points

indicated approximate purity. These fractions were as follows:
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Fraction No.
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The melting point of triacontane is given by Krafft (8) as

65.6°. There can be httle doubt, therefore, that this substance

is triacontane.

The remaining fractions, with the exception of No. 8, were

obtained in quantities too small for further identification and

will have to be examined when larger quantities of crude material

are available.

Fraction 8, melting at 80-81.5° was recr3^stallized from absolute

alcohol and boiled under a reflux condenser with alcoholic potas-

sium hydroxide for 3 or 4 hours. The solvent was then evapor-

ated, finally under diminished pressure, and the residue extracted

with hot petroleum ether (B.P. 40-50°), which was subsequently

removed by distillation. The residue was crystallized from abso-

lute alcohol and dried in a vacuous desiccator over phosphorus

pentoxide. The pure compound melted at 81.5-82°, resolidified

at 77.5-77°, and remelted at 81-81.5°. Treatment with alco-

holic potassium hydroxide produced no apparent change. After

being dried in a vacuous desiccator over phosphorus pentoxide,

the substance was analyzed with the following results:

0.1100 gm.: 0.1368 gm. H2O and 0.3296 gm. CO2.

0.1189 " : 0.1507 " " " 0.3564 " "

Found. C 81.71, 81.74; H 13.94, 14.20.

(Ci3H27)2 CHOH requires: C 81.72, H 14.23.

It is evident from these results that this substance is identical

with dimyristylcarbinol (9) or heptacosanol, C27H56O, whose

melting point is given as 80.5-81.5°. This compound has been

prepared by Kipping (9) from the ketone, myristone, (Ci3H27)2CO,

by reduction with sodium and alcohol, but no natural source

had hitherto been known.

In order further to confirm the identity of this substance with

synthetic heptacosanol, the acetate was prepared by heating the

dry compound with an excess of acetic anhydride for 3 hours.

The product was then poured into a large volume of water and

stirred until crystallization occurred, after which it was filtered,

washed, and dried. One crystallization from 95 per cent alcohol

yielded a product melting at 44-46°, and this melting point

remained unchanged by a second crystallization. The acetate

separated as colorless, glistening, rectangular plates melting at
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44-46°, and remelting at 43-45°. The melting point of pure

dimyristylcarbinjd acetate, (Ci3H27)2CHO(CO-CH3), is reported

as 45^5.5° (9).

The Ether Extract.

Isolation of a New Crystalline Alcohol, Malol, CsoHisOs.

After removing colored impurities and constituents soluble

in petroleum ether from the original extract of dried peels, the

residue in the plaster of Paris was thoroughlj^ extracted with

ether in a Soxhlet apparatus. After evaporation of the solvent

there was obtained a yellowish white powder. The entire quan-

tity of this amorphous powder was dissolved in boiling 95 per

cent alcohol and filtered by means of a hot water funnel when

a small quantity of dark impurity remained on the filter. A
voluminous precipitate formed in the filtrate on cooling. This

was collected on a Buchner funnel, washed, and without drying,

heated a short time with dilute alcoholic sodium hydroxide

which caused the separation of a dark impure material. After

filtration the solvent was removed by distillation under diminished

pressure and the residue extracted with petroleum ether until

impurities were no longer removed. The residue was finally dis-

solved in 95 per cent alcohol containing a small quantity of sodium

hydroxide, the solution filtered, and hot water added to the fil-

trate to slight turbidit5^ Thereupon most of the alcohol was

removed by evaporation when a copious precipitate of crystal-

line sodium salt separated from the liquid, and on cooling

a further separation occurred. The sodium salt, after being

washed with a little water, was recrystallized several times by

solution in aqueous alcohol containing a shght excess of sodium

hydroxide and evaporation of the greater portion of alcohol.

The mother liquors from these crystallizations yielded gelat-

inous precipitates with dilute hydrochloric acid which appeared

to be different from any other product obtained, but nothing of

a crystalline nature could be isolated.

The pure sodium salt obtained by the foregoing method was

converted into the parent substance by solution in alcohol and

addition of hot dilute hydrochloric acid. The precipitate, after

thorough washing to eliminate sodium chloride, was obtained in
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a pure state by several crystallizations of the dried material

from absolute alcohol. When crystalhzed in this manner, the

substance consisted of colorless, highly lustrous, prismatic needles.-

The first attempts to crystallize it from dilute alcohol resulted

in the formation of amorphous precipitates which were difficult

to filter. Crystallization was finally accomplished, however, by

dissolving the amorphous material in boiling 95 per cent alcohol

and adding hot water until a slight separation occurred. Re-

moval of the flask from the source of heat and continual

agitation after addition of several glass beads resulted in the

formation of hair-like needles. There was some indication that-

the substance obtained by crystalhzation from dilute alcohol

contained water of crystallization, most of which is gradually lost/

on exposure to the air.

Crystallized from absolute alcohol, the compound, when placed

in the melting bath at room temperature and gradually heated,

melts at 280-282°. If placed in the bath at 250° and heated

fairly rapidly the melting point is raised to 284-285°. The
anhydrous substance was obtained by drying in a desiccator-

over phosphorus pentoxide or by heating at 105° in a vacuum..

The anhydrous compound had the following composition:

0.1337 gm.: 0.1260 gm. H2O and 0.3862 gm. CO2.

0.1225 " : 0.1160 " " " 0.3536 " "

Found. C 78.77, 78.72; H 10.56, 10.61.

C30H48O3 requires: C 78.88, H 10.60.

The sodium salt prepared according to the method already

indicated, was extracted with ether to eliminate any parent

substance, which is formed by hydrolysis during washing. After

being dried at 125-130°, it was anah'zed with the following results:

0.4326 gm.: 0.0626 gm. XajSO^. -'

0.4869 " : 0.0699 "

Found. Na 4.68, 4.64.

C3oH4703Na requires: Na 4.80.

These results indicate that the above mentioned substance

possesses the formula C30H48O3. Since this compound does not

appear to be identical with any other substance described in the

literature, the designation malol is proposed.
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Malol, C30H48O3, is obtained from dilute alcohol in the form

of fine hair-hke needles and from absolute alcohol as large, highly-

lustrous, prismatic needles. From most of the other solvents

in which it is soluble, or slightly so, it separates in an amorphous

condition. Malol is practically insoluble in petroleum ether

and water, sparingly soluble in ether, chloroform, ethyl acetate,

acetone, cold ethyl alcohol, and glacial acetic acid. It is readily

soluble in boiling 95 per cent or absolute ethyl alcohol from which

it is easily crystallized. An alcoholic solution of malol is dextro-

rotatory and exhibits muta-rotation. Malol shows the Lieber-

mann-Salkowski cholesterol reaction. For example, if a small

quantity of the substance is dissolved in acetic anhydride and a

few drops of concentrated sulfuric acid are added, the solution

assumes a pink color which slowly passes through violet to blue

and finally to green.

Diacetylmalol, CsoHieOsiCO CHs)^.-—Malol was completely ace-

tylated by heating for several hours with an excess of acetic

anhydride. After removal of the greater portion of acetic an-

hydride by distillation, the diacetyl derivative was slowly de-

posited from the liquid. This deposit v/as collected on a Buchner

funnel by the use of suction, washed with cold 70 per cent alcohol,

and dried. Acetyl derivatives are usually crystallized from 95

per cent alcohol, but in this case hj'drolysis readily takes place

when this solvent was employed. The dried product was, there-

fore, dissolved in petroleum ether (B.P. 30-50°) and obtained

pure by partial evaporation of the solvent. Crystallized from

petroleum ether, it separated in fine colorless needles. When
placed in the melting bath at 180°, it melted at 199-200° with

an evolution of gas, whereupon it resolidified and did not melt

again under 300°. A chloroform solution of diacetylmalol is

dextro-rotatory. Analysis of the compound gave the following

results

:

0.1287 gm.: 0.1115 gm. H2O and 0.3568 gm. CO2.

0.1059 " : 0.0909 " " " 0.2927 " "

Found. C 75.60, 75.38; H 9.71, 9.62.

C3oH4603(CO.CH3)2 requires: C 75.49, H 9.69.

Monoacetylmalol, C3oHi703{CO-CH3).—ln connection with a

study of diacetyl derivatives of prunol (10) and oleanol (11) it

was reported by the respective authors that when these deriva-
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tives are dissolved in dilute alcohol and the solutions boiled

for several hours, one acetyl group is eliminated. The same

efifect is produced on diacetylmalol when its solution in 70 per

cent alcohol is boiled for 2 hours. The monoacetyl derivative

obtained in this naanner is deposited from the cooling solution

in small colorless needles which melt indefinitely about 279-

281° with apparent decomposition. The composition is as

follows

:

0.1136 gm. (anhydrous): 0.1031 gm. H2O and 0.3216 gm. CO2.

Found. C 77.20, H 10.17.

CaoH^TOaCCO.CHs) requires: C 77.10, H 10.04.

Monomethylmalol, CsoHiyOsi^CHs).—A quantity of malol was

dissolved in absolute alcohol and boiled with an excess of both

sodium ethoxide and methyl iodide. After 3 hours, the excess

of alcohol was removed by distillation and the product poured

into water. The insoluble portion was later collected and dried.

The substance was purified by solution in ether (shaking), washing

with aqueous sodium hydroxide to remove unchanged malol,

and finally with water. When air-dried or dried at 55°, the

compound sinters at about 110° and melts at 170.5-171.5°. If

placed in the bath at about 125°, it immediately melts and gradu-

ally resolidifies, and again melts at 170.5-171.5°. In the anhy-

drous condition it melts without previous sintering or melting,

at 170.5-171.5°. The compound dried at 120-125° had the

following composition

:

0.1232 gm.: 0.1166 gm. H2O and 0.3576 gm. CO2.

Found. C 79.16, H 10.61.

CsoH^OsCCHs) requires: C 79.08, H 10.71.

Acetylmethylmalol, CzQHi^0z{CH3){C0-CHz).-—This substance

was obtained by heating the monomethyl derivative for 1 hour

with an excess of acetic anhydride. After evaporation of the

greater portion of acetic anhydride, the concentrated liquid on

cooling yielded a crystalline deposit which was purified by two
crystallizations from dilute alcohol. Acetylmethylmalol, dried

at 125-130°, melted at 243-244°. Combustion results are as

follows

:
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; 0.1218 gm.: 0.1109 gm. H2O and 0.3457 gm. COj.

Found. C 77.40, H 10.21.

C3oH460.,(CH3)(CO.CH3) requires: C 77.28, H 10.22.

DISCUSSION.

There are a number of substances described in the Hterature

which possess the same formula and exhibit the same general

chemical properties as malol.

Urson was first obtained from the leaves of Arctostaphylos

uva ursi by Trommsdorff.^ Gintl (12), who was the first to make
a thorough study of urson, assigned to it the formula C30H48O3,

gave its melting point as 263-266°, and described an acetyl

derivative melting at 264°. Dodge (13), in 1918, also made a

eritical examination of urson and compared it with caryophyllin

)vhich appeared to be closely related. His preparation of urson

(from Arctostaphylos uva ursi) melted at 285° and yielded a

diacetyl and a monoacetyl derivative. The diacetyl derivative

when heated lost acetic acid at 135° and melted at 165°. Nooyen

(14) undertook an investigation of urson and its distribution

in the plant kingdom and as a result of her work reported the

tnelting point of urson as 273° and of its methyl ester as 148°.

.This investigator claims that urson contains no aldehyde, keto,

methoxy, or hydroxy groups-—a conclusion which is difficult to

harmonize with the results of other investigators. Van Itallie

(•15) quite recently, 1921, isolated a compound from mistletoe

(Viscum album) growing on the apple tree, which appeared to him

to be urson. It melted at about 287°, but no further character-

ization was reported.

It is quite evident from the foregoing statements that the

literature relating to urson is very contradictory and that

^Further investigation of this product is needed.

, Two other compounds possessing the formula C30H48O3 are

described in the literature. Caryophyllin, originally obtained

/rom clove buds (16) and critically examined by Dodge (13),

has a melting point of 310° and yields a diacetyl and a monoacetyl

derivative, the latter melting at 260-265°. Gentiol (17), isolated

ivomGentiana verna, has a melting point of 215-217° and forms a

triacetyl derivative melting at 175-180°.

3 Referred to by Gintl (12).
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It is apparent from the foregoing statements that malol is

different from urson, caryophyUin, and gentiol since malol melts

at 285° and jaelds a diacetyl derivative melting at 199-200°,

a monoacetyl derivative melting at 279-281°, and a monomethyl

derivative melting at 170.5-171.5°.

It is interesting to note that malol possesses the same general

formula, C„H2„_i203, as two dihydroxy alcohols which were

isolated some years ago in the Wellcome Chemical Research

Laboratories. Oleanol, melting at 303-304°, was obtained from

olive leaves by Power and Tutin (11). Prunol, melting at 275-

277°, was isolated from the leaves of Prunus serotina by Power

and Moore (10). Oleanol and prunol are isomers possessing the

formula C31H50O3. Malol appears to be the next lower homologue,

since it possesses the formula C30H48O3.

SUMMARY.

For the purpose of examining the constituents of the ether

extract of apple skins, mixed material was employed from the

closely related varieties of Ben Davis and Black Ben Davis.

The following products were obtained:

1. Triacontane, C30H62, melting at 63.5-64°.

2. Fractions of material having the following melting points:

70°, 71-71.5°, 75-76°, 75-77°, 77-78°, 79-79.5°. These frac-

tions were too small in amount for complete identification, but

they appeared to consist of hydrocarbons and alcohols or mix-

tures of these substances.

3. Heptacosanol, C27H56O, melting at 81-81.5° and yielding

an acetate melting at 44-46°.

4. Malol, C30H48O3, a new crystalline alcohol, which crystal-

lizes from absolute alcohol in highly lustrous, prismatic

needles, melting at 284-285°. Its diacetyl derivative, C30H46O3-

(CO- 0113)2, and monoacetyl derivative, C3oH4703(CO-CH3), form

colorless needles which melt, respectively, at 199-200° and about
279-281°. The monoinethyl derivative, C3oH4703(CH3), and ace-

tylmethyl derivative, C3oH4603(CH3)(CO-CH3), melt at 170.5-

171.5° and 243-244°, respectively. Malol forms a crystalline

monosodium salt, C3oH4703Na, and is dextro-rotatory.
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A MODIFICATION OF THE FOLIN-WU METHOD FOR
MAKING PROTEIN-FREE BLOOD FILTRATES.

By RUSSELL L. HADEN.

{From the Department of Medicine, University of Kansas School of Medicine,

Kansas City.)

(Received for publication, March 31, 1923.)

The tungstic acid method introduced bj' Folin and Wu (1) has

proven by far the most desirable one for obtaining blood filtrates

free from protein. Folin and Wu direct that 1 volume of blood

be first diluted with 7 volumes of distilled water. 1 volmne of

10 per cent sodium tungstate is then added, followed by an

equal amount of ^ suKuric acid.

We have found that the procedm-e may be simplified by dilut-

ing 1 volume of blood with 8 volumes of t\ sulfuric acid and

then adding 1 volume of 10 per cent sodium timgstate. The
addition of the reagents in this order requires only two reagents

in place of the three needed in the original Folin-Wu procedure.

On adding the acid the blood is laked very rapidly and the hemo-

globin is changed to acid hematin. No precipitate is obtained

until the sodimn tungstate is added. The protein is precipitated

in a very much more granular form than when the reagents are

added in the manner directed by Folin and Wu, filtration is

more rapid, a larger amount of filtrate is obtained, and the filtrate

is more nearly neutral.

To ascertain whether filtrates so prepared give the same

results on analysis as those prepared by the original technique

we have determined the non-protein nitrogen constituents, the

sugar, and the chlorides on filtrates made from the same sample

of blood b}^ the different methods. The amount of filtrate and

the reaction have also been determined. The results are shown
in Table 1. The t2 acid used was made from the ^ acid,

so exactly ^he same amount of acid was employed in the two

methods.

469
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The non-protein nitrogen, sugar, and the creatinine have been

determined by the method of FoHn and Wu (1), the amino-acid

nitrogen by the method of Folin (2), the uric acid by the method

of Benedict (3) , and the chlorides by the technique suggested

by Gettler (4).

The filtrate obtained by the modified method averages about

15 per cent more than tliat obtained by the original technique,

where gravity filtration is used, and requires less than two-thirds

as much alkali for neutralization. Otherwise the results of the

two analyses are practically identical.

It would seem that the only constituent which might be in-

fluenced by the addition of acid first would be uric acid. We
have found, however, that uric acid can be equally well recovered

when added and that blood very low in uric acid will show a

slightly higher reading with the modified than with the original

technique.

Occasionally a filtrate is obtained which is tinged with the

brown of acid hematin. The color does not interfere in any of

the determinations. We have used the procedure described in

our laboratory for some time and find it of great value where

many blood chemical determinations are being made.

SUMMARY.

A modification of the Folin-Wu method for the preparation

of protein-free blood filtrates is described.

1 volume of blood is diluted with 8 volumes of ^2 sulfuric

acid. After laking is complete 1 volume of 10 per cent sodium

tungstate is added and the mixture shaken.

The advantages of the method are: (a) only two solutions are

required instead of three, (6) filtration is much more rapid, (c)

15 per cent more filtrate is obtained, (d) the filtrate is more
nearly neutral.

Parallel determinations of non-protein nitrogen, uric acid,

creatinine, amino-acid nitrogen, sugar, and chlorides give prac-

tically the same results with filtrates made by the two methods.
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A STUDY OF THE INORGANIC CONSTITUENTS OF THE
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(Received for publication, April 17, 1923.)

During the last decade studies of the histological and functional

changes produced in animals poisoned with various nephrotoxic

substances have been popular. As regards chemical changes in

the blood of such animals it has been shown that accumulations

of the various non-protein nitrogenous constituents take place as

in the case of acute and chronic nephritis in man (1), and that

changes in the alkali reserve (2) are also demonstrable. As yet,

however, no account of experimental work dealing with a study

of ibhe inorganic blood constituents has appeared. From results

obtained in cases of chronic and acute nephritis in man, we know
that in these conditions we sometimes (but not invariably), find

relatively shght increases in the sodium chloride content of the

serum (3) or plasma, marked increases in the amounts of inorganic

phosphates (4, 5) and sulfates (6), a decrease in calcium (5), but

no alterations in the content of magnesium (5, 6) and potassium

(7) . So little work has been done on the inorganic constituents of

whole blood or corpuscles in these pathological conditions that

the field is as yet almost untouched.

In this paper I have collected the results obtained in a series of

observations made on rabbits in whom an acute nephritic con-

dition had been induced by the administration of uranium nitrate

or sodium tartrate.

This work on experimental nephritis was attempted because it

seemed possible that by the selection of nephrotoxic agents which

cause a purely tubular or a purely glomerular lesion it might be
possible to throw additional light on the selective function of the

kidney for inorganic salt. Unfortunately, increasing knowledge
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regarding the production of experimental nephritis in animals has

led to the behef (8), that most of the injm-ies produced by the

nephrotoxic agents ordinarily employed lead to lesions of mixed

type, and I have therefore confined my experiments to observations

on animals poisoned with uranium nitrate, which may be taken

as an example of a nepkritis in which both tubules and glomeruli

are invoked, and to those treated with sodium tartrate which

drug according to the work of Underbill (9) produces purely

tubular lesions.

The experimental animals were brought to the laboratorj^ some

days before they were to be used and were fed on a diet of oats,

carrots, and potatoes. During the period of observation they were

kept in metabolism cages and the urine was collected daily, meas-

ured, and tested for albumin. The animals were bled from either

the heart or the carotid artery after they had first been stunned

by a blow on the head.

The analytical methods used were as follows: Sodiiun and

potassium were determined by the methods of Kramer and Tisdall

(10), calcium by the method of Clark (11), and magnesium by the

procedm-e described by Denis (12). For the acid radicals the

following methods were used: Chlorides were determined by the

procedure of Smith (13), phosphates by the Bell-Doisy method

(14), and sulfates by the procedure of Denis (15). Non-protein

nitrogen was determined by the method of Folin and Wu (16).

As a preliminary to experimental work it has been necessary to

obtain figures on the inorganic constituents of rabbit blood and

serum as the data to be found in the literatm-e are somewhat

scanty. The results obtained by the analysis of the blood of five

full grown male rabbits who had fasted for at least 14 hom-s are

collected in Table I. It is, of course, apparent that a more

desirable procedure would have been to make a preliminary

examination of the blood of the animals in whom nephritis was

later to be induced. On account of the relatively large amount of

blood needed for the numerous determinations made this pro-

cedure proved impossible of application in this work, as it was

found that the rabbits almost invariably died after the pre-

liminary bleeding.

The averages of the results of the analyses of normal rabbit's

blood differ somewhat from the figures pubHshed by Abderhalden
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(17); this divergence is most striking in the case of the sodium

content of serum which is somewhat lower than the figure given

by him (355 as against 444 mg.) and the magnesium values in

both whole blood and serum which are not more than half the value

of those given by this investigator. The average value for serum

potassium, 19.9 mg., is also somewhat lower than the figure, 25.9

mg., given by Abderhalden. It is possible that this investigator

did not separate the corpuscles and serum as promptly as was done

TABLE I.

Inorganic Constituents of the Blood and Serum of Fasting Rabbits.
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Experiment 1.

Rabbit 3. Male. Weight 2,300 gm.

June 5, 1922, 8.30 a.m. Injected subcutaneously 6 mg. of UO2-
(N03)2-6H20.

June 8, 1922, 9.00 a.m. Bled from heart.

Non-protein N
POiCas P)

CI

SO4 (as S)

Na
K
Ca

Per 100 cc.
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Experiment 3.

Rabbit 7. Male. Weight 2,600 gm.

June 8, 1922. Injected 6 mg. of UO2 (N03)2-6H20.
" 10. Bled from heart.

Non-protein N
PO4 (as P) . . .

CI

SO4 (as S)

Na
K
Ca
Mg

Per 100 cc.
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Experiment 5.

Rabbit 10. Female. Weight 1,660 gm.

Dec. 4, 1922, 4.00 p.m. Injected subcutaneously 3 mg. of UO2-
(N03)2-6H20.

Dec. 11, 9.30 a.m. Bled from carotid artery.

On Dec. 5 urine containing a large trace of albumin was excreted. The
animal continued to eat as usual during the remainder of the experiment.

Non-protein N
PO4 (as P)

CI

SO4 (as S)

Na
K
Ca
Mg

Per 100 cc.
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Experiment 7.

Rabbit 14. Female. Weight 2,680 gm.

Dec. 13, 1922, 1.40 p.m. Animal injected subcutaneously with 3 mg. of

U02(N03)2-6H20.

On Dec. 14 it was noted that the urines contained a large trace of albu-

min. The animal continued to excrete albumin and to eat all food offered

until she was bled at 9. 30 a.m. on Dec. 19.

Non-protein N
P (inorganic).

CI

SO4 (as S)

Na
K
Ca
Mg

Per 100 cc.
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Experiment 9.

Rabbit 12. Female. Weight 1,849 gm.

Dec. 12, 9.45 a.m. The animal, which had been kept without food for

24 hours, was injected subcutaneously with 1.2 gm. of Kahlbaum's tartaric

acid neutralized with NajCOs, and made up to a volume of 8 cc. During
the night of Dec. 12 the animal passed urine containing a large trace of

albumin and on Dec. 13 at 9. 45 a.m. she was bled from the carotid artery.

Per 100 cc.

Non-protein N
P
CI

SO4 (as S)

Na
K
Ca
Mg

An inspection of the results presented in Experiments 1 to 9

indicates that although in every case but two (Experiments 6

and 7) , there was found a considerable increase in the non-protein

nitrogen of the blood no constant retention of any inorganic

component was noted except in the case of the sulfate fraction in

which very large increases were found in the first four experiments

in which the dosage of uranium had been high. In the case of the

other animals in whom a less acute condition prevailed (as judged

by the relative degree of nitrogen retention) practically no reten-

tion of even the sulfate ion could be demonstrated.

The fact has been definitely established that in certain cases of

human nephritis there is a marked increase in the concentration of

inorganic phosphates in the serum and a corresponding decrease

in calcium, but in these experiments no suggestion of such a

condition was noted.

The results on whole blood are essentially similar to those

obtained on serum, viz. a retention of sulfate is noted in the most

severe cases, but the concentrations of all the other constituents,

including potassimn, show only slight variations with no indications

of even a slight degree of retention.
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CHEMICAL STUDY OF SEVERAL MARINE MOLLUSKS
OF THE PACIFIC COAST.

THE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM.*

By p. GERHARD ALBRECHT.

{From the Department of Chemistry and Hopkins Marine Station of Stanford

University, Stanford University .)

(Received for publication, April 9, 1923.)

INTRODUCTION,

The matiu'e male reproductive system of the abalone, Hmpet,

Cryptochiton, and Ischnochiton can readily be distinguished from

that of the female by its cream color, that of the female being

green. No such sexual distinction can be made in the Pismo clam.

Very little attention from a chemical standpoint has been paid to

the reproductive system of marine invertebrates. The only case

reported, as far as the chemical study is concerned, is the analysis

of the spermatozoa of the sea urchin by Mathews under the

direction of Kossel.

The same species of moUusks, namely the abalone, Pismo clam,

Cryptochiton, and Ischnochiton, and methods of analysis as in

previous investigations were employed for this study by the

author.^

Sufficient quantities of material could not be gathered from the

owl limpet to make a complete study of its reproductive system.

The results of these analyses are given in Tables I and II.

As the animals were collected about the time of the breeding

season, the reproductive system was considerabty enlarged and
compactly filled with sperm and eggs. No special study of male

and female was carried on except in determining the protein

* This paper is a part of a thesis to the Department of Chemistry of

Stanford University in partial fulfillment of the requirement for the degree

of Doctor of Philosophy.
1 Albrecht, P. G., /. Biol. Chem., 1920-21, xlv, 395.
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TABLE I.

Reproductive System.

Constituents. Ahalnnp Pismo Crypto- Ischno-Abalone.
^^^^_ chiton, chiton.

100 gm. of fresh reproductive system tissue.

Water
Total solids.

Ash
Alcohol extractives, Fl + F2
Lipin fraction, Fl

Water-soluble fraction, F2
Alcohol- and water-insoluble fraction, F3.

Ash of Fl -1- F2
" " F3

Total N
Protein

Purine N
Creatine and creatinine

Uric acid

100gm.ofFl-t-F2 + F3.

Alcoholic extracts, Fl + F2..

Alcohol-insoluble residue, F3.

Total solids, Fl
" " F2

Ashof Fl + F2
F3.

39.9
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TABLE I.

—

Concluded.

Constituents. Abalone.
Pismo
clam.

Crj'pto-
chiton.

Ischno-
chiton.

100 gm. of F2—Concluded.

Total phosphorus

Inorganic phosphorus

Creatine and creatinine

Uric acid

Reducing sugars after hydrolysis

100 gm. of F3.

Total N
Protein (X 6.37)

Total phosphorus

Phospho-protein phosphorus

Total sulfur

Creatine and creatinine

Uric acid

Reducing sugars after hydrolysis

Inorganic constituents per 100 gm. of dry tissue.

Si02
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content of the reproductive system of the two sexes. The results

(Table III) show that the male reproductive system, except in

the cryptochiton, has a higher amount of total nitrogen.

TABLE HI.

Relative Total Nitrogen Content in the Male and Female Abalone

and Cryptochiton.

Abalone, red, male...
" " female

.

" black, male.
" " female.

Pismo clam

Cryptochiton, male . .

.

" female .

.

Ischnochiton, male

per cent
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splitting enzymes, glycogenase, invertase, and maltase were

detected. No extensive investigation on glycogen in this gland

has been carried on, but I believe that glycogen is present in

noticeable amounts during certain seasons of the year. My
efforts to find it in these specimens have, however, been fruitless.

Emulsin, the enzyme which decomposes amygdalin, probably

serves here the pm-pose of splitting a phosphatide-glucoside.

The absence of lipase in this organ is not surprising. The
common observation that tissues rich in fats are poor in lipases

applies here. We notice the absence of lipase especially in the

organs of Cryptochiton and Ischnochiton, where the amount of fat

is high.

SUMMABY.

The reproductive system in all forms is high in lipoids.

Gtycogen is absent. Large amounts of reducing sugars were

found not onty upon hydrolysis of the alcohol-insoluble, but also

of the alcohol-soluble residue.

Urea was found onty in the Cryptochiton and Ischnochiton, its

absence from the abalone and Pismo clam in all probability being

due to the urease which was found in these forms.

Enzymes are present in considerable number, amylase, glyco-

genase, and maltase being found in all five forms, emulsin in the

Pismo clam and cryptochiton, and lipase and urease in abalone,

clam, and limpet.
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It has been shown in feeding tests with j'oung rats that yeast

grown in a distilled water solution of sucrose and the necessary

mineral salts may furnish the vitamin B essential for growth

(1, 2). It has also been found in tests made in this laboratory

that pigeons which had developed potyneuritis on a diet of

polished rice, were "cured" by the administration of this yeast.

Heller has recently reported similar results with ''synthetic"

yeast (3). These findings establish beyond a doubt the ability

of yeast to synthesize vitamin B when growing in vitamin-free

media. The results obtained in the feeding tests and the con-

clusions drawn from them are at variance with those of Eijkman

and his coworkers (4), who, after much experience in yeast experi-

mentation, expressed the conviction that the yeast cell gains its

antinemitic factor as such from the culture medium and cannot,

stiictly speaking, synthesize it.

The subject of yeast growth and stimulation was given a new
interest in 1919 by the publication of methods for the detection

and estimation of water-soluble B, using yeast as a test organism

(5, 6). These methods were based on the supposition that

Wildiers' ''bios" and vitamin B are identical. Attempts to

apply these methods failed of their original intent, but brought to

hght a number of interesting facts.

In their use of Wilhams' method Souza and McCollum (7)

found that alkalinized material, inactive for rats, gave excellent

results in stimulating yeast. Later Fleming (8) reported that an
extract of unmilled rice produced as great an increase in the growth
of 3^east after treatment with alkali to destroy vitamin B as before

THE JOURNAL OF BIOLOGICAI, CHEMISTRY, VOL. LVI, XO. 2
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treatment. Emmett and Stockholm (9) used 95 per cent alcohol

extracts of heated and autoclaved unmilled rice in tests with yeast,

pigeons, and rats. Their conclusion was that the yeast growth-

promoting factor is not the antineuritic vitamin nor does it stimu-

late the growth of young rats.

Through the practical application of the yeast test for the

antiberi-beri vitamin Funk and Dubin (10) were led to question

whether there was only a single vitamin present in their autolyzed

yeast extract. Later they were able to report an almost quanti-

tative separation of the yeast growth stimulant from the vitamin

curative for beri-beri by means of absorption with fuller's earth

and norit (11, 12).

As is well known small amounts of a water solution of com-

mercial peptone or of Liebig's extract of beef very markedly affect

yeast growth. Wildiers mentions them along with wort as sources

of "bios" (13). Both peptone and beef extract are devoid of

vitamin B.

Heaton (14) has called attention to the contrasting distribution

of "bios" and the antineuritic vitamin among the organs of

animals. He also found "bios" in the organs of polyneuritic

pigeons and of rats fed a diet free from water-soluble B. He is

of the opinion that the activating substance for yeast is not the

antineuritic vitamin B.

Because of the peculiar nature of the problem it has been difficult

either to prove or to disprove the original assumption of Williams.

The evidence cited would, however, indicate that vitamin B and

"bios" are not identical. It seemed, therefore, of interest to test

the ability of yeast to synthesize its own growth-promoting sub-

stance by ascertaining the action of extracts of yeast grown in

Nutrient Solution 3 on the proliferation of yeast cells in a mediimi

of purified nutrients. Inasmuch as a review of the literature from

1901 disclosed no uniform method for the production of yeast or

for the measm*ement of the effect of added substances on its pro-

liferation or fermentative activity, it was decided for the major

part of the present investigation to use a procedui-e described in

detail in a former paper (1), and to add to Nutrient Solution 3

measured quantities of extracts of yeast grown in different media

as well as extracts of malt, wheat germ, and other materials

which cause an increased production of yeast cells when added

to the sucrose-mineral salts solution.
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In the preparation of the extracts 4 gm. of air-dry material

were extracted with 100 cc. of the solvent. The solvents used

were ether, chloroform, absolute alcohol, 80 per cent alcohol

(recommended by Wildiers), and 40 per cent alcohol. Extracts

were also prepared by the Osborne and Wakeman (15) method

for yeast extract, using 100 cc. of distilled water to which 1 cc.

of 1 per cent acetic acid had been added. Ether-extracted wheat

germ was used for making the extracts with other solvents, but

none of the other materials was first extracted with ether. Just

before using 25 cc. of the filtered alcohol, ether or chloroform

extracts were carefully evaporated to dryness in a silica milk dish

on the water bath and the residue was taken up in 10 cc. of dis-

tilled water. This solution was filtered and heated to boiling.

The acetic acid of the water extracts was neutralized with

ammonia, and the volume regulated so that 10 cc. were equivalent

to 1 gm. of material. Measm'ed quantities of the sterile extract

were added to 150 cc. of Nutrient Solution 3 in the production

flasks.

Nutrient Solution 3.

1 liter distilled water.

50 gm. cane-sugar (Domino).

2 " potassium dihydrogen phosphate, c.p.

2.35 " ammonium sulfate, c.p.

0.25 " calcium chloride, c.p.

0.25 " magnesium sulfate, c.p.

The suspensions of cells used for seeding the production flasks

were from yeasts which had been growing with fresh inoculations

every week for 2 years in Nutrient Solution 3. 1 cc. of a sus-

pension of yeast cells, containing from 0.0014 to 0.0018 gm. of

yeast if weighed air-dry, was added to 150 cc. of sterile medium
in a liter Erlenmeyer flask. In some cases the same suspension

was used to inoculate two or three sets of ten flasks each. In all

cases the seedings were uniform for any one set, which consisted

of a control flask without extract and four flasks with increasing

amounts of extract. The sets were made up in duplicate. The
yeast was grown at room temperature which varied considerably,

and to this is due in part the variation to be noted in the yield of

yeast in the control flasks of the same variety of yeast in different
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experiments. But all the flasks of any one set were exposed to

exactly the same conditions. On the 8th day after seeding, the

yeast of each flask was filtered, washed, dried at room temperatm'e,

and weighed.

Tables I to V present the experimental data.

From an inspection of Table I it is apparent that with the

addition of extracts of "synthetic" yeast in graduated amounts

there is a corresponding increase in the yield of yeast. The
relation is not quantitative, however.

The results in Table I compare very favorably with those for

commercial yeasts in Table II, and with those for wheat germ and

malt in Table III. The extracts of polished rice and white

flour are without effect on yeast growth.

The absolute alcohol extracts. Table IV, show little or no effect,

while the 80 per cent alcohol extracts of the residues from the

absolute alcohol extraction make a better showing. In general

the 80 per cent alcohol extracts gave the best results.

The greatest increase to be noted is that of the 1 per cent water

solution of Liebig's extract of beef in Table V, the weight of yeast

in the control flask being approximately half of that in the flask

to which 4 cc. of the extract were added.

It is evident from the experimental data presented that the

variation in the yield of yeast with and without extract may be

taken as indicative of the efficiency of any one extract, and the

increase in the yield of yeast in the different sets furnishes a qualita-

tive basis of comparison of the different extracts. One is not

justified in believing this method can be made the basis of a

quantitative comparison of the relative stimulative value of

different extracts on yeast.

Conditions are, in all probability, not the same in synthetic

media in the case of seedings of yeast too small to be followed by

a demonstrable multipHcation of cells, and in the case of seedings

large enough to insure growth. Increasing the yield of yeast by
the addition of extracts to the medium may conceivably be quite

different from effecting a multiplication of cells by the same

agents. The data so far presented are from comparatively large

seedings, containing approximately 1.5 mg. of dry yeast cells per

1 cc. of suspension. The controls show a yield of yeast varying

from 0.115 to 0.229 gm. It seemed advisable, therefore, to make



TABLE I.

Extracts of Yeast Grown in Nutrient Solution 3.
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a few tests with seedings too small to give a measurable increase

in Nutrient Solution 3 without extract and to add to corresponding

flasks 80 per cent alcohol extracts of Saccharomyces ellipsoideus,

Saccharomyces cerevisice, and yeast XII grown in the same synthetic

TABLE II.

Extracts of Commercial Yeasts.



TABLE III.

Extracts of Grain Products.
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ciding with those from the larger seedings. The addition of

extracts of yeast grown in Nutrient Solution 3 was followed b}' a

proHferation of cells that did not occur in the controls.

TABLE IV.

Absolute Alcohol Extracts.
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TABLE V.

Other Extracts.
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described, which stimulates the growth of the culture to which it

is added. This substance is without doubt the "bios'.' of Wildiers

and, until its chemical identity is established, should be so desig-

nated. Small seedings of yeast cells in the new environment

of a fresh inoculation in a synthetic medium grow very slowly,

but proliferate much more rapidly when the nutrient principle

''bios" is supplied. It appears, therefore, that "bios" does not

function in the manner of a vitamin since development in an

animal is impossible in the absence of an indispensable nutrient

principle of this class which the organism does not elaborate.

Rather "bios" appears to be a substance which, while capable of

synthesis by the yeast cell, is formed with some difficulty. Yeast

cells developing slowly in a "bios"-free nutrient solution accu-

mulate the substance, so that extracts made from them accelerate

the growth of seedings by providing it in abundance.

The experimental data set forth in this paper make it clear that

the growth-stimulating substance for yeast which Funk and Dubin

have recently discussed cannot logically be placed in the classifica-

tion of the vitamins. It is not an indispensable nutrient principle

for yeast, since it is synthesized during the slow proliferation of

yeast cells in a medium of purified nutrients.

The author wishes to acknowledge the exceptional courtesy of

the Department of Botany of The Pennsylvania State College,

where a part of this work was done.
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TRYPTIC DIGESTION OF PROTEINS.

By D. BREESE JONES and HENRY C. WATERMAN.

{From the Protein Investigation Laboratory, Bureau of Chemistry , United

States Department of Agriculture, Washington.)

(Received for publication, April 3, 1923.)

Various studies on the digestibility of the protein in cottonseed

meals and flours have been reported (1 to 4). All the values

given are decidedly below those of the meat proteins and casein,

the average being about 83 per cent. The isolated cottonseed

globulin, on the other hand, has been shown by Osborne and

Mendel (5) to be capable of supporting growth at quite the normal

rate. This suggests that the cottonseed globulin may be more

readily digested when isolated and fed as the protein constituent

of an artificial diet than when fed in combination with the other

substances with which it is associated in the cottonseed press-cake

preparations. This theory has, in fact, already been put forward

by Alsberg and Schwartze (6), on the basis of experiments in

which they were able to demonstrate that the addition of gossypol

to meat fed to cats resulted in an increased fecal nitrogen. The
direct comparison, under identical conditions, of the digestibility

of the isolated cottonseed protein with that of casein, or of some

other protein known to be readily digestible, thus becomes of

interest. Also, inasmuch as the toxic principle, gossypol, or its

decomposition products (7), is always present in varying pro-

portions in cottonseed products, it seemed that the effect of this

substance upon the activity of pepsin and trypsin might prove

significant.

Accordingly, three groups of experiments were made. The
object of the first two was to determine the comparative final

digestion in vitro, after the successive action of pepsin and trypsin

501
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during definite time periods, (a) of the cottonseed globulin and

casein, (6) of the pure cottonseed globulin and the cottonseed

globulin to which 1 per cent of gossypol had been added, and of

pure casein and casein containing 1 per cent of gossypol. The
method used in these experiments was that detailed in the first

paper of this series (8), with the modifications described in the

second paper (9). In the third group, the time periods assigned

for the action of both enzymes were somewhat extended, and a

series of determinations of amino nitrogen was made and plotted

in the form of a curve representing the rate of increase of the free

amino nitrogen in the digests during the trypsin period.

EXPERIMENTAL.

The cottonseed globulin was prepared by dialysis from the

aqueous sodium chloride extract of a cottonseed meal, special!}-

treated to remove the greater part of the oil, resinous matter, and

gossypol.^ The preparations used for the digestion experiments

were quite free from color and were readily ground to the 100 mesh
powder required for the first two groups of experiments. Neither

the protein nor the meal from which it was prepared had been

heated in the presence of water during the processes of prepara-

tion—a point of some importance, in view of the marked increase

in digestibility observed in some of the authors' previous experi-

ments when difficultly digestible proteins were boiled for a short

time with water.

The casein was prepared by precipitation with dilute hydro-

chloric acid, rinsed with water to remove most of the acid ex-

tracted with ether, and washed thoroughly with distilled water.

In this way a preparation of very low ash content was obtained,

little or no fat being present to interfere with the solution of the

mineral salts by the wash water. The preparation was dehj'-drated

with absolute alcohol, washed with ether, and dried in the usual

manner. It was ground to a powder that would pass a 100 mesh
sieve for the digestion tests.

The cottonseed globulin and casein preparations containing

gossypol were made by dissolving the gossypol in ether, pouring

' The treatment of the meal and the method of isolating the protein will

be discussed in detail in forthcoming publications.
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the solution over the protein in a shallow dish, and evaporating

the solvent at a temperature below 60°C. 1 per cent of gossypol

was added to the protein in each case. The gossypol content

of unheated cottonseed press-cake preparations cannot be very

definitely stated. Experiments with v/hole ground cottonseed,

however, indicate a yield of gossypol actually isolable from that

product, amounting to from 1.5 to 5.25 per cent of the protein

content.^

The first two groups of tests were made by the method already

described in detail in the first (8) and second (9) papers of this

series.

In the second group of experiments, 2 gm. samples were used,

the volume of the reaction mixture was increased to 150 cc, and

a number of samples were taken during a period of about 20 hours

of tryptic digestion. Each sample was treated with 0.1 n hy-

drochloric acid, a few drops at a time, until thoroughly moistened.

The total volume added was then made up to 110 cc, the sus-

pension heated to 37°C., placed in a constant temperature bath at

the same temperature, and treated with 40 cc. of 0.75 per cent

pepsin in 0.1 n hydrochloric acid. The pepsin solution, also, was

heated to 37°C., as rapidly as possible in order to minimize de-

composition, and with constant agitation to avoid local overheat-

ing in the solution, before it was added to the substrate prepara-

tion. Three samples of exactly 15 cc. each were taken from each

of the digests during the pepsin period.

The 105 cc. remaining after the pepsin period (4 hours) were

treated with 10.5 cc. of n sodium hydroxide. A freshly prepared

solution of 0.75 gm. of trypsin in 33 cc. of water was then heated

quickly to 37°C., care being taken to avoid local overheating, and

added to the neutralized pepsin digest. Finally, 1.5 cc. of n
sodium hydroxide were added, making a total volume of 150 cc,

containing 0.50 per cent of the trypsin preparation, and having a

titrable alkalinit}^ of approximately 0.01 normal. A few drops

of toluene were added to prevent bacterial action. Samples were

^ The figures representing the amounts of gossypol obtainable from vari-

ous samples of cottonseed preparations were furnished by Dr. E. W.
Schwartze, Pharmacologist in Charge, Pharmacological Laboratory,

Bureau of Chemistry, who also furnished the gossypol used in this investi-

gation.
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taken at 1 hour, 2 hours, and thereafter at increasing intervals

during a digestion period of about 20 hours. The samples were
heated for 5 minutes in a steam bath to destroy the activity of the

enzyme, and placed in cold storage until the end of the experiment.

Then they were filtered and analyzed for amino nitrogen in the

Van Slyke apparatus.

TABLE I.

Comparative Digestion of Cottonseed Globulin and Casein in Vitro.

Preparation.

Cottonseed globulin

,

Amount
of

sample
(pro-
tein).

mg.

499.1

500.6

Nin
poly-
peptide
union in
sample.*

(Na)

Amino N
after
diges-
tion

(Nrf)

mg.

53.86

54.02

mg.

50.85

50.85

Amino N
of blank
diges-
tion.

(Nfc)

mg.

18.20

18.20

Average

,

Casein 1 501.6

501.0

49.41

49.35 47.27

18.20

18.20

Average

.

Cottonseed globulin

.

502.1

502.1

54.18

54.18

53.92

54.08

21.27

21.27

Average

Casein
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TABLE II.

Comparative Digestion in Vitro of Pure Cottonseed Globulin and Cottonseed

Globulin Containing 1 Per Cent of Gossypol.

Preparation.



60-1

Time in hours

Chart 1. Comparative digestion of casein and cottonseed globulin by

trypsin (following pepsin) in vitro. Curve 1, casein. Curve 2, cottonseed

globulin.

Time in hours

Chart 2. Comparative digestion of casein and cottonseed globulin by

trypsin (following pepsin) in vitro. Curve 5, casein. Curve 6, cottonseed

globulin.

506



CURVE 3

10

Time in hours

Chart 3. Comparative digestion of pure cottonseed globulin (Curve 3),

and cottonseed globulin containing 1 per cent of gossypol (Curve 4). Tryp-

sin (following pepsin) in vitro.

30-,
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trypsin, and are started, therefore, at the termini of the pepsin

curve, rather than at a common origin or zero point. The ordi-

nates represent the quantity ~ X 100, the time being plotted

on the abscissie. The blank correction, N^, has been omitted in

the calculation of the curve points on the ground that it intro-

duces into the calculation a factor unnecessary for the purely

comparative purpose of these experiments. Attention has already

TABLE III.

Comparative Digestion in Vitro of Casein Containing 1 Per Cent of Gossypol

and Pure Casein.

Preparation.

Casein + gossypol.

Amount
of

sample
(pro-
tein) .

mg.

501.4

501.5

Nin
poly-
peptide
union in
sample.*

(Na)

mg.

48.19

48.20

Amino N
after
diges-
tion.

mg.

44.84

44.19

Amino N
of blank
diges-
tion.

mg.

19.49

19.49

Average
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DISCUSSION.

In these experiments, as in our previous examinations of com-

parative digestibilities in vitro, the result is quite in accord with

that of the growth experiment. In general, a protein prepara-

tion which supports a normal growth rate is readily digested by

pepsin and trypsin, acting successively in vitro under the condi-

tions described, giving a result closely similar to that found for

casein, while no preparation foutid to be distinctly less readily

digestible in vitro than casein has supported growth at a normal

rate. The cottonseed globulin differs, however, from any of the

vegetable proteins which have formed the subjects of the previous

papers of this series, in that it produces normal growth in animals

and shows a correspondingly high rate of digestion in vitro without

any treatment other than that involved in its separation from

the non-protein constituents of the seed.

The inhibitive action of gossypol (Tables II and III, and Curves

3 and 4, Chart 3, and Curves 7 and 8, Chart 4) appears sufficient

to account for the incomplete digestion of the cottonseed protein

fed in combination with the other constituents of cottonseed

meal. For two reasons, it seems a fairly safe assumption that

the isolated cottonseed globulin is almost, if not quite, 100 per

cent digested by animals. In the first place, it must be very well

utilized—though not necessarily perfectly, of course,—since it

supports animal growth at fully the normal rate (.5). In the

second place, it has been shown that the cottonseed globulin is

digested in vitro, at the same rate and to almost the same final

extent (Charts 1 and 2) as casein; while the digestion of casein by
animals is known to be practically complete. The digestion in

vitro of the cottonseed globulin containing 1 per cent of gossypol

is to that of the pure cottonseed globulin as 85:100 (Table II);

while the digestion in animals of the protein content of cotton-

seed meals and flours has been found to average about 83 per

cent. Such experiments in vitro as have been described in this

paper cannot, of course, be regarded as conclusive evidence

concerning the effect of gossypol upon the course of natural diges-

tion, for the unavoidable differences between the conditions

influencing the reaction in vitro and in vivo are considerable; but
the fact that the addition to the isolated cottonseed globulin of
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a proportion of gossypol of the same order as that found in cotton-

seed meal produces in vitro an effect of the same order of magni-

tude as that observed in the natural digestion of the protein con-

tent of cottonseed meal, is certainly suggestive. ' Moreover, the

coincidence of the above stated figures is rather striking.

The curves have been drawn to represent the combined effect

of the peptic-tryptic digestion, and its progress during the trypsin

period. In the case of Curves 3 and 4, representing the digestion

of the cottonseed globulin alone, and in the presence of 1 per cent

of its weight of gossypol, this might give the impression that

gossypol is practically without effect upon trypsin, for if these

curves be superimposed at their origin without change in the

calculation, the gossj^pol cottonseed globulin curve ends at a

point a little higher than the terminal point of the pure cottonseed

globulin curve. If, however, the data be recalculated on the

basis of the protein remaining undigested by , the pepsin (the

actual quantity of the substrate, so far as the trj'-psin alone is

concerned) and the resulting curves drawn from zero as their

origin, they show that the tryptic, as well as the peptic, digestion

is affected by the gossypol. The terminal difference is less, how-

ever, in the case of trypsin alone than in the case of pepsin alone.

The information of the most biological significance, however,

would seem to be that represented by the figures in the tables

and by the curves as they are presented; namely, that the com-

bined effect in vitro of the enzymes principally concerned in natural

digestion is decidedly less in the presence of gossypol.

It will be noted that no provision was made for the possible

effect of the added gossypol upon the reaction of the digests.

This was regarded as negligible—in fact, within the limits of

manipulative variation—on account of the high molecular weight

and low combining power (molecular weight, 530, with a combining

power of 2 according to Carruth (7)), and the small proportion

(1 part in 30,000) in which it was present in the digest. In any

event it seems scarcely credible that the effect upon the reaction

could be sufficient to account for the marked inhibitive effect of

so small a proportion of gossypol upon peptic-tryptic digestion,

or, indeed, to produce any appreciable effect.
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CONCLUSIONS.

Pepsin and trypsin, acting successfully in vitro, digest casein

and the globulin of the cottonseed to very nearly the same extent

and at practically the same rate through an extended period.

The addition to the protein of 1 per cent of its weight of the

toxic principle, gossypol, known to be present in cottonseed ker-

nels to the extent of from 1.5 to somewhat more than 5 per cent

of the estimated (N X 6.25) protein content, interferes markedly

with the digestion in vitro of the cottonseed globulin by pepsin

and trypsin, and by pepsin alone, as well as the digestion of casein

by pepsin and trypsin.

The incomplete digestion (83 per cent) by animals of the pro-

tein content of cottonseed press-cake preparations is tentatively

explained as an inhibit!ve effect of gossypol.
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A NEW HORMONE PRESENT IN PLANT TISSUE.
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By J. B. COLLIP.

{From the Department of Biochemistry, University of Alberta, Edmonton,

Canada.)

(Received for publication, April 2, 1923.)

INTRODUCTION.

The liver of a depanereatized dog is practically glycogen-free.

The respiratory quotient of such an animal is 0.70 or less. During

the past year (1) the group, of which the writer was a member,

working in Toronto under Professor J. J. R. Macleod, demon-

strated that extracts containing the internal secretion of the

pancreas in potent form, when administered to depanereatized

dogs, conferred upon the livers of such animals the power of

forming glycogen. The first experiment of such a nature was

carried out by the writer in collaboration with Macleod, Banting,

and Best (1). The analysis of the liver for glycogen in this

instance gave a result of 25.6 per cent. Best and Hepburn (1)

working in Macleod's laboratory, later showed that there was a

marked rise in the respiratory quotient of a depanereatized dog

following the administration of insulin, indicating that glucose

was burning freely in the tissues of the animal. All efforts to

find some in vitro reaction for the hormone, at this time, failed

completely. The destruction of glucose or the polymerization

of the same under the influence of the hormone appeared to be

definitely in vivo phenomena.

As the power of the liver to form glycogen is so intimately

associated with the presence of the pancreatic hormone in the

circulation it seems obvious to predict that wherever glycogen

occurs a hormone similar to, if not identical with, that produced
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by the islet cells of the pancreas will be found. Two possible

sources, therefore, from a purely theoretical view-point, for such

a hormone would be: (1) tissues of lower animals rich in'glycogen,

and (2) Saccharomyces and other fungi, which are well known
glycogen formers.

Experiments with Certain Extracts of Yeast.

Convinced that such a theory was logical and reasonable, the

writer undertook to apply it. The positive results which he

obtained with clam tissue (Mya arenaria) have already been

published (2) . Yeast was chosen as the working material for the

next stage of the investigation, but here success did not come at

once. Failure after failure resulted when yeast extracts were

first used. However, with the conviction still strong that some
hormone analogous to insulin must be present in j^east the investi-

gation was continued. The first positive result was obtained on

January 26, 1923, suggestive results only, having been obtained

previous to this date. Since this date it has been demonstrated

repeatedly that certain extracts, made either from baker's or

brewer's yeast, contain a principle which is capable of producing

hypoglycemia in normal rabbits. Yeast extracts which contained

this principle have been prepared by five different methods and

the results obtained following the administration of the same to

normal animals are quite comparable.

The rabbits used were previously well fed, but during the period

of observation following the injection, food was withheld and

water only was available to them.

Blood sugar estimations were made by the Shaffer-Hartmann

method (3).

The primary effect of the administration of the earlier extracts

to normal rabbits was a great rise in the concentration of blood

sugar. This effect soon passed off, however, and marked hypo-

glycemia followed. Also the earlier extracts were decidedly toxic

in nature and the animals were extremely weak for some hours

following the injection. Some died apparently as a direct result

of toxic substances present in the injected solution. It was found

that a good deal of the toxic action could be overcome by using

relatively weak extracts. Here, however, the hypoglycemia

which developed was not so striking.
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The results of a number of experiments in which extracts of

various types prepared from various sources were administered

by subcutaneous injection to normal, well fed rabbits and the

subsequent effect of the injection upon the blood sugar are shown

in the form of protocols and charts.

003
HP3

Chart I

Yeast extract I

--©

Time

Chart I.

Results of Experiments with Yeast Extract I.

The results of four experiments in which yeast extract I was used

are indicated in Chart I. It will be noticed that the low points for

blood sugar were observed to occur from 10 to 24 hours following

the injection of the yeast extract. This is a point of great differ-

ence from the hypoglycemia following the administration of

insulin. The writer has obtained^ however, "delayed action"

with certain pancreatic extracts. These results have been re-

ported elsewhere (4). Rabbit 1, Chart I, was killed 23| hours

after the injection had been made in order to estimate the glyco-

gen content of the liver. This substance was completely lacking

in that organ. Here again, however, a rabbit which has received
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insulin may on occasion be found to have little or no glycogen in

the liver. This experiment would have been much more con-

vincing if the liver had contained glj^cogen. The blood sugar

curve, Curve 2, Chart I, taken alone is not at all conclusive. The
result in the case of Rabbit 3, Chart I, furnishes the most convinc-

ing evidence that the extract administered contained a potent

principle. It will be noted that here there w^as first a marked
hyperglycemia followed some hours later bj' a decided hypogly-

cemia with a subsequent return to the normal blood sugar level.

Chart n
Yeast extract n

0.03

Hps. 6 !6 24 32 40

Time

Chart II.

The result obtained in the case of Rabbit 4, Chart I, like that of

Rabbit 2, Chart I, if taken alone, is not conclusive. There w^as

no marked hyperglycemia in this instance, while at the end of 17

hours there was a slight but definite fall in the level of blood sugar.

Results of Experiments with Yeast Extract II.

Chart II illustrates some results obtained with yeast extract

II. Little or no hj^perglycemia w^as noted in this series of experi-

ments. The experiment represented by Curve 2, Chart II, is

complicated by the fact that a watery extract of fresh liver was

also administered. The animal died in 47 hours. Rabbit 4 of
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this series died during the night before further blood sugar de-

terminations were made. It will be noted that there is a con-

siderable degree of variation in these experiments between the

time of injection and the time of most marked hypoglycemia.

Results of Experiments ivith Yeast Extract III.

Chart III illustrates the results of ten experiments in which

yeast extract III was administered. This series of experiments

furnishes absolute proof of the existence in the extracts used of a

principle which produces marked hypoglycemia in normal rabbits.

enact in

Yeast extract HI

Chart III.

The occurrence of a definite hypoglycemia any time from 5 to

65 hours after the administration of the extract is a very interesting

phenomenon. An unusual result was noted in the case of Rabbit

5 of this series. This animal which had been injected five times

in 4 hours showed a blood sugar of 0.046 per cent, 7| hours after

the last injection, hyperglycemia then followed and the animal

became very weak and died 25 hours after the first injection.

Rabbit 7 of this group was injected nine times over a period
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of 20 hours. 5 hours after the last injection or 25 hours after

the first, the animal had convulsions and died. The blood

taken from the heart contained 0.063 per cent of glucose.

Results of Experiments with Yeast Extract IV.

Chart rV illustrates some results in another series of experiments

with normal rabbits which were injected with yeast extract IV.

Some decidedly positive results will be noted here. Rabbit 5

of this series received six injections over the first 14 hours. This
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Effect of Certain Yeast Extracts upon the Depancreatized Dog.

The blood sugar concentration and the average hourly excretion

of sugar of a depancreatized dog for a period of 2 weeks is shown
in Chart VI. Yeast extract was administered on the 5th day
and again on the 7th day. The concentration of blood sugar

reached the lowest point 0.135 per cent on the 10th day, whereas

a definite decrease was observed on the 6th, 7th, and 9th days. It

will be noted also that whereas the primary effect of the injection

was to increase the rate of sugar excretion that this effect soon

passed off and a great decrease in the rate of glucose excretion was

subsequently observed, the urine being almost sugar-free for

short periods on the 8th and 9th days. No toxic symptoms were

observed. There is, therefore, a general parallelism between the

effect of certain yeast extracts on the normal rabbit and the de-

pancreatized dog. The animal ate ravenously the half pound of

lean meat which was given to her daily throughout the experiment.

The Evolving of a Theory.

Wlien such definite proof of the existence in yeast, either

baker's or brewer's, of a hypoglycemia-producing principle, was

obtained, the whole problem was viewed in a new light. The

reasoning which was then applied was somewhat as follows:

Yeast is a plant. Yeast contains a principle analogous to the

internal secretion of the islet cells of the pancreas of animals.

Is this principle present in yeast simply because of the glycogen-

forming activity of this organism, or is the significance of this

hormone in yeast much greater than would be indicated by its

relationship to glycogen formation? Since Winter and Smith

(5) have shown that insulin in conjunction with extract of liver

can alter the optical properties of certain sugar solutions, a fact

suggestive of the formation of 7-glucose, and since these same

authors (6) have obtained results which show that the sugar of

the blood of normal animals is probably 7- glucose, it would appear,

as suggested by them, that the glucose molecule must exist in the

gamma form before the liver can synthesize it or the tissues can

burn it.

If, therefore, a hormone analogous to insulin is produced by

the yeast cell may it not have in that organism a similar function
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to that presumably performed by insulin in the animal, namely

the production of 7-glucose, which latter when formed can either

be metabolized or polymerized. If 7-glucose is an essential form

of the molecule in the yeast plant it is also in all probability an

essential form of sugar in other plants if not all plants. If this

argument is logical the existence or non-existence of glycogen or

even sta,rch in a tissue (speaking now of plant tissues) would

furnish no clue as to whether a hormone, the occurrence of which

has been demonstrated in yeast, should or should not be present.

If 7-glucose is essential and if its formation is dependent on a

hormone, such a hormone should be found in all active tissue, or,

wherever it is essential that 7-glucose be formed. After viewing

the problem in this light the writer consulted with Professor F.

J. Lewis, professor of Botany in the University of Alberta, and

laid his theory before him. Dr. Lewis at once suggested the onion

as a type plant with which to put the theory to the test—first,

because the onion is a well recognized glucose burner; and second,

because it is quite incapable of forming starch.

Results of Experiments on Normal Rabbits with Onion Extracts.

Extracts of onion tissue were therefore prepared at once and wei^

found to have the same physiological effects as yeast extracts

when administered to animals.

The first onion material used was the green tops of sprouting

plants. The results of six experiments in which an injection of

an extract of green onion tops was made are shown in Chart VII.

Here very definite and positive results were obtained at once.

These extracts also appeared to be non-toxic when administered

subcutaneously, a point of much importance. The blood sugar

curves represented in Chart VII are suggestive of curves in the

previous charts for yeast material. That the administration of

an onion extract such as this to a normal rabbit produces very

definite hypoglycemia is herein established. There may be a

definite fluctuation up and down in the blood sugar, as seen in

Curve 3 of this series. This is a noteworthy fact.

THE JOURNAL OF BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY, VOL. LVI, NO. 2
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Effect of Onion Extract upon the Depancreatized Dog.

Chart VIII illustrates the effect of the administration of an

extract made from green onion tops on the blood sugar concen-

tration and sugar excretion of a depancreatized dog. The first

injection was made 5 days after the operative procedure. No
toxic effects were noted, and, 18| hours latex the animal had a

normal blood sugar and the urine at this time was practically

sugar-free. A second injection was made on the 8th day the

dosage this time being increased 50 per cent. The animal's

blood sugar was normal 28^ hours after the injection. It remained

within normal limits for practically a day, rose again to a high

level, only to return to normal 24 hours later, and remained normal

for some days. The excretion of sugar represented in the chart

in grams per hour was reduced to zero during the period of low

blood sugar. Th'is result is somewhat remarkable. It would

seem doubtful as to whether the long period of normal blood

sugar level and sugar-free urine was due entirely to the action of

the onion extract used. These extracts were not sterile and

abscess formation resulted. The possibility of the presence of a

large quantity of pus being in some way associated with the long

continued condition of glycosuria must not be overlooked. The
presence of this hormone in bacteria is not at all unlikely. At the

time of writing this animal still remains aglycosuric, is in rela-

tively good shape, and has a ravenous appetite.

A Survey of a Variety of Higher Plants for the New Hormone.

Following the successful results obtained with onion extracts,

various other plant tissues were tested out, and a most interest-

ing series of positive results have been obtained. The work is

as yet only in the early stages, but sufficient results have been ob-

tained to give substantial support to the theory above propounded

and to show, that, in all probability sugar metabolism to a degree

at least is fundamentally the same in both the plant and the

animal kingdom.

Results with Extracts of Lettuce.

The effect of extracts made from green lettuce leaves upon the

blood sugar of normal rabbits is indicated in Chart IX. Curve 1
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in this chart shows very definitely that a hypoglycemia-produc-

ing substance was present in the extract used. Slight but definite

effects were also obtained by the administration of lettuce extracts

to the depancreatized dog as indicated in Protocol 1, depancrea-

tized Dog 1.

Chart EX

0.03

Hrs 32 40

Time

Chart IX.

0,03

Hrs 32 40

Time

Chart X.

46 56

Results with Extracts of Wheat Leaves.

Extracts were also made from the young green leaves of sprout-

ing wheat. Three experiments illustrating the effect of this type

of extract on the normal rabbit are represented in Chart X. Here

again there is definite proof of the presence of a hypoglycemia-

producing principle in the injected extracts. Wheat leaves and
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(probably, therefore, any young leaves of the Graminacese) would

seem to be an excellent source for this hormone.

Results with Extracts of a Variety of Plant Tissues.

Chart XI represents the results of administration to normal

rabbits of an extract of (1) green bean leaves and stems; (2) barley

roots and sprouted grain (leaves removed); (3) onion roots and

bulb; and (4) onion roots. Very definite hypoglycemia was pro-

duced in each instance. An extract of green bean leaves and

0.03

hrs.

Chart X3

Extract bean tops, onion roots

32 40

Time

Chart XI.

stems was found to reduce the rate of sugar excretion of a depan-

creatized dog.

All the extracts, the physiological effects of which have been

described above, were obtained from active metabolizing tissue.

The results obtained with these extracts clearly indicate that a

hormone associated with sugar metabolism is present in all the

tissues so extracted. Whether this is true in the case of resting,

tissue remains to be seen. One observation made with the old

leaves of Diascia sp. gave a negative result. Further experiments

relating to this point are in progress.

The fact that many of the instances of hypoglycemia occurring

after the administration of plant extracts, recorded in this paper,

were noted many hours after the experiment was begun may be
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criticized upon the basis that the animals were without food for

many hours. Control animals have been found, however, to

show a normal blood sugar even after 5 days' inanition. The
lowest point observed for blood sugar concentration of starving

animals was 0.080 per cent and the highest 0.130 per cent.

The discovery of this hormone in tissues of the higher plants

as well as in yeast opens a new field of work in plant metabolism

and affords another remarkable example of parallelism in certain

physiological processes in the plant and animal kingdom. The
author fully realizes that the experiments herein set forth are

far from complete as yet and, therefore, not without criticism,

but the results so far obtained have been so uniform in character

that a preliminary paper on the work done to date seemed

justified.

As the name insulin was given by the Toronto group (7) to

an extract of pancreas prepared according to a definite method

elaborated by the writer, this somewhat analogous hormone

derived from plant sources must be known by a more general

term. The name 'glucokinin' is suggested by the writer as an

appropriate term, suggestive of its metabolic activity rather than

its place of origin.

GENERAL CONCLUSION.

The fact that certain extracts made from a variety of plant

tissues so divergent in character as the unicellular yeast organism,

green leaves, and roots of higher plants appear to be, are capable

of producing a profound disturbance in the sugar metabolism

of normal rabbits and, in the few cases tested out, of depancrea-

tized dogs, points to the existence in the plant kingdom of a hor-

mone somewhat analogous to that produced in the higher animals

by the islet cells of the pancreas. Such a hormone in all probability

plays a similar role in the metabolism of sugar in the plant to

that played by insulin in the animal. As glycogen formation is

possible in the animal as a result of the activity of the pancreatic

hormone it is possible that starch formation in the plant is, to a

certain extent at least, dependent on the activity of glucokinin.

A new field of investigation of great scope in plant physiology is

hereby opened up. A few of the new problems presenting them-

selves are about to be studied by the author in collaboration with

Dr. F. J. Lewis.
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Whether this new substance will be of practical value in the

treatment of diabetes mellitus remains to be shown. Extracts

of a sufficient degree of purity to justify their use on human
individuals have already been obtained. The actual test on the

diabetic subject will be carried out shortly.

There is a decided difference between the general type of effect

produced on both normal rabbits and depancreatized dogs by

insulin and by glucokinin. The fall in the concentration of blood

sugar in both normal and diabetic animals begins shortly after

the administration of insulin. A low point is reached in from

2 to 6 hours and then the return to the original and higher level

begins. To obtain the best results in the treatment of diabetic

patients with insulin it is therefore necessary for the hormone to

be administered frequently (two to three times daily) . The effect

of glucokinin, on the other hand, develops slowly and is long

maintained. If it should develop, therefore, that this latter

substance is serviceable in the clinic it will have a great advantage

over insulin in this one respect at least. Its source would also

be a point of great importance because it would be available the

world over.

Owing to a degree to a lack of apparatus and to a degree to

insufficient time several very important aspects of the possible

activities of this substance have as yet not been studied. The
effect on the respiratory quotient, on the excretion of ketone

bodies, and on the alkali reserve of the diabetic subject have yet

to be ascertained. A further paper will be published shortly

giving more extended observations on the effect of this new hor-

mone and details of the methods employed in the making of the

extracts.

SUMMARY.

1. Extracts have been prepared from the vegetative tissues of

several angiospermous plants as well as yeast, subcutaneous

administration of which produces marked hypoglycemia in

normal rabbits.

2. Certain of these extracts have been administered to depan-

creatized dogs. A fall in the level of blood sugar and a decrease

in the hourly excretion of sugar resulted.

3. The primary effect was an increase in the rate of sugar

elimination.
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4. The name glucokinin has been suggested for the new hormone
derived from plant sources.

5. The physiological effect of glucokinin develops slowly and
is long maintained.

I wish to thank my colleague, Professor F. J. Lewis for his

cooperation in suggesting likely plant tissue for testing and for

supplying much of the plant material used.

This work was made possible very largely as a result of a grant

to the author from the Council of the College of Physicians and
Surgeons of the Province of Alberta.
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Preparation of Extracts.

Yeast Extract 7.—Made by grinding fresh yeast with acetone (approxi-

mately 70 per cent) , for several days in a ball mill, filtering, and concen-

trating filtrate in a warm air current. In certain instances the yeast was

previously frozen with CO2 snow.

Yeast Extract 77.—The preliminary procedure was the same as in the case

of yeast extract I. The concentrated acetone filtrate was purified to a

degree (1) by following the method used first by the writer in preparing

insulin and (2) by slightly modifying the latter process.

Yeast Extract III.—Fresh yeast, after dehydrating with acetone or

alcohol was air-dried, pulverized, and finally extracted with hot water,

temperature 70-90°C. The filtrate obtained after this extraction was used

without further treatment in some instances, while in others a partial

purification was effected by the use of acetone or alcohol before the extract

was tested.

Yeast Extract IV.—Fresh yeast frozen with CO2 snow was extracted at

once with hot water. After filtration the extract was either used in this

condition or partially purified as in the case of yeast extract III.
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Yeast Extract V.—Fresh yeast was extracted with cold alcohol (70 to 80

per cent). The yeast was filtered off and the extract concentrated in an air

current.

Extracts of plant tissues were made as follows : The fresh tissue was frozen

with CO2 snow. It was then pulverized by grinding in an enamel bowl.

5 volumes of 95 per cent denatured alcohol were added. After several hours^

the mash was filtered and the filtrate concentrated in a warm air current.

In certain instances the frozen pulverized tissue was first extracted with

hot water. Alcohol was then added to make about 80 per cent concentra-

tion of the reagent in the mixture. After filtration the extract was con-

centrated in a warm air current.

Protocols of Experiments on Depancreatized Dogs.

Dog 1.—'Feb. 27, 3 p.m. Black retriever dog. Female. Weight 13

kilos. Depancreatized, morphine-ether anesthesia.

Feb. 28, 9.30 a.m. 240 cc. urine, 6.30 per cent sugar. 5 p.m. 200 cc.

urine, 6.62 per cent sugar. Blood sugar 0.200 per cent. 7 p.m. Injec-

tion of lettuce extract. 9.30 p.m. Injection of lettuce extract. 10 p.m.

180 cc. urine, 6.26 per cent sugar.

Mar. 1, 3 a.m. 132 cc. urine, 5.54 per cent sugar. 6.30 a.m. 125 cc.

urine, 3.38 per cent sugar. 9 a.m. 146 cc. urine, 2.77 per cent sugar.

Blood sugar 0.194 per cent. 9.30 a.m. Injection of lettuce extract. 2 p.m.

Blood sugar 0.194 per cent. 4.30 p.m. 186 cc. urine, 5.68 per cent

sugar. 10 p.m. Blood sugar 0.208 per cent. 11 p.m. 270 cc. urine, 2.97

per cent sugar.

Mar. 2, 9 a.m. 260 cc. urine, 3.47 per cent sugar. 9.30 a.m. Blood sugar

0.186 per cent. Fed 8 oz. lean meat, ate ravenously. 4.15 p.m. 320 cc.

urine, 3.58 per cent sugar. 4.30 p.m. Blood sugar 0.183 per cent.

Mar. 9. Animal died of peritonitis.

Dog. 2.—Feb. 28, 3 p.m. Black retriever dog. Female. Weight 14:

kilos. Depancreatized, morphine-ether anesthesia.

Mar. 1, 3 p.m. 342 cc. urine, 2.91 per cent sugar.

Mar. 2, 9.30 a.m. Blood sugar 0.209 per cent. 10 a.m. 375 cc. urine,

2.21 per cent sugar. 3.30 p.m. 280 cc. urine, 1.63 per cent sugar.

Mar. 3, 10 a.m. Ate 6 oz. lean meat. 1p.m. Bloodsugar 0.200 per cent.

1.30 p.m. 470 cc. urine, 2.9 per cent sugar.

Mar. 4, 11 a.m. Ate 8 oz. lean meat. 6 p.m. 456 cc. urine, 1.05 per cent

sugar.

Mar. 5, 8 a.m. 216 cc. urine, 2.78 per cent sugar. 9 a.m. Blood sugar

0.206 per cent. 10 a.m. Ate 8 oz. lean meat. 12 n. Injection of yeast

extract. Urine sample lost at this time. 5 p.m. Blood sugar 0.232 per

cent.

Mar. 6, 12.30 a.m. Blood sugar 0.193 per cent. 200 cc. urine, 2.97 per
cent sugar. 4 a.m. 90 cc. urine, 3.12 per cent sugar. 9 a.m. Blood sugar
0.190 per cent. 10 a.m. 8 oz. lean meat. 10.30 a.m. 295 cc. urine, 1.54

per cent sugar. 2 p.m. 158 cc. urine, 0.23 per cent sugar. 3.30 p.m.
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Blood sugar 0.199 per cent. 11 p.m. 304 cc. urine, 1.86 per cent sugar.

11.30 p.m. Blood sugar 0.196 per cent.

Mar. 7, 9 a.m. 179 cc. urine, 0.40 per cent sugar. 10 a.m. Blood sugar

0.176 per cent. 8 oz. lean meat. 11 a.m. 151 cc. urine, 0.64 per cent sugar.

11.30 a.m. Injection of j'sast extract. 5 p.m. Blood sugar 0.212 per

cent. Injection of j^east extract. 8 p.m. 170 cc. urine, 1.83 per cent

sugar.

Mar. 8, 5 a.m. 345 cc. urine, 0.70 per cent sugar. 10 a.m. Blood sugar

0.212 per cent. 8 oz. lean meat. 10.15 a.m. 330 cc. urine, 0.32 per cent.

4 p.m. 254 cc. urine, 1.05 per cent sugar. 9 p.m. 360 cc. urine, 2.25 per

cent sugar.

Mar. 9, 9 a.m. 150 cc. urine, 0.93 per cent sugar. 10 a.m. Blood sugar

0.160 per cent. 8 oz. lean meat. 3 p.m. Blood sugar 0.170 per cent.

4 p.m. 110 cc. urine, 0.14 per cent sugar.

Mar. 10, 2 a.m. 175 cc. urine, 2.82 per cent sugar. 10 a.m. 8 oz. lean

meat. 12.30 p.m. 96 cc. urine, 0.40 per cent sugar. 1 p.m. Blood sugar

0.135 per cent. 11 p.m. 180 cc. urine, 1.37 per cent sugar. 12 m.
Blood sugar 0.186 per cent.

Mar. 11, 11 a.m. 8 oz. lean meat. 1 p.m. 134 cc. urine, 2.61 per cent

sugar. 4 p.m. Blood sugar 0.206 per cent.

Mar. 12, 9 a.m. 164 cc. urine, 3.15 per cent sugar. 10 a.m. Blood sugar

0.160 per cent. 12 n. 8oz. lean meat. 4. .30 p.m. Blood sugar 0.230 per

cent.

Mar. 13, 9 a.m. 270 cc. urine, 1.61 per cent sugar. Blood sugar 0.180

percent. 10 a.m. 8 oz. lean meat. 4.30 p.m. Blood sugar 0.247 per cent.

Mar 14, 9 a.m. 335 cc. urine, 1.35 per cent sugar. 10 a.m. Blood sugar

0.208 per cent. Animal at this time in fair condition.

Dog 3.—Mar. 9, 3 p.m. Mongrel hound. Female. Weight 12 kilos.

Depancreatized, morphine-ether anesthesia.

Mar. 10, 9 a.m. 210 cc. urine, 6.15 per cent sugar.

Mar. 11, 10 a.m. Fed 3 oz. lean meat, ate ravenously. 12 n. 320 cc.

urine, 1.57 per cent sugar.

Mar. 12, 9 a.m. 216 cc. urine, 3.82 per cent sugar. 10 a.m. Blood

sugar 0.160 per cent. 8 oz. lean meat. 4.30 p.m. Blood sugar 0.200 per

cent.

Mar. 13, 9 a.m. 300 cc. urine, 3.18 per cent sugar. Blood sugar 0.160

percent. 4.30 p.m. Blood sugar 0.190 per cent.

Mar. 14, 9 a.m. 235 cc. urine, 3.16 per cent sugar. 10 a.m. Blood sugar

0.168 per cent. 8 oz. lean meat. 3.30 p.m. Injection of onion top extract-

6.30 p.m. Blood sugar 0.224 per cent. 11.30 p.m. Blood sugar 0.190 per

cent.

Mar. 15, 9 a.m. 415 cc. urine, 5.25 per cent sugar. 10 a.m. Blood sugar

0.106 per cent. 11 a.m. 105 cc. urine, 0.67 per cent sugar. (Note. Con-
tainer not washed after last sample was taken.) 4.30 p.m. Blood sugar

0.187 per cent. 105 cc. urine, 1.05 per cent sugar.
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Mar. 16, 9 a.m. 320 cc. urine, 5.95 per cent sugar. 10 a.m. Blood

sugar 0.168 per cent. 8 oz. lean meat. 5 p.m. Blood sugar 0.190

per cent.

Mar. 17, 8.30 a.m. 480 cc. urine, 4.84 per cent sugar. 1 p.m. Blood

sugar 0.190 per cent. 8 oz, lean meat. 1.30 p.m. 180 cc. urine, 5.74 per

cent sugar. Injection of onion top extract. 4 p.m. Vomited but ate

again during night. 4.30 p.m. 100 cc. urine, 8.45 per cent sugar.

Mar. 18, 1 a.m. 220 cc. urine, 7.10 per cent sugar. 3 a.m. Blood sugar

0.180 per cent. 100 cc. urine, 3.65 per cent sugar. 10 a.m. 8 oz. lean meat.

,

11a.m. Blood sugar 0.148 per cent. 12.30 p.m. 190 cc. urine, 1.49 per cent

sugar. 5 p.m. Blood sugar 0.106 per cent. 9.30 p.m. Blood sugar 0.093

per cent.

Mar. 19, 1 a.m. Blood sugar 0.118 per cent. 9 a.m. 108 cc. urine, 0.20

per cent sugar. 10.30 a.m. Blood sugar 0.090 per cent. 11a.m. 6oz.lean

meat. 5 p.m. 172 cc. urine, 0.17 per cent sugar. 6 p.m. Blood sugar 0.148

per cent.

Mar. 20, 6 a.m. 208 cc. urine, 0.66 per cent sugar. 9.30 a.m. Blood
sugar 0.180 per cent. 6 p.m. Blood sugar 0.158 per cent. 11 p.m. 180

cc. urine, 1.63 per cent sugar.

Mar. 21, 10 a.m. Blood sugar 0.090 per cent. Abscess opened, did

not eat when fed, ate later during the night. 1.30 p.m. 146 cc. urine, 0.70

per cent sugar. 5 p.m. Blood sugar 0.099 per cent.

Mar. 22, 9 a.m. 188 cc. urine, sugar negative. 10 a.m. Blood sugar

0.108 per cent. 8 oz. lean meat.

Mar. 23, 10 a.m. Blood sugar 0.112 per cent. 435 cc. urine, sugar

negative. 12 h. Large abscess opened, 5 pint pus removed.

Mar. 24, 9 a.m. 482 cc. urine, sugar nega,tive. 10 a.m. 8 oz. lean meat.
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Date.
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Protocols of Experiments on Normal Rabbits—-Continued.

Date.
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Protocols of Experiments on Normal Rabbits—Continued.

Date.
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Protocols of Experiments on Normal Rabbits—Contintied.

Date.
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Protocols of Experiments on Normal Rabbits—Continued.

Date.
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Protocols of Experiments on Normal Rabbits—Continued.

Date.
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Protocols of Experiments on Normal Rabbits—Continued.

Date.
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Protocols of Experiments on Normal Rabbits—Continued.

Date.
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Protocols of Experiments on Normal Rabbits—{Continued.

Date.
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Protocols of Experiments on Normal Rabbits—Continued.

Date.
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Protocols of Experiments on Normal Rabbits—Continued.

Date.

1913

Mar. 12

Mar. 23

Mar. 12

Feb. 26

Weight of
animal.
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Protocols of Experiments on Normal Rabbits—Concluded.

Date.





THE SEPARATION OF THE HEXONE BASES FROM
CERTAIN PROTEIN HYDROLYSATES BY

ELECTROLYSIS.

By G. L. foster and CARL L. A. SCHMIDT.

(From the Department of Biochemistry and Pharmacology of the University

of California, Berkeley.)

(Received for publication, April 7, 1923.)

In a preliminary communication upon this subject (1) it was

shown that by passing a direct current through a solution con-

taining the hydrolytic cleavage products of gelatin which is

placed in the center of a three-compartment cell, the basic amino-

acids may be separated from the hydrolysate. It was further

shown that when the reaction of the gelatin hydrolysate is kept

at pH 7.5 arginine and lysine migrate to the cathode while his-

tidine remains in the center compartment. If the acidity of the

solution of amino-acids is adjusted to pH 5.5 the three hexone

bases migrate to the cathode compartment in approximately

the same proportions as they existed in the protein hydrolysate.

Since the experiments which have been reported were carried

out with gelatin as the sole som-ce for the amino-acids it ap-

peared to us desirable to extend these investigations in order to

determine the general applicability of the electrolytic method to

the separation of the basic amino-acids from protein hydrolysates.

Experiments were therefore carried out with the cleavage prod-

ucts of casein, fibrin, and red blood cells since these proteins

differ markedly in their content of amino-acids.

The proteins which were used as the sources for the amino-acids

were not of a high degree of purity. The casein was a commercial

product such as can readily be obtained on the market. Ox
blood was used as the source for fibrin. After its separation from

whipped blood, the fibrin was repeatedly washed to remove

hemoglobin and it was then coagulated by heat and the coagulum

was washed in distilled water to remove salts. The red blood

545
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cells were obtained by centrifuging ox blood and the product

was subjected to dialysis in running water to reduce the salt

content. Hydrolysis of the proteins was effected in a 30 per

cent H2SO4 solution and the acid was subsequently removed by
addition of Ba(0H)2 in slight excess. The BaS04 was filtered off

and the solution was made just alkaline to phenolphthalein by
fui'ther addition of Ba(0H)2 and the major portion of the am-
monia was removed by blowing air through the solution.^

The electrolytic cell consisted of a rectangular wooden box

3 X 6 X 4.5 inches which was cut into three approximately

equal vertical sections. For the purpose of waterproofing the

surface of the cell was coated with asphalt paint. The mem-
branes which separated the compartments consisted of strips of

Hnen cloth which were coated with gelatin by immersion in a

30 per cent solution of this substance and the gelatin was subse-

quently fixed by allowing the strips to remain in formalin over

night. In order to prevent leakage of fluid at the point of con-

tact of the three portions of the cell the ends were coated with a

layer of a rubber and paraffin mixture. After placing the mem-
branes in position the three parts of the cell were clamped by

means of bolts. Thin sheets of carbon 6X2 inches were used

as electrodes. During the progress of the electrolysis a. small

amount of carbon was found in the anode compartment and the

anode gradually disintegrated; this, however, did not interfere

with the electrolytic separation of the amino-acids. The solution

of amino-acids which was to be subjected to electrolysis was

placed in the center compartment and the reaction was main-

tained at the desired pH by the addition of small quantities of

Ba(0H)2 solution at frequent time intervals. Similarly, the

alkalinity of the cathode solution was kept at a low level by

allowing a small stream of CO2 to bubble through the solution.

Distilled water was placed in each of the other two compart-

ments. Electrolysis was effected by passing about 1.5 amperes

of the 110 volt direct current through the cell. The tempera-

ture was kept below 35°C. by circulating a stream of water

through a test-tube which was placed in the center compartment

' It does not appear to be essential that the ammonia be removed at this

stage since its presence does not interfere with the subsequent separation

of arginine and lysine by means of picrolonic acid.
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and the solution was kept agitated by means of a mechanical

stirrer.

The electrolysis required about 5 hours and was continued

until a specimen from the center compartment, on addition of

phosphotungstic acid, gave no precipitate. The electrolysis is

facilitated by removing the fluid in the cathode compartment

and replacing it with distilled water when the electrolysis has

been about one-half completed.

TABLE I.

Effect of Acidity and of Reelectrolysis upon the Transport of Nitrogen to the

Cathode.

pH(appi-ox-
imatp) of
solution in

center com-
partment.

Cathode
solution.

Total
N.

Total
basic
N.

Basic
N as
per-

centage
of

total N.

Remarks.

After electrolysis of gelatin hydrolysate.

6.5

7.0

7.5

8.0

mg.
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The experimental results which were obtained are given in

Tables II to V, These indicate clearl}^ that under the conditions

of the method which has been described the basic amino-acids

TABLE in.

Distribution of Nitrogen in the Casein Hydrolysate and in the Cathode Solution

after Electrolysis*

Total nitrogen

basic nitrogen

,

Arginine nitrogen . . .

Histidine "

Lysine "

Nitrogen in
original

hydrolysate.

at
bl O
O m

gm.

2.700

0.867

0.281

0.169

0.417

per
cent

32

20

48

Yield of nitro-
gen in cath-
ode solution
after reelec-
trolysis.t

pH 7.0-7.5

0.260

0.362

per
cent

93

87

Yield of nitro-
gen in cath-
ode solution
after reelec-

trolysis.

pH 8.5

0.254

0.387

per
cent

90

93

Yield of nitro-
gen in cath-
ode solution
after reelec-

trolysis.

pH5.5

0.260

0.155

0.364

per
cent

93

92

87

* Since the volumes of the original hydrolysates electrolyzed were not

always the same the data have been unified by calculating all results on the

basis of 100 cc. of original hydrolysate.

t In this and the following tables the term reelectrolysis indicates that

the cathode solution which was obtained after electrolysis of the protein

hydrolysate was reelectrolyzed and the analysis indicates the quantities

of the basic amino-acids which were present in the cathode solution.

TABLE IV.

Distribution of Nitrogen in the Fibrin Hydrolysate and in the Cathode Solution

after Electrolysis.

Total nitrogen. ......

basic nitrogen

.

Arginine nitrogen

Histidine "

Lysine " ...

.

Nitrogen in original
hydrolysate.

Nitrogen
per 100 cc.

of solution.

gm.

1.61

0.581

0.283

0.052

0.246

Distribu-
tion of
basic

nitrogen.

per cent

49

9

42

Yield of nitrogen in
cathode solution after

reelectrolysis.

pH 7.0—7.5

0.240

0.182

per cent

85

74
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may be separated from the hydrolytic cleavage products (in-

cluding the coloring matter) of casein, gelatin, fibrin, and red blood

cells. The completeness of the separation depends on the time

during which the electrolysis is continued. It has not been

found profitable to electrolyze more than about 90 per cent of the

hexone bases over into the cathode compartment. Arginine

may be conveniently separated from lysine when they are present

in the same solution by the addition of an amount of picrolonic

TABLE v.*

Distribution of Nitrogen in the Gelatin Hydrolysate and in the Cathode

Solution after Electrolysis.

Total nitrogen

basic nitrogen

.

Arginine nitrogen. . .

.

Histidine " ...

.

Lysine "

Nitrogen in
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mental results which are shown in Table III indicate also that

the electrolytic method may prove useful in the preparation of

histidine. When the reaction of the fibrin hydrolysate was

kept at pH 5.5 about 95 per cent of the hexone bases migrated to

the cathode compartment. On reelectrolysis of this solution at

pH 7.5 the major portion of the arginine and lysine was trans-

ported to the cathode, while all of the histidine together with

minimum quantities of arginine and lysine remained in the

center compartment. The isolation of histidine from the histi-

dine-rich solution may be carried out with the aid of the well

known technique which has been described by Frankel (2) and

by Hanke and Koessler (3).

Fig. 1.

The experimental fact that when the reaction of the solution of

amino-acids is kept at pH 5.5 the three basic amino-acids migrate

to the cathode, while at pH 7.5 histidine remains in the center

compartment and arginine and lysine migrate to the cathode is

not without a theoretical foundation. In Fig. 1 we have plotted

the percentage dissociation at varying pH of arginine, lysine,

histidine, and alanine according to the well known method of

Michaelis (4), using the dissociation constants which have been

reported by Kanitz (5), Ley (6), Winkelblech (7), and Lunden

(8). Since the amino-acids are amphoteric they can dissociate

either as acids or as bases depending upon the reaction of the

solution in which they are dissolved. At pH 7.2 the isoelectric

point of histidine, the latter is only slightly dissociated while
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arginine and lysine are dissociated as bases to the extent of

about 40 per cent. At this reaction the latter amino-acids will

migrate, under the influence of the electric current, to the cathode,

while histidine, on account of being dissociated to only a slight

extent, remains almost wholly in the center compartment. When
the reaction of the protein hydrolysate is pH 5.5 arginine and
lysine are dissociated as bases to the extent of about 95 per cent

while 60 per cent of the histidine is similarly dissociated. On
passing a direct current through this solution all of the basic

amino-acids migrate to the cathode compartment. The dis-

sociation curve of alanine which is representative of the majority

of the amino-acids indicates that between pH 4.5 and 8.0 it is

almost wholly undissociated. These amino-acids, therefore,

remain in the center compartment when the electrolysis is carried

out between these reaction limits. Aspartic and glutamic acids

possess predominantly acid properties and between the limits .of

reaction at which our experiments have been carried out they

should migrate to the anode compartment. This fact has been

shown by Ikeda and Suzuki (9).

SUMMARY.

Experiments have been described which show that when the

hydrotytic cleavage products of casein, gelatin, fibrin, and red

blood cells are placed in the center compartment of a three-

compartment cell and a direct current is passed through the

solution, the basic amino-acids migrate to the cathode compart-

ment. When the acidity of the protein hydrolysate is maintained

at pH 5.5 arginine, Ij^sine, and histidine are transported in almost

the same ratio as they existed in the protein hydrolysate, while

at an acidity of pH 7.5 only arginine and lysine migrate to the

cathode, while histidine remains in the center compartment.
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BASAL METABOLISM AND THE MENSTRUAL CYCLE.

By glen WAKEHAM.

{From the Department of Chemistry, University of Colorado, and the Colorado

Sanitarium, Boulder.)

(Received for publication, March 24, 1923.)

The careful work of Blunt and Dye (1) would seem at first sight to have

settled negatively the question of any relationship between basal metab-.

olisin and the menstrual cycle. Their article mentions most of the liter-

ature on the subject, and calls attention to the disagreement in the results

of those who have investigated the question. Zuntz (2), Gephart and
Du Bois (.3), and Wiltshire (4), in a more recent article, agree with Blunt

and Dye that no variation of basal metabolism with the menstrual cycle

can be established. Snell, Ford, and Rowntree (5) state definitely that

menstruation "does affect the basal metabolic rate of women at times in

health and in disease," and promise publication of details, which, as far

as the present writer can ascertain, have not yet appeared.

The work of Zuntz was done on two subjects only. Ford studied ten

cases, but his data are not available for critical examination. Gephart
and Du Bois give the subject merely passing mention. Miss Wiltshire

made a large number of determinations on five subjects, but publishes only

her average results. The data of Blunt and Dye are given with admirable

completeness with the single exception that in a number of cases the dates

of the preceding or following menstrual periods are lacking, making it

impossible to refer these determinations to the exact time of menstruation.

The last mentioned authors, together with Miss Wiltshire, divide the

menstrual cycle into four phases, viz. premenstrual, menstrual, postmen-

strual, and intermenstrual, and endeavor, by comparing the averages for

these four periods, to ascertain whether menstruation affects basal metab-
olism. Their conclusions, as stated above, are negative. Miss Wiltshire

states: "The variations during the different phases of the sexual cycle are

so small that they cannot be regarded as showing any marked effect due
to menstruation;" and further, that "the fluctuations which normally

occur are -often greater than these variations," leaving the subject at

that point. It is the object of this paper to report and analyze data less

extensive, indeed, than those of the above mentioned authors, but obtained

under circumstances in some respects more favorable, and then, by sub-

mitting the fundamental data of Blunt and Dye to the analytical methods
used in this article, to show that certain quite definite positive inferences

can be deduced from them. The fact that normal daily variations of

basal metabolism exceed any which may be due to the menstrual cycle

does not justify the assumption that the latter are unimportant or un-
demonstrable.
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TABLE I—Continued.

Subject
No.
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TABLE I—Concluded.

Subject
No.
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born-Benedict) by the writer and an assistant technician, at the

same hour of the day (between 6 and 7 a.m.). The subjects were

taken in pairs for the most part, and slept the preceding night in

the metabohsm laboratory. A light vegetarian supper at 5 p.m.

was in every case the last preceding meal, so their condition was

postabsorptive. The determinations were made before the sub-

ject moved in the morning, and the net weight, pulse, and tem-

perature (if there was any indication of fever) were at once

observed. Pulse and temperature are not recorded, as they were

+20

+15

+ 10

+ 5

First day of menstruation
Days before menstruation I Days after menstruation
15 10 5 i 5 10 15 20

Normal basal")

metabolism J

-10
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These are based on (a) the well known body surface formula of

Du Bois, (6) the table of calories given by Aub and Du Bois (7)

from which values (c), at the suggestion of Aub and Means (8),

1.8 calories are subtracted. The validity of this ''normal" is not

considered in the present paper. All individual results are

given to the nearest whole numbers.

Chart 1 represents graphically the percentages in the last

column of Table I. The data are plotted horizontally with

regard to the 1st day of the nearest menstrual period, and verti-

+15

First day of menstruation
Days before menstruation I Days after menstruation
' "

5 \ 5
"" '

10 10 15

+ 10

+ 5

Normal basall

metabolism
J

10

15
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Days before Davs after
menstruation menstruation
20 10 N to 20

N

Subject 1

Subject 3

Subject 13

Subject 17

Subject 19

I

I

Subject 20

Subject 24

1

Subject 21

1

Subject 22

Subject 23
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easily masks, in any individual case, smaller variations due to

some regular function like menstruation, and make it necessary

to submit considerable data to some kind of statistical analysis

if these smaller variations are to be detected.

Days befoi's Days after
menstruation menstruation

10 5 M 5 10

Subject

Subject 5

Subject 6
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In Chart 3, graphs representing the basal metabolic fluctua-

tions of a number of individual cases are given, the horizontal

Hnes "N" being the ''normals" as defined above, and the vertical

lines "M" representing the 1st daj^ of the menstrual period occur-

ring during the course of the experiment. Chart 4 represents

some of Blunt and Dye's data in the same way.

Notes and Observations on the Table and Charts.

All the determinations of basal metabolism on all the subjects chosen

for this investigation are recorded in Table I, including some which are

obviously abnormal.

Subject 1 presents a menstrual cycle of 20 days, which her history showed

to have persisted since puberty.

Subject 4, a young married woman, without children, of sedentary

occupation, apparenth^ in good health, gave abnormally high results for

no reason which could be assigned. The data in this case are not used

in Chart 1.

Subject 5 was severely burned on Oct. 28, and the data of determinations

made after the accident are not used in Chart 1, as there was some fever.

Subjects 13 and 17 were engaged in sedentary work (typists).

Subjects 1 to 12 were all nurses approaching the completion of a 3 year

training period. They were girls of exceptional strength, survivors of a
class originally three times as large, and were working at high pressure,

preparing for their graduation exercises as well as performing their regular

duties. Their average basal metabolism was 10.1 per cent above the

arbitrary "normal" used in these experiments.

Subjects 19 to 24, on the other hand, were younger girls, just beginning

their course of training. The determinations were made after the rush

season of the institution was over, while the girls were attending two or

three classes daily, and not doing, on the average, more than 7 hours of

daily manual labor. Their average basal metabolism was 2.1 per cent

below the arbitrary normal, which agrees very well with the results ob-

tained by Blunt and Dye for women engaged in sedentary occupations.

In the construction of Chart 1, the following data from Table I were
omitted: (a) Data of a clearly abnormal character as noted above; (6)

all determinations which were more than 20 per cent above, or 10 per cent

below, the arbitrary "normal." These limits were chosen (a) because

nearly all of the data lay between them and (b) because the average of all

the determinations made was nearly 5 per cent above the arbitrary

"normal."

The rise in the graph representing the average basal metabolism in all

these cases preceding menstruation, followed by a fall equally pronounced,
is so striking that the writer was inclined to look for some factor of error,

and did not feel like trusting his own results until a similar analysis of the

data of Blunt and Dye confirmed, in part at least, these observations.
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All the data of Blunt and Dye which could be placed with reference to

the 1st day of menstruation are used in Chart 2. The graph of average

basal metabolism determinations shows a small but distinct rise during

the period between 7 and 15 days before menstruation. More significant

is the sharp fall immediately after the 1st day of menstruation. The
large number of determinations made just before and during the 1st week
of menstruation gives this result great weight as evidence of the generality

of this phenomenon.

Charts 3 and 4 give graphs of individual fluctuations in basal metabolism

of some of the subjects of the above experiments. The graphs of Chart 3,

from the writer's subjects, are not of great significance, taken individually,

because of the small number of determinations made in each case. And
even the graphs of Chart 4, taken from Blunt and Dye's data, while much
more complete, serve chiefly to demonstrate that individual daily fluctua-

tions are so much greater than the periodic monthlj^ variation that the

latter can be demonstrated only by statistical methods.

DISCUSSION.

Some of the above observations would be valueless standing

by themselves, but the fact that they all point in the same direc-

tion can hardly be without significance. In spite of the great

irregularity and apparent confusion of the data, one feature

stands out clearly, and that is the distinct fall in basal metab-

olism about the beginning of the menstrual period. This is

confirmed by every method of analysis used for both sets of data,

and further emphasized by the following:

Comparison of Data of Blunt and Dye, and W'akeham.

Average of all premenstrual determinations (within 15 days
of 1st day of menstruation)

Average of all postmenstrual determinations (within 15 days
after menstruation, omitting 1st day)

Difference between premenstrual and postmenstrual phases
(being in each case a decrease)

Number of premenstrual determinations above normal

below
" " postmenstrual " above

below
Percentage of total premenstrual " above

" " " postmenstrual " "

Drop in these percentages due (presumably) to menstruation.

Blunt
and
Dye.

per
cent

+0.5

-1.5

Wake-
ham.

per
cent

-5.7

+ 1.7

2.0
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The writer's data indicate a distinct rise in basal metabolism

within the week or 10 days prior to menstruation. This is not

so clearly shown by Blunt and Dye's results. But if there is a

fall after menstruation, there must be a rise at some phase of the

.menstrual cycle. Blunt and Dye made very few determinations

during the 2nd and 3rd weeks after menstruation, and the effect

of other factors disturbing basal metabolism seems to have

masked the influence of the menstrual cycle. The writer's data,

obtained from subjects whose mode of life and general habits

were presumably much more uniform than those of Blunt and

Dye's subjects, indicate a premenstrual rise beginning a week

or 10 days before menstruation, a sudden drop at the beginning

of the menstrual period (this is confirmed by Blunt and Dye's

data) followed b}- a gradual return to normality within from 7

to 10 days.

The analysis shows that whatever variation there is due to the

menstrual cycle must be much smaller than the daily fluctuations

caused by other factors. It is therefore to the point to emphasize

the necessity of obtaining, for investigation of this question, not

only as large a number of data as possible, but also the greatest

possible uniformity of conditions. For analytical purposes it

would also be desirable to have determinations evenly distrib-

uted throughout the menstrual cycle.

Further possible inferences from comparison of the two sets of

data used in this article are that the average basal metabolism of

women engaged in strenuous physical labor is higher, perhaps

by 10 per cent, than of those in sedentary occupations, that basal

metabolism fluctuations due to the menstrual cj-cle are at least

twice as great in the former as in the latter class, and that, in

normal subjects, uniform habits of life are accompanied by a

smaller range of individual daily fluctuation than occurs in

individuals who lead a more varied existence. This last point

is made clear in the following tabulation, in which only presum-

ably normal subjects are considered:

Maximum daily variation.

Minimum " "

Average " "

Blunt and
Dye.

per cent

28.8

7.4

13.2

Wakeham.

per cent

20

6

12.4
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Results.

It is shown by the analysis of data given by the writer, and
others by Blunt and Dye (who did not think that their data

revealed any connection between basal metabolism and the

menstrual cycle) that there is a distinct fall in basal metabolism-

during or immediately after menstruation.

The writer's data indicate a premenstrual rise in basal metabo-

lism, but this conclusion is not deducible from the data of Blunt

and Dye.

Further suggestions, which must be regarded as merely ten-

tative are:

1. That basal metabolism is considerably higher, on the average,

in those engaged in strenuous labor than in those of sedentary

occupations.

2. That basal metabolism fluctuations in those living under

uniform conditions are less than in those whose mode of life is

more varied.

3. That the basal metabolism variation due to the menstrual

cycle, while in every case less than the average daily fluctuations,

is greater in active individuals than in sedentary individuals.

4. That causes which produce too frequent menstruation are

likely to be accompanied by high basal metabolism.

5. That causes which delay or suppress menstruation are

likely to be accompanied by low basal metabolism.

The writer begs leave, in conclusion, to emphasize the impos-

sibility of considering any of these results final except, perhaps,

the first one, and to hope that this article will lead to the publi-

cation of further data which may enable these questions to be

satisfactorily settled.

My best thanks are due to the nurses who, at considerable

personal inconvenience, cooperated in this investigation; to the

assistants who carried out much of the work here recorded; and,

most of all, to Dr. Robert C. Lewis, Director of the Denison Re-

search Laboratory and Professor of Biochemistry, University

of Colorado, for his helpful suggestions and criticism in preparing

this paper for publication.
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THE ACID-BASE EQUILIBRroM IN SIMPLE TWO-PHASE
SYSTEMS.
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The recognition of the association of the acid-base equiHbrium

with many, if not all, physiological processes has led many in-

vestigators of biological phenomena to study relationships be-

tween this equilibrium and particular systems in which they

were interested. Such relationships are usually expressed in

terms of the hydrogen ion concentration, the value of which

enables one to calculate the ratio of the concentration of any

free weak acid (or base) to the concentration of its salt. This

applies, within ordinary limits, to a solution of a mixture of

several acids and their salts, each acid being considered inde-

pendently of the others. Many problems, for example the states

in which CO2 exists in the blood, are, for all practical purposes,

solved by this method.

The subject of this paper deals with a simple application of

the method, together with the application of the distribution

law, to two-phase systems at equilibrium. Many general and

specific investigations of the acid-base equilibrium and its rela-

tion to the physicochemical behavior of proteins have given us a

rational foundation for the description of these systems, and

Loeb (1) has recently combined these foundations with the

Donnan theory to interpret the colloidal properties of proteins.

Considering the advance that has accompanied these researches,

it is a curious fact that no similar general studies of the relation-

ship between the acid-base equilibrium and lipoids, have become
widely known, if they have been attempted at all. That is to

say, we are not aware of any treatment of the general equilibrium

existing in the system: fat (or fat solvent), fatty acid, salt, base,

water.

569



570 Equilibrium in Two-Phase Systems

This fact, and the desirability of an examination of this equi-

Hbriiun, were mentioned to me by Professor L. J. Henderson,

whom I particularly wish to thank for these suggestions, as well

as for many opportunities he has afforded me in the past for

studying the possibilities involved in the method of analysis

to be used.

The general problem to be discussed in this paper deals with

the distribution of a weak acid between an aqueous solution at

various hydrogen ion concentrations and any other simple phase

(in which the acid may exist) in equilibrium with this solution.

Distribution, in this sense, refers to all the forms in which the

acid may exist; i.e., aggregated, dissociated, as salt, etc. For

example, lactic acid distributes itself between amyl alcohol and

water. On the other hand, Na lactate would be present almost

entirely in the aqueous phase. Obviously, then, if NaOH is

added to the system, lactic acid will migrate from the alcohol

into the water following the formation of Na lactate in the aqueous

phase. The problem is to relate the total distribution of acid

with the hydrogen ion concentration, and to find out any other

derived relations which may be of interest.

THEORETICAL.

It will be convenient to make clear certain crucial points in-

volved in the two generalizations we shall use; namely, the mass

law and the distribution law as they apply to the problem.

Henderson (2) derived the following equation from the mass

law:

^^^ [HA] K
"^I =

IBAI
>^ 7

and this equation has been repeatedly verified by experiment

(see Clark's book (3)). Now in these experiments the apparent

and obvious values for HA and BA, when substituted in the

equation, lead to consistent results; and this fact leads to the

conclusion that the addition of the salt of a weak acid to a solu-

tion containing the weak acid, does not effect any change in the

concentration of the free undissociated acid. In other words,

addition of BA results in a corresponding change in H, but no

change in HA. Conversely, addition of HA results in a change
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in H but not in BA. This statement is evidently true as a first

approximation, in fact any deviation from this rule would cer-

tainly be very small compared to the magnitude of the changes

the equation is designed to express, especiall}^ with weak acids,

and in the range of usefulness of the equation. Evident as this

may seem, it is emphasized because it leads to an apparent con-

tradiction of a statement made by Nernst to which reference

will be made later.

The distribution law (4) involves the proposition that the

distribution ratio of any given molecular species between two

phases is a constant independent of the presence of any other

species except as these may modify the thermodynamic environ-

ment of the respective phases.

These two well known generalizations lead to the equations

developed below. The calculations consist merely in taking a

known amount of a weak acid, some of which exists as salt.

The remainder, free undissociated acid, is distributed between

two phases according to a known ratio. The concentration of

free acid remaining in the aqueous phase divided by the concen-

tration of its salt leads to a value for the hydrogen ion concen-

tration. The salt formed is assumed to be present in the aqueous

phase only. The solutions are supposed to be sufficiently dilute

to come within the range of applicability of the mass law, and the

volumes of the two phases are assumed to remain constant

(unless otherwise specified), and the temperature is assumed to

be constant. The calculations are so simple that we would

hardly feel justified in presenting them were it not for the fact

that the consequences involved in the equations developed are

not directly obvious from the original assumptions and appear

to be of some interest. Moreover, the general laws of physics

and chemistry become increasingly important to the physiologist

as they are applied more and more specifically to thoee special

conditions which characterize the organism.

Three different cases, to be designated A, B, and C, will be

treated, differing from each other in respect to the nature of the

existence of the weak acid in the non-aqueous phase. The follow-

ing notation will be used:

M = total amount of weak acid, in gram molecules, present in any
form of combination in the system.
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Vw = volume of aqueous phase, in liters.

Vg = volume of "second" phase, in liters.

HAu; = amount of free undissociated acid in aqueous phase, in gram

molecules.

HAs = total amount of weak acid in the second phase, in gram molecules.

BA = amount of salt of the weak acid, in gram molecules; which is

equal to the amount of available base.

A' = amount of dissociated acid anions in aqueous phase, in gram
molecules.

y = degree of dissociation of the salt.

(Since by far the greater part of A' is derived from the dissociation of BA,

Henderson showed that we can write A' = BA 7, without introducing any

significant error. Furthermore, M = HAs + HAu,+BA very nearly.)

• . , ,
HA„, + BA

y = fraction of total acid existing in the aqueous phase = —

K = dissociation constant of the acid.

K' - ?
T

[H] = concentration of hydrogen ions, in gram molecules per liter of

aqueous solution.

(Concentrations for other constituents will also be expressed by brackets.)

D = the distribution coefficient, applied here only to the molecular

[HAJ
species HA = n .

V[HA.[
C = a new factor to be defined below, related to D.

n ,
—

C = C —
, a factor to be referred to as the distribution factor.

n = the number of molecules of HA in an aggregate existing in the

second phase, commonly written in the form (HA)„.

We can now turn to a simple case. In addition to the conditions enumer-

ated in the preceding paragraph:

For Case A it is further specified that the second phase consists of an

inert solvent (gas or liquid), and that the weak acid, HA, in this phase is

neither associated nor dissociated to any significant extent. The condi-

tions at equilibrium can be defined by the following equations.

From the mass law:

[H] X~ = ^^, or [H] X A' = K HA^,. (l)
V w y w

Since A' = BA 7, and K = K' y, substituting we have:

[H] X BA = K' HAu; (Henderson's equation)

r
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For BA substitute its value yM - HAu, (definition of y), and we have:

y M [H]
HA,^ =

A"+ [H]

pH4 7 S

Fig. 1.

10

(2)
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From the distribution law:

-—^ = a constant, D, when the nature of the phases is specified. We
[HAsJ

HA
will define C by the ratio . That is:

HAs

HA„ ^ [HA».] Vr, ^Vy,
^

HA, [HA.,] Vs F,

Case A.

In Case A, n = 1, and C = C
From equation (3), HAu, = C HAs, and from the'definition of y, HA, =

M {I — y), therefore:

HA^ = CM (1 - y) (4)

Combining equations (2) and (4),

yM[H] ^^^^^ _ ^.
^

C (X- + [H]) .^
^;3^ = CM (1-,), from which:, =

^j^^-^-^^^;-^^^ (5)

BA
To find an expression for —-, subtitute the term yM — BA for HAuj,

in Henderson's equation, and we obtain:

BA i?' .

^

17 = ^z^Tm]
^^^

and combining this equation with equation (5) to eliminate y, we get:

BA CK^

M ~ [H] + C (A" + [H])

Case B.

(7)

Case B is similar to Case A, except that the weak acid is associated to

the extent n in the second phase, and exists in the form (HA)n almost

entirely. Then, as Nernst has shown:

HA„. Vl^D = ——— X n
— = a constant. Since the volumes are constants,

Fu. \/HAs

HA
n ,

= a constant = C, which applies only for the given volumes.
VhAs

(If D is known from previous experiments, C, for any given volumes

can be found by multiplying D by ^—= )•
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It follows that (compare equation (4) )

:

HAu, = C VHAs = C s/M (1 - y)

H
0,?)
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Combining equation (8) with equation (2) to eliminate the term KAw we

obtain:

—
-; C may be substituted for the term C-

Vl- y -1/ [H] '
^ '"^' M

. . C K' \/\ — y
This equation can also be written: IHJ = ^ (9)

y-C \/l-y

R A K'
Also: -— = y

— —
; (compare with equation (6)) (10)M K' -{- [Hj

Case C.

For Case C it is specified that the second phase shall consist of pure

acid only (i.e., as pure solid or liquid). An acid gas at constant partial

pressure also satisfies the requirements.

In this case the acid can be considered as infinitely associated, n = =°.

, „ HA,, VTT HA,„
D = X 5—^= = = the solubilitv of the acid in unit

Vw VhAs Vw

volume.

HA,c
C = s— = HA,,-, so long as both phases are present.

Vha,

WTl HA.
^ " M ~ M

Substituting C M for HAjt in Henderson's equation, we obtain:

BA C K'

M [H]

Evidently, yM = C + BA

(11)

C K' C (K' + [H])
and, y = C' + --^ =

^^
(12)

All the relations developed are for equilibrium conditions.

The peculiar characteristics of these cases are defined by an additional

constant, designated C. Since this constant will be referred to below, it

will be convenient to mention, in words, the method of determining its

value.

For any given system, the volume of the phases being kept constant,

C measures the ratio of the amount of free weak acid in the aqueous phase

to the n*-^ root of the total amount in the second phase. The value is, of
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course, determined experimentally under conditions when no base is present.

For a weak acid, the acid in the aqueous phase exists almost entirely in

undissociated form, HA„, when no base is present. In the second phase the

acid is assumed to be almost entirely in the form (HA)„. Hence the justifi-

cation for writing the value determined for C as equal to " /-^tt" ,
remember-

ing that HAu, refers to the particular molecular species HA, whereas HA,

refers to the total acid in the second phase.

Theoretical Discussion,

Before discussing the special characteristics of these systems,

we should consider a prediction advanced by Nernst (4), and

quoted by Lewis (5). Nernst in his paper concluded that addi-

tion of HCl or of Na salicylate to a dilute aqueous solution of

salicylic acid in equilibrium with a portion of benzene would

largely increase the concentration of salicylic acid in the benzene

phase (and, of course, in the aqueous phase). In the equations

that have just been given, however, no account is taken of any

such effect, since it is very small for weak acids and can be neg-

lected when compared to the effects which have been or will be

described, (SaHcyhc acid in normal concentration is about

3 per cent dissociated; increasing the hydrogen ion concentration to

any possible extent would never result in more than about a 3 per

cent increase in the concentration of the undissociated portion.

The same reasoning applies to the effect of adding Na saHcylate.)

The maximum "Nernst effect" is 1 per cent (or less) if the ratio

of the concentration of free weak acid to the value of its dissocia-

tion constant, i.e. ~^, is 10^ (or greater).

Accordingly, it can be said that the equations given represent

the actual conditions underlying the important changes in the

distribution of weak acids. It should be added that no account

has been taken of changes which take place in respect to the

nature of the phases. For instance, an aqueous solution saturated

with (NH4)2S04 cannot be substituted for a dilute aqueous solu-

tion if the constants, determined for the aqueous solution, are

expected to hold. Similarly, salt formation in the aqueous

phase, presumably affects the nature of this phase, and the dis-

tribution factors for acids may change considerably under the

conditions which our equations are supposed to describe. In
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any given case it should also be remembered that the salt formed

may be soluble in the second phase.

H
0.ft
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1. The effect of the second phase on the maximum molecular

buffer vakie of a weak acid (Van Slyke's /3m (6)).

In Fig. S B a comparison can be made between the slopes of the

four curves at the right of the figure. These curves represent

acids whose dissociation constants are represented by the value

pK' = 5 {pX is short for log -y), and whose distribution factors

are represented by pC = 2. The curve marked n = m illus-

trates the titration of a solution saturated with respect to the

acid and containing a large part of undissolved acid besides.

This system gives the highest buffer value. The curve n = 1

gives the same slope as would be obtained for a curve represent-

ing the titration of any weak monovalent acid in simple aqueous

solution, for example for the curve on the left of the figure. When
n = 2, or n = 4, that is, for Case B, the slope is intermediate,

between the slopes for Cases A and C. (The slope for Case B
is difficult to define, since at any given point and with a constant

value for n it depends in a somewhat complicated manner on the

value of C if C is greater than about 0.1.)

2. The effect of the second phase on the pH at which the

buffer value is a maximum. (It is suggested that this point be

designated pH(/3ma.r),)

It will be remembered, as was first shown by Henderson, that

in simple aqueous solution a weak acid exhibits its maximum
buffer action at a pH equal to pK'. This pH occurs at a stage

in a titration when half of the weak acid has been "neutralized"

by base; i.e., when BA = HA.
When distribution takes place between two phases, however,

pH(j8max) is displaced by a certain definite amount. When
C is small: for all cases, pH (/3max) = p{C'K'). This value,

pH (iSmax), also measures the pH at which the change in the dis-

dy
tribution of an acid is a maximum: or tT7 is a maximum when

apH
pH = p{C'K'). If C is not small, then we have the following

relations

:

/ C K' \

\l + C')'

BA
For Case A: pH(/3maa;) = p (

'^^ ), and here —— = 0.5
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/ C' K' \ BA C"
For Case C: pH(/3mo.-c) = p I

—
J,
and here —— = —

-,

For Case B: pHCiSmaa;) has a value between the two values given above.

BA
When C" is small, at the point -oYiiBmax) ,

—— = 0.62M
when n = 2, and 0.72 when n = 4.

3. The effect of the second phase on the apparent strength of

a weak acid.

No general rule can be laid down for the three cases. For any

case it is evident that, if distribution takes place, the concen-

tration of the acid is effectively diminished, as far as the aqueous

phase is concerned. For Case A we can make the more precise

statement: Those properties of a weak acid in simple aqueous

solution which are characterized by the dissociation constant K,
C'K

are characterized by rj-7Tf (or C'K if C is small) when the same

acid is subject to distribution effects described under Case A and

defined by the constant C. This statement involves the rela-

tions brought out in the two preceding sections.

If C is small, all the effects described can be expressed quanti-

tatively, for all the cases discussed, and for the given point

pH (^max), by substituting the value pC'K' (when distribution

takes place) for the value pK' (applying to simple aqueous solu-

tion). In other words, if an acid is distributed between two

phases, it behaves as a much weaker acid, its buffer value is

sometimes changed, and the pH at which the buffer value is a

maximum is shifted toward the alkaline side. (These state-

ments, and certain relations developed, do not apply to condi-

tions where C is greater than 1.)

EXPERIMENTAL.

To test the validity of the foregoing equations simple systems,

typifying the three cases discussed, were selected. It happens

that other systems which would exhibit more strikingly the

peculiar characteristics of the two-phase equilibrium are more

apt to involve, perhaps by their very nature, complicating fac-

tors and analytical or other experimental difficulties.
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As an example of Case A, the distribution of lactic acid between

amyl alcohol and aqueous solutions was studied. Benzoic acid

distributed between benzene and aqueous solutions afforded an

example of Case B, and crystalline benzoic acid in equilibrium

with an aqueous solution corresponds to Case C.

Case A.

The distribution ratio of lactic acid (Merck's) between equal

volumes of amjd alcohol and water was determined at three

concentrations (1, 0.2, and 0.02 N volume concentrations with

respect to the volume of one phase) and found to be a simple

HA
constant, tTT^ = 1-9. In further experiments the volume of

amyl alcohol was four times greater than the volume of water,

hence the value for the distribution factor, C = C = 0.475.

TABLE I.

a-y)
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To compare these results with calculated values it is necessary

to know the vahie of pK' for lactic acid. This was determined,

for our sample of the acid, by measuring the pH of a 0.2 n solution

of the acid to which had been added half its volume of a 0.2 n
solution of NaOH. The observed value was pH = 3.54 = yK'.

Using the values for C and yK' which have been given, the

curves in Figs. 4 A and 4 B have been calculated. The distribu-

tion curve, Fig. 4^, is calculated from equation (5). In Fig. 4 5,

Curve 1 is the theoretical titration curve for lactic acid in aqueous

solution, and Curve 2 is the curve which applies to the experi-

ment, calculated by means of equation (7). The x's, plotted

from the observed data for the distribution curve, are taken from

values for y and pH in the table, and for the titration curve they
BA

are taken from the values for -yt and pH.

Case B.

It is well known that the distribution relations of benzoic acid

between benzene and water can be calculated on the basis that

HA
benzoic acid in benzene exists in the form (HA)2. Hence ,-—

—

vha^
is a constant ratio = C (which applies only to given volumes of

the two phases). To determine the value of C, 20 cc. of benzene,

containing 0.002 gm. molecules of benzoic acid, were shaken up

with 20 cc. of water. At equilibrium 0.000152 gm-.molecules

of the acid were in the water phase, and 0.00185 in the benzene.

Hence

^Vm 0.000152 Vo.0002C = C —- =
, X = 0.079

^I VO.00185 0.0002

The same volumes of benzene and water, and the same amount of

benzoic acid were used in the series of experiments which are

summarized in Table II. In the experiments marked with an

asterisk (*) NaOH was present in the aqueous portion; in those

marked with a dagger (f) buffer salts were also present. The

latter do not yield data for the titration curve, but show that the

distribution curve can be expressed as a function of the pH and

is independent of the nature of the salts which may in part de-

termine the pH.
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pK' for benzoic acid was determined as for lactic acid except

that the concentration had to be sufficiently low (0.02 n) to insure

complete solutio/n of the acid. The value for yK' was found

to be 4.05.

Figs. 4 C and 4 D show the theoretical curves and the observed

points. Curve 1, Fig. 4 D, is the theoretical curve for the titra-

tion of benzoic acid in aqueous solution, Curve 3 the theoretical

curve for the series of experiments of Table II. These curves

are calculated from equations (9) and (10).

TABLE II.

(1-!/)
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the procedure given in Clark's book. The solubility (C) of

benzoic acid given in the tables is 0.00119 gm. molecules in 50 cc.

0.8
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Curve 2, Fig. 4 D, is the calculated curve, from equation (11),

representing the relations which obtain when both phases are

(C'K' \
-. _^/ j, that is pH = 4.55 in

this example, the second phase disappears, and the relations

which hold for the titration in simple aqueous solution (one

phase) are sufficient. The observed points are marked hy squares

in the figure. It is interesting to note that the point pH =
(C'K' \

TZTn'f ) ^^s^ represents the pH at which the maximum buffer

value of the acid is exhibited (although, actually at this point,

the high buffer value is only effective in one direction). This is

also, obviously, the pH at which the acid begins to precipitate

when a strong acid is added to a solution of the salt.

It appears, from these experiments, that no fundamental

error is involved in the equations which have been submitted,

nor would this have been expected, since the equations are based

on sound generalizations which are easily combined for the

purpose in hand. No claim is made that these equations are

now in their most useful form, but they serve, at any rate, to

indicate the general effects to be encountered when dealing with

simple two-phase systems.

Further Considerations.

It remains for us to suggest the significance, if any, of the fore-

going results, and to point out a few applications which may be

of use.

A glance at the curves makes it apparent that we can separate

two acids if their dissociation constants are sufficiently different,

even though their distribution coefficients and solubilities in

various solvents are identical. The separation becomes more
and more complete as the values j)C'K' for the acids differ more and
more from each other. The values of C should be small, but

this can usually be provided for by increasing the volimie of the

second phase. Fig. 1 A, considering the two curves at the right,

will illustrate the method of separation, which is based on the

fact that the pH of the aqueous phase can be controlled by means
of a suitable indicator and that a large shift of acid from one
phase into another occurs within a relatively narrow range of

THE JOURNAL OP BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY, VOL. LVI, NO. 2
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variation of pH. The two acids, the behaviors of which are

represented by the curves, have values of pC'K' equal to 7 and 9.

The pH at which maximum separation is obtained is therefore

8. Suppose that the acids are dissolved in water, and that they

are to be separated by means of benzene as the second solvent.

Equilibrium is first attained between the two phases, and

alkali added until the pH of the aqueous phase reaches 8. The

two phases are shaken up together again, acid passes into the

aqueous portion, and more alkali is needed to bring the pH back

to 8. When equilibrium is obtained at a pH of 8, the two phases

are separated. At this stage we should have 90 per cent of the

strong acid in the aqueous phase and 10 per cent of the weaker

acid. If the aqueous phase is now extracted with a fresh portion

of benzene, and the pH at equihbrium brought to 8 (this time

by adding HCl), then 81 per cent of the strong acid will remain

in the aqueous phase and 1 per cent of the weak acid. One more

extraction will yield 72 per cent of the original amount of the

strong acid and 0.1 per cent of the weak acid. The weak acid

may be similarly purified by extracting the first separated portion

of benzene with fresh portions of water, always bringing the

system to equilibrium at a pH of 8 to obtain the most efficient

separation.

The same method can be used to separate two acids b}'- pre-

cipitation from solutions of their salts. This is illustrated by

the two curves at the right of Fig. 3 A. As strong acid, HCl, is

added to such a solution, the weak acid whose pC'K' value is 9

will begin to precipitate when the pH of the solution drops to 9,

and will continue to precipitate pure until the pH has dropped

to 7. At this stage the stronger acid would begin to precipitate;

and the time for separation is reached. 98 per cent of the weaker

acid can be filtered off, presumably quite pure; but further ef-

forts to purify the stronger acid will be useless, because the curve

for the weaker acid which remains now follows the curve for the

stronger acid. What is gained in favor of the purification of the

weaker acid is lost in respect to the stronger acid, as far as this

precipitation method is concerned.

Similar principles would apply to the fractional precipitation

of insoluble metallic salts of weak organic acids, and it seems

that a judicious use of indicators in such procedures might serve

to make certain separations more precise.
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Since the distinctive features of the systems we have been

discussing are most evident when small values of C are encoun-

tered we would expect that the principles discussed would be

profitably turned to account in the stud}^ of systems involving

the higher fatty acids. As these acids are extremely insoluble

in water, we would expect to obtain a titration curve such as the

dotted curve in Fig. SB, if we assume that the soap formed is

soluble in water. Under these conditions the insoluble fatty

acid would presumably be emulsified in the soap solution, and

would give to these solutions their colloidal properties. The
possibihty that the solubility of the fatty acid would be sig-

nificantly increased in this condition should not be overlooked.

The value for pC'K' for which the tentative ourve is drawn is

taken from McBain's data (7) for the pH of a "solution" 1 n in

respect to Na palmitate and palmitic acid each. (This gives

a value of 9.9 for pC'K'.)

Studying the distribution of oleic acid and oleate between

benzene and water at various equilibrium hydrogen ion concen-

trations, I have found that when the total oleic acid is equally

distributed between the two phases, the pH of the aqueous phase

is 9.6. If the pH is less than 9.0, the oleate in the aqueous phase

is practically zero; i.e., there is not a sufficient concentration to

lower the surface tension of the water phase. Hartridge and

Peters (8) have studied the surface tension at the interface of an

aqueous solution at various pH's and purified olive oil. They
found the surface tension at the interface to be a linear function

of the pH over a considerable range, dropping to zero as the pH
reached the value 9.

McBain alludes to the fact that CO2 will decompose soap

solutions, so that ultimately nearly all the fatty acid may be

removed. He adds that the equilibria involved have not re-

ceived quantitative study. Since the pK' values for higher

fatty acids are thought to be of the order 5, the action of CO2
might appear at first sight to be somewhat anomalous; but from

what has been said it will be noticed that the effective strength

of these acids is measured by the value pC'K' (roughly), a value

of the order of 10 for 0.1 n solutions. In short the higher fatty

acids, in aqueous solution at least, behave like acids very much
weaker than H-HCO3.
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The possibility suggests itself that the solubihty of the soaps

is limited. If this is true, then, as long as undissolved soap and

undissolved acid are present in equilibrium with a given solution,

HA
we have ^^r = a constant. Addition of a portion of HCl to the

system results in a transfer of fatty acid from the undissolved

soap to the undissolved fatty acid and leaves the solution un-

changed (at equilibrium) except for the formation of a certain

amount of NaCI. Hence there is a unique hydrogen ion con-

centration at which the three phases can exist in equihbrium,

and we have a system which might truly be termed a perfect

buffer system.

Another application of the relations involved in the distribu-

tion of acids suggests itself from an analogy which can be drawn

between the systems we have reviewed and typical systems which

have been used to investigate the Donnan equilibrium. One
essential feature of this equilibrium is that it is a two-phase

equihbrium, and another is that one reacting ion is present in one

phase only (more precisely, one ionic species cannot pass from

one phase to the other). These two features are closely paral-

leled by a system consisting of two aqueous solutions separated

Benzene

H-,0

V HA
Outside

HaO

Inside

Fig. 5.

by a layer of some immiscible solvent such as benzene, the one

solution containing an acid ' (soluble in benzene) and the other

containing the same acid in equivalent concentration plus some

of the salt of the acid. The benzene layer will contain only the

free acid, and the system will be in equilibrium with respect to

the acid. A neutral substance, such as sugar, can be added to the

solution which contains only the free acid, and the system will

then be in osmotic equilibrium.
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In such a system the Na ion corresponds to the indiffusible

ion, and, to compare this system with those that Loeb has in-

vestigated, we can call the solution containing the salt of the acid

the inside solution (Loeb had a solution containing positive

gelatin ions) and we can call the other the outside solution.

At equilibrium the following relations will hold:

Outside. Membrane. Inside.

RX A = K HAu, = CK HA, = HA^ K = B. X A

which might be represented numerically by the figures:

10 X 10 = 100 = Z = 100 = 1 X 100 (+ Na = 99)

Evidently the inside solution possesses the greater osmotic

pressure, a greater concentration of acid anions, and a lower

hydrogen ion concentration. Further work will be attempted

with this system as it is thought that the system described offers

a relatively simple case of the Donnan equilibrium, and offers

an opportunity for measuring such properties as the interfacial

surface tensions, and the cataphoretic charges of benzene droplets

in either of the two aqueous solutions with which these droplets

are in equilibrium.

In physiology, it seems that a use could be found for the equa-

tions that have been developed here. The conditions governing

the physicochemical behavior of fats, fatty acids, and soaps in

the intestine are in need of more precise definition. Very roughly

we might hazard the prediction that soap from higher fatty acids

begins to be formed in the intestine when the pH has reached the

value 9. For a more exact evaluation we must accumulate

more data, for instance data to define the conditions under which

calcium soaps, slightly soluble in fat, are formed.

This brings up the problem of the Na:Ca ratio in the blood.

Are calcium soaps present dissolved in blood fat, and is the dis-

tribution of calcium between blood fat and plasma (and coinci-

dently the Ca ion concentration in the plasma) affected by
physiological changes of pH, should such a distribution really

exist? Calcium salts in general, so many of which are insoluble,

offer interesting material for physiological investigation from the

point of view of the acid-base equilibrium, especially since the
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physical state of calcium compounds must have a bearing on

calcium assimilation from the intestine. In this connection

reference should be made to an article by Wendt and Clarke (9)

which has just been published, and which gives the titration

curve for the neutralization of H3PO4 by Ca(0H)2. At first

sight the result is somewhat unexpected, and can be summed up

approximately by saying that as Ca(0H)2 is added to the solu-

tion of H3PO4 there is a sudden change of pH when one-third of

an equivalent of base has been added. Soon after, a precipitate

of tricalcium phosphate (perhaps of dicalcium phosphate also)

appears and the pH remains practically unchanged at a value

about 5.8 until 0.8 equivalents of base have been added, (no

sudden change occurring when two-thirds of an equivalent are

present). At this point the solution becomes gradually more

alkaline, and finally suddenly much more alkaline at the end-

point. Saturated lime water and 0.05 n H3PO4 were the solu-

tions used for the titration. Equilibrium in this system, in-

volving three phases or at least two, was only reached after

considerable time. Presumably the value 5.8, for the pH at

which the buffer action was a maximum, would shift toward the

alkaline side if lower concentrations were used. While the pH
remained constant, it is possible that addition of Ca(0H)2 was

causing little or no change in the solution, but merely a transfer

of precipitated dicalcium phosphate to precipitated tricalcium

phosphate. The solution, saturated with respect to the two

salts, is a perfect buffer with a pH 5.8 as long as the three phases

are present.

SUMMARY.

The distribution law and the law of mass action (Henderson's

equation) have been combined to yield equations expressing the

relation between the distribution of a weak acid between two

phases, one of which is an aqueous solution, and the pH of the

aqueous phase.

By the use of an easily determined constant, designated C,
we can in general express b}^ the value C'K certain properties of

a weak acid subject to distribution between two phases; namely,

those properties which are defined by the value of K, the dis-

sociation constant, when the acid exists in simple aqueous solution.
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Some consequences deduced from the equations are discussed

in some detail in respect to their bearing on the acid-base equi-

librium in general. Thus the buffer value and the change in

the actual distribution of total acid between the two phases are

a maximum when the pH of the aqueous phase is equal to pC'K'

(when C is small). The value yC'K' measures the apparent

strength of the acid under the conditions specified, and it defines

the pH at which a relatively insoluble weak acid begins to pre-

cipitate when a strong acid is added to a solution of the salt of

the weak acid.

Experimental data are given to support the main conclusions.

Suggestions are made concerning the application of the equa-

tions to problems involving the separation of weak organic acids

from one another. Speculations are advanced concerning pos-

sible relationships between soap solutions and systems described

in this paper. A system involving the Donnan equilibrium and

the equilibria discussed in the paper (the two equilibria involved

are closely related) is described.

Some problems in physiology which might reasonably be

approached from the point of view expressed here are suggested.

I am deeply indebted to Dr. E. L. Scott, under whose kindly

vigilance this work was undertaken, to Prof. J. M. Nelson for

frequent criticism and advice, and to Prof. H. B. Williams for the

privilege of working in his department and for the encouragement

he has afforded me throughout.
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In previous reports (Gram and Norgaard, 1) it has been

shown that there is a remarkable constancy in the ratio between

the NaCl of the serum and the conductivity. In several cases

in which there was a marked decrease in conductivity there was a

proportionate drop in the NaCl concentration. This observation

has led to further investigation concerning the frequency and

occurrence of decrease in the conductivity of serum, and also of

the constancy of the chloride ratio in cases with decreased

conductivity.

In establishing the accuracy of the ionometer method by a

comparison with the standard conductivity method (Gram and

Cullen)^ it was found that the depression of the conductivity due

to the proteins was 2.2 per cent of the total value per 1 per cent

protein, with both methods, which agrees fairly well with the

figure given by earlier authors (Bugarszky and Tangl, 2).

In some of the diseases which are included in this survey there

are known to be marked fluctuations in the protein content,

wherefore it seemed desirable to correct the conductivity data for

the protein influence. When this was done the constancy of the

NaCl titrated
new ratio ^ was some-

Corrected NaCl equivalent of conductivity

what more marked than the constancy of the uncorrected

ratio.

* Aided by a grant from the Robert M. Girvin Foundation.
1 Gram, H. C., and Cullen, G. E., J. Biol. Chem., 1923, in press.
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When it had been established that marked changes did occur

the reason for these conductivity changes in various widely differ-

ent conditions was sought. Cryoscopic determinations of the

freezing point depression seemed to be the key to the question

inasmuch as the low conductivities were divided into two groups,

the first (pneumonia and some nephritis cases) showing a decreased

freezing point depression while the second (high sugar diabetes

and uremias) showed an increase in this value. The characteristic

of the latter group was an increase of the non-electrolyte solutes

of the serum.

Technique.

Taking of Blood.—The blood drawn was from a cubital vein by
suction into a 50 cc. centrifuge bottle. In dripping through the

air to the bottom of the bottle some of the CO2 presumably v/as

lost. In order to test the influence of this loss of CO2 on con-

ductivity a series of bloods was taken under oil and half of each

specimen was immediately expelled through the needle and

allowed to drip through the air into another bottle. Both por-

tions were centrifuged and the conductivity determined with the

results shown in Table I. In only one case did there occur a dis-

crepancy between the two portions beyond what might be expected

from the mean error of the method (see below) . The electrolyte

shift between cells and serum due to loss of CO2 is, therefore,

within the limit of error of the ionometer method.

Conductivity.—The ionometer of Christiansen (3) was used.

In a few early determinations an apparatus for 220 volts d. c.

was used, while all the rest were done with another instrument at

110 volts D. c. Several readings were taken on each serum, always

at a temperature of 20°C. Conductivity was expressed in terms

of sodium chloride equivalents according to a calibration curve

constructed by the use of pure NaCl solutions. A comparison

of the accurac}^ of the instrument as compared with the standard

method is reported elsewhere. The mean error by the first instru-

ment was found to be dz 0.0033 gm. of NaCl (equivalent), by the

second instrument i 0.0028 gm. of NaCl (equivalent) .^

- Ten determinations on ten specimens. Calculation from equation:

'^ - \ n^i

$
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Chlorides.—The Austin and Paul modification^ of McLean
and Van Slj^ke's method (4) was used. The proteins were pre-

cipitated by picric acid. The solutions were standardized by-

using the same NaCl solutions used for standardizing the iono-

meter. In comparing the results in this paper with those of previous

papers (Gram and Norgaard, 1) it must be remembered that the

chlorides in the earher papers were determined by the Bang (5)

method (grams of NaCl per 100 gm.) and the percentage values

would, therefore, be slightly higher. Also, in the earlier papers

TABLE I.

Conductivity of Serum from Duplicate Specimens Respectively Taken under

Oil and Exposed to Air.

Name.
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conductivity for protein depression was that determined by

Gram and CuUen:^

Corrected ) (Observed 100
X

conductivity] \conductivity 100-(2.2 X protein percentage)

Freezing Point. —The cryoscope of Burian and Drucker (7)

was used. The average of two determinations is given, the zero

point being taken as the freezing point of pure distilled water

determined daily by the same method. A motor connected with

pulleys was used for stirring the liquid and the bath. With hand

stirring the mean error was found from ten determinations to be

twice as large (± 0.0084°C.) as that found when using mechanical

stirring (rt 0.0042°C.). Each freezing point depression is the

average of two determinations.

Results.

Conductivity.—Fig. 1 shows the uncorrected conductivities of all

the cases examined; they are also given in the tables. It will be

seen that the conductivities of thirt}'- normal sera varied between

0.674 and 0.640 NaCl equivalent,^ with an average of 0.658. 76

miscellaneous cases—including diseases of the nervous system,

heart, muscles, joints, ductless glands, and various medical

diseases not included in the other groups—show only one varia-

tion beyond the normal limits, this being a decrease in a case of

colitis.

A case of diabetes insipidus which, however, was under treat-

ment with pituitrin showed no changes. Among the nephritics

which included some cardiorenal cases, sixteen showed normal

values, while five were above and three below the normal.

Excluding pneumonia we found in various infections seven out

of nineteen with conductivities below the normal. In pneumonia

twelve out of fifteen showed decreased conductivities, and in

most of them the decrease was marked. Grouping together the

cases of diabetes that at our first examination showed blood sugar

less than 0.150 per cent, no gl3^cosuria, and no ketonuria, we
find that ten out of eleven had normal conductivities while one

showed an increase. In diabetes with high blood sugar, with or

* Translation into terms of specific conductivity at 20''C. can be effected

by a curve published by Gram and Cullen.i
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without acidosis, seventeen cases had low conductivities, one

high, and three normal. Some of the cases of diabetes have been

studied several times during dietary and insulin treatment and

these examinations have been put in a class by themselves.*
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Twelve examinations showed normal values, while the remaining

nine were low. Of uremics, one case showed a high value, while

the remaining seven were low. Out of five examinations in jaun-

dice, three were low and two were normal.

NaCl: Conductivity Ratio.

A previous investigation with Norgaard brought out the fact

that there is in the case of normals, nephritics, and pulmonary

infections a striking agreement between the changes in the con-

ductivity and in the titrated chlorides of hirudin plasma. It

remained to be seen whether the same relation holds in the present

series, in which other types of disease showing altered conduc-

tivities are included. The results of the chloride titrations (in

grams of NaCl per 100 cc. of serum) are given in the tables arid also

in Fig. 2. The relation between titrated chloride and conductivity

is shown in Fig. 3. The diagonal line in this graph represents the

NaCl percentage
average normal ratio, ,^ ^, :

—
; : = 0.917, and the outlmed

JNaCI equivalent

rectargle represents the range of variations in normal individuals.

The tendency of the points plotted to fall on the diagonal line is

clearly indicated though the pathological values show a greater

deviation than the normal. The individual ratios will be found

in the tables.

In the above mentioned paper with Cullen the depression of

the conductivity due to protein was found to be 2.2 per cent of

the total value per 1 per cent protein. Fig. 4 shows the protein

percentages found in the different groups, showing that many of

the pathological cases had a low protein concentration, while the

high protein concentration was rare. (See also the tables.)

If we introduce the correction given above we approximate the

NaCl equivalent of the conductivity of the salts of the serum, as it

would be if no proteins were present. These corrected values are

found in Tig. 5 and also in the tables. It will be seen that the

general trend in the various groups is the same. As a matter of

possible that the regulation of salts is not prompt enough to follow the

sudden change in blood sugar produced by insulin treatment. (3) It is

desirable to avoid obscuring the picture by the frequent repeated exam-
inations in cases showing unusual changes.
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fact some high conductivities in diabetes in which there was a

diminished protein concentration are brought down by the cor-

rection. The results clearh'- prove^—as would be expected from

the chloride determinations-—that the low conductivities are not
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the results shown in Fig. 6 where the diagonal line represents the

, ^. NaCl percentage n tkk «^^
average normal ratio —-— = 0.765 and

Corrected NaC] equivalent

the outlined area encloses the range of normal variations. (See

also the tables.) It will be seen that the points plotted will tend

0.72 I i
1 4-4-T

CO
ID



TABLE II.

Normal Individuals.

6
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to fall along the diagonal line in both normal and pathological

cases. It having been estabHshed that the changes in conduc-

tivity found in various diseases is principally due to a change in

the salt content, it remains to be discovered why these changes

occur. The nature of several of the groups showing decreased
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0.555, with an average of 0.562°C. A pronounced tendency to

increase the depression was found in uremia and in the diabetics

with high blood sugar, while the pneumonias nearly all showed a

0.82

0.80

0.78

OO

0.76

^ 0.74

07Z

0.70

0.68

0.66

1

1
1
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decreases in this group, however, is due to the fact that edematous

cases were studied during the period in which osmotic pressure

was determined. If we plot the results with conductivity as

ordinate and freezing point as abscissa we get the graph pre-

sented in Fig. 8 in which the outlined rectangular area represents

the normal range of variations. In this area will be found the

^
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ten normal cases, two indifferent cases, a case of diabetes in-

sipidus, the low blood sugar diabetics, and some infections and

treated diabetics.

In the left lower area the pneumonias excepting one and a few

of the nephritis cases are found, indicating a decrease of con-

ductivity with decrease of osmotic pressure.

In the right lower area we find most of the diabetics with high

blood sugar, most of the uremias, and a few of the treated diabetics

u

0.62

0,60

0.58

0.56

0.54

0.52

0.50
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latter area. A few nephritic cases are scattered in the upper

middle and right areas indicating increase of conductivity with

normal or slight increase of osmotic pressure. Another graph

—

Fig. 9—is plotted in the same way as Fig. 8, but using the cor-

o
D

o
o

C

>;

I—

(

o
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correction, the increase having been due to protein decrease and

not to an increase of salts. Unfortunately, data were not ob-

tained for this purpose on some of the cases of nephritis with high

conductivity as thej^ had been observed early in the series.*^

0.82

0.80

0.78

^0.76

3 0.74
cr

0.72
a
(0

-o

go.TO

ou
0.68

0.66

(0 (^ >

^ t. w 3
O Ch-O

-^ O ou o

Partially
incompensated decrease

I

of salts

Partially

j

incompensated increase

of non-electrolytes

INormal I

A
10

A-°C. m
o

CO
o

Fig. 9. Relation between corrected NaCl equivalent of conductivity

(ordinate) and freezing point (abscissa) in various sera. The dotted lines

represent the normal boundaries.

^ This might have been of great interest, as the chlorides do not quite

follow the upward movement of conductivity. In one case (Table V,

No. 16) the discrepancy between apparent conductivity and chlorides is

evidently due to a low protein percentage of the serum, as it disappears

after correction.
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The graphs do not show the individual peculiarities of the eases

nor the concentration of urea, sugar, or ketones in the blood; for

this purpose it will be necessary to consult the "Remarks" column

in the tables. The lack of quantitative estimation of blood

ketones and other non-protein nitrogen than that derived from

urea, of course, makes it impossible to make direct comparisons

between the amount of non-electrolj-tes and the decrease in

conductivity. In consideration of these findings one may con-

clude that the decrease in conductivity found in pneumonia is

due directly to a primary decrease of salts. Such a deficiency of

salts is suggested by the well known fall in chloride elimination in

pneumonia. It is possible that a diet poor in salts and the

formation of large exudates are factors in this chloride deficiency.

The importance of these factors is also suggested by the fact that

some nephritics with edema on a low chloride diet showed low

salt content and low osmotic pressure. A very slight compen-

sation of the osmotic pressure may be effected by the small

increases in blood urea frequentlj^ found in pneumonia; these

changes, however, are far too small to bring the osmotic pressure

back to normal.

In diabetes with high blood sugar (and ketonemia), in uremia

(and presumably also in jaundice), the decrease in conductivity

{i.e., salts) represents a sort of regulatory mechanism, which

tends to keep down the increased osmotic pressure. If this

regulation fails—as it will in some instances—the osmotic pres-

sure will go up higher than in a regulated case with the same

amount of non-electrolytes. The difficulty of estimating more

than one or two of the non-electrolyte factors make this more or

less difficult to show conclusively in all cases. As to the nature

of this process there are no data. It might be conceived as being

a function of the tissues since it can be observed even with extreme

renal insufficiency when regulation by variation in composition

of the urine is impossible.

Incidentally, the results put forward in this paper would seem

to indicate administration of salt in pneumonia and institution

of a diet poor in salts in severe uremia in order to facilitate

osmotic regulation.
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SUMMARY.

1. The NaCl equivalent of the serum conductivity at 20°C.

varies between 0.674 and 0.640 per cent. In nephritis high, low,

and normal values are found. Most pneumonias and some other

infections, most uremias, and diabetics with high blood sugar

show a low conductivity. The rest of the diseases, including

diabetes with low blood sugar, shows a normal conductivity.

2. There is a marked constancy in the ratio between the titrated

NaCl concentration and the NaCl equivalent of conductivity

of sera, the average normal ratio being 0.917. The normal con-

centi-ation of chlorides in this series varied between 0.629 and

0.588, with an average of 0.604 per cent of NaCl.

3. The protein percentage of normal serum varies between

7.7 and 8.8 per cent, with an average of 8.05 per cent. In various

diseases large variations are found. If we correct the conduc-

tivity values found by the depression caused by the protein

percentage of the serum, we get a corrected sodium chloride

equivalent, which in normals varies between 0.811 and 0.787 per

cent, with an average of 0.799 per cent. The trend of variations

in the pathological groups is even clearer when these corrected

values are used. The average normal ratio between NaCl and

the corrected NaCl equivalent of the conductivit}^ is 0.755 and

this ratio tends to be slightly closer to the normal in the patho-

logical cases, than that derived from the uncorrected conductivity.

4. The freezing point of normal sera varies between —0.570

and —0.555, the average being — 0.562°C. Low values of osmotic

pressure are found in pneumonia and some other infections, while

high values occur frequently in diabetes (with high blood sugar)

and uremia. In diabetes with normal blood sugar the osmotic

pressure is normal. In nephritis both high and low osmotic

values are found.

5. The relationship between conductivity and osmotic pres-

sure appears to be as follows:

(a). Decreases of conductivity are due to changes in the salt

content of the serum, a fact which appears even more clearly

when the variations due to different protein concentrations are

taken into consideration. This decrease occurs under two
circumstances: (1) A primary decrease of salts with consequent
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low osmotic pressure in cases with simultaneous low salt intake

and formation of exudates or transudates. Type: Pneumonia
and edematous cases on salt-free diet. (2) A secondary decrease

of salts tending to keep down the high osmotic pressure caused

by an increase of non-electrolytes (sugar, urea, gall constituents).

Type: Diabetes with high blood sugar, uremia, and presumably

also jaundice.

(6). A true increase of conductivity (and chlorides) is found in

some cases of nephritis. The number of such cases thoroughly

examined is too small to allow any conclusions as to the origin or

significance of the change; the increase of conductivity, however,

may be due to a low protein content of the serum in which case it

disappears on correction and is not accompanied by a corre-

spondingly high chloride concentration. It may be added here

that in no case was the protein concentration so increased that

an abnormally low conductivity was obtained.
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Investigations of the acid-base equilibrium of the blood have

mainly concerned themselves; first, with the chemical mechanism
for maintaining the constancy of reaction through the action of

the buffer systems of the blood; and secondly, with the physio-

logical studies which have shown the importance of the respiratory

center and of the kidnej^'s in promoting the same constancy of

reaction. In the studies of disease striking instances of strain

thrown upon this mechanism have come to light and have been

described as various types of acidosis and of alkalosis. The
normal range of the alkali reserve of man and certain species of

animal has been fairly well established. Less well established is

the normal range of pH of the blood.

On the other hand, we have but little information concerning

the variation from minute to minute of the alkali reserve, the

pH, the CO2 tension, and the oxygen tension in the mixed arterial

blood. Still less information is available as to the variation in

these quantities in different vascular areas of the body. Few
studies throw hght upon the nature of the factors tending to

alter these quantities from minute to minute.

In our studies upon the acidosis occurring in ether anesthesia

we obtained evidence of extremely rapid fluctuations in the alkali

reserve as well as in other factors concerned in the acid-base

equilibrium.

Changes in the acid-base balance of the blood during ether

anesthesia have been studied by many investigators. There has
been some difference in the interpretation of the changes observed.

* Aided by a grant from the Edward N. Gibbs Fund.
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In a previous paper Van Slyke, Austin, and Cullen reviewed this

literature and reported studies upon the changes in CO2 content

and hydrion concentration of the arterial serum of dogs during

ether anesthesia. From these data the alkali reserve of the

true serum was calculated. They defined the alkali reserve as

the bicarbonate content of the true serum when the oxygenated

blood is equilibrated with CO2 to give the same pH as that at the

initial bleeding of the experiment. They found after ether

anesthesia of from 20 to 60 minutes duration a decrease in the

alkali reserve of from 6 to 15 niM. (13 to 34 volumes per cent)

bicarbonate and an increase in the hydrion concentration of 0.2

pH or more. These results indicated a primary acidosis develop-

ing in association with an increased hydrion concentration of the

blood.

The purpose of this report is to present further experiments

upon the behavior of the acid-base balance of the blood during

the early minutes of anesthesia and under certain other relevant

conditions. The experiments were planned to study the rate at

which changes in the acid-base equilibrium and especially in the

alkali reserve may occur and to investigate some of the factors

which might induce changes in the alkali reserve in the course of

a few minutes. It will be shown that a large part of the fall in

alkali reserve occurs in the first few minutes of anesthesia.

Methods.

Animals.—Large dogs (10 to 20 kilos) were used so that large

samples of blood (25 to 120 cc.) might be taken. The dogs were

fed as usual the day preceding the experiment, but received no

food on the day of the experiment.

Bleeding.—The blood was drawn from the left ventricle (unless

stated otherwise) through a 4 inch, 16 gauge lumbar puncture

needle into tubes under oil. When oxalated blood was desired the

tube was previously coated with neutral potassium oxalate to

make 0.3 per cent. In centrifuging for true serum the blood was

drawn directly into a centrifuge tube of the proper size, contain-

ing mineral oil. The glass delivery tube was withdrawn as the

blood ran in, so that the tube was completely filled with the blood

except for a layer of paraffin oil about 1 cm. deep. A 1-hole

rubber stopper was inserted, with complete expulsion of the oil.
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The hole was closed with a glass plug and the tube centrifuged at

once. After centrifuging, the glass plug was removed, and from

a pipette oil was allowed to flow through the hole in the stopper as

the stopper was removed. It is shown elsewhere that such pre-

cautions are necessary to prevent loss of COo during centrifuging

(Austin and coworkers). The plasma or serum was then trans-

ferred without loss of CO2 to Haldane sampling tubes over mercury

or to tubes under oil.

When both oxalated blood and true serum were required from

the same bleeding, the tubes were connected to the needle by a

small Y-tube. The blood was then directed as desired by clamp-

ing one or the other connecting rubber tube. Usually the

oxalated tube was filled last in order to permit of prompt stirring

before coagulation set in.

Anesthesia.—The animals were anesthetized with chloroform

by the drop method with a few layers of gauze or with ether by
use of a towel saturated with ether until the animal relaxed and

then with a few layers of gauze onto which the ether was dropped.

Technique of Gas Administration.

In the administration of the gases N2O, N2, and O2 and in deter-

mining ventilation rate a mask was used. This mask was made
from the inner tube of an automobile tire and was shaped like a

truncated cone. The larger end of the cone fitted closely over the

dog's muzzle, the smaller end was closed by a well greased No.
10 cork stopper. A short Y-tube of 1 inch glass tubing was
inserted into a hole in the No. 10 stopper. One arm of the Y-tube

led through an inlet valve (Siebe-Gorman) and 6 feet of 1 inch

tubing to a spirometer, the other arm of the Y to an outlet valve.

The gas mixtures were introduced into the spirometer and
during the administration the spirometer was forced down by
hand so that there was always a brisk flow of gas either through

the Y-tube, or in other experiments, through the entire mask.

For ventilation rate measurement the inlet and outlet valves were

interchanged. The spirometer was balanced carefully to eliminate

resistance.
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Hydrogen Ion Concentration Measurements.

Eledrometric.'—The determinations were made at 38°C. on

serum in the manner described elsewhere (Cullen, 1922).

Colorimetric.—The colorimetric pH measurements were made
at room temperature with phenol red in diluted serum by Cullen's

method (1922). The correction to reduce colorimetric pH at

20° to the true pH of undiluted serum at 38° was taken as —0.34

pH.

Analytical Methods.

The carbon dioxide determinations were made, usually in dupli-

cate, by Van Slyke's method, using the constant volume appa-

ratus. The oxygen determinations were made with the technique

described by Van Slj^ke and Stadie, using the original Van Slyke

apparatus.

Calculation.

In this report the following abbreviations have been used ; mM.
for milhmolar; [COJ, [BHCO3], [H2CO3], and [O2] for mM. con-

centrations of total CO2, bicarbonate, H2CO3, and oxygen; CO2

tension is given in millimeters of mercury (mm.) ;

, ^^ for the^
' dpH

ratio of the increment in [BHCO3] to the increment in pH as

the blood changes along its CO2 absorption curve; ,, " for the

ratio of the increment in total [CO2] of the true serum to the

increment in the [O2] of the whole blood as the oxygenation of the

blood changed while the pH of the blood is kept constant (by

suitable change in CO2 tension).

The data obtained by analysis includes the total [CO2] and the

colorimetric, and in some cases the electrometric, pH. of the serum

as drawn, and the oxygen capacity and content of the blood

as drawn. In one experiment total [CO2] and pH determinations

were made upon serum equilibrated with measured tension of

CO2 at 38°.

The calculations of [H2CO3] and [BHCO3] from the determined

total [CO2] and pH at 38° of the serum as drawn were based upon
rRTTCO 1

Hasselbalch's equation pH = pKi + log
\

assuming a
[H2CO3J

pKi of 6.10.
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The CO2 tension was calculated from the [H2CO3] on the basis

of Bohr's solubility coefficient for CO2 in plasma of 0.541 at 38°.

i-i/-\ X • i 000 • [H2CO3]
CO2 tension at 38 m mm.=

The alkali reserve of the blood as defined by Van Slyke i.s the

factor which determines the elevation of the CO2 absorption

curve of the oxygenated blood, or, conversely the elevation of the

CO2 absorption curve may be taken as a measure of the alkali

reserve.

Since at constant pH, change in [BHCO3] of blood or true serum

is the direct measure of the change in base free to neutralize acids

other than H2CO3, Van Slyke (1921, by has recommended that the

elevation of the CO2 absorption curve be expressed in units of

[BHCO3] at constant pH rather than at constant CO2 tension.

It should be remembered that the two following propositions are

included in the definition of the alkali reserve. (1) The alkali

reserve at all points along a given CO2 absorption curve of the

whole blood or true serum is the same. (2) The alkali reserve is

not changed by oxygenation or reduction of the hemoglobin.

In these studies we have been interested in changes in the

alkali reserve rather than in its absolute value at a standard pH.

We have, therefore, as in the preceding paper (Van Slyke, Austin,

and Cullen) evaluated the alkali reserve of the successive bleedings

of each experiment as the [BHCO3] of the true serum which

would result if each blood were oxygenated and equilibrated with

CO2 to give the pH of the initial bleeding. The method of

extrapolation used to calculate this value is based on two prem-

ises. First, there is evidence that if the CO2 absorption curve

of blood be plotted as [BHCO3] against pH the experimental

points approximate a straight line. (There is a slight experimental

deviation from this line in some bloods, but for our purpose and

over the range through which we are working the approximation is

sufficiently exact. )^ Secondly, the CO2 absorption curves of dog's

true serum that we have determined exhibit slopes of —, ^tdpH
tying between —20 and —28; i.e., a rise of 0.1 in pH is associated

with a fall from 2.0 to 2.8 mM. [BHCO3].

1 Van Slyke (1921, b), p. 169.

2 Peters, J. P., Eisenman, A. J., and Bulger, H. A., /. Biol. Chem., 1923,

Iv, 709.
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In these experiments we have corrected for oxygen unsaturation

, , . ,. d[C02] ^.„ .

when necessary by assuming a ratio ,, = —0.52; i.e., a rise

of 1 mM. O2 saturation causes 0.52 mM. decrease in [CO2]. This

value was taken from the observations of Van Slyke, Hastings,

and Neill who found values ranging from —0.50 to —0.59. Quite

as suitable would have been the factor obtained by Doisy, Briggs,

Eaton, and Chambers of —0.44. In the studies of Van Slyke,

Hastings, and Neill the [CO2] represents whole blood total CO2
whereas we are dealing with true serum, but the error which this

introduces may be considered negligible for our purposes.

The value for [BHCO3J after correction for oxygen unsaturation,

.-
, ^ , A u - V -r d[BHC03]

if necessary, was extrapolated by using our limiting -

—

^-^—
ratios to the pH of the initial bleeding and the difference between

the values thus calculated and the [BHCO3] of the true serum

at the initial bleeding was taken as the change in alkali reserve.

These changes in [BHCO3] at initial pH have been plotted as

areas bounded by the values obtair*ed by the use of the two

limiting slopes.

Presentation of Data.'—In all cases the charts are constructed to

show the changes in the alkali reserve, pH, CO2 tension, and total

[CO2] as ordinates and with time as abscissie. The absolute values

for these quantities as determined or calculated are given in the

tables.

EXPERIMENTAL.

The experiments presented in this paper may be considered in

four groups. The first group includes those in which we studied

the immediate effect of administration of ether or chloroform upon
the alkali reserve and pH of the serum. The second group includes

various control experiments designed to test the effect of repeated

bleedings, exertion, and psychic disturbance of a degree com-

parable with that incidental to the experiments of the other groups.

In this group are included also experiments designed to test the

effect of the application to the dog's muzzle of a mask fitted with

valves and connected with a spirometer for the measurement of

ventilation rate and also the effect of increasing the dead space,

of lowered oxygen tension, and of increased CO2 tension in the
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inspired air. All these factors entered to some extent into the

experiments of the other groups, but with one exception to no

greater extent than in these control experiments.

The exception mentioned is the extremely low oxygen tension

incidental to the use of nitrous oxide and this factor was con-

trolled by an experiment reported in the third group.

The third group of experiments includes those in which we
studied the immediate effects on the alkali reserve and pH of the

serum of inhalation of pure nitrous oxide for 1 or 2 minutes followed

by 95 per cent nitrous oxide and 5 per cent oxygen. It was found

necessary with the dog to employ these high concentrations of

nitrous oxide in order to secure and maintain anesthesia. Because

of the marked anoxemia produced, similar experiments were

performed in which .nitrogen was substituted for the nitrous

oxide.

As the fourth group (Experiments 18, 19, and 20), in view of

the fact that the calculation in our experiments is dependent upon

the measured pH of the serum, experiments were carried out to

determine if any changes occurred in the blood after anesthesia

or coincident with a fall in alkali reserve which changed either the

pKi of the serum or changed the constancy of relation of the

colorimetric determination to the electrometric determination

of hydrogen ion concentration.

In Experiment 18 it is evident that the pKi of the serum was

the same before and after anesthesia. In Experiments 19 and 20

it is evident that the decrease in pH as measured electrometically

is practically identical with the decrease in pH as determined

colorimetrically. These results indicate the accuracy of the

colorimetric pH measurement in experiments of this nature.

Group I.

(Experirnents 1, 2, S, 4, 5, and 17; Figs. 1 and 2.)

In the experiments of this group it will be observed that both

with ether and with chloroform an extremely rapid fall in the.

alkali reserve of from 4 to 11 mM. occurs in the first few minutes.

This is associated with rise of CO2 tension and fall of pH. As the

anesthesia proceeds the fall in alkali reserve continues, but at

continually decreasing rate. The CO2 tension tends to return
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toward normal in consequence in part no doubt of the increasing

ventilation rate which we reported in the previous study. Syn-

chronously, either the rate of fall in pH diminishes or there may
be a return toward normal pH. After cessation of ether anesthesia

Changes

^ ^

o
u
O-

Exoeriment
17

Ether with p^cov^PY

50 too 150

Minutes

Fig. 2.

the return of the alkali reserve to normal commences almost

immediately and in an experiment in which the fall had amounted
to 14 mM. it had returned 9 mM. toward normal in 2| hours, after

which the return became less rapid. The CO2 tension remained
relatively constant during this return toward normal, the rise in
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pH roughly paralleling the rise in alkali reserve. This tendency

to constancy of CO2 tension with parallel change in alkali reserve

and pH has been noted in a considerable number of our experi-

ments, but is entirely absent in others.

The rapidity of the fall of alkali reserve in the first few minutes

of ether and chloroform anesthesia and its diminishing rate of

fall as the anesthesia proceeds and becomes deeper suggests that

this phenomenon is not a consequence entirely of altered cell

metabolism due to narcosis per se. The facts suggest that the

phenomenon might be a consequence of some of the incidental

factors occurring during the induction of the anesthesia. How-
ever, the control experiments of Group II, inducing sometimes a

rise and sometimes a fall of alkali reserve and never a change so

marked as that observed in these experiments, seem to exclude at

least individually the factors studied in those experiments. Expla-

nation of the cause of the rapid fall in alkali reserve must

await further studies: whether it is due to a withdrawal of base

from or an introduction of acid into the blood; if the latter, the

nature of the acid introduced ; or whether vasomotor changes with

redistribution of the proportion of the blood coming from different

vascular areas have occurred. Indeed the significance of the

acidosis of anesthesia would seem to rest upon a proper inter-

pretation of this early fall in alkali reserve and until we can

interpret this initial fall it is even impossible to state whether

this acidosis is to be considered detrimental to the organism or

rather a compensatory mechanism.

We would take the occasion to point out that in all of our

experiments with ether and chloroform there is an increased

oxygen unsaturation of the arterial blood during and immediately

after the close of the anesthesia. The existence of a true acidosis

at the end of the anesthesia does not in our opinion necessarily

contraindicate the therapeutic use of inhalation of CO2 to stimu-

late the respiratory center, although increased CO2 tension would

still further lower the pH. A greater ventilation of the lungs may
be expected to lead to a more rapid removal of the anesthetic

and to a more thorough oxygenation of the blood, both of which

may be of greater benefit than the further lowering of the pH of

the blood would be detrimental.
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Group II.

(Experimsnts 5, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16; Figs. 3, 4, 5, and 6.)

The experiments of this group are described in detail in the

respective protocols and the nature of each experiment is indi-

Changes
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Experiment

Exertion

Experiment
^ 10

Increased, dead space

Fig. 3.

cated in the graphs. The changes in alkali reserve are all less

than 5 mM. The changes observed in these experiments are not
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entirely consistent with any given procedure. It is possible to

interpret the group in either of two ways. The first is: that

exertion of the degree present in these experiments is without

effect on the alkah reserve ; that repeated bleedings tend to induce

a very slight increase in the alkali reserve; that application of a

mask over the dog's muzzle is different in its effect depending upon

Changes
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+20
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+0.1

0.0

•0.1

Experiment

Fig. 4.

the efficiency of the ventilation under it, a slight rise in alkali

reserve being observed with vigorous ventilation by streaming air

through the mask, and a slight fall when increased dead space,

diminished oxygen tension, or increased CO2 tension are induced.

The experiments with oxj'gen are, however, not entirely con-

sistent with the interpretation given above. The second inter-

pretation is based upon the fact that if the variations in alkali
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reserve in J-hese control experiments are plotted regardless of the

particular procedure adopted (see Fig. 6) it will be found that

the changes distribute themselves in such a way that they might

be interpreted as the fortuitous variations to be expected at

repeated bleedings. Whichever interpretation be preferred, we
may conclude that the control experiments indicate that the fac-

tors taken into consideration do not produce at least individually

a change in alkali reserve greater than 5 mivi.

Group III.

{Experiments 6, 7, and 8; Fig. 7.)

Nitrous Oxids Anesthesia.-—The effect of nitrous oxide when
administered either pure or as 95 per cent nitrous oxide and 5

per cent oxygen is shown in Experiments 6 and 7.

In both these experiments it was found impossible

to secure anesthesia in the dog without using 95

per cent or more of N2O. This inevitably led to

marked anoxemia. There occurred at first a rise

in total [CO2] in the serum associated in Experi-

ment 6 with a marked increase in pH and a

very low calculated CO2 tension. An attempt

to correct for the oxygen unsaturation and to ex-

trapolate the [BHCOs] to the initial pH gives re-

sults indicative of a rise in alkali reserve at the

time of the second bleedings. Whether this was

true or whether certain of the assumptions made
in our calculations were invalidated by the sud-

denly and extremely altered conditions in the

blood at this time we are not prepared to say.

At the third bleeding, however, 5 minutes after

beginning the administration of the gas there had

f^FiG. 6. Show- occurred a fall in the alkah reserve to 4.4 mM.

irg changes in the or more below the initial level. This fall in alkali

alkali reserve in reserve was associated in Experiment 6 with a
the control exper- marked fall in the total [CO2] of the blood with
imen so ^*^"P pH still above its initial level; in Experiment 7

at the third bleeding with a similar fall in alkali

reserve the total [CO2] was the same as at the initial observation,

but the pH had fallen 0.08. These differences in total [CO2] and

AlK. pes.

clidnges in

control
experiments
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in pH, in spite of similar falls in the level of the CO2 absorption

curve as measured by the fall in alkali reserve must be attributed

to differences in pulmonarj^ ventilation. The position of the

blood along the CO2 absorption curves at the third bleeding is

quite different in the two experiments, the CO2 tension being

much lower in Experiment 6.

Fig. 7.

Anoxemia.—In order to determine how much of this effect

reported above might be attributed to the anoxemia alone,

Experiment 8 was performed in which nitrogen was administered

for 30 seconds followed by a mixture of 95 per cent nitrogen and

5 per cent O2. The results corresponded closely with those

obtained in Experiment 7, except that there was no initial rise in

the calculated alkali reserve. In Experiment 12 in which there
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was administered 95 per cent nitrogen and 5 per cent oxygen, but

at no time pure nitrogen, and in which the unsaturation of the

blood probably did not exceed 3.5 mM. the fall in alkali reserve was

slight if indeed it occurred at all. In the presence of marked

anoxemia, therefore, this fall in alkali reserve may occur; on the

other hand, a very considerable degree of anoxemia may occur

without fall in alkali reserve. The fall associated with nitrous

oxide is no greater than that occurring with an equal degree of

anoxemia produced by a nitrogen-oxygen mixture. It is interest-

ing to compare the initial acidosis in these experiments with the

slowly developing acidosis due to anoxemia reported by Loevenhart

and his colleagues.

The fall in alkali reserve in these experiments is as rapid as in

the ether and chloroform experiments, but it is less marked.

Indeed in magnitude it lies just at the border of the change

observed in our group of control experiments. It is possible that

the change represents the effect of the most extreme anoxemia

that can be produced, compatible with continued life, or it may
be due to factors identical with those operating in the chloroform

and ether experiments. Our decision must await further studies

of the nature of the initial acidosis.

DISCUSSION.

In the experiments with ether and chloroform the persistently

low pH, high COo tension, and increased oxygen unsaturation of

the blood suggest a depression of the sensitiveness of the respiratory

center during anesthesia. Possibly the final observation of Exper-

iments 6 and 8 following extreme anoxemia are to be similarly

interpreted.

From a consideration of the entire series of experiments it will

be seen that rise or fall of the alkali reserve of a few mM., even of

as much as 5 mM., may occur associated apparently with slight

disturbances of the respiratory mechanism. A positive explana-

tion of these smaller changes in alkali reserve is not afforded by

our experiments.

There is a consistent, rapid, and more marked, fall in alkali

reserve amounting to from 4.5 to 8 niM. which constantly occurs

in the first few minutes of ether or chloroform anesthesia.
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A less marked but equally rapid fall in alkali reserve is caused

by inhalation of either N2O or N2 containing not more than 5 per

cent of oxygen.

Control experiments upon exertion as great as that occurring

in the anesthetic experiments but without interference with

respiration, showed no fall in alkali reserve. The discrepancy

between these results and those found by Barr, Himwich, and

Green in exercise is probably due to the difference in the amount

of exertion.

It is possible that exertion during anoxemia is an important

factor in this fall. These two factors, exertion and anoxemia,

in varying degrees have been present in all of the experiments

showing marked fall of alkali reserve, and all experiments where

both of these factors were present have exhibited some fall in the

alkali reserve. These factors, however, do not seem to be the

entire explanation of the fall observed with ether and chloroform.

The rapidity with which the fall in alkali reserve occurs upon

administering anesthetics together with the fact that further fall

becomes less and less pronounced as the anesthesia proceeds and

becomes deeper suggests that this initial fall may be not a specific

effect of the anesthetic or of anesthesia but a more general phe-

nomenon of disturbed respiration, circulation, or tissue activity.

The fact that in the ether and chloroform experiments the fall in

pH precedes the fall in total [CO2]" indicates that the fall in alkali

reserve is primary and not a withdrawal of base to compensate

for excessive loss of CO2 from hyperventilation.

SUMMARY.

1. The larger part of the fall in alkali reserve that occurs with

ether, chloroform, and nitrous oxide anesthesia occurs during the

first few minutes of the anesthesia.

2. The fall in alkali reserve with nitrous oxide anesthesia is

less than with ether and chloroform. A fall of the same degree and

rate of development can be produced by using nitrogen instead

of nitrous oxide in the same concentration.

3. Exertion, psychic disturbance, and repeated bleedings as

occurring in these experiments do not of themselves produce a fall

in alkali reserve.
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4. Anoxemia alone without exertion lowers the alkah reserve,

but less than does the administration of the anesthetics.

5. The importance of the combination of anoxemia and exertion

is suggested by these experiments. These are probably not the

only factors responsible for the fall in alkali reserve in these

experiments.

6. The immediate fall in pH associated with the fall in alkah

reserve indicates that we are dealing with an uncompensated

acidosis and not with a compensated alkalosis.
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Experiment 1.

Experi7nent to Test Immediate Effect of Ether Anesthesia.

Young male, No. 6, weight 10 kilos. 9.44 a.m. First venous bleeding

from right jugular vein, 70 cc. 9.52 a.m. First cardiac bleeding from left

ventricle, 70 cc; dog struggled moderately. 10.01 a.m. Ether started;

struggle vigorous but brief; ether bv drop method, first with towel, then

gauze. 10.02 to 10.03 | a.m. Second cardiac bleeding from left ventricle,

70 cc. 10.16 to 10.175 a.m. Second venous bleeding from right jugular,

70 cc. 10.19 to 10.20 a.m. Third cardiac bleeding from left ventricle,

70 cc. 10.20 a.m. Ether stopped.
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Experiment 2.

Showing Effect of Chloroform Anesthesia.

Young male, No. 6, weight 10 kilos. 9.40 a.m. First bleeding from left

heart, 15 cc; quiet. 9.45 to 9.46 a.m. Put under chloroform suddenly.

Moderate struggling for 40 seconds. 9.46 a.m. Second bleeding from left

heart, 15 cc; blood darker. 9.50 a.m. Almost out of anesthesia; third bleed-

ing from left heart, 15 cc. ; blood brighter. 9.51 a.m. Breathing violently

while taking latter half of blood. 9.59 a.m. Almost stopped breathing.

10.00a.m. Respirations returning. 10.01a.m. Breathing regular and fast;

fourth bleeding from left heart, 15 cc.
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Experiment 3.

Showing Immediate Effect of Chloroform Anesthesia.

Young male, No. 6, weight 10 kilos. 10.59 a.m. On table. 11.18 a.m.

Bled from right ventricle, 15 cc. 12.03 p.m. First bleeding from left

ventricle, 15 cc. 12.10 p.m. Rectal temperature 38.4°, pulse 82, respira-

tions 24. 12.16 p.m. Chloroform administration begun by drop method on

gauze. 12.17 p.m. Vigorous struggle. 12.18 p.m. Relaxing. 12.19 p.m.

Completely relaxed. 12.21 p.m. Second bleeding, left ventricle, 15 cc.

12.22 p.m. Chloroform administration stopped.
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Experiment 4-

Showing Effect of Brief Chloroform Anesthesia.

Young male, No. 6, weight 10 kilos. 10.38 a.m. Unsuccessful puncture.

10.43 a.m. Successful puncture, first bleeding, right ventricle, 15 cc.

10.45 a.m. Mask of gauze applied. \OAQ\ a.m. Chloroform started,

violent struggling for 1 minute. 10.48 to 10.49 a.m. Second bleeding,

left ventricle, 15 cc. 10.51 a.m. Violent struggle for 45 seconds. 10.52

to 10.53 a.m. Third bleeding as soon as relaxed, left ventricle, 15 cc.

10.53 to 10.56 a.m. Fully under chloroform. 10.57 a.m. Chloroform
pushed. 10.57 to 10.58 a.m. Fourth bleeding, left ventricle, 15 cc. 10.58

a.m. Stopped breathing just as blood tube was filled, artificial respi-

ration. 11.05 a.m. Spontaneous breathing resumed.

Sample
No. Time drawn.

Before chloroform

After I5 min. chloroform

" 101 "
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Experiment 5.

To Control Effect of Muscular Activity Such as Occurred in These

Experitnents.

To Show Early Effects of Chloroform Anesthesia.

Young male, No. 5, weight 10 kilos. 10.03 a.m. First bleeding, 15 cc.

10.09 to 10.11 a.m. Vigorous exertion. 10.12 to 10.14 a.m. Vigorous

exertion. 10.17 to 10.20 a.m. Muscles tense; animal restless throughout

interval between bleedings even when not vigorously active. 10.27 a.m.

Second bleeding, 15 cc. 10.38 a.m. Chloroform anesthesia commenced

by drop method on gauze and continued until 10.53 a.m. 10.52 a.m. Third

bleeding, 15 cc.
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Experiment 6.

Showing Effect of 95 Per Cent N^O with 5 Per Cent O2.

Young male, No. 6, weight 10 kilos. 9.53 a.m. First bleeding, 30 cc.

10.091 a.m. Pure N2O administered 30 seconds. 10.10 a.m. Mixture of

95 per cent N2O and 5 per cent O2 administered 5 minutes to 10.15 a.m.

10.10§ to 10.11 a.m. Second bleeding, 30 cc. 10.14 to 10.15 a.m. Third
bleeding, 30 cc. 10.18 a.m. Out of anesthesia; quiet. 10.35 a.m. Fourth
bleeding, 30 cc.
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Experiment 7.

Showing Effect of 95 Per Cent N^O with 5 Per Cent 0%.

Young male, No. 6, weight 10 kilos. 9.53 a.m. First bleeding, 33 cc.

lO.lU to 10.12 a.m. Pure N2O administered by mask. 10.12 to 10.17| a.m.

Mixture of 95 per cent N2O and 5 per cent O2 administered by mask. 10.13j

to 10.14 a.m. Second bleeding, 33 cc. 10.16 to 10.17^ a.m. Third bleed-

ing, 33 cc.
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Experiment 8.

Showing Effect of Mask with 95 Per Cent Nitrogen and 5 Per Cent

Oxygen.

Young male, No. 6, weight 10 kilos. 10.04 a.m. First bleeding, 37 cc.

10.161 a.m. Pure nitrogen 30 seconds followed by 95 per cent N2 and 5 per

cent O2 until 10.20 a.m., then pure nitrogen 60 seconds; mask removed at

10.21a.m. 10.17 to 10.18 a.m. Second bleeding, 37 cc. 10.19^ to 10.20§a.m.

Third bleeding, 34 cc. 10.23 a.m. Spontaneous respiration ceased and
manual artificial respiration was employed for 3 minutes. 10.26 a.m.

Breathing spontaneously, conscious, quiet. 10.38? to 10.39| a.m. Fourth

bleeding, 37 cc.
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Experiment 9.

To Control Effect of Repeated Bleedings and of Such Muscular

Activity as Occurred in These Experiments.

Young male, No. 6, weight 10 kilos. 9.42 a.m. First bleeding, 37 cc.

9.53 a.m. Vigorous exertion for 45 seconds. 9.56 a.m. Second bleeding,

37 cc. 10.11 a.m. Third bleeding, 37 cc.
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Experiment 10.

Showing Effect of Well Ventilated Mask and Later of the Mask with

Dead Space Increased by 200 Cc.

Young male, No. 7, weight 20 kilos. 9.42 to 9.43 a.m. First bleeding

from left ventricle, 36 cc. 9.51^ to 9.55 a.m. Compressed air passed

through mask. 9.56| to 9.57j a.m. Second bleeding from left ventricle,

36 cc. 10.07 to 10.12f a.m. Mask applied, dead space increased by means

of rubber tubing to the extent of 200 cc, respirations deeper, but no change

in respiratory rate. lO.llf to 10.12f a.m. Third bleeding from left

ventricle, 36 cc. 10.25| to 10.26| a.m. Fourth bleeding from left ventricle,

36 cc.

Time drawn.

Before mask was
applied

After mask was
applied

4f min. after dead

space was in-

creased

12| min. after mask
was removed
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Experiment 12.

Showing Effect of Application of Well Ventilated Mask and Later

of an Atmosphere of 96 Per Cent N^ and 5 Per Cent O2.

Young male, No. 7, weight 20 kilos. 9.57 to 9.58| a.m. First bleeding

from left ventricle, 36 cc. 10.08 to 10.13| a.m. Compressed air under

mask; quiet. 10.15 to 10.16 a.m. Second bleeding from left ventricle,

36 cc. 10.35 to 10.38 a.m. Nitrogen 95 per cent, oxygen 5 per cent under

mask. Slower and deeper breathing. 10.37§ to 10.38^ a.m. Third bleeding

from left ventricle, 36 cc; quite restless. 10.50| to 10.51| a.m. Fourth

bleeding from left ventricle, 36 cc; quiet.

Time drawn.

Before mask was
applied

After mask was
applied

2| min. after nitro-

gen started

12| min. after nitro-

gen stopped

True serum as drai^ii.

Determined.

mM.

20.49

21.40

20.00

21.41

pH

7.38

7.39

7.47

7.40

Calculated.

Corrected for O2
unsaturation.

19.95

20.86

18.8

18.2

21.01

mM.

18.96

19.84

18.03

17.46

20.01

[BHCOj] at
initial pH.

mM.

19.0

20.0

19.8

19.3

20.4

mM.

19.0

20.1

20.6

20.0

20.6

Whole
oxalated
blood as
drawn.

mM.

9.1

8.6

8.4

8.0

mM.

1.03

1.03

2.23

3.5*

0.76

* In this experiment the oxalated blood was drawn just after the blood

from which the true serum was taken. The nitrogen administration was
stopped and the mask removed between the filling of the two tubes. On
the basis of the color of the blood, the unsaturation of the blood from
which the true serum was taken was probably nearer 3.5 mM. than 2.23 mM.
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Experiment 13.

Showing Effect of Application of Well Veiitilated Mask and Later of

an Atmosphere of Air Containing 10 Per Cent CO2.

Young male, No. 12, weight 21 kilos. 9.46 to 9.47 a.m. First bleeding

from left ventricle, 36 cc. 9.57 to 9.60 a.m. Compressed air under mask,
quiet. 10.01 to lO.Olf a.m. Second bleeding from right ventricle, 36 cc.

10.2U to 10.25 a.m. 10 per cent CO2 under mask. 10.23f to 10.25| a.m.

Third bleeding from left ventricle, 36 cc. 10.37^ to 10.38| a.m. Fourth
bleeding from left ventricle, 36 cc.

Time drawn.

Before mask was
applied

4 min. after mask
was applied

10 per cent CO2 under

mask
12| min. after CO2
was stopped

True serum as drawn.

Determined.

19.94

22.82

23.75

22.06

pH

7.30

7.31

7.20

7.25

Calculated.

37

42

55

46

Corrected for O2
unsaturation.

mM.

19.62

21.29

22.57

21.81

mM.

18.45

20.06

20.92

20.37

[BHCOsl at
initial pH.

mM.

18.5

20.3

18.9

19.4

18.5

20.4

18.1

19.0

Whole
oxalated
blood as
drawn.

(«

p.
0)

O

mM.

9,1

8.7

8.2

7.8

o

mM.

0.58

2.94

2.28

0.49
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Ex-perimetit I4.

Showing Effect of Mask with Oxygen.

Male, No. 7, weight 20 kilos. 9.30 a.m. First bleeding, 68 cc. 9.32 a.m.

Mask applied. 9.33| to9.40a.m. Pure oxygen administered through mask.

9.40 a.m. Mask removed. 9.42 a.m. Second bleeding, 68 cc.
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Experiment 16.

Showing Effect of Mask with Oxygen.

Young male, No. 6, weight 10 kilos. 10.25 a.m. First bleeding, 37 cc.

10.34 a.m. Mask applied, vigorous exertion 30 seconds. 10.36 to 10 38 a.m.

Pure oxygen introduced through mask. 10.37J to 10.38 a.m. Second bleed-

ing, 37 cc. 10.38 a.m. Mask removed. 10.49 a.m. Third bleeding, 37 cc.
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Experiment 16.

Showing Effect of Mask over Muzzle and Subsequent Effect of

Oxygen.

Young male, No. 11, weight 12 kilos. 9.29 a.m. First bleeding, 36 cc.

9.34 a.m. Mask applied for study of ventilation rate and kept in place;

dog absolutely quiet until 9.49 a.m. 9.51 a.m. Second bleeding, 36 cc.

9.58 a.m. Mask applied and ventilation rate measured. 10.01 to 10.14 a.m.

Pure oxygen introduced through mask, ventilation rate being recorded.

10.19 a.m. Third bleeding, 36 cc.
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Experiment 17.

Exyeriment to Follow Recovery of Alkali Reserve after Cessation of

Ether Anesthesia.

Young male, No. 7, weight 19 kilos. 9.38 a.m. First bleeding from

left ventricle, 36 cc. 9.40 a.m. Ether started, struggle brief; ether by
drop method with towel. 9.42 a.m. Animal under ether; etherization

continued by streaming air over ether and into mask over animal's muzzle;

anesthesia very light, conjunctival reflex never lost, occasional stiffening

of the legs. 9.52 a.m. Ether insufficient to maintain anesthesia, vigorous

struggle, etherization continued by drop method on two layers of gauze

over muzzle. 9.54 a.m. Vomited, light anesthesia by drop method con-

tinued. 10.03 a.m. Second bleeding, left ventricle, 36 cc. 10.04 a.m.

Etherization stopped. 10.08 a.m. Conscious, panting. 10.12 a.m. Off

table, restless. 10.32 a.m. Third bleeding probably from right ventricle,

18 cc. 10.42 a.m. Drank small amount of water. 11.03 a.m. Fourth

bleeding, left ventricle, 18 cc. 11.35 a.m. Fifth bleeding, right ventricle,

18 cc, discarded. 12.33 p.m. Sixth bleeding, left ventricle, 18 cc. 2.32

p.m. Seventh bleeding, right ventricle, 18 cc.
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A STUDY OF THE CALCIUM BALANCE OF DAIRY COWS.*
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State College, Ames.)
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Resume of Previous Work.

The literature on the subject of calcium metabolism is large and only such

pieces of work as appear to have some bearing on the work reported here

are reviewed. It was found by Hart, McCollum, and Humphrey that low

phosphorus intake was accompanied by an increased output of calcium in

the urine, apparently involving a calcium-phosphorus entity in the body.

Negative balances of calcium, magnesium, and phosphorus were obtained

by Forbes, Beegle, Fritz, Morgan, and Rhue, in a metabolism trial with dairj^

cows. Increasing the intake of the.-e minerals by the use of clover and

alfalfa hays, calcium carbonate, and bone flour, decreased the losses, but did

not make the balances positive . Further investigations on this problem by
Forbes, Halverson, Morgan, Schulz, Mangels, Rhue, and Burke resulted in

negative balances. Bj' using alfalfa hay as the sole roughage and supple-

menting the feed with bone flour, calcium lactate, and calcium chloride, a

large intake of the mineral elements was secured.

Patterson found that during calcium starvation the ratio of calcium in

the blood to the total ash in the blood remained much the same as in the

normal animal. This work points to the bones as the seat of calcium loss

and also of calcium storage. The concentration of calcium in the blood

plasma of cows was shown by Meigs, Blatherwick, and Gary (1919, a) to be

quite constant, although small variations could be induced by varying the

amount supplied in the ration. They suggest the concentration of bicar-

bonate in the plasma as probablj' the chief controlling factor.

It is reported by Clark (1920) tliat the feeding of a calcium-rich diet had
no effect on the calcium content of rabbit blood, although intravenous or

subcutaneous injections of calcium salts may cause a transitory increase in

the calcium content. On a calcium-rich diet Clark (1920-21) found that

repeated subcutaneous injections of citrate, malate, or phosphate of cal-

* Published with the permission of the Director of the Iowa Agricultural

Experiment Station.
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cium had no effect on the calcium balance of rabbits. On a low calcium

intake, phosphate injection may cause a decrease of 20 to 26 per cent in

the calcium content of the blood. It was found by Denis and Minot that

the administration of calcium salts per os to men, cats, and rabbits did not

increase the concentration of calcium in the plasma unless the initial con-

centration was low. Evidence is brought forward by Malcolm to show
that the ingestion of soluble magnesium salts causes an increased loss of

calcium in adult animals and hinders its deposition in young growing

animals. Soluble calcium salts did not seem to effect the excretion of

magnesium.

Soluble magnesium compounds introduced parenterally into animals

were found by Mendel and Benedict (1909-10, a) to be excreted largely by
way of the kidneys, the intestinal path being of minor significance. In-

creased output of urinary calcium followed the increased excretion of

magnesium. The same authors (1909-10, b) also report the elimination

by way of the kidneys of the excess of calcium chloride introduced

intravenously. This increased excretion of calcium was accompanied by

a rise in the urinary output of magnesium. Working with swine, Hart and

Steenbock found that magnesium salts added to the ration increased the

calcium elimination in the urine, but not in the fecal output. Soluble

phosphates decreased the calcium excretion.

The results obtained by Givens (1917, a) afford evidence that diets poor

in calcium are not conducive to a positive calcium balance. The relation of

calcium to magnesium in the urine was almost always 1:1, but in the feces

calcium always exceeded magnesium 2:1. On diets of mixed natural foods

containing more magnesium than calcium, Givens (1918, a) found the daily

calcium and magnesium urinary excretion of nine healthy adults ranged

from 0.05 to 0.24 gm. of calcium and from 0.03 to 0.15 gm. of magnesium.

When the diet contained more calcium than magnesium the limits were 0.12

to 0.47 gm. of calcium and 0.05 to 0.23 gm. of magnesium. In general more

calcium than magnesium was excreted in the urine. In the case of twenty-

five apparently healthy individuals, Nelson and Burns found that seventeen

excreted larger amounts of calcium than magnesium in the urine, and in

eight cases magnesium predominated over the calcium excretion. Which-

ever element predominated appeared to do so nearly constantly, and seemed

to be independent of the character of the food.

It was found by Meigs, Blatherwick, and Gary (1919, b) that the assimi-

lation of phosphorus and probably that of calcium in dry cows was favored

by a system which reduced the disturbing influence of calcium in the intes-

tine. This result was secured by feeding a double allowance of a phos-

phorus-rich grain ration 1 day without roughage, and feeding a double ration

of a calcium-rich roughage the following day without grain. Increased

milk yields were found by Meigs and Woodward to result when cows

were fed, during the preceding dry period, a ration supplemented with di-

sodium phosphate . The disodium phosphate was fed with the grain mixture

and the grain and hay fed on alternate days.
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The excretion of bases from the body, following the feeding of acid to a

dog, was studied by Stehle. He found that ammonia was the greatest

neutralizing factor, but that magnesium and calcium excretion in the urine

also rose during the acid ingestion. By averaging the fecal output of these

two elements during the acid period and likewise for the acid-free period,

he found the output to be greater in the former. Consequently, he was led

to conclude that the administration of hydrochloric acid increased the

excretion of calcium and magnesium from the body. It was found by
Givens and Mendel that the administration of base or acid produced no

significant effect on the balance of magnesium or calcium. The ingestion

of hydrochloric acid, however, increased the urinary calcium, thereby alter-

ing the relation of calcium to magnesium in the urine and presumabh*

diverting lime from the intestinal path.

As a result of other experiments on dogs, Givens (1918, b) was able to con-

firm a previous statement that feeding hydrochloric acid was without

marked influence on calcium and magnesium metabolism. Increased

urinary elimination of calcium was again observed following the ingestion

of hydrochloric acid or sodium chloride, but the absolute amount of this

increase did not noticeably effect the calcium balance. The results of a

metabolism trial on a growing pig by Lamb and Evvard show that the

presence of lactic, acetic, and sulfuric acids in the ration did not cause any

significant loss of calcium.

Poor utilization of fats and fatty acids, when the intake of calcium was
comparatively abundant, was found by Givens (1917, b) to increase the lime

in the feces. The negative balance was smaller in the cases where the utili-

zation of fat was more complete. The large amount of calcium and phos-

phorus present in cow's milk was found by Bosworth, Bowditch, and Giblin

to interfere with the fat absorption and utilization in infants suffering from

constipation and disturbed fat metabolism. Ordinary cow's milk caused a

great increase of insoluble calcium soaps in the feces. Decalcified milk

brought about increased fat digestion and absorption. It was found by

Holt, Courtney, and Fales (1918) that there was not an abnormal amount
of fat excreted as soap by infants receiving dilutions of cow's milk.

Extensive work on normal, rachitic, and diarrheal children led Holt

Courtney, and Fales (1920, a) to conclude that the excretion and absorption

was, in general, dependent on the amount of calcium intake. An excessive

intake did not proportionallj' increase the calcium absorption, while very

low intake resulted in very low absorption. The excretion of calcium as

soap was never a large proportion of the calcium intake. The excretion

of calcium was found by these authors (1920, b) to be not at all related to

the fat intake. The calcium lost as soap was in most cases an insignificant

part of the calcium intake. It is shown by Hutchison that there is no in-

crease in the excretion of soaps in the feces of rachitic children and that the

excessive loss of calcium in this connection is not brought about through

the agency of fat in the diet.
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It was noted by Steenbock and Hart that a ration of green grass supplied

to a goat that had been confined for 3 months to dry feed, resulted in greatly

improved physical health and a regular retention of lime. Studying the

difference in the composition of milk oq a dry fodder ration and a ration

containing pasture grass, Hess, linger, and Supplee found the amounts of

calcium and phosphorus significantly higher in the pasture milk.

It is suggested by Hart, Steenbock, and Hoppert that there is present in

green plant tissue an unknown factor influencing calcium assimilation.

Green oats, oat hay dried in diffuse sunlight, and cod liver oil were all effec-

tive in reducing calcium excretion. Having conducted palatability tests

of mineral supplements with cows belonging to a group which had received

only dry feed and silage for a long period, Forbes commends the view of

Hart, Steenbock, and Hoppert.

EXPERIMENTAL WORK.

Our mode of attack has been the alternation of two rations,

one high in calcium and low in fat and the other low in calcium

and high in fat. Our theory was that the loss in calcium might

be due to the formation of insoluble calcium soaps excreted in the

feces, and that by keeping the calcium and fat apart such loss

might be avoided. ^

In the two trials all factors were kept as nearly uniform as

possible, though different amounts were used and the feeds were

varied to some extent. In each case three cows were used and the

trial lasted for 90 days. Each trial period was divided into three

periods of 30 days. In each period the ration was kept uniform

and allowance made for all refused feed. The first 20 days of

each period were used as a transition period and only the last 10

days were actually used in the work and reported here.

In each of the three experunental periods of 10 days, an accurate

record of feed consumption by each cow was kept. They were

not allowed out for exercise during the experimental periods, but

had exercise in a dry lot daily during the preliminary periods.

The cows were watered morning and evening and were weighed

before and after drinking. The morning weights after feeding

hay and before watering were used to determine the average

1 Credit is due Dr. A. W. Dox, formerly Chief of the Chemistry Section,

Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, who suggested this procedure.

The authors are also indebted to Dr. S. B. Kuzirian, L. Yoder, Edith Wilson,

J. A, Schulz, J. Waddell, and other members of the staff who assisted in

some of the determinations and other work in connection with this project.
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live weights of the animals. Salt rolls were kept in front of them

at all times and were dried and weighed at the end of each 10 day

period. All roughages and grains were fed twice daily. The

cows were milked twice daily and the milk was weighed.

In each experimental period the urine and feces were collected,

by the usual methods, and stored in tared vessels until the end

of each 24 hour period when they were weighed and sampled.

Samples of feces, urine, and milk were taken daily for both im-

mediate analysis and storage, while in each experimental period

a representative sample of each feed was prepared. Organic

and inorganic analyses were made of all the samples by the recog-

nized methods. From the data, balances for a number of organic

and inorganic constituents were obtained, but it was felt that

only those which might apparently be connected with calcium

balance should be reported here.

TABLE I.

Animals Used in Trial I.

Cow No.

Breed

.

Age, yrs.—mos.—days.

Fresh, days

Bred, days

Previous lactations . .

305

Holstein.

2-6-16

72

308

Grade
Guernsey,
2-6-6

93

309

AjTshire.

2-5-27

103

Trial I.

The animals used in this work w^ere three young cows in milk

and not bred. Table I contains information concerning them,

and where necessary, it is calculated to the 1st day of the experi-

ment; namely, February 17, 1918.

The experiment consisted of three experimental periods of

10 days, each preceded by a preliminary period of 20 days. The
feeds used during this work were arranged to present the follow-

ing characteristics

:

Period No.

I

II

111

General character of ration.

High in fat, low in calcium, no free acid.

Low in fat, high in calcium, no free acid.

High in fat, low in calcium, free acid.
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The amount of feed consumed by each animal during each period

is given in Table II, while the yields of milk, feces, and urine are

given in Table III. To provide succulence in Period I, one-half

TABLE II.

Feed Consumed in Trial I.

Period No.

II

III

Cracked corn

Gluten feed

Wheat bran

Oil meal (old process)

Timothy haj^

Ground oats

Wheat bran

Alfalfa hay
Beet pulp

Cracked corn

Ground oats

Oil meal (old process)

Timothy hay
Corn silage

Cow No.

305
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of the hay was chopped and mixed with the oil meal and bran,

and fed as a mash in the morning. Soaked beet pulp provided

the succulence in the second period and corn silage in the third.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.

Data regarding the income and outgo balances for the three

periods are presented in Tables IV, V, and VI. The outstanding

features of the data contained in these tables are the negative

mineral balances of Periods I and III and the positive balances

of Period II.

An inspection of the fat intake shows that there was very little

difference in the amounts ingested in the three periods. Cows

308 and 309 actually received more fat in their ration in Period

II than in Period I. It is apparent, therefore, that the amount

of fat present in the feed cannot be held wholly responsible for

the great differences in calcium retention that existed in the differ-

ent periods.

The production of insoluble calcium soaps in the feces is pre-

sumably the only way in which fat could cause the loss of calcium

from the body. The excretion of soaps in the feces did not vary

greatly in any of the periods, and from the data presented, it

appears that it might be an individual characteristic. Thus in

all three periods, Cow 305 excreted the greatest amount of soap

in the feces, followed by Cow 309, and with Cow 308 excreting the

least. The intake of fat by Cow 305 in Period I was 6.30 lbs.,

coupled with a calcium oxide intake of 0.54 lb. The figures for

Cow 309 were 5.31 lbs. of fat and 0.47 lb. of calcium oxide, while

those for Cow 308 were 4.11 lbs. of fat and 0.36 lb. of calcium

oxide. Hence it might be supposed from the data of Period I

alone that the excretion of soap was in proportion to the intake

of fat and calcium. However, in Period II, Cow 309 ingested

more fat and more calcium than did Cow 305 and in Period III

they received the same ration, while, as stated above. Cow 305

always excreted more soap than did Cow 309. Again, on examin-

ing the data for Cows 308 and 309 it is seen that in Periods I and

III they received less fat and much less calcium than they did

in Period II, and yet they excreted more soap in their feces in

the two periods of low intake. It would therefore seem that the

amount of fat fed in the rations during this investigation had no

consistent effect on the excretion of soaps in the feces.
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During Period II, when the ration was high in calcium, the

amount of this element excreted in the feces was greatly increased

over that of the other periods. It was during this period, how-

ever, that the three animals excreted the least amount of soap in

the feces. It would appear, therefore, that the production of

calcium soaps is not a significant channel for the excretion of an

excess of calcium.

TABLE IV.

Income and Outgo Balances of Trial I, Period I {10 Days) .

305

308

309

Milk

Urine

Feces

Total outgo

Total income

Balance . . .

Milk

Urine

Feces

Total outgo.

Total income

Balance. . .

Milk

Urine

Feces

Total outgo

Total income

lbs. lbs

7.380.03

2.380.76

9.76.0.79

6.303.46

-3.462.67

5.72,0.02

1.60 0.47

7.320.49

2.224.11

-3.21

7.63

1.73

0.02

0.56

9.5l|o.58

5.312.87

Balance -4.20,2.29 -6.49 0.71

lbs.

7.35

1.62

lbs.

0.32

8.97 0.32

2.841.03

-6.130.71

5.7o|

1.12J0.10
6.82 0.10

1.89 0.67

-4.930.57

7.61

1.320.16

8.93 0.16

2.440.87

lbs.

1.57

2.44

9.02

13.03

7.74

-5.29

0.78

1.80

6.70

9.28

5.26

-4.02

1.24

1.98

9.12

12.34

6.61

0.28

0.28

0.01

1.20

1.49

1.36

-0.13

0.40

0.03

1.51

1.94

1.79

o

lbs.

0.39

0.01

0.38

0.78

0.54

-0.24

0.22

0.01

0.33

0.56

0.36

-0.20

0.29

0.01

0.39

0.69

0.47

-5.73-0.15|

lbs.

0.02

0.06

0.82

0.90

0.83

-0.07

0.03

0.06

0.50

0.59

0.51

-0.08

0.03

0.04

0.69

0.76

0.67

0.22-0.09

Iba.

1.00

1.66

1.76

4.42

4.19

-0.23

0.58

1.10

1.17

2.85

2.71

-0.14

0.89

1.43

1.46

3.78

3.50

-0.28

Silage was fed in Period III in order that some free organic

acid might be introduced into the ration. No appreciable effect

on the calcium content of the urine of the animals in this trial is

apparent. The intake of calcium during this period, although

slightly greater than that of Period I, is low and the balances of
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calcium do not, as a whole, differ greatly from those of Period I,

Ttje urinary output of magnesium is increased in this period,

however, over that of the other periods, while the fecal magnesium

is less. This would indicate that the free organic acids of the

ration may have caused a diversion of magnesium from the intes-

TABLE V.

Income and Outgo Balance of Trial I, Period II (10 Days).

305

308

309

Milk

Urine

Feces

Total outgo.

Total income

Balance

.

Milk ....

Urine . .

Feces . . .

Total outgo.

.

Total income

Balance

Milk

Urine

Feces

Total outgo.

Total income

Balance

.

"o

H
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three cows in Periods I and III was 0.46 and 0.72 lb., respec-

tively, the intake during this period averaged 4.54 lbs. This high

intake is reflected in the increased excretion in the feces. The
most significant feature of this period is the positive balances of

the mineral elements, particularly the relatively high calcium

TABLE VI.

Income and Outgo Balance of Trial I, Period III (10 Days).

305

308

309

Milk
Urine

Feces

Total outgo.

.

Total income

Balance

Milk
Urine

Feces

Total outgo.

.

Total income

Balance

Milk
Urine

Feces

Total outgo

Total income

Balance -3.43 2.35

lbs.

5.550.01

1.97

7.52

6.04

-1.48

5.35

1.71

7.06

0.75

0.76

3.04

2.28

0.01

0.65

0.66

4.44 2.36

-2.62 1.70

'.76

1.71

0.02

0.67

9.47 0.69

6.04 3.04

(I)

•z

lbs.
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calcium assimilation. They also suggest that fresh alfalfa

hay may contain some of this unknown factor since it was effec-

tive in increasing calcium retention. The results of this work

would seem to indicate that either the high calcium content of
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TABLE IX.

Yields of Milk, Feces, and Urine and Average Live Weights in Trial II.

Period No.
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to be amply supported. In addition, the results of this trial

would also tend to indicate that the fat in the ration and the

presence of free organic acid have no influence on calcium metab-

olism.

Trial 11.

In the second trial conditions were somewhat similar to those

in Trial I though different animals were used and the feeds were

not quite the same. The animals used are given in Table ^^11

TABLE XI.

Nitrogen Balance of Trial II.

Cow No.
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The balance data are presented in the same form as in the

previous trial, but only the lime, magnesia, and phosphoric acid

have been considered (Table X). The nitrogen balances are

given separately in Table XT.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.

In Trial IIj Period I corresponds to Period II in Trial I, in that

it is the period of high calcium intake, while Periods II and III

of Trial II correspond to Periods I and III of Trial I. However,

it is found that throughout Trial II negative balances of calcium

are found in every case, while those for magnesium and phosphoric

acid are very variable. It is especially noticeable in this case

that during high calcium intake the greatest negative calcium

balances were found. This may have been due to the lack of

the hypothetical substance already mentioned as aiding calcium

storage. The alfalfa hay used in the second trial was 1| years

of age, and the substance aiding in the calcium assimilation, if

present when the hay was fresh, may have been destroyed during

the storage.

2

SUMMARY.

1. It has been demonstrated in two metabolism trials that

the fat content of the ration and the loss of calcium as insoluble

soaps in the feces, are not important factors in the calcium bal-

ance of dairy cows.

2 Since the above was written, Hart and his associates have published

(Hart, E. B., Steenbock, H., Hoppert, C. A., and Humphrey, G. C, J. Biol.

Chem., 1922, liii, 21) evidence secured with liberally milking cows showing

that it was possible to maintain a positive calcium balance with dry alfalfa

hay, corn silage, and a grain mixture. The hay was of excellent quality,

having been cured under caps. On the other hand the use of an alfalfa hay

cured in the windrow with exposure to air and light for 4 days failed to

bring about calcium equilibrium in a later experiment as reported in another

paper (Hart, E. B., Steenbock, H., Hoppert, C. A., Bethke, R. M., and

Humphrey, G. C., /. Biol. Chem., 1922, liv, 75) in which the authors state:

"These differences in effect of the two alfalfa hays may be attributed to a

difference in the degree of destruction during the curing process of the vita-

mine assisting calcium assimilation." And, in more recently published

metabolism experiments on women, Bogert and Trail (Bogert, L. J.,

and Trail, R. K., J. Biol. Chem., 1922, liv, 387) obtained results which

"suggest some influence of the vitamine content of the diet upon calcium

assimilation."
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2. In the trials here reported the acids of corn silage seemed to

have no influence on the calcium balance.

3. A positive calcium balance was obtained in one period where

good alfalfa hay of the previous season's crop was used, but

when alfalfa hay Ih years old was used, the calcium balance was

negative even with a dry cow. This is in harmony with the

theory of the presence of a vitamine in green leaves influencing

calcium assimilation, which is destroyed with age or improper

curing.

4. In every case where alfalfa hay was not fed a negative cal-

cium balance was found.

Our thanks are due Professor A, R. Lamb for his suggestions

and criticism of the manuscript for this paper.
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DOES THE CHICK REQUIRE THE FAT-SOLUBLE
VITAMINS?

By a. D. EMMETT and GAIL PEACOCK.

{From the Medical Research Laboratories, Parke, Davis and Company,
Detroit.)

(Received for publication, April 2, 1923.)

Sugiura and Benedict (1) in reporting some interesting results

respecting the nutritional requirements of pigeons, state:". . .

fat-soluble vitamine is not essential in any stage of avian nutrition^

They base this broad conclusion upon their work with squabs

and pigeons—apparently drawing the somewhat natural in-

ference that the vitamin requirements of all avian species are

the same.

In the present paper, we wish to put forth data to substantiate

in particular the assertion made by us (2): "Continuing the

study of comparing the chick with the rat and the pigeon, the

findings relative to the fat-soluble vitamins indicate, in the case

of the White Leghorn breed, that it is fairly suitable for test

purposes. In marked contrast with the pigeon, the fat-soluble

vitamin requirements of the chick are very much greater.'^

Our studies related to : (a) comparison of the rate of growth of

baby chicks in confinement, fed on synthetic rations that were

complete and deficient in the vitamins A and B; (b) the physio-

logical effects produced by feeding the vitamin deficient diets;

(c) the results obtained by treating the pathological chicks with

definite amounts of preparations, rich in the particular vitamin

required; and (d) a comparison of the vitamin requirements of

young chicks with those of young rats and pigeons (not squabs).

No attempt was made to follow the problem through to the

stage of hatching the eggs as Sugiura and Benedict did.

Several investigators have used the chicken in n'utrition studies under
laboratory conditions. In some cases, they have not met with success.

The difficulties seem to pertain in the main to the question of the proper

679
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adjustment of roughage (3), protein (4), mineral salts, and vitamins.

Furthermore, it is well recognized in the poultry industry that sanitation

and control of temperature are of prime importance, especially with baby
chicks. It is also imperative that the eggs used in incubating come from

stock that has never been infected with diarrhea.

In respect to the vitamins. Hart, Halpin, and Steenbock (5) in 1917

found that pullets fed a mixture of corn and wheat meal did better when
it was supplemented with a salt mixture, protein, and 2 per cent butter

fat, to furnish fat-soluble vitamin A. Later (6), in 1922, these authors

reported that the presence of the fat-soluble vitamins such as occur in

cod liver oil, are essential to the proper development of the baby chick.

They found that absence of these vitamins in the diets was chiefly re-

sponsible for leg weakness or rickets. It was also reported that the require-

ments of the chicks for the fat-soluble vitamin is comparatively larger

than that of the rat, during the early period of growth.

Voegtlin and Myers (7) reported in 1918, data which showed that the

presence or absence of 5 per cent of butter fat in the ration of squabs had
a decisive effect in determining whether the squabs would mature or not.

Hughes (8) fed chickens over a period of 6 months and stated that those

fed a low fat-soluble vitamin ration were more suceptible to infection.

Later, he reported that on a low fat-soluble vitamin ration the eggs from

these hens were in turn lower in this vitamin than those from the normal

controls.

Wilkins and Dutcher (9), in feeding white rice to cockerels, observed

three cases of an eye condition which was corrected by feeding 1 gm. of

butter. These authors later (10) raised the question as to the value of

the fat-soluble vitamin in reporting their observations on the weight of

the testes of cockerels. They found that when fresh green alfalfa was

added to the rice diet it corrected the atrophy of the testes. Whether
this was due to either of the vitamins A or B, or both, which alfalfa con-

tains, could not be answered.

Guerrero and Concepcion (11) observed, in feeding fowl white rice,

that some of them developed xerophthalmia between the 7th and 79th days.

They concluded that rice is not only lacking in vitamin B but also in the

fat-soluble A. Plimmer and Rosedale (12) studied the vitamin require-

ments of baby chicks. They supplied the vitamins A, B, and C. Their

conclusion was that the vitamin B was more essential than vitamins A
and C. In fact, according to their data, leg weakness appeared to be due

to vitamin B deficiency. Further, the vitamin B requirements varied

directly with the increased amount of carbohydrates and fat. Nelson,

Lamb, and Heller (13) reported that the vitamin A requirements of the

rabbit were greater than those of rats or pigs. They were not able to

make any definite statement regarding the vitamin needs of chickens

other than that they were "hampered considerably in working with younger

chicks due to the development of leg-weakness, which appears to be a

general symptom of malnutrition in chickens."
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In the light of our study and that of Hart, Halpin, and Steenbock

(5, 6), leg weakness is an indication of fat-soluble A vitamin insufficiency.

EXPERIMENTAL.

We used throughout the White Leghorn breed of chick. The
series of tests on the chicks were carried out between September,

1921 and September, 1922. In the beginning, we incubated the

eggs. Later, we decided more uniforjii results would be obtained

if we purchased day old chicks from an expert who would guarantee

us select birds. The chicks were placed in suitable quarters and

fed in accord with the best methods of practical procedure for

2 to 3 weeks. They were then transported to the laboratory,

marked, weighed, and divided into representative groups for

the nutrition trials. The all metal cages, provided with removal

bottoms, were 24 X 24 X 24 inches. The floor was covered with

pine shavings which served also for part of the roughage. Char-

coal, grits, oyster shell, and tap water were always present. The
ration was fed ad libitum. No accurate record could be made of

the food consumed. The chicks were weighed at least twice

a week.

The control sj'nthetic ration consisted of:

per cent

Protein (meat residue) 18 .

6

Peptone 3.6

Salt mixture 3.4

Starch 36 .

1

Lactose 24.6

Crude fiber (roughage) 5.0

Lard 5.0

Vitamin B extract 2.5

A " 1.2

The deficient synthetic rations were exactly the same as the

complete ration excepting that one of the vitamin extracts was
withdrawn as conditions demanded, and an equivalent amount
of starch added in place of it. White rice was also used in several

cases as the diet.

The salt mixture was the same as that recommended by Mc-
CoUmn, Simmonds, and Pitz (14) for rats. No. 185. The meat
residue represented the portion of chopped lean beef left after

THE JOCEXAL OF BIOLOGIC.\L CHEMISTRY, VOL. LVI, NO. 2
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thorough extraction with hot water and alcohol. Osborne and

Mendel (15) have shown that such a product is adequate for

growth as a source of protein. However, we took the precaution

to add a small amount of vitamin-free peptone. Besides, the

roughage furnished by the shavings, 5 per cent of thoroughly-

exhausted alfalfa meal was used. To supply vitamins A and B
special extracts of alfalfa and wheat germ, respectively, were

employed. The vitamin C used was furnished by a potent tomato

extract.

In preparing these rations, water was added to the mixed

ingredients to make a thick mass. This was then passed through

a coarse sieve and dried. By "granulating" the rations in this

way, they were rendered comparable with the physical condition

and coarseness of regular chick feeds.

DISCUSSION.

Comparison of Baby Chicks on Synthetic Rations.—In Charts 1

to 5, the variations in the rate of growth of baby chicks are shown

graphically. It will be seen that, as far as the vitamins are

concerned, the effects produced were as follows: the most evident

and rapid cessation of growth was with the no vitamin group

(Chart 5); after this the vitamin B deficiency chicks (Chart 2)

were affected; followed by the group lacking the fat-soluble A
vitamin (Chart 3). It is to be observed that practically normal

growth was obtained with the control vitamins A and B ration

(Chart 1), and that the addition or absence of vitamin C had

little or no influence. That is to say, during the early stages of

the growth of the chick, the vitamin C (Chart 4), contrary to

the notion of most feeders, was not essential. Whether its pres-

ence is needed later, is not evident from these data.

Physiological Effects Produced by the Deficient Rations.—In

Tables I to V are presented data showing the comparative effects

resulting from feeding young chicks rations that were improperly

balanced from the standpoint of vitamins. In Table I, the results

indicate that these 84 chicks, when fed the control sjmthetic

diet, manifested none of the symptoms associated with those

diseases which are ascribed to vitamin deficiency in other small

animals like the pigeon, rat, dog, or rabbit—such as beri-beri or

polyneuritis, ophthalmia (xerophthalmia, xerosis, etc.), or leg

weakness and rickets.
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In the absence of vitamin B, Table II, 91 per cent of the 125

young chicks manifested beri-beri in varying degrees. This

was evidenced by a cessation of growth, drooping of the wings,

ruffled feathers, and general weakness. In many cases, the

typical retraction of the head and paralysis were manifested.

Death often occurred following the polyneuritic spasms in the

case of baby chicks. In no instance did the animals on the

vitamin B deficient diet show a typical case of ophthalmia or any
rickets. The presence of urates was evidenced in 16 cases out of

the 67 autopsied. Reference will again be made to this finding.

Chart 2. The synthetic ration kicked vitamin B. At the jjoint x all

the surviving chicks were treated. Thereafter they gained and came
back to normal.

Chart 3. Group 84. The synthetic ration lacked the fat-soluble vita-

mins. The chicks grew for a longer time before making the critical drop

in weight, than did those on the vitamin B deficient diet.

When the fat-soluble vitamin A was withdrawn from the

ration, it Avill be seen, Table III, that of the 185 cases reported

83 per cent were affected with an ophthalmic condition similar

to that which occurs in rats, rabbits, and dogs when fed a like

diet. The fact that the chicks were of different ages and hatchings,

makes these findings more significant from the standpoint of

undernutrition and infection. Further, it will be observed that

the onset of tlie pathologj'' became evident at varying times. For

example, in Group AD 2, of the 37 chicks, the range in time

varied from 14 to 62 days. There was no definite uniformity
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as to when the condition occurred, except in the case of baby-

chicks. Here we found, in the instances where the tests began

with chicks 10 to 14 days old that the effect of the deficiency was

so pronounced that they died within a week or 10 days—often

Gm.
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In the case of the autopsies, it is of special interest to note the

high percentage of incidences of urates. Beach (16) refers to a

disease in poultry resembling roup and describes exactly what
we have found with respect to the eyes, kidneys, and urates.

He says, as to the urates: "They (kidneys) are usually very
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TABLE III.

Vitamin A Deficient Diet, Fed to Chicks.
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Again, it should be noted that none of the chicks on this diet

had beri-beri or polyneuritis, but they showed symptoms which

were specific and characteristic of the vitamin A deficiency.

This point is brought out more clearly perhaps in Table IV where

white milled rice was fed. This being deficient in both vitamins

A and B, we should expect to have the occurrence of beri-beri

(polyneuritis), ophthalmia, and the evidence of urates. Such

was the case, the number of incidences varying with the par-

ticular condition, requirements, and idiosyncrasies of various

animals. Thus, in Table II, on the vitamin B minus diet, it

will be recalled that 24 per cent of the 67 chicks autopsied showed

urates. The explanation for this would be that the food con-

TABLE V.

,

Summary of Influence of Deficient Vitamin Diets on Chicks.

Diet deficient in.
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TABLE VI.

Ophthalmia in Chicks, Cured by Oral Treatment.
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In order to give an idea as to the treatment, some of the results

are given in Table VI, describing the dosage, kind of material

used, and the number of the chicks. We cannot state whether

we used the minimum quantity in any case. However, it is

evident that the amount (gm.) of extracts was so small that it con-

tributed nothing of value toward increasing the fat, carbohydrate,

protein, or energy of the diet. The benefit derived must be

attributed to the fact that substances used were all high in

vitamin A.

The evidence put forth as to the curing of this disease and as

to the specificity of it, compared with the results obtained with

vitamin B deficient and the normal control groups, is such that

there can be little doubt but that we are dealing with a dietary

condition. We (17) have shown in the case of the rat that such

a disease is not infectious.

Beach (16), found that the disease, which he classed as nutri-

tional roup in poultry, cannot be transmitted. He says:

"The results of our study of this disease have led to the belief that

although it frequently affects large numbers in the same flock, it is not of

an infectious nature, but rather due to some nutritional disturbance.

This belief was arrived at after failure to transmit the disease from dis-

eased to healthy birds or to find any species of bacteria which appeared to

be a causative factor, and success in controlling and reproducing the dis-

ease by certain methods of feedings."

From the marked similarity of the findings of Beach and ours,

we are of the belief that the two conditions are the same and

that the etiology of nutritional roup is based upon an absence

or subminimal amount of the fat-soluble vitamins in the ration.

Comparative Fat-Soluble Vitamin Requirements of the Pigeon,

Chick, and Rat.—That the pigeon requires vitamin B, needs no

argument. That its needs for fat-soluble A vitamin are small

we have abundance of evidence from our studies with some 4,000

pigeons. Among these cases, we have had birds on polished

rice for several weeks in our routine testing and none of them

manifested typical fat-soluble A ophthalmia, or the urates.

These statements are in marked contrast with those recorded

where chicks were fed polished rice (Table IV) . Further, it has

been our experience that the decline in weight and the time of
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the onset of beri-beri were not altered by feeding pigeons a

synthetic diet deficient in vitamin B by having the vitamin A
present. (Chart 6.)

Besides, in feeding pigeons on a complete synthetic diet,

also on one that lacks the vitamin B, and on polished rice, we
found that by adding just enough of vitamin B concentrate

to keep the birds on a maintenance plane, no ophthalmia appeared

in the rice-fed pigeons (Chart 6).

^•120

I
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the rat, if we can compare rice-fed pigeons when supplemented

with vitamin B with rats on a synthetic vitamin A deficient

diet (Charts 6 and 7 (18 to 20) it can at least be stated that the

pigeons require less of this vitamin A than any of the animals

thus far tested.

CONCLUSIONS.

From the foregoing discussion, it may be concluded:

1. Young chicks require the fat-soluble vitamin A, In its

absence, the onset of the sj^mptoms of ophthalmia appears and

unless the diet is properly reinforced, or an oral treatment rich

in the vitamin is given, death will eventually ensue. This

ophthalmic condition has no direct relation to the absence of

vitamin B.

2. The presence of urates in the tubules, kidneys, and at times

on the surface of the heart, liver, and spleen is apparently related

to the deficiency of the fat-soluble vitamins.

3. The eye condition, resulting from the lack of vitamin A,

is evidently the same as poultry nutritional roup, described

by Beach.

4. The occurrence of leg weakness in chicks fed a fat-soluble

vitamin-free diet varies inversely with their age. That is, the

disease is more prevalent in baby chicks 10 to 14 days old than

in those over 24 days at the beginning of the experiment.

5. Young chicks and pigeons, like the rat, do not appear to

require vitamin C.

6. The vitamin B requirements of young rats is less than that

of chicks, and in agreement with Hart, Halpin, and Steenbock,

the vitamin A requirement is also less.

7. Young and mature pigeons require very little, if any, fat-

soluble vitamin A. This observation has been confirmed by

Sugiura and Benedict. Our findings, however, differ from theirs

in that the fat-soluble vitamin A does play a role in the nutrition

of some species of the avian.

The authors wish to acknowledge the assistance rendered by
Dr. M. J. Smead, in directing the care of the baby chicks over the

preliminary feeding period, and also that of Dr. H. Preston

Hoskins, in checking some of our observations.
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THE PROPIONIC ACID FERMENTATION OF LACTOSE.*
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IXTRODUCTIOX.

Propionic acid was one of the eaiiy products observed as result-

ing from bacterial action. Nearly 70 years ago (1854) Strecker

(1) reported it as resulting from a fermentation of mannitol which

he had studied, while Pasteur (2) also found propionic acid as

one of the products formed in the fermentation of calcium tar-

trate. As these early observations were not made upon pure

cultures, it is impossible to draw from them any definite conclu-

sions concerning the mechanism by which the propionic acid was
derived, or the organisms were involved.

In his work on microbic fermentation Fitz (3) devoted consid-

erable study to the formation of propionic acid. Among these

he noted fermentations of malic and lactic acids from which pro-

pionic acid resulted as the chief by-product. F'rom his experi-

mental data Fitz conceived these fermentations as proceeding

according to the equations:

3C4H6O5 = 2C3H6O2 + C2H4O2 + 4CO2 + H2O (1)

Malic. Propionic. Acetic.

SCsHeOs = 2C3H6O2 + C2H4O2 + CO2 + H2O (2)

Lactic. Propionic. Acetic.

After Fitz, no attention was given to propionic acid fermenta-

tions until 1904 when Jensen (4) discovered this acid to be one

of the prominent products developed in Emmenthal cheese during

the curing process. Von Freudenreich and Jensen (5) then suc-

ceeded in isolating from cheese, bacteria which produced propionic

and acetic acids from calcium lactate, apparently in accordance

* Published with the permission of the Secretary of Agriculture.
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696 Fermentation of Lactose

with the formula of Fitz. They also found lactose to undergo a

propionic fermentation which gave rise to the same end-products.

Effront (6) has studied the production of propionic acid by the

fermentation of distillery mash with impure cultures, the propionic

acid arising in this case through the transformation of nitrogenous

compounds. This is an entirely different type of fermentation

from the one in which we are interested, and, so far as the United

States are concerned, it can have no industrial value.

Nothing has been done on the commercial possibilities of the

propionic acid fermentation of carbohydrates and organic acids.

Since quantitative studies of the action of pure cultures upon

known and relatively pure substrates are wanting, little is known
of the mechanism of such fermentations or of the factors which

influence them.

EXPERIMENTAL.

In the work here reported we have used for the production of

propionic acid the organism, designated as Bacterium acidi pro-

'pionici (d) , which is concerned in the production of the character-

istics peculiar to Swiss cheese (7). From our preliminary ex-

periments, which were conducted largely to determine the most

desirable conditions of growth, considerable data have been

collected which are of value only for purposes of orientation and

hence will not be reported in detail. Also, the fact that the

presence of certain other bacteria greatly accelerates the acid

production of the propionic organism (8) rendered of no practical

value much of our previous work concerning the formation of

propionic acid and the factors which influence it in pure culture.

We shall, therefore, limit the present report to a few experiments

which indicate the possibilities of the process and which can serve

as a basis for further and more intensive studies.

Because of the slow growth and the anaerobic nature of the

propionic organism, many of the preliminary experiments, in

which light inoculations were made by the use of a platinum loop,

gave varying results and in many cases extremely low yields of

acid. We therefore adopted the practice of using an inoculum

equal to 1 per cent of the material to be fermented. An incuba-

tion temperature of 30°C. was used throughout. Volatile acids

were determined by the original and unmodified method of

Duclaux.
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In Table I are given the data obtained in a preliminary experi-

ment which throws some light on the nature of the organism used,

its rate of growth, and the mechanism of the process. The un-

buffered medium used (1 per cent peptone, 2 per cent lactose),

though obviously of no value for quantity production, served well

to reveal certain points about the fermentation.

The extremely slow growth of the organism is strikingly brought

out in this table. It is seen also that the propionic acid produced

amounted to nearly twice the quantity of acetic acid. A de-

termination of the lactose content of the medium at the beginning

of the experiment and again after 30 days incubation showed that

the weight of the propionic and acetic acids was 60.56 per cent

of the weight of the sugar fermented.

TABLE I.

Course of the Propionic Fermentation in an Unbuffered Broth.

Period of incu-
bation.
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TABLE II.

Influence of Lactose Concentration upon the Yield of the Propionic Organism

in Pure Culture.
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belonging to that group of organic acid-fermenting bacteria of

which Bacterium alcaligenes is a well known representative.

Ladohacillus casei has, on the whole, given the greatest stimu-

lating action of any of the organisms we have used. The action

of Culture 45.4 is of interest not alone because of its stimulating

action upon the propionic organism but also on account of its

effect upon the ratio of acids resulting from their combined action.

Although the increased ratio of propionic to acetic acid obtained

in the above experiment was probably produced too slowly to be

of practical value, it indicates the possibility of purifying the

products of the fermentation by biological means. It is hoped

that this possibility may be dealt with more in detail in a future

report.

TABLE IV.

Effect of the Associated Growth of Lactohacillus casei upon the Fermentation

of Calcium Lactate by the Propionic Organism.

Inoculation.
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lating effect of these bacteria upon the activity of the propionic

organism is not due to an alteration of tlie lactose to a more
available form.

The rate of the propionic fermentation in pure and mixed

cultures is indicated by the figures given in Table V. In this

case onl}^ the figures for total volatile acids were determined.

Our results have indicated that it is possible to produce pro-

pionic acid from lactose in quantities which might prove of com-

mercial value (Table III). Although it has been found possible

TABLE V.

Rale of Formation of Volatile Acids by the Propionic Organism in Pure and in

Mixed Cultures.

Inoculation.
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Greenwald and Lewman have recently published a method (1)

for the determination of the titratable alkali of the blood. They
use picric acid to precipitate the blood proteins and detennine

the excess of picric acid in the filtrate by titrating with 0.01 n
alkali, using several different indicators and obtaining several

different end-points. The free and combined picric acids in the

filtrate are determined either gravimetrically or by titration with

titanous chloride. Subtracting the free picric acid from the

total of free and combined picric acid gives a measure of the

titratable alkah of the blood, which is expressed as cubic centi-

meters of 0.1 N alkah per 100 cc. of blood. Different results

are obtained when different indicators are used; the results are

lower with indicators changing color on the alkaline side of

neutrality.

The method requu*es considerable time, for the precipitated

blood should stand in contact with the picric acid for | hour in

order to allow complete combination of the acid with the bases

to take place, and the estimation of picric acid by precipitation

with nitron (which Greenv/ald and Lewman prefer to the titra-

tion with titanous chloride) requires about 2 hours. If a method
of this sort is to be extensively used clinically it should be.shorter

and simpler.

The authors believe that they have achieved this by using

dinitrosalicylic acid instead of picric acid in the determination.

Dinitrosahcylic acid was introduced by one of us in 1921 as a
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reagent for the estimation of sugar in normal and diabetic urine

(2). Investigation has shown that it is an excellent protein

precipitant (under suitable conditions it can be used to detect

1 part of serum albumin in 200,000 parts of water), and a pre-

liminary report has been made of the use of this acid in the deter-

mination of blood sugar (3). Dinitrosah'cylic acid, unlike picric

acid, can be determined colorimetrically. It gives an intense

red color with ferric chloride, even when onl}^ small amounts of

the acid are present, and this color is directly proportional to the

amount present if too great an excess of the iron salt is not used.

These properties of dinitrosalicylic acid indicate that it should

serve well as a reagent in the determination of titratable alkali

in the blood, and the authors believe that if this determination

can be shortened and rendered more convenient, it should be of

considerable value in the clinical study of acidosis for, as Green-

wald and Lewman have shown, the amount of titratable alkali

gives certain information which is not given directly by other

methods of investigating the condition. In the paper given

below the use of dinitrosalicylic acid in the determination is

described.

Preparation, of Reagents.

S, o-Dimtrosalicylic Acid.-—-Place 1,000 gm. of pure concen-

trated sulfuric acid in a 2 liter flask, add 200 gm. of colorless

concentrated nitric acid, mix, and cool in a pail containing finely

chopped ice, salt, and water. When the acid mixture has be-

come weU chilled add, a teaspoonful at a time, rotating each

time, 120 gm. of salicylic acid. The temperature of the reacting

mass should be kept as low as possible and not allowed to rise

above 20°C. if a pure product is to be obtained. When all the

salicylic acid has been added (1 to 2 hours) brush down that which

has stuck to the neck of the flask, mix well, and pour the whole

into a large flask or beaker containing 4 to 5 liters of distilled

water. Mix and cool. When cold filter off crystals on a Buchner

funnel, using a hardened filter paper. Press down well and

wash with small quantities of cold water. Dissolve the product

in boiling water, filter hot, cool, and stir to prevent supersatlira-

tion. Filter and wash as before. Recrystallize once more and

dry at 100°C. Yield about 140 gm.
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Dmitrosalicylic Acid Solution.—13.2 gm. are dissolved in hot

water, cooled, and made up to a volume of 1 liter.

Titrate exactly 5 cc. of this solution in a large hard glass test-

tube against 0.01 n sodium hydroxide, using 3 drops of the methyl

red sohition, and matching the end-pomt against 35 cc. of the

standard end-point solution described below. Add 1 drop of

thymolphthalein solution and titrate to the first appearance of

a green color.

0.01 N Sodium Hydroxide.—Keep in a well boiled out Jena

flask fitted with a syphon of hard glass tubing and protected by

soda-lime tubes.

Ferric Chloride Solution.—Axi approximately 10 per cent

solution of ferric chloride free from turbidity was used.

Ferric Chloride Dinitrosalicylic Standard.—Pipette exactly

5 cc. of the 1.32 per cent dinitrosalicylic acid into a liter flask,

add 50 cc, of the ferric chloride, dilute to the mark, and mix.

This standard will keep for 1 week; on longer standing a pre-

cipitate forms.

Methyl Red Solution.—Greenwald and Lewman have prepared

methyl red according to Clark (4) and have then diluted this

solution ten times. We have not been able to follow these direc-

tions exactly as not all of the methyl red would dissolve and the

solution was not neutral; however, the methyl red solution is

usable. The directions are: Grind 100 mg. of methyl red in an

agate mortar with 7.4 cc. of 0.05 n sodium hydroxide until dis-

solved and dilute to a volume of 25 cc. This solution is then

diluted to a volume of 250 cc. It should be filtered.

Thymolphthalein Solution.-—^Dissolve 1 gm. of thymolphthalein

in 100 cc. of alcohol and add 0.1 n sodium hydroxide until slightly

blue.

Methyl Red Standard End-Point.—5 gm. of citric acid dissolved

in about 600 cc. of water, 90 cc. of 1.32 per cent dinitrosalicylic

acid, and 80 drops of the methyl red solution are placed in a

liter volumetric flask. Sodium hydroxide is added until a satis-

factory end-point is obtained, and the solution is then diluted

to volume and mixed. 25 cc. of this solution are placed in a

large test-tube to control the end-point when 20 cc. of the blood

filtrate are titrated to methyl red. When 5 cc. of blood filtrate

are titrated use 6 cc. of the end-point solution and add 1 more
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drop of methyl red. 0,01 n sodium hydroxide is the only one

of these reagents which must be accurately prepared. Dinitro-

salicyhc acid may be made as described or a satisfactory prep-

aration may be obtained from Eimer and Amend of New York.

The Method.

A. Precipitation.—Place 2 cc. of oxalated blood in a small

flask. Add 8 cc, of water and mix. Add 10 cc. of 1.32 per cent

dinitrosalicylic acid with constant rotation and continue rotating

for 1 minute. Filter into a test-tube.

B. Determination of Free Dinitrosalicylic Acid.—Pipette 5 cc.

of the filtrate into a large hard glass test-tube, heat to boiling

with shaking, boil for 10 to 15 seconds to expel carbon dioxide,

and cool in running water. Add 1 drop of the methyl red solu-

tion and titrate with 0.01 n alkali, comparing with the standard

end-point as described above. The end-point is most easily

read by looking down through the tube against a white back-

ground. Add 1 drop of thymolphthalein titrate again.

C. Determination of Free and Combined Dinitrosalicylic Acid.—
Pipette 5 cc, of the filtrate into a 100 cc. volumetric flask, add

5 cc. of the 10 per cent ferric chloride, dilute to volume, mix, and

compare in colorimeter against standard.

D. Calculation.—Two results will be obtained, one using

methyl red, the other using th5Tnolphthalein.

Using methyl red:

Reading of standard

Reading of unknown
X

Cc. 0.01 N NaOH to

neutralize 0.5 cc. of

1.32 per cent di-

nitrosalicylic acid

to methyl red.

Value of

free and
combined

dinitro-

salicylic

acid.

Value of free and

combined dinitro-

salicylic acid.

Cc, 0.01 N NaOH to

neutralize 5.0 cc. of

filtrate to methyl
red.

Titratable

alkali in

0.5 cc. of

blood ex-

pressed

as 0.01 N.
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Titratable alkali in ^ 20 = Titratable

0.5 cc. of blood. alkali in

100 cc. of

blood ex-

pressed

as 0.1 N.

Using thymolphthalein, substitute titration values with thy-

molphthalein for titration values with methyl red in the

above equations.

When 5 cc. of blood are available it is better to use this amount,

and to titrate 20 cc. of the filtrate, for the percentage error in-

volved is decreased in this way.

There are comparatively few precautions which must be

observed in carrying out the determination. Greenwald and

Lewman have shown that the carbon dioxide tension to which

specimens are exposed previous to analysis does not effect the

amount of titratable alkali found, and that the methods of draw-

ing the blood and handling the specimens previous to analysis

also do not influence the results. We have kept specimens on

ice for 4 days and have found the same values as were found in

duplicate samples analyzed immediately after they were taken.

Determinations made immediately after filtration and upon

samples of the filtrate which had stood 4 days at room tempera-

ture also agreed. Large amounts of potassium oxalate inter-

fere with this determination as they do with the determination

by the technique described by Greenwald and Lewman, but

comparison between results upon defibrinated sheep's blood and

the same blood to which varying amounts of oxalate had been

added showed that concentrations of this salt up to five or ten

times the amount needed to prevent coagulation had no effect

upon the values found. This agrees with the results of Green-

wald and Lewman. Table I shows that lactic acid added to

blood is recovered in a satisfactory manner. Table II shows

that the same results are obtained when the protein is filtered

off at once, and when the solution stands 30 minutes before it is

filtered. The table also illustrates the agreement found between

duplicate determinations.

In Table III is given a series of values obtained on human
bloods from patients suffering from various diseases. In each
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experiment the clinical diagnosis and the carbon dioxide-com-

bining capacity of the plasma (determined by the method of

Van Slyke and CuUen (5)) are given. When other quantitative

data were available they have been included also. Sugar deter-

minations were made by the method of Benedict (6), urea deter-

minations by the method of Van Slyke and CuUen (7), and the

total nitrogen and creatinine determinations by the method of

FoHn and Wu (8).

TABLE I.

Titratable Alkali of Sheep's Blood after Adding Lactic Acid.

Tenth normal alkali per 100 cc. blood.

With methyl red.
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rule, relatively higher than were the values of the carbon dioxide-

combining capacity of the plasma. The difference between the

titration to the methyl red and thymolphthalein end-points

was also greater in this case than in most others studied. The

authors believe that these findings are due to the retention by

TABLE III.
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TABLE III—Concluded.

Date.

loss

Mar. 10
"

13
"

19

Apr. 2
"

9

" 9

Apr. 10

Apr. 11
"

12
"

14
"

16
"

19
" 24

Alka-
line

reserve.
Plasma
CO2
capac-
ity.
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the blood is described. The method is simple and rapid enough

for use in clinical laboratories. A table of results upon different

types of cases is given in which a comparison is made between

the titratable alkali content of the blood and the carbon dioxide-

combining capacity of the plasma. In general the two methods

gave results which were roughly parallel, but in a case which

showed retention and which was receiving alkali therapy the

amount of titratable alkali was increased by the treatment out

of proportion to the increase in the carbon dioxide-combining

capacity of the plasma.
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t

In the course of work on a method for the determination of

fatty acids in small amounts of blood plasma (1) certain pe-

culiarities in the behavior of the fatty acids were noted which

indicated that there was present in the mixture a considerable

amount of fatty acids other than the more commonly known ones.

A review of the literature showed that very little was definitely

known regarding the nature and properties of the fatty acids of

blood although considerable work has been done with regard

to their gross amounts in different animals and under different

conditions. In diabetic lipemia Fischer (2) found that the fatty

acids of the blood had an iodine number of 60.6, Neisser and Berlin

(3) that the fatty acids had a melting point of 35-41°C. and an

iodine number of 54, and Imrie (4) that the blood fattj^ acids had

an iodine number of 73 while those of the heart in the same indi-

vidual had an iodine number of 132, the kidney 105, and the liver

104. Boggs and Morris (5), examining the blood of rabbits made
lipemic by repeated bleeding, fo^nd that the fatty acids had an

iodine number of from 105 to 134. Csonka (6) made a study of

the fatty acids of normal human blood (whole), separating the

solid from the liquid fatty acids by utilizing the difference in

solubility of their lead salts in ether. He found that the liquid

fatty acids of normal blood amounted to about 48 per cent of the

total and had an average iodine number of about 87 varying from

76 to 105, indicating the presence in some cases of liquid acids with

a higher iodine number than oleic acid. In pathological cases the

percentage and also the iodine number of the liquid fatty acids

were generally higher.

711
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In view of the gaps in our knowledge regarding the nature and

properties of these important constituents of blood the following

study was undertaken. Most of the work was done with the blood

of the sheep, cow, and pig since the blood of these animals was

available in large amounts, but a few results on dog blood are

presented. In the case of beef blood each sample analyzed was

from a separate animal, while the samples from other animals were

mixed. Attention was confined to plasma, since earlier work on

lipoids of blood indicated that the lipoid content of the corpuscles

remained fairlj^ constant and independent of changes in the lipoid

content of plasma with the single exception of the period of fat

absorption from the intestine (7 to 9). All blood samples were

from animals which had had no food for 24 hours.

EXPERIMENTAL.

In the work described below amounts of fresh blood plasma

ordinarily of 500 cc. were used and these were treated in general

as follows: To the blood in a 1 liter Erlenmej^er flask were added

80 to 100 gm. of stick sodium hydroxide and after solution of the

hydroxide the mixture was digested at about 90°C. for 8 hours.

The flasks were loosely stoppered during the digestion. At the end

of the period the solutions were cooled and made acid to litmus by

careful addition of concentrated hydrochloric acid. There was

much evolution of gas—largely hydrogen sulfide—during the

neutralization with tendency to foam over, especially toward the

end of the neutralization. After neutrality was reached 10 cc.

more of the fatty acid were added and the flask was well shaken

and cooled. The mixture was then extracted in a large separatory

funnel with successive portions (equal volumes) of ether until the

solvent came away colorless. The extracts were united, washed

with water to remove the hydrochloric acid, the ether was dis-

tilled off, and the residue dried for 1 hour at about 90°C. (water

bath temperature) . No effort was made at this time to avoid loss

of volatile fatty acids which are undoubtedly present, but which

require a special technique for their examination. To the dried

residue were added 150 cc. of pentane, the flask was rotated

to free the lipoid material from the bottom of the flask and to

allow penetration by the solvent, and the whole allowed to stand

over night with the flask loosely stoppered. In the morning
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the solvent containing the fatty acids and cholesterol could

generally be poured off from the considerable residue but oc-

casionally must be filtered. The solvent together with washings

of the residue was transferred quantitatively to a weighed flask,

the liquid distilled off, and the residue dried for 2 hours on the

water bath, then cooled, and weighed. This gives the total lipoids

(A)—fatty acids and unsaponifiable matter, together with certain

unknown substances which separate later with the fatty acid

fraction.

The unsaponifiable fraction (largely cholesterol) was separated

from the fatty acid fraction as follows: The material in the

weighed flask was dissolved in successive portions of pentane

(75 cc. in all) and transferred to a separatory funnel. The material

generally dissolved readily in the pentane, but occasionally there

was a slight yellowish residue weighing a few milligrams which

dissolved in the alkaline alcohol. The flask was then washed

successively with 75 cc. of 0.1 n KOH in alcohol and 75 cc. of

water, both of which were added to the pentane in the separatory

funnel which was then stoppered and the three liquids were mixed

by shaking. The pentane separated at the top, carrying with it

the unsaponifiable portion and leaving the fatty acids in the

alkaline alcohol-water mixture. After separation and washing

of the alcohol-water with another portion of pentane, the portions

of pentane were united in a weighed flask, the solvent was dis-

tilled off, and the flask with residue dried and weighed as before.

The residue (D), consisting largely of cholesterol, was generally

nearly pure white and well crystallized

.

The alcohol-water residue containing the fatty acids was

rendered slightly acid with hydrochloric acid and shaken out with

three successive 50 cc. portions of pentane, the portions were

united in a weighed flask, the pentane was distilled off, and the

flask dried and weighed, giving the total fatty acids (C).

For the separation of the solid from the liquid fatty acids the

method of Twitchell (10) based on the differences in solubility

of the lead salts of the liquid and solid fatty acids in cold alcohol

was used. This method was found preferable to the lead-salt-

ether method not only because it gives as good or better separation

of known mixtures of fatty acids and because owing to the lesser

volatility of the alcohol it is more convenient to handle but also
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because in tho case of the fatty acid mixture from blood it allows

the separation of certain dark colored pitch}^ substances whose

lead salts are insoluble in hot or cold alcohol but readily soluble in

cold ether. The Twitchell method was found to give a good

separation in all but a few samples of fatty acids from sheep

plasma. In these cases repeated treatment failed to remove all

the solid fatty acids, which crystallized out from the liquid residue

on standing. This is believed to be responsible for the lower

iodine numbers of the liquid fatty acids from sheep plasma. The
Twitchell method was applied to the fatty acid residues as follows

:

The fatty acid fraction was dissolved in 20 cc. of hot alcohol and

added to 20 cc. of a boiling cold-saturated solution of lead acetate

in alcohol, the flask containing the fatty acids being rinsed out

with 5 cc. of hot alcohol which was added to the main solution.

The mixture was kept at the boiling point for 1 minute, allowed

to cool slowly to room temperature, and let stand over night. In

the morning the solvent was decanted or filtered on a hardened

filter paper, from the precipitated material in the flask which was

then washed twice with cold alcohol, decanting if the precipitate

allowed or otherwise filtering. The filtrate should give a test for

lead, otherwise the process must be repeated using more of the

alcoholic lead acetate solution. The precipitate in the flask was

then dissolved by boiling with 40 cc. of alcohol containing 0.25 cc.

of glacial acetic acid and the hot solution, if clear, decanted from

the pitchy residue and, if not clear, filtered into another flask

which was then allowed to cool to room temperature and let

stand over night as before. The undissolved pitchy residue in

the flask was extracted twice with 5 cc. portions of boiling alcohol

and these washings were added to the filtrate. Next day the

liquid was decanted or filtered from the precipitate of lead salts

which were then washed with cold alcohol and the washings and

filtrate added to the filtrate of the day before.

The purified precipitate consisting of the lead salts of the solid

fatty acids was treated with dilute nitric acid to set free the fatty

acids which were extracted with ether, the ethereal solution was

washed once with water, separated, the ethereal solution trans-

ferred to a weighed flask, the ether evaporated, and the residue

dried and weighed (F).
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The combined alcoholic filtrates containing the lead salts of

the liquid fattj^ acids were evaporated free of alcohol, warmed
with dilute hj^drochloric acid to set free the fatty acids which were

then extracted by shaking with pentane, the solvent was filtered

into a weighed flask, evaporated, and the residue dried and

weighed, giving the values for the liquid fatty acids (G).

Determinations of melting point and solidifying point were

made on the mixed fatty acids before separation and on the solid

fatty acids. Iodine number determinations were made on the

liquid fatty acid fraction using the Hanus method.

The data obtained are presented in Table I, the amounts being

calculated to 1,000 cc. of blood plasma.

DISCUSSION.

Procedure.—As may be seen from the table, the sum (B) of

the fatty acid and cholesterol (unsaponifiable) fractions was
almost always lower than the ''Total lipoid" (A) from which they

were derived. The difference in some samples may be due in part

to material in the "total lipoid" which did not dissolve on the

second treatment with pentane, but in most cases solution was
xjomplete and in those samples where it was not the weight of

residue did not exceed a few milligrams. The most probable

source of this difference was the fatty acids of less molecular

weight which because of their solubility in the alcohol-water

mixture were not completely extracted by pentane. Since these

fatty acids were also more or less volatile at the temperature of

boiling water some would be lost during the processes of drying

and their loss would reduce the weight not only of the fatty acid

fraction but also of the original "total lipoid."

It will also be noted that the sum of the solid and liquid fatty

acid fractions (E) as found by the Twitchell process was always

less and in some samples considerably less than the fatty acid

fraction (C) from which they were derived. The difference was
due in large part to the presence of a dark colored substance of

which the lead compound was only slightly soluble in boiling

alcohol and which was rejected in the scheme of separation used.

Since this material is readily soluble in cold ether it would be

included in the liquid fatty acid fraction as determined by the
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lead-salt-ether method of separation. Some of this pitchy sub-

stance from sheep plasma was collected, dissolved in ether, freed

from lead by shaking out with warm dilute hydrochloric acid, and

an iodine number determination made on it. The value obtained

was 24. The exclusion of this substance in the Twitchell separa-

tion may possibly explain the relatively high iodine numbers for

plasma fatty acids reported in this paper.

Since the total lipoid (total extract soluble in pentane as ob-

tained by weight) contained volatile fatty acid the amount of

which probably varied with the treatment of the sample, another

value for total lipoid (B), obtained by adding together the weights

of cholesterol and fatty acid separately determined, was used in the

calculation "Unsaponifiable per cent of total lipoid." Similarly

in the calculation "Liquid fatty acid per cent of total fatty acid"

the value (E), found by adding together the fractions of liquid and
solid fatty acids, was used instead of the total fatty acid as found

by weight (C) although in this case it may be questioned whether

the pitchy residue of which the lead salt is insoluble in hot alcohol

and which makes up the difference between the values (C) and
(D) should not be included, since it seems likely that it consists of

fatty acid although of a different type from the others. Its

amount as shown by the difference in weight between (C) and (D)

varied greatly, but appeared to be less in the samples from the pig

than in those from the other animals.

Melting point determinations on the mixed fatty acids were

unsatisfactory for the reason that the mixture consisted of crystals

of the solid fatty acids suspended in liquid fatty acids and the

melting point was the point of solution of the crystals in the liquid.

The melting point as given was the lowest temperature at which

solution would take place. Similarly, the solidifying point was
the highest temperature at which complete crystallization of the

solid fatty acids took place.

As noted above no determinations were made of volatile fatty

acids nor were special precautions taken to include them or remove
them from the mixture and the extent to which the volatile fatty

acids influenced the values obtained is unknown. It is probable

that the value "Total lipoid" includes a certain proportion of

volatile fatty acids and that the difference between total lipoid by
weight and total lipoid by addition of the values of unsaponifiable
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matter and fatty acids may be a rough measure of the volatile

fatty acid content.

Iodine Number.—^Beyond carrying out the various separations

and determinations as quickly as possible and protecting the

solutions from free access of air by stoppering the containers no

special precaution was taken to avoid oxidation of the unsaturated

fatty acids. In most of the samples there was to be found in the

flasks after exposure of the fat to the iodine solution in the iodine

number determinations varying amounts of a yellowish precipitate

characterized by its great insolubility in organic solvents. This

probably represents iodine addition products of the more highly

unsaturated fatty acids, hexaiodides and possibly octaiodides,

indieating the presence of some of these acids in the mixture . The
fact that such high numbers were obtained without special pre-

cautions to avoid oxidation indicates that these highly unsatu-

rated acids may not be specially sensitive to oxidation.

Results.—The values for total lipoid show wide variations in

different species and in individuals of the same species. Pig and

beef plasma are very similar in their values while those for sheep

plasma are markedly lower and the few values for dog plasma

markedly higher than these two. The same may be said of the

values for unsaponifiable substance. The total ''unsaponifiable

matter" shows a constant relation to the total lipoid in all species,

averaging 36 per cent in pig, sheep, and dog, 43 per cent in beef.

The method of separation tends to give high values for "unsaponi-

fiable" at the expense of the fatty acids and it would probably be

a close enough approximation to say that the value for the

"unsaponifiable" fraction is one-third of the value for total lipoid

and one-half that for total fatty acid.

Very similar results have been obtained for human blood plasma

by the micro methods (7). Using the average figures, the

"cholesterol per cent of the total lipoid" (cholesterol and fatty

acid) for both men and women was found to be 37.

There is also a constant relation between the values for liquid

and solid fatty acids in all species, the liquid acids averaging 69

per cent of the total fatty acids in pig and sheep and 73 in

beef. Since the method of separation of solid and liquid works

in favor of the liquid fraction the results indicate that the hquid

fatty acids constitute about two-thirds of the total fatty acid.
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The iodine numbers of the various samples of hquid fatty acid

are all relatively high, considerablj^ higher than have been pre-

viously reported for the fatty acids of blood, but since the data

in the literature do not apph^ either to blood plasma or to the

separated liquid fatty acids from blood plasma the results are

hardly comparable.

The constant ratio between solid and liquid fatty acids together

with the relatively constant iodine number of the liquid fatty acids

and the constant melting point of the solid fatty acid fraction

explains the remarkably even melting points of the mixed fatty

acids of blood plasma. These melted always in the neighborhood

of but slightly above body temperature and solidijSed again at a

temperature almost alwaj^s shghtly below body temperature

which means that if they were free in the body they would prob-

ably be liquid.

The solid fatty acids from the blood plasma of all species have,

as noted above, very constant melting and sohdifying points

indicating a close similarity in composition. A combined sample

was found to have an iodine number of 6. For further examina-

tion, material (lead salt) from many samples was collected, de-

colorized with blood charcoal, the lead salt recrystallized many
times from alcohol, and the fatty acids were recovered. The
purified material had a melting point of 55° (practically the same
as the raw material—see Table I) and a molecular weight as

determined by titration in chloroform with standard alcoholic

alkali of 255 to 260, indicating that it consisted mainly of palmitic

acid.

The outstanding features of the data obtained in this paper are

:

(a) the presence in blood plasma of highly unsaturated fatty acids,

and (6) the constancy of composition of the lipoid mixture of

blood plasma as shown by: (1) the relative constancy in iodine

number of the fatty acids in all species, the lower values for sheep

plasma being probably due to incomplete separation of the solid

fatty acids, (2) the constancy of relationship of unsaponiSable

matter to fatty acids and of solid to liquid fatty acids, and (3)

the constant melting point of the fatty acid mixture and of the solid

fatty acid fraction.

For our ideas regarding the significance of the unsaturated

fatty acids in metabolism we are largely indebted to Leathes (11).
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It is his belief that desaturation is a necessary preliminary step

in the utilization of the comparatively stable fatty acids of the

food or liodily stores by which they are rendered more sensitive

to later changes, a sensitization rendered necessary by the very

circmnscribed conditions of temperature, reaction, water content,

etc., characteristic of the living animal body. He was able to

show that the liver was the main place where desaturation took

place although unable to exclude the participation in the process

of other organs like the heart and kidney which are also charac-

terized by the presence of highly unsaturated fatty acids. The
desaturated fatty acids are carried from the liver to the active

organs by the blood and the presence of highly unsaturated fatty

acids in the blood as found in the present work was to be expected

if his hypothesis is correct.

Examination of the lipoid content of the liver and other organs

under various conditions has shown that the higher the lipoid

percentage the lower the iodine number (12, 13). As regards

the samples of blood plasma examined this inverse relation does

not hold, but if anything the opposite, since in all cases where the

lipoid was high the iodine number was also high. But the lipoid

values found are never very high and there is no doubt that when
there is a large inflow of fat into the blood either from the food

directly as in alimentary lipemia or less obviously in diabetic

lipemia the relation would hold as indeed has been shown by
Imrie for diabetic lipemia (4)

.

In view of the function of the blood as a carrier the remarkable

constancy of composition and of relationship between the lipoid

constituents as reported above as well as the constancy of com-

position of the fatty acid mixture calls for comment. The known
lipoid constituents of the blood are cholesterol, cholesterol esters

of the fatty acids, phospholipoids of the nature of lecithin, and, at

times at least, fat. Free and combined cholesterol have been

shown to bear a constant relationship to each other (14, 15) as

have also cholesterol and phosphohpoid (7, 16). The results of

the present investigation show that similar constancy of relation-

ship exists between "unsaponifiable substance" (mainly choles-

terol) and total fatty acids and between liquid (unsaturated)

and solid (saturated) fatty acids also in the nature of fatty acids-

as shown by their constant melting points and iodine numbers.
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Taken altogether the evidence indicates that the fatty acids in

(fasting) blood plasma are present in definite compounds of which

the composition with respect to saturated and unsatm-ated fatty

acids is constant and which exist in definitely balanced relation

to each other. This constancy appears to hold for all species

and with widely different total lipoid content of the blood.

SUMMARY.

The presence of highly unsaturated fatty acids in normal blood

plasma is shown and its significance discussed.

The amounts of total lipoid, fatty acid, and unsaponifiable

matter in blood plasma are variable in different species and to a

less extent in individuals of the same species, but there is a remark-

able constancy in the relationships between the fatty acids and

the unsaponifiable matter and between the solid and liquid fatty

acids which holds for both individuals and species. The un-

saponifiable matter is about one-third of the total lipoid and the

liquid fatty acid is about two-thirds of the total fatty acids in all.

The fatty acid mixture apparently consists of the same or

nearly the same constituents in all samples, as shown by the

closely similar melting point of the mixtures and of the solid

constituent and the similar iodine numbers of the liquid fraction.

The evidence indicates that, in agreement with earlier work the

fatty acids of fasting blood plasma are present in definite com-
pounds which exist in a definitely balanced relation to each other

and also that the composition of the compounds with respect to

saturated and unsaturated fatty acids is quite constant through

the range of species examined and over a considerable range

of total lipoid values.
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INTRODUCTION.

There are two general types of metabolism experiments : those

of relatively short duration covering several periods, each from a

few days to a week in length ; and those carried out over as long a

period as possible. As examples of the first type we have such

investigations as the study of the effect of a given substance upon

the nitrogenous equihbrium, or the study of the ability of the

animal body to divert m-ea or other excretory nitrogen for the

synthesis of special conjugate radicles of interest in intermediary

metabohsm; other examples will doubtless suggest themselves to

the reader. As illustrations of metabolism experiments extending

over months rather than days may be cited the investigations of

Abderhalden and his collaborators into the abihty of completely

digested protein to maintain nitrogenous equihbrium over long

periods and to replace adequately the intact protein molecule in

nutrition. Some of Abderhalden's experiments lasted over a

period of 74 days.

Examination of the protocols presented in Abderhalden's paper

(1912) discloses the fact that loss of the desire to eat on the part of

the experimental annuals presented quite an obstacle to the com-

plete success of the experiments. This failure of appetite appeared

anywhere from the 7th to the 21st day of the experiment, a fact

that is striking in its similarity to the behavior of our own animals

which were fed diets adequate in all respects except vitamin B
(and vitamin C^). Examination of Abderhalden's diets makes it

^So far as the writer is aware, no one has demonstrated that the dog

requires vitamin C; the experience of this laboratory certainly has not
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appear highly probable that his animals were losing their appetites

as a result of a lack of vitamin B. Other instances where loss of

appetite interfered with the successful prosecution of research in

metabolism experiments might be cited; it is possible that in

many of these cases, failures, that were attributed to monotony
of diet and other seemingly more obvious causes, were really due

to an absence of vitamin B from the diets being fed. Therefore,

any procedure which serves to prevent loss of the desire to eat

in experimental animals seems worthy of consideration and

description.

Karr (1920) observed a relation between vitamin B and the

appetite in the dog; the writer's investigations (1921) have con-

firaied and extended his findings. Such a relationship is of

peculiar interest to students of metabolism and, in view of the

author's most recent experiments, may be made to render a valu-

able service by being used to make experimental animals eat dur-

ing the periods of metabolism experiments.

In his experiments Karr used as sources of vitamin B, dried

brewery yeast, dried bakery yeast, a suspension made by squeezing

canned tomatoes through cheese-cloth, and a crude concentrated

preparation of this vitamin made from yeast according to the

directions of Osborne and Wakeman (1919). In addition to con-

firming his results with dried brewery j^east and tomato juice,

the present writer found that alcoholic extracts of ridfe polishings,

wheat embryo, and navy bean—all of which were demonstrated

by tests on pigeons to contain vitamin B—were likewise effective

in restoring the appetite to dogs which had been subsisting on a

diet lacldng this factor.

While these experiments were being carried, on, a commercial

vitamin B concentrate, prepared from yeast in accordance with the

main directions of Osborne and Wakeman, became available, this

material being prepared by Dr. I. F. Harris and marketed under

the name "Yeast Vitamine Powder (Harris). "^ Tests of this

product for its content of vitamin B, as carried out in this labora-

tor}^ on young rats by the Osborne and Mendel technique, demon-

shown this, some of our animals having been fed on a diet lacking this

accessory for over 200 days without the appearance of any symptoms of

scurvy whatever.
2 Sold by the Harris Laboratories, Tuckahoe, New York.
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strated it to be a highly concentrated form of vitamin B; it was

therefore tested for its appetite-promoting power on dogs by the

same methods that had been employed in the earUer experiments

with the other products containing the water-soluble vitamin.

Such tests gave positive results. Trials with different doses of

this material showed a quantitative relationship to exist between

the amount of vitamin B administered by means of this product,

the size of the animal in terms of the body weight, and the number

of days over which the appetite was restored. The details of these

experiments will appear in extenso elsewhere.

The minimum amount of "Yeast Vitamine Powder (Harris)"

required for the maintenance of appetite in a dog fed in accordance

W'-ith the general conditions set up in my experiments is approx-

imately 40 mg. per kilo of body weight per day. A more definite

statement in this regard does not appear to be warranted in view

of the amount of error encountered in weighing the hygroscopic

powder and transferring it to a gelatin capsule, the shght dif-

ferences in vitamin B requirement which may be associated with

age, or sex, the possible differences of vitamin B content in various

samples of the commercial product,^ and certain other more or less

poorly defined factors which may exert an influence on the relation,

but which cannot easily be controlled—the oestrual cycle for

example—or which may not be discoverable until more exact

methods of i'esearch in this field are possible. A very safe mini-

mum dose of this product for students of metabolism to use, in

view of the above considerations would appear to be 60 mg. per

kilo of body weight per day. Tests to deteraiine the minimum dose

of a wheat embryo preparation containing vitamin B and available

in large quantities are now being made following the same method
employed in ascertaining the minimum dose of this yeast product.

The new procedure for metabolism experiments which the

writer has to suggest utilizes his detemiination of the minimum
dose for dogs of vitamin B in terms of the "Yeast Vitamine

Powder (Harris)," when the animal is fed under certain definite

conditions, together with other observations which have been

made in the course of his investigations.

^Personal communication from Dr. A. H. Smith.
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The New Procedure for Metabolism Experiments.

The first important principle upon which the new procedure is

based is that the diet for the dog shall consist of a mixture of isolated

food substances which, when fed, will supply the body with every-

thing that is necessary for proper nutrition (except vitamin B), or

which lacks only one thing (other than vitamin B); namely, the

variable under consideration. The second important principle

followed is that the vitamin B shall be administered apart from the

food mixture above mentioned. It is appreciated that the feeding

of a purel}^ "synthetic" food mixture in metabolism experiments

using dogs as experimental animals is a procedm'e for the success-

ful accomplishment of which students of metabolism have striven,

and the writer makes no claim to originality for this general idea.

However, no one else, except Karr who initiated the work which

the author has extended, appears to have made an extensive study

of the conditions under which artificial mixtures offoodstuffs may be

fed successfully to dogs over long periods.

The Diet.

A synthetic diet, adequate in all respects as far as this is possible,

and suited for the particular problem being investigated, is devised,

great care being taken to make it as perfect as possible with

respect to its content of (1) protein of excellent quality,* (2)

vitamin A,^ (3) roughage, and (4) a suitable salt mixture. Vit-

amin B—and this is a very important feature of this new procedure

—is supplied daily by the administration apart from the rest of

the food of a gelatin capsule containing the requisite amount of

Yeast Vitamine Powder (Harris); i.e., 60 mg. per kilo of body
weight per day.

Calculation of the Diet.—The writer's practise has been to con-

struct the diet on a kilo of body weight basis, or to form what

might be called a kilo unit of food. It has been his experience that

dogs weighing 7 kilos and over require for the maintenance of

^This, of course, would not be done if the plan of the experiment de-

manded the elimination of all protein nitrogen from the diet.

^Steenbock, Nelson, and Hart have shown the dog to be sensitive to the

absence of this vitamin from the diet (Steenbock, H., Nelson, E. M., and

Hart, E. B., Am. J. Physiol., 1921-22, Iviii, 14).
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body weight between 70 and 80 calories per kilo per day. Follow-

ing the practise of Karr—one which has been justified by the

author's experience—80 calories has been selected as the number

to be desired in the kilo unit of food. Dogs weighing considerably

less than 7 kilos require slightly more energy intake in order to

maintain their body weight; this fact, however, does not invalidate

the choice of 80 calories as a unit quantity. Any variation in

energy intake from this figm-e due to the size of the animal will

not seriously affect the intake of nitrogen and salt mixture if

liberal quantities such as 0.8 gm. of the former and at least 0.2 gm.

of the latter be fm-nished with every 80 calories or kilo unit of food.

Each kilo unit of food thus prepared furnishes (1) 80 calories,

(2) 0.8 gm. of protein nitrogen,'' (3) from 32 to 36 calories in the

form of fat, this foodstuff in grams constituting not over 25 per

cent of the whole, (4) 0.4 gm. of agar or of bone ash, (5) 0.2 gm. of

salt mixture, and (6) either 7 per cent of butter fat or 2 per cent of

cod liver oil as a source of vitamin A. An example of such a diet

is given in Table I.

At the risk of appearing to elucidate in detail what may seem quite

obvious, the following suggestions are presented for calculating the kilo

unit of food. They may serve to make easy for others what has been learned

by more or less laborious calculation by the author.

First, determine the amount of the protein required to furnish 0.8 gm.

or the amount of nitrogen decided upon, using for this purpose the figure

for nitrogen content obtained upon analj^sis of the material. Correct for

the non-protein impurities of the sample and calculate the approximate

number of calories yielded by the amount of pure protein present in the

preparation which furnishes the desired quota of nitrogen. Allot from

32 to 36 calories to fat, divide the particular number selected by 9, and
allot the resulting figure in grams tentatively to fat. With sucrose supply

the remaining calories in an amount sufiicient to make a total of 80. Now

^The reason for feeding so much nitrogen with every 80 calories has

been indicated. The amount of nitrogen to be given may very properly be

less than this figure; however, if it is less, due consideration should be

given to the amino-acid make-up of the protein in order that one or more
amino-acids may not thus be made limiting factors in the diet and, there-

fore, factors influencing the results of the experiments. Should the metab-
bolism of such a condition, i. e. where the low content of an amino-acid is

a limiting factor in the diet, be the object of study, one method of approach
of course would be to feed a suitable protein on a low plane of nitrogen

intake.
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allot 0.4 gm. to agar (or bone ash) and 0.3 gm. to salt •mixture.'' Add
the several items and thus determine the total weight in grams of the kilo

unit of food. Translate all amounts to a percentage basis. If the fat

proves to be high—much over 25 per cent—diminish it, making up the

calories by an increased amount of sucrose. This final adjustment of fat

and sucrose may prove the most laborious of all the steps in the calculation;

in diminishing fat and increasing carbohydrate it is necessary to determine

a new total weight of the kilo unit and to recalculate the percentages.

Finally, divide the fat so that butter fat or cod liver oil form 7 or 2 per cent,

respectively, of the entire food mixture.

TABLE I.

Kilo Unit of Casein Food*
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nitrogen per kilo unit of food. For expeiiments in which it is

desired merely to secm-e an approximately constant daily output

of urinary nitrogen, casein should prove eminently satisfactory

provided its low cystine content is not allowed to become a factor

influencing the results.

Other sources of protein, which have been tried and found to be

satisfactory, are extracted meat^ and coagulated commercial

egg albumin.^ The author has tested both of these products for

their content of vitamin B, using the Osborne and Mendel rat

technique, and found them to be free from any appreciable

amounts of this dietary essential. Since Bateman (1916) has

shown that the ingestion of uncoagulated egg white in moderate

amounts by the dog results in a diarrhea, the commercial egg

TABLE II.

Salt Mixture (Karr, 1920).*

gm.

Sodium chloride 10

Calcium lactate 4

Magnesium citrate 4

Ferric citrate 1

Iodine in potassium iodine (Lugol's solution) a few drops.

* This salt mixture, when fed along with bone ash on the basis of 0.2 gm.
and 0.4 gm., respectively, per kilo unit of food, the latter serving as a source

of phosphate, has given successful results with the dog during periods

lasting over 5 months.

albumin must be coagulated before being used in the food mixture.

This protein does not appear to possess any advantages over

casein, when used as part of the mixture to be fed to dogs ; further-

more, it is more expensive. Unless the amino-acid make-up of the

egg albumin in contrast to that of casein should be one of the

factors under consideration in the experiment, the writer would
prefer to use casein.

There is no apparent reason why any pure protein that is well

utilized and not objectionable for peculiar reasons—as is gelatin,

for example—could not be used in metabolism experiments, if

^From the Valentine Meat Juice Company, Richmond, Virginia.

'This maybe secured from any wholesale chemical house, or from con-
cerns supplying the baking trade, such as the Baker's Supply Company.
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the diets are constructed following the general plan presented in

this paper.

Carbohydrates.—Perusal of the literature shows glucose, sucrose,

maltose, dextrin, and starches to have been used as the carbo-

hydrates in diets fed to dogs. Of these, in the opinion of the

writer, sucrose is the most desirable. As a commercial article it is

unusually pm-e, and it is comparative^ inexpensive. Further-

more, it is granular in character in contrast to the other available

carbohydrates, particularly starch and dextrin, which are used a

great deal in the diets fed to rats. This physical property of

sucrose is of advantage -in that it gives the complete food mixture a

granular rather than a powdery texture. Starch and dextrin are

undesirable: they have the phj-sical properties of fine flour and

with these pol3^saccharides it is not easy to prepare a food mixture

that possesses a texture pleasing to most dogs. A food that is

powdery in character tends to become sticky when moistened with

sahva; dogs, when eating such a food, behave much as do animals

fed a mixture containing moderate amounts of granulated gelatin.

Fats and Sources of Vitamin A.—There does not appear to be

any reason wlty lard should be supplanted in the dietary as a

source of calories and as an agent with which to bind the various

dry substances being used. Butter fat is to be preferred to cod

hver oil as a source of \'itamin A, inasmuch as experience has

shown that some dogs do not hke the cod hver oil; furthermore, the

efficiency of the total fat as a binder is lessened when a Hquid fat

is used.

Roughage.—Abderhalden tried both bone-black and bone ash

in his experiments and apparently favored the latter although

pointing out that not all of his animals behaved alike as regards

the type of stools eliminated when the same indigestible residue

was being ingested. The efficienc}^ of bone ash as a roughage was

early emphasized by Gies (1904). In his communication recom-

mending the use of this material Gies states that no experiments

were made to determine whether any of the mineral constituents

of the ash were absorbed. The experience of our laboratory has

been that bone ash under most conditions is very satisfactory as a

roughage, as far as the production of a dry stool is concerned, when

used to the extent of 0.4 gm. per kilo unit of food; however, the

use of this ash is attended by a higher level of urinary phosphate
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indicating that the bone ash does not function entirely as an

indigestible residue. Inasmuch as the absorption of earth}^

phosphates in the intestine is influenced by many factors, chief

of which are those which act by precipitating the calcium salts,

the actual amount of the ash phosphate that is absorbed may be

quite variable. In many metaboHsm experiments the amoimt of

phosphate a,bsorbed in the intestine or ehminated by the kidney is

of no significance, and in such cases bone ash is well suited for use

as roughage. On the other hand, should it be desirable to avoid

the ingestion of phosphate, agar may be employed to give bulk and

proper texture to the feces, the amount of this polysaccharide to be

used being the same as that of the bone ash; i.e., 0.4 gm. per kilo

unit of food.

Mineral Constituents.—The salt mixture used in the writer's

experiments is the same as that employed by Karr (Table II);

whether it is the most ideal in composition when used under a

variety of conditions remains to be determined by definite experi-

ment. This mixture contains no phosphate, but when used in

conjunction with bone ash has given complete success with dogs

in feeding experiments lasting over 5 months. It is possible that

this particular mixture would not be ideal when used along with

agar-agar instead of bone ash, since the latter may contribute

mineral materials to supplement those supplied by this salt

mixture.

The author has devised a new salt mixtm-e (Table III) , utilizing

the principle of supplying in the food daily an amount of each of

the various inorganic substances equal to or slightly in excess of

that eliminated through the kidney by a normal organism during

24 hours, these amounts being expressed in terms of grams elim-

inated per kilo of body weight per day; at the same time this

mixture offers to the body certain constituents in fairly normal

ratios to others—sodium to potassium, for example. 0.3 gm. of

this mixture per kilo unit of food contains a liberal amount of

the various inorganic substances desired in the sjmthetic diet.

From a theoretical standpoint any salt mixture of proven worth

such as those that McCollum and his collaborators (1915) have

used, or that of Osborne and Mendel (1913), could be employed as

part of the kilo unit of food; the amount that should be used, con-

sidering the experiments of McCollum and other students of

THE JOUENAL OP BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY, VOL. LVI, NO. 3
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nutrition, would seem to be about 1.5 per cent, a figure which at

any rate should be the minimum.
Vitamin B.—Theoretically, any concentrated form of this

vitamin could be used. A product which is free from protein and

which contains only relatively small amounts of any of the other

foodstuffs is the most desirable for metaboHsm experiments. Such

a produci'should be standardized for such use in order to reduce to a

minimum the amount of material of unknown composition that is

given along with the vitamin, as well as to insure the administra-

tion of a sufficient amount of the dietary essential to maintain

the appetite. As indicated earlier in this paper, the "Yeast

TABLE III.

Salt Mixture *
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writer decided to build up his kilo unit of food without the use of

water, and this has been a decided improvement. When this

change is made, the large amount of food prepared at one time

does not develop an odor due to rancid fat; neither does it diy out.

Ordinary butter, which contains considerable water and salt in

inconstant amounts, should be replaced by butter fat for this

reason.

DISCUSSION".

Caspari and Zuntz (1911), in discussing how to feed animals

used in metabolism experiments, pay particular attention to the

problem of maintaining the appetite and suggest the use of meat

extract, bouillon, etc., as aids in surmounting this difficulty.

Because dogs are carnivorous, meat is advised as the basis upon

which to construct the diet and sugar is suggested as of value in im-

proving the taste. The writer's experiments (1922) have clearly

demonstrated that meat extract neither restores to nor maintains

the appetite in dogs which have lost the desire to eat after sub-

sisting upon a diet adequate except with respect to vitamin B.

Fm-thermore, the use of meat in feeding dogs is quite unnecessary

:

purely artificial mixtures of isolated food substances, an illustra-

tion of which has already been given in Table I, may be fed with

complete success over long periods. One dog^" in this laboratory

was fed a casein diet in accordance with the method described in

this paper with no failui-e of appetite whatever over a period of

150 days—approximately 5 months. Five other animals have

been fed synthetic diets for 3 months and over with complete

success.

These results demonstrate that monotony of diet is not per se

the cause of failure of appetite ; loss of the desire to eat is rather an

expression either (1) of the failure of the food being fed to nourish

the animal properly, or (2) of an adjustment of the dog to its

energy requirement when offered more than is necessaiy of a food

mixture that is adequate in all respects. Rubner" says that many

i^This animal was being used by Dr. H. J. Deuel, Jr., in a study of the

metabolism of pyrimidines.

"Rubner, M., Die Gesetze des Energieverbrauches bei Ernahrung, Leip-
sic, 1902, 83; quoted by Lusk, G., The elements of the science of nutri-

tion, Philadelphia, 2nd edition, 1909, 218.
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years of experience with dogs leads him to believe that appetite

and capacity for digestion and absorption depend on the dog's

requirement for energj- in his given state of nutrition. A diet

which a dog will greedily devour when in a room at a temperatme
of 0°, he will in part refuse when at a temperatm^e of 33°. The
writer has secured e\^dence supporting Rubner's general conten-

tion and has therefore adopted, as a control of the energy factor

influencing loss of appetite, the plan of feeding only enough calories

to jpermit maintenance in adult animals or sufficient to allow a slight

increase in body weight in growing dogs. This procedure has

proved successful in all cases: its importance should not be over-

looked by those who wish to make their experimental animals eat

voluntarily everj^ bit of food offered during the com-se of metabo-

hsm experiments.

When a dog has lost its appetite due to a lack of vitamin B, the

desire to eat may be restored within 1 or 2 days by giving to the

animal a single large dose of this missing dietary essential; where

daity doses, each containing little more than the minimum daily

requirement of the vitamin are administered, several days of

irregular food intake may elapse before the dog mil consume

immediatel}^ all the food offered. This fact should be considered

when interpreting the results obtained by supplying the vitamin

to any given animal.

A few words of caution should be given here regarding certain

false ideas which the demonstrated relationship between appetite

and vitamin B may seem to suggest. It does not follow from the

work that has been done along this line, that the administration

of vitamin B will restore the appetite to all animals which have lost

the desire to eat. Various pathological conditions other than

vitamin B deficienc}^ maj^ bring about a loss of appetite; in such

cases it does not seem reasonable to suppose that the administra-

tion of this vitamin will restore the desire to eat; whether it will do

so, however, can only be determined by definite experiments

planned to answer this question.
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The phenomenon of glycolysis has been a source of interest

from the time of Claude Bernard (1) to the present day (2), and

as a result many phases of the subject have been investigated and

reinvestigated from various points of view. One of the most

popular themes has hinged on the subject of a possible difference

in the glycolytic power of normal and of diabetic blood. From the

work of Lepine (3) and his pupils it would seem that diabetic blood

is capable of less active glycolysis than is the blood of non-diabetic

individuals; a point of view which has, however, not gained ac-

ceptance at the hands of more modern workers in this field (4).

The analytical technique for the quantitative determination of

blood sugar has undergone such radical revision and improvement

during the past few years that we have felt justified in reopening

this rather well cultivated field ; in short we have again measured

the rate of disappearance in vitro of reducing bodies from the blood

of diabetic and non-diabetic hospital patients and of normal men.

All determinations were made by the blood sugar method of Folin

and Wu (5). We have in most cases made determinations of

reducing bodies in the blood within 5 minutes after withdrawal

from the body, and again after 3, 6, 24, and in a few cases 48 hours

had elapsed. During the period of storage our blood samples have

been kept at temperatures varying from 19 to 22°C.; in other

words, at ''room temperature." Our reason for using this pro-

cedure instead of resorting to the more constant temperature

furnished by a refrigerator or an incubator is that it was necessary

to transport the blood from the hospital to the laboratory, a dis-

tance of several miles, and we have therefore made use of what

739
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happened to be the outdoor temperature of the days on which the

experiments were carried out.

TABLE I.

Showing the Rate of Glycolysis in the Blood on Non-Diabetic Subjects.
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distinctly pathological. Table II contains results on blood taken

from thirty cases of diabetes, which were selected to give examples

TABLE II.

Showing the Rate of Glycolysis in Diabetic Blood.

Speci-
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In the blood of the non-diabetic individuals the percentage loss

in reducing bodies in 24 hours varied from 72 to 40 per cent, in

6 hours from 36 to 19 per cent, and in 3 hours from 22 to 6 per cent.

In contrast to the above figures are those collected in Table II

which consists of the results obtained on diabetic blood. Here it

will be seen that a much smaller percentage loss of reducing bodies

is observed; for the 24 hour period the losses vary from 32 to 4

per cent, in 6 hours from 17 to per cent, and in 3 hours from 11

to per cent.

Our results are of interest from two points of view. In the first

place they indicate the relatively large percentage loss of blood

sugar which may sometimes result from the all too common prac-

tice of allowing samples of blood to stand for several hours before

precipitation is carried out ;^ and in the second they may be regarded

as confirming the observations of Lepine regarding the difference in

gh'colj'sis of diabetic and non-diabetic blood. Lepine and his

followers maintained that the characteristic sjTaptoms of diabetes

were due to a lack or scarcity of the proper enzymes needed to

produce glycolysis, a point of view which never gained general

acceptance even in France, and which is but poorly supported by

experimental or clinical evidence. In a recent paper Winter and

Smith (6) present experimental evidence which suggests that the

blood sugar of normal individuals is 7-glucose, whereas the blood

sugar of persons suffering from a severe grade of diabetes mellitus

is of an abnormal nature and is probably a /3-glucose or possibly a

polysaccharide. These investigators postulate the existence of

an enzyme capable of transforming the a /3 form of glucose into

the 7 form, but state that such an enzj-me is absent from blood

and must therefore be furnished b}- some other tissue. The work

of Hewitt and Pryde (7) would suggest that such an enzyme exists

in the mucous membrane of the intestine, an enzyme which appears

to be capable of transforming both glucose and fructose into 7-glu-

cose, but which is capable of effecting these transformations

in vivo, only; and Winter and Smith (8) have recently published

the results of experiments which indicate that an enzyme of this

nature also exists in the liver and can produce its characteristic

effects in vitro when activated with extracts of pancreatic tissue.

^ Data bearing on this point have also recenth' been published bj' Birch-

ard (Birchard, D. E., /. Lab. and Clin. Med., 1923, viii, 346)

.
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The work of Winter and Smith is of great value in furnishing

ground for a hypothesis regarding the reason for the differences in

the rate of glycolysis in diabetic and non-diabetic bloods. It is

easily conceivable that in non-diabetic blood in which the blood

sugar is all in the form of 7-glucose the glj'colytic enzyme capable

of attacking this form of glucose is supplied with the substrate

suitable for the production of the maximum result ; in moderately

severe diabetes where we may consider the possibility of the

existence of a mixture of a /3 and 7 forms the glycolytic action is

less because the enzyme is presumably without power to attack

a /3-gluc6se, whereas in extremely severe diabetes, where most of

the sugar exists in the a /3 form with probablj^ only a trace of the

7 form present, we get very slight or sometimes practically no

glycolytic action. As an example of this later condition we wish

to call attention to Specimens 1 and 2 (Table II), which were

taken from a woman, in coma, who died 24 hours after Specimen 1

was taken and 8 hours after the removal of Specimen 2. A similar

case is that illustrated by Specimen .3, which was taken from a

child, in coma, who died about 30 minutes after the removal of

this blood. In both of these cases glycolysis was practically

negligible, as the total loss of reducing bodies found after the

blood had stood for 24 hours amounted to only 4 to 5 per cent.

The amount of glycolysis appears to be in no way dependent on

the blood sugar level, specimens of blood having a glucose content

of 600 mg. sometimes show practically the same rate of glycolysis

as those containing 125 mg., a point which may be regarded as

suggesting the fact that in diabetes the qualitative composition

of the blood sugar may be entirely independent of its quantitative

relations.

In a series of observations which will be published shortly we
have found that on successful treatment the glycolytic power of

diabetic blood increases and in a few very favorable cases may
approach the values found in non-diabetic individuals, a finding

which may easily be explained on the assumption, that with proper

treatment the blood sugar of the diabetic becomes not only

quantitatively, but also qualitatively more nearly like that of

the normal subject.

In conclusion we wish to acknowledge our indebtedness to

Drs. I. I. Lemann and Allan Eustis who have furnished us with

many of the samples of diabetic blood used in this work.
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SUMMARY.

It has been found that glycolysis in normal blood is much more

active than in the blood of persons suffering from fairly severe

diabetes. In the blood of two persons dying from diabetic coma
practically no glycolysis took place even after standing for 24

hours. These findings are explained on the assumption that in

normal subjects the "blood sugar" consists of 7-glucose which is

readily attacked bj^ the gl3'^colytic enzyme, while in persons suffer-

ing from severe diabetes probably only a small portion of the

reducing bodies consist of 7-glucose, the main portion being the

a |S form which the glycolytic enzyme is powerless to attack.

The amount of glycolysis obtained bears no relation to the

concentration of the blood sugar.
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STUDIES OF THE CARBON DIOXIDE ABSORPTION
CURVE OF HUMAN BLOOD.

III. A FURTHER DISCUSSION OF THE FORM OF THE ABSORPTION
CURVE PLOTTED LOGARITHMICALLY, WITH A CON-

VENIENT TYPE OF INTERPOLATION CHART.

By JOHN P. PETERS.

(From the Department of Internal Medicine of Yale University and the

Medical Service of the New Haven Hospital, New Haven.)

(Received for publication, May 25, 1923.)

In the second paper of this series (1) the form of the CO2 absorp-

tion curve of blood was discussed, with special reference to the

shape of the curve when plotted as pH against [BHCO3]. Van
Slyke, Austin, and Cullen (2) and Warburg (3) have shown that

the curve, plotted in this way, approximates a straight line.

This relation was tested on a series of twenty-six absorption curves

to see how closely it agreed with the results of experimental ob-

servation. The results of this analysis indicated that the relation

was only an approximation and one that probably would not hold

over wide ranges of CO2 tension. It was also pointed out that

curves plotted as log [H2CO3] against log [BHCO3] were more
nearly straight lines. This was true not only of our series of

curves, but also applied to the whole blood curves published by
Van Slyke, Austin, and Cullen (2).

The comparison of the two methods of drawing curves has been

extended to other available data and in all instances the purely

logarithmic straight line relation has been found to agree with

observed data better than does the pH-[BHC03] relation. This

is especially true at low CO2 tensions. Among the data thus

studied are several horse blood curves obtained in the course of

the work which formed the basis of the article published by
Austin, Cullen, Hastings, McLean, Peters, and Van Slyke (4),

four human blood curves from Barr, Himwich, and Green (5),

and a five-point curve of our own, recently determined. A less

745



746 CO2 Absorption Curve. Ill

careful analysis has been made of the curves published by Joffe

and Poulton (6), Hasselbalch and Warburg (7), and Warburg (3).

In the latter series neither method of construction gives as good

agreement with experimental data as was obtained inVan Slyke's,

Barr's, and our own experiments. It is quite possible that this

is due to the experimental methods employed. Joffe and Poulton's

curves are constructed from blood collected at various times over

a period of a year, during which time the absorption curves must

have varied considerabty. The accurac}^ of a curve thus con-

structed must depend on the number of determinations made.

The curve of J.J. was studied most intensively and therefore

should represent most closely the actual shape of the absorption

curve. The average curve of the defibrinated oxygenated blood

TABLE I.

Curve of J. J. from Joffe and Poulton.

ols.

CO2 tension, 7nm

Average CO2 observed

per cent

CO2 calculated from log rela

tion, vols, per cent

Difference, vols, per cent . . .

10
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analyzed there was no significant difference between the two

methods. The reason for this apparent agreement will be dis-

cussed in a subsequent communication.

The amount of experimental material that has been subjected to

analysis is so large as to leave little doubt that the logarithmic

Vol.
pep cent

CO:

Fig. 1. Abscissa = CO2 tension in mm. of Hg; ordinate = CO2 content in

volumes per cent; and the diagonal lines = pH (pKi = 6.140).

relation drawn as a straight line is more nearly an expression of

the facts than is the pH-[BHC03] relation and holds over a

wider range of CO2 tensions. It does not follow that the absorp-

tion curve actually assumes a straight line form when logarith-

mically plotted. The accuracy of the relation does, however,
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offer a method superior to any yet proposed for the extrapolation

or interpolation of points on an absorption curve. Furthermore,

if the extrapolated point is not too far from one of the observed

points the error of extrapolation on a curve determined by only

two points will be very small.

As a general method of plotting absorption curves, however,

the use of the logarithmic principle offers other obvious ad-

vantages. If the CO2 tension is plotted against CO2 content on

logarithmic paper and pKi is constant for a given sample of blood

or plasma, pH will be represented by a series of lines forming angles

of 45° with the abscissa. Fig. 1 represents such a chart con-

structed for use with plasma at 38°C., assuming a pKi value of

6.140 (9) and a solubility coeflScient of a «» = 97.5 X 0.555.
plasma

The chart permits the rapid visualization and calculation of

changes in the three variables and introduces no curved line

functions at all. Given values for any two of the three functions,

pH, CO2 content, and CO2 tension of plasma, the third is deter-

mined. If absorption curves are plotted from two points they

may also be drawn as straight lines.

Method of Construction of Fig. 1.

The Henderson-Hasselbalch equation may be written

pH = pK. + log -^^^^

and

[CO2]

ap
CO2

- 1
[BHCO3] ^ ' "" 760 ^ [760 CO2]

760

where CO2 = the CO2 content of blood in volumes per cent, a is the rela-

tive solubility coefficient of CO2 in plasma, and P^q is the CO2 tension

in mm. of Hg,
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[BHCO,] 14.04 [CO2]
cc 33» = 97.5 X 0.555, Z . 7^77^7^- = ^ - 1

. [H.CO3J Pco,

and

/14.04 [CO.]
pH = pKi + log (

=-' - 1

\ PCO,

If pKi = 6.14 and pH and Vnr\ are given, CO2 can be found by trans-

position and removal of logarithms.

[antilog (pH - 6.14) + 1] p^^Q
[CO2] =

14.04

This equation may be used to locate the pH lines. Two points may be

determined for each line or only one point need be determined and a 45°

line may be drawn through this point with the aid of a protractor. The
lines must be drawn with considerable accuracy because of the contraction

of the scale at high values.

The same kind of chart cannot be used in the same way for

studies of whole blood because the assumption of a constant

pKi is not proper in whole blood. The pH lines for whole blood

will not therefore be straight. Furthermore, the CO2 solubility

coefficient of blood varies according to the cellular concentration.

This does not diminish the value of the method for the purpose

of extrapolation or interpolation on any absorption curve.

A simple corollary to the fact that the relation of log [BHCO3]
to log fHoCOs] is more nearly a straight line than is the relation

of [BHCO3] to pH is that pH plotted against log [BHCO3] is more
nearly a straight Hne. For if log [BHCO3] and log [H2CO3] give

a straight line, then

log [BHCO3] = m log [H2CO3] + h

in which m and h are constants.

Substituting in the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation,

pH - pKi + log [BHCO3] - log [H2CO3]

pH = pKi + m log [H2CO3] + 6 - log [H2CO3] or

pH = (m - 1) log [H2CO3] + (pKi + h)

which is in the form of a straight line.
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"PERMUTIT" AS A REAGENT FOR AMINES.

By JOHN C. WHITEHORN.

{From the Biochemical Laboratory of the McLean Hospital, Waverley, Mass.)

(Received for publication, May 16, 1923.)

INTRODUCTION.

In the course of chemical studies of mental disorders the need

has been felt for a means of separating amines from other nitrog-

enous substances present in biological fluids.

The study of ''pei-mutit" as a reagent for this purpose arose

from the observation made in the autumn of 1921 that adrenalin

could be complete!}" removed from solution bj- gentle shaking with

permutit. In survejdng the literature, no published articles could

be found concerning the use of permutit as a reagent for amines.

The studies herein reported were, therefore, undertaken with the

special intention of answering two questions: (1) What kinds of

substances are removed from solution by permutit? (2) In what
ways can this reaction be affected by chemical and physical

conditions?

Permutit is the trade name of a synthetic zeolite of the approximate
composition 2 Si02, AI2O3, Na20- 6H2O, first manufactured bj^ a German
chemist, Robert Gans,i which has been used industrially for softening hard
water and refining sugar. The base-trading power of zeolites and of

permutit in particular, has been the subject of numerous studies, of especial

interest to the physical chemist. ^ Folin and BelP used permutit for the

determination of urinary ammonia.

^ Gans, R., Jahrb. K. preuss. geol. Landesanstalt u. Bergakademie, 1905,

179; 1906, 63; cited in Chem. Centr., 1906, ii, 1731.

2 Ramann, E., and Spengel, A., Z. anorg. u. allg. Chem., 1916, xcv, 115.

Rothmund, V., and Kornfeld, G., Z. anorg. u. allg. Chem., 1918, ciii, 129.

The latter article contains an extensive bibliography.
3 Folin, O., and Bell, R. D., /. Biol. Chem., 1917, xxix, 329.
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The Kinds of Substances Removed from Solution by Pertnutit.

For the purpose of these tests about 5 cc. of the finely granular permutit

prepared for urinary ammonia determinations^ were poured into a calcium

chloride tube, the small end of which had been loosely plugged with a very

small pledget of cotton-wool or glass-wool and inserted in a 1-hole rubber

stopper fitting a suction flask. The permutit was then rinsed with a few

cubic centimeters of 2 per cent acetic acid to neutralize the trace of alkali

usuallj' present, then rinsed several times with distilled water, the rinsings

being conveniently sucked into a flask by a filter pump. A small portion of

the substance to be investigated was dissolved in 50 cc. of wafer. If the

substance was not itself a neutral salt (usually the h3'drochloride) the solu-

tion was made neutral to litmus paper by means of 0.01 x HCl or NaOH.
About 40 cc. of this solution, filtered if necessary, were poured into the tube

containing permutit, a test-tube was placed in the suction flask to collect

the fluid as it dropped from the tube, and the filter pump so adjusted that

about 1 drop each second fell in the test-tube. The first two 10 cc. portions

were discarded, since they were somewhat diluted by the water with which

the permutit was wet. An appropriate test was applied simultaneously to

equal volumes of the original solution and of the fiuid which had passed

through permutit. This permitted a roughly quantitative comparison.

The permutit was then rinsed five times with from 10 to 20 cc. of distilled

water. A test for the substance in question was then applied, either

directly to the permutit or to an alkaline or strong saline extract of the

permutit. Almost without exception, substances which appeared in the

filtrate were not found in the permutit

.

The observations have been brought together for convenient

reference in Table I. The fifth column of this table states whether

or not the substance in question was removed b}'' permutit. The
words "all" and "none" should not be taken in a strictly quantita-

tive sense, for in many cases the test used has permitted onty a

rough estimation.

As results of these tests accumulated it became increasingly

clear that the substances removed from solution by pennutit were

relatively strong bases. With but one questionable exception,

those bases whose "strength" is represented by a dissociation con-

stant of 5 X 10~^ or greater were removed by permutit,^ whereas

^ Permutit, prepared for ammonia determinations, between 60 and 80

mesh, is put on the market bj^ The Permutit Company, 440 Fifth Ave.,

New York City.

* The single exception is p-aminophenol, whose Kb is given by Veley

(Veley, V. H., J. Che7n. Soc, 1908, xciii, 2131) as 6.6 X 10-^, as estimated by

his methyl orange method.
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permutit took up none of the substances with a smaller basic

dissociation constant.

Considered from the view-point of chemical structure it is

noteworthy that in general alkylamines are removed by permutit

while arylamines are not removed. The amides, including urea

and its derivatives, the a-amino-acids and even sarcosine, creat-

inine, and creatine escape capture. Of the strongly basic amino-

acids, those tested by the writer (lysine and histidine) were

removed from solution by permutit, and Professor Folin has also

informed me that arginine is partially removed.

It may be of interest to the histologist to note that methylene

blue (the commonly used nuclear stain) is taken up by permiitit,

and that eosin, acid fuchsin, and picric acid (the "diffuse" proto-

plasmic stains) are not taken up.

Factors Influencing the Base-Trading Reaction of Permutit.

The reasons for studying these factors are sufficiently obvious

to require but little comment. Primarily, of course, one wishes to

define the conditions under which quantitative use can bemade
of the reaction. A knowledge of these matters may also assist

the organic chemist in separating and purifying compounds.

There has also been for the writer a considerable theoretical

interest because of the analogy that may exist between the base-

trading by permutit and some of the most intimate chemical

reactions of the living organism.

A. Solvents.—Permutit takes up amines not only from aqueous

solutions but also from solutions in organic solvents. Quantities

of tyramine and adrenalin of the order of 0.1 mg., for example

are quantitatively removed from solution in 50 per cent alcohol

or 98 per cent alcohol by 5 cc. of permutit which has been "dried"

by five extractions with 95 per cent alcohol, followed by five extrac-

tions with absolute alcohol. The reaction is sufficiently rapid

to permit the usual procedure of sucking through permutit at the

rate of a drop each second. Similar results were obtained with

solutions of small quantities of tyramine in amyl alcohol or in

ether, using permutit "dried" as described and rinsed with amyl

alcohol or ether. It should be emphasized, however, that from

ether solutions permutit takes up bases which it will not take up
from aqueous solutions of their salts; for example, methyl-
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p-aminophenol and phenylhydrazine. Non-basic substances,

however, such as picric acid, resorcinol, and pyrocatechol, are not

removed from ether sohitions.

For practical use with solutions in alcohol there is no need to dry

the permutit in the manner described. Half an hour's gentle

agitation with 5 cc. of the alcohol-dried permutit removed 78

per cent of the ethylamine from 5 cc. of 98 per cent alcohol con-

taining 14 mg. of ethylamine N. Nearty as much (71 per cent to

be exact) was removed in a parallel experiment with permutit fresh

from the market, rinsed only once with absolute alcohol.

B. Distribution of Base between Permutit and Solution.—As has

been stated above, permutit acts not by adding bases, but by

trading bases. This trading is a reversible reaction and is subject

to the law of mass action as will be shown below. The hydrogen

ion concentration has considerable effect upon these reactions.

Temperature has a perceptible influence on the rate of reaction,

but not on the equilibrium.

For an approximate quantitative study of these relations meth-

ylene blue solutions are very convenient. But methylene blue

is a substance which exists in two tautomeric forms. ^ This is

probably the reason why alcohol and alkalies affect the reaction

of methylene blue with permutit in a different way than they

affect the reactions of other bases not having this sort of tautom-

erism. But with these exceptions, any one wishing to observe

the behavior of permutit under varying conditions will find that

experiments with methylene blue will give obvious and striking

results.

To avoid interpretations and explanations based on tautomeric

changes, the data presented below are taken from experiments

with ammonia, which is the simplest of the nitrogenous bases and

the one from which all can be considered as derived.

The System—Ammonium Chloride and Sodium Permutit in Water.

Portions of fresh permutit weighing 3 gm. were washed in a calcium

chloride tube, once with 2 per cent acetic acid and three times with about

25 cc. of distilled water, and then rinsed from the inverted calcium chloride

tube by a fine stream from a wash bottle into a large test-tube (25 X 200

«Kehrmann, F., and Schaposchnikoff, W., Ber. chem. Ges., 1S97, xxx,

1565.
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mm.), calibrated at 25 cc. Into each tube was pipetted a known quantity
of an ammonium chloride solution, exactly neutralized with NaOH and in

some instances also a known quantity of a neutral 1.88 N NaCl solution.

Distilled water was added to the 25 cc. mark. The tubes were tightly stop-

pered, clamped horizontally in an agitating machine which kept them in

constant gentle motion for at least 12 hours. The precaution was taken to

approach the equilibrium from both directions. It was thus demonstrated
that 12 hours sufficed to reach a true chemical equilibrium. After agita-

tion the tubes were set in racks and when the turbidity had cleared, which
sometimes took an hour, the ammonia content of the supernatant fluid was
determined by the colorimetric method.

The experimental results are given in Table II where quantities

are expressed in terms of hydrogen equivalents. In this table are

also given the results secured in one experiment in which the volume
was 50 cc. instead of 25, and another experiment in which the

weight of permutit was 6 gm. instead of 3. Since there seems to

be no room to doubt that in taking up ammonium the permutit

releases an equivalent amount of sodium, the figures for sodium

chloride at the end of the experiment have been calculated on this

basis.2 Sodium permutit is considered to have an equivalent

weight 196 (mol. wt. 392.8).

The results indicate that the base-trading reaction of permutit

is approximately in accordance with the mass law. Hissink,''

who studied the liberation of ammonia from ammonium permutit

when shaken in water, got results agreeing with Freundlich's

empirical formula for adsorption. But the addition of sodium

chloride, and even of water, plays havoc with this formula, while

the relationship

(NH4CI) X (Na permutit) = K (NaCl) X (NH4 permutit) (A)

remains undisturbed.

This will be recognized as the condition of equilibrium under

the mass law of the reversible reaction,

NH4CI + Na permutit ^ NH4 permutit + NaCl (B)

It is possible from equation (A) to develop a very serviceable

rule for predicting the amount of ammonia which will remain in

solution at equiUbrium. If the quantity of ammonia present in

^ Hissink, D. J., Landw. Vers. Sta., 1913, Ixxxi, 377.
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the system is small compared to the quantity of permutit, then at

equihbrium, (NH4CI) will be small compared to (NaCl) and,

since i^ has a value (0.75) not far from unity,Z (NaCl) + (NH4CI)

TABLE II.

13
a
S

u
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That is, the ratio in which ammonia is distributed between

fluid and permutit at equilibrium is about 75 per cent of the ratio

of total chloride to total permutit, expressed as hydrogen

equivalents.

Reaction Rate and Temperature.

To secure data bearing directly upon the reaction rate between ammo-
nium chloride and sodium permutit and to determine the effect of tempera-

ture upon it, two large test-tubes were used as in the equilibrium experi-

ments described, each tube containing 3 gm. of permutit and water to make
21 cc. The tubes were fitted inside 500 cc. bottles by means of large ]-hole

cork stoppers. One bottle was filled with water at room temperature

(17°C.), the other with a mixture of water and finely chopped ice, and

both were allowed to stand 1 hour with the test-tubes in place and stop-

TABLE III.

Rate of Decrease of Ammonia Concentration in Fluid Shaken loith Permutit.

Time in
minutes . .

.
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The influence of the temperature can best be expressed as a

temperature "coefficient," calculated from the relation,

'11^ log k^^ - log k^^

k, = k.^ Qio ^° or log Qio = X 10

where kn and k^ represent the reciprocals of the time required

for a given change (in this case 0.22 and 0.5) and ti and ^2 represent

the respective temperature (in this case 0°C. and 17°C.). The

temperature coefiicient so calculated is 1.6. That is, in the range

between room temperature and freezing, the rate of reaction

between ammonium chloride and sodium permutit is multiplied

by 1.6 for each rise of 10°C.

The Hydrogen Ion Concentration.

The ability of permutit to rernove bases from solution is dis-

tinctly depressed by the presence of small quantities of acids, as

well as alkalies. Whereas in neutral solution 3 gm. of peimutit

took up 90 per cent of 26.2 mg. of ammonia N, only 83 per cent

2 N
was removed in similar experiments, where 1 cc. of -— H2SO4

o

2 N
was added, and 86 per cent when 1 cc. of -^ NaOH was added.

o

Like results were secured with ethylamine hydrochloride. The

adrenalin-permutit reaction is particularly^ sensitive to acids.

The difference in hj^drogen ion concentration from a pH of 6.9 to

6.5 may cause an error as large as 20 per cent in the removal of

adrenalin from solution.

Advantages of Filtration over Agitation.

Since in earl}' experiments with adrenalin considerable quan-

tities were destroyed when shaken with permutit, the writer was

led to try the procedure of pouring the solution of adrenalin

through a tube containing pennutit, as described in an earlier

section of this paper, in the hope that the oxidation, which was so

much accelerated even by gentle agitation, might be kept within

moderate limits. This manoeuvre proved successful, particu-

larly in 50 per cent alcohol at 0°C.
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It was also observed that less adrenalin was removed in experi-

ments where a solution of the hydrochloride was passed through

the same permutit two or more times, than in experiments where an

equal quantity of the solution was passed through an equal quan-

tity of permutit but once. The same phenomenon can be demon-

strated much more quickly and easily, with a dilute solution of

methylene blue.

This point is also well exemplified by two results with ammo-
nium chloride. When 5 cc. of a solution of ammonium chloride

(containing 26.2 mg. of N) were agitated with 3 gm. of permutit for

half an hour 2.7 mg. of N, or 10.3 per cent, were left in solution;

when the same quantity was filtered through 3 gm. of permutit the

filtrate and rinsings contained only faint traces of ammonia,

varying from to about 0.02 mg. of N in different experiments.

Equally complete removal was obtained by filtration when the

ammonium chloride solution had been diluted to 50 or 100 cc.

before filtration.

Since permutit has come into use for the removal of ammonia
from urine as a preliminary to urea determinations^ and amino-

acid determinations,^ and since others may wish to make further

applications, it may be well to summarize here the advantages of

filtration over agitation.

1. More of the base can be removed by a given quantity of

permutit, since the sodium salt formed by the reaction, which

would tend to reverse it, does not accumulate.

2. Successive portions of a relatively large volume of fluid can

be rapidly and expeditiously brought into intimate relation with

the permutit.

3. Easily oxidizable substances are saved from destruction.

Liberation of Bases Taken Up by Permutit.

From the practical standpoint it is as important, in some cases,

to recover a base from permutit as it is to have the permutit remove

it from solution. In analytical work, special procedures are

applicable to special cases. Thus, in the determination of uri-

nary ammonia, the ammonia can be conveniently liberated from

sYoungburg, G. E., /. Biol. Chem., 1920-21, xlv, 391.

9 Folin, O., J. Biol. Chem., 1922, li, 393.
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permutit by sodium hydroxide solution and immediately nessler-

ized. And the writer has found it convenient in determinations

of adrenalin to add the color reagent (Fohn's uric acid reagent)

directly to the permutit, then add an alkahne solution of sodium

cyanide which liberates the adrenalin and develops the color at

the same time.

But, when one wishes really to recover a base, or to liberate a

number of bases, some of which are volatile and others not, the

most generally useful reagent, in the writer's experience, has been

a saturated aqueous solution of potassium chloride. It has the

advantages over alkalies that it does not drive off volatile

amines, nor hasten the oxidation of phenolic amines. The salt

solution with which one has "extracted" the amines taken up by

permutit can be freed of the great bulk of potassium chloride

(and of the sodium chloride formed by its reaction with sodium

permutit) by adding 3 or 4 volumes of 95 per cent alcohol, and

filtering off the precipitate.

The extraction of 3 gm. of permutit containing 26.2 mg. of

ammonia N with two successive 10 cc. portions of saturated KCl
solution for 5 minutes each, gave 24 mg. of N, or 92 per cent.

The same procedure liberated from 3 gm. of permutit 99 per cent

of 10.5 mg. of ethylamine N, and even 85 per cent of 7.1 mg.

of choline N.

Application of Permutit to Adrenalin Determinations.

The principles brought out in the preceding pages have enabled

the writer to develop a procedure for the colorimetric estimation

of adrenalin, based on its separation from uric acid and non-basic

polyphenols by means of permutit, the reduction of alkaline phos-

photungstate solution, and the use of a polarimeter tube in colori-

metric comparison, as used by Folin and Denis for blood ammonia
determinations.^** Known quantities as small as 0.006 mg. of

adrenalin in 50 cc. can be estimated with an accuracy of 90 per cent.

And the method has given results on extracts of adrenal glands

which have corresponded with physiological assay by the intes-

tinal strip method carried out by Dr. C. J. Campbell.

Yet there are difficulties still to be overcome before the pro-

cedure can be considered a wholly satisfactory method of adrenalin

i» Folin, O., and Denis, W., /. Biol Chem., 1912, xi, 527.
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determination for biological fluids in general. Human venous

blood, for example, has at times shown disconcertingly high values

{e.g. 1.5 mg. per liter) apparently without emotional disturbance.

And the high values have persisted in such blood specimens even

after several days at room temperature, a phenomenon which the

writer has not been able to duplicate with adrenalin in like dilu-

tions in blood. Detailed statements of the work done and in

progress are reserved for later publication.

The writer wishes to express his thanks to Professor Folin for

encouragement in this work and for advice in arranging it for

publication.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

1. The synthetic zeolite "permutit" can be used to separate

relatively strong nitrogen bases (those having a basic dissociation

constant of about 5 X 10~^ or greater) from weaker nitrogen

bases and non-basic substances.

2. The system ammonium chloride and sodiiun permutit in

water obeys the mass law according to the reversible reaction,

NH4CI + Na permutit ;:^ NH4 permutit + NaCl

In this system the equihbrium constant K has a value 0.75 in the

expression

(NH4CI) (Na permutit) = K (NH* permutit) (NaCl)

The temperature coefficient Qio, in the range between room tem-

perature and O^C, has a value 1.6 in the expression

^2 — h)

3. In half hour tests more of a given base is removed from a

neutral solution than from an acid or alkaline solution.

4. Permutit removes bases from solution in varying concen-

trations of ethyl alcohol, in amyl alcohol, and in ether.

5. For the quantitative removal of bases from solution, filtra-

tion through permutit has several advantages over agitation with

permutit.

6. A saturated solution of potassium chloride is a good general

reagent for the recovery of bases taken up by permutit. Special

procedures can be used in special cases.

7. A procedure for adrenalin determinations can be based upon

its separation by permutit from many interfering substances.
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THEORETICAL.

INTRODUCTION.

The present paper is devoted to the quantitative formulation

and experimental trial of a physicochemical explanation for the

distribution of electrolji^es and water between cells and plasma,

and of the influence on the distribution of such factors as addition

or loss of carbon dioxide, oxygen, acids, alkali, and salt. Such an

explanation would cover, among other things, the facts that chloride

and bicarbonate anions, though freely diffusible through the cell

membrane, may be onty half as concentrated in the cells as in the

serum, and that the cell contents are more acid than the serum,

although the H+ (or OH') ion also is freely diffusible. It would

cover also the mechanisms by which the cell buffers, though not

diffusible, exert their buffer effects in the serum, and by which the

cells take water from the serum when the carbon dioxide tension

is raised. It is furthermore probable that the same laws which

govern water and electroh'te distribution between intracellular

and extracellular fluids in the blood, also govern these distribu-

tions in the other parts of the body, and control the relationships

between the tissue cells and extracellular fluids, such as lymph and

transudates.

The information concerning the amounts of base bound by

oxjdiemoglobin and reduced hemoglobin published in the third (1)

and fourth (2) papers of this series indicated the possibility of a

theoretical solution of the problem based upon the physicochemi-

cal laws of solutions, and upon the known facts concerning the

reaction of the blood and the nature of its diffusible and non-

diffusible ions and molecules.
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Resume of Facts Concerning the Blood Electrolytes.

The facts concerning the blood which may be accepted on the

basis of data ah'eady in the literature are the following

:

1. The osmotic pressure of the fluid within the cells appears to

equal that of the serum outside. The disc shape of the erythro-

cyte indicates the absence of internal pressure. The latter would

force the cell to assume a globoid shape, as it tends to do in

hypotonic solutions.

2. In both cells and serum the positive charges of the alkali

cations are balanced in part by negatively charged, non-diffusible

protein anions, and in part by diffusible anions, of which CI' and

HCO3' constitute the greater part.

3. All the non-protein ions normally present in amounts con-

tributing significantly to the total osmotic pressure are mono-
valent. These are K+, Na+, CI', and HCO3'. Mg++, Ca++, SO4",

and HPO4" are present in relatively such small amounts that in an

approximation of conditions controlling the total osmotic pressure

they may be neglected.

In Kramer and Tisdall's (3) summary of the results of analyses of the

inorganic constituents of human serum, out of a total of 0.2912 gram
equivalent of basic and acid radicles per liter of serum, Na, K, CI, and
HCO3 accounted for 0.2787, or 95.6 per cent of the total. Of the remainder

Ca accounted for 0.0050 equivalent, or 1.8 per cent of the total, Mg for

0.9 per cent, HPO4 for 0.0010 equivalent, or 0.3 per cent, and SO4 for 0.004

equivalent, or 1.4 per cent.

In the cells Kramer and Tisdall estimate amounts of K, HCO3, and CI

accounting for 0.2001 out of a total of 0.2061 equivalent, or for 97 per cent

of the total.

The cell inorganic phosphates on the basis of older analyses were, by
one of us in a previous review (4) and in the introduction to the first paper
of this series (5), classified with the non-diffusible electrolytes and ac-

credited with an important share in the total osmotic and bufl'er effect.

Using methods designed to avoid decomposing organic phosphates, Zucker
and Gutman (6) have recently found that the blood phosphates are present

in such small amounts as to play a quantitatively insignificant part in .the

total buffer and osmotic effects of the blood, and that they are probably
diffusible.

4. Of the cell and serum proteins, only hemoglobin exerts a

significant part of the total osmotic pressure.
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That the electrolyte molecules and ions constitute nearly all of the

osmotically active substances present is shown by the correspondence

between the lowering of the vapor tension observed (Neuhausen, 7) and
the lowering attributable to the electrolytes present. The chief non-
electrolyte crystalloids, glucose and urea, themselves diffuse through the

cell membranes and therefore cannot influence the water distribution.

They are furthermore present in relatively small amounts, about 5 and
3 millimols respectivelj' out of a total osmolar concentration of 300.

- Of the proteins it appears that hemoglobin is the only one that exerts

more than 1 per cent of the total osmotic pressure in either cells or serum.

Hiifner and Gansser (8) found that electrolyte-free ox and horse hemoglobin

exert the osmotic pressures calculated on the assumption that 1 molecule

of oxygen combines at atmospheric pressure with 1 molecule of hemoglobin,

and we have based our calculations of the osmotic effect of hemoglobin on

these results. It will be seen from the tables that hemoglobin is esti-

mated to exert about 10 per cent of the total osmolar concentration of

the cells. 1

The serum proteins, according to Starling (9) exert 30 to 40 mm. of

311
pressure, or less than 1 per cent of the total (estimated at 0.300 X — X

22.4 X 760 = 5,800 mm.). Presumably the cell proteins other than hemo-
globin exert still less pressure, because of their small amount. It appears

therefore that in calculating the total osmotic effects of the blood, the

serum proteins and the cell proteins other than hemoglobin may be

neglected.

We have adopted the convenient term "osmolar" concentration intro-

duced by Warburg (10), to indicate the total concentration of osmotically

active ions and molecules.

5. The cell membranes are permeable to water, carbon dioxide,

to the inorganic anions, and to either H+ or OH', or both.

In water solutions the same [H+J would result, whether the membrane
is permeable to [H+], or [OH'], or to both. The concentration of either

ion varies inversely as that of the other, according to the equation [H+] =

rOTT'i*
"^^^ factor which fixes [H+] therefore fixes [OH'], and vice versa,

so that it is impossible, and likewise for our present purposes immaterial

to tell whether the membrane is permeable for [H"*"], [OH'], or both.

'Adair, in a personal communication, states that measurements that

he has made in L. J. Henderson's laboratory indicate in dilute solutions a

much higher molecular weight for hemoglobin than that found by Hiifner

and Gansser, but that in concentrations approaching those in the cells

other forces augment the osmotic power of the hemoglobin to about that

which corresponds to Hiifner and Gansser's measurements.
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6. The cell membranes are impermeable to the proteins, ionized

or not, and to K and Na (Giirber, 11; Doisy and Eaton, 12).

7. The physiological pH ranges of the cells and serum are on the

alkaline side of the isoelectric points of the cell and sermn pro-

teins (Michaelis, 13). Consequently, in the body the blood pro-

teins combine with alkalies, but not v/ith acids in amounts signifi-

cant for the purposes of this paper.

8. The amounts of alkali bound by the cell and serum proteins

increase in approximately a linear manner with increasing pH over

the physiological range. The rate of change in protein-bound

alkali per unit change in pH is several times as great in the cell

fluid as in the serum (2)

.

9. At physiological pH ranges reduced hemoglobin binds less

alkali (0.5 to 0.7 equivalent less per molecule of hemoglobin) than

does ox3^genated hemoglobin (1, 2).

The Solution Laws Involved in Blood Relationships.

In combining the above facts to form an inclusive quantitative

expression of the phenomena of electrotyte and water distribution

we have assumed for the blood the validity of the following

physicochemical laws

:

I. At and near the neutral point all strong alkalies in quanti-

tatively significant amounts are in the form of salts. At blood

reaction, therefore, the total baseBmay be represented asBP + BA,

where BP represents the alkali protein salts, in equivalents of

monovalent alkali, and BA the salts formed by the alkali with

other negative radicles, chiefly CI' and HCO3'.

II. The law of Donnan governing the influence of non-per-

meating ions on the distribution of permeating ions on the two
sides of a membrane holds for the membranes of the blood cells.

Donnan's theory has been provided with a basis of experimental

facts by Donnan (14), by Procter and Wilson (15), and, for

protein solutions, especially by Loeb's (16) recent studies.

III. The osmotic activity of each solute is proportional to the

n
ratio ' of gram molecules of solute to gram molecules of water.

The presence of the serum proteins, according to the vapor tension

determinati<^ns of Neuhausen (7), does not affect the validity of
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this ratio as the governing factor of osmotic activity, and data to

be presented in this paper show that the cell proteins likewise fail

to affect it. With dilute water solutions it makes relatively little

71 n ,

difference whether the ratio 777^ or
—

-, is taken as a measure
H2O volume

of osmotic activit3^ In the blood cells, however, where the water

constitutes only 60 to 65 per cent of the total contents, the dif-

ference is of importance.

Bjerrum (quoted by Warburg (10)) considers the ratio ^ to

be a better indicator of osmotic activity in concentrated solutions

n
than the ratio t;' In blood, however, n is less than 0.01 as great

as N, so that within the limits of experimental error it is im-

material which of these two ratios we use. We consequently shaU
n

employ the simpler, — •

For our calculations, in place of using gram molecules of water

as the unit of the denominator, we have used kilos of water, in

order to express the results in terms not unnecessarily removed

from the familiar gram molecules per liter unit.

The relationships expressed above under I, II, and III, may be

expressed in certain basic equations, which when combined yield

a practicably simple expression indicating the quantitative rela-

tionships of the factors discussed.

I. For the approximate neutrality of the blood reaction,

[OH'] and [H+] being negligible compared with the other ions, we
have

(1) [B], = [BA]^ + [BP]^

(2) [B]^ = [BA]^ + [BP]^

The brackets are used to indicate concentrations in terms of the

solute
ratio

—-— The subscripts s and c indicate serum and cells,
water

respectively. B, BA, and BP have the significance used under I

in the preceding discussion. (For simplicity we indicate all the

alkali bound to non-diffusible acids as BP, although a small part

may be bound by substances other than proteins, such as con-

jugated phosphates.)
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CORRECTION.

On page 771, Vol. LVI, No. 3, July, 1923, first paragraph in small type,

referring to Warburg's concentratjlon unit, should conclude "and also the

CI' and HCO's concentrations" instead of '%ut not the concentrations of the

other solutes."
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II. For conformity with Donnan's law (14) the diffusible

monovalent ions have the following relationships ?

[H+], [CI'], [HCO3'], [OHM [A'],

(3)
[H+], [CI']. [HCO3'], [OH']^ [A'

A'c and A', represent the sums of all the monovalent anions.

For convenience we shall use the factor r to express the ratio

indicated.

[B]c and [BJs do not appear in Equation 3, for they are not

diffusible. If they were, in addition to the conditions defined in

Equations 1, 2, 3, and 4, we should be required to malce our final

[Na], [K],
, ^

equation conform to the condition that .ttt = ri^ — '''} ^"^^ ^^e

results would be altogether different.

The relationships expressed in Equation 3 have already been

pointed out by Warburg (10) and by Barcroft, Bock, Hill, Par-

sons, Parsons, and Shoji (17).

Barcroft and his collaborators ^7), however, apparently used as a

molecules of solute
measure of activity the \

;:—T"— ratio which is valid for dilute
volume of solute

solutions of substances of small molecular weight. Warburg in his con-

sideration of the problem realized that the volume ratio is not a close

measure of activity in solutions containing as great a bulk of protein as

aco2 in water
the cell contents, and multiplied by the factor :

~
; the H2CO3

aco2 in blood

concentration per unit volume, but not the conce«4ffftr^ions of the other

soiuteB.

In applying Donnan's law Barcroft and his collaborators have assumed
that the amount of alkali bound by hemoglobin is negligible. "Of the

total ionic charges inside the corpuscles hemoglobin can provide, owing

to its enormous molecular weight, only a negligible part." Since the

appearance of Barcroft and his collaborators' paper, the experiments of

Van Slyke, Hastings, Heidelberger, and Neill (1) have demonstrated that

because of the polyvalent acid character of the hemoglobin molecule it

combines at pH 7.4 with an amount of alkali in the cell about equal to

that in the form of chloride. Of equal importance is the fact that prac-

tically all the changes in the ionic content of the cell that occur with vary-

^ For a divalent anion, such as SO4" or HPO4", the distribution factor,

according to Donnan's law is indicated by

_ [CT], _ V[S04"]c ^ V[HP04"]c
[Clt ~

V[S04"], V[HP04"].
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ing CO2 and O2 tensions originate in the variations which CO2 and O2

tensions cause in the amounts of alkali bound by hemoglobin.

Warburg developed formulas in which the buffer effects of (oxygenated)

cell and plasma proteins were indicated, but in which the actual amounts

of base balanced by negative protein charges were not introduced. The
data for estimating these amounts were, of course, not available at the

time of Warburg's publication.

III. For osmotic equality the ratio of osmotically active mole-

cules and ions to water is the same in serum and cells.

In Equation 4, M, and Mc represent the osmotically active

ions and molecules, and S [M]s and S [M]c the sums of their total

solute . .

concentrations, m terms of the —:— ratio, m serum and cells,
water

respectively.

As alternative forms of Equation 4, we may write, if we assume

complete dissociation of the electrolytes:

(5) [B]^ + [Cl]^ + [HCO^ = [B]^ + [Cl]^ + [HCOa]^ + [Hb]^

(6) 2 [BA]^ + [BP]^ = 2 [BA]^ + [BP]^ + [Hb]^

(7) 2 [B]^ - [BP]^ = 2 [B]^ - [BP]^ + [Hb]^

Equation 5 merely expresses the sum of the total ions in serum,

'ftnd of ions plus hemoglobin molecules in the cells, complete

dissociation being assumed, and likewise a balancing, in serum and

cells, respectively, of the small amount (not over 5 per cent of

the total) of osmotically active substances (PO4", SO/', etc.) not

represented in the equation. Hb is expressed in units of mols of

O2 capacity.

In Equation 6 the total osmolar concentration is represented as

twice the molecular concentration of the salts with monovalent

ions and cations (since each dissociates into two ions) plus once the

concentration of base in the form of protein salt, since the osmotic

effect of BP is due to the alkali cation. In the cells we add also

the osmotic effect of the hemoglobin, which is assumed to be the

same regardless of the ionic charge of the hemoglobin molecules.

Equation 7 is derived from Equation 6 by substituting [B] —
[BP] for [BA], according to Equations 1 and 2.
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As stated above, Equations 5, 6, and 7 are theoretically accurate

if the electrolytes are completely dissociated into osnaotically

active ions. The observed osmotic behavior of alkali salts in

general does not justify the assumption that dissociation is

complete, and Neuhausen and Marshall (18) from electrometric

measurements have estimated that the sodium salts in blood

serum are 83 per cent dissociated. However, if we assume, not

complete dissociation, but equal dissociation of the salts in cells and

serum, respectively, the relationships expressed in Equations 5, 6,

and 7 still hold, not exactly, but so nearly that the deviations

may be neglected for present purposes.

The theoretical inexactness of Equations 5, 6, and 7 when y, the degree

of dissociation, is less than 1, even though 7 is equal on both sides of the

membrane, arises as follows. When y becomes less than 1, although [CI],

[HCO3], and the part of [B] balanced by [CI] and [HCO3], are all multiplied

on both sides of the equation by the same factor, —-— , to give their osmotic

activities, the part of B present as BP is multiplied by a smaller factor,

7, and the [Hb] by a larger factor, 1. The two deviating factors, 7 and 1,

1 + 7
however, are not greatly different from —-—, which is their mean; they

apply in blood to relatively small parts of the total osmotically active

solutes; and they partially balance their effects, which, to judge from our

experimental results, exceed but little if any our present limits of experi-

mental measurement.

The basic assumptions made under I and II, and expressed in

Equations 1, 2, and 3, stand on experimental data familiar in the

solute
literature. The assumption of equal —7— ratios m cells and

serum, expressed under III in Equation 4, and in Equations 5, 6,

and 7, is without experimental basis in the previous literature. It

depends upon data in the present paper. These are summarized

in Table I, taken from the four experiments with horse blood

described in the experimental section of the paper. The data

given are those that fit into Equation 5, because these are all

determined by direct analysis. Except in Blood 2, in which we
believe the base determinations on the cells were low, the agree-

ment is as close as the analyses could be expected to yield.
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Electrolyte Distribution.

Dividing Equation 6 through by 2 [BA]s and rearranging it we
obtain

[BA], [BP], + [Hb], - [BP],

(8)
[BA],

= 1

2 [BA],

We may assume that, whatever the dissociations of the dif-

ferent salts with the monovalent anions, the salts with identical

anions are dissociated to nearly the same extent in serum and cells

TABLE I.

Mols Solute
Equality of Ratio—;;:: in Cells and Serum.

n ater

Blood No.
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fA'l
(From Equation 3, ^-777 = r.) From Equation 1, [BA], = [B], -

[BA],
[BP]^. Substituting, in Equation 8, r for t^tj in the left hand

member, and [B]s — [BF]s for [BA]s in the right hand member, we

obtain the following equation, showing the approximate relation-

ship between the distribution of diffusible ions and the amounts of

alkali combined with the non-diffusible substances (proteins) of the

cells and serum.

[H+]^ [CI], [BHCO3], [BP]c + [Hb]c - [BP]^

(10)
[H+]^ [Cl]^ [BHOO3], 2 ([B]3 - [BP],)

We may expect the three ratios in Equation 10 to vary from

equality to each other, and to the r calculated from the right

hand member of the equation, in proportion as the 7, and perhaps

secondary factors affecting osmotic activity, vary in the cells from

the like factors in the serum, but we may expect these variations

in the ratios not to exceed a few per cent of their values.'*

To obtain the value of r in terms indicating directly the effect of

protein concentration, pH values, and degree of oxygenation, we

substitute for [BP]s and [BPJc their values in these terms, as found

in the experimental part of this paper and expressed in Equations •

54 and 57. Making these substitutions in Equation 10 and com-

bining the terms in which [Hb]c is a factor, we obtain, as an approx-

imation, accurate over a narrow pH range,

3.35 [Hbl (pH, - 6.44) - 0.068 [P], (pH, - 4.80) .+ '[02], (0.25 pH - 1.18)

r = 1 -
2 ([B]^ - 0.068 [P]^ {pH^ - 4.80})

* The relationship between electrolyte distribution and alkali bound
by protein may also be derived as follows. From Equations 1 and " 2,

[A], = [B]. - [BP]„ and [A], = [B], - [BP]..

Hence r ^ ^^ = ^^J- " f^^J-

[A], [B]. - [BP],

This equation rests only on the assumption expressed in Equations 1,

' solutf*
2, and 3, and does not express or depend upon the equality of the

water
ratios expressed in Equation 4. It could not therefore be used for the

further development of the theory into equations like Equations 14 and

23, which depend on the validity of the ratio.
water
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Equations 10 and 11 suffice for determining whether results

obtained with a given blood agree with the quantitative require-

ments of the laws on which these equations are based. Because

of the variation in water distribution with changing pH and oxy-

gen content, however, the concentrations even of the non-diffusible

constituents [Hb]c, [P]s, and [B]s are variable. Consequently,

Equations 10 and 11 cannot be used to predict the r curve of a

given blood with varying pH. However, by combining Equa-

tion 4 with 10, one is obtained in which all the values on the right

side are functions of values which are constant for a given blood

;

^;^2., (B)c, (B)„(Hb),and(P)..

In the remainder of this paper we shall utilize parentheses to

indicate units of substance per unit of whole hlood, e. g. (H20)c =
kilos of cell water per kilo of blood, (P)s = grams of serum

protein per kilo of blood, and (B)s = millimols of serum base

per kilo of blood, as contrasted with the bracketed [B]g, which
serum base (B)^

indicates the ratio 7—' ov-zzr-rr'
serum water (HoO)s

(BP), ^ ,
(Hb). ^ ,

In Equation 10 we substitute ^„ ^. for [BPJ„ ,„ „n for [HbJc,
VJI2UJ. [tliUjc

etc. We thus obtain

(HoO), (BP)^ + (Hb) (BP),
(12) r = 1 - -——' X ^." ——r +

(HaQ), 2
{
(B)^ - (BP),1 ^ 2

{
(B)^ - (BP)^}

(HoO). 2 M,
From Equation 4 we have ,„ ^s = ^ ,, Substitutmg

{ri2U)c ^ Mc
2(B).-(BP). 2M.

. ,^ ,. .,
^^^

s> i\/r
\^^^ discussion 01 Equation 7)

2 (B)c- (BP).4- (Hb)c S M,

we get

(H2O), 2 (B), - (BP)
(13)

(H2O), 2 (B)^ - (BP)^ + (Hb)

(H.O)^
Substituting in Equation 12 the value for 7^777^ from Equa-

tion 13, we obtain

(14) J^^ ""^ = ^^^^'^ = -
(BP), + (Hb)

"
[H+]^ [Cl']^ [HCO3'], 2 (B)^ - (BP)^ + (Hb)

^

(BP),

2 j(B)^, - (BP).}
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The effects of the pH and oxygen content may be introduced

as in Equation 11 by substituting the values of (BP)c and (BP)8

from Equations 54 and 57.

If the indiifusible substances, base and proteins, in the cells are

assumed to maintain constant relations to each other, and the

indiffusible substances within the serum are assumed to do likewise,

it becomes possible to express as functions of (Hb) the other

three constants, (P)„ (B)^, and (B)c. Under these circumstances

(B)c is proportional to (Hb), and the serum base and protein,

(B)g and (P)«, decrease by amounts proportional to (Hb).

Thus, from the data in the experiments on normal horse blood

reported in this paper, we have with a fairly close degree of

constancy

:

(15) (B)^ = 6.0 (Hb)

(16) (B)g = 148 - 8.3 (Hb)

(17) (P)^ = 0.072 - 0.0039 (Hb)

In Equations 16 and 17 the first numerical constant in each

represents the average value at normal pH for serum free from

cells, and when, therefore, (Hb) = 0. The second constants

indicate the rates of change in (B)s and ('P)s, respectively, per unit

of increase in hemoglobin, when the hemoglobin is measured in

terms of millimols of oxygen capacit}'- per kilo of blood.

From inspection of Equation 14 it is evident that the fraction

. 7^^
—

:

—
,-rj, . ? expressing the effects of the cell factors, is

2 (B)c — (BP)c + (Hb)

at a given pH, constant for all bloods, whether of high or low

hemoglobin content, as long as the ratio of base to hemoglobin in

the cells remains constant. For then all the terms in both numer-

ator and denominator vary directly as (Hb) (see Equations 15

(BP).
and 55). The second fraction of Equation 14, c,^. ZTTrfTT

expressing the effect of the serum factors, varies slightly, at

constant pH, with the hemoglobin content of the blood. But

the variation is so small, and the total effect of this fraction on the
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value of r relatively so little, that the r value is, within the limits

of experimental determination, independent of the hemoglobin

content of the blood, even when the latter varies over such a wide

range as from 3 to 12 millimolar, corresponding to from 7 to 27

cc. of oxygen capacity per 100 gm. of blood.

Fig. 1. Values of r = [H+]. _ [Cl'l, [HCOs'lc

[H+]. [Cl']s [HCO3'].

calculated by Equation 14 for horse blood of average serum and cell compo-

sition observed in the four experiments reported in this paper are indicated

by the curves. The observed chloride and bicarbonate ratios in our

experiments are indicated by the marked points.

Consequently we may represent the average normal r, pH
relationship by a single curve, which holds for bloods of varying

hemoglobin content, if the other non-diffusible constituents

maintain towards the hemoglobin the relationships indicated by

Equations 15, 16, and 17. The curves obtained by substituting in

Equation 14 the values for (B),, and (B)s indicated by Equa-
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tions 15 and 16, (when Hb = 9) and the values for (BP) « calculated

from the (P)s indicated by Equation 17, is given in Fig. 1. In

plotting the curves the values of r were obtained by solving

Equation 14 by a method of repeated approximation, for pHc
values of 6.4, 6.8, 7.2, 7.6, and 8.0. For the first approxima-

tion the serum factors were ignored, and r was estimated as

(BP), + (Hb)
1 — „ .„s 7^^\—I—/TTuV (^^P)<; being estimated by interpola-

tion on the curves of Fig. 10 (below pHc 6.8 the curves are extrapo-

lated beyond experimental data, and therefore are not so certain as

above that point) . From the preliminarj^ r values thus obtained, a

preliminary pHs was estimated as pHs = pHc + log r, A close ap-

proximation of r was then obtained by using the whole of Equation

14, with this pH^ value for estimation of (BP) ^ bv Equation 54 in the
(BP).

fraction ^, ,„. T^T^^TT' With the second value of r thus
2|(.JDjs — (Jorjs}

obtained the value of this fraction was once more estimated, and

with it the final value of r, correct within a negligible limit of error.

In Fig. 1 the values for r obtained in the four experiments with

oxygenated blood described later in this paper are indicated by
[CI], . . [BHCOsJc

solid circles for the tt^ ratio, by hollow circles for the . „„ ,

[Uljs [cJluUsJs

ratio. Their deviations from the mean calculated curve are

partly due to the fact that the theoretically calculated r values

tend to lie above the observed values, but more to the

fact that the relationships of (B) c, (B) s, and (P) s to (Hb) vary in

the individual bloods appreciably from the mean relationships

indicated in Equations 15, 16, and 17, and used in plotting the

curves of Fig. 1. In Fig. 12, where the individual (B)c, (B)s,

and (P)s, as well as (Hb), values found in each individual blood are

used, the differences between the calculated and observed r

values are smaller.

Since, according to Donnan's law as expressed in Equation 3,

[H+].
r = 77777 ' we may write

(18) _ log r = - log [H+]^ + log [H+]^

= PH, - PH,
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The values of — log r, therefore, indicate the pH differences

between the serum and cells. These values we have plotted in

the curves indicated in Fig. 1.

From data of quite a different nature, obtained on whole

blood, serum, and hemolyzed blood and cells, and based in part

on electrometric determinations, Warburg (10) has estimated

the pHs — pHc values in horse blood at varying pHs. Comparison

shows that our — log r curve is parallel throughout and nearly

identical with the curve indicating the maximum pHs — pHc
values estimated by Warburg.^

Water Distribution and Cell Volume.

The distribution of water between cells and serum, and the

resulting volume effects, maj^ be predicted from the pH and the

degree of oxygenation of the blood if the amounts of non-diffusible

substance, viz. base and protein, in the cells and serum, respectively,

are known, and if the law of equality of osmolar concentrations

expressed in Equation 4 is valid for blood, as we believe it is

demonstrated to be by experimental data in this paper.

From the general statement expressed in Equation 4 we have

(H2O), S (M), S (M),
(19)

(H^O),, 2 (M)^

(H2O), 2 (M),



(22)
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(H2O), 2 (B)^ - (BP), + (Hb)

(HaO)^, 2 (B)^ - (BP)^ - (BP)^ + (Hb)

Multiplying Equations 21 and 22 through by (HaO)^ we obtain

2 (B)^ - (BP)^
(23) (aO). - (H,0), X

,(BK-(BP. -(BP.+(Hb)

(24) (H2O), = (H2O), X

^6

2 (B)^ - (BP), + (Hb)

^ "^
2 (B), - (BP), - (BP), + (Hb)

The above equations, the validity of which has been tested in

the experimental part of this paper, enable one to predict the

amounts of cell and serum water per unit weight of blood in terms

which are either determinable constants (B)c, (B)s, and (Hb),

for a given blood, or which may be calculated from such con-

stants, viz. (P)s and (Hb), and from the pH and ox^^gen content.

The effects of pH and of oxygen saturation may be introduced as

in Equation 11.

Within limits the increase of volume produced by adding a

solute to a solvent approximates a linear function of the amount
of solute added, and in both cells and serum nearly all the variable

solute is protein. We may, therefore, with approximate accuracy,

write

(25)
-' = G^

{
(H^O)^ + m (Hb)

}

b

(26) ^ = G, {(H.0), + n(P),}
^b

where Gj, is the specific gravity of the blood, with water at the

same temperature as unity; m and n represent the volumes oc-

cupied in solution by a unit of cell and serum protein, respec-

tively. When Hb and P^ are expressed in gram units, m and n

both have values somewhat less than 1, since a gram of protein

occupies somewhat less than 1 cc. volume. For horse blood we
have found m = 0.90 and n = 0.85 when Hb and P^ are ex-

pressed as grams of protein. When Hb is expressed in millimols

of O2 capacity, m = 0.90 X 0.0167 = 0.015.

The introduction of the factor G^ into Equations 25 and 26 is in

accordance with the following considerations. If we assume that
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the blood proteins have the same coefficient of expansion as water,

which assumption for the sHght temperature effects involved can

produce no significant error, then the volumes of cells and serum,

respectively, per kilo of blood will be represented by the quantities

(H,0)+m(Hb)
^^^ (H,OM-(P),,

respectively, (D„.o = den-
DH2O -L'H20

sity of water at the temperature of measurement, that of water

at 4° being unity). In order to change the volumes per kilo of

blood to volumes per liter, we multiply the former by D^, the

density of blood, with water at 4° as unity. But D^ = G^ X DhjO-

_ _ .^. 1 . ,, , (H20)c + m (Hb) ^ , (H2O). + n (P)
^ ,

Multiplymg therefore
^^^^

and =r ' by
IJH20 JJhjO

Gfc DhjO we obtain the volume values indicated in Equations 25

and 26.

Introducing the numerical values for m and n in Equations 25

and 26 we obtain

(27) V & f
^^'^^' "^ °'°^^ ^^^^

!

b

(Hb) being expressed in millimols of oxygen capacity per kilo

of blood, and

(28)
-^ = G, {(H,O), + 0.85(P)^}

^b

(P), being expressed as grams of serum protein per gram of

blood (not, for this equation, as grams per kilo of blood)

.

The value of Gb and (H20)b, constant for a given blood, may be

estimated for normal horse blood as

(29) Gf^ = 1.027 + 0.0037 (Hb)

and

(30) (HsOj, = 0.914 - 0.015 (Hb)

The numerical constants in Equations 29 and 30 are obtained as

described in connection with Equations 16 and 17, the first con-

stant in each equation representing the Gb or (H2O) value for

normal serum, the second constant representing the change per

unit increase in (Hb)

.

The agreement of the (H20)s and (H20)c values calculated at

varying pH by Equations 23 and 24 with our observed values is
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indicated by the tables in the experimental part of this paper, and
is summarized in Fig. 13.

Warburg (10) has estimated the changes in cell volume with

varying pH by measuring the oxygen capacity of the cells. The
number of his determinations is sufficiently large to permit the

plotting of an average curve by means of which the errors, that

appear inherent in any method thus far used in estimating the

small percentage changes in cell volume involved, are to a con-

siderable extent neutralized. Warburg expresses his results in

volume of cells at varying pH^ compared with the volume at pH,

TABLE II.

Calculated Effect of pH Change on Water Distribution Compared with Effect

Observed by Warburg.

Blood constants estimated from hemoglobin content.

(Hb) = 11.3 observed. (B), = 54.2 from Equation 16.

(P), = 0.0279 from Equation 17. Gt = 1.069 " "
29.

(B), = 67.8 " "
15. (H20)5 = 0.745 " "

30.

P^,
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burg's observed changes tend to exceed the calculated, while those

determined in our experiments tend to fall short where they deviate

from the calculated. The available data appear to agree with the

predicted values as closely as the limitations of present accuracy in

water determinations justify expecting.

In Fig. 2 the relative cell volume changes resulting from pH
variations in oxygenated blood, as calculated by Equation 27,
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Illustration of the Effect of CO2 Tension Changes on the Electrolyte

and Water Distribution of Oxygenated Blood.

To illustrate the processes involved we may simplify conditions

by ignoring minor factors; viz., the slight amounts of diffusible

anions other than CI' and HCO3', the osmotic and base-binding

powers of the serum proteins, and the osmotic effect of the hemo-
globin. We shall assume the cells to contain only base, hemo-
globin, CI, and HCO3, and the serum to be a simple solution of

Cells Serum
A

Cells Serum

BHb replaced in

cells by BHCO3

.V,

Cells Sfepum
C

Shift of CI' to

cells and HCO3

to serum to restcpe

Donnan cquilibpium

Cells Serum
D

Shift of water

to cells to pestope

osmotic equality

y
pHs 7.8

bicarbonate and chloride

becomes simplified to

_ m% _ [C\% [HCO3'],

'^ " [H^ ~ [ClT ^ [HCO3'].

Results of incpeasing pcoz until pH is lowered to 6.6

the isoelectPic point of oxyhenxD^lobin

Fig. 3.

Equation 10 under these conditions

= 1 -
[BHb],

2 ([BCl]^ + [BHCOalJ

We shall assume, first that the CO2 tension is so low that pH^ =
7.8, then that it is raised so that pH falls to 6.6. According to
Van Slyke, Hastings, Heidelberger, and Neill (1), the alkaK
bound by oxyhemoglobin is indicated by the equation [BHb] = 2.65
[Hb] (pH - 6.6). Assuming [6b]c = 30 mM., we therefore
calculate at pH<, = 7.8 that [BHb] = 95, and at pH^ = 6.6 that
[BHb] = 0.
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In Fig. 3 we have indicated the concentrations of the positively

and negatively charged ions in the cells and serum by the areas

assigned to each ([Hb'] is indicated in terms of alkali equivalents

bound). The concentrations of the osmotically active ions are

indicated by clear areas, while that of the (relatively) osmotically

inactive [Hb'] is indicated by a shaded area. For simplicity it is

assumed that the ionization of each electrolyte is complete. It is

also assumed that at the beginning (Fig. 3 A) the water content

of the blood is half in the cells, half in the serum.

The amounts of hemoglobin, base, chloride, and bicarbonate

indicated are about those found in normal horse blood, except

that the difference between [B]s and [B]c in Fig. 3 A is somewhat
exaggerated as a result of ignoring the base bound by the serum

proteins and the osmotic effect of the hemoglobin.

The conditions indicated in the four diagrams of Fig. 3 are

the following:

A. The conditions represented conform to the three basic laws:

(1) in both cells and serum the positive and negative ions balance;

[cr], [HcOs'je
(2) the ratios tt:^ and rTTr^r\ n ^^'^ equal, and conform to the

simplified form of Equation 10 given above; and (3). the osmolar

concentrations obtained by adding [B+] + [CI'] + [HCO3'] are

equal in serum and cells respectively.

B. Increase of CO2 tension has lowered the pHc to 6.6, the

isoelectric point of oxyhemoglobin. The result is that all the base

formerly boundbyhemoglobin as BHb has shifted toBHCOs, HCO3'
replacing Hb'. In Fig. 3 B, however, only the first of the three

laws is conformed with. Positive and negative charges balance,

but the greatly increased concentration of HCO3' in the cells

, . , ,
[HCO3]. [CU.

obviously makes r„^^ , > 777^: , contrary to Donnan s law. The
LJtn^U3]s v^i^is

HCO3' increase in the cells also causes the osmolar concentration

there to exceed that in the serum. The system is not in

equilibrium.

C. To restore electrolyte distribution to conformity with

Donnan's law, CI' has migrated from serum to cells, and HCOs'
•

.V. A- .• .-1 •
[HCO3]. [CI].

m the reverse du'ection until again ,„„„ , = tt:;^-
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D. To restore also osmotic equilibrium, water has migrated

from serum to cells until the osmolar concentrations in both are

equal. Impermeability of the cell membranes to cations prevents

diffusion of BCl and BHCO3 from cells to serum to assist in the

restoration of osmolar equality. It must all be accomplished by
water transfer. The system is now in equilibrium again.

The processes represented here, for the sake of analysis, as

though occurring in successive steps must in reality occur

simultaneously.

The somewhat more complex changes actually occurring in

blood, where the alkali-binding power of the serum proteins and
the osmotic pressure of the hemoglobin enter as appreciable,

JT^!~

n

[o\

^^

[X'Jc

ixi

[CI],

200

180

g 160

1 140 1-

H
I

120 h
o 100

in (0

Cells Serum

oHs 7.75

60 -

40 -

20

L

n

WTc

[cr].

7

^^.

[3l

Cells Serum

pHs 7.08

Fig. 4. Relationships observed in Experiment 3.

though minor factors, are indicated by Fig. 4, which represents

data obtained in Experiment 3 on defibrinated blood. X' is used

to indicate the undetermined anions.

Calculation of the Electrolyte and Water Changes in Blood During

the Respiratory Cycle.

In Table Ilia we have calculated the changes that, according to

our data, may be expected to accompany the CO2 and O2 changes

of ordinary respiration. For a blood of (Hb) = 9.0 mM. per

kg. the other blood constants (B)c, (B)s, (P)s, G^,, and CRiO)!, are

calculated from Equations 15, 16, 17, 29, and 30. The (Cl)^ con-

tent is taken arbitrarily at 76, and the (BHCOs)^ in arterial blood
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is taken at 19.0. The combined oxygen (O2) is assumed to be

8.8 mM. in arterial blood, and 6.0 in venous blood, and pHj is

assumed to be 7.43 in arterial blood, and 7.40 in venous blood.

From these pHj values the r and pHc values are estimated from

the curves of Fig. 1.

The (BP)c and (BP)s values are calculated from Equations 57

and 54 respectively (see experimental part of the paper). The

increment in (BHCO3) when the arterial blood becomes venous is

estimated equal to the decrease in (BP)c + (BP)s, the increase in

bicarbonate being due to alkali taken from the other buffers to

combine with H2CO3. (The diffusible buffers other than car-

bonates are neglected, as their effect is relatively slight.)

The distribution of water between serum and cells is calculated

from Equations 23 and 24.

The distribution of CI and HCO3 is calculated as follows:

Letting A represent either CI or HCO3, we have from Equation 9,

f^^
= r. But [A]. = j^^^ and [A]^ = ^^^. Hence^ =

r 7^7777. We represent the factor r '^x' by (r). Then, (A)c
(XI2UJS (^XloUj,

(A). _ (r) (A). _ 1

- (r) (A).,
^^^^ ^ ^^^^

-
^ ^ ^^,y

and
^^^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^ ^ ^^y

From the values of (r), and of (A)c + (A)^, which is the total

(Cl)5 or (HCOs)^, we accordingly calculate (A)c and (A)^.

Using the pK' value 6.12 (see "Calculations" in experimental

part), we calculate the (H2C03)s and (H2C03)c from the corre-

sponding (BHCO3) and pH values by a rearrangement of Hassel-

balch's (21) equation as

log (HiCOs) = pK' - pH + log (BHCO3)

The CO2 tension is calculated as

(H2CO3)
PC02 —

0.0324 X (H2O)

) ^
(H2O)

since [H2CO3] = \^ ^, = 0.0324 p^^^ (see ''Calculations" in

experimental part)

.

The oxygen tensions have been approximated from Barcroft's

curves on human blood (37) . Their degree of accuracy when applied
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to horse blood data is uncertain, but we have used them to indicate

at least the magnitude of the changes.

In short the serum pH and the oxygen contents of the venous

and arterial bloods have been arbitrarily chosen at about the

observed normal values, and the other data have been calculated

from them.

It will be noted that in Table Ilia the figures are given in

terms of millimols or milli-equivalents of serum or cell constituents

per kg. of whole blood, not per kg. or per liter of the serum or

cells. The concentration values in the serum and cells in terms

of solute : water may be obtained from the figures per kilo

of blood by dividing the latter by the water content; e.g.,

serum CI _ serum CI serum HqQ serum CI _
serum H2O kg. blood " kg. blood liter serum

serum CI liter serum

1.05 kg. blood ' liter blood

In Table 1116 we have compared the average arterial-venous

differences observed in dog blood by Doisy and Beckmann (20)

with the changes calculated from Table Ilia. The observed

figures are of the same order of magnitude as those calculated.

In Fig. 5 we have indicated the relationships on a D'Ocagne

nomogram, of a type that was devised by L. J. Henderson (private

communication about 2 years ago) . A straight line, drawn across

the chart, and cutting the lines representing oxT,^gen and CO2

tensions at any given points, cuts the lines representing

(BHC03)6, (Hb02), pHs, pHc, etc., at points indicating the values

these respective quantities have under the given pco2 and po,.

Such a line can be drawn because all the other variables in a

given blood are dependent on these two. Over the range used,

the chart is quite exact. The construction of such blood chai'ts

will be discussed in a later paper by Henderson.

Electrolyte Distribution between Blood Serum and Transudates as a

Function of the Alkali Bound by the Proteins.

Loeb, Atchley, and Palmer (22) have performed experiments

indicating that the membranes separating the blood serum from

the fluids in the body cavities and intercellular spaces have the

same permeabilities as collodion for the substances present.
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Under these conditions the Donnan distribution would require

expression by an equation including Na and K among the diffus-

ible ions, instead of exckiding them, as does Equation 3. Ex-

pressing the distribution ratio of monovalent ions between serum

and fluid as i\f, the relationship would theoretically be

_ ^^^ _ !?.tl/ _ !51/
^^^^ '^^ "

[aT^ - W]] ~ [in

[A'].,
. .

when 7T77 mdicates the ratio of the osmotic activity of any mono-
L-^ J/

valent anion, or sum of anions, in the serum to the osmotic

[B+]/
activity of the same ion or ions in the fluid, while 7^T{ has a similar

significance for the cations. If in place of [B+]s and [B+1/ we
substitute their values from Equations 1 and 2 we obtain

[A']_^ + [BP]^
^^^^

"^f ^ W\, + [BP]^

A,
, .

If we substitute ;—: for A/, and solve for r^/ we obtain

_ [BP]_^ + V[BP]2_^ + 4 [A]^ ([A]^ + [BP]^)

^^^^ '^^^
2 ([A]^ + [BPy

We have recalculated in Table IV Loeb, Atchley, and Palmer's

solute solute
data, transposing the concentrations from —, to

——— ratios
volume water

by estimating the grams of water per liter to be 990—0.8 P, where

P represents grams of protein per liter. (This may be taken as

a fairly close approximation, unless abnormal amounts of fat or

other solids are present.) The [BP]s and [BP]/ values are calcu-

lated on the assumption that the proteins of human serum at

pH 7.4 bind the same amount of alkali per gram as the proteins of

horse serum (the slight difference in pH between plasma and

fluid may be neglected) . At this pH the formula (Equation 54)

[BP] = 0.068. [P] (pH - 4.80) becomes [BP] = 0.177 [P]. The
arterial HCO3 values are estimated by subtracting 2 mM. per

liter from the values found in the venous serum.

The estimated [Cl]s: [CI]/ ratios found coincide with the cal-

culated Tsf values nearly within the limit of experimental error.
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The [HCOsJs : [HCO3]/ ratios are all higher than the calculated r^f

when the venous values for [HCOajs are used ; but the estimated

arterial values for [HCOsjs yield [HCOsl^ • [HCO3]/ ratios which

agree with the calculated r^/ as closely as could be expected, when
the possible magnitude of the error involved in assuming a con-

stant difference between arterial and venous CO2, is considered.

Total

.

=>

CO2 BHCO3 Per cent g Per cent
mn. mM. of Wood ^ of blood

per kg. pepK^.

rbloodiitilood

H2CO3
mn. pep
kg, tilood

CO 2

tension
mm.

Fig. 5. D'Ocagne-Henderson nomogram showing calculated relation-

ships for arterial and venous blood of average serum and cell composition

observed in our experiments.

j
The [Na]/ : [Na]s ratios agree, in six out of seven cases, with the

calculated r^/ values wdthin the rather wide limit of error assigned

by the authors to the Na determination. The [K]/ : [K]s ratios

are altogether lower than the calculated Ts/, and are very irregular.

The source of the deviation and irregularity of the K ratios is at
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present uncertain. Considering the minute amounts of K present,

it appears possible that the irregularities may lie in the micro

method used for the determination.

The irregularity of the potassium ratios, and the necessity for

using estimated water and arterial HCO3 values, make it im-

possible to consider the presence of a Donnan equilibrium between

blood serum and edema fluid as quantitatively demonstrated

with satisfactory accuracy. It appears probable nevertheless

that the degree of agreement found between the calculated r^f

values and the ratios for CI, HCO3 (arterial), and Na is more than

fortuitous; that it affords support for Loeb, Atchley, and Palmer's

conclusion that "the relationships between serum and edema fluid

result from a simple membrane equilibrium, influenced in part by

the proteins present."

If the membranes separating blood serum from other extra-

cellular fluids are permeable to all electrolytes present in amounts

of quantitative importance except protein, it follows from the

Donnan theory that the serum, containing more protein than the

other fluids, must when at equilibrium with them show a positive

osmotic pressure. While the basic equations of the form of

Equations 1 and 2, and of Equation 3 modified to include Na,

hold for such a system, Equation 4 and its derivatives expressing

osmolar equality do not, so long as the serum volume is limited.

The preponderance of the osmolar concentration even of the

diffusible ions, on the side containing non-diffusing ions, when the

latter are entirely on one side of the membrane and infinite volume
change is excluded, has been theoretically shown by Procter and
Wilson (15).

If the non-diffusible electrolyte (protein) also has a measurable

attraction for water, the osmotic preponderance on its side of the

membrane is still further increased. If serum and a transudate

relatively poor in protein are separated by membranes permeable
to all the non-protein ions present in quantitatively important

concentrations, viz. Na+, CI', and HCO3', but impermeable to the

protein, we may therefore expect the serum to exhibit a higher

osmotic pressure than the edema fluid. With the osmotic

pressure tending to draw water into the serum, it appears that

forces other than that of osmotic pressure are involved in the

passage of fluid in the direction from the blood to the serous

cavities and intercellular spaces.
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Effect of the Membrane on the Determination of the Blood pH by

the Dialysis Method.

Levy, Rowntree, and Marriott (23) have devised a method for

blood pH determination in which the blood is dialyzed against

0.8 per cent NaCl solution, and the pH of the dialysate is deter-

mined colorimetrically. This method has later been revised by

Dale and Evans (24), who added precautions to prevent loss of

CO2. It is evident that, because protein is present only on one

side of the membrane, the Donnan effect must introduce some

error into such a method. On the basis of our data defining the

amount of base bound by the serum proteins at phj^siological pH
ranges, it appears possible to estimate the approximate magnitude

of this error.

In the short time in which measurable change of pH in the

dialysis fluid ceases (5 minutes) the volume change may be

neglected, and we may consider the system the same as that

discussed in the preceding section, viz. one in which the volumes

are fixed, the osmotic pressures are not necessarily equal, and the

solutes, except protein, are diffusible through the membrane.

Equation 33 then applies, but is simplified because [BP]/ is zero,

since there is no protein in the fluid outside the membrane. In

place of Equation 33 we therefore have, when equilibrium among

the electrolytes is reached :

whence,

1 ^K + fBP],
(35) pH, - pH, = - log -^— '-

•"
's

If we take A, = 150 mM., [BP]^ = 14, which are fairly close to

the usual values, we obtain

pH,-pH, =
^^ log 1| = 0.02

It appears, therefore, that when serum (or blood) is dialyzed

against a solution of approximately the same salt concentration,

we may expect a pH in the solution about 0.02 greater than in the

serum.
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Relationship between Hasselhalch's Constant for Whole Blood and

the K\ Value for Serum.

As Warburg has pointed out, since blood is a heterogeneous

system, and cell and serum pH and BHCO3 values differ, the

constant K'b of the equation

used by many authors since Hasselbalch (20) in applying Hender-

son's equation to whole blood, is really an approximate con-

stant, which contains within itself corrections, hitherto empirical,

for the differences that exist between cells and serum. (Hassel-

balch used the s^Tiibol Ki. We have used K'b in order to distin-

guish it from K's.) The relationship of K'b to the constant K's is

shown as follows:

[BHCO3],
<'" ""'' - '=^^'- mm
Dividing Equation 36 by Equation 37 we obtain

(38) -^ = T^rr—
—

^ X
K'^ [BHCO3], [H2CO4

If concentrations are expressed in the terms of solute: water

ratios used in this paper [H2C03]s and [H2C03]6 are equal (see dis-

cussion of [H2CO3] calculations on pages 824 and 825) . Under these
[H2CO3].

conditions r-rr r^r\ 1
~ 1; ^nd Equation 38 simplifies to

[JI2L.U3J6

K' [BHCOsk
(39) —? = ^

K'^, [BHCOs],

K'b
Equation 38 may be used for calculating —- from the CO2 con-

-*-»

»

tents of whole blood and true serum, whatever unit of concentra-

tion is employed, and Equation 39 may be used with the solute:

water ratio adopted as the concentration unit in this paper,

K'b
The relationship of the ^j^ ratio to the electrolyte and water

distribution in the blood is shown as follows:

THE JOUBNAL OF BIOLOGICAl, CHEMISTRY, VOL. LVI, NO. 3
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Since the total bicarbonate in 1,000 gm. of blood is equal to the

sum of that in the serum plus that in the cells, we have

(40) [BHC03];, X iB.20\ = [BHCO3], X (H^O)^ + [BHCO3], X (HjO)^

whence

fH^O)^ (H,0),
(41) [BHCOslj, = [BHCO3], 7=-r7- + [BHCO3], ,^77^'

but [BHCO3]. = r [BHCO3]. (see Equations).

Substituting in Equation 41 the above value for [BHCOs],;, we
obtain

(H2O), + r (H2O),
(42) [BHCOs]^ = [BHCO3], ,„ ^." ^ (HjO)^

Substituting this value for [BHCOsjb in Equation 39, we obtain

K'b (HaO)^ + r (H2O),
(43)

K' (H,0),

In logarithmic terms, using pK's = — log K'b, pK'g = — log K'g

Equation 43 becomes

(H2O),
(44) pK' - pK', = los

(HsO)^ + r (HaO)^

The values for (H20)s and (H20)<j are obtainable from Equations

23 and 24, and the values of r from Equations 10 and 12.

The values of pK's — pK'^ calculated b}- Equation 44 at vary-

ing pHj and for bloods of varj^ing hemogobhn content are given

in Fig. 6a.

In Fig. 66 Dr. Hastings has prepared a D'Ocagne line chart

which facilitates interpolations of the Hb, pH^, and pK'e — pK's,

relationships. The chart was constructed by laying off the (Hb)

and pK'b — pK'^ values logarithmically on their respective lines,

and locating each pH^ point at the intersection of the lines,

connecting the 3, 6, 9, and 12 (Hb) points with the pK'b — pK's

points calculated from the given pHs and the respective (Hb)

values. Over the Hb range 3 to 9 mM., the chart indicates
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values for pK's — pK's differing from those calculated from

Equation 44 by only 0.001. A straight line drawn across the chart

indicates the pK's — pK's value corresponding to the Hb and pH^

points intersected.

The curves are of the same form as those obtained in a dif-

ferent manner by Warbm-g.^ The values for pK'b — pK's indi-

cated by our curves are 0.01 to 0.02 higher than Warburg's at

ordinary physiological pH and (Hb) ranges.

0.12

0.10

^0.08

I

}^ 0.06

0.04

0.02

0.00
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range of their experiments (indicated by the solid lines of their

Chart 4), when transposed from cell volume to (Hb) terms, de-

viate from om- cm'ves bj^ 0.000 to 0.009. Considering the facts

that their data represent the average from many human bloods,

while ours are from the blood of one horse, and also that the

difference between Bohr's solubiKty coefficients for CO2 used by

2 capacity.

Cc.Ozper
100 cc. blood
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total blood bicarbonate (BHCOs)^ as

(45) (BHCOsJ^ = (B)p + HC03 - ^BP)6

where (B)p + hcos is a constant representing the base bound by-

proteins and bicarbonate together. (In normal horse blood,

approximately (B)p + hcos = (B)6 - 1.1 (Cl)6.) Since (BP)^

= (BP)c + (BP) 5 we may write Equation 45 as

(46) (BHCOs), = (B)p + Hcos "
{
(BP)^ + (BP),}

By substituting from Equations 54 and 55 the approximate

values for (BP)s and (BP), in oxygenated blood, we obtain

(BHCOs)^ in terms of pH and protein content

(47) (BHCOs)^, = (B)p ^ jj(.Q^
- {3.6 (Hb) (pH^ - 6.6) + 0.068 (P)^

(PH3-4.8O))

The pH values may all be reduced to pH^ by substituting pH*

+ log r for pHc (see Equation 18) . We thus obtain

(48) (BHCOs);, = (B)p + HC03 - {2-6 (Hb) (pH^ + log r - 6.6) +

0.068 (P)^ (pH^ - 4.80)
}

Between pH 7.0 and 7.8 we maj^ approximate the value of

log r (see Fig. 1) with an error not greater than 0.01 by the

linear formula,

(49) - log r = 0.21 pH^- - 1.41

Substituting this value for log r in Equation 48 we obtain

(50) (BHCOs);, = (B)p + HC03 - {2-84 (Hb) (pH^ - 6.6) +

0.068 (P)^ (pH^ - 4.80)
I

Equation 50 represents the CO2 absorption curve of oxygenated

blood with (BHC03)6 and pHs as ordinates.

(The same method of calculation may be used for reduced

blood, 3.35 (Hb) being substituted for 3.6 (Hb), and — log r =
0.18 pHs — 1.15 for the above — log r value. See Fig. 1 and
Equation 55.)

By differentiating Equation 50 with respect to pHs we obtain
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,
d(BHC03)6 ,

the r-zz value, which is the negative of the buffer values

other than that of bicarbonate.

(51)

d(BHC03)j

dpH,
= 2.84 (Hb) + 0.068 (P),

That Equation 51 is approximately accurate for normal horse

blood is indicated by comparison with the buffer values obtained

on whole blood in the fourth paper (2) of this series and sum-

marized in Table VII of that paper. Estimating the (P)s values

for the bloods from the hemoglobin contents by Equation 17 of

the present paper, and calculating the buffer values by Equation

51, we obtain the results below.

Blood No.
(Table VII Van Slyke,
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In the fourth paper of this series (2) the statement has been made that

"The estimation from buffer constants obtained on hemoglobin solutions,

of the buffer effect of hemoglobin in the blood involves the assumption

that the confinement of hemoglobin within the red cells does not alter its

buffer effect on the system The calculation of the relative

part played by hemoglobin in the buffer effect of blood .... is

therefore presented with the reservation that slight corrections may be

required because of the difference in pH between plasma and cell contents."

It is obvious from the difference between Equations 51 and 52 above that

confinement within the cells does alter the effect of the cell buffers on the

system, and that the corrections anticipated as a possibility are of con-

siderable significance. The point will be discussed in another paper with

experimental data.

Fig. 7. Carbon dioxide absorption curves calculated by Equations 50
and 53 for oxygenated horse blood of average serum and cell composition
observed in our experiments.

Equations 48, 50, and 51 as approximations indicate a straight

line (BHCOs)^, pHs curve for blood, and an approximately linear

curve is observed in blood, as shown by the results of Warburg
(10) and Van Slyke, Hastings, and Neill (2). However, the (BP)^

value deviates slightly from the linear pHc function assumed in

Equation 52 (see Fig. 10), and the r value deviates considerably

from a linear pH^ function (see Fig. 1). Both deviations tend to
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make the (BHC03)6, pH, curve assume towards the pH, axis a

convexity that increases with increasing hemoglobin content.

In Fig. 7 are shown the (BHCOs)^, pHs curves for blood with

(Hb) = 3, 6. 9, and 12 mM., as calculated by Equations 45 and 46.

The values of (BP), are estimated as follows: pH,. is obtained by
subtracting — log r from pHs, the — log r value being obtained

from the curve of Fig. 1. With this pH, value, the (BP)^ value

per millimol of hemoglobin is obtained from the curve of Fig. 10.

This value multiplied by (H.b) gives (BP)c for the blood in ques-

tion. (BP)s is calculated by Equation 54, viz. (BP)g = 0.068

(P)s (pHs — 4.80), (P)s being estimated from Equation 17. The
constant (B)p + hcos we have estimated from our data in

Tables VIII to XI by the method employed in deriving Equations

15 and 16, which yields the equation

(53) (B)p ^ jjcoa
= 38 + 0.8 (Hb)

Like the other numerical constants derived in this manner,

these values of (B)p + hcOs represent only the blood of the

individual Mongolian pony which donated the material for

these experiments. The figures are used to indicate merely the

relative magnitude of the values concerned. Other normal bloods

even of the same species, may differ considerably. The horse

used by Van Slyke, Hastings, and Neill (2) , for example, had blood

with a (P)p + HCOa value about 5 milli-equivalents lower than

that of our animal. The levels of observed curves in samples of

normal horse blood may therefore vary considerably, and the

slopes somewhat, from those of the curves of Fig. 7, which are

given only as illustrations of the forms that may be expected in

bloods of varying hemoglobin content.

EXPERIMENTAL.

The Alkali-Binding and Buffer Values of the Proteins of Horse

Serum.

Solutions of serum proteins were prepared by dialysis of serum.

Both the serum and the water against which it was dialyzed were

saturated with CO2 in order to remove the alkali from combination

with the proteins, a device originated by Adolph and Ferry (26).

As low a pH as can be obtained with CO2 is especially necessary

to remove the alkali from combination with the serum proteins
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because their isoelectric pH points are so low, about 4.7 for the

albumin and 5.4 for the globulin according to Michaelis (13).

The dialysis was performed in closed collodion sacs as suggested

bj^ Adair, Barcroft, and Bock (27), and was continued until the

conductivity had been lowered to such a degree as to indicate an

electrolyte concentration of less than 0.001 n. During the

dialysis a considerable part of the globulins precipitated out.

They were suspended in the solution, and the suspension was

transferred to 100 cc. flasks in amounts slightly less than enough

to fill the flasks. 3 cc. of standard 0.5 m Na2C03 and 600 mg. of

NaCl were added, and a perfectly clear solution was obtained.

The latter was made up to 100 cc. volume and used for determina-

tions of the carbon dioxide-binding power at various CO2 tensions

according to the technique utilized by Van Slyke, Hastings,

Heidelberger, and Neill (1).

In one detail of convenience our technique differed from that

utilized by them. Instead of using the gas burettes indicated in

Fig. 3 of their paper, the inlet cocks were connected directly with

the air and a Kipp CO2 generator, and a manometer was attached

to the system. After the tonometer had been evacuated to

700 mm., CO2 was let in until the manometer registered the desired

pressure change. The desired initial CO2 tension could thus be

measured directly with a sufficient degree of approximation for

the present experiments.

Calculations.—The H2CO3 values were calculated, for reasons

discussed under ''Methods of calculation" on p. 824, ontheassump-

tion that with varying protein content the CO2 solubility is pro-

portional to the water content of the solution. Since the serum

solutions were made up with approximately the same salt concen-

tration as the original serum, the same solubility factor is used.

Hence

mM. H2CO3 per liter solution = 0.0324 X kg. H2O per liter solution X Pqq

The pH values are calculated according to Hasselbalch's equation

BHCO3
pH = pK' + log -^ ^^ . The value used for pK' is 6.12.

XI2LU3

The reasons for the choice of this value, on the basis of the experi-

mental data of Cullen (28), are given on p. 826.
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Two preparations of serum proteins were used, with the results

given in Tables V and VI, and in Fig. 8. From the mean of the

two linear curves obtained the following formula is derived.

(54) IBM. [BP], = 0.068 [P], (pH, - 4.80)

where mM. [BP]s represents milligram equivalents of alkali com-

bined with protein, [P]s the grams of protein present.

The Alkali-Binding and Buffer Values of the Non-Diffusible

Constituents of the Blood Cells.

The same technique employed with serum was utilized with

washed cells. An unexpected difficulty was encountered, how-

ever. It was found that the cell solution, even after a fortnight's

dialysis, consumes its own oxygen and produces similar amounts

of CO2 at such a rate as to make accurate results impossible.

Within 2 hours after the cell solutions had been saturated with air

plus CO2 practically all of their oxygen had disappeared, the

solutions had become black, and an equivalent increase in CO2 had

occurred. Error from production of CO2 was then obviated by

starting the CO2 determination w^ithin 4 minutes after saturation

TABLE V.

Alkali-Binding Poiver of Dialyzed Horse Serum.

N content of solution 8.05 gm. per 1.

Protein content = N X 6.25 50.25 " " "

Water content 0.950 kg. per 1.

Factor for calculating mM.H2C03 per 1. from pcos- • • 0.0308

Conductivity at 25° 5.8 X lO'^ mhos.

Na added as NasCOs 30.53m.-Eq. perl.

" " " NaCl 100.0 " " "

Saturation Data.

No.
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TABLE VI.

Alkali-Binding Power of Dialyzed Horse Serum.

N content of solution 7.55 gm. per 1.

Protein content = N X 6.25 47.2 " " "

Water content 0.952 kg. per 1.

Factor for calculating mii. H2CO3 per 1. from pco2 0.0309

Conductivity at 25° 5.8 X 10-^ mhos.

Na added as NaaCOs 30.60 m.-Eq. per 1.

" " " NaCl 100.0 " " "

Saturation Data.

No.
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was completed, and making a correction for the slight amount

of CO2 formed in that time. However, the proteins themselves

appear to be affected by oxidation during the saturation, and

perhaps during the dialysis, and to lose some of their alkali-

binding power. Some loss of oxygen-binding power (methemo-

globin formation?) also occurs during dialysis. We consequently

performed both diatysis and CO2 capacity determinations on

reduced solutions, and made the dialysis as brief as possible. The

cell solution was saturated with pure CO2 and dialyzed in nar-

row collodion tubes at 20°C. for 2 days against a great volume

(100 liters) of distilled water, which was agitated by a stirrer.

0.22

Fig. 8. Equivalents of base bound per gram of serum protein.

The water was changed every 12 hours. We attempted in this

manner to attain the necessary purification with as short a dialy-

sis as possible.

In the 2 day period we did not succeed in lowering the con-

ductivity so far as in the longer diah'ses used with the serum

proteins. A choice had to be made, however, of a dialysis period

such that the error due to alteration of hemoglobin should not be

greater than that due to retained alkali.

The saturators were filled with mixtures of hydrogen and CO2

instead of air and CO2. In order to make reductions as complete

as possible the solution (10 cc.) was introduced into the saturator,
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and the latter was evacuated, filled with hydrogen, and evacuated

again. It was then rotated, so that the blood was distributed

about the walls and the oxygen could be removed. The saturator

was refilled with hydrogen and evacuated with a water pump
three successive times to reduce the oxygen content to as nearly

zero as possible, and was finally filled with the desired mixture

of CO2 and H2. The hydrogen was supplied by a Kipp generator,

and was passed through pyrogallol solution and water. The

deoxygenation of the solutions was almost complete. The

slight amounts of oxygen left were determined and are indicated

in Table VII.

,0.

0.80

0.70

0.60
ii

0.50 -

0.40 —-:

0.30
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b}'- the same technique at the Hospital of The Rockefeller Institute

and determining the base-binding power. The results obtained

by Hastings and Harington are given in Table VII and in Fig. 10.

Calculations.—The H2CO3 and pH values are calculated as

described in connection with the experiments with the serum

protein solutions. The figures for completely reduced cell con-

tents are calculated as follows from those determined on the not

quite entirely reduced solutions. On the basis of experiments by

Hastings, Van Slyke, Neill, Heidelberger, and Harington'^ w^e have
d[BP]. ...

plotted in Fig. 9 the values of
|. , ^ ,, the ratio mdicatmg the

increase in equivalents of alkali bound by the proteins per mole-

cule of oxygen added to reduced hemoglobin. For each solution

analyzed the decrease in base bound by the protein that would

result from complete reduction of the hemoglobin is calculated as

d [BP],
[HbOo] X , TTT-ur^ T III these solutions the entire [O2] is calculated

d [rlDU2j

as [Hb02], since the amount of oxygen physically dissolved at the

low oxygen tensions used was negligible. The portion of hemo-

globin that had lost its oxygen-binding power during dialysis is

assumed in this calculation to have the base-binding power of

reduced hemoglobin, in accordance with the results of the above

authors.

From the [BP]c figure for the reduced solution, that for the com-

pletely oxygenated solution is estimated by adding, to the [BP]^

value per millimol of hemoglobin found for the completely reduced

solution, 1 X 1 tTTur^v since in this case A [Hb02] is 1, 1 molecule
d [rlbU2j

of oxygen being added to the reduced hemoglobin.

As a further check on our [BP], curve, we have, in the three of

the four experiments with defibrinated blood, described below, in

which complete analyses were performed, estimated the [BP]c

values as follows: We may write

[BP]^ = [B]^ - ([BCl]^ + [BHCO3], + [BXy

where [BX]c indicates the concentration of alkali bound to diffus-

ible anions other than CI and HCO3. [BX]c is small, only about

' Hastings, A. B., Van Slyke, D. D., Neill, J. M., Heidelberger, M.,

and Harington, C. R., unpublished data.
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0.1 as great as [BCl], and we have estimated it by assuming
[BX]. [BHCO3]. [BHC63].

*^^* SXL ^ [MICO;i/
^^^^' ^^^^' = ^^^^^ [MC0s[s-

^^^^'

was calculated as [BX],= [B]^ - ([BCl], + [BHCO3L + [BP]s).

Such calculations involve the summation of a number of analytical

errors, and cannot be expected to be very exact. Nevertheless,

the results calculated as described from analyses of defibrinated

blood and shown on Fig. 10 b}' hollow circles, solid circles, and

hollow squares, follow the curve obtained from dialyzed cells

plus KHCO3 + KCl so closely that the evidence seems good

that the curve represents fairly closely the amounts of alkali

bound by the cell proteins in the blood.

The data from the experiment with dialj^zed cells are given in

Table VII, and, together with the data from the experiments with

whole blood, in Fig. 10.

It will be seen that the oxygenated curve is slightly concave to-

wards the pH axis, but it so nearly approximates a straight line

that within the range covered there is little error in expressing it

as such. Expressed by an approximate linear equation, the

relationships may be indicated, ivithin the pH range of our data,

as follows

:

For oxj^genated blood,

(55) [BP]^ = 3.6 [Hb]^ (pH - 6.6)

For reduced blood, representing reduced hemoglobin also as Hb,

(56) [BP]^ = 3.35 [Hb]^ (pH^ - 6.74)

For partially oxygenated blood, we substitute [02]c for [Hb]^ in

Equation 55, and [Hb^] — [02]c for [Hb], in Equation 56, and add

the two equations. We thus obtain for blood with varying degi'ees

of oxygen saturation

(57) [BP]^ = 3.35 [Hb]^ (pH^ - 6.74) + [O2], (0.25 pH^ - 1.18)

It is rather surprising that the buffer value 3.6, in the sense

quantitatively defined by Van Slyke (29) , found for oxygenated cell

contents per mol of hemoglobin is so much greater than the buffer

value of recrystallized hemoglobin (previously given as 2.64 (1),

but really 3.0 when corrected, as shown in a forthcoming paper,
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for the inactive hemoglobin present in the preparation). The
difference appears, however, to be genuine; for the higher buffer

value is also consistent with data we have obtained from hemo-

lyzed blood. The cause may perhaps lie in the fact that in the

former experiments the recrystallized hemoglobin was dissolved in

solutions containing 30 milli-equivalents of sodium per liter, while

in the present solution and in blood the ratio m.-Eq. K per kilo

H2O is about 150. In part the difference may also be due to the

presence of slight amounts of non-diffusible cell buffers other than

hemoglobin, such as conjugated phosphates.

Saturation Experiments with Blood.

Horse blood was drawn from the jugular vein, and was at once

defibrinated and saturated, in portions of 200 cc, with air plus

varying amounts of CO2. The saturations were performed in the

800 cc. saturators illustrated in Fig. 3 of the first paper of this

series (5) . Om- saturators differed slightly in form from the latter,

in that, as viewed in longitudinal section, the walls at each end

of om's sloped toward the cock at an angle of 60°, in order to

facilitate drainage, instead of approaching it in a curve. (This

improvement was introduced by Cullen.) The saturations were

performed at barometric pressure, and the final CO2 tension was
determined by analysis in a manner described below.

Certain preliminary determinations, indicated in the tables, to

ascertain some of the blood constants, were performed on a por-

tion of the defibrinated blood which was not saturated.

The saturated portions were all centrifuged under paraffin, as

detailed below. The paraffin protection from the air obviated

errors from two sources, either of which would have been of

sufficient magnitude to invalidate part of the results. It pre-

vented escape of CO2, as already shown (5), and it prevented con-

centration of the serum by evaporation. Centrifugation was
continued for about an hour at a speed of 1,500 revolutions per

minute, and the cells were obtained so nearly free from serum that

no visible layer of the latter separated at the top when a sample

of the cells was allowed to stand over night.

The amounts of blood used were such as to obviate the necessity

of using micro methods of analysis, and it was our intention

further to insure the certainty of our results by obtaining all the
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cell data direc% from analyses performed on the cells, rather than

indirectly from analysis of the serum and whole blood. We
succeeded in carrying out this intention in all the determinations

except that of chloride. We were not able to satisfy ourselves

that the chloride method devised by Austin and Van Slyke (30)

Fig. 10. Equivalents of base bound by reduced and (calculated) oxy-

genated, non-diffusible cell constituents, per mol of oxj'gen-combining

capacity.

for whole blood is entirely accurate for the concentrated cells.

The picric acid filtrate from the latter contains something which

retards the precipitation of silver chloride, and we did not have

time at our disposal to devise a new technique suited to cells. We
have accordingly estimated our cell chloride content by difference

from analyses of the whole blood and serum. In consequence we
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cannot attribute the same degree of accuracy to the cell chloride

values as to the bicarbonate vahies. However, by using relatively

large amounts of filtrate (equivalent to 5 cc. of serum or blood)

for the titrations, very consistent duplicates were obtained; and

we believe the cell chloride figures indicate the changes in distri-

bution resulting from changes in CO2 tension, although the

absolute [Cl]c values determined may parallel the true values at a

distance appreciably below or above the latter.

For the determination of the water shift between serum and

cells we abandoned the hematocrit method ; the difficulties which

it offers in measuring small changes are familiar. In its place we

utilized two independent methods which served as checks on each

other; viz., the gravimetric determination of the water content of

serum and cells, and specific gravity determination in the serum.

The manner of calculating water contents from the results by each

of the two procedures is indicated below in the section on "Calcu-

lations." Of the two methods it appears that the specific gravity

is capable of indicating changes with the higher degree of accuracy,

The gravimetric method gave fairly consistent results with cells.

but in serum, where the relative water changes were smaller, it

does not appear sensitive enough.

The gravities were determined in 50 cc. bottles; the difference

between dupHcate weighings appears not to exceed 0.5 mg., or

1 part per 100,000. Our water bath during the determinations

never varied more than 0.01° in temperature, and usually not

over 0.003°. The weight of water held by each bottle was re-

determined immediately after each serum determination. It is

, , , , , ,
. weight of serum at 38°

,

,

probable that the ratio —.\^ , -. ^^^6 has an accuracy not
weight of water at 38

much below 1 part per 100,000 and certainly not below 1 per 10,000.

An error of the latter magnitude would cause one of about 1 part

in 300 in estimating the water: solids ratio in serum.

In the water determinations by both methods the absolute

values of (HaO)^ and (H20)c depend on preliminary cell volume

and other determinations and are consequently subject to con-

siderably greater error. The changes, however, due to water

shift with varying CO2 tension, are determined with an accuracy

dependent only on that of the direct gravimetric or specific

gravity estimations.
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Saturation Technique.—200 cc. portions of defibrinated horse

blood were drawn into evacuated saturators of about 800 cc.

capacity. These were filled with the desired mixture of CO2 and

air by the same technique employed in the other experiments,

described above. To prevent development of negative pressure

the saturators with high CO2 tensions were rotated at room

temperature for a few minutes to hasten the absorption of CO2,

and more air was admitted to restore the pressure before they were

placed in the bath. The saturators were then rotated in a bath

at 38° until equilibrium was reached. At intervals during satura-

tion one cock of the saturator was opened, to release the pressure.

This was repeated until the internal pressure remained equal to

that of the atmosphere.

The saturator was finally connected to a 250 cc. centrifuge bottle

filled with paraffin oil and provided with a rubber stopper carrying

two tubes as shown in Fig. 11a. With the saturator still in the bath

and almost in a vertical position the blood was transferred to the

centrifuge bottle by lowering the leveling bulb connected with the

bottle and opening both cocks of the saturator so that air could flow

in above as blood was drawn out below. Care was taken to see

that the rubber and glass tubings connecting the saturator and

the bottle had been completely filled with paraffin oil before the

saturator cocks were opened.

When all the blood had left the saturator both cocks were

closed and the rubber tubings were clamped. The saturator and

the bottle were then removed from the bath and disconnected.

The rubber stopper was removed from the bottle and the paraffin

oil was removed as completely as possible by means of a pipette.

Melted paraffin at a temperature of 50° was poured into the bottle,

in sufficient amount to form a layer about 1 inch thick on top of the

blood. When the paraffin had solidified the blood was centrifuged.

To remove the serum a hole about 1 cm. in diameter was bored

through the paraffin by means of a heated cork borer. About

15 cc. of the serum for CO2 determination were transferred over

mercury to a receiver by means of a bent capillary tube,^ arranged

as shown in Fig. 116. As receivers in these experiments we
employed the tubes forming the lower chambers of the 2-cham-

8 See Austin, Cullen, Hastings, McLean, Peters, and Van Slyke (5),

p. 132.
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To ^
levelling

Blood

ppcssu:

To Hg leveTlind bulb

^ f,
I—3- suction r

Fig. 11. Apparatus used for handling blood.
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bered tonometers described in Paper I (5). Of the remainder of

the serum, as much as could be withdrawn without admixture of

any cells was transferred to a flask for other analyses by means
of an arrangement shown in Fig. lie.

The serum still left on the top of the cells was removed by
means of a pipette as completely as possible. To take a sample of

cells for CO2 determination, a rubber stopper carrying a 10 cc.

pipette and a bent tube (Fig. lid) was inserted and the cells were

forced up into the pipette by gentle air pressure exerted through

the bent tube. The pipette was removed with the stopper, and

the cells were delivered under 10 cc. of C02-free fluoride-saponin

solution, in a receiver of the kind shown in Figs. 116 andlle. (The

solution contained 0.5 per centNaF to reduce oxidizing activity and

0.1 per cent saponin to lake the cells and yield a homogeneous solu-

tion for analysis.) The receiver plus the solution was weighed

before and after the addition of the cells. Finally water was added

up to a mark on the neck of the receiver at which its volume capacity

had been measured. (It was slightly over 23 cc. for the tubes we
used as receivers.) A mercury reservoir was then connected to

the bottom cock of the tube and the top was closed by the cock

shown in Fig. lie. With the upper cock open mercury was

admitted till all the air below this cock was expelled. The
solution of the cells was then mixed and allowed to stand a short

time before analysis.

The remainder of the cells was transferred for other analyses to

a flask by means of an arrangement shown in Fig. 11/.

Analytical Methods (Including a Method for Determination of the

Total Base in Blood).

The specific gravity of the serum at 38° was determined by
means of 50 specific gravity bottles as previously described. The
specific gravities of the whole blood and serum at room tem-

perature (24°) were determined by means of a 10 cc. pycnometer.

The dry residue of the serum and cells was determined by dry-

ing at 120° for 18 hours.

The total CO2 contents of the serum and cells were determined

by means of the "constant volume" apparatus (31). The
apparatus used had a total volume of 50 cc. The gas pressure was

measured at 2 cc. volume. 2 cc. of the serum and 3 cc. of the cell

solution prepared as described above were used for each CO2
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determination. Each sample was forced into the 2 or 3 cc.

pipette by pressm'e (see " SampHng blood/' p. 131 of first paper (5)),

and was delivered under a layer of water in the cup of the gas

analysis apparatus. The total volume of sample plus water

plus 0.5 cc. of N lactic acid was 5 cc. in each case.

The CO2 in the saturator gas was determined by Haldane's

method. For calculating the CO2 tension the percentage found
V

was multiplied by —

_

(y = volume of saturator), since the

original v — 200 cc. of gas mixture in equilibrium with 200 cc. of

the blood was diluted by 200 cc. of air when the blood was trans-

ferred to the centrifuge bottle. Control experiments in which

mercury replaced the blood showed that this procedure was

accurate.

The chloride of the whole blood was determined in a preliminary

sample, using the method of Austin and Van Slyke (30). The
chloride of the serum was determined directly, that of the cells

was calculated by difference.

The total base in the serum and in the cells was determined as

follows by a method depending on the principle of Fiske's method

(32) for the total base in urine.

About 50 gm. of cells or serum were weighed, and were washed into a

500 cc. flask with 350 cc. of water. In the case of the cells, 50 gm. of tri-

chloroacetic acid, dissolved in 50 cc. of water, were added with constant

shaking. The mixture was made up to 500 cc. volume and mixed. For the

serum only 15 gm. of trichloroacetic acid were used.

100 cc. of the filtrate were measured into a platinum dish and 2 cc. of

concentrated sulfuric acid were added. The mixture was concentrated on

a water bath, then the sulfuric acid was driven off with a small flame, and
finally the residue was carefully ignited until the ash was white, care being

taken that all parts of the dish had been momentarily subjected to a dull

red heat.

When the dish had cooled 20 cc. of water and 1 drop of methyl orange

were added. The dish was gently agitated until the residue, all or nearly

all, had dissolved. The solution was usually neutral. If it was acid it

was titrated to neutrality with 0.1 n NaOH from a micro burette. If
appears preferable to underheat the sulfates during ignition, and if neces-

sary make a correction for the slight amount of acid left, rather than to

risk overheating them and the chance of some loss of SO3.

0.5 cc. of concentrated HCl was added. The residue (calcium phos-

phate) dissolved completely. The solution was rinsed into a 200 cc.
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beaker with SO cc. of water, and was heated to boiling. 5 cc. of 5 per cent

barium chloride solution were added drop by drop. After standing 20 min-

utes the precipitate was filtered on a Gooch crucible, dried, and weighed.

The barium sulfate weighed represents the total base plus any-

free sulfuric acid not driven off during the ignition and minus the

base bound by the total phosphoric acid present in the trichloro-

acetic acid filtrate. The amount of free sulfuric acid left (usually

none) was given by the titration. The total phosphoric acid

was determined by Brigg's modification (33) of the Bell-Doisy

method.

1 molecule of phosphoric acid was taken as equal to one equiv-

alent of base, since the phosphoric acid must be in the form of

?n-phosphate in the ignited residue. The following experiment

may be cited to illustrate the method of calculation and the degree

of accuracy attainable with the method.

10 cc. of m/10 KCl and 1 cc. of m/30 Na2HP04 were measured into a

platinum crucible. 0.5 cc. of H2SO4 was added and the mixture was evapo-

rated to dryness and ignited. The residue was dissolved in 50 cc. of water

and 1 drop of methyl orange was added. The solution was acid, and 0.78 cc.

of 0.1 N NaOH was required for neutralization. The titrated solution was
washed into a beaker and the sulfate was determined as described.

0.1296 gm. of BaS04 corresponding to 0.001109 equivalent of base was
obtained. To obtain the total base in the original mixture 0.000033 equiva-

lent due to the phosphate was added to it, and 0.000078 equivalent due to

free sulfuric acid was subtracted from it, giving 0.001064 as against the

theoretical value of 0.001067 equivalent.

The corrections due to phosphates were found to be 0.002 and

0.003 equivalents per kilo of serum and cells respectively. As

these corrections were small in proportion to the total base in

the serum and the cells, and varied but little, they were as-

sumed to be constant, and the same values were used for all the

determinations.

Methods of Calculation.

The following symbols are used:

niM. = millimols.

na.-Eq. = milli-equivalents.

Gfc, Gs, Gc, = specific gravities of blood, serum, and cells at 38°,

water at the same temperature being 1.
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Wfc, w<
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— is found from I, — from dry residue determination.

Re ^^^c ^c

W, R.— is found from II, — from dry residue determmation,

P. W^ P.
(VI — = —^ V —

w, w, w,

w, P,— is found from I, — by Kjeldahl on weighed serum sample.

Protein is calculated as N X 6.25.

P. W, P,
'"'

w, -
v-^

>< w;
o c

W^ Pc
—;- is found from II, — by Kjeldahl on weighed cell sample.

Cell protein is calculated as N X 5.78 since Kossel (34) gives 17.31 as

the N content of horse hemoglobin, and = 5.78.
0.1731

, ,
Hb Hb V^ Hb

Hb . , ,

,

. , . .

—7- IS found by oxygen capacity determmation.

B, W^ B^
(VIII) (B). =

#^
=

,-^ X -00s
W, B^
—r is found from I, -— by analysis.

(IX)
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For changes as small as those that occur in the solid content of the

serum from the water exchange caused by varying CO2 and O2 tensions

(migration of constituents other than water is a negligible factor), the

solid content of the serum may be assumed to vary in a linear manner
with G, - 1.

^ = / (G, - 1)

Solving for / we have

f — —2. y
W, G, - 1

s s

f being determined from G^ and — in a sample of serum separated at any
s

CO2 tension, we may use / to determine (HaO)^ in any other serum sam-

ple from the same blood. If we substitute (R)^ + (HzO)^ for W^ in the

above and solve for (H2O), we obtain

J

.(XI)

(XII)

R„
(G, - 1)

(H2O),
- 1 , or

W.
?1 1

(G. - 1)

- 1

[HaCO^]^ = [H2CO3], = 0.0324 P^o,

[CO2]. =

(Discussion below.)

CO2, W^ CO2, W, CO2
X

H,0.

H20„- V, G,

C02„
is determined on the weighed serum sample, is determined

Similarly

on the measured 2 cc. sample.

01
[CI], =

W.

and likewise for

(XIII)

[CO2],, [Cl]^, and [B]^

[BHCO3], = [CO2], - [H2CO3],

[BHCO3], = [CO2], - [H2CO3],
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(XIV a)

(XIV b)

(H2O).
HsO^ H2O, R

—— X -— from gravimetric water
« b determination.

W, \/ (G., - 1)

— 1 ] from specific

gravity.

— is found from Equation III, /from Equation X.

(XV a)

(XV b)

H2O. HoO, R.
(H20)g = = ^ X —r from gravimetric water

b c b determination.

= -—— — —:— from specific gravity of

b b serum and water con-

tent of whole blood.

is found from Equation IV, from water determination
^^6

on whole blood.

H20^,

wT is found from XIV b.

(XVI)
Hb Hb W,

c o c

Hb W^—— is found from VII, ——- from XV
W5 H20^

(XVII) [P],

(XVIII)

(XIX)

P, p. w,

H2O, W, H2O,

Ps w,—
- is found from V, —— from XIV.

'<^ H20^ W, H20^

—— is found from VI, ——- from XV.

[H+] = 7.6 X 10-^ X
[H2CO3

(In either
[BHCO3

cells or serum. Discussion of 7.6 factor below.)
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(XX) pH = C.12 + log ^-^^ (In either

cells or serum. Discussion of 6.12 factor below.)

(XXI) [BP]^ = 0.068 [P]^ (pH^ - 4.80)

[P]j from XVII. Numerical constants from Equation 54.

(XXII) [BP]^ = [Hb]^ X (Equivalents base bound per mol Hb.)

The base bound per mol was estimated graphically from Fig. 10.

[Hb]^ from XVI.

Discussion of Methods of Calculation.—For the most part the

formulas used are obvious, but the following demand some

explanation.

Equation VII. The Millimolar Concentration of Hemoglobin.—
The millimolar concentration of hemoglobin per 1,000 gm. of

blood was estimated from the oxygen 'capacity on the assumption

that 1 molecule of hemoglobin binds 1 of oxygen when saturated

with atmospheric air.

The grams of hemoglobin are estimated by multiplying the

millimolar oxygen capacity of the blood by 16.7. Hiifner showed

that 1 molecule of oxj'gen or carbon monoxide combines with

16,700 gm. of ox hemoglobin, and for lack of figures determined

directly on horse hemoglobin we have used this factor. The

hemoglobin weights that we give can be considered as only approx-

imately accurate, because of the uncertainty regarding the degree

of exactness of the factor 16.7. We have, however, indicated the

weights calculated by it, in order to check the relationships

between hemoglobin, total cell protein, and cell solids.

Equation XI. [H2CO3], Milligram Molecules of Free CO2 per

1,000 Gm. H2O in Cells or Serum.—[H2CO3] has been calculated on

the assumption that in the water of both cells and serum CO2 has

the same solubility as in a salt solution with the same salt: H2O
ratio, viz. 160 mM. of salt per 1,000 gm. of water. Geffcken (35)

has found that presence of an inorganic colloid (AS2S3) does not

alter the solvent power of water for CO2. It appears that the

proteins present in blood behave in a similar manner, affecting

the solvent power of the water as little as they do its vapor ten-

sion (Xeuhausen, 7).
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From the data on the relative solubihty of CO2 in KCl solu-

tions (Geffcken) and in NaCl solutions (Bohr, quoted by Geffcken)

the mean solubility of CO2 per gram of water in 0.16 m solutions

of these salts is estimated at 98.8 per cent of its solubility in

pure wMer.
Estimation of acoi at 38° in the blood water as 98.8 per cent

of that in pure water gives acoo = 0.988 X 0.555 = 0.548;

0.548 PC02
whence mM. H2CO3 per liter of water m blood = o 04 y 7fin

= 0.0322 pco2- To calculate H2CO3 per kilo of blood water, we

multiply the factor 0.0322 by 1.007, the volume in liters of a kilo

of water at 38°. Hence [H2CO3] = 0.0324 pco.-

If, on the basis of the above assumption that the blood colloids

do not significantly alter the solubility of CO2 in the blood water,

we calculate the relative solubility coefficient (the solubility per

unit volume of solution compared with the solubility per unit

volume of water) for CO2 in the total serum we obtain the value

0.988 X 0.92 X 1.027 = 0.935. (0.988 = relative solubility in

serum water; 0.92 = gm. of water per gm. of serum; 1.027 = spe-

cific gravity of serum.)

Similarly, assuming that the cells contain 65 per cent of water

and have a specific gi-avity of 1.10, we calculate that the relative

CO2 solubility coefficient is 0.988 X 0.65 X 1.10 = 0.71.

Bohr (36) found that oxygen had a relative solubility of 0.975 in

serum, and assumed the same relative solubility for CO2. For

blood cells Bohr estimated indirectly, from hydrogen solubilities

in whole blood, a relative CO2 solubility of 0.81. Both of Bohr's

coefficients are higher than those estimated by us from the H2O
and salt content of serum and cells.

However, the principle of parallel gas solubilities used by

Bohr was shown by Geffcken in 1904 (35) to be inexact. "Die

Grosse der relativen Loslichkeitsverniedrigung ist sehr abhangig

von der Nature des Gases." Bohr's own data on the solubility

ratios of O2 and N2 in various water solutions show considerable

variation. The accuracy with which Bohr's O2 and H2 relative

solubilities can be translated into CO2 relative solubilities is

according to both Geffcken's results and his own, uncertain.

Some preliminary solubility determinations performed directly

with CO2 itself in serum and cell contents acidified to a pH suffi-
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cientl.y low to prevent the combination of any CO2 with bases

have given results more in accord with the coefficients we have

estimated from the water content than with those Bohr has

estimated from Ho and O2 solubilities. The use of a CO2 solu-

bihty factor proportional to the water content also corrects

automatically for variations in the solid content of the cells and

serum. While minor factors maj?^ be found to alter the CO2
solubilities calculated as proportional to the water content, the

solubilities so calculated appear sufficiently close to serve our

present purposes; e.g., the difference between the pHs calculated

by our solubility coefficient and the pHs calculated by Bohr's

is only 0.02, and the correct coefficient, if it is not exactly the

one we use, appears to be nearer to it than to Bohr's. The pHs
values calculated by Equation XX may, therefore, be assumed

to be subject to less than 0.01 pH error from possible inaccuracy

in Qfcoj-

Equation XIX. [H'^], Gram Equivalent of Ionized Hydrogen

per 1,000 Gm. of Water.-—The value of the K' of Henderson's

equacion [H"^] = K' " » we have calculated for serum from
[BJlLOsJ

the results of Cullen (28). We have calculated [H2CO3] and

[BHCO3J as in Equations XI and XIII above, and estimated

[BHCO3]
pK', the negative logarithm of K', as pK' = pH — log .„ ^^ ,

•

[xl2V-^U3j

[CO2] has been estimated as mM. CO2 per liter X 1.06 (1.06 =

> 1.026 being taken as the average specific gravity

of horse serum, 0.92 as the water content). Cullen's data yield

for both serum and plasma of horse blood the average pK' value

of 6.12, the maximum variation (except in one determination

out of twenty-three) being from 6.09 to 6.14.

We have therefore used for the constant K', the value 7.58 X
10"'', of which 6.12 is the negative logarithm.

Warburg (10) has shown that the pK' value is a^function of

the concentration of cations, pK' = pKi — 0.46 V[B], pKi being

the value of pK' in bicarbonate solutions at infinite dilution.

[B]s and [^]e in blood are so near together, that the extreme

difference observed in our experiments would cause pK's to differ

from pK', by only about 0.01. We have therefore used the same

K' and pK' values for cells as for serum.
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70 71 72 7.3 7.4 7.5 76 77 7.8 7.9 8.0

Fig 13 Comparison of observed and calculated water distribution.

Cell and serum water contents calculated by Equations 23 and 24 are

indicated by the curves. Water contents observed by the gravimetric and

specific gravity methods are indicated by the marked points.
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Warburg's data from NaHCOs + NaCl solutions indicate

for [B] = 0.166 to 0.170 n, values for pK' of 6.11, 6.08, and 6.11

respectively when reduced from Bjerrum's pH unit to Sorensen's

by subtracting 0.05.^ The agreement with the 6.12 value ob-

tained as the mean of Cullen's results is satisfactory.

We have continued to use the Sorensen pH unit (0.1 n HCl being

assumed to have a pH of 1.090 at 38°) rather than the Bjerrum

unit, because practically all biochemical data except Warburg's

are at present in terms of the Sorensen unit, and physical chemists

do not seem agreed that the Bjerrum unit is preferable.

Equation XX. pH.—^pH has been calculated bj^ Hasselbalch's

equation as given above (20). The derivation of the value 6.12

for pK' has been given under the discussion of Equation XIX.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.

Since the experimental data have already been referred to in the

theoretical part of this paper, little discussion appears necessary

at this point.

As stated in our theoretical discussion, since the application of

the gas laws to electroh'te solutions is approximate rather than

exact, deviations of a few per cent of their values between the

ClandHCOs ratios, and of both from the calculated rvalues, would

not be unexpected, nor incompatible with the soundness of the

theoretical considerations. The agreement of the two ratios,

and of both with the theoretical r values, indicated in Fig. 12, is

as close as one might anticipate.

The r values calculated by Equations 10 and 14 respectively''

(at the bottom of section d of Tables VIII, IX, X, and XI) although

theoretically equal, differ slightly in most cases, because thej^ are

based in part on different analyses, and subject, therefore, to

different experimental errors. The value B^ occurs in Equa-

tion 14 but not in Equation 10.

The correspondence between the total values of the cal-

culated and observed amounts of water in cells and serum is suffi-

cient to demonstrate the validity of the assumption in Equation 4

on which the theoretical values are calculated, viz. that (1120)^ :

(H2O), = s (M). : s (M)..

9 See Warburg (10), p. 259, Table XLIV.
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The measurement of the water shift is, like the chloride ratio,

one in which more data, bj^ precise methods, are desirable. The

water shifts between cells and serum observed as a result of the

changes in CO2 tension agree, however, except in Experiment 2,

with the theoretically calculated shifts, as indicated in Fig. 13,

about as closely as could be expected from the degree of accuracy

of the methods and the relatively rather small shifts occurring

within the pH range used. Taken together with the agreement

between our calculated and Warburg's observed water shifts

(observed by noting the change in cell oxygen capacities) re-

viewed in Table II, the shifts may be considered to be in fair

accord with those predicted from the pH changes by Equations 23

and 24.

SUMMARY.

On the basis of the assumption that the laws holding in dilute

solutions for (1) the relationships between the reaction and the

amounts of base bound by weak and strong acids, (2) the distribu-

tion of diffusible and non-diffusible electrolytes on two sides of a

membrane (Donnan), and (3) the proportionality between the

,. molecules + ions of solute , ,, ,. ,

ratio -. -.

^ and the osmotic pressure, are also
molecules 01 water

valid for blood, mathematical expressions have been derived

which predict the distfibution of electrolytes and water between

cells and serum, and the manner in which the distribution is

affected by changes in pH and oxygen content. The effects of

varying CO2 tensions have been investigated, and the results have

been found to approximate those predicted.

Calculations based on the data of Loeb, Atchlej^, and Palmer

(22) indicate the probability that the same physicochemical laws

defined for the cells-serum equilibria govern the distribution of

electroljd:es between blood serum and fluids in the serous cavities,

although the permeabilities of the membranes are different and

conditions are such that exact osmotic equality cannot appar-

ently exist between the serum and fluids.

Applied to the methods for determining blood pH by the CO2
capacity and dialysis methods, the data obtained have been used

to estimate the corrections necessary because of the heterogeneous

character of the blood in the former casC; and the Donnan mem-
brane effect in the latter.
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In addition to supplying evidence concerning the validitj'- of-

the theoretical considerations advanced in this paper, the experi-

mental data demonstrate the following

:

The base bound by the cell proteins of oxygenated horse blood

over the physiological pH range is approximately expressed in

milli-equivalents by the equation [BP], = 3.6 [Hb], (pH^ — 6.6),

when Hb expressed millimols of hemoglobin in terms of oxygen

capacity. The [BP]„ pH, curve is slightly concave towards the

pH ordinate, so that the above linear equation is an approximate

expression of the results.

The base bound by the serum proteins is indicated, over the

physiological range of reaction, by the equation BPs = 0.068 Ps

(pH« — 4.80), where P^ expresses grams of serum protein.

The osmolar concentrations in blood cells and serum are equal

, 11x1 molecules + ions of solutes ^, , . i .when calculated as , the electrolytes
water

being assumed to be equally dissociated in cells and serum.

Our thanks are due to Dr. A. B. Hastings and Dr. C. R.

Harington for data on the base-binding power of the cell proteins,

and to Dr. Hastings for the preparation of the nomogram of

Fig. 66.
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Since the work of Wildiers (1), a number of investigators have

confirmed the fact that certain extracts, which we now regard

as being rich in water-soluble vitamines, will exert a marked

stimulating action on the growth of yeast. Some of the later

workers in the field, particularly Kurono (2), have associated

this action with the presence of vitamine B in these extracts.

Kurono found that an extract prepared from rice polishings and

added to a Nageli or Hayduck solution, accelerated the growth

of various strains of yeast. With few exceptions, the yeast

growth-promoting property of various vitamine extracts was

generally regarded as being due to vitamine B until 1921, when
Funk and Dubin (3) clearly demonstrated that the growth stim-

ulation is due not to vitamine B, but to the presence of a newly

discovered vitamine which is usually found associated with vitamine

B in its natural source, and to which the term vitamine D was
applied.

Whereas we have alwaj^s been of the opinion that yeast is

unable to grow without vitamine D, this view has not been

shared b,y other investigators. Fulmer, Nelson, and Sherwood

(4) described a medium composed of ammonium chloride, cal-

cium chloride, dipotassium phosphate, calcium carbonate, dex-

trin, and cane-sugar (designated by them as medium F) in which

they grew yeast for 2 years by making 300 successive trans-

plantations without the addition of any other substances to the

media. This work was confirmed by Fulmer and Nelson (5).

Nelson, Fulmer, and Cessna (6) found that in an artificial diet for

* Read before the Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine,

March 21, 1923.
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rats, ordinaiy brewer's yeast could be replaced by the yeast

grown in medium F. Harden and Zilva (7) working with pig-

eons, also found that yeast grown on a synthetic diet, is able

to synthesize vitamine B, but to a lesser degree than when grown

in the presence of vitamine D. Eijkman, van Hoogenhuijze,

and Derks (8) found that yeast, grown in an artificial medium,

and used as a source of vitamine B in feeding experiments with

fowls, was devoid of this vitamine. In comparing their results

with those of Nelson and Cessna, they drew the conclusion that

vitamine B for birds and antineuritic vitamine for rats were

two distinct substances.

MacDonald and McCollum (9) found that yeast does not

require any specific substance for growth and Miss MacDonald

(10) described the cultivation of yeast in a medium composed of

50 gm. of cane-sugar, 2 gm. of dihydrogen potassium phosphate,

2.35 gm. of ammonium sulfate, 0.25 gm. of calcium chloride,

and 0.25 gm. of magnesium sulfate dissolved in a liter of water.

Grown in the above medium, while the yields were not stated,

they were large enough to be used for rat feeding experiments,

and the yeast obtained proved to be an adequate source of vita-

mine B, although it had to be given in increased dosage. Heller

(11), a collaborator of Fulmer and Nelson, found, however, that

yeast grew in medium F only at incubator temperature (30°C.),

that the jaeld was unsatisfactory and that the yeast contained less

vitamine B as compared with yeast grown under normal condi-

tions and used for rat feeding purposes.

From the above data it is not entirely clear whether or not

yeast can synthesize vitamine B and whether or not yeast can

grow in a medium devoid of vitamine D. Funk and Baton (12)

were able to show that yeast, in growing, takes out the vitamine

D from the medium with great avidity; and we have never ob-

served a satisfactory growth in the absence of vitamine D. As
we were desirous of preparing a large amount of yeast for feeding

experiments with rats and pigeons, we at first used a simple

synthetic medium such as that described by MacDonald. To
our surprise, we obtained hardly any growth at all when we kept

the inoculated flasks at room temperature as MacDonald recom-

mended, and very little growth when the flasks were kept in an

incubator at 37°C. It soon became evident to us that we would
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never be able to obtain enough yeast b}^ this method to carry-

on feeding tests for any lengtli of time.

A significant fact, however, which we observed at this time,

led us to investigate the problem of j^east growth more closely.

We observed in the course of some sixteen transplantations of

yeast in a MacDonald medium, that the yield of yeast was prac-

tically constant and did not decrease as would be expected from

the gradual dilution of the vitamine D present in the initial inoc-

ulation. We therefore came to the conclusion that the medium
used must contain a yeast growth-promoting substance which

was present in a constant amount in each fresh medium to which

the transplantations were made. As the medium is composed

of four inorganic salts, cane-sugar, and distilled w^ater, it was an

easy matter to find the guilty ingredient or ingredients. As

we expected, it proved to be the cane-sugar. This was not at

all surprising to us as we had previously found and described in

a recent publication (13) that other supposedly pure food sub-

stances such as gelatin and casein contained a vitamine which

promoted the growth of yeast and certain bacteria.

After eliminating the salts and distilled water as possible

factors, we found that the growth of yesist was negligible when
grown in a synthetic medium in which the cane-sugar used was

purified by shaking a solution of it with fullers' earth and recover-

ing the sugar, or by recr^-stallization from alcohol, when the

inoculation was made from a starved culture grown in a medium
containing non-purified sugar. The growth of yeast, therefore,

depends on two factors; on the vitamine D found in the medium,

and on the amount of vitamine D introduced with the yeast

cells used for inoculation.

The following experiments prove beyond a doubt that the

strain of yeast, which we at least have used, is not only unable

to synthesize vitamine B on a purified medium, but is also unable

to grow in total absence of vitamine D. As soon as vitamine D
is added to the medium, the synthesis of vitamine B proceeds

in a normal way. The question arises as to how far our findings

will apply to other strains of yeast. We cannot at present answer

this question with any certainty, but from the work of Kurono
(2) who investigated eighteen different strains of yeast and found
among them only four that were not influenced in their growth
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by the addition of vitamine, we can conclude that we are perhaps

cleaHng with a principle which is generally adaptable. The
four strains of yeast, which were found to be exceptions to the

rule, should be reinvestigated fi-om this new standpoint. As

Kurono also dealt with ordinary cane-sugar, the various strains

of yeast either showed smaller requirements of vitamine D or

else exceedingly large amounts of this substance were introduced

with the first inoculation. Our findings emphasize once more

the evident importance of the "infinitely little" in nutritional

experiments; and that commercially pure substances, like cane-

sugar, should not be used in experiments in nutrition without

further purification,

EXPERIMENTAL.^

To illustrate the exceedingly small yields obtained on the

medium described by MacDonald, the following experiment was

performed. 1,800 cc. of this medium, which we will call ordinary

medium, and designate as "medium 0", were divided into 12

Erlenmeyer flasks holding 150 cc. each, and each flask was seeded

with 5.0 cc. of a yeast suspension from a 14th subculture. After

incubating at 37°C. for a month, the yield of yeast amounted to

1.5 gm. dry; whereas on addition of 1 cc. of autolyzed yeast to

each of six flasks containing 150 cc. each and similarly seeded,

we obtained after 4 days incubation, 3 gm. of dried yeast. When
the cultures were examined under the microscope, a significant

difference was observed. Whereas in the first case the cells

were brownish red in color and presented a shrunken spore-like

appearance, in the second case they were almost colorless and

in active budding.

The subculturing of the yeast was carried out by introducing,

with a sterile pipette, 5 cc. of yesLst suspension in medium O. into

150 cc. of fresh medium. All the inoculations described in this

paper were done with the 14th and 15th subcultures. As we

have stated in the introduction, the yields obtained in each suc-

cessive inoculation were so comparable that we suspected a vita-

mine-like impurity in one or more of the ingredients. In order

to definitely determine the source of this vitamine, we purified

all the ingredients which made up the medium. Each salt was

1 This work was started in conjunction with Miss Olive Sheets.
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dissolved separately in water and shaken up with a definite quan-

tity of fullers' earth, the same procedure being applied to cane-

sugar (Domino brand). After filtration the solutions were evap-

orated to dryness and the salts bottled and kept free from

moisture and dust. The sugar residue was recrystallized once

from alcohol previous to use. The distilled water was redistilled

three times in an all glass apparatus. All the tests were made

in uniform test-tubes, 10 cc. of the nutritive solution being inoc-

ulated with 0.5 cc. of yeast suspension from the 14th subculture.

After a suitable period of incubation the yeast was killed by heat

and the yeast growth measured in millimeters by the centrifuge

method used in our laboratory. In the first experiment, where

TABLE I.

Effect of Purified Media on the Growth of Yeast.

No
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of the addition to purified medium of the ash obtained from 1 gm.

of ordinar}' sugar.

The experunent tabulated in Table II shows that the vitamine-

like impurity in cane-sugar can be practically eliminated after

one crystallization from alcohol, and entirely after shaking with

fullers' earth and then recrystallizing from alcohol; and that

the yeast growth-promoting substance in cane-sugar is not likely

to be of an inorganic nature. The sugar obtained after three

recrystallizations from alcohol was polarized and the polarimetric

reading found to be almost identical with that of ordinary sugar

before recrystallization from alcohol, showing that the sugar

was not altered. (The rotations were [a]^ = +66.75 and

TABLE II.

Effect of Recrystallization of Cane-Sugar.

No.
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weights in milligrams of yeast cells were as follows: On medium
P, the dried yeast weighed 23.0 and 26.2 mg., respectively, giving

an average of 24.6; while in medium O, the growth of yeast

amounted to 68.4 and 70.6 mg., respectively, with an average

weight of 69.5 mg. This confirms the growth obtained in Table I

and measured by the centrifuge method, and shows that in

medium P, the growth is approximately one-third of that in

medium 0.

As the yeast growth-promoting substance could be almost

entirely removed from cane-sugar by one recrystallization from

alcohol, it was of interest to see if this substance could not be

removed from the alcohol mother liquors and its effect on yeast

growth determined. We therefore evaporated the alcoholic

TABLE III.

Effect of Impurities Obtained from Cane-Sugar on Yeast Growth.

No.
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As we have stated before, one important factor in the growth

of yeast in a synthetic medium is the source of the yeast used

for inoculation. When the yeast cells used for seeding are taken

from a medium poor in vitamine D as medium O, and transferrea

to a purified synthetic medium, the growth of yeast is almost nil,

whereas if the seeding cells are taken from a vitamine D-rich

medium, such as an agar-malt culture, the growth of yeast is

appreciable. In the following experiment, the results of which

are detailed in Table IV, the inoculating yeast cells were obtained

TABLE IV.

Effect, on Yeast Growth, of Inoculation u'ith Yeast Cells from a Vitamine D-

Poor and Rich Culture.

No. Medium.

Medium P (inoculated with 1 cc. Niigeli agar-malt sus-

pension

Medium P (inoculated with 2 cc. Nageli agar-malt sus-

pension)

Control. Sterile H2O inoculated with 1 cc. Nageli agar-

malt suspension and killed before incubation

Control. Sterile H2O inoculated with 2 cc. Nageli agar-

malt suspension and killed

Medium P (inoculated with 0.5 cc. from 14th sub-

culture)

Control. Sterile H2O inoculated with 0.5 cc. from 14th

subculture and killed before incubation

Growth
after 66 hrs.

Total. Net

0.5

2.25

0.0

0.0

2.25

2.0

2.25

0.25

* In Nos. 2 and 5, the respective blank controls were subtracted to give

the net growth.

from a vitamine D-starved culture (a 14th subculture in medium

0), the same as that used in the previous experiments; and the

other was taken from a suspension prepared by shaking 100 cc.

of a Nageli solution with a loopful of fresh yeast from an agar-

malt culture.

From Table IV, it can be seen that when the inoculation

is made from a starved culture the net growth of yeast cells is

only 0.25 mm., while when the inoculation used was taken from

a vitamine D-rich culture, the growth is almost tenfold or 2.25 mm.
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Ordinaiy cane-sugar contains a vitamine-like substance which

promotes the growth of yeast cells, and which is probably identi-

cal with vitamine D. We believe that other commercially

prepared substances used in bacterial cultures and animal feeding

experiments, such as starch, dextrin, glucose, etc., contain similar

vitamine-like substances as impurities.

It is, therefore, essential when using cane-sugar in a sj^nthetic

medium, to pm'if\'' the sugar by shaking its solution with fullers'

earth and recrystallizing from alcohol or by direct crj'stallization

from alcohol. Although yeast cannot grow in an absolutely

pure synthetic medium devoid of vitamine D, the amount of

this last substance carried over b}' the inoculation is often enough

to promote growth and hence give misleading results.

The source of the inoculating cells should, therefore, be taken

into account. Yeast grown in a sjmthetic medium, poor in

vitamine D, cannot be used as a good source of vitamine B for

animal feeding experiments, as the j-east cannot synthesize

vitamine B in the absence of vitamine D.

COXCLUSIONS.

1. The growth of yeast is dependent on two factors: The
vitamine-like substance present in one or more of the ingredients

making up the medium, such as cane-sugar; and the amount of

vitamine carried over by the inoculation.

2. The growth of yeast is dependent on the source of the

inoculating yeast cells, whether it is obtained from a vitamine-

rich or a vitamine-poor culture.

3. Yeast cannot sj-nthesize vitamine B in the absence of vita-

mine D for the reason that in the absence of the latter, yeast

cannot grow.

4. Our conclusions emphasize the great importance that minute
amounts of undetected vitamines may have on experiments in

animal nutrition.
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The rapid development of simple and convenient methods of

blood chemistry and their ready application to routine procedure

on a large scale has resulted in the accumulation, within the last

decade, of a huge mass of data concerning the concentration of all

the known non-protein nitrogenous constituents of thehuman blood

except that of the amino-acids. That progress along this line was

less rapid is due to the fact that the method heretofore available

for the estimation of amino-acid nitrogen is somewhat complicated

and time-consuming. It does not therefore fit into the program of

the clinical or hospital laboratory. Moreover, the relatively few

determinations of the amino-acid nitrogen that have been made
on pathological bloods have not yielded results of any great

clinical significance. For these reasons the quantitative study of

t\-e amino-acid nitrogen of the human blood still belongs to the

domain of special investigation. The work to be reported was
started about 2 years before the recent publication of Folin's (1)

co^ Drimetric method for the estimation of the amino-acid nitrogen

in uhe blood.

Since the work of Bock (2) has established the amino-acid

nit/ogen value of normal himaan blood, it was planned to inves-

tigate the amino-acid nitrogen in the blood from hospital patients.

Observations have also been made on the basic amino-acids and
on the conjugated amino-acids or peptide nitrogen of the protein-

fr'3e blood filtrates. These studies will be dealt with in subsequent
papers.
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The bloods were prepared for analysis by the gasometric method
of Van Slyke essentially as recommended by Bock (2) . The bulk

of the proteins was removed by heat-acetic acid coagulation,

and the last traces of protein were removed with trichloroacetic

acid in a concentration of 4 to 5 per cent.

Studies on the relative merits of various methods for the

precipitation of blood proteins were reported recently by Sjollema

and Hetterschy (3), Richter-Quittner (4), Wolff (5), Fischer (6),

and Hiller and Van Slyke (7). The claim of Bock that boiling

with dilute acetic acid does not cause a measurable hydrolysis of

the blood proteins was confirmed by Brun (8) , Fischer (6) , Mukai (9)

,

Okada (10), and Richter-Quittner (4). That trichloroacetic

acid in proper concentration is a suitable precipitant for blood

proteins was shown by Greenwald, Bock, and more recently, by

Hiller and Van Slyke. In the Bock procedure for the estimation

of the amino-acid nitrogen of the blood, the trichloroacetic acid is

removed from the filtrate by boiling in an open vessel. Hiller and

Van Slj'^ke observed that a 5 per cent trichloroacetic acid filtrate

of a solution of Witte's peptone, when boiled, yielded an increased

amount of amino-acid nitrogen due to the hydrolysis of the pro-

tein cleavage products by the acid. This source of error could be

eliminated by diluting the filtrate with an equal amount of water.

A 2.5 per cent solution of trichloroacetic acid does not apparentlj^

possess such power of hydrolysis. In our experience with blood

filtrates, we have not been able to find any difference in the amino-

acid nitrogen value of a 5 per cent trichloroacetic acid filtrate

whether boiled with or without previous dilution with water.

For greater accuracy, we have not used any urease for the destruc-

tion of urea, but have corrected the initial gas volumes for the

nitrogen from the slowly reacting amines by the somewhat

lengthy time-factor method of Levene and Van Slyke. This

procedure was necessitated by the observation that urease prep-

arations contain appreciable amounts of free amino-acids and

protein cleavage products which escape precipitation with tri-

chloroacetic acid and that treatment of the blood with urease

does not entirel}^ ehminate the error due to non-amino compounds.

As a matter of fact, some blood filtrate in which the urea was

destroyed bj^ h3^drolysis with acid yielded the same volume of

slowly evolving nitrogen as an untreated portion of the same fil-
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trate. The possible significance of this finding, interesting in it-

self, would bear closer investigation. We have therefore collected

at random from our large mass of data a few illustrative figures

(Table I) . The reaction time was unifomily 4 minutes.

TABLE I.

Volume of Gas from Slowly Reacting Amities in Blood Filtrates after Decom-

position of A?nino-Acids with Nitrous Acid.

Species.

Beef.

Dog.

Human.

. Diagnosis

Peptone shock

Uremia
Normal

Gas poisoning ,

Hyertension

Chronic interstitial nephritis
(( U (<

Hypertension

Asthma

Aortic regurgitation

Hypertension ,

Volume
of blood

an-
alyzed.
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TABLE II.

Amino-Acid Nitrogen in Blood.

All figures represent milligrams of nitrogen per 100 cc. of blood.

Diagnosis.
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TABLE 11—Concluded.

Diagnosis.
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SUMMARY,

Attention has been drawn to certain sources of error in the

determination of the amino-acid nitrogen of the blood by the

Bock-Van Slyke method. Amino-acid nitrogen values in a num-
ber of bloods are reported.
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The literature affords no definite data on the quantity of

nitrogen occurring in the blood of any species in the form of

diainino-acids. Brun (1) has expressed some doubt as to the

occurrence of hexone bases in human blood. Abel (2) found

histidine in the dialysate from the circulating blood of the dog.

Abderhalden (3) reports the identification of arginine, histidine,

and lysine in the dialysate from beef blood.

In the present investigation we have determined the free basic

amino nitrogen in a number of samples of human blood. The

method employed is an adaptation of the Hausmann procedure,

in which the basic amino-acids are precipitated with phospho-

tungstic acid. The figure for basic amino-acid nitrogen is obtained

by difference, the amino-acid nitrogen being determined in the

blood filtrate before and after treatment with phosphotungstic

acid in hydrochloric acid.

EXPERIMENTAL.

The adequacy of the procedure for the quantity of basic amino-

acids which might be expected to occur in blood was tested by
application to dilute solutions of mixed amino-acids obtained

from the hydrolysis of casein. Casein was hydrolyzed with

20 per cent hydrochloric acid. The total nitrogen of the solution

was determined. The ammonia and humin were removed with

the aid of lime in the usual manner and the nitrogen of the filtrate

867
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was estimated before and after treatment with a 10 per cent

solution of phosphotungstic acid in 2 per cent hydrochloric acid.

The nitrogen estimations were made bj^ a micro Kjeldahl method.

The solution was digested with 2 cc. sulfuric acid, the ammonia
distilled through a Liebig condenser into 0.01 n acid, and the

latter titrated with dilute alkali. The results are summarized in

Table I.

By comparing our figures for the percentage of diamino nitrogen

in casein with some of those found in the literature, it may be seen

that the Hausmann method is capable of yielding results of a high

degree of accuracy even with dilute solutions of basic amino-

acids. Osborne and Harris (4), using their modification of the

TABLE I.

Percentage Determination of Diamino Nitrogen in Dilute Solutions of Casein.

Figures for nitrogen represent milligrams per 100 cc. of solution.

Volume
of solution

taken.
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TABLE II.

Occurrence of Diamino Nitrogen in Blood.

All figures represent milligrams of nitrogen per 100 cc. of blood.

Diagnosis.

Normal
a

Alcoholic coma

" acute
" neuritis

Anginoid pains of heart

Not given

Arthritis

Asthma, bronchial

Arthritis

Asthma, bronchial

Aortic regurgitatioji

Anemia, pernicious

Cardionephritis ,

Diabetes

«

Epilepsy

Carbon monoxide poisoning
« « «

et It «

Hemiplegia
it

Hypertension
" chronic interstitial

nephritis

Hypertension

Lues, hemiplegia, hypertension...

Hypertension, bronchopneumonia
iC

tl

Acute alcoholism

Hypertension

Amino-acid
nitrogen before
precipitation
with phospho-
tungstic acid.
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TABLE II—Concluded.

Diagnosis.
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SUMMARY.

It has been shown that the Hausmann method is applicable to

the precipitation of small amounts of the hexone bases from dilute

solutions of amino-acid mixtures. A method for the estimation of

the free diamine nitrogen of the blood has been described. Values

for diamino nitrogen, ranging from 0.13 to 4.54 mg. per 100 cc,

are given in a number of bloods.
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THE AMINO-ACID NITROGEN OF THE BLOOD.

III. A STUDY OF THE OCCURRENCE OF PEPTIDE NITROGEN IN
THE BLOOD.
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{From the Department of Che7nistry, Cornell University Medical

College, and the Russell Sage Institute of Pathology, in
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pital, New York.)

(Received for publication, March 20, 1923.)

It is well known that the sum of the nitrogen from the various

constituents of a protein-free filtrate falls short, to a variable

extent, of the total nitrogen. In the bloods of 50 normal children,

'

Leopold and Bernhard (1) found from 8.6 to 23.3 mg. of residual

nitrogen per 100. cc. of blood. These figures included also the

nitrogen from the amino-acids. In a number of instances the sum
of the nitrogen from the known blood constituents amounted to

no more than 50 per cent of the total nitrogen. Foster (2) claimed

that in nephritic blood the sum of the nitrogen from the various

bodies may fall to less than 50 per cent of the total nitrogen.

Woods (3) found considerable amounts of residual nitrogen in

the alcoholic filtrates from the bloods of eighteen cases of nephritis,

from 1.52 to 31.80 mg. per 100 cc, most of the values being

around 8 to 10 mg. The total non-protein nitrogen varied from

26.77 to 138.10 mg. The latter figure was also accompanied by

the highest amino-acid nitrogen (16.32 mg.) and the greatest

amount of undetermined nitrogen (31.56 mg.) of the series. The

height of the figures for residual nitrogen seemed in some cases to

parallel the severity of the disease.

Large increases of total nitrogen and of residual nitrogen in the

plasma and cells of the bloods from wound-shocked soldiers were

reported by Duval and Grigaut (4). The urea nitrogen in these

cases remained practically normal, while the residual nitrogen rose
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in one case, as high as 67.30 mg. Cases with fatal termination

exhibited, during the course of the disease, a persistently high

residual nitrogen until death.

No great effort has hitherto been made to ascertain the nature

of the substances responsible for this undetermined nitrogen.

Schweriner (5) failed to note an increase in the formaldehyde index

of the hydrolyzed filtrates from normal bloods, obtained by the

precipitation of the proteins with mercuric chloride in an acid

solution. He found small amounts (3 to 4 mg.) of peptide nitrogen

in the bloods from a limited number of cases of nephritis, and

from 6.0 to 8.0 mg. per 100 cc. in cases of cancer. Wolff (6)

estimated the "albumoses" in the blood by the difference in the

nitrogen of the filtrate from trichloroacetic acid and phospho-

molybdic acid precipitation. Cases of croupous pneumonia

showed more than 9.0 mg. of albumose nitrogen. Slight amounts

were found in pulmonary tuberculosis, typhoid fever, and cases

of lung abscess.

It should be pointed out that the methods used by the two last

named investigators are not free from objection. The mercuric

chloride used by Schweriner for the precipitation of the proteins

might have also precipitated polypeptides. The low figures for

total non-protein nitrogen, 22 to 27 mg., obtained by this author

on the mercury-free filtrates seem to justify this suspicion. In the

procedure of Wolff, the phosphomolybdic acid employed, besides

precipitating albumoses, may also remove basic amino-acids. A
reading of this author's paper does not give one the impression

that a careful study has been made of the sharp selective precipita-

tion of these so called albumoses by phosphomolybdic acid.

Wu (7) found but insignificant amounts of undetermined

nitrogen in the tungstic acid filtrates from plasma, while the

corpuscles contained an average of 20.0 mg. per 100 cc. This is

ascribed to the probable presence of peptides and peptones in the

blood cells. Folin and Berglund (8) have tabulated their data on

the nitrogen partition in the bloods of twelve normal young men
bled after a night's fast. The average undetermined nitrogen was

6.7 mg. in the plasma, 24.7 mg. in the corpuscles, and 13.7 mg. in

the whole blood. These investigators venture the suggestion that

the unknown nitrogenous material is partly made up of histones.
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In order to find out whether protein intermediate products

could account to any extent for tlie undetermined nitrogen, we
have estimated the quantity of peptide nitrogen in the filtrates

from a number of bloods.

EXPERIMENTAL.

40 to 80 cc. of blood were coagulated with heat and acetic acid,

and enough trichloroacetic acid was added to make a 5 per cent

solution of the reagent (Bock). After the removal of the tri-

chloroacetic acid, the solution was made up to 80 cc. in a graduate

containing 4 cc. of concentrated hydrochloric acid. 20 cc. were

used for the determination of the total free amino-acid nitrogen;

20 cc. were treated with phosphotungstic acid for the determina-

tion of the free diamino nitrogen; 40 cc. were mixed with an

equal volume of concentrated hydrochloric acid and boiled under

a reflux condenser for 24 hours. The acid and then the ammonia
were distilled off under reduced pressure; the neutral solution

was then washed into a graduate containing 2 cc. of concentrated

hydrochloric acid and made up to 40 cc. 20 cc. were treated with

phosphotungstic acid for the determination of the peptide diamino

nitrogen; the remainder of the solution was concentrated and

analyzed for total amino-acid nitrogen.

Hiller and Van Slyke (9) claim that trichloroacetic acid in

concentrations greater than 2.5 per cent precipitates some peptide

nitrogen from beef blood. They, therefore, recommend the use

of 2.5 per cent trichloroacetic acid with solutions containing

proteins and their intermediate products. Greenwald (10) found

that 2.5 per cent of trichloroacetic acid did not remove the last

traces of protein from blood. He also stated that, according to

some investigators, beef blood is not completely deproteinized only

by a 10 per cent solution of the reagent. We have not been able

to obtain water-clear and absolutely protein-free filtrates of fresh

defibrinated beef blood with 2.5 per cent trichloroacetic acid.

DISCUSSION.

Table I gives the data from which the total peptide nitrogen

and the diamino fraction thereof were calculated. The figures for

total peptide nitrogen (Column G) are calculated by difference
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TABLE I.

Peptide Nitrogen in Blood.

All figures represent milligrams of nitrogen per 100 cc. of blood.
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from the difference between the total diamino nitrogen (Column F)

and the free diamino nitrogen (Column C).

Small amounts of peptide nitrogen were found in most of the

bloods examined. No significance is attached to figures less

than 1.0 mg. as these probably fall within the limits of experi-

mental error. The three normal human bloods examined showed

less than 1.0 mg. of peptide nitrogen. Of five samples of beef

blood, one showed a complete absence of peptide nitrogen, one

less than 1.0 mg., and three less than 2.0 mg. per 100 cc. of blood.

This forces the conclusion that none of these beef bloods con-

tained significant quantities of peptide nitrogen. These results

differ from the findings of Hiller and Van Slyke (9), who report an

average of 7.0 mg. of peptide nitrogen per 100 cc. of beef blood.

Their figures are based on analyses of filtrates obtained by precipi-

tation of the blood with 2.5 per cent trichloroacetic acid.

Of the thirty-seven bloods from hospital patients, all but six

showed more than 1.0 mg. of peptide nitrogen. The highest figure

was 7.91 mg. One blood with a total non-protein nitrogen

of 170.80 mg. contained practically no peptide nitrogen. Other

bloods with a high total non-protein nitrogen contained an

average of about 5.0 mg. of peptide nitrogen per 100 cc. of blood.

In probably none of the bloods, however, was there enough peptide

nitrogen to account for all of the undetermined nitrogen usuallv

found in blood.

It should be pointed out that the procedure here used for the

estimation of peptide nitrogen, depending on the determination

of the amino-acid nitrogen by the Van Slyke method before and

after hydrolysis of the mixed amino-acid and peptide solution, is

not strictly accurate. The conjugated amino-acids of the blood

probably occur in the form of the simplest peptides. The free

amino groups of these bodies are readily deamidized with nitrous

acid, thus increasing the value of the free amino-acid nitrogen and

to that extent causing a negative error in the calculation of the

peptide nitrogen.

We cannot support the conjecture of Folin and Berglund that

the unknown nitrogen is partly due to histones. These bodies

would yield, on hydrolysis, large increases of basic amino-acids.

With regard to the latter it will be recalled that neither the

method of Van Slyke nor that of Folin does fully account for the
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nitrogen of the hexone bases. The undetermined nitrogen from

these blood constituents may account for a small fraction of the

unknown nitrogen. That it is not due entirely to the presence of

polypeptides may be also gathered from the figures of Leopold

and Bernhard (1) and Woods (3) on the residual nitrogen in the

alcoholic filtrates of the bloods they anal3"zed.

SUMMARY.

The presence of peptide nitrogen has been demonstrated in a

number of bloods. No significant quantities of peptide nitrogen

were found in three normal human bloods and five samples of fresh

defibrinated beef blood. The amount of peptide nitrogen found

in the bloods from hospital patients is by far too small to account

for the undetermined nitrogen of pathological bloods with a high

non-protein nitrogen. It would probably not fully account for the

unknown nitrogen of bloods with a total non-protein nitrogen

falling within the normal limits, only perhaps in exceptional

cases.
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THE PREPARATION OF CREATININE FROM CREATINE.

By graham EDGAR and W. S. HINEGARDNER.

(Frotn the Cohb Chemical Laboratory of the University of Virginia, University.)

(Received for publication, May 4, 1923.)

INTRODUCTION.

The usual methods for the preparation of creatinine have

involved the use of urine as the original source. This has made
its preparation rather laborious and its price almost prohibitive

for any other purpose than small scale research. In view of the

fact that creatine is now available in large quantity and at much
reduced prices it has seemed desirable to consider methods for

the preparation of creatinine from creatine, with the object of

discovering a simple method, suitable for large or small scale

operation, and involving relatively little time or expense.

The two chief methods already described for the preparation

of creatinine from creatine are those of Folin and Denis (1), and

of Benedict (2). The former involves the heating of solid creatine

in an autoclave; the latter involves the intermediate preparation

of creatinine zinc chloride by one of several methods, and the

subsequent decomposition of this salt with ammonia. These

methods do not seem as simple or as satisfactory for the purpose

outlined above as the one described below.

General Method.

The principle upon which the method depends is extremely

simple, involving (a) the conversion of creatine into creatinine

hydrochloride by treatment with hydrochloric acid, and (6) the

formation of creatinine by treatment of the creatinine hydro-

chloride with ammonia, taking advantage of the facts that am-
monia will liberate creatinine from solutions of its salts; that

creatinine is only moderately soluble in cold concentrated am-
monia; that ammonium chloride is readily soluble in cold ammonia
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solutions; and that ammonia has very little tendency to bring

about the conversion of creatinine into creatine.

The experimental technique necessary to obtain a good yield is

described below. A number of variations in procedure are

possible, and the choice of them may be determined somewhat

by the scale of operation, the facilities of the particular laboratory,

and the quality of the creatinine which may be desired.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE.

The materials used were largely commercial creatine, containing

1 molecule of water of crystallization, together with small amounts

of creatinine and traces of meat extractives. Pure recrystallized

creatine (hydroxide) was also employed in certain cases.

Since the process divides clearly into two distinct steps, (1)

the preparation of creatinine hydrochloride, and (2) the conver-

sion of creatinine hydrochloride into creatinine, it seems best to

consider these separately, particularly as the two may be com-

bined in a number of different ways.

Preparation of Creatinine Hydrochloride.

(a). Creatine may be converted quantitatively into creatinine

hydrochloride by evaporation to dryness upon a steam bath with

an excess of hydrochloric acid, or by boiling such a solution

slowly to dryness over a small flame. This is essentially the

method employed by Benedict (3), who worked, however, only

with relatively small quantities of creatine. We have found that

complete conversion takes place when solid creatine is treated

with twice its weight of 6 n hydrochloric acid, and the solution

evaporated as indicated above. The process is rather a slow one

when large quantities of creatine are employed, as a crust of

creatinine hydrochloride forms when the solution becomes con-

centrated, and this must be broken up frequently. Further-

more, when crude creatine is thus treated considerable color

develops, which increases somewhat with the time of heating.

Material prepared b}^ this process will be known as "creatinine

hydrochloride (a)."

(6). Creatine may be converted into creatinine hydrochloride

by treatment with gaseous HCl at room temperature. The
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reaction is a slow one, but the process is practically automatic and

has certain other advantages. In our experiments 100 gm. of

creatine, previously dried at 100°C. to remove water of crj-stal-

lization, were placed in a closed flask connected to an automatic

HCl generator (e.g., a Kipp generator employing fused XH4CI
and H2SO4). The HCl is absorbed rapidly at first, and in the

course of a few hours the mixture has caked somewhat. Two or

three times a day the flask is disconnected and the cakes are broken

up with a glass rod. B3' the end of 48 hours the reaction is com-

plete, as is evidenced by failure to absorb more HCl. The
mixture will have become moist at the end of the reaction, because

of the liberation of water in the reaction. The moist mass is

dried for a short time at 100°C. It will be known as ''creatinine

hydrochloride (6)."

(c). Creatinine ma}' be converted into creatinine hj'drochloride

solution by adding to it a very slight excess of hj'drochloric acid

and heating the mixture on the steam bath in a closed flask for a

sufficient length of time. In our experiments 150 gm. of creatine

(hydroxide), 85 cc. of concentrated HCl (sp.gr. 1.19), and 25 cc.

of water were heated for 24 hours or more on the steam bath,

when conversion was found to be complete. This solution will

be known as ''creatinine hydrochloride solution (c)."

Conversion of Creatinine Hydrochloride into Creatinine.

The conversion of creatinine hydrochloride into creatinine may
also be accomplished in several ways.

{d). Solid creatinine hydrochloride is added to a volume of cold

concentrated ammonia (sp.gr. 0.90) equal to the weight of creat-

inine hj'drochloride used. (It may be noted that this is almost

exactly equal to the weight of creatine h^'droxide original^

taken.) The mixture is stirred, lumps are broken up as thoroughly

as possible, and after standing at 0°C. for an hour or so the creat-

inine is filtered off (with suction), washed with a little ice-cold

concentrated ammonia, and finally with alcohol. It is dried at

100°C.

(e). Solid creatinine hydrochloride is dissolved in 0.8 of its

weight of water, warming to effect solution, and ammonia gas is

rapidly passed into the solution, the mixture being cooled in ice
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at the same time. ^Vhen the ice-cold mixture gives a strong odor

of ammonia the current of gas is stopped and after standing an
hour or so the creatinine is filtered off, washed, and dried as above.

(/). Solid creatinine hydrochloride is dissolved in 0.6 of its

weight of water, heating to effect solution, and an equal volume
of cold concentrated ammonia is added, with constant stirring.

The mixture is cooled as rapidly as possible, and is allowed to

stand at 0°C. for an hour or so, and is then filtered and treated

as above.

{g). Concentrated creatinine hydrochloride solution (c) is

treated with ammonia gas exactly as described in (/).

Results.

1. The yield of creatinine by the above methods may be sum-

marized as follows. Combining (a) or (6) with (d) or (e) gives

very uniformly a yield of about 90 per cent of the theory (69 to

70 per cent of the weight of creatine hydroxide used; theory 76

per cent). Combining (c) and {g) also gives about 90 per cent

of the theory. Combining (a) or (6) with ("/) gives 83 to 85

per cent of the theory, the lower yield being due to the larger

volume employed.

2. The 'purity of the creatinine depends partly upon the purity

of the original creatine and partly upon the process employed.

Process (d) gives a product nearly always containing a small

amount of chlorine, and while very convenient, is not recom-

mended where a good grade of creatinine is desired. Process

(e) gives a product which is practically 100 per cent pure, when
tested by the Folin method of analysis against pure creatinine

picrate (4) or against pure creatinine.^ If pure creatine was used

as a starting point the creatinine will be perfectly white; com-

mercial creatine gives a faintly yellow product, the color depending

upon the process emploj-ed for preparing the creatinine hydro-

chloride. Process (6) gives a whiter product than (a). The
creatinine should give no test for chlorine with silver nitrate, or

at most only a faint trace. Process (/) gives a product similar

in every respect to that produced in (e). Process {g) gives a

1 We are indebted to Mr. H. J. Bean for a sample of pure creatinine pre-

pared especially for standardization purposes.
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product similar in purity to that obtained by (e) or (/) , but usually

of lighter color than that produced by combining (a) with (e)

or (/).

Attempts to remove the color entirely by decolorizing the

creatinine hydrochloride solutions with charcoal were successful,

but the yield was materially lowered thereb.y (to 80 per cent)

as the charcoal adsorbs considerable creatinine from the very

concentrated solution.

DISCUSSION.

Considerable quantities of creatinine have been prepared by

the methods outlined above, as much as 1 kilo of creatine having

been handled at one time, although most of the experiments

employed 10, 25, 50, or 100 gm. All the methods seem suitable

for large or small scale operation. It is believed that the small

amount of attention required, the low cost of chemicals, and the

high yield of creatinine obtained make these methods superior to

any others hitherto proposed for the preparation of creatinine.

It should be noted that the methods are equally applicable to

treatment of mixtures of creatine and creatinine, or to the re-

purification of creatinine.

The creatinine thus prepared should be of sufficient purity for

any ordinary purpose (including Major's test for renal function

(5)). It is not intended as an analytical standard, but it may be

noted that in our experience it gives results undistinguishable

from those obtained with samples prepared especially for this

purpose.

Recrystallization of Creatinine.

The purification of creatinine by crystallization presents certain

difficulties. If recrystallized from water at high temperatures

or from aqueous alcohol, there is always the danger that some

creatine may be formed, and this is almost impossible to separate

by recrystallization, as it is much less soluble in all ordinary

solvents than creatinine, and has a similar temperature coefficient

of solubility. Crystallization from pure alcohol is satisfactory

for a small sample, but the solubility is too small for convenient

handhng of large quantities of creatinine.
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We have found the following procedure fairly satisfactor3^

1 part by weight of creatinine is dissolved in 5 parts of water,

previously heated to 65°C., as rapidly as possible. 2 volumes of

acetone are added at once, and the mixture is cooled in ice. After

standing a few hours the creatinine is filtered off, washed with

acetone, and dried. About 65 per cent of the original creatinine

is recovered. The solubility of creatinine in aqueous acetone is

less than in aqueous alcohol of the same volume percentage, and

the purity of the recrj'^stallized material seems higher with acetone

than with alcohol.

SUMMARY.

1. Simple methods have been described for the preparation of

creatinine from creatine. '^

2. The yield and purity of the creatinine by these methods are

most satisfactory.
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DYE-PROTEIN AGGREGATES.

I. CONGO FIBRIN.
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(Received for publication, April 23, 1923.)

In a series of investigations, projected under the general title

of "Dye-protein aggregates," an attack is being made upon the

following questions: (1) What are the essential factors in 1>he

preparation of dyed proteins of uniform composition? (2) How
is the proportion of dye in a given preparation affected by the

diah'zability of the dye? (3) Do mass law concepts make pos-

sible a comprehensive description of digestion of dyed proteins

by enzymes?

It is hoped that this work will contribute to the clarification

of the subject of "adsorption compounds." For the present

it has seemed advisable to speak of the dj'^ed proteins as aggre-

gates rather than as compounds.

In the present paper is described a special preparation of Congo

fibrin, and some of the properties of this preparation are given

together with some preliminary quantitative experiments on its

digestion by pepsin HCl.

Dyeing of Colloidally Dispersed Proteins.

In criticizing various colorimetric methods by which the rate

of digestion of proteins may be followed, Mathews^ states: "In

the first place it is impossible to get two pieces of fibrin of exactly

the same sm'face of contact between it and the enzyme solution.

And, in the second place, the combining power of the fibrin for

Congo red or any other color, increases as digestion proceeds

1 Mathews, A. P., Physiological chemistry, New York, 3rd edition, 1920,

360.
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and more molecules are set free." Such a criticism may well

apply to preparations of Congo fibrin made by staining finely

hashed fibrin; for it is scarcely possible that such a typically

colloidal dye as Congo red can reach an adsorption equilibrium

with all fibrin "molecules" when the latter are as well aggregated

as they must be in macroscopic particles of hashed fibrin.

It occurred to the writer, however, that it should be possible

to make a quite homogeneous preparation of stained protein by

staining the latter while in colloidal dispersion. Pursuant to

this idea, a preparation of dyed protein was made in 1919 as

follows: About 50 gm. of well washed and finely hashed fibrin

from which the excess of water had been squeezed out, were dis-

solved in 500 cc. of hot 0.1 n NaOH. The solution was filtered

through glass-wool, and in it w^ere dissolved 5 gm. of Congo red.

The whole formed a clear, deep red solution. The alkali protein

and dye were then thrown down together by addition of n H2SO4.

The dyed protein—hereafter called Congo fibrin—-flocculated

well, leaving a virtually colorless supernatant liquid. The

Congo fibrin was then washed three times by decantation with

distilled water. To render the preparation as insoluble as pos-

sible, it was suspended in 500 cc. of a saturated solution of

NaCl, and boiled with constant stirring for 30 minutes.

The whole was filtered through a Buchner funnel and washed

repeatedly with large volumes of boiling distilled water until

no further color was removed. The Congo fibrin was then

dried in vacuo over sulfuric acid, pulverized, and passed through

a 100 mesh sieve.

The following are some properties of this Congo fibrin. A
suspension in glycerol has yielded no free Congo red to the gly-

cerol in more than 2 years. A suspension in distilled water may
be kept at 10°C. for a month without yielding up any color. A
suspension in 0.1 n HCl requires several days at room temperature

before any color is given up to the supernatant liquid. A sus-

pension in 0.5 per cent sodium carbonate shows some swelling

and a slight loss of color in a few hours at room temperature.

The material is rapidly and completely digestible by pepsin

HCl and by trypsin Na2C03. The mean dimensions of the indi-

vidual particles, which are quite irregular in shape, range from

about 0.01 to 0.25 mm. Under considerable magnification the
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particles, from the most minute to the largest, appear to be

perfectly homogeneous in respect of the distribution of the

Congo red. Colorimetric comparison of a completely digested

sample with a sample of Griibler's Congo red shows the Congo

fibrin to contain 7.2 per cent of Congo red.

A second and simpler method of preparing dyed protein than

the one just described is the following: Wliite of egg is strained

through cheese-cloth, then diluted with 4 volumes of 5 per cent

NaCl, and filtered through cotton- or glass-wool. An excess of

the dye, previously brought into solution, is added to the egg white

solution. The mixture is then heated in a boiling water bath

with frequent stirring. The coagulated and dyed protein is

thrown on a Buchner funnel and washed repeatedly with boiling

distilled water until the filtrate is colorless. This washing is

very tedious; for example, a mass of moist dyed protein of about

40 gm. in weight requires from 50 to 100 washings of 200 cc.

each. The material is then preserved in glycerol or dried in vacuo.

Size of Particles and Rate of Peptic Digestion.

If an accurate colorimetric method for following the progress

of digestion of proteins, or for the quantitative estimation of

peptic activity is to be devised, it becomes necessary to determine

how the rate of digestion of the dyed protein is related to the

size of the particles being digested. An attempt was, therefore,

made to limit the range of size of individual particles in the

Congo fibrin by fractional centrifugation. Two lots of 15 cc.

each of a well mixed suspension of the Congo fibrin in glycerol—
each lot containing 0.4 gm. of powdered Congo fibrin—were

centrifuged for 1 minute at 2,800 r.p.m. The supernatant

material was carefully poured off, and the residues in the two

tubes were united and the tubes rinsed out with glycerol until

a total of 20 cc. was obtained. This suspension was labeled

Fl. The volume of the supernatant liquid in each tube was
made up to 15 cc. with glycerol, thoroughly mixed, and centri-

fuged for 2 minutes at the same speed. The supernatant material

was again removed and the residues of the two tubes were com-

bined in a total of 20 cc. in the same manner as Fl. The 2

minute residue was called F2. A similar method was used to

obtain the remaining fractions. The supernatant material
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from the previous centrifugation was centrifuged 4 minutes for

F3; 8 minutes for F4; 16 minutes for F5; 32 minutes for F6;

and 64 minutes for F7. The supernatant material from F7 was

called F8.

This method of fractionation was not particularly successful

in limiting the range of size of particles in each fraction; for the

larger particles carried along with them large numbers of the

smallest particles. Nevertheless, the results obtained in the

peptic digestion of the several fractions appear to yield some

definite information. The sizes of the individual particles were

obtained as follows : A drop of the mixed glycerol suspension was

mounted on a slide, set in a mechanical stage, and the vertical

diameter of each particle as viewed through a low power, was

obtained with an eyepiece micrometer. In this way, by measur-

ing a sufficiently large number of particles, and by taking the

apparent vertical dimension of each particle, irrespective of the

position in which the latter might be lying, it was assumed that

in the long run the mean dimension was being measured. Above

500 particles each of F2, F4, and F6 were measured. The mean
dimensions, in millimeters, are given below.

F2 0.0767 ± 0.0017 mm.
F4 0.0508 ± 0.00095 "

F6 0.0215 ± 0.00030 "

It has already been mentioned that in the fractionation of the

original glycerol suspension, the large particles carried down
mechanically many of the smaller particles. This is further

evidenced by a reduction in the variability of size of the particles

as the mean dimension became smaller. The variability of the

particles in F2 was 74 per cent, of F4 63 per cent, and of F6 47

per cent of their respective mean dimensions.

The yield of each fraction, in percentage of the original sus-

pension, was obtained by the colorimetric comparison of com-

pletely digested aliquots of the fraction and of the original.

The results are given in the fourth column of Table I. In the

fifth column of this table are given the volumes of the aqueous

suspensions of the respective fractions which contained equal

masses of substrate. These volumes were measured out into

tubes, centrifuged, and all but 5 cc. of the supernatant liquid of
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each fraction discarded. These 5 cc. . quantities, containing

equal masses of substrate, were digested for 30 minutes with

pepsin HCl in a manner to be described later. The percentage

of digestion is given in the sixth column of Table I. The rela-

tive completeness of digestion reached by the first fractions is

attributable to the large proportion of small particles in these

fractions.

Preparations of each fraction were subjected to peptic diges-

tion for different time periods, and the progress of the digestion

was measured by the amount of Congo red set free. Since all

but the smallest particles, when in suspension in water, settled

rapidl}^, it was necessary to keep the suspension agitated during

the digestion period. A special bath was devised in which 15 cc.

centrifuge tubes, containing the digestion mixtures, could be

submerged under water at 37°C., and rotated in the direction of

their long axes at the rate of fifteen times per minute.

When hydrochloric acid is added to an aqueous suspension

of the Congo fibrin, the particles turn blue, but do not lose any

of the dye." When pepsin is also present, the digestion of the

protein is accompanied by an equivalent amount of disi>ersion

of the dye. It has been found more satisfactory, however, in

making the final color comparisons of the dye set free by diges-

tion, to have the material at such a pH that the typical red color

is developed. To obtain this result, an alkaline borate solution

has been used as a buffer. This was made by dissolving 12.4 gm.

of boric acid in 100 cc. of n NaOH and diluting with distilled

water to 500 cc. instead of to a liter, as in the original Sorensen

solution.^ In addition to bringing each digest to the same pH
(7.1 to 7.2), this buffer has the further value of stopping the

peptic digestion practically instantly.

2 A detailed study of this phenomenon, of significance in connection with

recent theories respecting protein behavior, is reserved for the second paper

of this series. Suffice it that aggregates of Congo red and of brom-phenol

blue with the proteins of egg white have been prepared which, in aqueous

suspension, can be carried through a range of pH from 2 to 8 and back again

without loss of dye. The color of the suspended particles changes, how-
ever, with change of pH; and the alterations in color parallel those seen

with solutions of the free dyes.

^ Clark, W. M., The determination of hydrogen ions, Baltimore, 1920, 78.
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TABLE I.

Fractionation of Glycerol Suspension of Congo Fibrin.

Digestion of Fractions by Pepsin.

Fraction.
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The digestions were carried out as follows: Each fraction was

made up to 100 cc. with distilled water. In each of a series of

15 cc. centrifuge tubes were pipetted 5 cc. of the well agitated

suspension. To each tube were added 3 cc. of 0.25 n HCl and

1 cc. pepsin solution (Merck's, 1:1,000). Each tube was closed

with a solid rubber stopper, and just at the moment that it was

put in the bath, was well mixed. It may be added that digestion

did not commence until the tube was put in the bath; for the

particles formed a red residue at the bottom of each tube and

did not change color until it was shaken. At the end of the

digestion period for a given tube, it was removed from the bath,

and 6 cc. of the alkaline borate solution were run in from a burette,

and the whole was quickly mixed. In this way digestion in any

tube could be stopped within 10 seconds. The pH at this point,

determined by the hydrogen electrode, ranged between 7.1 and

7.2. Enough tubes were run so that in one or more digestion

was complete. The amount of digestion in any tube was then

obtained by colorimetric comparison, using the completely di-

gested preparation as the standard. A simple dilution method
of comparison was found sufficient, using the Myers colorimeter.

In Table II are given the results, expressed in percentages of

complete digestion, obtained for the peptic digestion of the

original glycerol suspension and the several fractions. In each

series there is an initial stage in which the rate of digestion in-

creases rather slowly, then an intermediate stage of rapid diges-

tion and, finally, a terminal stage in which the rate of digestion

diminishes. In the initial stage some time is apparently con-

sumed in the attainment of some form of equilibrium between
enzyme and substrate. When this occurs, etching away of the

particles rapidly attains a maximum velocity, the smallest par-

ticles disappearing first. At the end of this stage of rapid diges-

tion only the remains of the largest particles are to be found in

a given digest. The terminal stage is, therefore^ taken up by
the relatively slow digestion of these largest particles.

When the percentages of digestion for a given series are plotted

against the corresponding digestion times, an S-shaped curve

is obtained. In the case of the middle fractions, F4 and F5,

which were practically free from the largest and smallest parti-

cles, these curves are fairly smooth. To one, who has a penchant
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for the mass law interpretation of biochemical phenomena, this

form of curve immediately suggests an autocatalytic reaction.

When it is noted, however, that in the case of F4 only 6.3 mg.

of the Congo fibrin were suspended in 9 cc. of liquid in each

digest^—a concentration of 0.07 per cent—it is extremely doubt-

ful whether the concentration of the products of digestion would

be sufficient either to accelerate the reaction or to inhibit it.

The writer prefers to interpret these curves as expressing, in

integral form, the frequency distribution of amounts of digestion

occurring in the Congo fibrin particles. Where the curve is

sj^mmetrical with respect to the mean, the velocity of digestion,

between the limits of 25 and 75 per cent, will oscillate about a

constant value. The results with F4 indicate that the experi-

mental conditions can be controlled so that symmetrical curves

for the progress of peptic digestion can be obtained. Part of

the work still in progress is concerned with the preparation and

standardization of dyed proteins suitable for precise measure-

ments of peptic activity.

SUMMARY.

1. Methods for the preparation of homogeneous aggregates

of dye and protein are described.

2. Results of peptic digestion of Congo fibrin suspensions show

that the progress of digestion is largely dependent upon the size

of the particles of substrate.

3. Peptic digestion of the Congo fibrin can be followed accu-

rately with quantities weighing less than 10 mg., and in a con-

centration of the substrate such that the products of digestion

can exert no appreciable effect upon the reaction.

4. It is questionable whether mass law concepts can be applied

to the description of the digestion of fine suspensions of Congo

fibrin by pepsin.
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INTRODUCTIOX.

From time to time papers have appeared in which gro^-th-

promoting substances in cultures of bacteria have apparently

been demonstrated. Thus, Pacini and Russell (1) reported the

presence of such a substance in extracts of cultures of Bacillus

typhosus fed to white rats. This, as far as the writer is aware, is

the only experimental work on record in which cultures of bacteria

or extracts of cultures have been successfull}^ used to stimulate

growth in rats. Damon (2) attempted to verify this observation,

but was unsuccessful with cultures of Bacillus paraiyphosus B,

Bacillus coli, and Bacillus subiilis. However, numerous investi-

gators have successfully used cultures of bacteria or extracts of

bacteria to stimulate the growth of other microorganisms.

Cantani (3) reported more profuse growth of Bacillus influenzce

in sA'mbiosis with Bacillus diphtherice, Micrococcus gonorrhoece,

and certain staphylococci than he was able to get when growing

this organism in pure culture. He also observed a stimulation

of growth when the agar on which Bacillus influenzce was grown
was enriched by the addition of emulsions of dead bacteria. This

growth he believed to be induced by some factor contained within

the dead cells. Neisser (4) reports successful growth of Bacillus

influenzce in symbiosis with xerosis bacilli, but was unsuccessful

in his attempts when the medium was enriched with killed cultures

of this organism. Bottomley (5) observed the elaboration of a
stimulating substance in Sphagnum peat by the growth of certain

aerobic soil bacteria. Its presence in this case was indicated by
a relatively accelerated fixation of nitrogen by Azohacter, when

895
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grown in such "bacterized peat," over the normal rate of fixation

in "imbacterized" peat. And finally, Thjotta (6) was able to

grow Bacillus influenzcv in plain beef extract-peptone broth when

killed emulsions of Friedlander's bacillus and the ozena bacillus

were added to it. He was also successful when aqueous extracts

of these organisms or of Bacillus proteus were used. Incidentally,

it may be mentioned that the writer (7) was unable to confirm

these findings.

The results embodied in this report have been obtained in a

series of experiments designed to confirm the findings of Bottomley

and Thjotta and to extend somewhat further the investigation

of growth-promoting substances of bacterial origin. Too fre-

quently, we believe, these substances have been termed vitamins,

or it has been suggested that they might be related to vitamin B
in that they induced accelerated growth on the part of the test

organism. To us it would seem that all these observations were

open to criticism, as has been intimated by Header and Robinson

(8), because the biological test, i.e. on j^oung rats, is the only

unobjectionable test that can be used to demonstrate the presence

or absence of vitamin. The experimental work herein reported

gives the results of such a test.

EXPERIMENTAL.

In all of the experiments young albino rats of carefully selected

stock were used. During the preliminary period of the first

experiment these animals were fed a ration previously demon-

strated to be adequate in all the food essentials except vitamin B.

This ration had the following composition:

gm.

Casein (purified) 18.0

Starch 42.5

Cane-sugar 17.0

Lard 15.0

Butter fat 5.0

Salt mixture 185 (9) 2.5

On this diet young growing rats maintain their body weight for

about 2 weeks and then begin to lose weight rapidly unless the

deficiency of vitamin B is satisfied. It is during this period of

decline that the substance, the vitamin content of which it is
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desired to test, is added. The presence of vitamin will be noted

in the upward trend of the weight curve.

The bacteria that were chosen for testing for their content of

vitamin B were selected as representing (a) the group of aerobic

spore formers, (6) the mucoid organisms of the Bacillus mucosus

capsulatus group, and (c) the acid-fast bacteria. These organisms

were found especially adapted for use in this work, as it was

comparativel}^ easy to grow and desiccate them in sufficient

quantity to provide adequate material for feeding experiments.
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interpreted as indicating that peptone and beef extract were devoid

of any significant amount of the water-soluble vitamin.

Experiment 2.—In this test Bacillus adhcerens—an aerobic,

spore-forming soil organism—^was grown in bottles containing

nutrient broth. Quart bottles were found to be especially useful

because they offered a large surface area for the formation of a

pellicle. After incubation at 37°C. and the formation of the

pellicle, the organisms were filtered off by using orinary filter

paper, spread on a tray, and dried in the incubator at body

temperature for 3 or 4 days. At the end of this time they had

lost a large amount of moisture and decreased in bulk so they

could be triturated in a mortar and desiccated. They were then

added to the basal ration, replacing 5 per cent of the starch. The

results of this feeding test are shown in the weight curves of two

typical rats in Fig. 1. From these curves it would seem that no

benefit was derived by the animals from the addition of the

bacteria, but that they returned to a normal rate of growth during

the third period of the experiment when wheat germ middlings,

as a source of vitamin B, replaced the organisms.

Experiment 3.—The two organisms chosen as representing the

mucoid group of bacteria were Friedlander's bacillus^ and Pfeiffer's

bacillus. They were grown on Prazmowski's medium in KoUe
flasks with 1 per cent of the three sugars, dextrose, lactose, and

saccharose, added. This medium has the following composition:

gm.

Dipotassium phosphate 5.0

Magnesium sulfate 5.0

Ammonium carbonate 5.0

Calcium chloride 0.5

Water 1,000 cc.

Profuse growth was always obtained after 48 hours incubation

at 37°C. This was removed with a sterile right-angled glass rod,

dried, desiccated, and- added to the ration in place of 5 per cent of

starch. The diets and results of the feeding tests are shown in

Figs. 2 and 3. It will be noted from Fig. 2 that the animals con-

tinued to lose during the second period; i.e., while Friedlander's

bacillus was added to the ration. In the case of Pfeiffer's

1 The culture here referred to is a mucoid organism carried in this labora-

tory under the name Friedlander's bacillus, but fermenting lactose.
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bacillus, however, three of the four test animals exhibited a distinct

gain in weight, as indicated in Fig. 3. Why this organism, so

similar to Friedlander's bacillus, should give such a different

result we do not attempt to explain at this time.

Experiment 4-—Bacillus timothy S13,^ an acid-fast organism, was

selected for testing as the representative of this group of bacteria.

It was found to produce an abundant pellicle, when cultivated at

37°C., on veal infusion 4 per cent glycerol broth, and this medium

qvams
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Fig. 4. 5 per cent of Bacillus timothy 213 was added at the point marked
by the cross. It will be seen that there is a notable resumption of growth

in this case.

was used exclusively in this experiment. The formation of the

pellicle in this case was relatively slow, and it was never possible

to filter it off in less than 10 to 12 days. The treatment of the

organisms subsequent to filtration was the same in this case as

in all the other tests. Two feeding experiments were carried out,

however, and the results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. In one case

5 per cent of the organisms was added to the ration and in the

other 10 per cent was used to replace a like amount of starch.

2 The culture of Bacillus timothy here used is identical with Bacterium

phlei or the timothy grass bacillus of Moeller and is carried in this labora-

tory as Bacillus timothy 213.
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Examination of the growth curves seems to indicate the presence

in these organisms of a growth-promoting substance that is capable

of inducing rapid development of the animals and growth seems

to be somewhat more rapid in the case of the addition of 10 per

cent of the bacteria.

DISCUSSION.

The author desires to take strong exception to the use of the

term "vitamin/' as applied to any growth-stimulating substance

of bacterial origin until such substance has been subjected to the

q'paTns

I65l

Penodl
Casein 18
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this experiment there really appears to have been a substance

suppKed by the bacteria that satisfied the deficiency of vitamin

B in the diet. We realize, however, that even this result may
be open to question, because of the fact that these bacteria were

grown on a veal infusion broth. The possibility that there was

enough vitamin in such a broth that might have been adsorbed

or absorbed by the bacteria and carried over in this way would

appear to be remote, but should be borne in mind. To clear up

such a point as this would necessitate cultivation of the bacteria

in a medium every factor of which had been proven to be vitamin-

free by feeding tests. Such tests are being carried on in this

laboriatory and will be reported on in a subsequent paper.

CONCLUSIONS.

1

.

Commercial peptone and beef extract have been again found

to be devoid of vitamin B.

2. 5 per cent of a spore-forming aerobic organism. Bacillus

adhcerens, did not supply the deficiency of vitamin B in an other-

wise adequate diet.

3. 5 per cent of a mucoid organism, Friedlander's bacillus,

failed to induce growth in young rats.

4. 5 per cent of another mucoid organism, Pfeiffer's bacillus

added to a diet deficient in vitamin B maintained the animals at

a constant weight or induced rapid growth.

5. 5 per cent of an acid-fast organism, Bacillus timothy, had the

same action as Pfeiffer's bacillus.

6. 10 per cent of Bacillus timothy induced rapid and continuous

growtli in rats limited to a diet deficient in the water-soluble

vitamin.
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INTRODUCTION.

In connection with the study of the lipolytic actions of various

tissues and tumors, it was necessary to obtain data relative to the

kinetics of these actions, as well as of the effects of different con-

centrations of enzyme material and of substrate. The bearing of

hydrogen ion concentration upon the kinetics of the actions to be

described, connects this paper with a previous paper of this series

(1) in which the results obtained in the study of the effects of the

hydrogen ion concentrations were presented in some detail.

The results on the kinetics of the lipase actions to be given will

be interpreted in terms of certain theoretical relationships which

have been developed by others. The principal object of this

paper is to compare these enzyme actions with other enzyme
actions, and to furnish a foundation for presenting at a later date

a comparative study of lipase, protease, and other enzyme actions

of tumors and tissues under definite conditions which will permit of

a certain degree of satisfactory comparison because of these

preliminary data.

THEORETICAL.

The application of kinetic equations to the chemical changes

brought about by enzymes has not yielded the results hoped for

at various times. In the first place, it may be pointed out that

the monomolecular reaction velocity equation only reproduces the

rate of change in the substrate in enzyme actions in isolated

903
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cases. A number of empirical equations have been proposed to

reproduce the results, the most successful of the simpler ones

being that of Schiitz (2), One of the most recent developments

attempts to account for the deviations from the simple mono-

molecular reaction velocity law on the basis of the occurrence of

additional reactions in the medium, such as reaction between en-

zyme and products of enzyme action, accompanied by change in

concentration of enzyme, etc. The equations developed by Nor-

throp (3) include certain of these factors, and also show the theo-

retical significance of Schlitz's equation (previously also explained

by Arrhenius (4) on analogous grounds) as derivable from his, if

certain limiting conditions are introduced.

The experimental results to be given here will be interpreted on

the bases of the three equations : Monomolecular reaction velocity

equation; Schiitz's equation; and Northrop's equation. The

first has been applied in the past to a large number of enzyme

actions; the second, mainly to protease and lipase actions; and the

third, practically only to protease actions.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.

The enzyme material was obtained as described in a previous

paper. The study was limited to the extracts of the Flexner-

Jobling rat carcinoma (Experiments 45, 46, 47-Tu, 49, and 59)

and of the rat leg muscle (Experiments 47-M and 50). These

extracts were prepared with water as described previously (1)

and filtered through paper.

Most of the actions were tested on glyceryl triacetate as perhaps

the most satisfactory of the comparatively simple esters related

to the fats. Some series were carried out also with phenyl acetate

and with a number of additional esters. The use of glyceryl

triacetate might perhaps be considered to introduce a complicating

factor because of the polyacid nature of the alcohol. However,

the reaction was not allowed to proceed far in most cases so that

at most, the chemical change or hydrolysis was doubtless limited

to the saponification of one acid equivalent in each molecule of

ester.

The mixtures were brought to the desired hydrogen ion con-

centrations with sodium hydroxide or hydrochloric acid and

tested colorimetrically, the indicators and standard solutions
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described by Clark (5) being used. Tlie reactions occurred

at 37-38°, toluene being present throughout. The necessary-

blanks were run in every case. The actions are given in every

ease as cubic centimeters of 0.1 n sodium hydroxide solution used

with phenolphthalein as indicator, corrected for blanks, or in

other words, as tenths of milli-equivalents of ester hydrolyzed by
the enzyme in the mixture titrated.

The first series of results to be presented shows the increases in

actions on glyceryl triacetate with time. The experimental

data are given in Table I. Two sets of the mixtures were made
up for each series and measured portions titrated at the various

time intervals. The titrated portions consisted of 5 cc. of the

enzyme extract made up to 15 cc. and ester added. Table II

shows the relative contents of the enzyme (E), the concentra-

tion of glyceryl triacetate (A) in the titrated portions in tenths of

milli-equivalents, and the pH values at the start and when tested

after certain time intervals. The mixtures contained the follow-

ing parts of extracted material

:

Experiment 45(A) 15.0 mg. tumor tissue per cc. of mixture tested.

45(B) 45.0
"

46(A) 68.8
"

46(B) 206.4 "

47(A-Tu) 31.4 "

47(B-Tu) 94.2 "

" 47(B-M) 102.6 " muscle

It is evident that although the absolute actions were decreasing

with the successive time intervals, they had not become zero. In

order to study the kinetic relationships more satisfactorily, the

results were plotted as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The actions at

definite time intervals taken from these curves are .shown in

Table III, and were used in the subsequent calculations. The
pH values of the mixtures initially 7.0 had all become 5.0 to 5.4

at or soon after the measurements at the first elapsed time interval

(ten J hour units) and did not change thereafter.

In Table IV are given the values ofK as calculated according to

1 A
the monomolecular reaction velocity equation K = -^log^'^

1 A. X

from the results of Table III. These values decreased steadily

for Experiments 45 and 46, and decreased for Experiments 47
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TABLE I.

Observed Rates of Actions on Glyceryl Triacetate.

Experiment 45.
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(B-Tu), (A-Tu), and (B-M) after an initial constancy extending
over about 40 time units. The most obvious explanation of this

decrease, assuming the kinetic equation to interpret correctly the

chemical equation for each experiment, is a progressive decrease

in enzyme concentration due to spontaneous inactivation or to

280 320 360

Time
520

Fig. 1. Time-action results of two rat tumor extracts, Nos. 4.5 and 46,

on glyceryl triacetate. Abscissa values, \ hour units; ordinate values,
tenths of milli-equivalents of ester hydrolyzed. Concentration of tumor,
three times as great in the B series as in the A series; concentration of ester,

If times as great in the B series as in the A series.

the action of the products of the reaction. The initial constancy
of K in Experiments 47 (B-Tu), (A-Tu), and (B-M) where
the hydrogen ion concentration did not change, followed by the

falling off in K indicates that the increasing concentration of the

products of the reaction caused the decrease in K. The continuous
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decrease ofK in Experiments 45 and 46 may then be ascribed to a
change in hydrogen ion concentration from pH 7.0 to 5.0 with the

accompanying less favorable conditions for actions (1) dm-ing the

first period, followed then by the increasing concentrations of the

reaction products.

X
The values of Ks of Schiitz's equation K^ = ~~7Z, are given

in Table V. The substrate was present in great excess in every case

except Experiment 47 (B) where approximately 35 per cent had

10.00

9.00

800

7.00

X06.OO

C

IJ5.00

400

3.00

ZOO

LOO

0.00
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TABLE III.

Lipolytic Actions After Definite Time Intervals from Figs. 1 and 2.

Time in

\ hr. units.
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The results calculated

A
according to Northrop's equation

Aloge

K„ = A — X
— X

, E (enzyme concentration) being assumed

ET
constant, are given in Table VI. Following initial irregularities or

increases, constant values over greater or smaller ranges are

obtained in most of the experiments, followed in some cases by

decreases. The constancies of Kn do not appear to be more

satisfactory than the values of Ks of Schiltz's equation, but the

theoretical bases are more satisfactory. The initial irregularities

in Experiments 45 and 46 may have been due to a great extent, as

already stated, to changes in hydrogen ion concentrations.

TABLE V.

Constants X 10^ (Ks) of Schiltz's Equation Calculated from the Results in

Table III.

Time in
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TABLE VI.

Constants X 10^ (Kn) of Northrop's Equation Calculated from the Results

in Table III.

Time in
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As pointed out by Arrhenius (6) , for a given enzyme preparation,

the product ET should be constant, T representing the time for a

definite amount of change to take place, whether or not the

monomolecular reaction velocity equation represents the rate of

change. Table VII shows such a constancy only for Experi-

ments 47(A) and 47(B) for four of the five sets of values. In con-

sidering the experiments, however, it must be recalled that for

Experiments 45 and 46, the mixtures initially were at pH 7.0 and

became constant at about pH 5.2 only after a few hours, while the

mixtures in Experiment 47 were at pH 5.2 throughout. The
first three values oi ET for Experiment 47 (A-Tu) and the first

four for Experiment 47 (B-Tu) show proportionate increases for

the total absolute actions and the products ET. This indicates

that the conditions of the enzyme action remained unchanged for

these periods of time or of extents of reaction, both as regards the

character of the enzyme and the character of the substrate, and

also that the substrate was present in great excess.

In order to attempt to follow the kinetics of the actions

starting at a number of different hydrogen ion concentrations, the

results of two series, one with rat tumor tissue (Experiment 49,

39.3 mg. per cc. of mixture tested), and one with rat leg muscle

(Experiment 50, 38.3 mg. per cc. of mixture tested) are shown

in Table VIII and Figs. 3 and 4. The mixtures were brought

to the different hydrogen ion concentrations indicated in the

headings of the columns, and tested on glyceryl triacetate, 3.4

milli-equivalents per 15 cc. of the titrated portions. The results

were presented in part in the previous paper on the effect of

hydrogen ion concentration on lipase actions. The mixtures

which were started at pH 4.0 remained at pH 4.0 throughout.

For the tumor extracts (Experiment 49) even in 2 1 hours, the

mixtures had all reached values between pH 5.0 and 5.5, where

they remained constant. The same was true for the muscle ex-

tracts except for the six results where the pH values found are

shown in parentheses following the actions found.

The times required for the same successive total actions taken

from the curves are shown in Table IX. The relative enzyme
contents for the successive time intervals, calculated on the

assumption of the constancy of the product ET and calling the

enzyme concentration E one hundred at pH 9.0, are shown in
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less than 3 hours. If there had been no adverse action at the

different initial hydrogen ion concentrations, the actions after

3 hours should have been alike. The results indicate that the'

different conditions of acidity inactivated different amounts of

enzyme, the most alkaline solution the least, but that after the

initial inactivation, the activities of the various mixtures

remained unchanged or were affected to the same degree during

'30

120

I.IO

1.00

090

0.80

to

^070

U0.60

<
Q50

040

030

020

QIC

0.00
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The results obtained in three experiments, two with glyceryl

triacetate and one with phenyl acetate, in which different amounts

of enzj'-me and substrate were used are given in Table XI. The

TABLE VIII.

Actions, in Tenths of Milli-Equivalents of Ester Htjdrolyzed, of Tumor and

Muscle Tissue Extracts on Glyceryl -Triacetate Starting at

Different Hydrogen Ion Concentrations.

Times
of actions in

i hr. units.

Initial pH of mixtures.

5.0 6.0 7.0
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TABLE X.

Relative Enzyme Contents Calculated Assuming the Constancy of the Product

ET Jrom the Results of Table IX for Successive Amounts of Action.

Successive
amounts of action
for which times
(T) were used.

Calculated relative enzyme contents for successive amounts
of actions for mixtures initially at indicated pH.

4.0 6.0 7.0 8.0

Experiment 49. Tumor extract.

0.00-1.00
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actions, x, in the body of the table in terms of tenths of milli-

equivalents of acid formed by the actions, corrected for blanks.

The mixtures were brought to pH 7.0 initially, but fell rapidly to

about pH 5.2 to 5.3 at which point they remained practically

constant. The contents in terms of enzyme material extracted

were as follows

:

Experiment 45 7.5, 15.0, 30.0, 45.0, and 60.0 mg. of tumor tissue

per cc. of mixture tested.

Experiment 46 34.4, 68.8, 137.6, 206.4, and 275.2 mg. of tumor
tissue per cc. of mixture tested.

Experiment 59 6.8, 13.6, 27.1, 40.7, and 54.3 mg. of tumor tissue

per cc. of mixture tested.

While some irregularities appear in the results due to experi-

mental errors, the amounts of the actions increase in every case

with increasing enzyme concentration. With any one enzyme
concentration, however, in a number of the series the actions

appeared to have approached or reached a maximum. The only

simple relation evident is that in Experiment 45; with any one

ester concentration the actions are proportional to the enzyme
concentrations.

In order to attempt a formulation of the results, the values

of K of Schiitz's and Northrop's equations were calculated, A
similar calculation using Northrop's equation was not possible

for the protease actions of tumor and tissue extracts reported

previously, because the total actions were not known. In the

present instance this total action is simply placed equal to the

initial substrate concentration, A

.

The values given in Table XII were calculated from Schiitz's

equation Kg = /wj', those in Table XIII from Northrop's

A A
equation i^r„ = — loge , _ — — ;

7" being constant.

The values of K^ and K„ in Tables XII and XIII show no

indication of constancy. It is possible that part of this irregularity

is due to the change in pH from 7.0 to about 5.2 during the first

part of the reaction. The regularities apparent include, with

few exceptions, steady decreases with increasing substrate con-

centrations for a given enzyme concentration, and steady in-

creases with increasing enzyme concentrations for a given substrate

concentration.



TABLE XII.

Values of Kg X 10^ Calculated from Schiitz's Equation from the Results of

Table XI.

Experiment
No.
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A niunber of experiments carried out with some furtlier animal

tissues and with tumors of human origin will not be given here.

These series were less complete than those already given. The
general relations were similar, but added nothing to the conclusions

based on the more complete series of experiments.

DISCUSSION.

The results given in this paper show that the kinetic relations

of the lipolytic actions of the extracts used were similar to those

of other enzyme actions. No completely satisfactory mathe-

matical theory of such actions has been developed as yet. The
equations which have been developed by others and which are

used here apply in certain more or less extended ranges of the

experiments, but no one view has been found to be of general

applicability. It is extremely probable that enzj-me actions take

place in steps, that frequently the products of the reaction inter-

fere with the actions, that a change in hydrogen ion concentration

during the course of the actions complicates the interpretation,

etc. The deviations from the theoretical equations which have

been deduced in the past have in certain cases been satisfactorily

explained on rational chemical grounds. Such explanations have

been used where possible in discussing the experimental results

given in the preceding section. There is no necessity for describ-

ing in detail or for elaborating the theoretical views which have

been used here, since nothing has been added to such theoretical

treatments.

SUMMARY.

The kinetics of the hj-drolytic actions on glycerjd triacetate

of extracts of the Flexner-Jobling rat carcinoma and of rat leg

muscle were studied and interpreted on the basis of the mono-
molecular reaction velocity equation, of Schiitz's equation, and of

Northrop's equation. The general relations found were similar

to those found by others and are probably explainable on analogous

grounds.

A study of the hydrolytic actions on esters with different enzyme
and substrate concentrations showed that none of the theoretical

equations was generally applicable, but that in certain series

comparatively simple relations held within hmits.
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Coagulation

:

Milk, by heat (Leighton
and Mudge) 53

Conductivity

:

Determination on plasma
(Gram and Norgaard)

429
Serum (Grajm) 593

Copper

:

Salt, sulfur-containing

amino-acid, preparation

(Mueller) 163

Corpuscles

:

Inorganic phosphates from,

absence (Buell) 99
Phosphates of (Buell)

99

Cottonseed

:

Globulin, digestibility

(Jones ant) Waterman)
501

Creatine

:

Creatinine preparation

from (Edgar and Hine-
gardner) 881

Metabolism (Benedict
and Osterberg)

229

Preparation and compari-

son of standards for esti-

mation (Edgar) 1

Whole blood and plasma^

distribution in acute re-

tention and elimination

(Plass) 27

Creatinine

:

Creatine, preparation from
(Edgar and Hinegard-
ner) 881

Hydrochloride, conversion

of, into creatinine (Edgar
and Hinegardner)

883

—
,

preparation (Edgar
and Hinegardner)

882

INIetabolisim (Benedict
and Osterberg)

229

Preparation and compari-

son of standards for

estimation (Edgar)
1

W^hole blood and plasma,

distribution in acute re-

tention and elimination

(Plass) 27

Zinc chloride, preparation

(Edgar) 2

Creatinine picrate

:

Preparation (Edgar) 2

Crystallization

:

Bence-Jones protein (Wil-

son) 203
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Cucumis melo :

Siee Cantaloupe seed.

Cucurbita maxima:
See Squash seed.

Curd:
Milk, coagulated by heat,

endothermic reaction ac-

companying (Leighton
and Mudge) 53

Cystine :

Content, determination in

cantaloupe seed proteins

(Jones and Gersdorff)
94

D

Depancreatectomy :

Carbohydrate metabolism,
influence on (Murlin,
Clough, Gibbs, and
Stokes) 253

Diabetes ;

Glycolysis (Denis and
Giles) 739

Diamine nitrogen :

Protein-free blood filtrate

(Blau)
_

867
Dicarboxylic acids:

Esters, comparison of

hydrolysis by the lipase

of the liver (Hyde and
Lewis) 7

Diet:
Metabolism experiments,

improved procedure
(Cowgill) 728

Diethyl adipate :

Hj'drolysis by lipase (Hyde
and Lewis) 12

Diethyl glutarate :

Hydrolysis by lipase (Hyde
and Lewis) 9

Diethyl malonate:
riydrolysis by lipase

(Hyde and Lewis)
9

Diethyl succinate :

Hydrolysis by lipase(Hyde
and Lewis) 9

Digestibility :

Cottonseed globulin

(Jones and Waterman)
501

Proteins in vitro (Jones
and Waterman)

501
Digestion :

Peptic-tryptic, of proteins,

effect of gossypol on
(Jones and Waterman)

501
Dinitrosalicylic acid :

Alkali of blood, titratable,

determination with
(Sumner and Hubbard)

701

3, 5-Dinitrosalicylic acid:

Preparation (Sumner and
Hubbard) 702

Dye-protein :

Aggregates (Shackell)
887

E

Electrolysis :

Separation of hexone bases

from protein hydroly-

sates by (Foster and
Schmidt) 545

Electrolyte :

Equilibria and gas in blood

(Van Slyke, Wu, and
McLean) 765

Water distribution and, in

blood (Van Slyke, Wu,
and McLean) 765

Endothermic reaction :

Curd in milk coagulated

by heat, endothermic re-

action accompanying
(Leighton and Mudge)

53
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Enzyme :

Action (SuGiuRA, Notes,
and Falk) 903

Equilibria :

Electrolyte, and gas, in

blood (Van Slyke, Wu,
and McLean) 765

Ester (s)

:

Dicarboxylic acids, com-
parison of hydrolysis by
the lipase of the liver

(Hyde and Lewis)
7

-Hydrolyzing actions of

some tissue and tumor
extracts, kinetics (Sugi-

URA, Noyes, and Falk)
903

Ether:
Analysis in narcosis

(Kruse) 127
Anesthesia, immediate ef-

fect (Cullen, Austin,
KoRNBLUM, and Robin-
son) 643— in the dog, acidosis

(Leake, Leake, and
Koehler) 319

Narcosis, respiratory ex-

change (luring, determi-

nation (Krt se) 139
Spirometer, behavior of

ether in (Kruse)
139

Ethyl propionate :

Hydrolysis by lipase (Hydk
and Lewis) t>

Exercise :

Muscular, physiology
(Barr) 171

Fat:
Metabolisn experiments,

improved procedure
(Cowgill) 732

Fat—continued:

-Soluble vitamine (Steen-
BOCK and Nelson)

355
(Steenbock, Sell, and
Jones) 345
(Steenbock, Sell, and
Nelson) 327— — content of millets

(Steenbock, Sell, and
Jones) 345

—

—

, storage (Steenbock,
Sell, and Nelson)

327— vitamines, requirement
by the chick (Emmett
and Peacock) 679

Fatigue :

Chemical factors (Rake-
straw) 121

Fatty acids :

Blood plasma (Bloor)
711

Fermentation :

Propionic acid, of lactose

(Sherman and Shaw)
695

Fetus :

Blood serum, calcium and
magnesium content
( BoGLRT and Plass)

297

, phosphoric acid com-
pounds in (Plass and
Tompkins) 309

Fibrm :

Congo (Shackell)
887

Folin-Wu method :

Making protein-free blood
r filtrates, modification

(Ha.oen) 469
Freezing point :

Serum (C^ram) 593
Fructose :

Tolerance in dogs (Bouan-
sky) 387
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Galactose :

Tolerance in clogs (Bodan-
sky) 387

Gas:
Electrolyte equilibria and,

in blood (Van Slyke,
Wu, and McLean)

765
Gas analysis apparatus :

Van Slyke, trap for

(Shohl) 125

Glandular activity :

Chemical constituents of

saliva as indices (Morris
and Jersey) 31

Gliadin :

Wheat, product of mild
acid hydrolysis (Vick-

ery) 415
Globulin :

Cantaloupe seed, prepara-

tion (Jones and Gers-
dorff) 89

Cottonseed, digestibility

(Jones and Waterman)
501

Crystalline, of the canta-

loupe seed, comparison
with the crystalline glo-

bulin of the squash seed

(Jones and Gersdorff)
79

—

,

— seed, isolation

(Jones and Gersdorff)
79

— , — •— squash seed, com-
parison with the crys-

talline globulin of the

cantaloupe seed (Jjnes
and Gersdorff)

79

Glucokinin :

Hormone, new, present in

plant tissue (Collip)
513

Glucose :

Tolerance in dogs (Bodan-
sky) 387

Glutelin:

Cantaloupe seed, prep-

aration (Jones and
Gersdorff) 90

Glycolysis :

Blood, diabetic and non-
diabetic (Denis and
Giles) 739

Gossypol :

Peptic-tryptic digestion of

proteins, effect on
• (Jones and Waterman)

501

Growth :

Light in relation to (Steen-
BocK and Nelson)

355
Substance, growth-promot-

ing, bacterial origin

(Damon) 895
Vitamine, yeast, growth-

promoting, in cane-sugar

(Funk and Freedman)
851

H
Heat:

Coagulation of milk
(Leighton and Mudge)

53
Heptacosanol :

Identification (Sando)
459

a/S-Hexenic acid :

Preparation (Dakin)
49

Hexone :

Bases, separation from pro-

tein hydrolysates by
electrolysis (Foster and
Schmidt) 545

Hormone :

Glucokinin, new hormone
present in plant tissue

(CoLLIP) 513
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Hydrochloride

:

Creatinine, conversion into

creatinine (Edgar and
Hinegardner)

883
—

,
preparation (Edgar

and Hinegardner)
882

Hydrogen ion

:

Blood, by dialj^sis method,
effect of membrane on
determination (Van

. Slyke, Wu, and Mc-
Lean) 796

Breathing, minute volume,
relation to, during and
following muscular exer-

cise (Barr) 175
Hydrolysates

:

Protein, separation of hex-

one bases from, by elec-

trolysis (Foster and
Schmidt) 545

Hydrolysis

:

Acid, mild, of wheat
gliadin, product (Vick-
ery) 415

j(3,-Hydroxycai>roic acid

;

Preparation (Dakiv)
49

Inorganic constituents

:

Blood in exjinimeutal
nephritis (Dexia)

473
Interpolation

:

Chart, convenient type
(Peters) 745

K
Kinetics

:

Ester-hydrolyziris actions

of some tissue and tu-

mor extracts (Sugiura,
Notes, and Falk)

003

Kramer-Tisdall method

:

Determination of calcium
in small amounts of

serum by, note on
(Tisdall) 439

Lactalbumin

:

Preparation of tryptophane
from products of hy-
drolysis, with baryta
(Waterman) 75

Lactose

:

Propionic acid fermenta-
tion (Sherman and
Shaw) 695

Lettuce

:

Extract, presence of new
hormone, glucokinin, in

(CoLLip) 523
Light:

Ophthalmia and growth,
light in relation to

(Steenbock and Nel-
son) 355

Lipase

:

Liver, comparison of

liydrolysis of esters of

dicarboxylic acids by
(Hyde and Lewis)

7
l^reparation (Hyde and
Lewis) 7

Liver

:

Lipase, comparison of

hydrolysis of esters of

dicarboxylic acids by
(Hyde and Lew^s) 7

M
Magnesium

:

Content of fetal and mater-
nal blood serum (Bogert
and Plass) 297
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Malol:
Alcohol, new crystalline,

isolation (Sando)
462

Menstruation

:

Metabolism, basal, and the
menstrual cycle (Wake-
ham) 555

Mercuric chloride

:

Precipitate of sulfur-con-

taining amino-acid, com-
position (Mueller)

163
Metabolism:

Basal, and the menstrual
cycle (Wakeham)

555
Carbohydrate, influence

on, of depancreatized an-
imals (MuRLiN, Clough,
GiBBs, and Stokes)

253
Creatine (Benedict and
Osterberg) 229

Creatinine (Benedict and
Osterberg) 229

Experiments, improved
procedure (Cowgill)

725
Pyrimidine (Wilson)

215
Milk:

Coagulation by heat
(Leighton and Mudge)

53
Curd, coagulated by heat,

endothermic reaction ac-

companying (Leighton
and Mudge) 53

Millets:

Fat-soluble vitamine con-

tent (Steenbock, Sell,
and Jones) 345

Mineral constituents

:

Metabolism experiments,

improved procedure

(Cowgill) 733

Mollusks

:

Marine, of the Pacific

coast, chemical study
(Albrecht) 483

N

Naphthol isocyanate

:

Derivative of sulfur-con-

taining amino-acid, prep-
aration (Mueller)

162

Narcosis

:

Ether analysis (Kruse)
127

— , respiratory exchange
during, determination
(Kruse) 139

Nephritis

:

Blood, inorganic constitu-

ents (Denis) 473

Nitrogen

:

Amino-acid, of blood
(Blau)

861, 867, 873

—

, — •—, total free (Blau)
861

Balance of dairy cows
(Gaessler and Mc-
Candlish) 675

Diamino, in protein-free

blood filtrate (Blau)
867

Distribution in cantaloupe
seed globulin (Jones and
Gersdorff) 81
— — glutelin (Jones

and Gersdorff)
93

squash seed globulin

(Jones and Gersdorff)
82

Non-protein, total, ratio of

urea nitrogen to (Plass)
25
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Nitrogen—continued:

Non-protein, total, of whole

blood and plasma, dis-

tribution in acute reten-

tion and elimination

(Plass) 24

Peptide, in blood (Blau)
873

Urea: total non-protein ni-

trogen ratio (Plass)
25

— , of whole blood and
plasma, distribution in

acute retention and elim-

ination (Plass)
25

Nitrogenous constituents

:

Non-protein, ' of whole
blood and plasma during

acute retention and
elimination, variations in

distribution (Plass)
17

Nitrous acid

:

Amino nitrogen in com-
pounds reacting slowlj'

with, determination
(Wilson)

_
183

Proteins and, reaction be-

tween (Lewis and
Updegraff) 405

Non-protein :

Nitrogen, total, r'ltio of

urea nitrogen to (Plass)
25

— , — , of whole blood and
plasma, distribution in

acute retention and elim-

ination (Plass)
24

Nit^-ogenous constituents

of whole blood and
plasma duri'ig acute re-

t ntion and elimination,

variations in distribu-

tion (Plass) 17

Nutrients

:

Solution of purified,

synthesis of "bios" by
veast grown in (Mac-
Donald) 489

O
Onion:

Extract, presence of new
hormone, glucokinin, in

(COLLIP) 521

Ophthalmia

:

Light in relation to

(Steenbock and Nel-
son) 355

Vitamine A, alleviation

with (Emmett and
Peacock) 688

Osmotic:
Pressure, regulation

(Gram) 593

Pancreas

:

Aqueous extract (Mur-
LiN, Clough, Gibbs, and
Stokes) 253

Parathyroids

:

Function (Salvesen)
443

"Peptide :

Nitrogen in blood (Blau)
873

Permutit

:

Roagent for amines
' Whitehorn)

751
Phenol (s)

:

Blood, quantitative

method for determina-
tion (Rakestraw)

109
Concentration, ratio be-

tween color intensity

and (Rakestraw)
112
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Phenol(s)

—

continued:

Uric acid and, separation

(Rakestraw)
113

Phosphate (s)

:

Corpuscles (Buell)
99

Inorganic, absence from
corpuscles (Buell)

99
Plasma (Buell) 102

Phosphoric acid:

Compounds in maternal
and fetal serum (Plass
and Tompkins)

309
Phosphorus

:

Compounds in normal
blood (Buell) 97

Physiology

:

]\Iuscular exercise (Barr)
171

Placenta:
Transmission (Bogert and

Plass) 297

(Plass and Tompkins)
309

Plant:
Tissue, glucokinin, new
hormone present in

(Collip) 513

Plasma

:

Blood, fatty acids of

(Bloor)
^
711

Chloride and conductivity

determinations on
(Gram and Norgaard)

429
Non-protein nitrogenous

constituents, during

acute retention and
elimination (Plass)

17

Phosphate (Buell)
102

Potassium bichromate

:

Preparation (Edgar)

Propionic acid:

Fermentation of lactose

(Sher:vlvn and Shaw)
695

Protein(s)

:

Alkali bound by, elec-

trolyte distribution be-

tween blood sermn and
transudates as function

(Van Slyke, Wu, and
McLean) 789

Amino-acid, new sulfur-

containing, isolated from
the hj^drolytic products
of protein (Mueller)

157
Amino nitrogen, free, de-

termination of, in (Wil-
son) 191

Bence-Jones, spontaneous
crystallization (Wilson)

203

Blood filtrate, protein-free,

diamino nitrogen in

(Blau)
^ _

867
, — , modification of

Folin-Wu method for

making (Haden)
469

Cantaloupe seed (Jones
and Gersdorff)

79
Digestibility in vitro

(Jones and Waterman)
501

Dye-, aggregates
(Shackell) 887

Hydrolysates, separation of

hexone bases from, by
electrolysis (Foster and
Schmidt) 545

Metabolism experiments,

improved procedure
(Cowgill) 730

Molecule, existence of new
sulfur-containing amino-
acid in (Mueller)

166
\
\
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Protein(s)

—

continued:

Nitrous acid and, reaction

between (Lewis and
Updegraff) 405

Peptic-tryptic digestion,

effect of gossypol on
(Jones and Waterman)

501

Serum (Gram) 593
Pyrimidine

:

Metabolism (Wilson)
215

R

Reproduction

:

Marine mollusks of the

Pacific coast, chemical

study of reproductive

system (Albrecht)
483

Respiration

;

Blood reaction, relation to,

during an
muscular
(Barr) 173

Respiratory cycle

:

Electrolyte and water
changes in l-lood during

(Van Slyke, Wv, and
McLean) 787

Respiratory exchange

:

Etlier narcosis during, de-

termination (Kruse)
lo9

Roughage

:

Metabolism experiments,

improved procedure
(Cowgill) 73z

Saliva:

Chemical constituents, as

indices of glandular ac-

tivity (MoRR'-S and

^ following

exercise

Jersey) :n

Salts:

Calcium, availability

(Steenbock, Hart,
Sell, and Jones)

375

Copper, sulfur-containing

amino-acid, preparation

(Mueller) 163

Serum:
Blood, calcium and
magnesium content of

fetal and maternal
(BoGERT and Plass)

297

— , and transudates, elec-

trolyte distribution be-

tween, as function of

alkali bound by proteins

(Van Slyke, Wu, and
McLean) 789

Calcium, determination by
the Kramer-Tisdall

method, note on
(.Tisdall) 439

Chlorides (Gram)
593

Conductivity (Gram)
593

Frtal, phosphoric acid

compounds in (Plass

and Tompkins)
309

Freezing point (Gram)
593

K'^ value for, and Hassel-

balch's constant for

whole blood, relationship

between (Van Slyke,
Wu, and McLean)

798

Proteins (Gram)

Sorbic acid

:

Preparation (Dakin)

593

50
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Spirometer :

Ether, behavior in (Kruse)
139

Squash seed :

Crystalhne globuhn, com-
parison with the crystal-

line globulin of the can-

taloupe seed (Jones and
Gersdorff) 79

Sulfur :

Amino-acid isolated from
the hydrolytic products
of protein, sulfur-con-

taining (Mueller)
157

Tissue :

Extracts, kinetics of ester-

hydrolyzing actions

(SuGiuRA, Notes, and
Falk) 903

Plant, glucokinin, new hor-

mone present in (Col-
lip) 513

Transudates :

Blood serum and, elec-

trolyte distribution be-

tween, as function of

alkali bound bj- proteins

(Van Slyke, Wu, and
McLean) 789

Triacontane :

Identification (Sando)
459

Tryptophane :

Content, determination in

cantaloupe seed globulin

and glutelin (Jones and
Gersdorff) 93

Preparation from products
of hydrolysis of lactal-

bumin with barji;a

(Waterman) 75

Tumor :

Extracts, kinetics of ester-

hydrolyzing actions
(SuGiuRA, Notes, and
Falk) 903

Two-phase systems :

Acid-base equilibrium in

(Murrat) 569
Tyrosine :

Content of deaminized
casein (Lewis and Upde-
graff) 405

Urea:
Blood, determination
(Behre) 395

Nitrogen : total non-protein
nitrogen ratio (Plass)

25
— of whole blood and

plasma, distribution in

acute retention and elim-

ination (Plass)
25

Uric acid:

Phenol and, separation

(Rakestraw) 113
Whole blood and plasma,

distribution in acute re-

tention and elimination

(Plass) 27

Van Slyke gas analysis appara-
tus:

Trap for (Shohl)
125

Vitamine A :

Metabolism experiments,

improved procedure
'^Cowgill) 732

Ophthalmia, alleviation of,

with (Emmett and Pea-
cock) 688
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Vitamine B

:

Metabolism experiments,

improved procedure
(Cowgill) 734

Vitamine (s)

:

Fat-soluble (Steenbock
and Nelson)

355
(Steenbock, Sell, and
Jones) 345
(Steenbock, Sell, and
Nelson) 327

— , content of millets

(Steenbock, Sell, and
Jones) 345

— , requirement by the
chick (Emmett and Pea-
cock) 679

— , storage (Steenbock,
Sell, and Nelson)

327
Yeast growth-promoting,

in cane-sugar (Funk and
Freedman) 851

W
Water:

Distribution and cell

volume (Van Slykl,
Wr, and McLean)

780

Water

—

coniinued:
Distribution and electrolyte

in blood (Van Slyke,
Wu, and McLean)

765
Wheat:

Gliadin, product of mild
acid hydrolj'^sis (Vick-
ery) 415

Leaves, presence of new
hormone, glucokinin, in

(CoLLip) 524

Yeast:
Extract, presence of new

hormone, glucokinin, in

(CoLLip) 514
Grown in a solution of puri-

fied nutrients, synthesis
of "bios" by (Mac-
Donald) 489

Growth-promoting vitam-
ine in cane-sugar (Funk
and Freedman)

851

Zinc chloride :

Creatinine,

(Edgar)
preparation

2
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